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New Mitchell Product
Enterprising Hollywood Concern Introduces a

New

Camera Pull-Down Mechanism
The use of miniatures in motion
claws disengaged and returning to
By George A. Mitchell
picture productions, where a part of
the top position. Two' claws are used
the scene is normal action, and part
on each side for pulling the film, and
of the Mitchell Camera Corporation,
built to a smaller scale, especially
the claws and pilo'; pins overlap, one
Hollywood, California
where there is action in both exentering before the other disengages.
posures, has called for a positive
The pull-down member slides in
acting high speed movement. In the taking of these
part A, and pivots at the same point. Two cams of the
scenes it has been customary to employ two cameras,
same design but of different throw operate the pullone for the high speed or miniature, and another for
down and pilot pins. The pull-down arm, is moved to
the normal takes.
the rear as shown in Fig. 3, while the pilot pins are disIn the photography of animals especially, and other
scenes, it is desirable to have a camera which operates
as quickly as possible.
The following is a brief description of a movement
designed to meet these requirements.
Fig. 1 shows the movement unit, the gear box, the
driving shaft and large crank. The movement is inter-

engaged, enabling the operator to slide the film in slot D.
This slot will accommodate two thicknesses of film
for special work, and matting 1/1G of an inch in front
of the film may be done at opening E. By loosening two
clamps, FF, the front plate may be easily withdiawn
for cleaning. The pressure plate is made with two rollers
in the center of the aperture, and two steel shoes over

Fig. 1

changeable in any of our cameras, no machine work
being necessary. On the gear box are three places to
attach the crank, and two places to attach the driving
shaft. On the top of the box is a gear shift lever, and
with this arrangement, eleven speed changes are possible, from 2-128 pictures per second, the operator turning the crank 120 per minute, or normal.
The extension shaft has a "V" groove on each side
and corresponding grooves in the outer casing. These
Fig. 3

the perforations, so that no prssure is on the picture
area. This has a constant pressure of a very light spring.

The

rollers are

film race

is

made

of ebony, with a steel core.

The

of stainless steel.

BLASTING CAP FILM
As

a part

of

a

signed to minimize the

safety

campaign

de-

of blasting cap accidents

which children suffer injury or death, the Institute

of

Makers of Explosives recently completed a one-reel
picture

Game," designed

grooves form a ball race, and instead of keys we use
balls to drive.
By this method no end thrust can be
transmitted to the camera.
Fig. 2 is a larger view of the movement mechanism,
showing the pilot pins in the film, and the pull-down

number

in

motion
Fig. 2

nation-wide

film
to

entitled

"How Jimmy Won

the

emphasize the danger to children of

using the blasting cap as a plaything.

The

on safety stock and will be screened

in the public

film is printed

and

parochial schools in those states where most of the blasting cap accidents occur.

It

is

estimated that 500

chil-

dren are maimed or killed every year in these accidents.
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Transactions

Discussion On "The Tungsten Lamp
Situation In the Studio"
duplications of sunrise and sunset
[TAm paper, read at the Lake
scenes, etc.
Placid convention of the S. M. P. E.,
By Peter Mole
With reference to Mr. Beggs'
uas published in full in the American
point that it would be more desirCinematographer for November.
able to use ten 1000-watt lamps inEditor's Note.]
stead off one 10,000-watt lamp; this
MR. BEGGS About a year ago I tried to calculate might be practical in some cases, but there are many
the theoretical costs of lighting a studio with mazda
instances where it is desired to create the effect of
lamps. At that time it was felt that mazda lamps were
strong sunlight streaming in through a window or door,
impossible, but calculations made theoretically showed
the intensity of this source must be considerably greatthat the costs were approximately the same as for arcs.
er than that of the other light source illuminating the
Now, the film is a little faster for incandescents, and
set.
For this purpose a single source of high-wattage
labor costs have been calculated closer, so that the figures
such as 10-killowatt lamps would be required. Ten 1000I published at that time do not necessarily apply for
watt lamps would be quite out of the question because
mazda lamps, although at that time it was about a toss-up they would create ten individual shadows and spoil the
for cost for lamps, fixtures and labor.
Since that time
illusion of sunlight.
we have been asked to produce a metal reflector. It is
MR. ISAACS I should like to ask Mr. Farnham
not so efficient as silvered glass, but it is indestructible,
what the advantage would be of cutting back from DC
and chromium has been found to be the most successful
to AC when the latter gives flicker.
plating.
The advantages are chiefly that it is easily
MR.
A mazda lamp operates equally
cleaned.
Chromium is going to be very popular as a well on alternating or direct current. The studios would
surface plating material. Probably you noticed that the
naturally not wish to discard their existing motor genKodascope projector used it, and it is being used in the
erator sets, but as the present equipment becomes obsolighting field for industry.
lete or greater lighting capacity is required, they would
I should like to ask Mr. Farnham about the over-voltgradually shift to AC operation and thus remove the
age operation of lamps. Any of these incandescent lamps
heavy investment in substations and the necessary atcan be burned with over-voltage with reasonable assurtendant which rotating equipment requires. With regard
ance that it will give fair photographic performance, but
to flicker on alternating current circuits due to the relait may destroy the lamp, and there should be an agreetively small size filament wire of the 100-watt lamps and
ment among studio engineers, I believe, concerning the
those of lesser wattage, there is a noticeable flicker when
exact over-voltage which should be used.
the lamps are operated on 25-cycle currents.
On 60Another point is the avoidance wherever possible of
cycle currents this flicker canno+ be detected with the
these extremely expensive lamps; $175 is the present
eye, but it can be observed by stroboserpic methods.
price of the 10 kilowatt lamp with 100 hours' life.
The
However, as we increase the wattage of the lamps and
same light flux can be obtained from ten 1000-watt lamps
hence the diaineter or mass of the filament wire, the heat
for $2.50 each, which gives a different total price, and it
storage capacity of the filament becomes greater and the
seems unreasonable that studio engineers should insist on
fluctuations of the light, due to the cyclic variations of
using the very expensive lamps. I think they might get
From tests which we have
the current, becomes less.
together a symposium on the use of incandescent lamps
conducted using a special stroboscopic device, we find
for studio engineers.
that fluctuation of the light disappears with lamps of
MR. FARNHAM With reference to operating lamps 500 watt, 115 volt ratings and above on 60 cycle cirat an over-voltage, the studios now working with incancuits.
In the studio district 50 cycle circuits are the
descent lamps operate them from the same source of suprule so that it is probable that the 750 watt lamps would
ply that they operate their arc equipment, and hence it
mark the dividing line between flicker and non-flicker.
is not practicable to operate the lamps at other than the
Since all of the lamps employed in studio lighting servvoltage of the circuit without causing trouble on other
ice are of 1000 watts and above, I can assure you that
sets that are using the same source of supply.
there will be no possibility of flicker caused by the
The light output of an incandescent lamp operating
shutter getting into synchronism with the alternating
at from 250 to 400 hours' life has the correct color charcurrent cyclic changes.
acteristics for use with the Panchromatic film, and if
MR. BAUER: Some years ago Westinghouse went
they were operated at an over-voltage a relatively greater
into the problem of sufficiently heavy filaments in inincrease in the blues and violets would result, and the
candescent lamps. As Mr. Farnham says, it frequently
color renedition would not be correct.
Instead of overhappened that the synchronism mentioned was noticevoltaging a lamp at the time the picture is being taken,
The result of
able on the screen as a decided flicker.
I would suggest the practice of operating lamps at an
their investigation was that they brought out a transunder-voltage during rehearsing and at times when it is
former with 20 ampere 20 volt light which is equivalent
not necessary to expose the film, and then before the picIn an ordinary 400 watt incandescent
to 400 watts.
ture is to be taken the lamps should be brought up to
lamp, the flicker would persist, but with the 20 volt 20
normal voltage.
ampere lamp, the filament was sufficiently heavy to preIn considering future practice where the lamps are
vent this.
operated directly from alternating current source it would
MR. CRABTREE: I should like to mention that in
be a simple matter to install a portable induction regulathe studio in Rochester for taking color motion pictures
tor between the supply circuit entering the building and
it is our practice to burn the lamps at under-voltage
the particular set on which it is desired to control the
This is done by means of
during actual exposure.
current.
This would make it possible to operate the
rheostats.
lamps at an under-voltage until the time to make the
MR. BEGGS: All the prize fights are photographed
picture, when they could be quickly brought up to full
At Chicago they
in the light of incandescent lamps.
voltage.
used 44 one thousand watt lamps in 44 reflectors. These
The use of this device would likewise permit bringburned at normal voltage and were of the ordinary type
ing lamps from total darkness to full brilliancy or from
full brilliancy to total darkness for special lighting effects,
(Continued on Page 16)
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Amateur Cinematography
A Professional's Notes for Amateurs—XV
In the previous chapters

it

has

been established that the orthoscopic
formation of images by spherical
lenses is subordinate to the correc-

By Joseph A. Dubray, A.

form the image.
It is quite evident that a number of problems have
arisen from such complex generalities and that a number
of objectives have been calculated, designed and constructed, each one presenting a certain marked improvement in one or the other of the fields of correction, thus
making each instrument especially suitable for certain
working conditions or certain desirable results.
This has given rise to a number of denominations
which have come down to us since the beginning of the
perfectment of photographic objectives, such as Single
Achromat, Rectilinear, Portrait lens, Anastigmat, etc.,
which in turn have given rise to a number of different
objectives bearing a trade name or the name of the
inventor and so known by the photographic world.
It would be impossible to analyze in this series of
articles all the different makes of objectives and their
attributes.
A great deal of literature is available on
this subject and I shall therefore conrine myself to gen-

eralities.

While discussing the different aberrations of lenses
has been found that these aberrations could be destroyed, neutralized or minimized under certain specified
it

conditions.

Chromatic aberration can thus be corrected by compounding a lens with two different kind of glasses.
Astigmatism is also removed by making use of different
kinds of optical glasses so designed that the components produce astigmatism of contrary kind which
each other.

Spherical aberration is corrected by the proper curving of the lenses' surface and their position in respect to
the incident light, which curvatures are calculated keeping in view the fact that they have an influence in the
coriection of the chromatic aberration.
In a general way of expression it can be said that
the methods by which the different aberrations can be
It is
corrected dove-tail, so to speak, into each other.
thus possible to compound several lenses into an objective, which finally present the greatest possible correction for all its aberrations.

Let us supose a convergent achromatic lens formed
by the combination of one positive piano convex crown
glass and one negative piano concave flint glass lens.
The image formed by such compound will be chromatically

corrected,

but will present

spherical

C.

(Continued from December
Cine matogr cipher )

tion of a number of imperfections
called aberrations and it has been
stated that such correction is possible by the proper selection of glasses, by the combination of several lenses
of different form and material, by the curvature of the
surfaces of the lenses, their distance apart and by the
limitation of a certain number of rays that concur to

will neutralize

S.

aberration

which principle

is

signing of

modern photographic

all

followed in the de-

objectives.

The diaphram defines thus the
bounds of the photographic objec-

tives, limits the rays permitted to
concur to the formation of the image and is, therefore,
of paramount importance, not only for its action in the
correction of aberrations, but also because it determines
the luminosity of the image and consequently the socalled Speed of the objective
Let us now suppose an objective constructed according to the above mentioned data, i. e., composed of
two achromatic lenses symmetrically placed on a common
axis and separated by a diaphram symmetrically set in
respect to the lenses, and let the two lenses be made of
similar kinds of glasses and having the same focal length.
If, by means of such an objective, we bring to a focus
on a ground glass an object-point situated on its axis
and we then exclude all the light in the object-plane and
illuminate the ground-glass from the back, then when
we place the eye in the same position at which the objectpoint was, we will see a bright circle, which is the virtual image of the diaphragm formed by the components
of the objective which are situated between the eye and

the diaphragm itself.
If we reverse the operation and place the ground
glass where the object-point was and replace the ground
glass by the object-point itself, through the same proceedings we find that the components of the objective
situated at the opposite side of the diaphragm also form
a virtual image of the diaphragm which will be exactly
similar to the first, due to the symmetrical construction
of the objective under consideration.
The diaphragm itself is called the Aperture Stop;
its image formed by the component of the objective
preceding it on the side facing the object is called the
Entrance Pupil and its image formed by the components
of the objective on the side facing the image is called
the Exit Pupil.
The terms entrance and exit pupils have been introduced by Professor Abbe, of Jena, and their amplitude determines the exact dimension of the cone of rays
from an object point which is concurring to form its
image on the ground glass.
Let us consider now, an objective constructed according to the limitations expressed above, as symmetry
of the system:

D

I

//

\

\

f

and astigmatism as well.
If the piano surfaces of the two lenses be curved
so that they coincide with each other, three radii of curvature will then be at the disposal of the designer and the
spherical aberration present in the first system may be

greatly corrected in the second.
The necessity of limiting the number of rays that
may be allowed to concur in the formation of the image
requires, as previously stated, the use of a stop or diaphram. The use of such a stop would, although reducing the astigmatic aberration as well as the spherical,
tend to produce a distortion in the image. The remedy
for this distortion is to construct the objective of two
separate components, both chromatically and spherically
corrected, and to place the stop or diaphram between them,

\
D

Let I and II be respectively the front and back components of the objective and D. the diaphragm or stop.
Let us take into consideration any ray passing
through the center of the diaphragm at C. Due to
the symmetry of the components of the objective and
of the diaphragm in respect to them, such ray will meet
.(Continued on Page 17)
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The Lubrication of
Motion Picture Film
surface, even in the region which is
When freshly developed or soBy J. I. Crabtree and C. E. Ives
relatively free from silver, is covered
called "green" motion picture film is
with innumerable extrusions (see Fig.
passed through a projector, there is a
(Communication No. 330 from the
tendency for an incrustation to ac1, magnification 540). The roughness
Eastman Kodak Research Laboratories)
of the surface is much greater in the
cumulate on the aperture plate or
vicinity of the silver image (see Fig.
tension springs which retards the free
passage of the film through the machine. Chemical analysis
2, magnification 790) and if the latter is toned with iron
or uranium the roughness is still greater (see Fig. 3,
has shown that this incrustation consists largely of gelatin
magnification 790). This is as would be expected because
with more or less silver, dirt, and oil, but it contains
the toning process intensifies the image by virtue of the
usually only a trace of the metal or alloy of which the

gate

is

composed.

effect of the incrustation is to increase the
friction between the metal parts of the gate and the
gelatin coated surface of the film. This causes excessive
strains on the edges of the perforations at the pull-down
sprocket which ultimately results in torn perforations
and therefore a diminished projection life of the film.
It is possible to reduce considerably the tendency
for the formation of the gate incrustation by suitable
This is accomplished
lubrication of the film surface.
usually by the application of a thin line of paraffin wax
to the edge of the film which melts under the heat of
the projector and forms an effective lubricant. However,
the wax tends to wander over the picture area if applied

The

Photomicrographs showing
the film surface with

Untreated

film.

Fig.

effect of burnishing,

and coating

wax and then burnishing. Fig. 4
5
Burnished.
Fig. 6
Waxed and

—

—

burnished.

deposition of iron or uranium ferrocyanide around the
silver grains composing the image and thus enlarges

them.
It is possible to smooth the film surface either by
grinding away or burnishing down the minute projections or by filling up the crater-like depressions. The effect of burnishing and of filling up the depressions with
wax and then burnishing
or polishing is strikingly

shown

in Figs. 4, 5, and
Fig. 4 shows the surface of untreated film
(magnification 540). Fig.
5 shows the same film after burnishing and Fig. 6
after applying wax and

Photomicrographs showing appearance of surface of motion
picture film by reflected light.
Fig. 1
Clear area of film.
Fig. 2
Area in region of silver image. Fig. 3 Silver
image toned with iron ferrocyanide.

—

—

6.

—

and particularly in the case of sound record
is very objectionable.
It is the object of this paper to discuss the various
methods of lubrication employed to date and to indicate
a new method which is equally satisfactory for sound
record and ordinary motion picture films.
Factors Affecting the Ease of Passage of Motion Picture
Film through a Projector
The facility with which the film passes under the
pressure springs in the projector gate depends on:
1.
The physical condition of the gelatin coating
in excess
films; this

of the film.
2.
The conditions to which the film is subjected
in the projector.
1.
If motion picture film is examined under a
microscope by reflected light, it is seen that the gelatin

burnishing.
Tests have been shown
that the act of burnishing
or polishing the film surface without the application of a lubricant such

wax or oil does not
appreciably facilitate the
passage of the film through
the projector gate. It is
well known, however, that
film which has been proas

Fig.

7

— Showingon

nishing

partial burfilm during
projection.

effect

jected once or twice has a

much

( Continued on

less tendency
Page P>)

to

pro-
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News Man Saves Old Glory
Shooting the Chinese War Finds the Flag Desecrated When Shek's Men Sack Consulate at Nanking

A.

S. C.

Man

weeks

[Mr. A. E. Lilius, Paramount News
cameraman, and latest applicant for
membership in the A. S. C, con-

tributes the following interesting account of his recent adventures in
China where he was on the firing
line for his particular service. Mr. Lilius has just returned from China and will make his home in Hollywood. Editor's Note.]

—

General Chiang Kai Shek had captured Nanking
on March 23rd. A few Americans, British and Japanese
were murdered and the world expected that justice
would be meted out news about intervention a punitive expedition which would teach the Chinese how to
behave but nothing came
out of the hoped for military

—

—

—

expedition

of

the

British

and Americans, and, finally,
the gasping world was astonished by the news that
the good old U. S. A. was
not going to do a thing or
even take part in any unfriendly
notes
demanding
satisfaction for the American lives that were lost in

Nanking.

The news was
news" and had
ered.

A

cable

mount "News,"

Mr. A. E.

cony

Hill

Lili

"first

page

be covfrom Parato

for

whom

I

covered the Chinese struggle, advised me about the
desirabilitv of going to Nanking to "shoot" Chiang Kai
Shek and the American Consulate, which was supposed

to have been looted; the Sowhere everything had been destroyed; and to

record on the film the situation in general.

Now, I am an old war horse and know that personal safety is, under peculiar circumstances, purely
a diplomatic accomplishment, so I secured all kinds of
papers from the foreign office of the Nationalist Government in Shanghai, and also wired to Nanking personally to the General, Shek, asking for permission "to
record in pictures the marvellous progress of the Nationalist movement under his captaincy." I received a
favorable reply and was ready to go.
But I could not go without an interpreter. The
times were rather too dangerous and one could never
know what a situation one might fall into. I wanted a
more or less educated man to go with me and I had
seven candidates at various prices, but as soon as they
found out that I wanted to go to Nanking each one
found reasons to retire gracefully. One bird told me
that he refused to go with me because I used to swear
and was not Christian enough. That happened about two
minutes before the train was to go and I had disclosed
to him our destination. What I said to him then must
have confirmed his former judgment.
.

had to go back to the hotel and there I asked the
clerk to get me a "boy," a servant who understood
English. The very next day he got me a sullen-faced
chap who spoke a delightful pidgeon-English and I found
later that he was a marvellous cook and did not care
whether he was with the Nationalists or the Northerners
and was ready to go anywhere I went, so, throughout the
whole campaign he accompanied me both as servant and
interpreter. But unfortunately the last train that went for
I

room

to

Nanking was

just the train

missed the previous day and there
was only one thing to do to go by
steamer up the Yangtse Kiang River.
I went to the American authorities
to get a translation of my passport,
but when they found out where I was going they refused
the translation and forbade me to go. They even pointed
out that should I go and anything happened to me they
were not responsible and no assistance could or should
be expected.
It took us five days to reach NanI went anyway.
king, and we were escorted part of the way by an English
gunboat, which obligingly answered every shot fired at
us from both banks of the Yangtse. Once our steamer
collided with a junk, just as I was ready to shoot some
river scenery and, of course, I got the whole adventure
from the very beginning to the end. I had the good
fortune to stand ready on the bridge when I saw what
was coming and I really believe this to be the first actual
collision-picture
not ordered shot from one of the colI

By A. E. Lilius

—

—

—

liding vessels.

Finally we arrived at Nanking. There was no communication with the shore. On the north bank of the
river were the Northern troops, on the other were
Chiang Kai Shek's army, both armies bombarding each
other. Here were also a few Americans, British and
Japanese destroyers stationed out of reach of the Chinese artillery and, under their protective guns, floated
the small Standard Oil Co.'s motor-tank MEI-LU, whereto the American Consul after the massacre had fled.
We got aboard the Mei-Lu.
Now, when a countryman meets another anywhere
else in the world there is always a handclasp and a
friendly greeting. We met the consul who eyed us suspiciously and we met the Standard Oil officials who did
not eye us at all. The consul demanded my credentials
and I showed him the passport and my cables and all
the papers I had. I asked his permission to shoot his
picture, etc., which was firmly refused. Finally I persuaded him to pose, but the Standard Oil officials refused
stubbornly and, when politely requested to give me their
initials for my reports, they frankly bade me to go to
1.
I asked the consul's permission to let my "boy"
h
go elsewhere with his two Chinese secretaries who lived
in Nanking, but he refused. Finally I got hold of a
sampan, navigated by two old women, and the "boy"
went away with word to the General that I had arrived
and wanted protection if I was to go ashore. Unfortunately I had to stay overnight aboard the Mei-Lu and
early the following morning the "boy" returned with
rtie General's personal secretary who welcomed me and
told me that a body-guard awaited us on the south bank.
When I bade my host good-bye I was reminded that I
should pay for the two meals I had, but that there was
no charge for the deckspace I had occupied during the

—

night.

Well,

I

paid.

shot at us, I believe, while we rowed
ashore, at least there was no hits and we landed. The
general had sent an automobile and four soldiers armed
to the teeth for our protection. Then we were whisked
away to a native hotel and the secretary told us exactly
what pictures we could take and what should not be
taken.
But to shoot pictures of what the General wanted
to have shot was not my idea of good news work, so I
did my best to evade my bodyguard and I succeeded a
few times, but finally I had to tell the secretary that
what I came for was the picture of the American Consulate and, in pictures, show the world whether there

Nobody

(Continued on Page 27)
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The Coming of Panchromatic Started Something
That Cannot Be Stopped
The advent of Panchromatic

film

Contributed by a
being followed at the present time
by the adoption of a system of lightA. S.
ing better adapted for bringing out
the fine qualities of this film, together
with economical and psychological
considerations of prime importance.
In the October issue The American Cinematographer
published a paper submitted by Mr. Peter Mole to the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers at their fall convention, on incandescent lighting as adapted to motion pictures, and to the already quite imposing array of productions mentioned as "shot" partially or totally with
incandescent lights may now be added "13 Washington
Square," produced by Universal with Mr. John Stumar
at the camera; "French Dressing," a First National picture photographed by Mr. Ernest Haller; "Louisiana," a
Fitzmaurise production shot by Mr. Lee Garmes; "The
General," of Famous Players with Mr. Bert Glennon responsible for the photography.
The reports on the results obtained by these companies are most enthusiastic, especially when commenting on "close-up" work.
The trueness of the final result, the much better
rendering of the values of the settings and finally the
total absence of strain upon the eyes of the players as
compared with the glaring arc lights, make this method
of lighting very popular among cinematographers, art
directors and actors, and proves conclusively that incandescent lighting is accepted and welcomed in motion

is

The

Member
C.

of

the

spotlight

is

usually

equipped with a 3000 Watts Tungsten bulb. The diameter of the parabolic mirror is 18 inches and a 6-inch
condenser is set in front of the bulb
to

equalize the surface illuminated.

The rays reflected by the mirror would be interfered
with by the bulb itself and all the rays emitted by the
bulb's filament from the portion facing the object to
illuminate, would be scattered were it not for the condenser, whose power has been carefully estimated and
whose adjustability permits a perfect balancing of the

picture productions.

work

The American Society of Cinematographers is at
in collaboration with several electrical manufac-

who can foresee the near universal adoption of
system of lighting, in order to increase the already
proven efficiency of the equipment already in use and
to design and adopt other equipment so as to be in a
position to solve all problems that may arise during proturers
this

duction.

The Research Committee of the A. S. C. has been
few months experimenting extensively in a
practical and theoretical way, and gathering important
data from all competent sources. The line of investigation conducted by the Research Committee extends natur-

for the last

ally to all factors that enter into the success of incandescent lighting, and is especially centered on the sensitive emulsions and the photographic lenses.

The community of

efforts thus inaugurated by the
bringing about remarkable results, and although the committee is not yet quite ready to report in

A.

S.

C.

is

upon the results of its labors, this announcement will
not suffer great delay and will doubtless add important
evidence to that already adduced in favor of the supremacy of incandescent lighting over the old exclusive arclight system.
Besides the question of RESULTS, which is paramount in production of motion pictures, the economic
question has been carefully analyzed and the conclusions
reached point out clearly that the new system deserves
in every respect, not only all the encouragement that it
can receive, but also warrants expenditures of money and
time to bring to a point of perfection equipment of all
sorts that will be necessary for rendering this innovation
full

a truly accomplished fact.

The Mole-Richardson Co., of Hollywood, pioneers in
the manufacture of incandescent lights for use, in motion
picture studios, have put on the market, in addition to
the broadside units, an 18-inch incandescent spotlight, a
diagram of which is hereby reproduced.

intensity of the luminous rays. This precludes any waste
of light energy and destroys the "ghost" visible when the
condenser is not in use.
The intensity of illumination of the spotlight with a
3000 Watts bulb, and when it is used in conjunction with
incandescent broadsides, may be compared, as per balance of intensity, to a 120 Amps, or an 80 Amps, rotary
arc spot, used in connection with arc broadsifes.
On a walnut background set, furnished with somber
living room furnishings, and actors without make-up of
any sort and dividing the lights in over-head and front
lightings he obtained fully exposed negatives, using approximately 45000 Watts for a background area of 225
square feet with an F.3.5 lens and a 170 degree shutter.
This figure is given as documentary information to
be considered as a maximum of lighting required under
the trying conditions explained above.
Besides the technical and economic advantages that
the incandescent lights present, another important element must be taken into consideration. The writer has
interviewed several actors and actresses, stars and featured players, on their impressions as in the matter and
unanimously the new system has been acclaimed as restful, less disturbing, in other words, more intimate than
the exclusive arc-lights system.
And this is of great importance indeed.
Rifiht at the moment a player is to give vent to the

emotional sentiments with which he has imbued himself
through deep concentration; right at a moment in which
he is divesting himself of his own personality to become
the living counterpart of the character he is portraying,
(Continued on Page 16)
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BELL & HOWELL PIONEER PROFESSIONAL STANDAR

Alfred Gilks, A. S. C, and
Charles Boyle, Para-

mount cinematographers
ready for action with a
Bell & Howell Pioneer
Standard Camera

&

Howell
Cameras
Bell

Mean
There

Business!

no feeling of doubt or experiment when a Bell

is

camera

is

raphers

know

brought on location and "Action"
exactly

what

a Bell

&

Howell

is

called.

will do.

&

Howell

Cinematog-

The perform-

ance of the Pioneer Standard has been proved on the leading
the

world

for over

Most famous productions

twenty years.

those years have been

made with

lots of
in

all

it.

L 6P
That

is

why

Bell

whelming majority
the

&

Howell cameras

are used in

of the world's feature productions today.

Under

STANDARD AUTOMATIC

names of Famous Players-Lasky, Paramount, Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer, DeMille, Warner Brothers, Chaplin, Fox, Universal and
the other leaders, you see their work.
business.

Write

Bell

&

Howell cameras mean

for full information.

BELL & HOWELL
New

HOWE LL

making an over-

CO.

1805 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
York, Hollywood, London (B. & H. Co., Ltd.)
Established 1907

Eyemo, the automatic profescamera now used universally for
news reels, stunt shots, locations and for
supplementing the Pioneer Standard to
This

is

sional

get special effects in feature productions.
You can "follow focus" or "dial iris"
while operating Eyemo. A selection of
fourteen lenses interchangeable. Accurately matched viewfinders provided for
each. You can vary the speed, either 16
With the
exposures per second or 8.
Double Speed Eyemo either 16 or 32. A
Three Speed Eyemo 12, 16, and 24
speed
8-16
also
available.
Price
of
Eyemo without case, equipped with Taylor-Hobson Cooke F 2.5 lens, 47 mm.
focal length only $264. Write for Eyemo
Booklet.
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Alfred Gilks
Charles G. Clarke
John W. Boyle

Fred W. Jaclcman
Georges Benoit
E. Burton Steene

John F. Seitz
King D. Gray

Floyd Jackman

— PHONES —

FIRST CINEMATOGRAPHERS
Adams, William

S.

Allen, Paul H.
Anderson, Melford A.
Andriot, Lucien
De Mille
Ash, Jerome H.
August, Joe Fox.
Abel, David
De Mille.
Arnold, John
M.-G.-M.
Badaracco, Jake

—

———

Barlatier,

J.

Australia.
—
—Universal.
Scholck Studio.
—
Crocker, Geo. D.
Cronjager, Edward — Lasky.
Cronjager, Henry
Clark, Daniel
—Tom Mix, Fox.
Cooper, Harry H.
Cotner, Frank M.
Clarke, Chas. G. — Fox.
Cowling, H.
— Eastman Kodak
C.

Cline, Robt. E.
Cline, Wilfried

B.

T.
Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Crockett, E. J.
Davis, Chas. J.
Warner-Vitaphone, N. Y.
Draper, Lauren
Sierra Pictures.
Daniels, Wm. H.
M.-G.-M.
Davey, Allen M.
Davis, Harry
Fine Arts.
F. B.

Dean, Faxon M.

—
Universal.
—M.-G.-M.
B. O.
—
Evans, Perry
Edeson, Arthur — First National.
Fabian, Max — M.-G.-M.
Forbes, Harry W. — Stern Film Corporation.
Folsey, George
F.

Jr.

Fryer, Richard
Fildew, William
Fischbeck, H. A.
Lasky.
Fisher, Ross G.
First National.
Gerrard, Henry William
Lasky.

——

Gheller,

Edward

GerBtad, Merritt B.

—

— M.-G.-M.

L.

Frank

B.

C.

Haller,

C.

Griffin,

J.

Artists.

J.

Klaffki.

Kull,

F.

Christie.

J.

Mille.

J.

C.

Riga Latvia.

Jos.
B.

Eagler, Paul E.
Eldredge, F. R.
Eslick, Le Roy

—
——
Walter
— David Hartford Productions.

— —
Hilbum, Percy — M.-G.-M.
Hunt, Roy — Lasky.
Hyer, William
— Educational.
Home, Phliny
Ernest — Robt. Kane Productions, Hollywood.
Heimerl, Alois
Jones, Allen
—Universal.
June, Ray — Fine Arts Studio.
Jackman, Floyd — Warner Bros.
Jackman, Fred W. — Technical Director, Warner Bros.
Jackson, H. A. —Corinne
U. A.
Jennings,
D. — Buster Keaton.
Kershner, Glen — Metropolitan Studios.
Kesson, Dave— United
Kesson, Frank A.
Kirkpatrick, H.
—Universal.
Roy H.
Kornmann, Anthony—Universal.
Jacob— Universal.
Koenekamp, H.
Kurrle, Robt. E. — First National.
Linden, Eddie— Universal.
Lloyd, Art — Hal Roach.
Longenecker, Bert
Lyons.Chester — Fox
Lyons, Edgar —
Lyons, Reginald — Fox
Lundin, Walter — Harold Lloyd, Metropolitan.
Lockwood,
R.
Marley,
Peverel — De
Mackenzie, Jack — Douglas McLean, Lasky.
Marsh, Oliver — M.-G.-M.
Marshall, Wm.
— Lasky.
Martin, H. Kinley, Lasky.
Mescall, John
—
M.-G.-M.
Arthur — De
Ernest W. —Chadwick Studio.
E. — Universal.
Mohr, Hal — Warners.
McClung, Hugh
— Douglas Fairbanks, U. A.
McCord.
D. — First National.
McDonnell, Claude— London, England
McGill, Barney.
MacWilliams, Glen — Fox.
Meehan, Geo. — Fox.
Morgan,
H. — James Cruse, Metropolitan.
Musuraca, N. —
O.
Milner, Victor— Lasky.
Murray, James V. — Lasky.
McManigal. E.
Newhard, Robt.
Neumann, Harry
— Universal.
Norton, Stephen
Heisler,

—
—
— —
—
—

——
—
—
De Vinna, Clyde— M.-G.-M.
DeGrasse, Robert —
O.
Diamond, James — Metropolitan.
Doran, Robt. V.
Dored, John — Paramount News,
Dubray,
A.
Du Par, E. — Warners.
Du Pont, Max
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Gobbett, David William
Gosden. Alfred G.
Gilks, Alfred
Lasky.
Gray, King D.
Guissart, Rene
Paris, France.
Good, Frank B.
Fox Studio.
Griffin,

Andre

Beckway, Wm.
Carter, Claude

H. Morgan

Gaudio, Gaetano— Douglas Fairbanks-United Artists.
Hallenberger, Harry
Lasky.
Harris, Emil
Universal.

Bergquist, Rudolph
Boyle, Chas. P.
De Mille.
Boyle, John W.
Sennett.
Boyce, St. Elmo
Sennett.
Bridenbecker, Milton
Universal.
Brown Jas. S., Jr. F. B. O.
Benoit, Georges
Barnes, George S
Goldwyn.
Brotherton, Joseph
Broening, H. Lyman

—

Ira

J.

Miller,
Miller,
Miller, Virgil

Mille.

C.

T.

Ira

F. B.

L.

C.

S.

Oswald. H. M.
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— First
National.

Wm. Fox.
Powers, Len Hal Roach.
Perry, Paul P.
Perry, Harry
United Artists.
Palmer, Ernest Fox.
O'Connell, L.

Polito, Sol

Hoke, Ira B.
Larabee, Nelson

G.

J.

——
——
—
Park
Scheurich, Victor
Schoenbaum, Chas. — Lasky.
Abe

R. B.

J. B.

S.

S.

J.

Scholtz,

——
—
Mason, Harry
Novak, Jos.
Universal.
—
Olsen,
Ramsey, Ray Lloyd — Universal.
Rand, William — Lasky.
Roberts, Josiah — M.-G.-M.
Shackelford,
— Lasky.National.
Sickner, William —
Stout, Archie
—
Lasky.
Steene,
Burton — Lasky.
NEWS CINEMATOGRAPHERS
Grimes, William H. — M.-G.-M.
Parrish, Fred — Fox, Colorado Springs.
Staub, Ralph
—Columbia,
STILL PHOTOGRAPHERS
Alexander, Kenneth — United Artists — D. W.
Archer, Fred
— De
Fryer, Elmer — De
Kahle, Alexander — De Mille
Mannatt,
— M.-G.-M. Studios.
Parker, Robt. M. —
Richee, Eugene Robert — Lasky.
Rowley, Les — Lasky.
Sigurdson, Oliver — Metropolitan Studio.
Thomas, Wm.
— De
Van Rossem, Walter — James Cruse.
Met.
Warner Bros.
Marshall, Chas. A.
M.-G.-M.
Marzorati, Harold J.
M.-G.-M.

Reeves, Arthur
Reynolds, Ben F.
Ries, Irving G.
M.-G.-M.
Robinson, Geo. H. Universal.
Rosson, Hal
Roos, Len H.
c /o Pathe Review, Singapore,
Rose, Jackson, J.
Universal.
Rosher, Chas.
Mary Pickford-U. A.
Ries,
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Shamroy, Leon. -Fine Arts Studio.
Smith, Ernest F.
Smith, Harold G.
Smith, Leonard
Educational.
Stengler, Mack
F. B. O.
Stevens, Geo.
Hal Roach.
Stevens, Jack
Richard Talmadge, Universal.
United Artists-D. W. Griffith.
3truss, Karl
Stumar, John Universal.
Stumar, Chas. Universal.
Sharp, Henry
M.-G.-M.
Smith. W. S., Jr.
Schneiderman, Geo. Fox.
Scott, Homer A.

—
—
—
—
——
——

—

First

J.

E.

B.

Specialties.

Griffith.

R.

Mille.
Mille.

Clifford

E. R. L.

E.

Mille.

Inc..

J.

—
Tannura, Philip —
B. O.
Ted—Chadwick.
Tover, Leo —-United
Todd, Arthur
—Universal.
Turner,
Robert — Educational.
Tuers,
Tolhurst, Louis H. — Microscopic Pictures, Pathe.
Valentine.
A. — Fox Studio.
Van Enger, Charles
— First National.
Van Trees,
Van Buren. Ned— Eastman Kodak, Hollywood.

—
——
—
Chaney, George— United
Chewning, Wallace D. — M.-G.-M.

Vogel. Paul E.
Wagner, Blake

Giridlian, Jas. N.

Seitz, John F.
M.-G.-M.
Snyder, Edward J.— Pathe-Fine Arts.
Thompson, W. C.
F.

TetzlafT,

Artists.

L.

J.

Billy

J.

J.

Jas. C.

— Fox.
Walker, Earle F.—
Walker, Joseph —Columbia.
Walker, Vernon
—Sennett.
Warren, Dwight W.
Whalen, John
Santa Fe Studios (Monrovia).
—
Wheeler, Wm.-— Christie Studio.
White, Ben — Fox.
Williams, Wm. N. — Sennett.
Widen, Carl — Tiffany.
Wrigley, Dewey — Metropolitan.
Wyckoff, Alvin
Wells, Conrad — Warners Vitaphone Prods.
Wenstrom, Harold
Whitman, Philip H. — Directing Sennett Studio.
Wilky,
Guy
Warrenton, Gilbert— Universal.
Young, Jack R. — M.-G.-M.
Zucker, Frank
—Harold Lloyd Unit. New York.

Wagner, Sidney

C.

L.

P.

L.

C.

HONORARY MEMBERS
Edison,

Thomas

A.,

Orange, N.

J.

Eastman, George, Rochester, N. Y.
Webb, Arthur C. Attorney.

—

SPECIAL PROCESS AND TRICK
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Baker, Friend
Binger, R. O.
M.-G.-M.
Cully, Russell
Lasky.
Knechtel, Alvin C.
First National.
Emlay, Earl E.R.L. Studios.
Universal.
Fulton, J. Phipps
Pollock, Gordon B.
Lasky.
Smith, Jack
Fox.

—
—
— ——
— —
Mammes, Ray — M.-G.-M.
Cohen, Eddie
Edouart, Farciot — Lasky.
Rolla — Lasky.
Harold — M.-G.-M.
Roberts, Oren W. — Lasky.
Shearer, Douglas G.— M.-G.-M.
William — E.R.L. Studios
Schlockow, Paul — M.-G.-M.
Smith, Arthur — Lasky.
Flora,
Lipstein,

Stull,

Smith, Jack

— Fox.

AKELEY CINEMATOGRAPHERS

Bennett, Guy M.
Blackstone, Cliff

—Fox.
Lasky.
—
Dyer, Elmer
—Universal.
Curtis — Fox.
Leonard
National.
Greiner, A. Leroy —
Hickson, John T.
De

Vol.

Norman
G.

Fetters, C.
Galezio,

T.
First

Studio.

SECOND CINEMATOGRAPHERS

Bader, Walter S.
M.-G.-M.
Bauder, Steve L. M.-G.-M.
Baxter, George
De Mille.
Bennett, Monroe
Borradaile, O. H.
Lasky.

Artists.

—
Jas. N. — First National.
Drought, Jas B. — Universal.
Dunn, Linwood G. — Metropolitan Studios.
Donald Universal.
Davis. Leland E.

Cunliffe,

Doolittle,

Dyer, Edwin L.
Fitzgerald,

Edward— M.-G.-M.

—
——

F. B. O.

Greene, Al M.-— Technical Art.
Greenhalgh, Jack F. B. O.
Guffy, G. Burnett
De Mille.
Haas, Walter
Harten, Charles— New York.

Head, Gordon G.
Hendrickson, Fred S.
Hugging, L. Owens

— Lasky.

Jenkins, John
Julian,

Mac

Keyes, Donald B.
Landrigan, John S. Lasky.
Lang, Charles Bryant Lasky.
Longet. Gaston
F. B. O.
Lanning, Reggie Lasky.
La Shelle, Joe
Laszlo, Ernest
Lindon, Curly
Martin, Robt. G.
F. B. O.
Marta, Jack A. Fox.
Merland, Harry Lasky.
Mols, Pierre M.
M.-G.-M.
MacLean, Gordon M.-G.-M.
Nogle. Geo. G.

——

——

—
—
——
—
Pahle, Ted
Palmer. Robt — M.-G.-M.
Parsons, Harry
R. W. — Lasky.
Planck, Robt. H. —Columbia.
Prince, Al — Universal.
Pyle, Edwin
Ragin, David — Fox.
Ray, Bernard
Redman, Frank — DeMille.
Reed, Arthur— M.-G.-M.
Rees, Wm. A. — Fine Arts.
Schmitz, John
Process
—
Schopp, Herman — Metropolitan Studios.
Shepek, John,
—
Educational.
John
Smith, Jean
——DeDe
Harold
Tappenbeck, Hatto— Fox.
Trezo, Fred — Universal.
Thompson, John —
O. B.
Unholtz, George— Sennett.
Van Dyke, Herbert— M.-G.-M.
Van Enger, Willard — Warner Bros. Vitaphone.
Wagner, Robt — First National.
Walters, Joseph
—
O.
Westerberg, Fred — De
Wilde, Harry
Williams. Alfred E. — Lasky.
Process
Williams, Frank D. —
Rex, Wimpy — Lasky.
Witzel, E.
—Universal.
Pittack,

L.

B.

Special

J.

Jr.

Silver,

Stine,

Mille.
Mille.

C.
E.

F.

J.

F. B.
Mille.

Special

L.
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uestions ^Answers
[T/zf Question and Answer Department of The
American Cinematographer is not reserved for professional cinematographers but is open to anyone ivho may
have any inquiry to make appertaining to cinematography
,

or to photographic subjects in general.

The

questions are

answered by experts and the information published is as
near 100 per cent correct as our archives and wide experEditor's Note.]
ience yield.

—

—
ANSWER —

QUESTION Why is a cameraman always represented in cartoons as wearing a cap backwards?
Most of the Motion Picture cameras in
use by professional cameramen are equipped with a powerful magnifier for critically focusing on the ground
glass.
The design of the magnifier is such that the eye
has to be very close to it when being put to use.
Exigencies of construction of the camera require this magnifier to be very close to the general frame of the instrument. The visor of a cap or the brim of a hat interferes
with the necessity of bringing the eye to the required
nearness of the magnifier, hence the habit of getting the
interference out of the way, by turning the cap around in
the peculiar position which has struck the attention of
cartoonists and provoked your question.
*

QUESTION

ANSWER

*

#

It is

best to use a filter?
to ask such a question,

but the answer would take a whole volume.
As photographic emulsions are over sensitive to the blue
violet
and infra violet rays, a yellow filter is used when this
excess of illumination and color value would be detrimental to the desired results. The use of Panchromatic
and orthochromatic materials warrants the use of a filter
on all occasions, while with normal emulsions a light yellow filter may be found useful whenever a large expanse
of sky and water form the subject (at the sea shore, for
instance).
Filters are also used when it is desired to
obtain a distortion of the relative value of a color sensation, when, for instance, it is desired to produce a night
effect by obtaining a dark sky in a picture taken in day
time.
The American Cinematographer will treat on the
subject in the near future.

—

—

QUESTION—What is an "aerial focus?"
ANSWER —A photographic objective forms
age of a given object

an im-

focal plane conjugate to the
This image may be collected on a
in a

plane of the object.
screen such as a ground-glass and thus be rendered visible to the naked eye, or may be viewed through the use
of a suitable optical combination such as a magnifier.
An image inspected under such conditions is called an
aerial image and can be focused (hence the expression
aerial focus) when proper precautions are taken to avoid
errors due to the power of accommodation of the eye.

—

QUESTION -Is the cameraman or the director responsible for the artistic effects in a Motion Picture?
The cinematographer is fully responsible for the photographic effects in a Motion Picture production.
Selection of settings is made by the cameraman in collaboration with the director, according to the
requirements of the production. Interior settings are designed and finished by art-directors and decorators, and
the cameraman is responsible for the artistic composition
and lightings of the numerous scenes photographed in
the setting, which is always photographed under a great
variety of angles.

ANSWER —

—

QUESTION
its

*

#

*

Is it possible to edit

developed negative state, or

is

this operation

on the positive?

is

it

and cut a film in
only advisable to

Which method

the correct one?

ANSWER — The

advisable method is as follows:
the negative all footage which is absolutely
to the finished picture, as, for instance, the few frames or feet always taken at the beginning and end of each scene which are not essential
to the scene itself.
II
Cut and edit the positive printed from the
trimmed negative. This operation to be done by progressive steps, viewing the film, constantly eliminating
or shortening scenes, or re-adding scenes or portions of
scenes eliminated by first judgment.
III
If more than one print is desired, cut the
negative by matching the scenes that your judgment have
considered indispensable to your picture. This to avoid
unnecessary expenditure in the printing and time in edI

Trim from
—unnecessary

—

—

iting

every print.

QUESTION-Is an extra charge made for developing and printing Panchromatic films in the laboratories?

ANSWER—

A moderate extra charge is made for
developing Panchromatic negative, but no extra charge
is made for the printing, this process being the same for
both Panchromatic and regular negatives.
*

*

—When
very simple
is it

perform

|

*

—What the charge per foot for
professional developing of
the negative,
and
the printing?
ANSWER — This department cannot quote any
any photographic
QUESTION

best
positive

is

(a)

the

(b) the

(c)

prices
for
manipulation done in laboratories
or elsewhere, this being beyond its sphere of action.
If
you communicate directly with laboratories you will obtain the information you request.

QUESTION
Are
tive?

all

—

Is the original negative the "master?"
the final positives printed from this same nega-

ANSWER— Yes.
*

*

*

—In every instance are two negatives
exposed (one for foreign and one for domestic
ANSWER — Whenever a foreign
sought
secured,
customary
QUESTION

release) ?
release is
or
it is
to expose two negatives.
This
mostly in order to be in position to release the picture in
foreign countries without being in the necessity of waiting for this release until all prints for domestic release
are made. This is the case in practically all motion picture productions made for exploitation.

QUESTION
wish to

work

—

I

know how

I

have a De Vry portable camera and
can adapt filters for Panchromatic

to it?

ANSWER A

glass filter may be adapted in front
of the lens by using proper filter mount. More advisable
is the use of gelatine filters, which can be inserted between the lens and the film.
The filter may be held
securely in place by constructing a metallic cylindrical
holder which can be inserted in the cylindrical projection
of the De Vry camera, which holds the bayonet mount
of the lens.

QUESTION
in

— Who

Motion Pictures?

is

considered the best

cameraman

ANSWER It would be very unethical for this department to express a judgment in this question, the
answer pertains to the public in general. It is, in our
estimation, impossible to decide upon the very best cinematographer, but we can say that the very best (plurally speaking) are found among the A. S. C.'s.
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P. E. Transactions
(Continued from Page 7)

used for industrial lighting. Had they operated the lamps
at over-voltage as in the Kodak studio, the total number
of lamps would be reduced about 30% using the same
type of lamps and fixtures.
Recently, we received an order for lamps from a
studio on the Coast asking for 2000 and 2500 watt lamps.
The particular types described on the order are designed
for high intensity spot lighting. They will give an averlife of 50 hours each, and it will be our job to change the
order to something more reasonable for studio lighting.

Tomorrow we may have another order from another

lamps just as porly suited for their work. The
efect photographically is excellent, but the cost is excessive and the chance are they will over-volt them. You
shoul dnot over-volt a lamp desigend for the extreme
intensity of the 50-hour lamp, and yet I am quite sure
that unless steps are taken now in advance, and Mr.
Farham and others could save a good deal of money
studi fr

CARL ZEISS TESSAR
Few commodities dominate

their field for

general excellence and outstanding
superiority to such a marked degree
as the products of Carl Zeiss, Jena.
The heights of joy and the
depths of despair are faithfully portrayed with Zeiss
Tessars, even under
conditions
other lenses fail.

where

in this

way.

think Mr. Farnham should tell the members about
the heat of Mazda lamps on which he has had direct experience.
I

MR. FARNHAM: In my work in the various studios
on the use of incandescent lamps the question of heat
from these lamps has never been raised. I have made
inquiry on this point from the actors and other people
employed on the sets, and the usual reply was that they
had not noticed any particular difference. The incandescent lamp equipment does not require ballast resistances which dissipate a considerable quantity of heat,
and hence, causes an increase of temperature in the
vicinity of the set.
The decrease in make-up required
when incandescent lamps are employed unquestionablly
accounts for the greater comfort of the actors when
working on sets lighted by incandescent lamps.
MR. ROSS:
employed

fgARLZEiS s]

J

jENft

I

CARL

the fast lenses now generally
reducing the illumination

required?

MR.

ZEISS, INC.

485 Fifth Avenue,
Pacific

Do not

assist materially in

FARNHAM:

Yes.

Heretofore, the standard

lens has been the f/3.5 and the studios are now using
f/2.3 or f/1.8 or 1.9, and one is experimenting with
f/1.5 with very satisfactory results.

New York

Coast Branch: 728 South Hill Street, Los Angeles,

Calif.

Pan. Film and Globes
Akeley Camera

Ray
HOlly 3642

Specialist
(Continued from Page 11)

B. Olsen

Hotel Dupont

Hollywood

— AKELEY SPECIALIST —
IRA B. HOKE

a sudden unnatural glare of lights is actually blazed into
his face, accompanied most of the time by hissing, sputtering, sizzling, smoking and what-not, which throws an
enormous task upon the nervous system of the player
and very often leaves him disconcerted. We have often
wondered at the great self-control actors must possess
and at the energy that must be wasted to keep such control.

GRanite 5033

One could keep on writing "ad infinitum" on

this

subject, the moral and material effects, the cleanliness of

the lighter physical burden imposed upon all and
other phases of the system that IS with us to stay.
it,

BILLY TUERS
Akeley Specialist
7245 Sycamore Trail

The A. S. C. and each cinematographer individually
taking into consideration all of the advantages presented by the incandescent system of lighting and can
promise greater achievements, which means greater servis

GR

9097

many

ice to the public

we

serve.
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The Cinema Triangle

More than

a

Thousand

TRUEBALL TRIPOD
HEADS

(Continued from Page 4)

Have

been

sold

to

and AmaCinematographers

Professional

from beneath suggestive of infernal fires, feeding the
imagination, and breathing that into the picture that
makes the observer feel as well as see the story. In the
ball room we look for brilliant overhead or "face-level"
lightings, suggesting cheerfulness and freedom from the
shady things of life. Again, we know that flat lighting
(from the front) lends distance to our exteriors, and
cheapness to interiors; whereas "back-lighting" (light
towards the lens) tends to foreshorten, i. e., to bring the
scene closer to us, as well as to enrich interior settings,
and a judicious mingling of these two lightings gives us
the beautiful "modelings" so much sought for, and which
we so much admire on the screen.
Speaking of the camera's untruthfulness, we know
that it is an honorary member of the Ananias Club, and
as such proves of great value to the writer. As the magic
carpet of old transported its owner at once to any country, the camera of today, through the medium of the
screen, will transport a Los Angeles Circus parade to
an Indian Durbar or set a Hollywood mob in front of
Buckingham Palace, unknown to the participants until
they see it at their local theatre.
Should the scenario call for an old castle, it is not
necessary to send a director and his troupe to Germany
or Spain; its exact counterpart can be built in Hollywood, and not even the Hollywood-ite will know of its
existence, because it will be built in miniature, yet which
it appears on the screen, the audience will see a real
castle, with its peopled drawbridge, its moat, and all action called for by the script. Another story calls for a
storm at sea, with the collision of two ships; one sinks and
the other becomes helpless! lightning adds its terrors; the
audience sits and gasps, their bodies tense with the
action that thrills them.
A few years ago such a scene
would have been impossible; today it can be done on any
studio lot.
The Pyramids of Egypt can be set on the
San Pedro hills; the bay of Naples can be set in a crescent below Hollywood, Mount Hollywood turned into a
Vesuvius, and the audience will believe they are seeing
an Italian wonder-scene. It would be a wonder scene,
but not Italian.
These things are possible because the
camera does lie. But in lying it speaks a great truth.
After all, the camera is only a thing of metal, a dead
thing until touched by a Midas of Thought.
Guided by
the cameraman's knowledge of its functionings it performs the miracle of motion photography that transforms the writer's abstract thought into concrete images,
that he who sees may understand.
It is such knowledge as this that the writer must
have or be able to obtain to enable him to further his
story values and give his audiences cause to wish for more
of his work.
If the cameraman can, with his lightings,
illusions, "fakes," etc., enable the writer to create a
demand for his stories, he welds together the triangular
producing organization by bettering good stories and
giving to the director a script that makes his work a
pleasure and insures a tri-mutual co-operation that
makes for beter pictures.

Amateur Cinematography
(Continued from Page 8)

teur

since their introduction
in 1926 and not a single
complaint from purchaser or dealer. For Pans

and

Tilts

TRIPOD

TRUEBALL
HEADS are

unexcelled.

TRUEBALL TRIPOD
HEADS
Are

unexcelled

for

Speed and
Accuracy. They can be
mounted upon any motion camera and once
used will never be discarded.
The Hoefner
4-inch
and SunIris
shade
combination
is
Simplicity,

also a superior product.

FREDMONICA
HOEFNER
BOULEVARD

5319 SANTA
GLadstone 0243

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

E. Burton Steene
Freelance

Akeley
and Eyemo

Camera
Care of American Society of Cinematographers

1219-20-21-22 Guaranty Bldg.
GRanite 4274

HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.
The Mayfair

1760 No. Wilcox Ave.

HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.

Gladstone 2171

MASON
AKELEY SPECIALIST

HARRY

G.

GRanite 9088 and GRanite 3028
the lenses under the same angle and at corresponding
points as indicated in the figure, and consequently the
emergent ray will be parallel to the incident one. Their
prolongations will meet the axis at the center of the
entrance and exit pupils P and P' in the Fig. and
therefore determine the position of the pupils.
Moreover let us consider a ray R which, in its
path between the components of the objective, grazes the
edge of the diaphragm. In such case the emergent ray
is not parallel to the incident one, but the prolongation

FOR RENT
Two

&

Howell Cameras 40, 50, 75 mm.
Iris.
Jeanne Trebaol, 10042
Ave., corner of Clarington, Palms. Calif.
Phone: Culver City 3243.
lenses.
Stilson

Bell

Thalhammer

—
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of incident and emergent rays are directed to corresponding points on the edges of the pupils and thus
determine their amplitude.

When

Tonal values

and

soft lighting

SECURING

the components of the objective are not symthe size and position of the pupils vary in
regard to the diaphragm, but their size and position can
be varied by altering the position of the stop in respect
tr the components of the objective.
If we consider now a solid object, that is to say,
an object occupying the three dimensions of space,
width, breadth and depth as indicated in Fig. 32, we
find that the existence of the entrance and exit pupils
admits through the objective, a cone of rays pertaining
to each single point of the object.

metrical

the right tonal values and a de-

more imporWarner Brothers realize this
and have made a number of experiments in
lighting their Vitaphone films. Result? They
sirable softness of lighting are

tant than ever.

Inu

discovered that a combination of Cooper Hewitts

and incandescent lighting units is necessary to
— whether or not Panchromatic

0'

obtain soft tones
is

^cr———

p

f

t/^

used.

Try Cooper Hewitts mixed with other lamps
on Panchromatic, and notice how beautifully
you get what you want in tonal values.

-

0

—

-^^^-^

—

COOPER HEWITT ELECTRIC

CO.

HOBOKEN, NEW JERSEY
Western Distributing Points

KEESE ENGINEERING
Hollywood—

CO.

7207 Santa Monica Blvd.

San Francisco— 77 O'Farrell

Street
240

<g>

C. H. E. Co., 1927

Roy Davidge
Film Laboratories
An

Exclusive "Daily" Laboratory

Panchromatic Negative Developed

With a Minimum
6701

of Grain

SANTA MONICA BLVD.

HOLLYWOOD

1944

Supersensitive Lighting Equipment
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Suppose 0, 0' and O" to be three object-points
pertaining to the same object at different distances from
the objective L. The result is evident that if the point
O is brought to a focus on the image plane I, the points
0' and O" will be refracted upon I as discs of confusion,
whose dimensions are determined by the size of the
entrance and exit pupils P and P'.
As a consequence images formed by an objective of
finite aperture can be absolutely sharp, only in one
plane, corresponding to its conjugate plane in the object space. All other planes closer or farther from this
object plane will then be less sharp, the more distant
they are from the plane brought to the perfect focus.
This inability of an objective to bring all points of a
deep object in focus would be very disturbing, were it
not for the impossibility of the human eye to distinguish
any such imperfection within certain limits.
It has been explained in another chapter that the
eye cannot distinguish separately two points subtended
in

an angle whose aperture

is

approximately one minute

Whenever the disc of confusion
does not exceed this measurement the image appears
perfectly sharp; in reality even a much greater amplitude
or 1/60 of a degree.

of the disc of confusion can be used as limiting point
of sharpness before the indistinctness of the image becomes disturbing.
It is quite evident that the smaller the size of

the pupils hence of the diaphragm, the more tapered
are the cones of rays admitted to form the image and
therefore the smaller are the discs of confusion for any
Thus Jhe smaller the
given point of the image space.
diaphragm the more of the object planes are brought
into sufficient sharpness and the more the objective
is said to have Depth of Focus.
If we do not take into consideration any of the
aberrations of the objective and we consider them as
perfectly corrected, the depth of focus due to the aperture is absolutely independent of quality of glasses,
number of elements and general design of the objective
and stand? ^jqual for all makes of photographic lenses.

(To

be continued

Next Month)
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Lubrication of M. P. Film

American Cinematographer

(Continued from Page 9)
duce an incrustation on the gate than "green" film and
this is usually attributed to the burnishing or polishing
action of the aperture plate or pressure springs on the
gelatin coating of the film. The burnishing effect produced by projecting the film in a Simplex projector, ten
times is very slight as shown in Fig. 7 (magnification
540). This is a photomicrograph of the film surface in
the region between the perforations. The lower half
of the figure shows a portion of the film surface which
was in contact with the aperture plate. The burnishing
effect on the film surface is negligible.
It is considered that traces of oil which are transferred to the film surface during the first projection are
chiefly responsible for the increased ease of passage of
the film on subsequent projection.
It is obvious also that the moisture content and
degree of hardening of the gelatin coating are important
factors which determine the rate of formation of the incrustation in the gate. If the gelatin coating of the film
contains an excess of moisture, it tends to soften and
become "tacky" much more readily in the hot projector gate than is the case with dry film. This tendency
of the gelatin coating to soften under the action of heat
can be diminished by hardening during processing. 'However, excessive hardening tends to increase the brittleness of the film and is not to be recommended.
Apart from the condition of the film, the fol2.
lowing factors relating to the conditions existing in the
projector also determine the extent of the formation of
the gate incrustation.
(A) The tension of the gate springs. This should
be of the order of eight ounces for each spring or a
total of sixteen ounces. The spring tensions should be
adjusted individually at intervals by attaching a spring
balance to the upper end of a narrow film strip placed
at one side of the gate and increasing or decreasing the
gate tension until the film just commences to travel upwards when the spring balance registers eight ounces
with an upward pull.
In a like manner the tension with full width film
should be adjusted to sixteen ounces.
The nature and smoothness of the gate sur(B)
faces.
The nature of the gate material in contact with
the film surface, providing it is of sufficient hardness,
than its degree of smoothness.
is of less importance
Satisfactory materials are cast iron or stainless steel,
either plain or chromium plated. Corrosion should be
carefully guarded against and any gelatin incrustation
removed with a wood or bone scraper so as not to scratch
the polished surface.
The temperature existing at the gate. As ex(C)
plained above, the tendency of the gelatin to incrust on
the gate springs in the case of freshly processed film
increases with temperature. Any means of reducing gate
temperature such as the use of heat absorbing glass, a
blast of air impinging on the gate, or suitable radiating
fins on the gate, is desirable.
Methods of Facilitating the Passage of Motion Picture
Film through the Projector
Even though a projector is in good mechanical condition and the above requirements are fulfilled, there is
invariably a tendency for a gate incrustation to form
with "green" film. Numerous methods of treating the
film to effect this have been suggested from time to time
as follows:
1.
By Edge Burnishing the Gelatin Surface. It
was considered that if the burnishing effect of the gate
springs on the gelatin coating of the film could be simulated by a preliminary treatment, the difficulty caused
by incrustation might be diminished. Accordingly, a
machine was constructed for burnishing the edges of
the film (see Fig. 8) consisting of a highly polished undercut roller (Rl) working against the edges of the film
and revolving in contact with and above an idler roller
(R2). The film was fed between rollers Rl and R2 by
means of a gearing so arranged that the film advanced
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The projectionist with his projection equipment is
"largely the master of our photographic destinies'
Richard Barthelmess

EPR,NTED BY
£j£rV
"VbE PERMISSION,

OF THE
projector has been developed

1

a point approaching perfection.
I cai
not think of anything that might be dot
additionally, except perhaps to induce tl
smaller theatres to install the style
quality of equipment in use in our
theatres.

AMERICAN

CINEMATOGRAPHER

"The picture may approach a masterif the projection fails, the picture itself can hardly help failing
The
projectionist with his projection equipment is largely the master of our photopiece, but

graphic destinies."

POWERS DIVISION
INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR CORPORATION
90 GOLD

STREET, NEW VORK.N.Y.

In order to determine the precise effect of the burnishing as apart from the effect of the grease, a roll of
film burnished with the aid of automobile grease was
passed through the projector and a similar roll was merely
treated along the edges with the grease. Since no difference was observed between the projection life of the
two films, it was concluded that a mere application of oil
or grease was just as effective as burnishing.

Fig.

8

— Film

burnishing machine.

through a distance of l/80th the circumference of the
roller Rl for every revolution of the latter. It was possible to adjust the pressure on the burnishing' roller by

means of adjustable screws.
With undeveloped film an appreciable degree of
burnishing was observed to take place but with film
fixed in a hardening bath the effect was very slight.
Moreover, in view of the slight buckling of the film
around the perforations, it was necessary to exert considerable pressure on the burnishing roller in order to
flatten out the film so as to insure perfect contact. As
a result of this pressure, a considerable amount of heat
was developed, so much so that after the passage of a
few feet of film, the gelatin coating commenced to grind
away and particles of gelatin accumulated on the burnishing roller, stopping the machine. In order to prevent
this it was necessary to apply a thin film of grease or
oil to the burnishing roller which reduced the friction
and prevented the grinding away of the gelatin.
.

Experiments were made also with a heat burnisher
consisting of a highly burnished heated roller working
above a second roller and between which the film was
passed with the gelatin surface in contact with the burnished metal. If the roller was heated to a temperature
at which a drop of water sizzled on the metal, a satisfactory degree of burnishing was effected although this
treatment did not materially prolong the life of the film
on piojection.
2.
Ey Edge Lubrication. (a) Before
more refined machinery for the purpose,
tomary to apply a layer of wax to the edge

of

the advent
it

was

cus-

of the film

during rewinding by passing the film face downwards
over the blocks or candles of hard wax separated by a
distance equal to the width of a picture frame. Although
effective from a lubrication standpoint, with such an apparatus it is difficult to control the quantity of wax
applied because this depends on the temperature of
the wax, the pressure applied, and the rate of travel
Usually the tendency is to apply too much
of the film.
wax which then encroaches on the picture area and
causes dark spots or patches on the screen. An excess
of wax is also apt to cause projector trouble as explained
below.
(b)

A

suitable machine for applying a thin line of
of the film surface and between

wax along each edge

(Continued on Page 23)
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Does The Camera Lie?
Mr. Louis W. Physioc Demonstrates How It May Become
The Biggest Liar in All the World
By Louis

character of the subject; destroy or
preserve beauty, exaggerate or subdue
gravate or favor the signs of age.

blemishes,

ag-

This would seem a matter of supreme importance,
to our feminine stars, for the question becomes more serious as the years roll by. It becomes
almost tragic when they have reached that glorious age
which combines the fullness of womanhood, maturity
of character, compelling personality and dramatic experience, all of which combine to
make them great artistes, when
they find all this pitted against the
smooth, youthful faces of the ingenues.
These wonderful women are continually taunted by that old bugaboo of a phrase "the camera never
lies," and it is in their interest that
we will endeavor to show that the
camera may become the greatest
iiar in the world.
For many years some of our
stars have been under the delusion
Louis W. Physioc
sion that their best appearance on
the screen was dependent upon an excess of flat light.
How often have we heard the expression among the
cameramen: "I have to burn her up."
especially

Let us study the subject carefully and see what we
can learn for the benefit of our stars. There is an impression among many of them that any degree of modeling or shading produces a muddy, dirty face on the
screen and discloses age. This is an erroneous idea
it is muddy
high lights that give the dirty appearance.
Character lines and signs of age can be beautifully
smoothed out by soft shading; it is the cast shadows
from strong, direct light that does the damage. In the
proper place we will distinguish between the shade and
shadow.
There is an axiom that we cannot assail,
and it is this: Picture making depends upon light and
shade, but we know also, that the best results demand
a proper distribution of these elements, light and shade.
There is no beauty in a white, flat surface outlined
against a background. The elements of beauty in a face
are nature's mould of the features, general coloring, the
expression of the intelligent features, the eyes and mouth,
which are so much influenced by the development of
character, the evidence of temperament and personality
and above all, the soul that shines through all and
these marvelous elements can just as easily be burnt up
as the purely physical imperfections in the skin texture.
How can we hope to find the soul of a beautiful woman
in a pair of "klieg eyes"
the lure of dainty lips lost
in a flood of flat light?
The portrait of our goddess is
usually represented in a pair of squinting, bloodshot orbs,
two black spots marking the nostrils and a dash of rouge

—

—

for delicately

modeled

lips.

Must we

call

this

feminine

beauty?

Xow there must be some simple rule that we may
deduce from or study of this subject some broad,
fundamental fact that we may easily keep in mind, and
we suggest a natural law that artists in all ages have

—

—

mole, wrinkles, pimples or other
excrescences of the skin.
The recognition of this rule, then,
naturally leads to a more detailed
application to insure the most artistic results. The critical study, over
a period of many years, has resulted in a general agreement among artists that these harsher effects of strong
light and shade are sometimes suitable for rendering
dramatic and spectacular ideas but that the more delicate
forms of beauty should be lighted with more softness
and plasticity. This last idea of lighting is not an easy
thing to accomplish. It requires skill in the placing of the
a

The accompanying pictures are a
photographs of the head of
celebrated "Venus de Milo."
the
They were designed to illustrate how
different lightings may change the

series of

((•cognized
it is this simple certainty that the stronger
the light ths harsher the shadows and the harsher the
shadows the more prominent the imperfections, whether
these imperfections be faulty mould of the features,

W.

Physioc

thorough knowledge of the quality of this light
ind a very refined taste and judgment as to the intensity of the lights and the depth of the shadows. The general illumination should be sufficiently soft to permit freedom of expression in the eyes but brilliant enough to
avoid muddy lights; so highly diffused as to produce no
cast shadows and so arranged as to furnish the proper
modeling, upon which the reproduction of beauty absolutely depends.
lights, a

In lighting a head we have five well defined eleit is the arrangement of these that demonstrates the talent of the photographer. They are Lights,
High Lights, Shade, Shadow and Reflects. First, let us
distinguish between shade and shadow. Common definitions do not furnish a satisfactory distinction between
these two terms, but to the artists and photographers
there is a wide discrimination. The artist defines shadow
as the result of an opaque body intercepting the passage
of direct light, leaving a dark contour of the object on
the surrounding planes. This shadow is composed of two
densities
the penumbra, that portion of the shadow
that lies near the edge of the shadow and which is slightly
illuminated by rays diffracted around the edge of the
body casting the shadow; and the umbra, that portion
not leached by any of the diffracted rays and left in
total obscurity. This umbra controls the contrast of a
picture and, as before mentioned, is directly proportionate to the intensity of the light. The modification of this
umbra, by reffection, is important.

ments, and

—

The shades are those portions of the subject unilluminated, and like the shadows, may be modified by
reflects.

The lights of a picture are those areas subjected
and are, in turn, modified by High-lights points

—

In light

of light of greater intensity than the general lighting,
thrown on the protuberating features to produce relief.

From

all this we deduce another principle; artistic
depend upon the proper quality of light and its
skillful arrangement. Now in selecting the quality of our
light we must revert to our primary consideration, the
fact that harsh shadows are unfavorable to the reproduction of the face, and that the only light that does not
cast shadows is that which is highly diffused. Here we
are confronted with a grave difficulty. For many years,
the good old North light has been considered the ideal
source, but modern expedients have forced us to desert
this form of light.
The multiple bank of Cooper-Hewitts furnish a
finely diffused light but have been mostly discarded because of their unwieldly mountings, and with the use of
the present panchromatic stock they are useless, due
to their spectroscopic limitations.
That which is left to
1

esults

us, then, among the artificial lights, is
now being experimented with, and the

the incandescent,
arc
and we find

—

that they are both subject to the same important problem
of sufficient diffusion without too much loss of light.

(Continued on Page 24)
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Does The Camera Lie?
(Continued from Page 21
This difficulty

we

silk

lies in

the fact that no matter

how much

them down (cover them with mediums) there

always that active point of energy that casts the
baneful shadow. With the aid of modern lenses and
panchromatic film we are looking forward to the time
when some one will be bold enough to make some experiments with matt surface reflectors as the basic source
of light, especially for close-up work, in lieu of direct
lighting. Surely we have been given sufficient hints of

Plate B.
This group shows the three-quarter view. This is
an interesting pose of the head from the standpoint of
drawing but presents a broad, flat area of cheek, which
is not easy to keep from appearing flat.
This pose is
generally used under the assumption that one side
of the face often appears more favorable than the other.

No. 2 B.

Is

is

shade to present a little mystery to the
imagination in taking care of the broad area
of the cheek, also to hide an ugly blotch on
the right cheek.

No.

4

the same pose, lighted too contrastily and
gives a sharp, angular effect down the center
of the face.

B.

Is

No.

B.

In this picture, the few pleasing points of the
two preceding lightings are destroyed and no
semblance of effect remains, due to too strong
and direct a light on the right cheek. Note
how the blotches show up as soon as the harsh
light is used, also the rough spots and deep,
ugly shadows on the left cheek. Observe also
the unbalanced expression of the eyes and the
lack of any feeling of distance between the
extremity of the nose and the right ear. This
is just as apt to happen in photographing th
living model.

'"Tis every painter's art to hide from sight
east in shades what seen would not delight."

and

In the accompanying cuts, Plate

tieatments of the full face, and we
by studying each individually:

A shows

may

various
learn something

i

No. 2 A. Shows the lovely Venus transformed into a
stupid, gross featured, flat nosed, blear-eyed
individual. Note the ugly cast shadows, from
the nose, across the cheeks; and also, how
well definied are the imperfections on the
surface of the model. This effect is achieved
by the popular burn-up method of throwing

No. 5

Here, the small area of the right side

B.

except that the photographer
has thought to help the situation a little by

Is a similar effect,

No.

B.

1

diffusing the light. However, it is still flat
and uninteresting, due to too even a distribution of light. See how broad is the bridge
of the nose, the eyes still dull and stupid,
the mouth thick lipped and sensual and the

surface of the face blotchy.
No. 3 A.

more engaging, but

and tends

to

No. 5 A. Here, the photographer has attempted to burn
out a little fullness under the chin that seems
not to have worried Venus, but annoys some
of the present beauties. This method may accomplish its design, but see what else has

makes Venus'

right cheek appear
inflamed with the tooth ache and her expression gives evidence of the pain
her eyes are
rolling up in her head and her nostrils are
it

—

twitching in her paroxysm.
No.

1

A. Shows the ideal system of lighting. All the
features are softly rounded and modeled. The
lovely work of this ancient and unknown sculptor is preserved and reproduced in all its
feminine delicacy and charm. Compare the
beauty of the lips and the sweetness of their
expression to the other reproductions. Study
the dainty modeling of the nose, how round
and shapely the head and we can almost feel
the presence of the eyes. But most important
of all, the imperfections on the surface of the
cast are hardly noticeable and there is almost
a feeling of flesh rather than the hard, cold
plaster-paris.

sculptor and all of these different,,
that the camera can become

lightings show
a great liar.

We
sons,

do not deny, however, that for dramatic reaeffects may be desired rather than
and for those who may be interested, we offer
of plans showing each arrangement of lighting:
represents the full, open unit (arc or globe).
a lesser amount, undiffused.
the full unit with one diffuser.
the full unit with two diffusers.
the full unit with triple diffusers.

some of these

avoided,
a series

—

—

Here there is a perfect sense of roundness.
Note how the two cheeks seem to lead around
to the back of the head. Observe the delicate
modeling of the eyes and lips. The living
model would require a little stronger reflected
light in the shaded portions, but with the
cast, too strong a reflect would give a crossed

unknown

is

destroy

—

happened

held

effect to the eyes. This like No. 1 A, is a very
fair representation of the work the great and

harsh and contrasty,
feminine delicacy by
suggesting more an Adonis than a Venus. Observe the square, sharp cut effect of the nose
and eye sockets. However, the eyes begin to
assume a little expression they are enveloped
in shadow and the imagination comes to the
aid of the plaster Venus. But study the surthere is no disguising the fact that she
face
is nothing more than cold, hard plaster.

Is

is

shade and an attempt is made to throw the
eyes in the shade to create expression and an
apparent direction of vision. This scheme of
lighting is favorable to light blue eyes. That
portion of the cheek which bears the ugly
blotch, is also shaded and there is beginning
to be a feeling of roundness and distance between the nose and ear.
in

strong, open arcs, at the same angle, across
the face. The whole is flat and uninteresting.

No. 4 A.

softly back-lighted and the right side held

in

the value of indirect lighting.

For the benefit of those who still believe that to
preserve their beauty, it is necessary to burn out the
blemishes with a blaze of light, it is our humble opinion
that there is more security in Dryden's ancient lines, as
true now as when he wrote them:
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reflector.

We
A. S.

have just received word from Jackson J. Rose.
C, that he has returned from a desert location trip

near Guadalupe, California. Rose as chief cinematograon Universal's "The Foreign Legion," and Edward
sloman, director, spent several weeks on the desert
ocation with a company which included Norman Kerry,
^ewis Stone, June Marlow, Mary Noolan, and Walter
Perry. Other A. S. C. members who assisted Rose's
filming included Harold Smith, Milton Brickenbecker,
Howard Oswald, Edward Wetzel, and Frederick Eld,jher

edge. Many new ideas were injected in the filming
of the scenes in the desert. For the first time, moving
shots from caterpillar tractors were used in following an
army marching through the desert. For storm effects
eight of the largest wind machines obtainable were
mounted on tractors to follow the troop, making realistic
sand storm effects as they moved along. The resulting
pictures were startling, unusual, and very beautiful. Roy
Hunter, head of the Universal camera department, has
expressed the opinion that the desert scenes obtained
are the most beautiful he has ever seen.

E
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Lubrication of M. P. Film

Twenty-five

$60

Supplied as

^

equipment
on DeVry and
special

(Continued from Page 20)
This
the perforations has been described by J. G. Jones.
"A Film Waxing- Machine" by J. G. Jones, Trans. Soc.
1
1

M. P. Eng., No. 15, 251 (1922).
consists essentially of two parallel thin steel discs separated by a distance of 1-3/32" rotating in a vertical
plane. The discs dip into a bath of molten paraffin wax
and apply the wax to the film at their upper edge. The
quantity of wax applied is controlled by the thickness
of the discs, the temperature of the molten wax, and
the rate of travel of the film.
Precautions to be Observed when Edge Waxing
The above method of lubrication is entirely satisfactory providing the wax is applied correctly, and no
better lubricant than paraffin wax is known to date.
However, if the temperature of the molten wax is not
sufficiently high during application, too much wax is
applied by the discs and this does not solidify sufficiently before the film is rewound. This causes the wax
to cement the edges of the film convolutions so that
on rewinding, particles of wax are torn away from the
film and these tend to encroach on the picture area causing spots and blotches on the screen. This is harmful
particularly in the case of film with an edge sound

other M. P.

Cameras
Since 1884,

manufacturers of
View Cameras and

fine

Lenses.

Write

for

com-

plete catalogue of fine appa-

ratus for the Still Studio.

Qundlach-Manhattan Optical
900 Clinton

So.,

Co.

Rochester, N. Y.

AKELEY SPECIALIST

record.

Another very serious danger resulting from the
replication of an' excess of wax arises if the projector
As the
film.
is threaded while hot with newly waxed
projector cools, the wax solidifies and holds the film so
tightly that on starting the projector, the intermittent
sprocket may tear out the perforations instead of pullSince the fire
ing the film down through the gate.
shutter opens immediately when the projector starts,
more or less film is apt to be burned up if the film does
not start to move down promptly past the aperture.
A series of practical tests was made in this connection to determine the exact conditions under which
candle edge waxing or Eastman edge waxing tends to
cause the above trouble.
Film was first waxed with a waxer of the candle
type which normally applies an excessive quantity of
wax. After focusing the light ray from a 30 ampere
reflector arc on the aperture opening of a Simplex
projector for 30 minutes, this projector became heated
to a temperature which would normally exist after the
projection of a reel of film. Film waxed in the above
manner was then threaded in the heated projector and
left to cool for forty minutes. After cooling for such
a period the projector had attained room temperature
and any wax in the gate had hardened. On starting
the projector, the intermittent sprocket tore through
the perforations leaving the film stationary in the gate.
Upon examination of the samples, it was found that the
wax had softened and collected in the perforations and
had cemented the film to the film tracks and the pressure springs.

The possibility of this difficulty occurring when film
was waxed with the Eastman waxer was then determined. The projector was cleaned thoroughly and a one
thousand foot reel of film waxed with the Eastman
waxer was projected in the normal way. Immediately
after projection the projector was threaded with a length
When the prool unwaxed film and allowed to cool.
jector was started the film pulled down through the
gate with no difficulty. Several thousand foot rolls were
then waxed with the Eastman waxer and projected
thousand foot units running each reel through the
piojector only once. After the projection of each reel
the projector was threaded with unwaxed film, allowed
to cool, and then started. No trouble was experienced
until several thousand feet had been projected when
enough wax had collected to hold the film from being
properly drawn through the gate. After cleaning the
piojector, it was possible again to project several thousand feet of waxed film before enough wax collected
to cement the film, but after each 8,000 or 10,000 feet,
the trouble was almost sure to occur.

A.

Le.

Roy Greiner
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SUN SPOTS
Stand back of the progressive cinemato^rapher, cooperating with him
obtain

to

more beautiful and forceful

films.

who

pio-

neers for better pictures, greater

effi-

Stand with the producer

ciency and lower production

MOLE-RICHARDSON

costs.

Inc.

Studio Electrical Equipment

Type MR-200 Incandescent
Using 2 kw Globe and
18-in. Diameter Mirror

Phone HEmpstead 8191

6310 Santa Monica Blvd.

=-"Shoot

'Em With Sun Spots'

Tests were then made to determine the quantity of
could be put on the film before it could be
classed as waxed film which would cause trouble by
sticking in the projector. Several strips of film were
prepared by waxing on the Eastman waxer, once, twice,
three times, etc.
In this way film coated with a known
quantity of wax was obtained. The projector was then
thoroughly cleaned, heated for thirty minutes, and
threaded first with film which had been waxed once and
allowed to cool. This procedure was followed with the
film waxed twice, three times, etc., successively until
indications of sticking in the gate were discovered. Repeated tests showed that trouble was not likely to occur
unless the film was waxed for five or six times and therefore contained five or six times the quantity of wax
normally applied by the Eastman waxer.

wax which

Research and Inventions
(Reprinted from
at

The

Exhibitors Herald)

The other day a group of technical men employed
one of Hollywood's greatest studios were talking of

various and sundry individual plans of research
to be in process of working out, when somebody
inquired of Daniel B. Clark, president of the A. S. C.
what a certain friend of his had accomplished along a
line of research he had been following for almost a year.
"He is making progress," replied Mr. Clark, "but the
producer is so niggardly with his research budget that he
is not able to proceed as rapidly as he could if he had
an adequate fund to draw upon.
"In fact the allowance of this man is so small (and
this is one of our largest studios) that he is not able to
use any initiative which is the very life and inspiration
of all research.
Instead, therefore, of proceeding along
original lines he is forced to await opportunities offered
by regular production to make progress in research
to make the experiments his intuition prompts.
"Such a policy toward the research department is
at best short-sighted for it stands in the way of the very

the

known

Hollywood, Calif.

—

thing the producer seeks to bring about
better methods
of photography, new effects, better ways of doing things,
saving of time and money.
"And this," continued Mr. Clark, "calls to mind an-

other evil that threatens the very life of motion photogthe multifarious patents on process shots of various kinds.
"It is getting so that producers are afraid to seek
for the unusual in photographic effects lest they bring
down an avalanche of lawsuits on their heads.
"Most of these are vitiated by priority of use on
the part of cameramen who employed them years before
the 'inventors' took out letters of patent on them, but
while members of the A. S. C. know this and use the
shots as they like, the producer does not know it and
either does not employ the shots or is strong-armed into
paying for them.
"Of course there are some legitimately patented process shots, but more of them are of no force if the truth
were known, and it is time the truth were known when
studios are taking out patents on their own inventions
and special processes, not to sell them, but to prevent
some pirate patenting them and placing all producers
under tribute for their use. This, I should say, is rather
an undesirable situation and one that needs clearing up.
"And this is just what the A. S. C. is going to do as
a part of the house-cleaning of the industry, for very
soon our Society will invite air the inventors of special
processes, etc., to meet the producers at a special session
of the A. S. C. so that it may be established without
question just what claims are valid and what claims are
erroneous. This will go a long way toward clearing the

raphy

—

atmosphere.
"The A. S. C. is made up of men of wide experience
and exhaustive research in cinematography and few tricks
have escaped them. For the most part they have been
too busy to commercialize the results of their discoveries,
but have been glad to pass their better methods on to
their fellows without consideration.
The situation, however,

is

becoming serious and a show-down

necessary."

is

absolutely
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Tribute to Mr. Bausch
More than 300

of Rochester's social and financial
banded together Thursday night, November
10th, to pay a tribute of affection and respect as well
as loyalty to William Bausch, secretary of the Bausch
& Lomb Optical Company, manufacturers of photographic lenses and other optical instruments.
The occasion was the celebration of Mr. Bausch's
twenty-fifth anniversary as president of the Rochester

COEPZ
CINE LENSES

leaders

club, the leading as well as oldest
social organization in the city.
judge of the state supreme
court, a poet, two members of the

A

club and representatives of employees of the club told in their
various ways of the deep friendship and affection their different
groups feel for the "father of
the Rochester Club."
A silver vase I presented to
Mr. Bausch as a token of esteem
was filled with twenty-five American Beauty roses, a thoughtful
memento from the employees of
the club.
In his reply to the various speakers, Mr. Bausch
said that only in service to his fellows can a person
be worthy of the highest estate of manhood.

News Man Saves Old Glory
( Continued frotn

Page 10)

had been any destruction of foreign properties, etc.
After many and long conferences we were allowed to
proceed to the American Consulate grounds, but, I was
all the time followed by two officers.
The Consulate was looted, window panes broken and
the archives apparently destroyed. Then I saw the American flag on the ground. It was the same American flag
which on the evening of March 23rd had signalled S. 0. S.
to the destroyers on the river, too late to save some
American women from terrible outrages committed by
well, it may be good policy not
Chinese soldiers, and
to say anything more. But a lot more could probably
have been done to prevent those disasters if some of the
American officials in Nanking had acted in time.
There was the flag. It was torn, desecrated. Pieces
of it were used for purely insulting, unclean purposes.
I motioned to the
I leave the rest to the imagination.
boy. The good chap understood me immediately. I told
him to go and ask one of the officers any foolish question he liked. He went. In the meantime I had manipulated the flag under me. Then I signalled to the boy.
Without uttering a word he came to me and motioned to
me to tuck the flag under his shirt. At that moment the
guard advanced and we had to be quick about it. I got
the flag inside his shirt, but when he turned around a
piece of it "flagged." I whispered to him to sit down.
He lay down, thus covering the red and greyish white
and if we had
colors which would have betrayed us
been discovered, well there was only one thing that
could have been expected from the Chinese.
Fortunately the guards' attention was drawn to the
consulate's dog which the consul had left behind when
he fled. I motioned now to the boy to advance, got the
camera out of the case and tucked the flag inside the
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case.

we went. But then somebody remembered the
flag and got suspicious.
They questioned the boy if
he had seen it, but he of course did not know anything
about it. The news about the flag got to the General's
headquarters I believe, because the boy came to me

m
1*1,8

Off

the following day saying that he had been threatened
with death and the best thing we could do was to dis-

appear.

The flag was returned to the American Consulate
General at Nanking, but I never got an explanation of
the peculiar behavior accorded us on board the Mei-Lu.
Maybe they thought us to be Bolsheviks!

inch

and close-ups

—

—
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ain't

artists;

when they get going good
it's

but you should hear'em
Boy,

at an executive meeting.

just beautiful, no kidding.

Not that

More power to 'em for
But all this bedtime story stuff
about still waters running deep and all that belongs out
in the stable with the rest of the horses.
Just lemme
give you an example.
getting

care a hang.

I

away with

it.

You're a cameraman.

Cameramen

pictures.

That means you got

to

know

can't bluff like other folks. When
stays shot, and you can't add or
was put there. Cameramen can't

they shoot a scene it
take away from what
guess.
They got to know. There ain't no time to sit
down and write to Rochester about exposure when there's
people waiting on the set. Whatever a cameraman does
he has to do on positive knowledge acquired by actual
experience of years of training.

There

ain't

no argument against the fact that the

cameraman that is a cameraman knows more about actual
picture making than anybody else in the studio. According to all the laws of common sense there ought to be
more directors made from cameramen than from all other
departments put together. They ain't, though, which is
just another proof that the laws of common sense has
been repealed so far as studios is concerned.

The Goldex

Gift of Gab

I'm the only permunant guy in pictures.
Little
extra kids which used to bum light tests off me to take
home and dream over has become big stars; flaming
youths who used to run around delivering office mail
with four pimples and a whisker is now way up in the
Brain Department warming a big leather chair with a
secretary and is harder to see than the Pope; and even
guys that used to be camera-punks and drop magazines
right along with me has had their spell of being a first
and some of them is even setting in a director's chair
with a deep voice and a megaphone to use it through;
but as for me I'm still picking 'em up and laying 'em
down Jimmy the Camera Punk always was and never
will be.
I got as much chance of being anything else as
Will Hayes and Welford Beaton has of kissing.
Every
time I get in line for a raise or permotion the studio
closes down, and I'm out in the cold like a Polar bear's
nose. Or, if that don't happen I always manage to make
some break and get fired for it, which, taken by and
large, and carefully considered from every angle with
due regard to all the facts of the case, amounts to much
But I don't
the same thing so far as I'm concerned.
mind getting fired. I'm used to it. I've been fired
oftener than Bill Hart's gun.

—

I

—

Talk too much
blessed business

A

You ain't got anything to show. You ain't never
directed a picture in your life
that's got your name on
it.
Yea, sir! You gotta talk plenty fast, because there's
a lot o' fast talking birds with plenty pictures back of
'em all after that same chance.
Talk?
Boy, you'll
talk, or else!
And that ain't all. You got to bluff.
why.

my many bosses why this was,
Giggle that awaft.
talked too much.
my eye! It ain't possible. This whole
I

is

run on

talk.

it.

into his job,

You
your

The guy you're talking to bluffed
and is holding it on bluff.

his

gotta bluff this head bluffer into swallowing

bluff.

Sweet

job, ain't it?

Go on past performances and you're sunk. If past
performances meant anything if absolutely established
facts meant anything the whole picture business would

—

be lots different than it is. It ain't what you've done,
but what you say you're going to do that counts. And
the guy that tells what great things he's going to do,
and tells it the loudest, wins the hokobolos.

So when you get in to see the Main Brain you
gotta absolutely sell him the idear that you not being
Do that
a director is all that's wrong with the movies.
and you'll get the job. Get the job, and you've done
the hardest thing there is about making moving pictures.
But it'll take talk to do it nothing else get over.

guy that

ain't a good fast oily talker has got no
Every good job is got on
in the Silent Drama.
Writers
talk, held on talk, and lost by not enough talk.
tell their stories, directors tell their ideas, actors tell their
Talk, talk,
interpretations and girls tell their mothers.
talk!
studio on a busy day uses more words than the

—

Bluff does

way

—

once asked one of

and he told me

Now suppose that you've got so sick of telling sap
directors what to do that you decide to make a stab at
directing alone, instead of shooting and directing both.
You finally get in to see the Main Brain and what happens?
You talk, brother, you talk! There are ninetyseven other guys all after that same job, and you gotta
tell why you're the best one for it.
And when I say
'tell why' I mean you gotta tell why.
You can't show

They say

talk's

—
cheap — but

it

cost the movies plenty.

chance

A

Talk too much
International Convention of Orators.
mu aged aunt! A good line of chatter is doing all the
work that used to be done by brains in the old days.
You can get along without sense in this game it's
kinda in the way anyway and you don't have to know
anything about pictures; but lose your line and you're
sunk.
How many producers that's sitting in the saddle
right now has got anything to point to in the way of
actual successful perductions to alibi their positions?
How many of them shows anything that could be figured
as picture sense?
And ain't it true that if they was in
any other business and pulled the kid boners they do
that they'd be out on their necks in a split second? The
answer is yes! They ain't business men, they aint pic-

—

—

Facts is facts, and the guy that kicks against hard
You might
facts just gets a sore toe for his trouble.
just as well admit that as long as the good talkers has
more Rolls Royces than socks it's a good idear to learn
how to talk, when to talk, and who to talk to.

me ain't that I talk too much, but
talk too little, and don't time it right when I do.
then I'd be right some of
I oughta talk all the time
Lemme give you just one example.
the time anyway.
Trouble with

that

I

There was a

—

first

cameraman come

to

the

lot,

a

forrener from Checkovia or somewhere, and he talked
English like a excited Chinaman trying to recite a
Bjornsjern-Bjornsjern poem backwards with the origHe didn't make sense. I figgured out
inal language.
that the poor gpy was up against a tough break and
The first day's
figgured to help him out all I could.
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and how could a guy that couldn't

even read a no smoking sign read the reely intrickate
I couldn't figger how he was goin'
figures on a lens?
to get by, not bein' able to read stops or nothin', and me
If I told him 6.8
not able to tell him so's he'd know.
Well,
he'd think I was talkin' about fast waltz time.
worked
I worked all night the night before we started

—

a son-of-a-gun, and soldered all his lens stops at
left the diaphragm rings loose so he could play
with them if he wanted to. Pertectin' him, you see.

like

5.6,

but

We

got out and started, and you should have seen
his art.
He was slower than the next raise.
He
I had to laugh when I see him figuring exposure.
had a actinometer with more different gadgets on it
than a flute has toots, and everytime he'd work it he'd
All this
forget something and have to start all over.
got over big with the boss. He was getting art at last.
Then this guy sets his stops as careful and delicate as a
Finally we gets the scene,
blind man peeling a cactus.
and a few more before dark.
this

Inc.

guy do

Next day we all goes into the perjection room
sollem and expectant as a kid alone in a haunted house.
All except me.
You know, and I know that anything
shot at 5.6 in cross sunlight is as safe as if it was in
The stuff come on
God's pocket, so I wasn't worried.
and it was beautiful.
You should'a heard 'em rave.
This guy blushes, and stammers, and gets up to take a
bow, and just then I beats him to it. I ups and told 'em
how I saved the day. Was they grateful? And did
that guy thank me for savin' his job?
Don't be silly!
I was about due to be fired again anyway, so it didn't
bother me none. I guess I must have spoke at the wrong
time.
But because I flop a thing ain't nothin' against it.
I can get a bum break out of anything.
Bet you if I
flipped a double-headed penny and hollered heads it'd
stand on edge.
But what I said about talkin' is right,
even if I can't do it myself.
Learn to say the right
thing to the right guy at the right time, then talk your
head off. That's all there is to succeeding in the movies.

Stolen-Most Valuable
of All Photographs
The Royal Photographic Society of London recently
held an exhibit in its building at Russell Square, and one
of the most interesting of the items shown was a photographic slide measuring three and a half inches by half
an inch. Looking at it with the naked eye revealed nothing but the slide itself. It appeared to be ordinary glass,
of no particular value, yet the directors of the society
considered it to be the most important and valuable
exhibit shown.
It was, in fact, priceless.
Upon the small slab of
glass was mounted a photograph. The picture, a likeness
of J. N. Niepece, the French inventor who contributed
a great deal to the science of photography, was microscopic.
It was so small that three hundred reproductions of it would only occupy the space of a pinhead.
Magnified 160,000 times, the photograph of M. Niepece
would be an oval and a little more than an inch deep.
The exhibition was open evenings until 9:30, and on
the final day of the show the unusual photograph was still
in its case.
But the next morning it had disappeared.
The matter was at once reported to Scotland Yard. The
police were sure that the theft must have been carried
out by a collector who wanted it for his museum, as the
value of the photograph is not intrinsic.
It was the
property of the British Photographic Research Association, who had loaned it to the society for its exhibition.
Small hope is held out for the recovery of the photograph for some time to come, but the police are confident that sooner or later the culprit will be apprehended
and the picture recovered. The collector who stole it
and Scotland Yard is positive that it was a collector
will be tempted, they feel sure, to exhibit his prize.
He
will undoubtedly pledge to secrecy those who are given
a chance to examine the photograph under the microscope, but human nature will make it impossible for every
one of the favored ones who see the photograph to keep
the secret.

:
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Our Brothers in

The Camera Rules
A

dispatch to the Christian Science Monitor from
tells this story of the absolute
rule of the cameramen over our great men at the National
Capital
Great is the power of photographers in Washington.
Officials, from the President down, obey them. They take
precedence over ambassadors and ministers, admirals and
generals, and may rightly be termed the fifth estate.
its

Washington bureau

The most important

visitor to

Washington one day

recently was Dwight W. Morrow, about to take up the
important mission of Ambassador to Mexico. He was
closeted with Frank B. Kellogg, Secretary of State. The

"White House photographers" shouldered their cameras
and walked across the street. When Mr. Kellogg emerged
from his private office he found two chairs, one higher
than the other, placed beside a table and the photographic phalanx waiting.
"Is this a battery?" Mr. Kellogg inquired.
"We want Mr. Morrow," said a photographer in
answer.
The Secretary of State obediently called Mr. Morrow.
"You sit in that chair and Mr. Morrow in the other,"
a photographer ordered.
"Talk," was the command and Mr. Kellogg made
motions with his lips. Mr. Morrow looked self-conscious.
"Look at me, Mr. Morrow," one photographer said.
"Look right into my camera here."
Then another photographer gave a similar order, and
the

new ambassador

shifted his glance.

"Sit closer together; lean forward, do this for the
movie men; now for the other photographers. Are you
going to the White House from here? Well then, Mr.
Morrow, you go down to the first floor and stand at the
door. We will come down there and take some more
pictures."

A flash! That was the end of that session. Mr. Kellogg arose promptly, and as the smoke cleared the photographers folded their paraphernalia and departed to "get"
Mr. Morrow again.
"I did want to work en that French note," said the
Secretary of State ruefully as he watched the precious
minutes escaping. That was of no interest to the photographers. They got what they wanted.

Transactions Of

S.

M.

P. E.

[To our esteemed Mr. Herford Tynes Cowling, .A. S.
The American Cinematographer is indebted for

C
the

following excerpts from interesting papers read at the
September meeting of the Society of Motion Picturt
Engineers. Later the full text of these papers will bt
printed.]

Processing of Motion Picture
Film

in the

By

S.

E. Sheppard
(Extract)

Scientific investigation has shown that the gelatin
photographic emulsion layer, which with the "celluloidlike" support comprises the film, is subject to consider-

able physical change due to swelling and shrinking. Excess swelling or shrinkage of the gelatin in a direction
perpendicular to the film surface does not make itself
noticed but that taking place along the surface is resisted
by the unyielding support with the result that the film
tends to curl up into a tubular shape. If a strip of motion picture film is curled in this manner the picture projected from it will, when viewed on the screen, appear
"fuzzy" in places and will seem to sway back and forth
producing an extremely disagreeable effect.
It

has been found possible to prevent this effect en-

tirely by the careful choice of gelatin in manufacturing
film and by the use of processing solutions having the

correct chemical constitution.

the East

Here are a few interesting happenings in the East,
as sent us by our friend and brother A. S. C, Mr. Herford Tynes Cowling, chief cinematographer of the Educational Department of the Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, N. Y.
"Mr. Charles H. Bell of the Ray Bell Film Company, St. Paul, Minn., is just starting on a year's trip
to Central Africa with the O'Brien-Burbridge Expedition to obtain photographs of gorillas, pigmies and other
interesting things in the Congo and in German East
Africa. Mr. Bell is an experienced cameraman and has
promised to write me some letters giving accounts of
his work for publication in the A. C.
*

*

*

"In December Mr. Earl Rossman is leaving on a
photographic expedition to the northern part of Alaska.
Here he will be working for nearly a year. Rossman, as
you know is an old hand at the Arctic game, having made
his last trip with the Wilkins Flight Expedition and having made several previous photographic expedit'ons to
Alaska, during which he photographed "Kivalina of the
Northland," the only native Alaskan film drama ever
taken.
*

*

#

Cerveth

"Mr.

Wells, lecturer, and Mr. Donald
Thompson will take a movie expedition into China and
the Gobi Desert on a three-year trip. They hope to come
out across Chinese Turkestan. Mr. Thompson is an old
hand at the game, having done considerable correspondence work during the war and photographed "The Batallion of Death in Russia," which was the Russian ladies'

A

Misplaced Thrill

Arthur Edeson, photographer of First National's big
picture, "The Patent Leather Kid," starring Richard
Barthelmess, has photographed many of the biggest film
spectacles and has had enough hair-breadth escapes to
fill a small volume.

war

however, was in one of his earlier
"The Thief of Bagdad," or "The End of The World," three of the biggest
pictures ever made for the screen.
His closest

call,

pictures and not in "Robin Hood,"

It was in "The Dollar Mark," the old World picture
directed by Oscar Lund, with Robert Warwick.

"We were photographing scenes on the rapids in
Wilmington Falls, Lake Placid, in the Adirondacks,"
Edeson said. "I was on a raft with one of the old
Pathe cameras. It was lunch time, and for some strange
reason

Behavior of Gelatin

January, 1927

I

didn't

know

it.

"From

the shore, they started to pull the raft towards land, and threw me off my balance.

my

"With the camera over

the weight of the

icy water,

shoulder I went into the
camera taking me down

rapidly.

and together we
about the time that both Lund and

"I clung to the camera, however,

went over the

falls,

Warwick plunged

"How

in, to

my

rescue.

ever got out of that situation alive I will
never know. But I did, and what is more, we saved the
camera.

"We

I

took

it

apart and dried

we were shooting again.
breath and the film we had

it

out,

and by four
was a lot

o'clock

All I lost

of

shot just before

the

accident.
"It

was

my

closest call,

another similar experience."

and

I

never want to have
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The new home

of

Tremont Laboratories

,

C

I

,

plant cost $100,000 to build and equip, and

is

Thirty-one

completed at 823-5-7-9 Seward Avenue, Hollywood by

Inc., just

,

H. Ale Murphy for Horn and Glickman, formerly

The

N E M A T O G R A PH E R

of the

H.

famous Tremont laboratories of 'New York City.

claimed by the proprietors

to be the

most up-to-date-

in the

industry.

Film Industry In
Switzerland
By A. Herz, Editor Camera, Lucerne
One can hardly as yet speak of a film industry in
Switzerland since, with the exception of a few small
studios where industiral or educational films are produced, this country is entirely lacking in dramatic film
studios.

However, this is soon to be changed for efforts are
already being made to attract this industry here. Negotiations with German producers are now well under way
and America would do well to turn her attention to possibilities here.
When one examines the matter more
closely it is evident that this country is in a position to
offer film producers unusual advantages.
First, there is the question of electric current.
Switzerland offers studios power at a very much lower
price (perhaps about one-tenth of the American price)
and, when one remembers that it is just this lavish use
of electric light which is one of the reasons for the great
beauty of Hollywood productions, this factor cannot be
too seriously considered.
How many German pictures show the effect of insufficient lighting! There is indeed a very great difference
in the quality of pictures which have had just barely
sufficient lighting and those which have not suffered

from economy.

The second factor in favor of Switzerland as a home
for film studios, and in particular Central Switzerland,
is

the astonishingly beautiful landscape ready to hand,
idyllic to the heroic being only a step.
One

from the

can choose sites commanding incredibly lovely backgrounds without going further.
Another important point to remember is that the
people of Switzerland are very gifted dramatically; almost every one takes part in theatricals and outdoor
fetes without end. In short, there is the richest material
at hand here. Again, this country is an excellent film
market in itself, two hundred and thirty cinemas being
already in existence, to which one could add a whole
chain of newly built giant picture houses in the larger
towns.

Should film production become a home industry,
these houses would be the first consumers. Those who
know the patriotic feeling of the Swiss people realize
that genuine Swiss films would be in the greatest demand

by

all theaters. Swiss pi-oducts are always given preference by the people here. In addition to this factor one
may safely anticipate that Swiss films would receive
most favorable protection.

In short, the outlook for local film production is
exceptionally favorable
from every standpoint and
Switzerland is admirably situated for the making not
only of films dealing with local character or exploiting
its

wonderful landscape, but of

in the

work of the great

all

that

ateliers abroad.

is

comprehended

—
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Getting The Stuff
The Gentle Art

ALL

CHEMICALS

of Shooting Pictures

By Ira Morgan, A.

is

Full of Excitement

S.

C.

Imagine sitting on a small platform, crazily swaying
on a couple of long ropes that suspended it a few feet
over the middle of a churning, boiling river, where the
slightest mishap might mean death to even the strongest
swimmer. It would be a diverting experience, to say the
least, even on solid footing
but with nothing but a
couple of swinging ropes between yourself and doom
well
that's a situation calculated to keep a man from
brooding over the affairs of the Motion Picture Academy!
This was a little thrill a few of the boys in the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer camera department enjoyed not
long since. And, as they hung on the swinging parallel,
they had to keep their minds on their cameras
pick out
the most spectacular spots in the boiling rapids and
transfer them to celluloid. No
the boys weren't thinking about what they were going to have for supper

—

—

—

used

in

—

that night.

TREMONT

It happened upon the Copper River in Alaska, when
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer sent Harry Schenck up with a
party of cameramen to film inserts for "The Trail of
'98," Clarence Brown's big Klondike picture. Bob Roberts, Faxon Dean, Chet Lyons, Bob Newhard and Pierra
Mouls made the trip. One of the important shots wanted
was a close-up of the White Horse Rapids in action
and a perfect replica was found in the Copper River

—

a short distance further south
but equally as
spectacular. The rapids, in fact, are even more dangerous, coming down a rocky gorge into a perfect maelstrom
of seething foam.

rapids,

LABORATORIES,

Schenck and his party, together with a few guides and
a camera pack train, passed several days investigating
curves in the stream and possible vantage points, but
decided that nothing taken from land would show the
real fury of the turbulent waters. Then they decided
on a bold procedure.

INC.

Getting a couple of heavy ropes across the stream
by the expedient of using a string to haul a cord across,
then a small rope and then the heavy cables, they flung
a double cable over the river, anchored to trees. A
parallel, or camera platform was fixed between these
parallel ropes, the cameras and cameramen placed on
this, and it was slowly pulled by rope to its teetering
perch at the center of the stream.
Here the men hung, about ten feet over the water.
Every move set the platform to careening wildly.

(HORN & GLICKMAN)

"The thing
perfectly
shoot."

sit

Are supplied by

to do," decided Lyons, "is for us all to
then we'll
until she stops swinging

—

still,

For twenty minutes, scarcely breathing, the men sat
on the platform as its pendulum-like swing slowly quieted
down, then so cautiously as not to start it swinging
again, they cranked their cameras. All the time the
giant rapids roared beneath them.
Afterward came the trip back, clinging
jerked, swayed and bobbed.

to the par-

allel as it

Eastman Kodak
Stores* Inc.
643

So. Hill St.,

Los Angeles

TR. 0746

—

Yes a cameraman every now and then gets a thrill
out of his calling. Percy Hilburn, for instance, sat in
a pit, covered with boards and turf, through which his
lenses projected to film the thundering hoofs of the
horses in the "Ben-Hur" chariot race as they galloped
over his head.

Had a hoof come through the planking that covered
him Percy wouldn't be grinding today. Every time one
of them thumped on his thin protection Percy realized
But when it was over he packed his camera and
this.

—

philosophically prepared for the next shot.
In this he and his camera perched on the back of
a trailer that ran just ahead of the horses, and about
three feet from the ground. The trailer was started by
motor, then ran ahead by momentum so that it wouldn't
jar or spoil the film. Had it stopped a little too soon
but that again is a chaac*
it would have spoiled Percy

—
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cameraman takes once

in a while. Percy laughs over
but he looked a little pale, even through the
today
dust that encrusted him, when the motors dragged him
away from a position about six inches from the front
feet of the galloping chariot team.

a

Thirty-three

—

It

Almost every picture has a thrill in it somewhere
that the audience never sees, and that the cameraman
usually enjoys exclusively. The writer got one lashed to
a battleship mast over a pair of fourteen-inch guns during target practice in "Tell It To The Marines." The
concussion was so heavy that it seemed as though it
would snap the lashings of camera and platform on the
mast. Shooting the chase with the rum runners, from an
Eagle boat at night, in "Twelve Miles Out," provided
another thrill. They had my feet fastened down so that
and the camera anthe waves couldn't wash me off
chored. Every now and then I got a good slap from
about half a ton of water. No sailor's life in mine.

TKe American

Cinemato^raphers

of

— and —

—

Scholokow and Douglas Shearer, brother of
Shearer, the star, had one of the most thrilling
experiences in a long time in the filming of "Rookies."
Each was lashed with a camera on the wing of an airplane, and they had to film another plane as it dropped a
dummy onto a captive balloon. The planes, in following
the movements of the one with the dummy were somethe men were
times nose up, sometimes nose down
turned every way except right side up. Nothing under
them but thin air. Yes there was a thrill to it to say
nothing of the thrill of landing, perched on a wing. One
can't help wondering if the pilot will get her down
safely with one wing out of balance from a man's weight.
Paul

Norma

—

—

yes,

we have

The

A merican

Cinemato^rapRer

—

—

Thrills

Society

extend to

'em.

Recent Development in the Pre-Focusing Base and Socket
For Projection Lamps
By A. Burnap
(Extract)

For those classes of motion picture projectors which
must be operated with a minimum of attention and with-

TREMONT

out the supervision of a skilled projectionist, the tungsten

lamp has come to be indispensable. A projector equipped
in this way and used for advertising purposes or in a
church or school auditorium must operate faithfully day
after day. When a new lamp is put in the machine because the old one has become blackened 01* has burned
out, the filaments of the new lamp must assume the exact position of the old or the picture will be very unevenly lighted. Even this delicate process has been made
very simple by the use of the so-called pre-focusing
lamp and lamp base. A newly developed arrangement
for this requires only that the base be properly adjusted
in the projector lamphouse after which a new lamp can
be placed merely by pushing it into the socket and rotating it through a one-quarter turn. Only a few seconds
are consumed instead of several minutes as previously.

LABORATORIES,
INC.

And

to Messrs.

Edward

The Structure of the Motion Picture Industry
By William A. Johnson

Horn and Harry Glickman

(Extract)

The motion picture industry has grown in a few years
from a sideshow novelty to one of our great industries.
Of the billion and one-half dollars invested, five-sixths
ot it is in theaters and the remainder in producing and
distributing organizations. Much has been written about
the "stars" and the producing companies but the existance of that important branch, the distributing organization is hardly realized. It is this wholesaler who brings
about the rapid circulation of pictures to all parts of
the world. It is through this agent that the inhabitants
of the back country and even the remote corners of other
continents are able to see the latest from "Broadway."

— The —
Heartiest of

Welcomes

Forty per cent of the film production in America goes
to make up eighty-five per cent of the movies of the
rest of the world.

Nearly half of the population of the United States
attends a motion picture exhibition each week. The motion picture theater is fast making a name for itself as
a center of culture which offers the utmost in entertainment and comfort.
1

To Hollywood
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Arthur Brisbane
Says

It

With Words

TREMONT

FILM

LABORATORIES
Says

It

With

RESULTS

—On
Edward Horn

And

The Screen
Harry Glickman

a Staff Devoted to Sincere

SERVICE PLUS QUALITY
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The Movies Shoot High
Army Ace Finds
A.

C.

S.

Greatest Thrills While Piloting

Cameraman During The

Filming of "Wings"
[While shooting

air

By Lieut.

E.

can ace, "Wings," at San Antonio,
Texas, Lieut. Robinson and two cameramen ran into a terrific sleet storm

For more than twenty
of 11,000 feet.
minutes they were entirely lost. Lieut. Robinson could
Here is
not even see the instrument board before him.
Editor's Note].
his own story of the experience.
Many thrills have been tucked away in the fuselage
of my ships in the past and particularly in training, but
the greatest thrill of my life came while piloting a camera ship in making a certain sequence of air shots above
the clouds for Paramount's great road-show, "Wings,"
at San Antonio, Texas. As I look back upcn it, Cameramen "Buddy" Williams, Faxon Deane and I were very
fortunate to get out of this jam with our lives. As this
is being written, however, it merely takes the place of a
at an altitude

—

gigantic

Five thousand feet and no sight of
land. Six thousand feet and no sight

sequences

for Paramount' s story of the Ameri-

H. Robixson

of land, eight thousand feet and still
no sight of land, and then the feeling
came over me that it would be necessary for the two cameramen and
myself to take to our parachutes.

I knew we were over a mountainous part of the
country and that the hilltops probably would be fifteen
hundred feet higher than the field from which we had
taken off. When we had descended 9000 feet and still I
could not see the ground, I called to the cameramen and
told them that if ground was not sighted within another
thousand feet we were going to jump. Even then I was
reluctant to call upon two inexperienced men to make
parachute jumps and turn loose the ship which I knew
would cost $40,000 to replace.

thrill.

On

the day of this one incident we
flight until late in the afternoon simply

had postponed
because Director William Wellman needed a background of great
clouds for the sequence, and these had been missing the
earlier part of the day. In the afternoon they gathered
and we made preparations to take-off. Richard Arlen
and Charles Rogers, featured players in the production,
took to their own "ships," and we followed as quickly
Arlen and Rogers had fast "ships" of the
as possible.

"PI" and "02" type, while I piloted a large three-passenger "ship" of the bomber type.
After climbing steadily we encountered the first
layer of clouds at about 4,500 feet. Upon getting above
them, we found the light still insufficient to take the
I
scene, so we proceeded to climb to the next layer.
reached these at an altitude of about 8,500 feet, which
was almost the ceiling of my ship. We found there that
by flying northwest a beautiful background could be
obtained for our shot, so I headed the bomber in that
direction and signalled the pilots of the other ships to
out their maneuvers as pre-arranged. Through
some misunderstanding of signals, it was quite some time

carry

before the other ships got in their proper positions.
All of this time the peaks of the clouds had been
I now
rising, which necessitated my climbing higher.
was at an altitude of about 11,000 feet the absolute
ceiling of the bomber.
From time to time I encountered
peaks of clouds rising in my line of flight and therefore
was required either to fly through them or around them.
Both of my motors were very cold; the temperature
probably being, at that altitude, somewhere in the vicinity of zero.
While flying through the peak of the clouds
one of my motors, due to its coldness, "knocked"
(stopped), thereby sinking me down again.
After a few minutes I realized that it was futile to
attempt to pick my way out so, idling both motors, I
started down.
I then realized we had fallen into the
heart of a cumulous storm cloud in which violent convectional currents were at work.
Soon my goggles were covered with ice and frozen
to my face. I was unable to see the instrument board
before me. The camera, which was mounted on the nose
not five feet distant, was but a dim shape. Not knowing
whether we were right side up, upside down, in a tail
spin or falling leaf, other than by "feel," I fought to
keep control of the ship as we made our perilous descent. Every few moments I pried the goggles from my
eyes and peered at thj alti-meter through the haze.

—

—

Left

to

Right

— "Buddy"

Williams, Lieut. Robinson and

Faxon Dean.

But another thousand feet we broke through the
clouds and sighted the ground just eight hundred feet
below us. A hurried look served to show me that we
had been very fortunate in coming out in the center of
a valley, which was entirely surrounded by high hills
disappearing into the clouds. In other words, a mile and
one-half in any other direction would have unquestionably seen us crashed into a mountain.

—

apI picked a likely looking field, glided for it
proaching it "into the wind" and made a good landing
without injuring anything or anybody. I was informed
by some natives who ran out to the plane that we had
landed in the town of Comfort, fifteen miles north of
our starting point. We were soaking wet; almost dead
from the cold, but you can rest assured we were com-

—

fortable in

town

in

mind

in

spite

of the ironical

name

of the

such a predicament.

And, also, we returned to the "Wings" location by
automobile, not by "ship."
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Move

The Movies

(In the reproduction of these

stills,

were greatly impaired by too great
still

must be complete

alysis.

no time

"Laugh and the world laughs with you!" An old
slogan but always effective in its meaning and one that
has been put into actual practice by the movies for the
enjoyment of the little ones and of the grown-up little
ones too.
"How silly," we have all heard many times between chuckles and frank outbursts of laughter during
the screening of a motion picture farce.

"How
effects

silly," may be true, but still the beneficial
of laughter are stimulated and the picture has

answered

purpose.
Now, folks, we are going to let you into a little
secret if you promise not to let it interfere with the
pleasure that you will derive from the next "silly" picture you will have the opportunity to see on the screen.
All this silliness, all this laughter, is the result of
WORK, often of very hard work that leaves little or no
time to frolicking thoughts.
Making comedies is a serious business, a very serious business which requires much thought, preparation,
care, understanding of human nature, real humor, which
explains the outburst of a certain producer, who in
its

in

change the

art.

reduction...

A

detail for proper an-

In the hurry of going
to

the values

to press there

was

— Editor's Note.)

to a rather sarcastic criticism of one of his picheatedly exclaimed: "This comedy is not to ba
laughed at !"
A comedy may be compared to an agile acrobat, who
in a fleeting second performs a feat of daring and precision with a grace that seems superhuman and with no
apparent effort, but back of which are marvels of levelheadedness, clean habits, self control mental and phyical, accumulated through years of self-sacrificing in-

answer
tures,

tensive training.
This seems to be quite an obtrusive preamble to
the presentation of a few "funny" stills, but as we are
in the photographic "business" we like to look at things in
a business-like way and combine both the artistic and
the commercial values of our product.
Now, which should be the requisites of a "still"
destined to advertise and "sell" a comedy photoplay?
It has to be "funny," of course.
It doesn't take a
genius to find that out; but, what is it that makes a still
picture funny? This is another question.
In a comedy photoplay, a story of some sort is always carried on, replete with comical situations cleverly
arranged so as to create and sustain the farcial whole of

"
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the picture and an audience is usually "carried" by stunts,
thrills and situations following each other in rapid succession, that make the whole pleasing and comically entertaining. But what of the still-cameraman? He has
constantly to follow every footstep of the company to
which he is assigned, constantly to study the situations
most of which are improvised right on the spot; he has
to be constantly ready to catch with his camera the
fleeting instant that will tell a story and a "funny" one
at that.

Accuracy, speed, a keen sense of humor together
with a thorough knowledge of photography are required
of a comedy-still

Experience

cameraman.
tells

us that "action" pictures are the

most successful in bringing out the farcical qualities of a
subject and this, assumed and accepted as a fact, the
comedy-still-cameraman, began to figure out how to reconcile action and speed with the sharpness that is essential in all details of a

comedy

still.

known

fact that depth of focus or complete sharpness of a picture is secured at a sacrifice of
the speed of the lens used in taking the picture and that
less depth of focus is obtained with lenses of same speed,
but covering a larger area under similar conditions of
subject and lighting.
It is

a well

-

Hollywood

GRaniie 2541

bath upon the elephant, and Bobby Vernon extinguishing
the fires that burn within him, are excellent results obtained in interior action-still-photography.
The flag-pole stills of Billy Dooly, though easier to
obtain, being exterior pictures, give action a plenty
through the impression of danger conveyed by the dizzy
position of Dooly. The picture of dear old Jack Duffy
and the rabbit is, in our estimation, one of the finest
examples of humorous snap photography carrying as it
does a whole story with it and a pleasantness of effort
very seldom recorded.
The pastel-like background suggestive of happy sunlit mornings and rural peace, beautifully contrast with
the bushes in the foreground suggestive of thorns and
ambush, declared enemies of frock-coats and silk-hats,
and the suggestion of a wild chase after the rabbit,
through the open fields and ending in the bush, is completely carried out up to the climax of the capture. And
here the mind pauses and
well
read the story yourself, or still better, try to find out how many stories
you can read into the subject and we venture to say
that you will not regret the time you will devote to it.

—

*

*

—

*

The cinematographer in charge of production arranges his lightings according to the different effects he
wants to obtain and to the "speed of the lens he is using"
in order to register the action upon the small surface of
a picture "frame," and this arrangement, for the reasons
explained above, is always insufficient for the still man
who has to "grab" the picture while the action is going

yarn was paying a visit to the
Christie "lot" recently when he espied these pictures and
was gracefully accorded the privilege of using them in
the "American Cinematographer."
Mr. Talbot, the photographer of many of them, was
present and the writer viewing such an array of remarkable stills, and spurred by his own knowledge of the
difficulties involved in such work, could not refrain from
asking Talbot the "silly" question: "How do you do it?"
"Well," was the answer, "it all depends on the
lens, and the shutter and the developer
"And the man behind all these things," the writer

on.

added.

And here surged one of the great problems the
solution of which is responsible for many sleepless nights
spent by the comedy-still-cameraman.

This problem has been solved as is proven by the
few stills from the Christie Studios, of Hollywood, that
embellish this story.
Jimmy Adams and a confederate trying to force a

The writer of

this

—

"I
set,"

am

afraid they will be looking for

me

on the

was Talbot's conclusion, and he hurried away.
And this, to prove that modesty can still walk

gether with success.

to-
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Combination Control Switch
For Model C Kodascope
By Hamilton Riddel
As the Model C Kodascope is equipped it has but
a single switch. This control lights both the lamp and
starts the motor in one operation. However, it is often
convenient to be able to exercise a separate control in
the operation of the projector. Two instances are self
evident. One occurs when the operator wishes to operate
the machine by hand, thus doing away with the necessity
of keeping the

motor running. The other, and one which

is quite important to the careful home-projectionist, is
the matter of allowing just titles and actual pictures to
reach the screen without the annoying and trying effect
of having a white beam of light flare upon the screen

beginning and end of a reel in projection.
For these two reasons the writer adapted a combinaThe attached
tion control switch to his Kodascope.
at the

switch is shown in the accompanying illustration. The
two "click" switches were mounted inside of a metal
box, the latter being screwed to the top of the motor.
Proper electrical connections were made so that the light
and motor could be operated separately.

WELCOME
To a Couple of
Regular Fellows

Horn & Glickman

TREMONT
LABORATORIES,
INC.

When

operating the Kodascope by the hand crank,
is turned off and only the lamp switch is
turned on. In the second instance, already mentioned,
the lamp is lighted while focusing is effected. The motor
switch is then clicked on and projection follows. With
the appearance of the closing scene or title of the reel,
the lamp switch is turned off, the motor still being allowed
to run. Thus the projected picture ends, not being followed with a white flare which passes through the empty
gate, and yet the end of the film is rolled upon the takethe

Alfred Weiss
—

motor

up reel by the motor which is still in operation.
There are several places where this combination control switch may be mounted on the Kodascope, model C.
To those, however, who have the small carrying case for
their projector, it will be found that the switch is most
conveniently placed on top of the motor. So attached
there is enough clearance to store the projector in the
standard carrying case.

and

—

C* King Cfaarney
Ag,fa.

Raw

Film Corp.

6370 Santa Monica Blvd.

HE. 9574
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The Technology of Glass
By Fred

Standard Appraisal Company
Certified Appraisals
by

Since glass is more or less necessary to our work
motion pictures, a semi-technical glossary on the manufacture and uses of it, should be of interest to us.
Glass, as generally classified under the name, is a
translucent or transparent mixture of silicates, or sand
derivatives, one of which is usually of a metal base.
in

Registered Engineers
Recognized under all existing laws
For Insurance, Mergers, Bond Issues,
Reorganizations,

McBan

Physicist of Creco

Cost Accounting,

Etc.

Specialists in

Calcium carbonate, lead oxide, sodium carbonate
and potassium carbonate are the main constituents of
glass, be it camera lens or rhinestone.

OFFICES ALL CITIES

Sodium-calcium, window glass is easily affected by
the elements, becomes porous when used under certain
circumstances and is practically useless for chemical
apparatus and measuring or graduating glasses such as
we use in photographic dark-rooms and laboratories.

Standard Automatic Sprinkler Co.

reason we use a glass made by the Bohemian
method of making glass, comprised of Silica,
Calcium and Potassium Carbonate of the highest purity.
The product of this process is characterized by extreme
hardness and resistance to chemical reactions.

High Class Residence Appraisals

COAST TO COAST SERVICE

For

this

process, a

Of

the Pacific

Every Thing in Fire Protection
In Compliance with
Underwriters Requirements
35 Years in the Business
Refer to Tremont Laboratories
See us last or we both lose

LOS ANGELES
752 Roosevelt Bldg.

Tel.

Flint glass, one of the fundamental bases of photographic and optical lenses, is manufactured by smelting
together lead-oxide, Silicon-oxide and Potassium Carbonate. This combination gives great refractive power, along
with a low melting point and high specific gravity, making
it easy to work for trueness and rendering in the course
of manufacture.

Crown and flint glasses, almost exclusively used in
making of photographic lenses, are manufactured
in a great number of varieties, obtained by incorporating in them different metallic elements, which, in changing their densities, change their power of refraction and
the

VAndike 0939

dispersion.

Strass or

TREMONT LABORATORIES, INC.
MESSRS.

HORN AND GLICKMAN

German

glass

is

of the lead base variety.
its refractive

Being very rich in lead it follows that
power is very high and for this reason
make rhinestones, artificial diamonds, etc.

it

is

used to

The various colours in glass are obtained by mixing
heterogenous mineral and vegetable colourings with the
liquid or molten mass and not by the temperature of the
mass while it is in the furnaces, as we are sometimes
led to believe.

"We

Certainly Wish You

in

All the Success

in

The World"

Cobalt compounds enter into the manufacture of
is used quite extensively at this time
photographing close-ups shots in cinematography.

blue glass, which

The only advantage, if any, that can be claimed
for the use of blue glass is as a diffusing medium or
a slight psychological effect.
Copper chrominium compositions are used for green
and uraniums for
the ambers and yellows.
Common bottle glass is composed of sand, limestone,
sodium sulphates, common salt, etc., according to the
glasses, oxides of copper for the reds,

Air Conditioning System Designed and Installed

color or intensity of color desired.

by

SOUTHWESTERN
ENGINEERING CORP.
Air Conditioning Engineers
B. E. Tiltz,

&

Contractors

Manager

Hollingsworth Building

606

So. Hill St.

Los Angeles

The slower the cooling of the glass after it has
been brought from the pot and molded the better its
quality. The gradual reduction in the temperature is accomplished by means of a long oven, known as the annealing oven and the operation is called the annealing
process.

When red-hot glass is introduced into heated oil
or paraffine wax, which is a process of hardening, we
have the method by which the various forms of heatresisting lenses and heat absorbing glasses are made.
This latter is a form of glass that the studios are
greatly interested in at present.

Pyrex glassware, the kind we use for domestic puris made by this method, i. e., by dipping it in oil

poses,

while red-hot. This process
a trade secret.

is

generally supposed to be
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A Camera

You Can't See

Electrical Contractor

6366 Hollywood Boulevard

Extends a Hearty Welcome

(Horn

inch square.

"The camera may be operated by a

Welcome

Glickman

)

to the Film Capital

TREMONT LABORATORIES, INC.
J.

F.

BOLSTER & CO.
Plastering Contractors

last exposure is made the camera
of film. This signal is optional with

turned on or whether a

World

of the

floor

"The instant the

is

&

film,

button or
any other electrical connection desired. A touch of the
button makes one exposure. After the exposure the film
automatically rolls up ready for the next picture. A
continuous pressure of the button makes a series of pictures. The moment the pressure on the button is released the camera stops. If the contact continues the
entire roll of film will be used up.
signals that it is out
the owner, whether a light
buzzer or bell is sounded.

to

TREMONT LABORATORIES, INC.

"The camera measures 8 V2 inches high, three inches
front to back and six inches in width. Those installed
in banks will be enclosed in bullet proof steel cases. The
camera can be concealed in the wall or can be put in any
sort of a cabinet large enough to hold it.
"The lens opening is five-eighths of an inch. It
uses one of our ultrastigmat lenses F: 1.9. The pictures
are made on standard motion picture film and are one

"The magazine holds about sixteen feet of
enough for one hundred and sixty pictures.

STONE

H. G.

Mr. W. S. Ashby, Vice-President and General Manager of the Seebold Invisible Camera Corporation, Rochester, N. Y., sends the "American Cinematographer"
the following description of that organization's Invisible
Camera. Says Mr. Ashby:
"It is rather hard to display a thing that is invisible.
Invisible Camera is not a magical device; it is invisible
because it is concealed.
"The original idea of this camera was to photograph
bandits or hold-ups in action. It was designed to install
in banks, stores, filling stations, mail cars or other places
which might be in danger of robbery.

is

Forty-one

Los Angeles

118 N. Juanita Ave.
_

I

"With the exception of the instant that the lens
exposed, there is nothing to indicate that there is a

in the room. We have one installed in a filing
cabinet at the factory and at a little distance a person
would never suspect that the cabinet contained a camera.

camera

"The General Electric Company has completed for
us an arrangement that operates by a light. A ray of
light is thrown on an electric cell. The moment that light
is interrupted the camera operates.

"To cover a room it would be necessary to have four
cameras, one set in each wall. They may all be controlled by the same button. Or if the bandit walked
through a ray of light all four cameras would click. If
he should shoot the light out it would continue to make
pictures.

"We also have a flash light set in the electric wirwhich looks like a fuse, for night work, The camera
can either operate the flash or turn on sufficient illumination under ordinary office illumination."

Welcome

to

Hollywood

TREMONT LABORATORIES

Inc.

PERRY E. CONNER
NED VAN BUREN

ing,

Eastman Kodak Company

CLUBBING RATES
U.S.

"American Cinematographer' $3.00

Canada

For'n

$3.50

$4.00

4.65

5.40

In club with:

More Trouble

in the

Movies!

"Photo-Era"

-

4.15

5.00

5.90

"The Camera"

-

3.90

4.40

5.40
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BELL & HOWELL,
Baby

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: Four cents a word.

Minimum charge one

per insertion.

170, with 30, 40, 50 and 76 lens equipment.
Also B. & H. Cine motor.
Charles Stumar
7501 Lexington Ave., Hollywood.

No. 627.

TWO

Bell & Howells.
2.5; 2.3; 2.7.

Large finders. Also Eyemo for rent.

FOR TRADE—CAMERAS
late

Zeiss, F. 3.5, 50

FOR TRADE

— Have
good
large

Ereman standard 35mm film printer 60
light dimmer, 24 stops, in very good order,
Will trade for a Universal or other good make
tripod.
Printer regulated to print from 13 to 20 feet per
minute. Address World Wide Out Door Motion Picture Co.,
1114 Fifth Street. Sioux City, Iowa.
good contact.

—CAMERAS

FOR RENT— STILL CAMERAS

—De Vry Projector using standard
shape — $100. Cost $225 new. (See the machine
1220 Guaranty Building. GR. 4274).

film.

class
in the A. S. C.
In

first

ONE

8x10

camera

still

—complete.

office,

Debrie equipment. 2-inch B.
Lens, 2 magazines, 1 tripod, 2 jacks. Price $750.00. Abe
&
Scholtz. See camera in A. S. C. office. GR 4274.
L.

F

—

Frank

ONE

reliable

ORegon

party,

one

Bell

&

6730.

—B Two
& L

Eyemo.

Stineman Developing Outfit. One Reel.
3.5 Bausch & Lomb Tessar in Focus

ft.

Carl Zeiss, F. 3.5, 50 mm., mounted in latest
B. & H. mount. Looks like new. Perry Evans, 413 No. Mariposa Ave., Hollywood, California.

Howell camera with
Astro Lens F. 2.3., Fl. 8. 6 magazines. Fred
Hoefner mat box. In perfect shape and fully equipped. Joe

F. 2.3.

100
Also

two-inch Bausch & Lomb F.2 :7 one Dahlmeyer Pentac 37 mm.
:9.
Georges Benoit, care of American Society of Cinematographers. Hollywood, California.
;

F.2

— To
Mitchell legs;

FOR RENT

C, GRanite 4274.

Mount with Diaphram and Sun Shade. Exchange for Tripod.
Must be steady. George Horst, 1924 Green St., Philadelphia,

FOR SALE, LENSES

—

LaShelle.

S.

Pennsylvania.

Akeley Head. Cinemotor, batteries and Eyemo.
M. Cotner. HO. 5046.

FOR RENT

— New

Three Tanks.

7335.

FOR RENT—CAMERAS
FOR RENT

FOR TRADE

camera, carrying case, extra magazine.

OX

Care A.

FOR SALE — LENSES

FOR SALE, CAMERA — Super-speed

Ben White,

& H. mount.
Bert Longenecker, 597-

lens in B.

% H

cycle

C

Call

mm.

model Veedor Counter.

724.

Bell and Howell wanted.
Have 1924 Buick Sport
Touring car, in excellent condition, as down payment.
Remainder to be paid within six months of purchase. Write or
phone Herman Schopo, care of the A. S.
1219 Guaranty
Building, Hollywood, California. GRanite 4274 or GRanite 4704.

Price $225.

Lenses-

Bell & Howell, fully equipped for miniature and
slow motion work 40, 50, 75 mm. and 6-inch lenses. Alvin V.
Knechtel, 1179 North Kenmore.
597-054.

Trade for

170-DEGREE

FOR SALE — New Eyemo

etc.

SPEED CAMERA:

PICTURE CAMERAS

FOR SALE

filters,

Frank M. Cotner. 6273 Selma Ave., HollyHollywood 5046.

wood.

WILL TRADE —Carl

FOR SALE

Five lenses: 32, 40 (f.2.7), 50 (f.2.7),

100 mm.
Complete studio equipment; gauzes,
GLadstone 0033.

Hollywood, California

WANTED— MOTION

January, 1927

75,

F

All copy must be prepaid smd
fifteenth of the month
preceding publication.
American Cinematographer,
1222 Guaranty Building,
lar

BELL & HOWELL

dol-

must reach us before the

tripod.

GRanite 9845.

E R

Bell & Howell cameras, large finders, astro lenses.
2.7. Also Akeley Head cinemotor, batteries and
Frank Cotner, HO. 5046.

BELL & HOWELLS,

Mitchell Speed Camera, Akeley Camera, special
17-inch Dahlmeyer lense. John Jenkins, GRanite 2174.

FOR RENT. CAMERA

—

3 Bell & Howells. Fully equipped. Lenses
2.3, 2.5 and 2.7. Large finders; Baby tripod.
No. 6 Lense.
Special side prism. Also Special Hi speed DeBrie. Call B. B.
Ray, A. S. C. Office, GR 4274. Home, OL 2727. 1119
Edge-

N

CARL

ZEISS, F. 2.7, 50 mm. in Bell & Howell mount.
care American Society of Cinematographers.

Dan

Clark,

NEW

4 0 mm. Goerz Hypar f. 3. 5. lens in Bell & Powell mount:
price, $50.00.
Write Charles Clarke, 1222 Guaranty Building,

Hollywood, California.

—

RUO LENSES

Sole U. S. Agent.
Robert Ackerschott. 1575 N.
St., Hollywood.
25 mm. to 100 mm.; F. 2. and F. 2.5
(Latest type: Telephoto, 10-inch, F. 4.5).

Vine

FOR RENT

— Mitchell,

f.

2.3.

Sstro

lenses.

Brand

new

outfit.

GLadstone 0033.

mont Ave.

WANTED— PROJECTOR

MITCHELL

and Bell & Howell cameras. F.1.8 and F.2.3 lens equipment. All kinds of lenses and equipment for rent. John S.
Stumar, 3602 Cardiff Ave., Palms. Los Angeles. Phone: Culver
City 3542
or call C. Glouner, Camera Dept., Universal City,

USED SIMPLEX

wanted.
State model, price, condition, etc.
dress Box R, American Cinematographer.

Ad-

;

HEmpstead 3131.

WANTED— MISCELLANEOUS

ONE DE VRY

Motion Picture Camera. Complete
Wyckoff, Phone Care A. S. C, GRanite 4274.

FOR RENT

— Akelev

Greiner, A. S.

THREE

camera to responsible
C, GL 7046.

parties.

outfit.

Alvin

WANTED, CAMERA — Will

Call A.

Le Roy

WANTED, CAMERA — 170

or

& Howell

Hollywood 7716.

CAMERAS, ALL KINDS

—

HO

BELL & HOWELL.

Victor Milner,
Angeles. California.
596-944.

HELL & HOWELL
wood A.

—Phone

2221

Observatory Ave.,

Friction Tilthead, 3 Mitchell cameras. 2 Bell & Howell.
Astro F. 1.8, F. 2.3 lenses. Extra lenses and magazines. J. R.
Lockwood, 523 N. Orange St.. Glendale. Glen. 3361 W. Hollywood address, 959 Seward, HO 4366.

Complete CamBell & Howell, and Akeley.
Latest models.
Address American Society of
Cinematographers, Hollywood, California.
era equipment.

—Trick

lenses of

all

Fuller Street.

descriptions for rent by
GR 3830,

WANTED — Will
Call

buy Bell & Howell cinemotor and a 32 M. M. Lense.
Herman Schopp, HOUy 4735 or care A. S. C. office. GR.

4274.

FOR SALE— SPECIAL CAMERA EQUIPMENT

COMPLETE new
Perry Evans, DUnkirk 3890 or Holly

S. C.

BURTON STEENE,

FOR RENT, LENSES

Los

MITCHELL

E.

& Howell camera. Would

Bell

day or week. Call George Meehan, A. S. C. Phone
744 North Curson Ave., Hollywood, California.

Akeley, Bell & Howell 170%, also Speed,
Grafiex, Still, (late model Anscos). For rent by day
or week to responsible parties. Ries Bros., Ries Building, 1152
No. Western Ave. Phone GRanite 1185. Residence
1055.

De Vrv,

degree

Mitchell tripod. Harry H. Cooper, 851 No.
Phone GL 5239.
like

Complete equipment.
170-degree cameras.
Eddie Linden, 6017 Eleanor Ave., Hollywood, HEmpstead 8333
Bell

buy Bell & Howell camera. State price
and equipment. John P. Whalen. Gl. 1101 or A. S. C. GR. 4274.

style Bell & Howell matt box for sale. Joseph B.
Walker, 1037 N. Sycamore Ave., Hollywood. Phone GLadstone

3797.

FOR SALE

—

100 ft. lengths of raw film with 10 ft. black leader
on each end, suitable for hand camera, $3.25 each. John Jen-

kins, 5849

Sunset Blvd., Hollywood,

Calif.

PATHE

panorama head for professional camera, with detachable
aluminum tilting head, easily adapted to any standard tripod.
A first-class unit for some one, who is experimenting or en-

gaged in research work, to add to their equipment.
Norton, care A. S. C. Guaranty Hide. Hollywood.

Stephen

S.

Four Good Reasons
Eastman Panchromatic Negative
gives startlingly realistic color repro-

duction.

It

make-up.

minimizes the need of

no more than

costs

It

And

ordinary negative film.
the
eral

same uniformity
dependability

— the

— for

it

has

same gen-

which other

Eastman motion picture materials have
always been noted.

Those

are the reasons

man "Pan"

is

so

ordinary negative

rapidly
in

why

East-

replacing

every kind of

production.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

I

The
been

NEW

HI-SPEED

in the field long

MOVEMENT

enough now

to

for our camera, which has
have proven its merit.

This movement will operate equally well at all speeds from one
per second to eight times normal, or One Hundred and
Twenty-eight pictures per second. It has been run as high as One
Hundred and Sixty pictures per second, but we recommend that
eight times normal will give perfect results with no strain on the
picture

mechanism.

The pull-down arm has two fingers on each side, engaging four
perforations simultaneously, thereby insuring: against tearing: of the
film

when operated

at hig:h speed.

Registering pins are provided, moving in hardened and extremely long bushings, which will guarantee long wear and perfect
registration.
Two pins are provided, one at each side of the film,
both pins being mounted on the same operating- arm so that registration must be correct.

Movement can be operated either backwards or forward w ith
equal efficiency, and function perfectly. Fade-outs can also be made
at high speed if desired.
r

This

movement

is

a

typical

MITCHELL

6011-6025 Santa Monica Blvd.

development.

Hollywood, California.

I

PERFECTION
The

vast economic

and technical resources of

Are Concentrated upon the Purpose
of Attaining Perfection in

chromatic Film.

Its

Excellent as

PanIt Is,

Every Day Brings Refinement; the

Consumer

Dupont Panchromatic,
therefore, Is Always Assured the
Last Word in this Wonderful Raw
of

Stock.
The

(jftjpOjjp

Trade Mark Has Never Been Placed on
an Interior Product.

Dupont-Pathe Film Mfg. Corp.
35 West 45th

Street,

New York

Smith and Aller,

Inc.

Pacific Coast Distributors

1056 North Cahuenga Ave.
Hollywood,

GRanite 6669
Calif.
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The Talking Pictures
Progress Made During the Past Year Toward
the Perfection of Motion Pictures that Speak
Great technical progress has been

perfecting talk- Written FOR THE
ing motion pictures, including the
matographer by
method using phonograph records,
and the Phonofilm method of photographing sound waves on the margin
of the cine film.
Both systems have been amply demonstrated before the public in motion picture theaters, so
that it is now fair to draw certain conclusions relative to
the practical and commercial possibilities of the two, the
one exploited by Warner Brothers as "Vitaphone;" and
the other by the Phonofilm Company and by Fox under
the name of Movietone.
It is only fair to state at the
outset that Movietone is a complete copy of Phonofilm,
differing in no essential manner from the earlier method,
but having been exploited commercially to a much
greater degree.
The public response to vaudeville presentations, such
as constitute the prologue to the main picture of Vitaphone presentations, indicates pretty clearly that even
with such stars as Martinelli, Mischa Elman and Talley
the interest seems to wane after ten or fourteen weeks
of this sort of talking picture in any given theater.
Warner Brothers struck a real key note, however,
as to what the public enjoys as "talking pictures" when
they produced "The Jazz Singer" with Al Jolson. The
day of the complete talking motion picture feature has
not yet arrived, but I have no doubt that it is not far
hence.
A successful 100% talking motion picture requires very careful thought, planning of the scenario,
selection of artists and general arrangement of the sequence. I have no doubt that some producer will shortly
bring out a picture which will meet these requirements
and which will forever silence the skepticism of motion
picture producers who, until last year had no faith in
the talking picture, whatsoever, and most of whom now
assert that its value is to be limited to the reproduction
of incidental music scored for a silent picture or for
occasional noise effects.

made during 1927

in

The practical advantages of the Phonofilm method
over that of the synchronized phonograph in reproduction, have been so clearly demonstrated to those who are
familiar now with the actual manipulation of the two
methods in studio and theater, as to confirm beyond
any question the correctness of my prediction made in
1919 that the success of the talking picture would lie
eventually entirely with the method which photographs
sound on the film margin. With the Phonofilm method
an entirely new art and technique had to be developed
from the very beginning, whereas with the synchronized
phonograph we had a highly developed industry of the
past thirty years to fall back on. The first six years of
Phonofilm pioneering resulted in solving the basic problems and demonstrating to any unbiased technician that
the method was practical and could, without question,
be eventually worked out to a point of perfection equal
to, or cancelling that, of the phonograph art.
Both the
modern method of recording and reproducing from phonograph and that of recording and reproducing from the
Phonofilm owe an immeasurable debt to the radio art,
or, more particularly, to the art of "audion amplification," without which the highly advanced technique along
this line which the demands of Radio Broadcast have
produced Vitaphone or the Phonofilm in their present
state of perfection would be quite impossibile.
But taking full advantage of what the Radio Broadcasting art
has produced along these lines there still remain very
difficult and intricate problems in Phonofilm, particularly as regards the light recording, sound photographing means; and the successful taking off of sound from
the photographic record on the film.
And in between

lay many problems in photography,
exposure, development, printing, and
protecting the sound record.
T
Lee
Deforest
Great progress has been made in
the perfecting of the "photion," or
gas-filled lamp, which is placed in the
camera and which, when connected to the output of the
audion amplifier, reproduces perfectly in light variations
The
the electrical values impressed upon its terminals.
photion tube, which I first conceived in 1918 and patented in 1923, has thus far proved its distinct superiority over other methods of telephonic light control such
as the vibrating mirror and the "light valve" (the latter
is a type of bi-filar Einthoven string galvanometer acting as a shutter to "valve" the light from a fixed source).
While the photion is not yet fully perfected its reproduction in light fluctuations of telephonic currents impressed upon it is so nearly perfect, throughout the useful range of audio-frequencies, as to justify our faith
in its continued supremacy in the field of sound photography. Its simplicity, compactness, lightness of weight,
and ruggedness, as compared with that of the vibrating
mirror and light valve, argue powerfully for its continued use in preference to the other types. Particularly
do the above advantages hold for portable Phonofilm or
"Movietone" equipment, where a light, easily portable
camera, to be quickly carried from a truck and set up
at a moment's notice for recording swiftly passing topAnd the success of
ical events, is absolutely essential.
the audible topical weekly is already so abundantly demonstrated as to prove that in the future this feature will
become more and more essential in every motion picture
program. Much progress has been made also in the deMuch progsign of compact portable picture program.
ress has been made also in the design of compact portable amplifiers for such recording of outdoor news events.
The difficulties in securing perfect motion of the
film past the light source in the camera have been eliminated during the past year, so that now it is possible to
secure as perfect film motion with a cheap portable projection machine as is obtained with the finest phonograph

American Cine-

turntable.

For use in the projection room of the motion picture theater highly improved amplifiers with sound fadeThe
in and fade-out devices have been largely perfected.
Phonofilm amplifier for the theater has been made very
compact and fool-proof, requiring practically no skill on
the part of the motion picture operator for its proper
manipulation.

Back of the screen has seen possibly the most striking advances of any in this art during the past year.
New loud-speakers of entirely novel design, permitting
a naturalness of reproduction which is almost uncanny,
have been worked out. A new form of screen, transparent to sound and possessing the necessary optical property to throw a brilliant picture, has been found so that
the sound no longer seems to emanate from one side
or the other or the screen, but directly from the mouth
of the speakers wherever they may be in the picture.
Nineteen twenty-eight will see these various improvements which I have described exploited and demonstrated to the public in many hundreds of theaters
The chief remaining
scattered throughout the country.
problems in the talking picture art lie not in the theatre
or engineering laboratory, but in the motion picture stuThere scenario writers, producers, artists and camdio.
eramen must gradually acquire working knowledge of
the new art and how to take full artistic advantages of
the countless and immeasurably rich possibilities which
this new art has now brought forth for the entertainment and cultural uplift of the motion picture public.

—
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The A.

S.

member

C. expects every

to live up to this:

"You gentlemen here are
known throughout the world
without any dispute or question as the greatest exponents
of the art of photography
there is no question about it
the cameramen of Holly-

—

wood are the greatest known
cinematography
in that field you are

in the art of

—

supreme."
Tribute to the members of The American
of Cinematographers by Dr.

Society

Kenneth Mees, chief of the Research
Department of the Eastman Kodak Co.
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Movie Make-Up
A

and Artistic Analysis of Motion Picture
Make-Up With an Historical Sketch

Technical

From
we

the first mention of Dramatic
find that the idea of makeup was, originally, a profession exBy Louis
pedient, either as a direct result of
the demands of the patrons of the
art, or the individual enterprise of
the artist, in his effort to influence the imagination of
the spectators or to meet the current exigencies of the
And what is more remarkable, we find all sorts
art.
of customs prevailing even after the evolution of the
art has made these artifices unnecessary. It is interesting to review the history of this bit of dramatic technique. As remote a period as the first century, B. C,
we are furnished descriptions of the make-up idea by
the Chinese, Japanese and Hindu dramatists, among
whom was a prevailing notion that it was necessary for
the actors to disguise their faces with grotesque masks
to inspire the effect of terror or humor in the minds of
the spectator. The custom must have been successful
for it was adopted, also, in warfare; the warrior or
actor who could fashion the most terrifying or grotesque mask being the most successful. In 535 A. D.,
we find this use of the mask mentioned as an invention,
ascribed to Thespis. In addition to the modification of
the mask, we are told of his having, also, used a pigment
for the actor's disguise. This is, probably, the first mention of any form of make-up, as we consider it to-day.
This event is also interesting as being the first occasion
where a definite reason is given for the custom. This
reason was due to the arrangement of the theaters of this
period. The great chorus was placed between the audience and the actor, who found himself at such a great
distance that it was necessary for him to resort to some
means of reaching his audience. This, he achieved by
exaggerating his features and expressions by the use
of the mask or paint. At a later date, Aeschylus invented the cothurnus, or buskin a laced boot, to give the
actor greater stature. He also modified the mask, introducing a little more refinement into its features. In fact,
the poor actor, of that period, was so far removed that
he had to depend more on the claque (paid applauders)
than to the mask or buskin, to impress his audience.
Later, during the development of the Roman Drama,
the chorus was placed behind the principal, which brought
him in more intimate relationship with his audience and
this developed a more critical appreciation. The people began to use their own initiative in expressing themselves through the customary applause, and the claque
was abolished. The mask was made still more refined and

Art,

—

was often superseded by pigmentary make-up. At this
stage of the evolution, different colored wigs were also
used to distinguish the different characters. But strange
as it may seem, this funny mask, in one form or another, remained in vogue for many centuries and has
become a tradition of the stage, and, even to this day,
the grinning face of "Comedy" and doleful visage of
"Tragedy" may be seen on drop-curtains, and other
forms of theatrical decorations, as definite symbols of
the drama.
As late as the seventeenth century, comic plays were
still being presented, with all of the characters
without any apparent reason
masked. However, there was
a particular period when there was a semblance of
reason connected with the use of the mask and other
forms of disguise. This was at the close of the Elizabethan era when the stage began to find bitter opposition in Puritanism, and was naturally, but unfortunately,
led to employ its great medium as a means of exploiting
religious and political controversies. After the civil war,
Puritanism began to prevail, and in the month of September, 1642, the memorable order went forth: "that
while these sad causes and set times of humiliation do

—

—

continue, public stage plays shall
cease and be forborn." Following this
proclamation, every one connected
W. Physioc
with the drama fell into disgrace, and
now the mask and other forms of disguise came into their own again, for
in spite of this prohibition
as in all such legal stringencies players still continued to perform, in private
dwellings and out-of-the-way places, and like the early
days of motion pictures, hid their identity behind masks

—

—

and make-up.

Then came the abandon of the Restoration, when
the drama, following in the wake of a general moral
recklessness, set a pace held only by our present day
dramatic daring, except that some of the performances
of that period were so risque as not to be ventured in
public, but were performed in private mansions, and,
again, the mask came to the aid of what little modesty
was left among those playing such naughty characters.
next find the most important suggestion, as to
innovations in the matter of make-up (as we now consider it) in the year 1720, when dip candles were superseded by moulded candles. Here we find mention of
the footlights, "with their unpleasant, upward shadows."
This observation, indeed, suggested the necessity of an
expedient, and the artifice adopted has prevailed through
the days of tallow candle, lamp light, gas and electricity,
and brings us very near to our present consideration of
the motion picture make-up.

We

We are shown that a spectroscopic analysis of most
forms of artificial light, other than the Cooper Hewitt
mercury vapor tube, is composed, mostly, of the yellow, orange and red rays, and these, arranged according
especially
to the accepted system of stage illumination
the footlights, "with their unpleasant, upward shadows,"
were very unfavorable to the appearance to the face.
These warm lights neutralized all of the ruddy tints
of the complexion
the effect being the same as viewing
these colors through a yellow or orange glass. In addition to the color of the lights, the general arrangement
was such that the modeling of the features was destroyed
by this highly scattered form of lighting. To overcome
this effect, the actors found it necessary to exaggerate
the roseates of the complexion by the use of rouge and
lip stick.
To improve the modeling, they marked the
brows heavily with mascaro, beaded the lashes and shaded
eye sockets with a greenish-gray pigment, a color complementary to the warm color of the lights. This treat-

—

—

ment was

so successful that it has generally influenced
the feminine make-up for all occasions.
In like manner, the movinp picture artists were confronted with similar problems. In the early days of the
industry, they were subjected to the unnatural effects of
the Cooper-Hewitts, which created just the opposite effect
of the stage lighting, except that they were equally flat
lighted. These defects of lighting were, also, combined
with crtain photographic difficulties, chief among them
being the impossibility of retouching the negatives, as ordinary still photography, and the limited knowledge of
the cameraman of those early days. Consequently, the
motion picture actor soon learned that the art of makeup aided the flat lighting and smoothed out the imperfections of the skin, in lieu of retouching.
Now the foregoing historical sketch is furnished
to show that the adoption of make-up, at all times, was
the result of some well defined necessity in the dramatic
arts, but that its influence was so great that its application was rigorously maintained even when evolution
might have allowed of modification. This was due to the
common timidity as regards innovations. This is particu-

(Continued on Page 25)
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The Game in England
Our Friend Leslie Eveleigh Hints

at

New

Lighting

Source Eliminating Electricity
The use of Panchromatic stock is
[The author of this article spent the
RI
UTTEN FOR THE American Cine- becoming more general, several
whole of the winter of 1925-26 over
studios are incorporating incandesLeslie EVELEIGH C ent lighting units mixed with their
here, during which time he made a matographer by
ordinary arc equipment, and I, percomplete survey of the technical end,
sonally, have been engaged, in conincorporating his observations in 14
junction with a well-known professor over on this side,
special articles to the English Trade Paper
for the last nine months upon experiments with a new
Bioscope.'' At one of our meetings he addserred the lighting source altogether.
in
the
and
now
England,"
Society on "Conditions in
This new lighting source aims at cutting out elecfollowing article he shows us how things have changed
tricity altogether, and is nearly excluisvely designed for
Should the final experiEditor's
use with Panchromatic stock.
over there since his return to his own country.]
ments (which we are hoping to carry out within the next
Note.
be successful, I hope to let the A. S. C. know all
When I had the honour, in January, 1926, of telling month)
about it in my next letter.
the American Society of Cinematographers something
I do not know if the new Agfa super-Panchromatic
about conditions as they were then in this country, I
stock has reached the U. S. A. yet, but we are using it
pointed out that there were only three well-equipped
With this stock it is
over here with excellent results.
studios here. That was two years
Even while I was talking possible to obtain very effective results at night with
ago.
ordinary street lighting; certain interior effects with the
then, J. D. Williams had conceived
normal lighting which would be in this particular interior
the first really large studio to be
and for night shots on locations it is invaluable.
built especially for the production
of motion pictures and was setting
This absorption of part of the German motion picabout carrying out his concept.
ture technique is going on in several other directions over
Hitches and delays occurred, but
here, which is all to the good of picture making in this
eventually the British National
country. One branch, however, which both Germany and
Studios, at Elstree, were an acyourselves employ extensively, the use of mechanical
complished fact and J. D. Wilminiatures, is very nearly ignored. Why this should be
liams left. This building with its
so is difficult to ascertain because so much production
expenditure can be saved by this means. However, with
two stages 300 feet long by 100
feet wide began to give the people
the advent of the new studios we shall probably see sev-

"The

—

—

over here some little idea of the
kind of studios which are taken
for granted in the States. But
British production was languishing.
Then came definite talk of the Quota Bill, and as
soon as realization came that this would be a certainty
Capital was forthcoming for
things began to happen.
the production of better pictures than this country had
ever before turned out. Directors and technicians generally, who had, up to this time, been starved for lack
of adequate capital, took hold of their new opportunities
with both hands, and startled everyone by showing that
they could produce results, provided they had the facilities.
New equipment was bought and installed in the
older studios and more up-to-date equipment was added
to the three studios about which I told you when I was
over among you. New directors brought fresh ideas and
a new type of picture was evolved. As the Quota Bill
neared its consummation in Parliament new organizations came into existence with schedules for building new
Eveleigh

studios in and around London.
By the time these lines are in print another crop of
new companies with projects for the building of new
studios will be in existence, and the Quota Bill will be a
fait accompli.
The year 1928 will see such an amount
of production as has never yet been known in this country, for, apart from the necessary capital being forthcoming, the authorities here have at long last awakened
to the fact that pictures cannot be produced without
facilities, and it must be said that with the realization
of this a very generous granting of the necessary facilities has been made.

Plans are on foot by various companies to invite
directors, stars and cinematographers over
from Hollywood to help us to make the pictures necessary to fill the quota, at the same time our own technical
boys are advancing by leaps and bounds in response to
successful

the influx of new equipment and
really excellent technical work has
in the last six

months.

new

facilities.

Some

been turned out with-

eral of these units spring into existence.

Altogether, 1928 presents a brighter outlook to the
people engaged in the production of motion pictures on
this side of the Atlantic than ever before in the histtory
of the game.

Incandescen ts
Considerable attention is now being given to use of
incandescent lamps for lighting motion picture sets.
Heretofore the studios have neglected this class of
lighting due to the general opinion that it was not a
suitable light source and deficient in the qualities required.

The general improvement in incandescent globe
design and the recent introduction by Mole-Richardson,
Inc., of Hollywood, of a special line of equipment
adapted to give a very flexible application of this form
of lighting has caused a marked change of opinion
throughout the studios.
Many recent pictures, including "Dress Parade," "A
Texas Steer," "13 Washington Square," "Rose of the
Golden West," "The Leather Face" and "On the Tonto
Rim," have been made entirely or in part with incandescent lighting.
The Caddo Company, at Metropolitan Studios, now
making "Hell's Angels" are using the Mole-Richardson
equipment.

Tony Gaudio, A. S. C, and Harry Perry, A. S. C,
working with highly sensitized panchromatic stock, are
obtaining excellent effects.
This is all of considerable import to the profession
as it will give wider range to the cameraman and greater
production economy to the producer.
We take this opportunity to express our appreciation for the pioneering work of Mole-Richardson, Inc.

J
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Amateur Cinematography
A

Professional's Notes for

From the expression of depth of
focus of a photographic objective,
as analyzed in the preceding chapter,

Amateurs—XVI
C

within the limits of the chosen disc
of confusion.
These two points
represent then the limits of depth
(Continued from January
we deduce that DEPTH OF FOCUS
of focus which cannot be surpassed
Cinematoyraphcr)
is dependent upon the following atwithout obtaining an image of obtributes of an objective.
jectionable unsharpness.
1
2
Once the hyperfocal distance is known, the near
Its focal length.
The disIts aperture, 3
and far distances for any chosen point of an object, may
tance of the object plane brought to focus. 4
The
chosen limit of permissible unsharpness denned by the
be found thus:
size of the disc of confusion.
The near distance by multiplying the chosen object
distance by the hyperfocal distance of the lens and
As photographic objectives used in motion picture
dividing the result by the same hyperfocal distance plus
work are well corrected in regard to spherical aberration
the chosen object distance at which the lens is critically
it is possible, for practical use, to
focused.
find, through a simple operation
The far distance by multiplying, as before, the
their depth of focus, and conchosen object disatnce by the hyperfocal distance of the
versely to find at which aperture
lens and dividing the result by the same hyperfocal disthe objective must be worked to
tance minus the chosen object distance at which the lens
obtain a certain desired depth.
When an object at infinity, for is critically focused.
Suppose for instance a scene critically focused at
instance an object which is in the
12 feet with a 2-inch lens at an aperture of 5.6; The
extreme distance of a landscape,
near distance would hten be
another object much nearer the

—

By Joseph A. Dubray, A.

—

—

—

24X

camera can be found

to present
sharpness without alter"focus" of the camera.

sufficient

ing

the
The distance from the lens to this
nearer object is called the Hyperfocal Distance.
Joseph A. Dubray
It is evident that the hyperfocal
distance is dependent upon the
aperture of the lens and upon the size of the disc of
confusion that is chosen as the permissible limit of
sharpness.
Practical experimentation has been instrumental to
the writer for following Mr. F. R. Fraprie's suggestion
that a smaller disc of confusion is to be chosen for the
shorter focal length, the disc being made larger as the
focal length increases.

The following table gives the size of the disc for
different focal lengths as used by the writer with infallible success:
Size of Disc in Inches

Focal Lengths in Inches

From
From
From
From
From
From
From

1

3%
5

8
10
11
13

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

3

4y2
7

.1/200
.1/150

9

12
16

1/75

To ascertain the

Derfocal Distance of a photographic object, square the focal length, multiply by the
size of the disc of confusion and divide by the aperture,
or F. number at which the objective is worked for a
specified scene.

For example: While using an objective of 2-inch
focal length in an exterior scene to be photographed
at an aperture of F.8, it is desired to know at what distance from the camera an object will be sufficiently in
"focus."

The square of 2-inch

is 4
According to the table,
the size of the disc of confusion
chosen for a 2-inch objective; 4 multiplied by 400 equals
1600, which divided by 8 (the F. number) gives 200
inches or 16 feet and 8/10ths. In such cases all objects
from approximately 17 feet to infinity will be sufficiently
sharp so has to be called "in focus" following the vernacular expression.

1/400 of an inch

It is

that

a

is

NEAR

:

is

evident that for each point in the object space
focused by a given objective, there exists
and a FAR point which present a sharpness

critically

S.

12

=

8 feet.

24-1-12
and the far distance would be
24 X 12
24 feet

24—12

=

Such scene would therefore be sufficiently sharp in
planes between 8 and 24 feet for a disc of confusion
of 1 /400 of an inch.
Following the above data, it results quite easy to
prepare tables of depth of focus which would at a glance
give the near and far distances and consequently the
aperture that should be used for obtaining a certain desired depth of focus.
Such tables should prove very useful to the adept
in cinematography, especially when we consider the great
aperture of the objectives generally used in motion picture photography. Such tables become indispensible for
hand cameras which do not present the convenience of a
focusing ground glass.
Dr. Rudolph has recently expounded the opinion that
focal length and the aperture of the objective are not
the only factors upon which depth of focus is dependent.
The eminent scientist points to his Plasmat objective as
possessing a greater depth than other lenses of equal
focal lengths are creditd to possess for the same aperall

ture.
It is claimed for this lens that an improved color
correction raises the Plasmat to the grade of SpheroAchromats with the result that it has a greater sharpness of depth.
Dr. Rudolph has constructed a new depth testing
object which is discussed in detail in N. 20, 1921, of the
Photographic Review, tending to prove his contention.
It appears, however, that the scientific world is still
awaiting for more satisfactory proof of the case, although the greater depth of the Plasmat objectives is
practically considered as a true fact.
Dr. Rudolph's contention will undoubtedly stimulate
the manufacturers of objectives to carry an extensive
investigation of the question and its merits.
The aperture of an objective is also the factor that
controls the quantity of light admitted to form an image
and therefore controls the intensity of illumination of
the image, which in turn controls the exposure which is
necessary to produce an image on the sensitive material
of the plate or film.
The aperture of an objective is controllable by
means of a diaphragm which is usually constructed so
(Continued on Page 31
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The Lubrication of
Motion Picture Film
Projection life tests made with
buffed and unbuffed film indicated
Communication No. 330 from the Eastman that the buffing treatment was of
ins:* the correct quantity of wax to
Kodak Research Laboratories.
questionable value.
However, the
the film and of removing at very fre(Continued from January Cinematographer)
machine appeared to be readily
quent intervals any wax which acadaptable for the application of lucumulates on the projector gate.
bricants to the entire film surface and the following exLubrication of the Entire Gelatin Surface of Motion
periments were therefore made.
Picture Film
1.
Machine oil or Russian mineral oil was applied
At the outset it was considered that by coating the
to the entire gelatin surface and then buffed in the above
entire gelatin surface of motion picture film with a thin
manner. Projection tests indicated that film so treated
layer of a suitable lubricant, many of the objections to
had a projection life comparable with that of edge
edge lubrication would be overcome. Also, if the coating
waxed film, although after storing in the rolled up concould be made impermeable to oil, trouble from oil spots
dition for two or three days, the film developed oil
would be eliminated likewise.
spots. Attempts were made, therefore, to find a solid
The idea of lubricating the entire gelatin coating
lubricant which would be impervious to the effect of oil.
of the film is by no means new. A large number of
2.
Waxes were next applied to the film surface by
patents have been granted for particular lubricating
holding a piece of solid wax against the first buffing
formulas which include the use of tallow, lard, spermwheel, which in turn applied the wax to the film. The
aceti, stearic acid, sodium stearate in methanol, oil of
remaining buffers then spread out the wax more evenly
turpentine, olive oil, cotton seed oil, linseed oil, petroand imparted a high gloss to the film surface which
latum, a suspension of gypsum in menthanol, beeswax,
resembled that of highly polished footwear.
and paraffin wax.
Projection tests with film waxed in this manner
Before the commencement of the experiments dewith various waxes indicated that there is a wide difscribed below, the Dworsky Film Mfg. Co. was supplyference in the lubricating quality of different waxes.
ing a film buffing machine shown in Fig. 9. This consists

The above experiments serve to
emphasize the importance of apply-

By

J.

I.

Crabtree and C.

E. Ives

Data regarding this will be given later. Oil treatment
waxing indicated that a surface coating of
almost any wax over the gelatin surface of the film
will materially reduce the propensity of the film to show
oil spots on the screen.
Mechanical Methods of Applying Wax to the Film
(A)
It was soon apparent that the above method
of application of the wax was entirely impracticable
and that a mechanical method of application was required.
The application roller method of applying a solution
of various waxes in suitable solvents was tried out and
this was ultimately entirely satisfactory.
The first arrangements of application rollers is
shown in Fog. 10. The wax solution is contained in tank
tests after

Fig.

10

— Showing

method

of application of

wax

solution to

film surface.

Fig. 9

— Film

waxing and polishing machine.

T

in

which a small flangeless aluminum roller Rl covered

Rl bears against roller R2
plush. The film runs face
downwards against roller R2 and rotates it and in turn
this roller rotates the lower roller Rl which is immersed
with

of four or five cloth buffing wheels
for polishing electro-plated metals,
at a high speed in contact with
the film. The film is pulled through
the machine by means of two rubber covered rollers of
the laundry wringer type, the machine being entirely
sprocketless.
(The lower application roller attachment
was not originally fitted to this machine). Usually a
little tripoli (polishing powder) was applied to the buffers to produce more rapid polishing of the film surface.
Although it might be expected that this buffing
treatment would tend to scratch the gelatin surface,
this was not found to be the case. Instead, the treatment
produced a noticeable gloss on the gelatin surface (see
Fig. 5 as compared with Fig. 4).
essentially of a series
similar to those used
which buffers rotate
the gelatin surface of

which

felt
is

rotates.

Roller

covered with

silk

to a depth of about V± inch in the wax solution.
By
adjusting the distance between the rollers Rl and R2,
roller R2 acts as a wringer and squeezes the excess
wax solution from roller Rl so that the quantity of
liquid applied by the plush coating of roller R2 can be
regulated.
This method of application had the objection that
the plush did not apply the wax solution sufficiently
evenly and it was not possible to control the quantity
of wax applied with sufficient precision to insure that
the wax solution did not pass through the perforations on
to the base side of the film.

)
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(B)
plying the

An
wax

entirely satisfactory mechanism
solution is shown in Fig. 11.

for ap-

The

film
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Manipulation Details

Although at

waxing machine appears
very simple to operate,
does not get out of adjustment, and requires little or
no attention other than changing of the reels. The level
of the wax solution is maintained constant by means
of an inverted bottle or can fitted with a tube dipping
into the tank of liquid. The depth of the liquid is then
at all times equal to the distance between the tube
orifice and the bottom of the tank which holds the liquid.
The film travels at the rate of six to twelve inches per
second, the six inch speed giving a more desirable polish
to the film surface. A roll of one thousand feet is, therefore, waxed in from fifteen to thirty minutes.
About two ounces of liquid are required per one
thousand feet of film providing the exposed surface of
liquid in the tank is covered as far as possible to prevent evaporation.
The rubber rollers at A (Figs. 9 and 12) should be
celaned at intervals by holding a cloth moistened with
carbon tetrachloride against the surface so as to remove
first

sight the

somewhat complicated,

it

is

tracts of lint.

Fig.

11

— Application

roller

for

applying

wax

solution.

downward over

the polished aluminum
inches diameter) which dips in
the wax solution at room temperature in tank T to a
depth of about XA inch. The excess wax solution is removed from the surface of the roller by means of a
"doctor" S consisting of a sheet of thick paper on ordinary motion picture film. This leaves an extremely thin
layer of wax solution on the roller which is applied to
the film surface at P. The friction between the roller
Rl and the film is sufficient to drive the roller Rl without danger of slippage. This friction can be increased
by lowering the idler roller R2 in relation to roller P.
The latest type of Dworsky buffing machine is
shown in Fig. 12. This is shown fitted with application

passes gelatin side

roller

Rl

(about 2M:

After waxing it is desirable to rewind the film
while passing it between the folds of plush so as to remove occasional particles of lint which tend to adhere
to the film after polishing.
It might be considered that the film would ignite
from the heat developed by friction perchance the film
should remain stationary in contact with the rotating
buffers. Tests indicated that the film did not fire after
remaining stationary in contact with the buffers for thirty
minutes.
Choice of Waxes and Solvents
The following waxes were tested: beeswax, cantol
wax, candelilla, carbnauba, Japanese, Johnson's floor

wax, montan, hard paraffin, and Simoniz wax.

The choice of
because
2.

as

pointed

suitble solvents is somewhat limited
out in a previous paper, 2 many

"Film Cleaning Liquids for Motion Picture Flm" by
Crabtree and H. C. Carlton, Trans. So. M. P. Eng.,
No. 30, 277 (1927).

J. I.

solvents have a tendency to attack the silver image and
are therefore unsuitable. The three solvents, benzene,
gasoline, and carbon tetrachloride were used in the preliminary tests. Since carbon tetrachloride is non-inflammable and when pure has no harmful effect on the
film, this solvent was used exclusively in the later tests.
Properties of Motion Picture Film With a Coating of
Wax over the Entire Gelatin Surface
1.
The Projection Life as Compared with Edge
Waxed Film.
Comparative measurements were made on the projection life of the various samples of waxed film as
follows: The ends of six-foot length of each sample
of film were spliced together so as to form a loop and
this was run continuously through a Powers projector
maintained as nearly as possible under standardized conditions. The gate spring tensions were checked at regular intervals, and the machine otherwise maintained in
first class condition. If any incrustation tended to form
in the gate, this was indicated by a distinctive noise and
the incrustation was at once removed. The number of
times which the film passed through the machine was
recorded by a counting device and projection of the
film was continued until the perforations became torn to
such an extent that the film would no longer pass successfully through the machine.
Assuming a basis of 100% projection life for normally processed film which was not treated in any way
before projection, the results of tests with fiums lubricated over the entire surface with various waxes were
as follows:

Wax or Oil
Solution in Carbon Tetrachloride
Plain film (untreated)
Nature of

Fig. 12

— Improved

type of waxing and polishing machine.

rollers as first developed by the authors. It
that the single application roller shown in
fitted to the new type machine.

suggested
Fig. 11 be

is

Montan
Montan

1%
5%

Projection Life
10
100%

77%
94%
100%

Turpentine
( Continued

on Page 27
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Shooting the Colorado
By Glenn Kershner, A.

S.

C.

After that wild ride down the Colorado River,

it

was a pleasure the other evening to attend the A. S. C.
meeting and be with a bunch of cameramen who are
doing hazardous things each day. This trip was so
different from all others I have taken that I would like
to tell the readers of The Cinematographer how thirteen
of us went from Green River, Utah, down the Green
River and Colorado River, through the Grand Canyon to
Hermit Rapids.
We used six boats; four were eighteen feet long
and two were sixteen feet long. These were wonderfully
built boats, made with two water
tight compartments and only a

Eleven

After shooting a week or so we traded our boats
for mules and came up to the El Tovar Hotel in knee
deep snow and I was home for Christmas Eve, a very
happy man to be back with my family and friends although the children did not recognize me at first with
my two months' crop of whiskers.

—

In summing up the trip it was wonderful the
scenery so beautiful it is beyond my vocabulary to describe it, and the pictures are gorgeous. I used Panchromatic negative which gave me all the gradations of
the spectrum. Filters played a very important part as
the

Grand Canyon

is

like the

rainbow

itself.

cock-pit in the center of the boat
big enough for the oarsman. In
the end of these water-tight compartments were air-tight cans to
keep the boat afloat even though

one

compartment

s

ho u

Id

be

crushed.
The hatches on these
water-tight compartments were
bolted down on rubber gaskets.
It was in these compartments that
we successfully stored tons of

equipment,

supplies,

bed

sacks,

etc.

Glenn Kershner

One of the boats was filled with
radio equipment of the United
States Army, but owing to some

unknown

conditions they were unable to work in
Cataract Canyon at all, which cut off our communication
with the outside world.
While all the newspaper headlines and radios were
broadcasting that we were lost and given up I was right
down there bobbing up and down on an ice-covered
boat, which showed a disposition to be the longest underwater diver I ever succeeded in riding, and I must confess that that river has little respect as to whether
one's "undies" are of silk or wool, for after shooting
each rapids we were forced to build a fire and dry them.
Cold weather caused low water which made many
more rapids than have been found before. Low water
meant many more rocks which caused us to make but
few miles a day, when we were scheduled to make
many. Many times we had to portage everything and
let the boats through with ropes and at one time even
the boats had to be picked up bodily and carried on
our shoulders over and around acres of rocks.
These unexpected delays put us many days behind
causing our cook to use careful judgment in reducing
our daily rations. The scenery was very impressive on
the Green River, while the walls and many rapids of the
Cataract Canyon were wonderful. We pictured the boats
shooting these many rapids.
The trip from Lee's Ferry was the prize winner,
boats turned over, men struggled in the rapids; time
and again we came to walls rising straight up out of
the river thousands of feet where the waters rushed
with terrific force. At times we found no driftwood for
fires which caused us much discomfort being unable to
warm ourselves or dry our clothes.
At times sand storms were so severe that we had
to find shelter in holes and among the crevasses in the
rocks. The narrow canyons soon became dark and cold
and the boats being covered with ice made them slippery
to hold on to.
Then came those awful Soap Creek, Socdologer and
Grape Vine Rapids that have claimed so many already.
They seemed possessed to claim every man and boat as
we struggled through those mountains of icy water.

During the trip we made short stays at Dark Canyon on Thanksgiving Day; repaired and restocked grub
at Lee's Ferry; rested up at Phantom Ranch and then
joined Elmer Clifton at Hermit Creek Rapids where he
was directing the main company in "The Bride of the
Colorado" for Pathe-Bray.

Glenn R. Kershner, A. S. C, who photographed the PatheBray Colorado River expedition, with his camera ready to
shoot the deadly Soap Creek Rapids

The party, now called "The Lucky Thirteen" was
composed of Leigh Smith, Director; E. C. LaRue, Glenn
R. Kershner, Pat Gannon, John Shubert, Sargeant Herrick, Bob Barber and the boatmen were Nick Samoff,
Val Woodbury, Con Rodin, Owen Clark, Dean Daily and
Frank Dodge, head boatman. As a party we had a
wonderful time but would hardly care to repeat such
a hazardous trip under such awful conditions.

A

Gift to the Industry

camera technician, and Norman DeVol,
Fox Studios, have recently made
a contribution for the good of the industry in the way
of a roller pressure plate for the Akeley Camera which
is so efficient that it practically eliminates all waste
caused by scratches and abrasions in the handling of

Armin

Akeley

Fried,

specialist of the

This clever device can be easily adjusted to almost
the machines used in the production of finished pictures as Bell & Howell printers, Testing Machines, Polishing Machines, Measuring devices, etc.
film.
all

The inventors call the new device, which they generously give to the industry, a roller pressure plate, and
by applying it to the Akeley they have succeeded in
eliminating aperture scratches 100%.
This roller pressure plate is of a very simple deIt consists of two tracks pressing on the edges
of the film and two steel rollers holding the film straight
in front of the aperture. An added feature is that the
roller bearings in which the rollers revolve are not round
but triangular and act as a three point bearing; therefore the rollers have no tendency to stick.
sign.

—
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& HOWELL CAMERAS

BELL

England

in

The

Professional Standard

praised by

prominent producer
"The Bell & Howell Camera which you supplied to
company in January last and which was used
throughout our production "The Somme," has fulfilled every requirement. The technical quality of
this

the photography has been excellent.

"With regard

mechanism,

cannot do better
than quote an actual experience, which is as folto its

Such features as interchangeable ultra speed movement, multiple lens mounts and lenses, automatic
dissolve mechanism and the cinemotor, combined
with uneoualed precision and longevity, have won
this camera its dominant place on the leading
movie lots of the world. It has been the favorite
for

21

yiars.

I

lows:

For' 'Angles "
1

"

had occasion, for the purpose of double exto rewind 300 feet of film through the
camera not less than eighteen times, and am glad
to say that the negative came through without a
single mark
and upon projection was perfectly
'I

Use

posure,

BELL & HOWELL

—

"rock steady."

'

"Particularly efficient also

is

the ultra speed at-

on any occasion, given
the slightest trouble by way of static marking or

tachment which has

not,

Professional Automatic

scratching of any kind.

Novelty

"With kindest regards and good wishes,
Yours faithfully,

SIDNEY

NEW ERA PRODUCTION,
26 D'Arblay

London, W.

C.

Pictures, to pack a
punch, must constantly startle with
something new.

LTD.,

St.,

Here

is

I.

— 18

BELL & HOWELL
New

the camera that thrills with
angles.
With an

breath-taking

Eyemo you can

times through the camera without
a single mark! This is only typical of hundreds of
daily exploits for this precision instrument. Write
for full particulars on the Pioneer.
it

—

more novelty is the
demand of the cinema

theatre-goer.

W. BLYTHE."

its

Think of

—and

constant

CO.

1805 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
York, Hollywood, London (B. & H. Co., Ltd.)
Established 1907

— above,

shoot from anywhere
below, beside, beneath

wherever

this

compact camera can

be set in position and left in automatic operation. And you can be
certain that every foot of film will
be absolutely professional in photographic quality ready to splice into
your edited runs. Free Eyemo BookWrite
let brings full
particulars.
for it.

—

—
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A New

Pressure Plate

for the Akeley
By Ira

B.

Hoke, A.

S.

C.

Since entering the independent Akeley field some
two years ago it has been the aim of Mr. John W. Boyle
and myself to perfect the aperture plate and pressure
race of the Akeley camera in some manner to insure
freedom from celluloid scratches under any adverse

Thirteen

After some weeks Mr. Mitchell turned over to us a
simple adaptation of the Mitchell Camera ebony rollers
embodied in the regular Akeley plate. These rollers
which are made of ebony with a steel core are set inside the aperture line itself and bridge across the picture area of the film. The front pressure shoes are replaced with stainless steel of the same design as the
original. At the top of the gate member a steel roller'
is placed to take the loop on the emulsion side instead
of the original cutaway which had a drag on each side
where the perforations touched.

conditions.

Very early in the game we discovered that, while
the Akeley pressure gate gave no trouble when operated
under favorable conditions, the moment the camera was
subjected to a dusty, dirty or windy location scratches
were

likely to appear.

Every operator of the Akeley has undoubtedly met
with an experience similar to ours. We first went over
the magazines and tested them minutely for the slightest
sign of abrasion and found none. We then went through
the period of short loops, long loops and the standard
loop; finally adopting the last as most satisfactory. We
tried different methods of loading. We lined the magazines with velvet and as the scratches still appeared decided there was nothing left but the pressure plate to
experiment on.
To make a long story short we finally discovered
that when a tiny grain of sand, dust or similar matter
was carried from the unexposed portion of the film, either
from within the magazine or between the magazine and
the pressure plate, almost invariably it became lodged
between the film and the steel pressure plate just above

Gate

Figure 2.
bearing bridges which support the ebony
Also trap door designed to minimize light reflections.

closed

rollers.

showing

the aperture line.

«"""»-

—

As the redesigned plate now sets in the camera there
nowhere a drag on either the front or back of the
film within the area ultimately to be occupied by the
picture. The old steel gate has been milled away in
the center to a depth of 1 /64 of an inch. The sides
over the perforations remain as originally designed and
the two ebony rollers are raised to that level, thus forming a focal plane rigid and exact but not a sliding pressure anywhere. Sand particles coming down with the
film touch the rollers and are passed harmlessly by
them without a chance of scracthing.
This plate has been in use for some time under any
is

r

number

•

Figure 1.
Gate open showing portion milled away and method of placing ebony
At the top is steel roller designed to
rollers across picture area.
relieve the drag on the emulsion side of the top loop.

Now a foreign substance, however minute it may
be at the beginning, does not behave like the proverbial
"rolling stone" when it is pinched tight against the
rapidly moving celluloid surface and a steel plate. Once
let a particle stick to the plate and within a few feet
it gathers enough celluloid to become quite a promising
scratch within the next twenty or thirty feet.
I used to open the gate after each scene to look
for pick ups and found plenty of them whenever there
was an excuse of dust on the location. Well, that was
the solution to the problem so far. Next we borrowed
a little wisdom from our memory of an old adage
"A rolling stone gathers no moss" and something more
from past experience of successful roller pressure plates
on the DeBrie and other earlier cameras. When we put
two and two together we found the most obvious way to
make four out of it was to take our pressure plate to
Mr. George Mitchell of the Mitchell Camera Company
who has embodied in his new speed movement the most
modern cousin of the old roller pressure plate.

—

results.

of different conditions always with gratifying
In one instance while on location with Chris-

ties'
production "Tillies' Punctured Romance" I encountered three days of sandstorm during which time
sand was sifted into literally every piece of equipment
I carried. The film came through the camera in perfect
order and I attribute not a little of the success to the

Mitchell roller plate.

Roy Davidge
Film Laboratories
An

Exclusive "Daily" Laboratory

Panchromatic Negative Developed

With a Minimum of Grain
6701

SANTA MONICA BLVD.

HOLLYWOOD

1944
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Creative Effort
every

IN

human endeavor

field of

...

in the arts, sciences, industry,
there usually exists some outstand-

ing figure whose achievements com-

mand audience
To know such a man
.

honor
tion

.

.

—to work with him
.

.

a

is

an

distinc-

.

We

are indeed proud to have associated with us, that eminent scientist whose
researches in photo optics have won him lasting, world-wide fame; whose achievements are records in every work on the science

Dr. Paul Rudolph
to record whose achievements
optics the past 35 years

Creator of the
justly

famed Tessar

FIRST

is

made

to record the tremendous strides

in photo-

anastigmatic lens ever made; of the Protar; in 1902 the

lenses;

—

Then, in 1918 the PL ASM AT, working at F:4 and 5.5 a distinct departure
and advance over present day lens construction, freely acknowledged even by his
critics.
An increase in depth of focus.
.

.

.

In 1926, his energies directed to cinematography, the
peared . then, early in 1927 we announced his latest work
.

PLASM AT

F:2 ap-

.

the fastest lens in the world

MEYER
Kino-Plasmat
20 mm.

focal lengths:
for the

advancement of the

to

3 1-2

art of the

inches; standard or focusing

cinema.

AT

The outstanding features of the entire PLASM
series are
Pleasing Roundness .
Stereoscopic Effect
DEPTH
that
able ...
.

mount

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

is

Plasticity

.

All of Dr. Rudolph's PLASMAT Lenses are manufactured at
our works, in Goerlitz, Germany, under patents granted Dr. Rudolph,
and made under his supervision.

Hugo Meyer

&

Co.,

Works

105

W.

40th

at Goerlitz,

St.,

New York

Germany

.

.

.

truly remark-

City
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Donald — Universal.
Davis, Leland
N. —
Drought, Jas
Universal.
——
Dunn, Linwood
Metropolitan
Dyer, Edwin
Edward — M.-G.-M.
N. —
Greene, Al M.-^-Technical
Greenhalgh. Jack —
Burnett— De
Haas, Walter
Harten, Charles — New York.
Head, Gordon
Hendriekson, Fred
— Lasky.
Huggins,
Ovcens
Baxter, George
De Mille.
Bennett, Monroe
Borradaile, O. H.
Lasky.

Artists.

Cunliffe,

E.

First National.

Doolittle, Jas.

B.

G.

Studios.

L.

Fitzgerald,
Giridlian, Jas.

F. B. O.

Guffy, G.

F. B. O.
Mille.

Art.

G.

S.

L.

Jenkins,
Julian,

John-

Mac

Keyes, Donald B.
Landrigan, John S. Lasky.
Lang, Charles Bryant Lasky.
Longet, Gaston
F. B. O.
Lanning, Reggie Lasky.
La Shelle, Joe
Laszlo, Ernest
Lindon, Curly
Martin, Robt. G.
F. B. O.
Marta, Jack A. Fox.
Merland, Harry Lasky.
Mols, Pierre M.
M.-G.-M.
MacLean, Gordon M.-G.-M.
Nogle, Geo. G.

—
—— —

—
—
——
—
Pahle, Ted
Palmer, Robt— M.-G.-M.
Parsons, Harry
Pittack, R. W. — Lasky.
Planck, Robt. H. —Columbia.
Prince, Al — Universal.
Pyle, Edwin
Ragin, David — Fox.
Ray, Bernard
Redman, Frank — Do
Reed, Arthur— M.-G.-M.
Rees, Wm. A. — Fine Arts.
Schmitz, John
— Special Process
Schopp, Herman — Metropolitan Studios.
Shepek, John,
—Educational.
John
Smith, Jean
—
Harold
—DeDe
Tappenbeck, Hatto— Fox.
Trezo, Fred — Universal.
Thompson, John —
O. B.
Unholz, George— Sennett.
Van Dyke, Herbert— M.-G.-M.
Van Enger, Willard — Warner Bros. Vitaphone.
Wagner, Robt— First National.
—
Walters, Joseph
O.
Westerberg, Fred — De
Wilde. Harry
Williams, Alfred E. — Lasky.
Rex, Wimpy — Lasky.
Witzel, E.
—Universal.
L.

B.

Mille.

J.

Jr.

Silver,

Mille.
Mille.

C.
E.

Stine,

F.

J.

L.

F. B.
Mille.
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Developer Perfected
Mr. Roy Hunter, Director of Universal Film Laboratories,
Reports Revolutionary Advance in Development
of Motion Picture Negative Film
[In the

December

issue of

MATOGRAPHER
amount

THE AMERICAN

Mr. Frank E. Gar butt

CINE-

of the Par-

Laborities, expressed his belief in the advent of

of negative films by machine and gave
an expose of the work conducted by him and his assoThe Universal Laboraciates in this line of endeavor.
tories have devoted much time and energy to the same
end under the guidance of Mr. Roy Hunter, and this
system of development has in these laboratories outgrown
the developing

the experimental stage
tice.

and has been put

into actual prac-

THE AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

is grateful to these up-builders of our industry for the
opportunity of being made the medium through which
such improvements are brought before the cinematographEditor's Note.~\
ers and the public in general.
Mr. Roy Hunter, superintendent of the Universal
Laboratories, announces an extremely important and very
Mr.
interesting advance in motion picture production.
Hunter has been for several years working upon the solution of the momentous problem of eliminating all
chances of imperfection in the development of motion
picture negative film.
The solution has been reached by Mr. Hunter
through the adaptation of a developing machine which
has been put into practical use in the Universal laboratories for over six months, during which time not less
than 6,000,000 feet of negative film have been developed
with a uniformity of results which cannot be surpassed
and with an ease of operation which guarantees the maximum of safety in the physical handling of the valuable

—

film.

The rack and tank system of development which
has been uniformly in use in all laboratories calls for a
series of manipulations of the film after exposure, each
one of which presents possibilities of mishaps, some
chargeable to the actual handling of the film by the
operator and some to physical and chemical influences
very difficult if not impossible to control.
In the rack and tank system the exposed film is put
through the following series of operations: It is wound
on the rack, submitted to a preliminary washing, dipped
in the developing tanks, then it is rinsed, fixed, washed,
transferred to the drying drum, polished and finally sent
through the process of printing.
All these operations up to and including the polishing are, in the Universal Laboratory, accomplished by
the machine so that the film is never actually touched
by human hands from the time it leaves the manufacturer to the time it is put through the printing machine.
Let us analyze some of the most important advantages of this elimination of the human element in developing.
The winding on the developing rack is subject to mishaps due to imperfect cleanliness of the rack
scratches during the guiding by hand of the film in
the proper position on the rack
broken perforations
while setting the film between the rack's pins
unnecessary exposure to the atmosphere from the time the film
is wound on the rack to the time it is put in the developer limitation of the length of the film that can be
developed at one time. The following preliminary washing, which is at times dispensed with, should not present
any particular chance of mishap if handled with care.
The developing itself by rack presents the possibility of air bells, rack flashes (almost unavoidable), nonuniformity in the flow of the developer, oxidation of the

—

—

—

—

parts of the film from time to time exposed to the air
for inspection, the possibility on the part of the operator
of pulling the film too short when appearing over-exposed,
or inversely of forcing it by a longer time of development
when appearing as under-exposed. This last question is
of vital importance and has been the bug-a-boo of many
cinematographers and laboratory experts. Its advisability has been discussed in practical and scientific circles,
and Mr. Hunter apparently gives it the practical solution.

We

will return to

it

later.

The rinsing after development should not present
any uncontrollable chances of accident. The fixing may
produce rack marks, and trouble due to physico-chemical
effects created by the carryign of the fixing and hardening in a single solution, while the greatest possibility of
serious accident, due to the physical handling of the film,
lies in the transfer of the film to the drying drum, in
"squeegeeing" out of it the excess of water, and the
repeated handling on the drum itself called for by the
shrinkage of the film during the drying process.
All of these possibilities of harm to the extremely
valuable negative film have been the cause of constant
apprehension to even the most conscientious laboratory
operators and have caused from time to time severe
losses to the producers by the necessity of retaking scenes
ruined by one or more of these enumerated causes, in
spite of the greatest care exercised by the laboratory
operator.
Mr. Hunter's developing machine, which eliminates
entirely such occurrences, is the result of some modifications brought forth into the positive film developing
machines which have been in use in several laboratories
for some time.
The functioning of the machine has been so studied
and timed that during the twelve minutes in which
the film remains in the developer, the flow of the solution is regulated so as to avoid all possibility of uneveness of development.
A recording tachometer registers the speeds of the machine and the motive force is
so arranged that if the driving motor should suddenly
stop functioning batteries enter into immediate play and,
if the batteries should fail, the operator can have immediate recourse to man power, one hand being sufficient to drive the whole machine, the tachometer giving
the means of checking for a constant and regular speed.
From the developing troughs the film is sent through
the rinsing process, the fixing, the hardening, the washing, which is carried in the most thorough and rational
manner, the "squeegeeing" and the drying and polishing,
without touch by hand, except in the rare cases in which
a breakage of the film should occur, for which emergency
the machine is so constructed that the broken parts of
the film are within easy reach of the operator.
Seven seconds only are necessary for repairing any
breakage, and this time of interruption in the forward
march of the film is absolutely negligible when set against
the twelve miuutes necessary to complete the develop-

ment.

Any and all kinds of film have been developed by
Mr. Hunter during a continuous run of the machine. Par
and super-speed, Orthochromatic and Panchromatic films
from Agfa, Eastman and DuPont have been simultaneously developed by the machine, giving a perfection of
results seldom if ever obtained by the rack and tank
system.
Critical tests of different subjects photographed
under the greatest imaginable scale of conditions of light
and exposure, have given remarkably good results and
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Mr. Hunter points with pride to the quality of development attained by the Universal laboratories during the
time in which the machine has been in operation, citing
the
forthcoming super-production, "The Man Who
Laughs," photographed by Gilbert Warrenton, A. S. C.,
as a photographic jewel. The negatives of this production, which has required six months to make, and in
which all conditions of light and lighting imaginable have
been put to a severe test, have been developed through
the machine with the most accurate results of evenness
and quality, although these results speak very highly of
Mr. Warrenton's mastery of the photographic art, they
speak not less highly of the advantages of Mr. Hunter's
machine and of its perfect adaptability to practical laboratory processes.

The Universal Company produces a great number
of pictures, as Mr. Hunter points out, ranging from simple short subjects to the most elaborate and costly productions.
No other studio entrusts to its laboratory
such a diversified product, and it is interesting indeed to
consider that productions representing, as stated previously 6,000,000 feet of film have been developed by
Mr. Hunter's machine without a single re-take due to
laboratory operations.
These remarkable results represent such a reduction of expenditure and such an element of safety that
one can foresee in the near future the time when all producers and commercial laboratories will adopt the system which is the consummation of Mr. Hunter's perseverance, ingenuity and thorough knowledge of laboratory
practice.

The question that arises and which is of foremost
importance to the cinematographer is this: Is the time
and temperature system of development as carried out
by the machine to be preferred to the rack and tank
hand-developing which permits the operator to constantly
watch the negative and perhaps correct imperfections of
exposure caused by error or by conditions of light beyond the cinematographer's control?
The answer of the writer of

this article is:

Although

is true that such imperfections can be partially corrected BY TRANSFERRING THE NEGATIVE IN

it

COURSE OF DEVELOPMENT FROM ONE DEVELOPER TO ANOTHER MORE SUITABLE UNDER THE
SPECIFIC CONDITION OF UNDER OR OVER-EXPOSURE,

this method is never resorted to because of it
being impractical in laboratories handling daily great
quantities of film. BESIDES, for the same development,
(and using word for word the statement of such an
authority as Mr. Crabtree)

"When the exposed emulsion is developed and thereby reduced to metallic silver for a given time of development, the quantity of silver produced is PROPORTIONAL TO THE EXPOSURE except in the case of the extreme shadows and highlights, although IN THE CASE

OF MOTION PICTURE NEGATIVE FILM THIS PROPORTIONALITY EXISTS OVER A LONGER RANGE
OF EXPOSURE THAN FOR ANY OTHER KNOWN
PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL."
In other words, the densities of negative increase
during development proportionally to the time of exposure' and an under-exposed negative for instance, when
overdeveloped, does not give a better or fuller negative,
but a negative in which the silver deposit in the highlights
is proportionally greater than in the shadows when compared with the normally developed negative. It is consequently a harder negative but not and by far, a better
one.

The same proportionality, of course,

stands

for

under-exposed negatives and a negative pulled too short
from the developer will present the "mushy" appearance
so well known and frankly detested by all cinematog-
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Hunter's machine should prove a help to the cinematog
rapher and preclude the possibility of obtaining results
very far from those anticipated.
Possible variations in the developing time an
checked by Mr. Hunter by testing the developer with i
strip of a standard-exposed negative which is kept ir
the laboratories and renewed when exhausted under the

most exacting precautions.

A 400-foot roll of exposed negative has been usee
for such tests and lasted over a period of two months
The numerous short strips were at the end of the period
spliced together, the densities were carefully examinee
and a print made, under one single normal printing light
Variations of densities were not noticed by a number oi
experts called to view the film for the purpose of finding
fault.

Beside the normal, every-day work of the laboratorj
the Hunter developing system has given a great impulse
to the difficult problem of duplicating negatives.

Mr. Hunter asserts that with the use of Eastman
duplicating film and his developing system, duplicate
negatives of unsurpassed quality have been obtained a<
the Universal Laboratories, and that it is his belief that
in the course of the present year the matter of duplicating negative to perfection will be an accomplished fact.

The consequence of such results are of tremendous
importance in the motion picture industry, and the cinematographer awaits them with confidence and hope in
the future of his art.

Why

Cinematographers
Leave Home

Someone came

into

the studio the other day and

left a tourist folder describing a certain country in the
Far East. After reading this, I have come to the con-

clusion that the writers

flowery

who

specialize in jotting

down

be in line to write travel literature
after a few years of hard training.
A good publicity
man and press agent might also stand a fair chance with
these fellows by starting at the very bottom.
They use
approximately one gross
of assorted adjectives to
the paragraph, and if a
small fraction of what
they say is true, then I'm
going up there and sprout
a set of wings and settle
down with the inhabitants
because the place must be
titles

will

paradise.

Not because

I

happened

read this folder
through, and not because
I
have a hankering to
Portrait of Len H. Roos, A. S. C,
have Christmas dinner in
loading Panchromatic negative
Singapore, and not because there are stories up in those countries that will be
new to the camera, and not because it's the Tropics, the
real Tropics; I say it wasn't any of these things that influenced me, but I just thought I'd like a change (a
periodical affliction since I was a small boy), so I went
down to the shipping company that published that folder
and booked passage for Siam via Singapore.
to

—

The folder says there are plenty of elephants in
Siam; and they say that the picture theatres open to the

raphers.

really nice crowds about eleven o'clock at night and there
are lots of parties and good food and everything going all
night which will probably lead to a conversation something like this after I get settled:

If we consider also that the laboratory operator is
always ignorant of the particular subject photographed
and of the effects that the cinematographer is striving to
obtain the time and temperature system provided by Mr.

"Boy! Have my Mahout park my town elephant out
back of the lab. And, Boy! Tell him to turn on the tail
light, I expect to be out late tonight."
From a letter
to the Editor by Len Roos, A. S. C, now in Siam

—
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uestions ^Answers
—

QUESTION Does the use of Panchromatic Film
require a great deal of experience?
Anyone who has a fair knowledge of
photography, can revert from ordinary to Panchromatic
films without experiencing a great deal of trouble.
advise of course, to get thoroughly familiar with the
features of Panchromatic film, before attempting its
use. The time and expenditure that will be required to
become an expert in the use of this film will be many
times repaid by the improvement in results.

ANSWER

to the press. Nevertheless

matographer's salary
tific achievements.

We

*

—
and Panchromatic
ANSWER — The
between
QUESTION

*

*

objectionable to use both ordinary
films in one picture?
uninitiated will not perhaps detect
Is it

Panchromatic and Ordinary films,
a difference
but the evenness of results and hte increased beauty that
can be obtaind with Panchromatic film makes it advisable to use only this kind of film throughout a picture.
*

*

*

—Kindly
have been photographed on Panchromatic
recent productions
ANSWER — Most
impossible
graphed on Panchromatic
QUESTION

give a

list

of pictures which
film.

film.

It

department to give the required
I

I

is

Is

it

essential

to

sensitivity

Panchromatic

film

Is

film faster

than ordi-

nary?

film is not faster than
par speed film but through its increased sensitivity to
the yellow and red radiations, it permits sufficient exposure in many cases where par speed film would fail
to give satisfaction. During the late hours of the day,
for instance, when the sunlight becomes rich in warm
tones, Panchromatic film will give results unattainable
with par speed emulsions.
*

*

—What
aperture are used
various
QUESTION

*

degrees of shutter
subjects of different speeds

different

for

such as emotional drama, slap-stick comedy, interior's and
exteriors, etc., do professional cinematographers use?
The various degrees of shutter aperture
are used almost exclusively to regulate the exposures indpendently to the speed or "tempo" of the picture. In
som particular cases such as while cinematograping an
exceedingly rapidly moving object, or revolving wheels
of a piece of machinery the regulating of the shutter is
done so as to "stop" the moving object as much as possible in each frame-picture in the first case, and so as to
synchronize the movement of the rotating wheels with
the rotation of the shutter tiself, in the second case.

ANSWER —

*

*

it

—What
—

is

the usual life of a Positive

the

the instructions given by the manufacturer,
for the keeping qualities of the film.

is

responsible

—
ANSWER —

QUESTION In titling a picture is it best to use a
past or present tense?
As a general rule, an audience, if interested in the picture will "live with it." The title is
complementary to the action that the subject is performing right at the time that your audience is looking
at it on the screen, therefore the present tense is generally the most adaptable to titling.

—How can obtain cloud
ANSWER — By
use
panchromatic
reduce
you can
excess
QUESTION

I

effects in

my

the
of
film and
suitable filters,
so
the
of light
that is given forth by the sky, and register every little
cloud even if it is almost invisible to the eye.

—How much more exposure
ANSWER —
manufacturers give an
factor
each
QUESTION

given

when using

Filter

for all

shall

be

light filters?

exposure

for
filter.
These factors are quite reliable
practical purposes and intents.

*

— Panchromatic
ANSWER — No; Panchromatic

QUESTION

cine-

films?

greatly increased in
the yellow-to-red regions of the spectrum while its sensitiveness to the blue region remains practically unchanged. To reduce the excess of sensitivity to the blue
radiations, a filter is necessary. The transmitting qualities of the different filters should be studied so as to be
able to select the proper filtr for the photographing conditions. The beginner can, generally speaking, make use
of a Wratten K.2 filter for long shots and of a K.l
for medium and close shots. Experience will dictate a
larger selection.
*

you that the

same as a negative?
ANSWER The life of a Positive print is dependent
upon the care with which it is handled during projection.
The unaboidable wear to which it is submitted
is of course superior to the wear to which the negative
film is going through in the process of printing. Care in
the projecting of the positive and in storing it following

use a Filter with

is

.

tell

list.

Panchromatic film?

*

we may

based upon his artistic and scien-

QUESTION
print? Is

4

—
of
ANSWER — The
compared with ordinary emulsions
QUESTION

are photofor this

of

all

is

*

—What salary are the cinematographers
now-a-days getting?
ANSWER — These are trade-secrets — not be given
QUESTION

to

Some Psychological Aspects

of Natural Color Motion
Pictures

By

L.

T. Troland

(Extract from S. M. P. E. Paper)
It has been the belief of many persons that natural
color introduced into motion pictures is not required by
the public and more than this that color actually detracts
from the dramatic effect. It is argued that a story can be
told well in cold print, and that attempts at anything
more than a mild coloration of pictures have been up to
the present only in the nature of a novelty.
In refuting these arguments it is asked: "How can
the existence of the stage or the motion picture con
tinue if cold print is adequate in building up in our
minds a complete picturization?" The answer is that
natural sounds, natural coloration and increased reality
due to any other characteristic are necessary to produce
the most enjoyable result. The overdrawn sounds and
colors of the stage and the profusion of color that appeals
to us from every package label and billboard certainly
have a strong appeal.

A new

process of color photography now makes posa really truthful representation of colors, especially
those which we know best such as those of flesh and
foliage.
In the near future increased reality, due to
natural sound and natural coloration will add to the already great attractiveness of the motion picture.
sible
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it would not tend to register the
red part of the face as strongly on the negative and

flushed (as in anger),

Color Carbons
By

C.

W. Handley,

National Carbon Co., Inc.

With the advent of Panchromatic film the cinematographer is becoming even more of an artist than ever.
It is not only necessary for him to know where to place
the lights and how much light to use but he must also
use lights of various color values to get proper rendition.
Panchromatic film unlike regular film is sensitive to all
colors of the spectrum in varying degrees and he must
know what the color value of his illumination is as well
as the reflective value of the sets. In likening the cinematographer who paints with light to the artist who
paints with pigment we cannot tell him how much paint
he should use or where he should apply it, as that is a
characteristic of his artistic ability, but we can furnish
him with valuable information as to the mixing of paints
and the proper use of the brushes.
For further discussion, let
factors
Quantity and Quality,
our purpose, Quantity is that
the key in which the picture is
produced in low key a smaller
and when the figures leave the

us divide light into four
Direct and Diffused. For
factor which determines
produced, that is, if it is
quantity of light is used
foreground they become
silhouettes. High key then is the opposite. Quality is
that factor which determines the true color rendition of
the objects photographed in their proper shade of gray,
from white to black.

—

Direct light is characterized by the high-intensity
arc where we have an enormous amount of light coming
from a small source Approximately 5 /8 of an inch in
diameter.

—

Diffused light

is

obtained by scattering the rays in

all directions.

In producing an image on motion picture negative
there are three vital factors, namely: The sensitivity of
the film to various colors of light; the quality of the illumination and the reflective value of the objects photographed. For example, let us photograph a card painted
with various color bands, using regular film and white
flame carbons. We will start with the card. The red
band is not actually red; it only appears so because of
the pigment in the paint which has the characteristic of
absorbing all of the other colors in the illumination and
reflecting red. To prove this to yourself, hold any red
article under a mercury tube, and you will see there is
no semblance of red in it. That is because there is no red
in the radiation of a mercury tube.

When you

look at an article to be photographed,
do not think of it as being of a certain color, but think
of it as being a mirror that will only reflect the one color
and will absorb all others, then you can readily understand why it is necessary to have all the colors in the
illumination to give true value.

What happens when we

start the camera to photothis sign?
have a film that is only sensitive
to blue and violet, and we have a large amount of blue
in the illuminating light. Let us take the blue band. The
Blue Band reflects blue through the camera lens and

We

graph

makes an impression on the negative (which is sensitive
and the higher its reflective value the more blue
it reflects and the darker it makes the negative and
naturally the lighter that makes the positive, so that

to blue)

which has a higher reflective value than dark
blue appears almost white.

light blue

However, when we take the red band,

this

same con-

dition does not exist because the film is not sensitive to
red and little or no impression is made on the negative
which makes the positive dark.

This lack of sensitivity in the film gives us distoi*which is ordinarily a darker color to
the eye than red photographs lighter. This makse it
necessary to use heavy grease paint which covers up the
natural color
otherwise if the person photographed
tion because blue

—
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would make a dark blotchy appearance on the positive.
Panchromatic film was produced to correct this condition, and it is in varying degrees sensitive to all colors.
Let us now photograph the card with Panchromatic
and White Flame Lighting: The Blue Band reflects

film

—there

plenty of blue in the illumination to be
film is sensitive to blue, therefore for
however, when it comes
that color, conditions are ideal
to the yellow, orange and red bands it is not so good,
because while we have the proper reflector and a film
that is sensitive to all colors, our lighting is overbalanced
in the blue so that our blue band gets more than its
share of color and therefore makes more of an impression on the negative than it should in relation to the
other colors, and while there is not the distorted condition that we have with regular film and white flame carbons, we still do not have satisfactory color rendering.
blue

reflected

is

and the

—

white flame carbons did not have some of the yelorange in them however, our conditions
would be exactly the same as with regular film in other
words, if we should use Panchromatic film with a light
100% blue and violet, we would be bringing Panchromatic film back to regular stock by means of illumination.
If

low, red and

—

To make

this

necessary "color painting" possible,

there has been produced a series of carbons that will give
any range of color balance desired. With the advent of
these new carbons, it is now possible with the present
arc lamp equipment to obtain a light which is highly
desirable for use with Panchromatic film

them

by merely

in-

now used with

Orthochromatic film. The White Flame Carbons were designed
to meet the requirements of Orthochromatic film and
are particularly rich in the shorter wave lengths of light,
serting

i.

e.,

in the place of those

blue, violet

and near

ultra-violet.

The Orange Flame Carbons were designed to meet
the requirements of Panchromatic film, that is they produce a light rich in red and green as well as the blue and
violet. In addition to meeting this requirement they produce a very pleasing light which is easy to work under,
is the case of the white flame arc, the orange flame
carbon produces several times as much light per unit of
energy consumed as any other illuminant known.

as

It is

estimated that there

is

millions of dollars invested in arc

between two and three
lamp equipment in the

motion picture studios. Were it not possible to produce
carbons for use with this equipment, it would necessarily
have to be scrapped. Fortunately, however, the carbon
arc may be called a versatile light source, in that it is
capable of being adapted to many various conditions.
Certain elements can be introduced in the cores of carbons which increase the light in the short ultra-violet
wave lengths. Other elements in the blue and violet, still
others in the red and green. In other words, by introducing certain elements in the cores it is possible to incease the light in certain bands. It became therefore a
problem of merely changing the ingredients of the car-

bon

to

meet the changed conditions.

Mr. George A. Blair, Sales Manager Motion Picture
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y., will
be at the Hollywood headquarters, 6700 Santa Monica
Boulevard, during the month of February, arriving here

Division,

February

1st.

—
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By Fred McBan,

This difference of focus can be clearly proved by
looking through a piece of cobalt blue glass, the familiar
blue glass that is used in getting the true photographic
renderings of motion picture sets to be photographed on
orthochromatic film stock. For an example test, if we look
through a piece of this same glass at an ordinary electric
incandescent lamp, such as used in the home and studios,
we see two images of the filament superimposed; a blueviolet one and a red one. Should the lamp and the filament be at a considerable distance, for instance, twenty
or thirty feet, the eye will involuntarily focus on the
red image, which consequently appears surrounded by
a blue-velvet light. Should the filament of the light be
so near that the eye cannot focus on the red, the blueviolet image will be seen to be surrounded by a red haze

and

"Color Vision

Eye"
Physicist, Creco, Inc.

The normal human eye is made up of a spherical
chamber with a circular opening by a system of lenses
contained therein and controlled by the brain. Light
enters the opening of the eye, forming an impression, or
image, on the back of the chamber, identically in the

same manner as does a photographer's camera.

When we analyze sections of the eye, we find that
surrounded by a filmy material called the "Sclerotic."
A portion of this filmy substance is transparent and is
known as the "Cornea." The crystalline lens is attached
to the walls of the eye by the ciliary muscle. In front of
this lens is the diaphragm, usually called the "Iris." The
it is

color of the

iris is

of light.

of a white light.

referred to as the color of the eye.

the eye

Indications are that for low intensities, or low key
lighting, sensibility occurs mostly in the green end of
the spectrum, that for the more intense lights toward
the red end of the same, this combination would seem

make conditions ideal for cinematography, but until
we have the right kind of film stock, we are at the satura-

to

tion point of results.

When we consider visual acuity and that alone,
monochromatic light has a slight advantage in that it
gives more detail than light with an extended spectrum,

adjusted for ordinary light conditions, that is light containing all its known wave lengths,
being white to the eye, the focus of the violet, or short
waves, comes nearer to the eye lens than those of the red,
or longer waves.
is

All

actual tests we know that the eye functions best
the character and settings are viewed with the aid

By
when

In the center of the diaphragm is a circular orifice
known as the "Pupil," behind which is the crystalline
or lens. When the eye is at rest or in the normal position
it is so adjusted that the image of any distant object is
focused by the lens on the "Retina." If, when brought to
focus on a nearer object, it must be altered; this is done
by a forward motion of the lens with an increase in the
curvature of both its surfaces.

When
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but the reason against its use
line and false reflective values.

New Loew

Theatres

And Wherever Possible All- The Older Theatres
Will Be Equipped With Three Projectors
LESTER ISAAC, Supervisor

LOEW

Economy Seen in
Good Equipment

By Daniel

Tom Mix company
Fox btudios takes the writer to every
West for location scenes in the
productions we make. Most of these location
Being connected with the

section of the

trips send us to sparsely settled sections. If we
are not camping- out or roughing it, we find our
headquarters in some small Western town
where .the chief attraction problably is a motion
picture theatre.
(We have learned that we
never get so far in the back-woods as to be out
of the territory of a film house.)
Because I am interested in the subject of projection, I invariably take the first opportunity
to make friends with the projectionists at such
houses. I find that we have much in common,
the projectionist being just as interested in my
line of work as I am in his.
It is always a matter of interest for me to observe his equipment
in the projection room, just as he usually likes
to look over our camera paraphernalia. Now to
get to the point of this article:
In many of these houses. 1 have found up-todate equipment. In others, I am sorry to say,
I have
found projection facilities sadly neglected.
Very often, in the more modest establishment}, the owner or manager presides over
his own projectors— and has done so for many
years past
It goes without saying that he is
not an expert on the maintenance of his equipment, no matter how simple or fool-proof it
may be.
He gets a passable picture, on the
is all

other instances, the same type of
in houses where there are
projectionists.
The possibilities are that the
projectors, new or second-hand, started out in
the custody of the exhibitor, who. on becoming
'more prosperous, turned his projection room
over to a projectionist.
The latter, no doubt
In

still

equipment prevails

B. Clark

Dilapidated Outfits Prove

Burden

PRESIDENT
American Soctij

at the

screen, ant) that

of Projection

S Incorporated

1

of

to All

Concerned,

Including Audiences

Qj

inherited a run-down lot of instruments.
It
required and continues to require all his ingenuity to keep them anywhere near their original and just stage of efficiency.
He no doubt
is obliged to put in much of his time
and that
of his employer in keeping his apparatus in

—

—

running order.
I can't see where the exhibitor can cling to
the idea of economy in maintaining a worn-out
system of projection. Repairs, working time;and faulty screenings more than offset any possible savings. Out of respect to every one concerned, it is my belief that in many pf such
houses, the best thing to do is to install a com-

new array of projection apparatus. The
investment involved and it is an investment
would be more than rewarded in the elimination
pletely

—

of repair bills, better screening, etc. Then don't
let us lose sight of the effect that such equip;
ment will have on the projectionist.
I don't
hesitate to say that up-to-date equipment
proves a tonic to his morale.
I feel that, in
this respect, he is like the cincmatographer,
who, I am sure, enjoys the urge of having a
highly efficient and modern camera outfit to
serve him and, in turn, to have cared for and
not a ramshackle bunch of moving parts that
might function, and might not.
Now I don't think that such conditions are
fair to the projectionist.
Nor are they fair to.
the audiences- Nor are they fair to the exhibitor
himself.
If you. were running a taxi system,
you wouldn't expect to get by with an antiquated fleet of cars. It stands to reason that no
matter how conscientious the projectionist may
be with the equipment, which has suffered from
ill
treatment in the past, he cannot screen as
good an exhibition as he would be able to if
he had modern and up-to-date equipment.

—

International Projector Corporation
90
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A Mazda

TREMONT
FILM

LABORATORIES
Specializing in negative

and first

print.

Invites rigid inspection of the

most modern and
ally

scientific-

correct processing

available to the

motion

plant
pict-

interested in incandescent lighting in the
production of motion pictures it is announced that the
A. S. C, in co-operation with the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences and Warner Brothers Studios,
began on the night of January 16, a sixty day demonstration the conditions of which are set forth in a general
letter sent to the entire membership of the A. S. C.
For the place of demonstration the A. S. C. is indebted to Warner Brothers Studio who have provided a
suitable set with full equipment of both incandescent
and arc lights and have installed seats for observers.
Actual operations in the studio are under the direction
of Mr. Fred Gage, laboratory superintendent, and Mr.
Frank Murphy, electrical engineer.
Subjects also are provided through the Warner
Studio, while raw stock is generously supplied by the
Agfa, Dupont and Eastman Western representatives.
The last word in incandescent lighting equipment is
supplied by Mole-Richardson.
All tests are made by first cinematographers and
the set is at the disposal of the demonstrators between
9 A. M. and 5 P. M. in periods of two hours each. Night
demonstrations may be arranged for when desired.
Regular meetings of the A. S. C. will be held on the
set on Wednesday and Friday nights throughout the
sixty days period of demonstration. On these nights representative cinematographers will be chosen to have
charge of the tests.
Arrangements for time and use of set and equipment must be made at headquarters of the A. S. C. in
the Guaranty Building, Hollywood.

may

D.

BROWN
HOUy 0514
Carbons and Other
Studio Equipment

Brown-Ashcraft

Lamps

FOR RENT
Mitchell Friction Tilthead and Tripod
2 Bell & Howell Cameras
3 Mitchell Cameras
Equipped with Astro Lenses. F 1.8, F 2.3
8 Mitchell Magazines Extra Lenses Baby Tripods
1

R.

LOCKWOOD

959 Seward Street
HOUywood 4366
Industries,

JOE NOVAK, A.

S. C.

Free Lance Akeley Specialist

Phone:

making the

test.

complete record of every test and demonstration
will be kept in technical detail and will become a part
of the records of the A. S. C. for the benefit of the industry in general.
All members of the A. S. C. are urged to seize this
opportunity to obtain a liberal education in lighting.
In this connection Mr. Frederick Beetson, Executive Vice-President of the Association of Motion Picture
Producers, has become so impressed with the importance
of this sixty day demonstration that he sent out the
following letter to representative officials in all departments of the industry. THE AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER hereby acknowledges the courtesy of Mr.
Beetson in permitting its publication:

January 19, 1928.
attended a major demonstration of
Mazda lighting equipment with actual shots made on
Eastman, Agfa and DuPont stock followed by the same
sets being shot on the same stock with hard lighting.
There were present last night one hundred and
twelve cameramen seriously studying the effects in order
to make themselves of greater value to the industry.
These demonstrations will continue two and three
nights a week for the next five or six weeks. The expenses are being met by this Association through the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
The stage space is free, the juice is free, developing
and printing free most of this through the very generous courtesy of Warner Brothers and particularly
through Mr. Koenig and Mr. Murphy of that company.
The cameramen are devoting their time free and the
various film companies are furnishing the stock free, the
only cost being for electricians day and night and a few
extras to dress the sets.
It behooves everyone in this industry to attend some
of these demonstrations and I urge that all of those interested in this particular line of work, from the chief
executive down the line, attend some of the demonstrations. I assure you it will be a revelation to you.
Last night

J.

be developed by any laboratory, at

A

Studios Supply Corporation
HOUy 0513
1438 Beach wood Drive

Consolidated Film

S. C.

who may be

Negative

Studio

Marathon

For the information of those outside of the A.

the choice of the cinematographer

ure industry.

HARRY
Cinema

February, 1928

WH.

3920

I

—

Very truly yours,

FRED W. BEETSON,
Executive Vice-President.
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render the more natural flesh tints muddy ana
coarse. Reds are extremely difficult to match on
exteriors and interiors under these conditions.

will

Movie Make-Up
By Louis

W.

Physioc

8th.

to the
larly true with motion pictures, due, probably,
great expense of production. We have lapsed into a state
wish,
of ultra conservatism as regards things new. We
always, to "place the safe bets." However, the photographic department has begun to loosen these fetters
of conservatism, somewhat, by the adoption of panchromatic film, but we are yet a little uneasy about the
make-up in connection with the use of this new stock.
We, therefore, suggest a modification of make-up, for
reasons that we may classify in detail.
used, is
1st. The panchromatic film, now being widely
sensitive to a wide range of colors, compared to the
ordinary film, and for this reason the make-up may
assume the more natural flesh tints, except that the
rouge on the cheeks may be ignored. There is one
difficulty, however, with the natural make-up, which
is found to be due to the difference between the
exterior and interior light. In such cases, a touch of
neutral gray will not altogether destroy the natural
color and will aid in matching face values under the

different lights.

2nd. Modeling is very often the result of delicate coloring, both in the lights and shades, therefore, no exaggeration of make-up, such as shading eye sockets,
etc., should be practiced, except, purely, for character work. Flatness is often greatly relieved, even
under highly diffused light, by the power of panchromatic film to render delicate values represented
in tints rather than tones. Great freedom in chiaroscuro lighting can be employed, with the more
natural make-up, plus the pan stock, without much
danger of harshness to the photographs or disfavor
to the artists.
3rd. Imperfections in the texture of the skin are exaggerated in photography for various reasons. Lights
and cast-shadows are cooler (that is they tend towards the blue end of the spectrum) than the local

color and shades, and these values are rendered
more extreme by the photographic process. The

cooler tones of the lights develop up, in the negain greater proportion than the warmer tones
of the shades, which accounts for the unpleasant,
blotchy appearance of pictures from unretouched
negatives. The panchromatic film reduces this fault
by virtue of its color sensitivity.

tive,

4th.

and types should require no make-up,
with panchromatic film, their value lies in giving to
the camera all they have.
Although some cameramen are very enthusiastic as
to powers of panchromatic film, we suggest caution
among the stars and principals in relinquishing
make-up entirely. We cannot yet retouch the motion
negative, and their beauty is of paramount im-

5th. Characters

portance to their public. Their chief care should be
to endeavor not to present too great a contrast to
those, near them, without make-up.
7th.

against a sky which is being held
for a night effect, an entirely different makeup is necessary. The effect depends upon a high
degree of correction with a deep red or gamma
filter, which neutralizes all of ruddy tints of the
flesh and makes the face appear a ghastly white,
and although it may sound unpleasant, a greenish-

gray make-up would be more suitable.
9th.

Some earnest actors welcome the abolishment of
make-up, because they are allowed the freedom of
touching their faces, or mopping their eyes instead
of their noses, in crying scenes, and gives free
play to facial expressions without fear of spoiling
the make-up. However, there are others who say
that they feel lost and uncomfortable, and even
naked and indecent without their grease paint.

—

In conclusion,

There is, yet, a great difference between exterior
and interior lighting, even with the tungsten incandescents, and it is very difficult to make the colors
of make-up, costumes, etc., appear the same under
these two conditions. The aesculin and aero filters
match exteriors very well with the tungsten light
of the studios, but photographers working with the
arcs should recommend a more neutral make-up,
because the arc, without the modification of filters,

we feel constrained to
may be of assistance

call

attention

to actors and
diversity of opinion,

to certain facts that

cameramen,

alike. There is a wide
the cameramen, as to the treatment of panchromatic film which must, of necessity, have a great influence on make-up. Some are using this stock entirely
without filters; some using the filters on exteriors; others
using filters on both exteriors and interiors; some work-

among

ing under the arcs and those now adopting the tungstens.
This great variety of treatment must often mean an unbalanced effect of faces on the screen. It is, therefore,
highly important to work for a uniform system of treat-

ment, without too far submerging the individuality of the
cinematographer. Otherwise, it would entail considerable trouble and study on the part of the actors in modifying their make-up to keep up with the great range of
panchromatic film. It must not be overlooked, however,
that the greater the range of any medium we are working in, the greater the opportunities of individual
artistry.

HARRY

MASON
AKELEY SPECIALIST
G.

GRanite 9088 and GRanite 3028

Because of those facts, cited in No. 3, the make-up
should be considered, not so much from the standpoint of color as for the purpose of filling up excrescences, character lines or signs of maturity. This
should not be overlooked, even in the enthusiasm
for Panchromatic film.

6th.

When working

down

(Continued from Page 6)

FOR RENT
Two
lenses.
Stilson

& Howell Cameras 40, 50, 75 mm.
Thalhammer Iris. Jeanne Trebaol, 10042

Bell

Ave., corner of Clarington, Palms, Calif.
Phone: Culver City 3243.

Supersensitive Lighting Equipment

CRECO
for

Supersensitised and

Pan Stock
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In the Stone Age

PATF9

By Perry Evans, A.
Canada For'n

U.S.

"American Cinematographer" $3.00

$3.50

$4.00

4.65

5.40

In club with:

"Photn-Fl-a"

-

.

"The Camera"

.

.

.

.41"!

k

on

4.40

3.90

5.40

S.

C.

AGE

This one dates back to the STONE
of moving
pictures when directors were temperamental and cameras looked like a kitchen stove.
In the incident I am
about to relate, friend cameraman was equally temperamental, in fact so much so that he refused to mingle
with the commonplace actors at luncheon, but brought
his own and ate in solitary majesty.
In those days if a director had more than three
people on the set he became very nervous, in fact every
one connected with the troupe felt the strain of a terrific overhead.
In this case we were using a troupe of
cavalry for the day and, having finished my own production I was sent out to shoot an extra camera with
the Temperamental Troupe.
Considering the big occasion of course every one was very nervous.

After setting up our cameras the director went
through what I learned later to be his customary routine
by howling at the top of his voice: READY! ACTION!
CAMERA! GO! We started cranking and over the hill
came the cavalry. Glancing over at friend cinematog-

More than a Thousand

TRUEBALL TRIPOD
HEADS
Have

been

sold

to

Professional and Amau r Cinematographers
since their introduction
in 1926 and not a single
t e

complaint from purchaser or dealer.

For Pans
Left

to

—

right
Perry Evans, A. S. G., cameraman;
Blue, star; Joseph Brotherton, director.

Monte

I noticed him bearing down heavy on his crank,
each turn becoming slower and slower until finally he
came to a stop. Then he ran out in front of my camera
howling and waving his hands in a frantic effort to bring
the oncoming cavalry to a halt.

rapher,

By this time our temperamental director went into
animal act by first throwing his scenario on the
ground, then his hat, then his coat, all in one pile, then
he got on top of it all, tramping it down, howling and
crying like a Comanche Indian and ending up by falling
over in a faint.
his

and

Tilts

TRIPOD

TRUEBALL
HEADS are

unexcelled.

TRUEBALL TRIPOD
HEADS
Are

unexcelled

for

Speed and
They can be
mounted upon any motion camera and once
Simplicity,

Accuracy.

used will never be discarded.
The Hoefner
4-inch
and SunIris

shade

combination

FREDMONICA
HOEFNER
BOULEVARD

any good and never would

By

be.

time the troupe of cavalry had gathered
around close to find out who was at fault. Also our
director came to just in time to see the cameraman
open up his camera and after one glance at the inside
of the box he went into the second episode of his animal act and passed out again.
this

is

also a superior product.

5319 SANTA
GLadstone 0243

Here the temperamental cinematographer picked up
the action by kicking his tripod legs and calling his camera everything he could think of, saying it never was

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Characteristic of a camera buckle, there in plain
view were yards of mangled film, knotted, twisted and
packed tight, and last but not least were those two delicious club-house sandwiches all ground up in the
sprockets.
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Lubrication of M. P. Film
By

J.

I.

Crabtree and C.

( Continued

Carnauba

5%

Johnson's floor

E. Ives

from Page 10)

125%
185%
260%
310%

wax 6%

Beeswax
Paraffin

1%

(M. P. 130°-140°F)

Paraffin 2 parts

Carnauba

2%

1

part

380%
Paraffin 2 parts

Carnauba

5%
Paraffin

5%

Eastman edge waxed

film

1

part

480%
850%
950%

The above results indicate that certain waxes such
montan can produce a negative lubricating effect and
that the lubrication produced by all the waxes increases
as

with the quantity applied.

Of the waxes tested, paraffin wax was the best
lubricant and at a concentration of 5% was as satisfactory as Eastman edge waxing. However, a coating of
pure paraffin wax was relatively soft and tended to show
finger marks. Experiments were therefore made with a
mixture of a hard wax (carnauba) and paraffin wax in
the proportion of two parts of paraffin and one part
carnauba. Such a mixture gave a harder coating with a
high gloss but the projection life was about 40% less
than that of plain paraffin. However, in practice the
projection life of film is usually determined by factors
other than the point at which the perforations break
down. Film is frequently rejected on account of bad
scratches before this point is reached and it is therefore considered that the projection life of film treated
with the carnauba-paraffin mixture is satisfactory.
2.

posit

The Tendency of Surface Waxed Flm

an Excess of

Wax

to

De-

in the Projector Gate.

previously, in the case of edge waxed
a tendency for an excess of wax to accumulate in the gate so that on threading a warm projector and allowing to cool, the wax cements the film
to the gate so that it will not pass down through the
gate on starting the machine.

CARL ZEISS TESSAR
Few commodities dominate

their field for

general excellence and outstanding
superiority to such a marked degree
as the products of Carl Zeiss, Jena.
The heights of joy and the
depths of despair are faithfully portrayed with Zeiss
Tessars, even under
conditions
other lenses fail.

where

As mentioned

film,

there

is

Tests were accordingly made with
waxed with a 5% solution of a mixture

film

surface

of two parts

carnauba wax and one part paraffin wax. Twelve one
thousand foot reels were projected in succession through
a simplex projector without disturbing the gate. At the
completion of the run, a piece of unwaxed film was
threaded in the machine and the machine allowed to
stand for one hour so as to be cool thoroughly. On
starting the cooled machine, the film pulled down satisfactorily through the gate showing that no serious quantity of wax had accumulated as a result of the projection of the twelve reels. Examination of the gate
showed the presence of negligible traces of wax but
there was present a slight amount of "fluff" which was
presumably deposited on the film from the buffing wheels.
In this connection the heated reels after projection

were allowed to cool thoroughly and then rewound. No
tendency for the convolutions to stick together was observed and the possibility of this happening is somewhat remote because the surface coating of wax applied
to the film is

extremely thin.

CARL

ZEISS, INC.

485 Fifth Avenue,
Pacific Coast

New York

Branch: 728 South Hill Street, Los Angeles,

Akeley Camera

Ray
HOlly 3642

Calif.

Specialist

B. Olsen

Hotel Dupont

Hollywood

AKELEY SPECIALIST
IRA B. HOKE
GRanite 5033

3.
Effect of Surface Waxing on the Propensity of
Film to Show Oil Spots to Projection.
It is well known that when film accumulates oil in
the projector, hte effect of the oil is usually visible on
the screen as patches of lesser density than the surrounding portion which is free from oil. The effect of
clean oil is to fill up the tiny surface craters thus reducing light scatter which results in an increased transparency of the film. In the case of dirty oil, or when

BILLY TUERS
Akeley Specialist
7245 Sycamore Trail

GR

9097

—
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is applied to clean film treated with clean oil, the
spotting is greatly exaggerated and such dirty oil

produces dark spots.

Tonal values

and

A

study of the surface structure of motion picture
(see Fig. 2) explains why it is difficult to remove
oil by mere wiping.
The oil sinks into the innumerable
craters present on the surface and can only be removed
by treatment with suitable solvents.

film

soft lighting

SECURING

the right tonal values and a de-

more imporWarner Brothers realize this
and have made a number of experiments in
lighting their Vitaphone films. Result? They
sirable softness of lighting are

tant than ever.

discovered that a combination of Cooper Hewitts
and incandescent lighting units is necessary to

obtain soft tones
is

— whether or not Panchromatic

used.

Try Cooper Hewitts mixed with other lamps
on Panchromatic, and notice how beautifully
you get what you want in tonal values.

^
COOPER HEWITT ELECTRIC

CO.

HOBOKEN, NEW JERSEY
Western Distributing Points

KEESE ENGINEERING
Hollywood—

CO.

7207 Santa Monica Blvd.

San Francisco— 77 O'Farrell

Street
240

On

Jan. 1st

© C.

H. E. Co., 1927

We Moved

to

Our New and Larger
Building
at

7380 Santa Monica Boulevard
Hollywood, California

Keese Engineering Company
Agents

At the outset it was considered that a waxing treatment might insulate the gelatin surface from the oil and
reduce the propensity for oil spots to show on the screen.
This was tested as follows:
Film toned with an unraium toner was used for the
test because such toned film has a maximum propensity
to show oil spots, presumably because of the extremely
pittel nature of the film surface.
reel of film was
assembled consisting of fifty foot strips treated as fol-

A

lows:

Sample
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3

Nature
Film
—
unarium
—Waxed with 5%
carbon
— Waxed with 5%
and
part carnauba.
—Waxed with % carnauba and overcoated with
5%
—Waxed
with 1.5%
and overcoated with
of
tone.
paraffin in
tetrachloride.
solution of 2 parts paraffin

Plain

1

No. 4

1

paraffin.

No. 5

candelilla

5%

paraffin.

Preliminary tests to determine the rate of solution
of cold waxes and mineral oil indicated that carnauba
and candelilla waxes were more impermeable to oil
than paraffin, so that in the above double coated tests
the object of the first coating of carnauba or candelilla
wax was to protect the film against oil, while the coating
of paraffin was to secure maximum lubrication.
A good grade of light machine oil was splashed in
liberal quantities on all the samples while the film was
being wound from one reel to another. The film roll
v/as then rewound twice during which time the oil was
smeared over the surface with a cloth. After this treatment the film surface presented a mottled appearance.
The reel was then projected immediately and subsequently three times each day.
After the first day objectionable oil spots appeared
on the unwaxed sample. At the end of one week no oil
spots were visible on any of the waxed samples. It was
concluded therefore that paraffin wax although miscible
with oil, prevents oil spots. In order to prevent oil spots
it is apparently merely necessary to fill up the craterlike depressions on the surface of the film.

A roll of toned film treated with candelilla wax and
then splashed with oil was prepared over a year ago and
projected at frequent intervals up to the present time.
No oil spots have appeared on this film to date.
4.
The Tendency of Surface Waxed Film to Accumulate Dirst and Develop Scratches on Projection.

Sufficient data have not yet been secured to determine the effect of the surface coating on the propensity of the film to accumulate dirt and develop
scratches on projection in comparison with untreated
film.
A projection test was made by applying dirt to
the projector gate and by throwing the film on a dirty
floor and then projecting. No appreciable difference in
the quantity of scratches or dirt accumulated on the film
was noticed between surface waxed and edge waxed film.

Data in this connection are being secured by circulating reels, half of which are surface waxed and onehalf edge waxed, through various exchanges.
5.

The Tendency

of

Surface

Waxed

Film to Re-

tain Mositure.

Cooper Hewitt Electric Company,

that if the gelatin coating of motion
deprived of its moisture content, the film
tends to become brittle. The chief cause of brittleness
of projected film is the loss of moisture as a result of
repeated baking of the film in the hot projector gate.
It is

well

picture film

Hoboken, N.

J.

is

known
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It was considered that possibly the surface coating
of wax might retard the evaporation of moisture from
the gelatin and this was tested by first humidifying a
strip of film for one hour in an atmosphere at 90%
relative humidity, surface coating one-half of the strip

placing the waxed and unwaxed
a desiccator over night. No difference in brittleness of the two dried out film samples was noticed.
Apparently the wax coating on the film surface is so
thin that it does not appreciably retard the rate of evaporation of mositure from the film.

with

wax and then

strips in

Summary and

Practical

Twenty-nine

Supplied as
special equi

on DeVry ai
other M. P.
Cameras
manufacturers of
nne View Cameras and
Lenses. Write for com-

Recommendations

The projection life of motion picture film can be
prolonged considerably by coating either the edges in
the region of the perforations or the entire gelatin surface of the film with a thin film of wax. Edge waxing
as now practiced by use of the Eastman edge waxing
machine is an efficient means of lubrication providing
it is done correctly, but if the molten wax is not heated
sufficiently during application, there is a tendency to
apply too much wax to the film. This causes an excess
of wax to accumulate in the projector gate so that if
the freshly waxed film is threaded in a warm projector
which is then allowed to cool, the wax solidifies and holds
the film so tightly that on starting the projector the film
remains sationary in the gate and, in the case of most
projectors, then catches fire.

An excess of wax on the film also causes the convolutions of the film to adhere together when the film
roll cools after projection, and particles of wax torn
from the film on rewinding tend to settle on the picture
area causing spots and unevenness on the scheen. Edge
waxing is also impossible in the case of film with an
edge sound record.

1

plete catalogue of fine appa-

ratus for the Still Studio.

Qundlach-Manhattan Optical
900 Clinton

So., Rochester,

Co.

N. Y.

AKELEY SPECIALIST
A. Le Roy Greiner
Phone GLadstone 7046

By coating the entire surface of the film with an
extremely thin coating of a suitable wax, or mixture
of waxes, and then buffing or polishing, many objections
to edge waxing are overcome. This may be done efficiently by applying a 2% solution of a mixture of carnauba
wax and paraffin wax dissolved in carbon tetrachloride,
by means of a suitable machine which buffs the film
surface to a high gloss after application of the wax. The
exact proportion of carnauba and paraffin waxes is a
matter of choice. A high proportion of carnauba gives
a hard, highly polished coating while a high proportion of
paraffin gives a softer coating with less gloss but with
a greater lubricating value. The following formula containing equal parts of carnauba and paraffin gives a
sufficiently hard coating with satisfactory lubricating

ELMER

G.

DYER

Akeley Specialist
2 1-2 Years

With Universal

THAT'S ENUF SED!

qualities.

Meteric

Avoir.

Carbauba wax (M. P. 175°-185°F) ....10 grams 150 grains
Hard paraffin wax (M. P. 130°-140°F) 10 grams 150 grains
1000 cc.
32 oz.
Carbon tetrachloride to

With this method of application it is practically impossible to apply a dangerous excess of wax to the film
so that the above difficulties caused by the application
of an excess of wax are eliminated.

A

surface waxed in the above manner has
also a minimum propensity to show oil spots on projection even when a liberal quantity of machine oil is
applied to the film in the projector.
film

Practical tests have shown that the projection life
of surface waxed and buffed film, as determined by the
point of complete breakdown of the perforations, is not
quite as great as that of edge waxed film. However, in
practice film is rejected usually for other reasons before
the complete breakdown of the perforations, so that the
projection life of surface waxed film is considered satisfactory.
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INDISPENSABLE
INCANDESCENTS
SPOTS

STRIPS

SIDES

INSPIRATIONAL
BEAUTIFYING
FLEXIBLE
"IT"

MOLE-RICHARDSON Inc.
STUDIO ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

"SUN SPOT"

6310

PHONE HEMPSTEAD 8191
SANTA MONICA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD

CALIF.

SHOOT 'EM WITH SUN SPOTS=

Len's Terrible
By Len Roos, A.

S.

Dream
C.

The other night I had a dream. It seemed that
Claude Carter, A. S. C, came up to me on the street:
"Big story breaking in Heaven this afternoon, Len,"
he ses.

"Yeah?"

I

asks.

"Yeah," ses Claude, "and

I

and cover it."
"Shoot a piece for me, too,"

think

I'll

run up there

I ses.

"Righto," ses Claude ("Righto" is the Australian
equivalent for "You're Faded").
So he grabbed a camera and beat it up the stairs,
and when he got to the top he rang the bell at the gate
and St. Peter answered the ring and asked what he wanted.
Claude told him that he had heard there was a big
story breaking and he wanted to make a picture of it.
St. Peter says: "I'm horribly sorry and all that sort
of thing, old chap, but you see we have had a rule up
here since time immemorial that no cinematographers
are to be allowed in Heaven."

"Well," ses Claude, "I never have any trouble getting in other places to make pictures, and besides it's a

being unpacked, and then giving the biggest one to some
prominent person and then fade out on a group all playing and somebody doing the Charlesburg or something.
It would make a great picture," says Claude.
"I don't doubt that," says St. Peter, "but I am not
in a position to break this rule."
"That means that I can't get in," ses Claude.
"I'm sorry, but I'm afraid it does," says St. Peter.
"Fudge," says Claude, and came back down the
stairs with his camera.
I met him as he left the golden
stairway and asked how he got on.
"No good," ses Claude, "they won't allow cinematographers in Heaven."
"Do you mean to say," I asks, "that you went all
the way up there and then didn't get a story?"
"Too right" (Australian for correct), ses Claude.
"What's the matter with you," I ses, "is that you
ain't firm enough with 'em; give me that camera," I ses,
"and I'll show you how to get it."
Claude handed over his equipment and I went up
the stairs to the gate while Claude stood at the foot
watching. I rang the bell and when St. Peter answered
I've got a camera here and I'd
I said "Roos is my name.
like to

make some

pictures of your celebration this after-

noon."

St. Peter.

"Certainly," says St. Peter. "Come right in."
"Claude, from below, saw me enter the gate and
came up the stairs three at a time and rang the bell.
"Well," says St. Petr, "what is it now?"

"Bonza" (Australian for "Great"), ses Claude. "Can
you imagine what they'll do titling that? 'Largest shipment of harps in history arrives in Heaven,' 'Crowd

"Didn't you tell me a few minutes ago that you don't
allow Cinematographers in Heaven?" asks Claude.
'That is correct," says St. Peter.

beautiful day for pictures.
ses Claude.

"We

are unpacking a

What's the story, anyway,"

new shipment

of harps," says

awaits spell-bound as new instruments are unpacked.'
could make a longshot of the shipment arriving and
then show a closeup of a case and then cut to the crowd
and then show closeups in the crowd- of people straining
to see and then show a case being opened and the harps

We

"Well," ses Claude, "you just
he's a

"Oh, no!" says
IS.

let

Len Roos

in,

and

Cinematographer !"
St. Peter,

"HE ONLY THINKS HE
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COERZ
CINE LENSES

By Joseph Dubray
(Continued from Page 8)
that a number of leaves, controlled by as many pivots,
are simultaneously set in motion by the turning of a
hub in such manner that an innumerable series of concentric round apertures are obtained.
The name iris is sometimes applied to these diaphragms, for the similarity of their play with the iris
of the eye.
The volume of light admitted to form the image is
of course dependent upon the area of the circular
diaphragm and is therefore proportional to the square
of their diameters.
The necessity of standardizing the nomenclature of
the diaphragms of photographic objectives brought forth
the following decisions agreed upon at the International
photographic convention held in Paris in 1900:
"1 Each diaphragm shall be characterized by a
fraction of the form F/n, where n is the number obtained by dividing the absolute focal length of the objective by the diameter of the diaphragm."
"2 For all objectives a uniform series of diaphragms shall be employed, such that the progression of
the effective diameter of the diaphragms shall be as follows, which corresponds for each one of its terms to an
exposure double of the preceding one.

—

—

F

:F:F:F:F: F:F:F:F:F:F:F

1.4
2
2.8
4
11.3
16
23
32
5.6
8
45
3
If the maximum effective aperture of the objective does not correspond to one of the terms of the
preceding progression, the maximum diaphragm shall
be characterized by a conventional sign, a point, the
value of the effective diameter of such diaphragm shall
1

—

Goerz Cine Lenses are being used

all

World because they are

Superior Quality
We

manufacture

in

Kino—Hypar
in focal lengths

We

also have

our

New York

factory the

and

F. 2.7
from 1-inch

F. 3

to 4-inch

an imported, superspeed

series

Cinegor F. 2 and F. 2.5
in

%

-inch to 4-inch
focal lengths from 1
and the telephoto series

Tclestar F. 4*5
from 4 Is -inch to 13% inch
for long distance shots and close-ups
make all kinds of trick devices, precision
focusing mounts, focusing microscopes and special
in focal lengths

We

camera

fittings.

We

undertake the development of your own
Write us. A new cataideas along optical lines.
logue, listing the complete line of Goerz Lenses and
accessories, will be mailed on request.

CP. Goerz American Optical Co.
317 E. 34th

New

St.

York, N. Y.

be engraved with other inscriptions on the mount of the
objective."

Thus the value of F/3.5 so common in motion picture objectives, is not to be found in the series above
tabulated. The value F/3.5 will then be found on the
mount of the objective following by the F/4 mark which
is the next value to be found in the series. It is evident
that the F/4 aperture will not require double the exposure of F/3.5, but only an exposure slightly under 1.5
times the F/3.5 exposure.
This series is now universally adopted with the exception that it has become customary to manufacturers
to round off the F/11.3 mark to F/il.
It shall be noted that the exposures required with
F. numbers are proportional not to the numbers themselves but to their "squares."
This because the volume
of light admitted to form the image is proportional to
the "area" of the diaphragm and not to its diameter.
In any objective having a positive front element,
the effective aperture is larger than the diameter of the

J

Im

-

diaphragm.
This is due to the condensing power of the front
element, which tapers down, so to speak, the bundle of
rays admitted to pass through the diaphragm.
The truly effective aperture of an objective may be
found thus:
Focus an object placed at infinity on the ground
glass of a camera, replace the ground glass by a card
with a pin-hole at the center of it, and then using
this pin-hole as a .source of light, receive the image of
the dipahragm on a ground class or light sensitive material placed on the hood of the objective. The size of the
image of the diaphragm so obtained will give the effective aperaure of the objective.
Many complaints have reached manufacturers of
photographic objective who have been accused of misrepresentation in the aperture of their objectives because
the actual diameter of the diaphragm instead of the real
effective aperture of the objective has been measured.
The result of using the diameter of the diaphragm
instead of the effective aperture may reduce the apparent
aperture of an objective as much as one-third, for certain types of objectives.
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much light even through the parts of the negative you
could see through, so when a roll was printed the positive
developer would just put it to soak like a batch of
clothes
come back after a while and see if there was
anything on it. The only thing wrong with the system
was that the negatives looked like positives and the
positives looked like hell.

the Assistant

—

it took nothin' short of the War to stop it. There
no tellin' how we would be workin' now if that war
hadn't come along and saved the day. Prob'ly shootin'
through pin-hole lenses on a dark stage with panchro safelights for illumination, and developin' nine hours in
melted metol.
It was sure tough for a while after they clamped
down on the regular developer. We had been using
metol and ortol with hydroquinone and all we could
get now was hydroquinone. There's lots of angels that
ain't got done weepin' yet at some of the stuff that come
out of straight hydroquinone soup made after the knock'em-dead formula. Hai'd? Boy, that stuff would just
warp a screen right out of shape every time you projected
it.
You couldn't rewind it you had to coil it, like a

But

ain't

;

—

steel clock spring.

The situation got
about the

A

Purely Technical Discourse

The more I find out about this game the less I know
for sure. Just take exposure, f'rinstance. Way back in
the Stone Age of pictures when I started we had film
that was so slow that a right fast assistant could thread
up a camera without foggin' no leader, unless the film
got right out in the sunlight. We was grindin' this practically light-proof stock through old Pathe cameras with
a 25% shutter opening and usin' nothin' but Heliar 4.5
lenses; and the only holler from the lab was about burnin'
the stuff up. No kiddin', we'd go out and shoot a day's
exteriors at around 8 and 11 and the negative would be
denser than a business manager's report. And ther
wouldn't be much reflection on the stuff, neither, because we didn't have no aluminum reflectors then
nothin' but the assistant doing the Goddess of Liberty
act with a white sheet. And for night stuff we'd have
only as many flares as we had guys to hold them, and
that wasn't very many. Regular interiors were made
on an open stage under diffusers with side light kicked
in from white flats
the same as we box sets in with
now. For spots we had mirrors, but we didn't ever use
'em unless we wanted to see somebody. The holler from
the lab was always the same
burnt up.

—

—

old lab system

—

—

results wasn't

what you might

call

What with the cameramen whittling their exposure down all the time, and the negative soup getting
to be actually thick like mush there was times when some
of the stuff commenced to look a little hard. When you
get a negative that looks like the negative man had went
ideal.

on a week-end vacation while it was cooking, and
then come back and intensified it with silver, it stands
to reason it ain't going to be easy to get a nice soft print
off'n it. We just had to use step-printers in them days,
so you could print a frame at a time and let it bake.
And naturally, the positive didn't never get any too
off

said

hollerin'
it

made

permanent impressions on their screens,
the images
left by last week's show was clutterin' up everything
and they had to wait till it faded until they could open
up again. About this time we figgered out that maybe
we wasn't handling the stuff just right. Anyway, the
cameramen got reckless and desprit and took a long
stevie and opened up their shutters to 50%
sump'n they
never did unless they was stuck to shoot daylight stuff
at nine in the evening in November. And they started
socking the exposure into the stuff
opened right up
to 4.5, sometimes. Somebody tackled the same problem
from the lab end, and started using a reasonable soup
and not trying to bring up an image all over includin'

—

fades.

Cameramen were giving the film
a fleeting glimpse of the scene and used lights
on interiors. It took a lot of hollering to get them lights,
but they was finally got. The preducers died hard. They
couldn't see why they should go to California for sunResults resulted.

more than

and then shoot

in a barn with lights. Klieg lights!
uses them much now. Their very name
only survives in the name for an inflammation of the
eyes caused by the bad stuff they're selling nowadays.
The combination of both the cameramen and the
lab men treating the business with the same care that
they would if it was something delicate like a photographic process, for instance, brought the results that
resulted, as I said. You could see who the people was,
for one thing, and that was the foundation of the star
system.
light

Nobody never

I

had something to do
with it. We used a negative soup that was stronger than
a lumberman's sock; and the idear in developing the
stuff was to make it all come through on the celluloid
side if it took a week. Your old time negative man
wouldn't pull a rack until he could feel all the detail on
the celluloid side with his gloves on and you couldn't see
through the stuff no more'n you could see through a brick
wall, and of course the emulsion side didn't mean
nothin'
it was blacker than the prospect of a raise.
I
know of one lab that in two years' time didn't throw
away more'n 63 cents worth of silver in the hypo. When
those boys developed a negative it got developed
plenty!

Of course, the

were

—
and

—

Copyright by Jimmy

Of course, the

desprit. Exhibitors
stuff bein' so violently contrasty

don't have

much

trouble understanding

them con-

ditions because there was a real reason back of it all
that you could figure out. The stuff was overdeveloped

and improperly exposed, and that'll make anything
even a nice girl hard. What does puzzle me is things
the way they are now.
Where we used to get burnt up stuff with slow
lenses and shock proof film the trouble seems to be all
the other way now. Lenses have got faster and faster
until now nobody tries to shoot unless he's got a hunk
of glass on the camera that looks like a bay window,
yet the negatives are running thin. We used to shoot
with thin stops and get thick negatives. Now we shoot
through a lens that looks like a port-hole glass off'n a
battleship and the negatives is as weak as the star's

—

excuse for bein' late. And not only that but the film
has got faster and faster until now you can't speak above
a whisper in the loadin' room without foggin' all the

That ain't all, neither. One punk little set gets
more Killywatts turned on it in the way of lights than
we'd use for a ballroom ten years ago, and yet it's all thin.
Just a few months ago I heard a cameraman alibi an
underexposed shot by sayin' that the set was so small he
couldn't get enough lights into it. And he was right, too,
for I seen the set. It was a little cabin, and his camera
stock.

just could get a peek at the action through the forest
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NEGATIVE
Distributed by

J.

E.

BRULATOUR,

Inc.

Edward O. Blackburn, Vice President

6700 Santa Monica

Blvd.

of sun-arc tripods that was crowded up to it. He was
using exter fast film and a lens like a glass man-hole
cover, yet the stuff was as gray as Monday morning.
It's all kinder hard to figger out but the ultimate
result is clear enough. If they make the lenses any
faster, and the film any more sensitive, and the lab

machinery any more refined, why

we'll just have to stop
pictures, that's all. It's hard enough to get an
exposure as it is. All we need to sink us now is a stronger

Hollywood, California

world that one man starts for another to finish there's
goin' to be arguments, so I don't see no truce in sight
ever. So I ain't even goin' to think about arguin' one
side or the other, but there's this much about it: If they
improve lights, lenses, or film one speck more I'm goin'
to take back my paper route before the business crashes.
One more improvement and pictures is sunk.

making
light.
It

used to be that the only time we got a printably
thin negative was when the lab man had a date and was
in a hurry to get through. Now our only chance of getting a negative with pictures on it is to bribe some of
the help to smuggle a few grains of developer into the
developer. For the solutions is sure running weak. Some
places they even dilute the wash water. I suppose it
has to be. If they ever put a present day exposed negative into a tank of old time soup there'd prob'ly be a
loud report and the lab man wonderin' where the film
had went, or how the soup started boilin' so sudden.
It all has to balance up somehow. In the old days when
the cameraman used to keep the film in the dark as to
what the scene was about, the lab had to blast an
image out of it somehow, and did it with developers so
strong that it would eat away three sets of racks a week;
while now, when the cameramen sock the film with so
much light that they have to turn at least sixteen to
keep the film from ketching fire, the only answer is a
solution so weak it has to be helped wet the film.

But there ain't no use me argin' the time honored
cameraman vs. lab battle. You'd probly think I was
exaggeratin', and besides, it's a argument like which
comes first, the chicken or the egg. The answer is: both;
and in the working of the cameraman and the lab there
ain't no way that I can see how you can tell where one
leaves off and the other begins.
It's all one job, you see; one single job the object
of which is to put the best possible positive in the hands
of the exhibitor. But as long as there's any jobs in the
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: Four cents a word. Minimum charge one dollar per insertion. All copy must be prepaid S;nd
must reach us before the fifteenth of the month
preceding publication.
American Cinematographer,
1222 Guaranty Building,
Hollywood, California

Friction Tilthead, 3 Mitchell cameras, 2 Bell & Howell.
Astro F. 1.8, F. 2.3 lenses. Extra lenses and magazines. J. R.
Lockwood, 523 N. Orange St.. Glendale. Glen. 3361 W. Hollywood address, 959 S eward. HO 4366.

E.

BURTON STEENE,

Bell & Howell, and Akeley.
Complete Camera equipment.
Latest models.
Address American Society of
Cinematographers. Hollywood, California.

BELL & HOWELL,
Baby

tripod.

GRanite 9845.

170, with 30. 40, 60 and 75 lens equipment.
Also B. & H. Cine motor.
Charles Stumar.
7501 Lexington Ave.. Hollywood.

HELL & HOWELL No. 627.
75, 100 mm.
Complete

Five lenses: 32, 40 (f.2.7). 50 (f.2.7),
studio equipment; gauzes, filters, etc.

GLadstone 0033

TWO
F

Large finders. Also Eyemo for rent. Lenses:
Frank M. Cotner. 6273 Selma Ave., HollyHOllywood 5046.

Bell & Howells.
2.5; 2.3; 2.7.

wood.

FOR TRADE—CAMERAS

WANTED— MOTION
170-DEGREE

Have 1924 Buick Sport
as down payment.
Re-

and Howell wanted.

Bell

WILL TRADE — Carl

PICTURE CAMERAS

Touring ear, in excellent condition,
mainder to be paid within six months of purchase. Write or
phone Herman Schopn, care of the A. S. C, 1219 Guaranty
Building. Hollywood, California. GRanite 4274 or GRanite 4704.

Trade for

Will trade for a Universal or other good make
Printer regulated to print from 13 to 20 feet per
minute. Address World Wide Out Door Motion Picture Co.,
1114 Fifth Street, Sioux City, Iowa.
tripod.

degree

Bell

& Howell

Would

camera.

FOR RENT— STILL CAMERAS

Mitchell tripod. Harry H. Cooper, 851 No. Fuller Street.

Phone GL 5239.

FOR RENT

Still Camera, focal plane shutter, complete,
Mitchell Friction Tripod, new, for B. & H.
1 Eyemo Camera
1
B.-H. Low
B. & L. lens.
1 4x5 Graflex
Boy to fit new style B.-H. Tripod head. Joe LaShelle. 639 N.
Sierra Bonita, ORegon 6730.

with special lock.

— De Vry
Projector using standard
Cost $225 new. (See the machine
—1220
the A.
Guaranty
GR. 4274).
SALE — Debrie Camera with
shutter
condition having been
completely overhauled

FOR SALE

film.

$100.

FOR

In

first

in

class
S. C.

Building,

office.

built-in dissolving

fect

looks like new.

in per-

recently
and
magazines and two lenses of two-inch focus,
Debrie tripod. Complete for $600.00. CarryMolTat. 446 Tremont St., Boston. Mass.

and

F. 3.5

A. S.

FOR SALE, CAMERA — Super-speed

all

ONE

& Howell with

Bell

complete.

8x10

still

camera

FOR RENT

— One

Interview Camera with leather case, two, three
four inch lenses, iris and tripod, also Universal with
Shutter dissolve, three lenses, wide angle two and four inch;
leather carrying case and tripod both in good condition. Address, American Cinem atographer.

—New
$225.

Price

Eyemo camera,

carrying
Call Ben White. OX 7335.

case,

extra

magazine.

— complete. Care
C.
— MISCELLANEOUS
A.

S.

GRanite 4274.

Cinemotor with Veeder Counter in first-class
OL-2727. 1119 N. Edgemont Street.

FOR SALE—LENSES
FOR TRADE

— New Also
100

Stineman Developing Outfit. One Reel,
3.5 Bausch & Lomb Tessar in Focus
Mount with Diaphram and Sun Shade. Exchange for Tripod.
Must be steady. George Horst, 1924 Green St., Philadelphia,

and

FOR SALE

camera,

still

Call B. B. Ray,

shape.

L.

FOR SALE — Debrie

Mitchell Tripod, 8x10

Thomas. GLadstone 4228.

Cliff

FOR RENT

Debrie equipment. 2-inch B.
Lens, 2 magazines. 1 trinod, 2 jacks. Price $750.00. Abe
Scholtz. See camera in A. S. C. office. GR 4274.

&

—

FOR RENT

Six

ing cases.

F. 2.5

8x10

1

1

FOR SALE— CAMERAS
shape

& H. mount.
Bert Longenecker, 597-

lens in B.

good contact.

buy Bell & Howell camera. State price
and equipment. John P. Whalen. Gl. 1101 or A. S. C. GR. 4274.

like

mm.

FOR TRADE — Have good Ereman standard 35mm film printer 60
cycle Vi H large light dimmer, 24 stops, in very good order,

WANTED, CAMERA— Will

WANTED. CAMERA— 170

Zeiss. F. 3.5, 50

model Veedor Counter.

late

724.

ft.

F

Three Tanks.
Pennsylvania.

—Carl
mount. Looks

FOR SALE. LENSES
B.

&

H.

__
Zeiss, F. 3.5. 50
like

new.

mm., mounted

in latest

Perry Evans, 413 No. Mar-

iposa Ave., Hollywood, California.

FOR RENT—CAMERAS

—Akeley Head. Cinemotor,
M. Cotner. HO. 5046.
FOR RENT—To
party, one
Mitchell
Astro Lens
FOR RENT

F.

Hoefner mat box.

ORegon

LaShelle.
F. 2.3.

—B Two
& L

BELL & HOWELL,
and Eyemo.

& Howell camera

Bell

2.3.,

Fl.

8.

6

magazines.

Eyemo.

FOR RENT, CAMERA

—

3 Bell & Howells. Fully equipped. Lenses
2.3, 2.5 and 2.7. Large finders
Baby tripod. No. 6 Lense.
Special side prism. Also Special Hi speed DeBrie. Call B. B.
Ray, A. S. C. Office, GR 4274. Home, OL 2727. 1119
Edgemont Ave.*
;

N

FOR RENT — CAMERAS, ALL KINDS.

Akeley,

Bell

& Howell

170%, also Speed DeVry Graflex, Still (late model Anscos). For
rent by day or week to responsible parties.
Ries Bros., Ries
Bldg., 1152 No. Western Ave.
Phone GRanite 1185; Residence,
HO-1055.

MITCHELL

and Bell & Howell cameras. F.1.8 and F.2.3 lens equipment. A'l kinds of lenses and equipment for rent. John S.
Stumar, 3>>02 Cardiff Ave., Palms. Los Angeles. Phone: Culver
City 35 12
or call C. Glouner, Camera Dept., Universal City,

HEmps.ead

FOR RENT

3131.

—

Mitchell Camera outfit for rent. Astro 2.3 lenses, also
Graf, lense.
Phone HE-1400, or A. S. C. office, A. L. Gilks.

ONE DE VRY

Motion Picture Camera. Complete
Wyckoff. Phone Care A. S. C. GRanite 4274.

FOR RENT

responsible
— AkeleyC.camera
GL 7046.
to

parties.

outfit.

Alvin

Call A.

Le Roy

Greiner, A. S.

THREE

Bell & Howell 170-degree cameras.
Complete equipment.
Eddie Linden, 6017 Eleanor Ave., Hollywood, HEmpstead 8333

or Hollywood 7716.

CAMERAS, ALL KINDS

ONE

two-inch Bausch & Lomb F.2 :7 one Dahlmeyer Pentac 37 mm.
F.2 :9. Georges Benoit, care of American Society of Cinematographers. Hollvwnnd. California.
;

ZEISS, F. 2.7, 50 mm. in Bell & Howell mount.
care American Society of Cinematographers.

—

or

Dan

Clark,

NEW

40 mm. Goerz Hypar f. 3. 5. lens in Bell & Powell mount:
$50.00.
Write Charles Clarke, 1222 Guaranty Building,
Hollywood, California.

price,

FOR RENT

—

Mitchell,

f.

2.3

Astro

lenses.

Brand

new

outfit.

GLadstone 0033.

WANTED — PROJECTOR
USED SIMPLEX

wanted.

State model, price, condition, etc.

Ad-

Box R, American Cinematographer.

dress

WANTED— MISCELLANEOUS
FOR RENT, LENSES

—

Trick lenses of all descriptions for rent by
day or week. Call George Meehan, A. S. C. Phone GR 3830,
744 North Curs on Ave.. Hollywood. California.
WANTED Will buy Bell & Howell cinemotor and a 32 M. M. Lense.
Call Herman Schopp, HOlly 4735 or care A. S. C. office. GR.

—

4274.

FOR SALE— SPECIAL CAMERA EQUIPMENT

COMPLETE new

style Bell & Howell matt box for sale. Joseph B.
Walker, 1037 N. Sycamore Ave., Hollywood. Phone GLadstone

3797.

PATHE panorama head for professional camera, with detachable
aluminum tilting head, easily adapted to any standard tripod.
A first-class unit for some one, who is experimenting or engaged

in

research work, to add to their equipment.

Norton, car e A.

Akeley, Bell & Howell 170%, also Speed,
Graflex, Still, (late model Anscos). For rent by day
week to responsible parties. Ries Bros., Ries Building, 1152
No. Western Ave. Phone GRanite 1185. Residence HO 1055.

De Vrv,

ASTRO lenses. Akeley Camera complete,
Burton Steene, 1760 No. Wilcox Ave, GLadall

E.

stone 6131.

CARL

6730.

& Howell cameras,

large finders, astro lenses.
2.7.
Also Akeley Head cinemotor, batteries and
Frank Cotner, HO. 5046.
Bell

Eyemo.

also

Frank

with
Fred
In perfect shape and fully equipped. Joe

reliable

legs;

FOR RENT

batteries

S.

C. Guaranty

Stephen

S.

Bldg.. Hollywood.

—

3 new Goertz Hy P. 3. 5. 1 small Film Inspection Machine, Rewinders, miscellaneous magnifying lenses. Dense Mount
H. & H. $45. Lot 1, Transformer Mercury Bank, 615 E. 35th
Place ev enings. Light. $15.00.

FOR SALE

.

BELL & HOWELL.

Victor Milner,
Angeles. California.
596-944.

BELL & HOWELL
A. S. C.

— Phone

2221 Observatory Ave., Los

Perry Evans,

and

OL

8797

or

Hollywood

— 100-foot
three tanks,

FOR SALE

Stineman Developing Outfit with two reels
Want to buy two Bell and Howell
$50.00.
Will buy 120 degree Bell & Howell head if cheap.

Magazines.
Write J. Burgi Contner. 320 Cannon Street, Lakeland, Florida.

You need them

both

Eastman Duplicating Film makes
duplicates equal in every respect to

the original.

Not to use

it

is

to en-

danger costly, irreplaceable originals,

and to miss an opportunity for rapid
foreign distribution.

Eastman Panchromatic Negative
gives true monochrome rendition to
colors in proper relation.

all

use

it is

to

to better,

fall

more

Not

to

behind in the march
realistic

You need both of

reproduction.

these Eastman

keep pace with the progress
of the cinematographic art.

films to

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

k

Friction Tilihead
This new type tripod is used for making the transverse "follow
shots" for races and any place where it is desired to follow action.
This tripod head is very smooth in operation and may be used for
Teleregular stage work, eliminating the crank tripod if desired.
photo lenses are regularly used with this head with much success,
though when using lenses of longer focus than six inches it is recommended that a motor drive, or extension shaft drive be used, so as to
eliminate the intermittent torque of hand-cranking. Locks are provided so that the tilt or panoram, or both, may be locked rigidly.
Compensating devices are provided so the weight of the camera does
not cause the tilt to fall forward, or backward, when the camera is
off the central position.

This head is governed entirely by friction, a multiple disc arrangement on each side bearing gives the necessary friction, and may
be adjusted to suit the operator, by the knob on the side. A knob
under the head controls the friction for the panoram.

The control handle may be adjusted to suit the user, either up
or down.
When this is used with our large Universal finder with
erect image, a very efficient and convenient combination is had. An
all-metal, telescoping handle with rubber grip can be furnished at a
slight additional cost.

Mitchell

Camera Corporation

6011-6025 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood,

Calif.

DEPENDABILITY
one thing to photograph a
motion picture but it is quite anIt is

other to get the full values of
the thing photographed.

The photography

of motion
pictures is so serious a business
that Dependability is almost the
principal consideration in cinema production.

synonym

for dependability
in negative film.
It is, in fact,
film insurance.
Is a

The

(SUPDNP

trade

mark has never been

placed on an Inferior Product.

Dupont~Pathe Film Mfg. Corp.
35 West 45th

Street,

New York

Smith and Aller,

Inc.

Pacific Coast Distributors

1056 North Cahuenga Ave.
Hollywood,

GRanite 6669
Calif.
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S.

M.

P. E.

The Spring Convention Will Open

On
Mr.
rison,

N.

J.,

in

Hollywood

the Ninth of April

Lamp Works, Har-

L. C. Porter, of the Edison

March, 1928

and secretary of the Society of Motion Pic-

ture Engineers, who is in Hollywood arranging for the
spring convention of that organization, announces that
April 9, has been selected as the opening date and that he
expects a good attendance, considering the long distance
to be traveled by most of the delegates.

theory and practice of motion picture engineering and the
allied arts and sciences; the standardization of mechanisms

and practices employed

therein,

a high professional standing

"Ever

since

its

and the maintenance of
its members."

among

organization, the Society has

shown

and healthy growth. It has become to the motion
picture world what the Society of Automotive Engineers

a steady

Officers of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers:
Left to right, they are: C. Francis Jenkins, founder
of the Society; John A. Summers, secretary pro tern; L. A. Jones, past president; W. C. Hubbard, treasurer;
Kroesen, member board of governors; H. P. Gage, vice-president; Willard B. Cook, president; J. H.
Theiss, member of board of governors; J. I. Crabtree, member of board of governors and chairman of papers
committee; F. H. Richardson, member board of governors, and Miss Schmidt, not an officer but the one who
has for years taken the shorthand minutes of every meeting.

J. C.

The

local

committees are

is

—

Arrangements Chairman, Fred W. Beetson Roy
Pomeroy, Paramount; W. V. D. Kelley, Kelley Color;
William Sistrom, Metropolitan Studios; A. G. Voile, De
Mille Studios;

—

J.

;

C. Ball, Technicolor.

C. Ball, Technicolor L. C. Porter, Secretary S. M. P. E.; Dan Clark, President A. S. C; A.
G. Volk, John W. Boyle, A. S. C. Fred W. Beetson
Douglas Shearer, M.-G.-M.; Joseph Dubray, A. S. C.

Papers

J.

V. D. Kelley.

The entire local motion picture industry will cooperate in the entertainment of the engineers and their
sojourn here will be made memorable. The program will
be announced in the April

The

first

wood was

in

CINEMATOGRAPHER.

introduction of the S. M. P. E. to Holly1922 when Harold E. O'Brien, then of

Lasky's, wrote a

monograph on

the

Society for

THE

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, excerpts
from which follow
In February, 1916, twenty-five men met in New
city and organized the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers. The objects of this organization, as stated in
the constitution and by-laws, are: "Advancement in the

York

;

the

American

Institute of

luminating Engineering Society to any who use light. The
society is entirely self-supporting and its finances in
healthy shape. All of the officers serve without pay.

"The

;

;

W.

to the automobile industry

Electrical Engineers to the electrical industry, or the Il-

Fall.

society meets semi-annually, in the Spring

These conventions afford

a

and

common ground on

which men in the various branches of motion picture
work meet each other to exchange and discuss ideas, to
standardize methods and equipment. This work will unquestionably result not only in the production of better

but also in improving their surroundings and
broadening their application for scientific research, education and entertainment.
pictures,

"The transactions of these conventions are issued
stmi-annuallv. and contain very valuable data on all
branches of the industry.
"The present membership of about two hundred is
drawn from many states in the U. S. A., several foreign
countries, Canada and Cuba.
So you can realize that no
matter what your connections with the motion picture
industry

would

may

find

be, whether technical or otherwise, you
something of value and interest in the society.

:

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
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"In October of 1920 I attended the convention at
Dayton, Ohio, and I assure you it was well worth while.
It was a pleasure to meet member engineers from the various large manufacturers of equipment, like Eastman, Bell
& Howell, General Electric, Westinghouse and many
other representative firms.
"These engineers seemed eager and anxious to meet
others engaged in the industry, particularly those directly
connected with the actual production of pictures, for they

product depends upon its
ability to meet the demands at the studio, and many of us
know that much of the apparatus we are using in some
lines is more or less of a makeshift that has been handed
to us in about the same form it was used on the stage years
ago, or as it is used in some other commercial lines at

directors, are not very well organized, and
that great benefits can be reasonably expected by a large
membership in such an organization as the Society of

eramen and

Motion Picture Engineers. Just think of the results
accomplished in other lines by the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers, who have established standards that
Is
are recognized throughout the electrical industry.
there any reason why the motion picture industry cannot
do likewise?

There

realize that the success of their

present.

of

particularly

is

who

are

two

are

The

active.

not

member

active

in

membership, associate
membership is for those
engineering work.
An asso-

classes of

associate

to attend all meetings, discuss
papers and receive all transactions, etc., but is not enAn active member is entitled
titled to vote for officers.
ciate

the great improvements

showing

"The

true of electrical equipment.
that can

accom-

be

manufacturers that certain
changes should be made in their product in order that it
would better meet the needs of the motion picture in-

by

plished

and

is

entitled

to all of these privileges.

"This

Think

Five

these

as

qualifications for an active

follows:

An

active

member

shall

member
not be

are listed
less

than

twenty-five years of age, and shall be
(a)
motion picture engineer by profession.

A

shall

have bpen

in

He

the practice of his profession for a

You will find them quite willing to learn these
needs and to co-operate with you. It is up to us to work
with them so that the entire industry may benefit.

period of at least three years, and shall have taken the
responsibility for the design, installation or operation of

membership committee
that I felt the society needed more members among the
technical men of the studios, and that in order to stim-

dustry.

dustry.

While

at

Dayton

I

told the

ulate active interest in the greatest production center of

the industry, located

in

Hollywood, we be allowed

to

organize a local chapter along the same lines as the American Institute of Electrical Engineers and
hold local
meetings where papers would be presented and discussed.

members from Hollywood
on the various committees of the
society in order to obtain co-operation and best results.
The committee welcomed these suggestions and agreed
to act favorably upon such a plan.

A'so

that

representative

studios be appointed

we

concede that the technical
branches of the industry, with the exception of the cam"I

believe

will

all

systems or apparatus pertaining to the motion picture in-

A

person regularly employed in motion picwho by his inventions or proficiency in motion picture science or as an executive of a
motion picture enterprise of large scope, has attained a
recognized standing in the motion picture art.
"An associate member shall not be less than twentyone years of age, and shall be a person who is interested
in or connected with the study of motion picture technical
problems or the application of the same.

"(b)

tures or closely allied work,

The Hollywood members

of the S.

M.

P. E. are:

Joseph A. Ball, Technicolor Corporation, 1006 N.
Ccle avenue, Hollywood, Cal. Lester E. Cuffe, Hollywood, Cal.; Max Handschiegel, 1040 McCadden place,
(Continued on Page 20)
;

Left to right: J. C. Kroesen, G. E. Lamp Works, Ha-rison, N. J.; Lewis M. Townsend, supervisor of projection for Eastman Co., Rochester, N. Y. F. H. Richardson, Chauncey L. Greene, W. T. Yutzy, both from
Minneapolis, Minn.; Ira Gordon, projectionist, Akron, Ohio; Arthur Gray, chief projectionist. Lancaster
Theatre, Boston, Mass.; "Bill" Kunzman, National Carbon Co., Cleveland, Ohio; C. Francis Jenkins, "Founder of the S. M. P. E. ;" (Name Omitted); J. H. Kurlander, of the Brenkert Company: Samuel Burns, vicepresident International Projector Corporation; (Name Omitted): P. A. McGuire, International Projector
;

Corporation.
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By unanimous vote of the Board of Governors
A. S. C, Mr. Joseph Dubray, technical editor
The American Cinematographer has been

The A.

S.

C.

C,

March, 1928

indebted to

is

Mr. C.

Curtis Fet-

of the

ters,

A.

S.

of

now

in

process of assembly and installation at the

chosen to represent the Society at the Forty-sixth
Annual Convention of the Photographers Association of America to be held at Louisville, Kentucky,
March 27th to 30th inclusive.

As

a soldier, linguist, orator, writer, researcher,

photographer and cinematographer, with a
background of thirty years to enrich his store of
knowledge Mr. Dubray is an ideal courier to carry
the message of the A. S. C. to the P. A. of A. and
he will go prepared to show the assembled artists
in the Kentucky metropolis not only how motion
pictures are made, but the equipment with which
they are registered on the film and he will tell the
story of production with both the spoken word
and a motion picture shot by members of the A. S. C.

for the first unit of the stills exhibit

headquarters in the Guaranty Building,
Hollywood. Mr. Fetter's unit includes 27 stills,
three of them hand colored, and to say they are
very beautiful is but faint praise for a wonderful
Society's

artist.

scientist,

Robert

M.

Parker, A. S. C.

preparing a

is

room and

unit for another panel of our assembly

other

all

members

are not only cordially invited,

but urged to contribute units, numbering no matter
how few or how many stills in order that our walls
may be covered with the finest exhibit of still pictures in America. That's our ambition. Come in
and reserve your panel and send in your works of
art.

for the occasion.

The

is one of the most substantial,
enterprising and progressive organiza-

America. With forty-eight years of history
behind it the P. A. of A. has come to be an American institution in the best sense of the term and
it
rank? internationally with the Royal Photographic Society of England.
One year ago last October this peppy organization took the first steps toward a national advertising campaign to promote the interests of the
professional photographer and to date they have
raised more than $1,600,000 for a four years' camtions in

paign.
It has a membership of over 4000 and has in
two years multiplied its association activities about
400 percent.

The A. S. C. thus officially acknowledges the
honor done it by the P. A. of A. in extending an
invitation to our Society to send a representative to
Louisville and it feels sure that out of this entente
cordiale will arise an enduring spirit of co-operation to the glory of photography not only in America but throughout the world.
The A. S. C. also takes this occasion to congratulate the P. A. of A. upon its phenomenal success and growth and pledges its friendship and best
efforts in assisting the Association to

work out

its

program of constructive propaganda.

The Mazda Marathon at Warner Brothers
Studio has been a great get-together affair for the
technicians of the Hollywood production groups and
now thnt we are together let us keep together and,
as one man, work to sell the pictures to the public.
This can best be done by every man giving the
best that

is

in

him

to the picture.

These are the

days of "shopping." The picture fan shops for his
picture entertainment as he shops for his necessities at the stores. In other words, we must not only
sell

the pictures to the public but

them

Our

P. A. of A.

prosperous,

stay sold.

we must make

month

front cover this

the camera of

Robert

M.

a study

is

Parker, A.

S.

from

C.

Its

beauty and perfection of art is entirely worthy of
a member of our society and the engraver's attractive reproduction has decided the editor that henceforth the front covers of

tographer
still

in

will

be

The American Cinema-

reproduced

from
Send

exclusively

pictures shot by artists of the

A.

S.

C.

your masterpiece.

The

incandescent light tests since January 18,
Warner Brothers Studio will continue into March. Up to time of going to press
upwards of fifty tests had been made by the same

in

progress at

number

of

members

be

published

summed up

until

A.

of the

of film had been used.

the

No

S.

committee

the tests in detail

until all returns are in.

C. and 78,000 feet

report of results can

It

in

charge

has

which will not be

may

be said, however,

that the demonstration promises important develop-

ments to the great benefit of
department of the industry.

the

photographic

Just what is all this propaganda against Westthe eagerness to kill the
ern Pictures about ?
goose that laid the golden egg for so many producers. Has somebody an axe to grind or is it just a
case of movie blues?

Why

C. Outposts are being farther and farther
Len Roos, A. S. C. is in Siam; Claude
Carter, A. S. C. is in Sydney, Australia
John
Dored, A. S. C. is in the Baltic provinces; Rene
Guissart, A. S. C, is in France Claude McDonnell A. S. C, is in London, England; J. B. Shackelford, A. S. C, is leaving in the spring for the Gobi
Desert another brother is leaving soon for Central
America and still another for South Africa. Verily
the A. S. C. is rapidly becoming international in its

A.

S.

outf.ung.

;

;

;

activities.
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For Trick Work
Mr. Fred A. Barber Announces the Perfection
Wonderful New Optical Printer
The

printing

motion picture
By Herford
from the negative

of

films by projection

film onto the positive film

is

almost

„

Tynes Cowling,
F. R.

motion picture business.
Nearly every inventor who worked
with motion pictures at the inception of the industry
used whatever size film that he fancied suitable for his
purpose. Even after Thomas A. Edison standardized the
size of the film to practically the same as it is today,
other companies continued to operate with odd sized film

p

a c
A.
b.

of

midway between

r-

U,

a

perforations but be-

frame line was
adopted there was no uniformity and
and the line might be on the cenfore

s.

as old as the

ter

the

of

standard

the

perforation,

between

anywhere else. Where more than
one camera was used on a production the picture jumped
out of frame at every camera change so that the projection machine operator had to keep his hand constantly
on the framing lever. Optical printers were used to a
limited extent for making prints with a uniform frame
line. Some of the news companies like Pathe reperforated
negatives to a uniform line until the adoption of the
standard frame line rendered this unnecessary.
or

the perforations,

When

law forbidding the

the

inter-state shipping of

was passed optical printers were put in
operation with the two heads on opposite sides of the
state line and the picture was projected across the line
onto the film on the other side. Once more genius went

prize fight films

No.

1

— Complete

view of optical printer ready for operation.

until convinced against their will that they could not go

against the principle of standardization.

In order to

make

use of the negatives which they made, they found it necessary to print their larger sized negatives on the Edison
or 35 mm. stock. Most of these odd sized negatives of

any commercial value were larger than 35 mm. in width
and in order to make standard prints they used crude
optical printers constructed on the same principal as the
reduction printers which are used today for the production of 16 mm. prints from 35 mm. negatives. Usually
printers consisted of two projection mamounted on a board or table with a lens
between them and a lamphouse behind the head carrying
these

optical

chine heads

By means

the negative film.

of this

arrangement

picture of the negative could be projected
tive film in the

two machines

a small

upon the

posi-

By operating
was made from

standard projection head.
unison a small print

in

the large negative.
No.

2

— Detail

Standardization Essential to Progress

it

Although Edison standardized the
was not until a number of years later

between the frame
ardized

Today

by the
the

line

line

Society

size of

the film

that the relation

and the perforations was standof

view of changeable frame line projection head
on Barber Optical Printer.

Motion Picture Engineers.

between the frames or pictures comes

unrewarded for the judge ruled that although the "shipping" consisted

in

transmitting such intangible tilings as
was nevertheless guilty under

rays of light the defendant
the law.

(Continued on Page 22)
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Movie Make- Up
Is

Make-Up

to

Be or Not

to

Be

— Panchromatic

Film Causes Misapprehension
The

generalization

of the use of
citing particular cases demonstrating
emulsions in motion
By Joseph Dubray, A. S. C.
the essentiality of this artistic means
picture productions has brought about
of surmounting difficulties otherwise
a situation which we will call unforimpossible to overcome.
tunate, though we are prone to use a much stronger adjecNow what are the effects of Panchromatic film ?
tive the more emphatically to lay stress upon the argubetter rendering or translation in neutral tone of the
ment.
varied colors; and this, to a certain extent, diminishes

Panchromatic

A

The

use of panchromatic film will release the actors
This is the dangerous concluthe use of make-up.
sion arrived at, we do not know from what source or why.

from

Just one of those misunderstood statements which pass
from lip to lip until they take on the proportions of a
dictum and insidiously sap the very existence of an absolute necessity.

On

more perfect
was announced and the subsequent changes in make-up were heralded a change in
make-up but not its abolition. The declaration made at
the time that less and more natural coloring in make-up
could be used, was construed by many as the knell anthe advent of Panchromatic film a

rendition of colors and tones

:

nouncing the death of make-up, and grease-paints and
powders were gaily tossed aside in spite of the protests
of the cinematographer
even in spite of some of the unpleasant results thrown on the screen and blamed upon
everything and everybody instead of being charged upon
their real cause
the absence of make-up.

—

—

Let us analyze

all causes and effects.
Make-up, beside tricky characterizations, has been
deemed essential in the past because;

The

photographic rendering of skin texture
and colorings could not ring true with the non-panchromatic emulsions.
First:

Second

:

Imperfections of contour and features, dis-

figuring marks undetectable by the eye in normal conditions, but emphasized by the camera and by the tense at-

the necessity of heavy

and unnatural looking make-ups

that have been used in the past, but

it

does not correct the

and unsightly patches latent in the
smoothest skin and the most pleasing complexion which
the camera unmercifully discloses.
Panchromatic film is an improved material by means
of which the cinematographer can express the photodifferences in color

graphic qualities of the subject or scene he is photographing, but it has not the supernatural power to correct or
control any of the above mentioned causes that make the
use of make-up imperative.
It would seem ridiculous to expect Panchromatic
film to perform plastic surgery or to perform the duties
and labors that fall upon the retoucher of portrait photography, but this is, in fact, what it is asked to do when
the make-up is dispensed with.
The skill and artistry implied in the application of

make-up replace the

deficiencies or better palliate the
crude verities disclosed by the photographic emulsion, be
This skill
it ordinary, orthochromatic or panchromatic.
and artistry represent the human element of added beauty
to the better rendition of nature's gifts.

H. R. Poore expressed a great axiom when he said:
"Science has to do wholly with truth, Art with truth and
beauty, but in establishing a precedent, puts beauty first."
The role of make-up is to put beauty in truth. It serves
to correct the imperfections of nature and to add that element of Beauty that we call Art.

Now,

the imperfections of nature are not in motion

tention paid by an audience to the greatly enlarged pic-

picture photography confined

ture on the screen, could be corrected and rendered in-

pearance of the subject or to the changes that may happen
to his skin, smoothness and coloring from external causes,
such as a slightly diseased condition provoked by prolonged exposure to the atmosphere, but these imperfections are also provoked by the limitation imposed upon
the cinematographer by the mechanical, chemical and optical elements that are at his command and contribute to
production of motion picture photography.

visible.

Third
The contrast of skin textures or colorings
existing in nature and greatly emphasized and exaggerated
:

by the photographic process could be reduced to a more
pleasing uniformity,

more true

to the visual, natural im-

pression.

Fourth Changes brought forth in the general coloring of the features of the players by uncontrollable elements such as, for instance, the tanning or sunburning
of the skin through prolonged exposure to the elements
could be controlled and checked so as to keep the true
characterization of the role throughout the picture.

solely

to

the physical ap-

:

—

—

Fifth
Evident signs of fatigue prominently visible
and occasioned by the strenuous work, to which a player
is subject during the making of a picture, could be kept
under control and again, the continuity of characteriza:

tion kept intact.

These are the main reasons which made the use of
make-up imperative and we could keep on indefinitely

Most important

of all are the limitations

and pecu-

inherent in the light-sensitive material that forms
the image that we call a picture.
liarities

would

It

be out of place to enter here into a tech-

nical discussion of this matter.

Suffice to say that pro-

found study and prolonged experience are necessary to
acquire a thorough knowledge of these limitations and
peculiarities and to become skillful in overcoming them.

Of

prime importance is the rendition of tone values
nothing else but the result of the photo-chemical
action of the light reflected by the subject upon the sensi-

which

is

( Continued on

Page 25)
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Economy

Nine

of Production

Evidences of Earnestness Seen in the Co-operation of the Academy
and the A. S. C. in the Lighting Tests at Warner Brothers
We

were beginning to think that
of economy was the usual

motion picture "fadeout," for want
of a better expedient, and we were
just about to echo the old fabulistic

simile "wolf! wolf!" but

mism by some

we were
of

signs

recent

our

pessi-

activity.

The

checked

renewed

in

co-operation between the Academy of Arts and Sciences
and The American Society of Cinematographers, in their
experiments with incandescent lights at the Warner
Brothers'

Studios

is

an indication of a genuine desire,

on the part of these technicians, to test the possibilities
of economy in this important department.
These evidences of earnestness and sincerity should
encourage the lowliest among the craft to express themselves, without fear of having imputed to them the least
tb c Light of impudence or presumption.
Let us, rather,
credit them with a genuine desire to do their bit towards
the solution of the great problem. Everyone should be
anxious and willing to contribute something to a movement that must be right since all seem to agree that it is
necessary.
First of

making

is

Each of
claims to patronage. The maghas developed as an industry proves
to be, purely a business proposition.

these definitions has

m'tude to which
that

us determine whether this picture

let

all,

an art or a plaything.

a business,

some hold

it
it

its

The

product, itself, demonstrates that civilization has
developed a new and wonderful art. Popular fancy proclaims its value as an entertainment, and the delight of
being associated with the actual production has led certain men of means to sponsor it as a hobby and they have
enjoyed the two-fold pleasure of indulging a crotchet together with financial returns beyond expectations, to say
nothing of the pleasure of public applause that acknowledges good sportsmanship, patronizing the arts and sciences and general benevolence.
Now let us consider the thing as an art.
The masterpieces of all branches of art teach us
one truth that stands out above all other considerations;
it

is

the fact that all great works of
of some beautiful inspiration,

result

mankind

are the

engendered,

pri-

marily, in the heart of man, a noble desire to do something
to make his fellows' existence a happier lot; to develop
in

them an appreciation of

printing,

sculpture,

development of the

all

things beautiful

architecture,
spiritual,

astronomy,

intellectual

—music,
—

the

etc.

and moral na-

ture by works of literature. Whatever it is, the ultimate
idea is to add to man's happiness and welfare.

Now the generous applause of a delighted public
immediately introduces the natural consequence material
reward, which, in turn, establishes comparative values
of great services rendered to mankind, with the ultimate
and inevitable introduction of business. It is not surpris-

—

ing, then, that there

might be aroused

sions as natural to the

ments of
praise,

in

man

other pas-

human

—

which are temptations to debase the
motives of art and employ them for

By Lewis Physioc

cry

the

breast as the nobler senticupidity is conceived, love of

benevolence
an ambition to outstrip the other fellow,

all

of

material gain by appealing, indiscriminately to the passions. All this
immediately establishes a natural affinity between these two elements, art and business. Men
of letters have analyzed the great literary works and at-

tempted

to classify the elements of

to discover the public taste,

successfully

—

proven good

—

sellers

fairly

that

have

certain

paint

artists

popular appeal, trying

and have humored them
subjects

picture producers have followed the

lead of great successes, and the result

is

that all of the

forms of art, through comparison and criticism, are rapidly developing into a set of formulae, and we begin to
fear the responsibility of judging innovations in technique
as well as originality of conception and design. To this
fact, is due the tendency to produce pictures for the
critics who are supposed to reflect the public taste. Maybe
it is erroneous to suppose that we can direct the public
mind through the assumption that "we know what the
people want." A survey of the great works of mankind
seem to suggest that the people have had very little to
say about what they wanted but, when given something
th2t has pleased, they have always given generous proof
of their approval. This should be some encouragement for
great minds to proceed bodily, uninfluenced by rule or
formula, honest, first of all, with themselves, in their
effort to do their best, regardless of labor or cost. A
painter cannot be stingy with his palette, poor colors will
not endure and good ones are expensive.
must also
remember that by formula or precedent, we may never
produce another Shakespeare, da Vinci or Phidias but
civilization will always enjoy beautiful and original works
there will always be great motion
of other great minds

We

—

pictures.

Now when

it

comes

reasonable bounds.

set

we must
must acknowledge that we

to counting the costs

We

cannot emulate the fastidiousness of Thomas Gray who
devoted seven years to his Elegy or a Macaulay who insifted on a final edition of his history to correct a single
sentence, because we are engaged in an art that is so
closely identified with business as to demand that we make
every effort to reconcile the two. This we attempt by
acknowledging that, both in art and in business, there is
Let us
a curriculum that cannot be denied or evaded.
study this by offering a simple, but very relevant similitude we may give a child a kodak and a generous supply
of films and expect that by the merest chance he may
bring in one or two very pretty pictures; and that by
continually comparing failures with successes he may
eventually develop an ability to achieve, directly, what
he designs. This is a costly method but it is the one by
which many of us have obtained our motion picture training. It has been the general process of the business for
the past twenty-five years.
had no other resources.
had no trained exponents to show us short cuts to
results.
suddenly found ourselves in the midst of a
tangled web of beautiful possibilities and left to extricate
:

We

We

We

a
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ourselves as best we could, while trained dramatists, techn'fians and business men watched the process with ridi-

resentment and, finally, with envy. But despite the
fact that this school has been an expensive one the picture
business has developed, in the very short period of twentybusiness
five years, the most remarkable array of talent

cule,

techicians,

executives,

probably,

the

in

writers

—

—

artists

in

history of civilization

all

—some

branches,

them
might

of

geniuses, ^hat but for the advent of motion pictures

continued in obscurity.

rkive

But unfortunately, in this medley of recruits, we have
discovered many who were not endowed with the natural
qualifications to enable them to follow in the march of
progress,

many

not capable of maintaining the leadership

they had been accorded, and that

new movements

all

need,

and we are now face to face with the necessity of organizing and preserving to the industry those whose inherent
talents justify their positions, and of cutting away the
"dead wood" a cruel expression, but as in all cases, the
law of evolution asserts itself and we acknowledge the

—

survival of the
is

fittest.

It

—
—we

a difficult proposition

is

a great deal of sentiment connected

with

it

n

They must

discern the talent

dollars for the story, an equal

a

nsidered.

But

is

is

in

the

young

it

must be recognized.

Nor

must the judgement and years of experience be overlooked
and enterprise and
g r eat ability, both in youth and maturity, is often to be
found in modest retiring natures. It is to be deplored,

—

as a value in directing youthful pep

but

this

is

a condition that

sion such as ours
tation

is

is

to be expected in a profes-

where publicity and

influential represen-

honest desire

for

artistic

petitive policy, both as to

extravagant display
1+ this

at

the

source;

—

judgment

is

the result of an

merely a commagnitude or organization and
excellence

or

a desire to out-do the other fellow.

the case, a solution

is

as

to

what

may

are the

be found in a superior

real

timidation of expensive display.
Primarily, we are engaged in the art of picture makand the elements of a picture should be simple, for

ing,

who have studied painting or the other branches of
cannot be persuaded that there is a great dissimilarity
in the rules of artistic expression, whether in motion pictures or the other forms. The first principle taught us
,

—

When we

consider the variety in character of the
pictures that are made and compare the results as

to popular reception, this idea of costs should seem a
simple one.
picture can be made for five thousand to five million dollars, which involves several conIs it
siderations; first, what is the popular appeal?
simple beauty and nobility of theme adequately presented ?
1^ it the extravaganza; sensationalism or star exploita-

A

tion? Secondly, which of these have brought the greatest
returns in proportion to amount of money invested ? The
first we may never be able to determine accurately but
it seems logical to presume that the experience of the

producer, the exchange man and the exhibitors should enassume that these
able them to appraise these values.
appeals from the producers respecting economy is the result
of these findings and that we have set a pace for elaboration of production to which we must surrender, and if
this is the fact, it is incumbent upon every one engaged in
the art, to aid in this program of retrenchment.

We

cannot deny, however, that this movement will
present many problems to the producer because there may
develop a very natural jealousy among the various departments as to their importance, for it has already been
observed that each one can give commanding arguments

—

is simplicty
of conception, composition, tone values
simple palette, broad brushes and bold strokes. Now those
among the producers who can draw a line between exaggeration of detail, extravagant display, a general complexity of all the elements and an elegant and a convincing simplicity, will produce more artistic and cheaper

pictures.

This

is

net easy

;

it

represents the

acme of

artistic

training.
It

We

corrected

dency towards expensive productions

the only entree.

This we do know, by the traditions of the ages,
"youth seldom counts the costs," which brings us to the
queston under consideration.

many

be

those

Many

exhibited

may

troubles

will assert itself by force of merit rather than by the in-

much talk, now-a-days, about the young
account for the present cry for economy
with the phrase "youth has had its fling," but if genius
There

all

therefore let us ask ourselves whether the present ten-

art

man.

for a star's per-

hesi-

appears.

it

amount

formance, double that amount for sets we begin to feel
tl at even forty thousand dollars for film is an item to be

there

the industrial leaders.

where

the

the entire organization. But when we consider a single
picture that involves such items as a hundred thousand

;

—

writers claim the importance of the

photographic department will tell you that "the film is
the cheapest item of all," the art director asserts that all
are sacrificed without adequate settings and so on through

and unfit to continue in the march of progress but coldblooded business refuses to recognize sentiment. Who is
?

The

the stars' popularity proclaims their position,

story,

elements of artistic
production, a true discernment of talent and a judicious
marshaling of these forces, in which event, competition

tate to thrust out old pioneers because they are foot-sore

to inaugurate this reorganization

favor.

its

March, 1928

might appear presumptuous for any one to try to
generally, items for improvement, rather let us
each department for their earnest intention, but

c jnsider,

look to

there are certain observations continually recurring to the

earnest student.

away

The

great sums of

money involved

frigh-

We

fear to risk a
thought of innovations.
story that has not been proven by the publisher, and yet
we feel that there may be overlooked many fine originals
by people trained to picture writing. Directors take no

ten

all

—

thousands of feet of film are exchances of a failure
pended in safety or covering shots, increasing the troubles
of the cutter and endangering simplicity and fluency of
Cameramen are excited to little extravagances

cmtinuity.

—

large rolls of film are thrown into the waste cans because of the fear of running out on an important scene,
in the justifiable explanation that time is cheaper than
have not yet discovered, nor have been willing
film.

We

limits or discriminating power of our
camera, and until the perfection of
stereoscopic photography is a fact, the magnitude and
to

acknowledge the

fvo dimensional

elaboration of settings will be sacrificed to the flat field
And the very nature of this
one-eyed monster makes it possible to cheat the cost of
of a mono-lens rendition.

s^ts

by substituting
by camera

tures, etc.,

A
v
c oice
ai

flat

fastidious attention to detail

of

photographs,

paintings,

minia-

tricks.

furnishings and

is

materials.

also reflected in the

Priceless

tapestries

d antiques are placed where our cyclops of a camera
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A.

S. C.

as Firemen

The following excerpt from the Illustrated Daily
News pays a well deserved tribute to the members of the
A. S. C. who volunteered as firemen at the Warner
Brothers' studio

and kept the blaze under control

fire

until the city fire fighters arrived

Eleven

Where Due

Credit

"WINGS"

In recent reviews of
for

success to

its

which have never before been caught

different kinds,

mount

New,

cast.

in

fairness to

all

who

we want

ance.

months before actual production

gineer

Frank Murphy.

The

4 of the studio
by an unidentified watchman
Cause of
across the street, who turned in the alarm.
the blaze was spontaneous combustion in used sets stored
started on warehouse stage

fire

apd was discovered

in

first

the building, firemen said.

the transportation

The

it

started in

set

storehouse

and the studio
lot.

Johnston, of the Baush Lomb Optical
is in Hollywood conducting an investigation on lenses applying to both photographic and projecHis visits to the offices of the A. S. C.
tion purposes.
and to the Warner Brothers' Studio during the incandescnt-lamp tests have already resulted in a more perfect contact between cinematographer and lens manufacturer, and
good RESULTS are expected to follow.
E.

W.

Co., of Rochester,

c.nnot reveal their intrinsic value. These are all small
items but when considered in every department and footed
up at the end of every picture amount to considerable.

As

regards the star,

let

has existed he has had his idols

calls

it.

to the star.

suggests an element in piccannot refrain from mentioning,
and that is the independent producer. Independent seems
to be a happy term, and we may learn a great deal from
them. Independent of all the complications and exactions
of the big organizations, burdensome overheads, long periods of inactivity
that seeming necessity of all starting
and all finished at once. The independents secure the best
that

we

—

story that

may

two

for this picture about
started,

because of his

have time to work out the mechanics necessary to get the
effects called for in the script of

Many

of these at

first

"WINGS."

sight

seemed impossible and

he spent days figuring out mounts for cameras to be put
in

every possible and impossbile place on an airplane and

in

making

tests

and working out

electrical devices so that

they could be operated by the pilot or actor in the air;
also

mounts

also

went

production to make

ot

tions.

makes to be used on
cameramen themselves.

for cameras of different

different types of airplanes by

While on

to

Texas twice before the
and help select

start

tests in the air

loca-

the picture he personally supervised over

200 motor-driven cameras on airplanes, working out the
exposures and filters used on each shot before it went into
the air and, besides this, the other cinematographers

Mr. Perry had

nearly 300 hours of actual

work

and

in the air

which involved the hardest kind of work, quite a few
escapes from serious accidents, which meant no thought
of personal safety.

Therefore we believe that the cameramen
ally

put the majority of the air scenes

the

film

are

"WINGS'

entitled

to

their

share

in

of

who

actu-

"WINGS"
the

credit

on
for

" success,

and they are Harry Perry, Burton
Al Williams and Paul Perry.

Steene,

William Rand, A.
of Sin,"

is

S.

C, who

photographed

the

"The Last Command," and "The Street
now busy on "The Patriot," an Ernst Lubitsch

Akeley shots

in

production also featuring Emil Jannings.

He

tells

us

that

Mr. Jannings

familiar with the English language.

last consideration

making

an unusual and interesting picture.

—

hero worshiper,
Nature's endowments in the form of beauty,
personality and talent have always been idolized and
always will be. So let us not quarrel with the stars,
rather let us try and have them reason with us. The only
unfortunate feature of the star system is that many good
st jries may be sacrificed on account of their being unfitted

This

men

to the

to tell their part in

us not forgt that as long as

man

ture

and

as

experience in aerial photography and so that he could

Mr. Perry

transportation office were destroyed on the studio

Mr.

"WINGS"

Mr. Perry was engaged

office.

another

stage,

Police said

co-operated with him,

Wellman

Harry Perry

chief cinematographer on this production

making

the alarm was turned in a group of cameramen were attending a lecture in the studio and their
prompt first aid in fighting the fire is credited with saving
$1,000,000 worth of unreleased film stored in a concrete
l-'.boratory building, which turned out also to be the
strategic point of the fire fight, according to Chief En-

Wm.

Lucien Hubbard,

organization,

and the

brought under control last night by nine fire companies
answering a second alarm, after the entire block between
Sunset boulevard and Fernwood street on Van Ness avenue had been burned. The loss was covered by insur-

When

in

action bv the camera, and rightly give credit to the Para-

:

Fire which caused about $100,000 loss to Warner
Bi others' studio at Sunset boulevard and Van Ness avenv.e, and for a t'me threatened the entire plant, was

give credit

critics

and spectacular shots of

aerial feats

its

is

fast

When

becoming
he arrived

Hollywood

his vocabulary was limiited to such expres"Good morning" and Thank you." Since most
of his directors speak German with ease the balance of
the staff began to make Mr. Jannings familiar with Engin

sions as

lish.

Rand
phrases as

reports

that

he quickly learned such studio

"O. K.," "One hour

be available, as judgment directs, fitting
their cast to the story and calling on other resources as
needed, when and where they wish, independent of all

eral

production restrictions.

perfect ease.

right; 9 o'clock in the morning,"

months

in this

for lunch," and

and

that"

"All

now, after sev-

country, he speaks English with almost
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& HOWELL

bring a new, undreamed-of accuracy to
high speeds, double and triple exposures

The

NEW
B&H
Check pawl
SuperSpeed

movement
$1,000.00
Installed

The motion picture industry is now
offering one of the most beautiful
pieces of precision machinery ever
designed, for installation in all Bell
& Howell Pioneer professional standard cameras (design 2709) in use.
The new B. & H. Check Pawl Superspeed Movement registers the film at
the aperture without the slightest
variation in frame line, operating at
speeds up to eight times normal and
better. These great speeds are now
attainable with a remarkable reduction of effort and mechanical friction.

You can appreciate the great value
of these features in miniature work

where double and sometimes

triple

exposures are necessary to gain the
desired effects. In such work any inaccuracy, any undue wear on the
film, may nullify production costs
running into many thousands of dollars.

illustration above shows the new
speed movement with film channel
open. Note (A) the four fingers on
each side which engage eight film
perforations simultaneously.
They
are shown at end of stroke where
they disengage, drop and go back for
a new hold. At this instant the checkpawl (B) rises to hold film abso-

The

lutely motionless at aperture, releasing at the instant the film is again
propelled forward.
Imagine this complete co-ordination
of movements occurring 128 times
or more each second and you sense
the scope of this Bell & Howell triumph over another tremendously
difficult engineering problem. We will
install the check-pawl arrangement
in B. & H. high speed movements
now operating, at a cost of $275 per
unit, exclusive of any overhauling
which may be required. The movement complete, installed, is $1000.
Write this office for complete information.

BELL & HOWELL CO.
1805 Larchmont Ave., Chicago,
New

York,

1 1

W. 42nd

111.

Hollywood, 6324 Santa Monica Blvd.
London (B. & H. Co., Ltd.) 320 Regent St.
Established 1907
St.

.
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Light Filters
Their Characteristics and Applications in Photography
With Explanatory Diagrams In Three Parts

—

a previous communication the
panchromatic film for motion
of
use
picture purposes was discussed at

In

some length.

The fundamental

involved

ciples

in

the

prin-

This case

By Loyd A. Jones

in Fig.

is

illustrated schematically

where the shaded area G,

represents a cross section through a

Of Eastman Research Laboratories.
Abridgement of Paper from S. M. P. E

transmitting material, bounded by the

Transactions.

CC and BB'
upon the material
surface CC
the ab-

parallel surfaces

photographic

reproduction of the tonal scale, that is brightness
and brightness differences, in the case of colored objects
were outlined and attention called to some of the advantages arising from the use of panchromatic film for
The use of light filters was mentioned
this purpose.
briefly but no attempt was made to deal with this subSince a thorough understanding of the
ject in detail.
nature of light filters and their use for obtaining a desired
effect is essential to the attainment of the best results in
the application of panchromatic film to various problems
confronting the photographic worker, it seems desirable
at this time to present a

1,

represents the radiation falling

I0
Ic

the reflection suffered at the

sorption within the material
the second surface

The

BB' and

;

Ix

Ib

;

Ia

the reflection suffered at

the transmitted light.

that results from
and absorptions has been calculated following the Fresnell law of reflection and the results prove that the maximum intensity of light of any
wave-length that can be transmitted through a filter havloss of intensity of radiation

the successive reflections

ing

two

glass surfaces

is

only 91.7 per cent of the inci-

dent intensity.

somewhat more complete and

Believing firmly in the
premise that the nearest approach to perfection in the
practice of a science can be attained with greatest facility
and certainty through an adequate knowledge of the
theoretical aspects of the subject, the first part of this
paper will be devoted to a discussion of some of the
fundamental principles involved in the use of light filters.
In the latter part the more practical phases of the subject will be dealt with and some data relative to the

This 8 per cent (approximate)

detailed treatment of the subject.

use of light filters will be given.

C

B

rule serious, but

if

an attempt

desired result by the use of

resulting

two

is

or

made
more

from

not as a
to obtain some
is

layers, the loss

of intensity due to this reflection at the glass-air or gelatine-air surface

may

be of consequence.

Absorption of Radiation. The absorption which
occurs within a non-turbid transmitting material, follow
a logarithmic law in the great majority of cases, including
gases, liquids and solids. Thus if a given layer of material
absorbs a certain fraction of the radiation, the next layer
of the

X

loss

the use of a single layer of glass or gelatine

same thickness will absorb the same fraction of

that transmitted by the

first.

In dealing with solutions used as transmitting maconcentration of the solute in grams per unit
volume is also to be considered and in the case of dyed
gelatine filters, the calculation is carried including the dye
concentration expressed in grams per unit area.
terials, the

Measurements, Graphic Representation and Computation.

Io

To

determine quantitatively the absorption of a light
radiation of different wave-lengths a spectrophotometer is used. An essential element of this instrument
is a device, such as a prism or diffraction grating, for dispersing or separating into its component parts the radiation from some suitable source (such as the electric arc
or incandescent lamp) which emits many different wavelengths. In this way a spectrum is formed and by means
filter for

narrow slit suitably placed, radiation of any desired
wave-length may be isolated. One-half of this monochromatic radiation is then allowed to fall upon the
filter being examined and the intensity of the radiation
transmitted by the filter is measured by comparing it in
a suitable photometer with the other half of the monochromatic beam which has not been subjected to the abof a

•

C
Fig.

1.

Diagram

When

B

illustrating reflection, absorption

and transmission.

Fundamental Laws
upon a transmitting

such as a piece of glass, a part is reflected at the first surface, some is absorbed within the material, some is reflected at the second surface, and the remainder is trans-

sorbing action of the filter. In this way values of transmission, that is to say the ratio of the intensity of the
light which is transmitted to that which falls upon the
material, for a series of different wave-lengths are ob-

mitted.

tained.

radiation falls

material,

A

c
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These values plotted

as a function of wave-length,

give a curve which shows the absorption characteristics of

This

the filter in graphic form.

metry curve." Such

a curve

is

made by

to a gelatine filter

is

=

1

//

V

called a "Spectrophoto-

shown

in Fig.

2 applying

C

Q

the use of Toluidine blue

(Filter No. 38 of the Eastman catalogue of Wratten
Light Filters).

1001
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1

1
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4
l

—

a

1

7

I

h
,

—

«

f^A

A

500

400

300

600

WAVELENGTH (m
Fig.

0

I

1

1

1

1

Spectrophotometric density curves of green filter, illustrating
and concentration and effect of

3.

relation between density

1

580 600

WAVELENGTH
Fig. 2.

»

1

1

500

400

300

700

surface reflection.

(m/i)

Spectrophotometry transmission curve of green

In plotting the graph, wave-length values are taken

filter.

from wave-length 300

wave-length 700 as
graph (Fig. 2).
The "density" is expressed by the common logarithm of
1 /Transmission, so that a density of one, corresponds to
a> abscissa

In this graph, the abscissa has been divided in as
many parts as wave-lengths are to be found between 300
and 700 millimicrons, that is to say the wave-lengths
ranging from the acitnic ultra violet to the red visible portion of the Spectrum.

ordinates indicate the ratio of the light intensity after transmission to that before transmission.

For

the

blue

Toluidine

filter,

we

find

that

is

incident light.

For many purposes,

the

expression

of

absorption

terms of optical densities, is more convenient
than in terms of transmission. If it is desired to compute the spectral distribution of absorption for two
superposed filters, the "transmission" values at each wavelength for the two filters must be multiplied together,
while if "density" is used, it is only necessary to add the
values at corresponding wave-length.
in

In the case of
is

directly

solids, liquids

proportional

to

the

and gases the "density"
thickness

of

the

to

the spectrophotometric transmission

10%, a density of two to a transmission
desnity of three, to a transmission of 0.1%.
density is plotted as ordinate.

a *ransmission of

1%

and

£c

Let us consider, as an example, the transmission of
the Toluidine filter in Fig. 2 at wave-length 580.

the

approximately at wave-length
the spectrum and is equal to
of
460 in the blue region
approximately 71 per cent of the intensity of the original
transmission

in

The

The

maximum

700

fji)

trans-

mitting material.
In the case of dyed gelatine, "density" is directly proto the dye concentration expressed in grams

portional

per unit area.

The spectrophotometric curve of this filter at this
wave-length, indicates its transmission to be 0.316, or 316
per 1000. The corresponding density is then given by the
logarithm of 1/0.316, i. e., by log 3.16. The tables of
logarithm, give us log 3.16, equal 0.4997. In plotting
the density graph, the density of this filter for wavelength 580 is then placed at the junction of the abscissa
580 and ord inate 0.4997 as shown in Fig 3.
Densities for other wave-lengths are similarly plotted
A in Fig. 3 is finally obtained.

and the curve

Now,

to the values of the "density" after correction for surface

it

is

desired

to

determine the

effect

compare the result obtained by
concentration 4 times (curve C)
with
that obtained by using 4 layers of the original film.
It

This direct proportionality, of course, applies only

suppose

upon the spectral absorption of increased concentration
of the dye used in making the filter. Let the required
concentration be 2 and 4 times that represented by curve
A. Computing the necessary values for various wavelength, taking into account the losses of intensity due to
reflections and absorption of the transmitting medium
ar.d plotting, the curves B and C are obtained.
interesting to

is

increasing

the

,

reflection.

Density as

computed from transmission measurethe usual manner, includes the intensity

ments made in
losses due to surface

reflections.

Having determined

This case
curve

any other thickness of the material or any other concentration of the dye, can be computed by simple procedure

A

by

represented by curve

D,

the ordinate of

4.

noted that the

It will be

the densities due to absorption

of any wave-length for one thickness of the transmitting
material or for the concentration of the dye incorporated
in the gelatine filter, the densities due to absorption for

is

which were obtained by multiplying the ordinates of

C

is

appreciably

mission of

filter

most freely
obtained

is

less

C

minimum

than that of curve

for the wave-length

greater than that of

density of curve

D,

filter

by increasing the concentration

of multiplication.

therefore more

In Fig. 3 curve A, the spectrophotometric curve for
the filter illustrated in Fig. 2, is shown

lectivity in absorption characteristics than

efficient

thus the trans-

which

it

transmits

D. The

filter

four times

from the standpoint of high

b\ using four layers of film.

is

se-

that obtained

———————
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32 per cent of the incident radiation

is

transmitted.

This

(curve C) is bright green in color and
isolates fairly well the wave-length band from 500 to
600m/x.
filter of much greater efficiency for this purpose can be made by incorporating properly selected dyes
in a gelatine film. Such a filter is illustrated by the curve
in Fig. 5. This has maximum transmission at approximately the same wave-length as C (Fig. 4) and its density
value is aDproximately 0.25, corresponding to a transmission of 54 per cent, almost twice that of filter C.

compound

filter

A

A—

if—-B

—C

C

—f

A

p

r

'

700

600

500

4OO

similar low efficiency is usually encountered to a
greater or lesser extent whenever an attempt is made to
isolate some particular spectral region by superposing two

WAVELENGTH (mp)
Fig.

Spectrophotometric density curves of "A" red filter, "B"
green filter, and "C" the green filter obtained by
superposing "A" and "B."

4.

The
is

or more separate filters. This is due in part to the increasing loss in surface reflections as the number of separate filters is increased. Furthermore each filter is designed by the manufacturer to give some specific spectral
absorption with maximum efficiency and to this end the
best possible available dyes are selected.

expression of the data in the form of density
it is desired to compute the

s

two

spectral absorption obtainable by the superposition of

\

25

more filters or the use of two or more dyes in the
same solution or gelatine film. In the case of the superposition of the two sheets of dyed gelatine or pieces of

N

^

or

it

—A

Vi
\
V

is

must be made for any surface

reflection factor

\

—

gelatine filter.

a blue-green

Curve

B

i

(red absorbing)

gelatine

\
\

*

\
\

\

10

Curve C
B and

and

shows the spectral absorption obtained by the superposition of one layer of each filter. Curves A and B intersect
at the point ,p of which the density value is 0.25 (transmission=56.4% ) The density of the superposed combination, curve C, at the corresponding wave-length is two
times 0.25 or 0.50 (transmission=32% ). This is the
.

—\\

*

v

\

\

\

which may

filter.

A

*

\

\
\

05
\

0

shows the same characteristic for

that obtained by adding the ordinates of

\\

\

b^ included in the density values for the individual dye
components. In Fig. 4, curve A, is shown the spectrophotometric density curve of a yellow (blue absorbing)

is

\

\\

only necessary to add at each wave-length the
density values as determined directly by the spectrophotometer. In case the addition is to be made by incorporating
two dyes in the same solution or in the same sheet of
gelatine it is apparent that the appropriate correction
glass

some entirely

ao

most convenient where

also

If

WAVELENGTH (m/u)
Fig.

6.

Spectrophotometric curves illustrating "sharp cut"
gradual cut "inefficient" filter "B," and gradual cut
efficient filter "B'."

"A,"

is required it is probable that
dyes can be selected which will function with greater
efficiency than can be obtained by combining two filters
d; signed specifically to meet other requirements.

different spectral absorption

The terms "sharp cut" and "gradual cut" are frequently applied as descriptive of light filters. The significance of these terms may be illustrated by reference to
Fig. 6. Curve A is the spectrophotometric curve of a
brilliant yellow gelatine filter. Its density at all wavelengths greater than 480m/t is 0.1 (transmission=86% )
The absorption at wave-lengths less and 480 m//. increases rapidlv so that at

460mm. its density is 1.5 (transmission =3.1%). Such a filter is described as a "sharp
cut" filter. It is evident therefore that the term "sharp
cut" applies to a filter of which the absorption curve is
steep, that is the rate of change of absorption with variation in wave-length is great, or conversely the condition
described as "sharp cut" applies to the case where a relatively small change in wave-length is accompanied by a

large change in absorption.

o

I

1

1

400

300

1

1

500

1

1

600

1

1

700

WAVELENGTH

(m/u)
Spectrophotometric density of curve of "sharp cut"
green filter.

Fig. 5.

minimum
which

is

density value of C. Hence at the wave-length
transmitted most freely by the combination only

Curve

B

applies to a piece of amber glass and to
the descriptive term "gradual cut" is applied.
It will be noted that the wave-length band over which
the change from its minimum to maximum density oc-

such a

curs

is

filter

very broad, extending from 600 m/* to 300 m/i

(Continued on Page 26)
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Aerial photograph shot by First Lieutenant Willis R. Taylor, commanding officer of the Fifteenth Photo Section, U. S. A., Crissy Field, California.

—

Standing James, of the General Electric Company;
Peter Mole and J. M. Richardson, of Mole-Richardson; Electrical Engineer F. N. Murphy, of Warner
Brothers... Seated
Farnham, Van Horn and L. C.
Porter, General Electric Company.

—

The Research Club

of

Paramount-Lasky

Stud'u

AMERICAN CINEMATOGEAPHER
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Warnc

Brothers' Studio used in the incandescent light tests now making under the direction of the
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences and American Society of Cinematographers. The ceiling of
beautiful set is painted on glass and the light is from incandescent sources. The set has been used by all mem-

Set at

Academy
this

Nineteen

of

bers of the A. S.

C

participating in the demonstrations.

;;
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The

S.

( Continued

M.
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P. E.

from Page 5)

Los Angeles, Calif.; George A. Mitchell, Mitchell CamMonica boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.
Otto K. Olesen, 1645 Hudson avenue, Hollywood, Cal.;
M. W. Palmer, Famous-Players Lasky Corporation,
Long Island City, N. Y. Roy J. Pomeroy, Famous-Players-Lasky Sti'dio, 5451 Marathon, Hollywood, Cal.; W.
R. Rothacker, First National Studios, Burbank, Cal.;
Wm. Sistrom, Cecil B. De Mille Studio, Culver City,
Cal. A. George Volck, Cecil B. De Mille Studio, Culver City., Cal; C. A. Willat, 1803^ Gower street, Hollywood, Cal. Alvin A. Wyckoff American Society of
Cinematograohers, 1220 Guaranty building, Hollywood,
era Co., 6025 Santa

National Carbon

Company

Inc.

announce

;

new

their

of

line

;

;

,

National Panchromatic

Cal.

Following
in the S.

The

M.

is

a

list

Carbons

of the organizations represented

P. E.:

American

Cinematographers
Society
of
Picture
News, Inc., Alexander Film Co.,
Rothacker Aller Lab., Province of Ontario Pictures,
Technicolor M. P. Corp., American Photography, Sperry

Motion

Gyroscope Co., Rothacker Film Mfg., Co., Kiddle &
Morgeson, Eastman Kodak Co., Brenkert Light Projection Co., Atlantic Belatin Co., Griffin & Bowen, Inc.,
Bristol Company, Edison Lamp Works, Westinghouse
Electric & Mfg. Co., Duplex M. P. Industry, Inc., Carpenter-Goldman Lab., Pathe Exchange, Akeley Camera,
Inc., Eastman Theater, Kodascope Libraries, Inc., National Carbon Co., Pathe-Dupont De Nemours Co., Cummings Laboratory, Government Motion Pictures, Prechistenka Obulkov (Russia), Spencer Lens Co., Pathescope Co. of Canada, Ltd., Westinghouse Lamp Co.,
Helios Corp., Bay State Film Co., American Projectionist, National Lamp Works, John O. Elms, Famous Playe-s, Lasky Corp., Trumbull Amusement Co. of St. Petersburg, Ford Motor Co. of Canada, National Theater Supply Co., Celluloid Co. of Newark, E. E. Fulton Co.,
Corning Glass Work, Gaumont Co. Gundlach Manhat-

Orpheum

Theater, International Projector Corp., Gregory, Carl Louis, General Electric Co.,
Consolidated Film Lab., Hertner Electric Co., Duplex
tan Optical Co.,

Motion Picture

Industries,

U. S. Army M. P. Service,
Howell Co., Erbograph Co.,

Kiddle & Morgeson, Bell &
Cooper-Hewitt Electric Co., Herbert & Huesgen, Marcus Loew, Inc., F. E. Ives, Francis C. Jenkins, Daylight
Film Corp
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Fox Film
Corp., Kelley Color Films, Keuffel-Esser Co., Lang Mfg.
Works, Path^scope of Canada, J. E. McAuley Mfg. Co.,
Electrical Testing Lab., Matlack Corp., E. J. Electric
Installation Co., Technique de Pathe Cinema, E. Leitz,
Inc., Chicaeo Film Laboratory, Mitchell Camera Co.,
National Ca*h Register Co., Bray Productions, Associated Screen News, Dept. of Trade & Commerce, Perfection Arc Co., Southern Enterprises, Inc., Warner Research Lab., Caribbean Film Co., M. P. Producers &
Distributors of America, Raven Screen Co., Ilford, Ltd.,
Moving Picture World, Pathe of France, Ltd., Kodak
Co., Cine Dept., Cecil B. De Mille Studio, Akeley Camera Co., Case Research Lab., Colorat Studio, Ansco Co.,
Urban-Kineto Corporation, Victor Animatograph Co.,
Ward Cine Lab., Inc., Williamson Manufacturing Co.,
Ltd., Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
,

especially designed for use

with Panchromatic Film
It

not necessary for you to

is

change

gle

in

either

make

a sin-

your arc lamps or

wiring to use National Panchromatic Car-

This remarkable development

bons.

now

bons

in car-

doubles the value of your pres-

ent investment in arc lamp equipment.

National

Panchromatic

Carbons

proved their worth by giving a most

have
effici-

ent photographic light of the right color
values

for

panchromatic

film.

With

the

same arc lamp equipment you can now
produce pictures on either orthochromatic
or panchromatic

film

inserting National

National

or

at

will,

by merely

White Flame Carbons

Panchromatic

Carbons

as

they are required.

From

of economy and
announcement of National
Panchromatic Carbons should be most welcome news to all producers of motion picefficiency

tures.

ings

the

standpoint

this

Let us

tell

which we can

you more about the saveffect for you.

NATIONAL CARBON CO.

Inc.

Carbon Sale* Division
Cleveland, Ohio

Unit of

U nion

San Francisco,

Calif.

Carbide and Carbon Corporation

,
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iiiestions ^Answers
originate?
— How did Panchromatic
— The question
timely and

Question

Answer

ETHYL RED

film

quite

is

the inter-

will undoubtedly arouse prompts the Answerdevote to its answer all the space allotted to this
department.
In the year 1873 the German scientist and investigator, H. M. Vogel, was conducting a series of experiments in order to find a way to eliminate the halation
caused by rays of light reflected back to the sensitive emulsion by the glass supporting it.
He thought that by incorporating a dye in the sensitive collodion in use in those
days he could reduce such halation without destroying
est that it

man

During his experiments he noticed that a change in
the sensitivity of the emulsion was noticeable.
With the
use of
the yellow rays were rendered more
actinic than they were with the ordinary emulsion.

CORA LLIN

This led him

a

was more suitable than cyanin, being
and consequently avoiding trouble and dete-

HOMOLKA,

1906,

in

PINACYA-

discovered

NOL,

a red sensitizer, which in conjunction with a green
sensitizer such as Pinachrome or Pinaverdol would sensi,

TO THE WHOLE OF THE
IBLE SPECTRUM.
tize

an emulsion

VIS-

Panchromatic emulsions ivere thus born.
Due to the conditions created by the world war the
United States increased their contribution to the question
and POPE prepared dyes identical with the dyes which
were up to this time prepared only by German manufacturers.

MEGGERS

and

McCLELLAN

succeeded in pho-

DICYANINE,

tographing the infra red regions with
reaching as far as wave length 10,140.

num-

ADAMS and HALLE, in 1919, discovered KRIPwere
MORE SENSITIVE TO THE LIGHT AB- TO CYANIN, producing a strong sensitivity in the infra

ber of dyes

rendered

to investigate the properties of

stable

rioration of the sensitized plates.

to

the sensitiveness of the plate.

and he discovered

that the emulsions

SORBED BY THE DYE ITSELF.

Corallin, for in-

stance, absorbs the yellow-green rays and the sensitivity
of the emulsion to these rays was increased when the dye

was incorporated

into the emulsion or applied by a soaking of the ordinary plate in a iveak solution of the dye.
was one of the dyes experimented upon
by
ogel.

CYANIN

V

Plates thus prepared were

MATIC
and

more

from

the

CHROMOS

Greek

named

ORTHO,

ORTHOCHROmeaning "correct,"

"color."

This appellation was quite incorrect because the dyes
known in those days did not correct the color rendition
throughout the spectrum and a new word, PANCHROMATIC, had to be coined when such correction was
found to be possible.
In 1882 the French chemist, Attout Tailfer, introduced the use of EOS IN and
ROSIN in conjunction with ammonia which rendered the plates
more sensi-

ERYT

tive to the

yellows and yellow-greens.

In 1884 Vogel brought the sensitivity of the emulsion into the Orange-yellow region by
the use of QUINOLINE and also preconized the mixture of different
dyes such as

QUINOLINE RED

and

CYANIN,

to

wh.ch he gave the name of "AZ ALINE PLATES."
Vogel also discovered that Eosin had the strongest
effect
when used in the form of its silver salts dissolved in

A mrnonia.

HIGGS orthochromatized plates with ALIZARIN BLUE and COERULIN, which rendered them
In 1881

sensitive to the yellow,

orange the red regions of the spectrum. Higgs used the plates so prepared in photographing
the solar spectrum.
In 1904 E.
produced the dyes known under the commercial name of
T

KOENIG

PINAVERDOL

ORTHOCHROM

PINACHROME

and
which, used
with the silver bromide emulsions, extend the sensitivity
in the reds but more so in the oranges and
greens. In the
same year
and
found that

MIETHE

TRAUBE

red region and, in 1925, H. T. CLARKE, of the Eastman Kodak Laboratories, discovered

NEOCYANIN

which gave remarkable

results for its sensitiveness in the

infra red regions, reaching as far as wave length 11,290.
Professor Wright, of the Lick Observatory, and Dr.
Mees, of the Eastman Kodak Company, proved the penetration through atmospheric haze of plates sensitized with

KRIPTOCYAN1N

or

NEOCYANIN.

This brief outline of the history of Panchromatic
emulsions does not give the least idea of the tremendous
amount of work conducted in these investigations and of
the difficulties that have been overcome to bring about
Panchromatic materials presenting the conditions of uniformity and stability required to make such material a
commercial success.
Virgil E. Miller, A. S. C, has signed a long term
contract with the F. B. O. studios, after completing a
picture directed by Dudley Murphy, in which "Skeets"
Gallagher, Ruth Dwyer, Albert Conti and Patricia Avery

were featured.

The first picture to be made under the
contract will also be directed by Mr. Murphy.
Its
working title will be "Stocks and Blondes."
new

WM. RAND
AKELEY SPECIALIST
Akeley work on the following productions:
Negri).
— (Pola(Pola
Negri).
—
"Swim,
Swim" — (Bebe Daniels).
"Underworld" — (Geo. Bancroft).
"Street of Sin" — (Emil Jannings).
"The Last Command" — (Emil Jannings).
"The Patriot" — Current Emil Jannings produc-

"Barbed Wire"

"Woman

on Trial"

Girl,

tion being directed

by Ernst Lubitsch.

—
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on the screen.

eters

For Trick Work

is

solution of this difficult problem

a precision optical printer

in

move can

By Hereford Tynes Cowling

The

March, 1928

Not
(Continued from Page 7)

where every mechanical

be controlled with micrometric precision.

There

a Secret

nothing secret about the principles of optical printing.
They are known to every motion picture
technician.
number of optical printers have been conis

A

Invaluable for Animated Cartoons

With the development of the art of cartooning and
of camera trick the optical printer came into use again
as an ideal instrument for selecting from films already
made, the components desired for the construction of composite or "trick" pictures, and for the recombining of
these components into pictures. Most "trick" work and
nearly all animation consists of an assembly or composite
of time and action components. In animation the components are painstakingly drawn by hand and snythesized
by photographing them in the proper sequence with a

motion camera.

structed for exclusive or private use and the details of
their mechanical design have been kept more or less in

Realizing that there are many firms and inuse for the product of such a machine
and that the very few elaborate optical printers in
existence are being kept for exclusive purposes, Mr. Fred
A. Barber has constructed one of these instruments for
the service of the public.
Mr. Barber has put several
years of time and experience into the design and construction of this precision instrument.
He is a cinematographer and technical expert.
His work as a specialist
in the less known branches of cinematography have kept
him in the laboratories and studios of companies which
do only special and scientific work of difficult character.
He is now associated with Carl Louis Gregory, in whose
laboratory this machine is being operated.
seclusion.

dividuals

who have

Precision First Requisite

The base of the machine is a heavy six-foot lathe bed
on a concrete foundation. Sliding on the lathe bed
which acts as an optical bench are three heads. The
operator sits at one end of the machine where all of the
controls ordinarily used are situated. On the head nearest the operator is a Bell & Howell camera with special
magazines which take up automatically either backward
or forward
set

The

second head has an interchangeable mount and
any lens fitted for the Bell & Howell cameras.
The third head carries a special projection head movement and lamphouse. All the heads may be shifted up
and down or sideways and micrometer indicators reading
in plain figures to one-eight-hundredth of an inch show
the exact position of each member. A motor beneath the
machine permits either head to run independent of the
o^her and either head may run backward or forward.
Several interchangeable mechanisms may be used on the
tvkes

different heads for different purposes,

ing from and reducing to 16

mm.

including enlarg-

size film.

Has Many Uses
So

many

chine that

it

is

low are some
No.

and

— Control erd of Barber Optical
levers which move and operate

3

from

New
The

requisite

Printer, showing wheels
parts of the machine
one controlling position.

Life for

Old

infinite variety of

exists in every small collection of photographically produced motion picture film, but to select
these components from hundreds or thousands of film

no larger than a postage stamp, seems too

staggering to attempt.

This

selection

is

only a half of the

problem, for the components must then be reassembled

with mathematical precision so
bination shall not reveal

fine

that the

of

list

—

1
Duplicate negatives which cannot be distinguished from original as no printer marks show on these

negatives.

Subjects

components for an

not possible to

it:

all

new combinations

pictures, each

with

done with this mathem here. Listed bethe principal things which can be done

different things can be

new com-

the joining lines between the

welded parts even when maganified hundreds of diam-

—

be

2 Changing frame line.
Duplicate negatives can
made from non-standard negatives or prints and the

frame
3

line

changed

to coincide

with any other standard.

— Combining

fi'm so that

two or more negatives upon one
normal and ultra-speed may be shown side
vision may be made from one negative and

by side or a
introduced into any other negative.

4

— Negatives

can be reproduced with the action
or quickened to almost any extent. Normal
action can be made from ultra-speed, thus giving normal
and ultra-speed action from exactly the same view point.

slowed

down

six

52LUR:
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—

TREMONT

5
Hold action at any point. Action can be suspended and held still at any point in the film and then
be continued or reversed or repeated.
Very valuable
for golf instruction films or for instruction in any other
sport or for showing the action of machinery.

—Reserve

6

show

FILM

down
7

LABORATORIES

or speeded up

— Repeat

times as

negative can be reversed to

desired.

if

Action can be repeated as many

action.

8

—Camera

fade-in,

All kinds of camera

effects.

fade, out,

iris-out,

iris-in,

any length or any other camera

Specializing in negative

same time, reversed or

required, and at the

is

the speed changed to suit any purpose.

as:

and first

Any

action.

the action backward, and this action can be slowed

effect

lap

effects,

such

dissolves

of

can be introduced

onto negatives already taken.

9

print.

— Duplicate or multiple
same

the

in

ferent phases of

Invites rigid inspection of the

at the

action of the same subject
This can be in synchronism or difthe same action may be shown going on

scene.

same time.

10

— Double and multiple exposures from
— Super-imposed
may be made

any num-

ber of original negatives in absolute register.

most modern and

scientific-

1 1

ally

correct processing

plant

in

titles

of

tion

negative which has already been

a

developed.

— Borders, frames and masks may
13 — Close-ups can be made from
12

available to the

motion

pict-

any por-

taken and

be introduced

around any scene.

semi-close-ups.

Any

part of any negative already taken can be enlarged or
reduced.

ure industry.

—Trucking

The

effect of moving up on a
moving back to include more
scene can be made from any negative already

14

shots.

scene for a closer view or of
the

of

taken.

—

HARRY
Cinema

D.

BROWN

Studios Supply Corporation
HOlly 0513
1438 Beachwood Drive

HOlly 0514
Carbons and Other

Brown-Ashcraft
Studio

Studio Equipment

Lamps

15
X-Ray views of machinery or any object in
motion can be made showing both exterior and interior
as if the machine were transparent.

—

16
Explanatory labels, animated lines, pointers,
can be introduced into negatives already made.

The

etc.,

enumerated above do not by any means
which can be done by the various posThe various commanipulations of the machine.

tell all of

sible

effects

the things

binations possible are limited

only by the ingenuity of
which he has available

the operator and the film material
for reproducing ideas.

With

FOR RENT
Mitchell Friction Tilthead and Tripod
Howell Cameras
2 Bell
3 Mitchell Cameras
Equipped with Astro Lenses. F 1.8, F 2.3
8 Mitchell Magazines Extra Lenses Baby Tripods
1

&

J.

R.

the ever-increasing

demand

to insure preservation

of old film subjects of historical, scientific

LOCKWOOD

and other

in-

by duplicating processes; as well as to combine
these features of past events within new productions; the
development of this especially designed machine will
meet a long-felt want. Mr. Barber is to be congratulated upon the ingenious labor he has given this subject.
terest

959 Seward Street
Hollywood 4366

Consolidated Film

Industries,

R. G. Martin, A. S. C, formerly with M.-G.-M.,
moved his equipment to the F. B. O. where he has
just finished "Crooks Can't Win," starring Ralph Ince.
has

He

JOE NOVAK, A.

is

now working

Joe Dubray, A.

WH.

star.

S. C.

Free Lance Akeley Specialist

Phone:

on another opus with the same

3920

S.

C,

has just finished making an ex-

Panchromatic emulsions. The
Agfa sponsored these tests and Joe announces that he is
gathering some data which will be very valuable to the
members of the A. S. C.
tensive series of tests on
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Movie Make-Up
By Joseph Dubray

FRANK ZUCKER,

(Continued from Page 8)
under conditions controlled by a lens. This photochemical action is not, even with Panchromatic emulsions,
by the same
a perfect rendition of the impressions made

tive film

object on the

human

If the object

human

face,

which

is

the case that

of the reflected light that concurs
films, varies considerably from
on
the
image
the
form
to
subject to subject and still more considerable are the differences of its effects upon the sensitive film, the response
interests us, the

power

of the film, in other words, to the reflected light.

Suppose, for instance (that which never exists in real
young girl
life), two ideally perfect complexions, say of a
and a young man, which to all appearances would need
no make-up at all for a perfect photographic rendition.

that

in the

same

For regular production
matching of exteriors.

immediately notice that difference
tioned in the preceding paragraph.

two

Frank Zucker, A.
220 West 42nd St.
Wisconsin 0610

New

subjects.

And

if

two

the

o

r

Using fully equipped Mitchell
camera
(including
friction
head). Also Bell & Howell
with all Mitchell equipment.

same scene,
two heads, you would
of response that is men-

All the ingenuity, all the artistry of the cinematographer is then called into play to balance his lightings
so as to overcome the differences of actinic value of the

knowl-

ern lighting.

picture, in the

in a closc-up, for instance, of the

photographic
expert

requires

edge and the matching of mod-

Taken individually the photographic results on the
screen would be as perfect as may be desired, but if you
put them together

S. C.

THE EAST

IN

for anything

eye.

be a

A.

336

S.

C.

Washington Ave.
WADsworth 5650
Ft.

York, N. Y.

subjects are not perfect, photographif their complexions are quite

ically perfect, so to speak;

different in reflecting

power

in respect to the film,

and

if

one of the subjects (and this is the condition that too often
well
presents itself) wears make-up and the other none
it is then more than unjust to expect the cinematographer to perform the impossible feat of obtaining a
well-balanced, perfect rendition of values, and the result
then is bitter criticism, poor screen rendition, disillusionment, heart-ache ;md perhaps ill-feeling.

—

—

And if we consider the psychology of photography in
regard to the dramatic values of a picture we may wonder how the beautiful heroine can sacrifice herself, the
affections of her family, perhaps the love of her children,
for the love of a hero of fine figure and lineaments but
afflicted

No

with a dirty, greasy looking face?
matter

how

fine

the

HARRY

MASON
AKELEY SPECIALIST
GRanite 9088 and GRanite 3028

FOR RENT
Two
lenses.

performance the physical

repellance reacts upon the audience to the detriment of
the success which would be the reward of hard work, of

G.

Bell

&

—

Howell Camera* 40, 50, 75 mm.
Iris.
Jeanne Trebaol, 10042

Thalhammer

Stilson Ave., corner of

Clarington, Palms, Calif.

Phone: Culver City 3243.

sincere effort.

Make-up

is

the controllable agent that permits the

abolition of these evils.

Some

dom

their free-

Supersensitive Lighting Equipment

a vital necessity in

CRECO

make-up hampers
and expression.

actors claim that

of action

Let us be frank and unbiased.

Make-up

is

the making of motion pictures it is a tool belonging to the trade of
acting, and a very delicate tool requiring a great deal of study and
experience in its use, study and experience which will minimize its
possibly unpleasant features.
A man who has chosen the trade of carpentering has to accept
the noise of the hammer hitting upon a nail no matter how unpleasantly the noise may offend his ears.
;

The artist painter accepts the odors of paint and varnishes.
The violinist can express his artistry in spite of the callouses
that grow at the tips of his fingers.
And hammer and nails, paints and varnishes and pressure of
the fingers upon the violin strings are as essential to these arts as
make-up is to the motion picture performer.
IS

MAKE-UP TO BE OR NOT TO BE?

for

Supersensitised and

Pan Stock
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Light Filters
By Loyd A. Jon es
U.S.

Canada

For'n

$3.50

$4.00

4.65

5.40

"American Cinematographer" $3.00
In club with:

"PVi»»f/»

F».»"

"The Camera"

(Continued from Page 71)

The
a

e

5.UU

3.90

4.40

i

slope of the r-bsorption curve in this region of vari-

is low and hence the filter is described
one having a "gradual cut." The transmission of this
filter for *he wave-length it transmits most freely is very
low, being approximately 50 per cent (density=0.3) in

able adsorption
as

5.40

the region

from 600

exhibits a dull
is

B

to

800

A

Filter

m/t.

has a bright

more orange and
appearance.
"muddy"
This term "muddy"

yellow color, while

has a hue slightly

also used frequently as descriptive of light filters

and

indicates a relatively high general absorption for all wave-

The muddy

lengths in the visible region.

appearance

be considered as due to an admixture of black in the

For instance

the dotted curve B' represent a

let

having an absorption curve similar
but for which the density at

all

The maximum

than that of B.

in

the

wave-lengths

B

.24 less

is

transmission of B', in the
is

90 per cent

a filter has a clean brilliant appearance although

dominant wave-length

A
Now

is

somewhat longer than
B'

case of filter

thus giving

orange.

suppose that to this

added

filter

shape to that of

wave-length band from 600 to 690 rmx,

and such

may

filter.

filter

hue which

a

filter

a black dye, represented by curve

C

in the

is

more

(curve B')

is

of such concen-

tration as to give a density of 0.24 at all wave-lengths.

C

More than a Thousand

The

TRUEBALL TRIPOD
HEADS

changed thereby from a clear

Have been sold to
Professional and Annate u r Cinematographers
since their introduction
in 1926 and not a single
complaint from purchaser or dealer.

For Pans

dull

addition of

B'

to

"muddy" amber.

gives B,

"Muddiness"

component and

is

Tilts

in a filter

is

an indication of high absorption

wave-length region of

low

maximum

there-

in the

optical efficiency.
in

April)

TRUEBALL
HEADS are

unexcelled.

TRUEBALL TRIPOD
HEADS
Are

unexcelled

for

Speed and
They can be
mounted upon any motion camera and once
Simplicity,

Accuracy.

used will never be discarded.
The Hoefner
4-inch
Iris
and Sun-

shade

combination

is

also a superior product.

FRED
HOEFNER
SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD

5319
GLadstone 0243

LOS ANGELES. CALIF.

is

transmission and hence

(To Be Continued

and

filter

fore due to something equivalent to the addition of a black

of

TRIPOD

and the B'

brilliant yellow-orange to a

Wm. R. Howard and his A. S. C. comera crew at De Mille studio
Left to right: Chief
directing "His Country" for Pathe release.
Cinematographer Lucian Andriot, who has shot all of Howard's
pictures.
Back of Andriot is Harold Stine, associate cinematographer.
The weird contraption is the
camera carriage.
Elmer Fryer, company,
is

also an A. S. C.

$10,000 electrical
photographer,

still
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Following is the program of the Forty-sixth Annual
Convention of the Photographers' Association of America,
to be held at Louisville, Kentucky, beginning Tuesday,
March 27, 1928:
TUESDAY, MARCH 27

— —
—
Committee.

Opening of Manufacturers' Exhibit.
10:30 A. M.
Community Singing.
1:30 to 2:00 P. M.
Convention called to order by Chairman of Conven2:00 P. M.
tion

Singing of National Anthem.
Singing of British Anthem.
Address of Welcome

Response
Chairman of Convention Committee turns gavel over to President Townsend.
Annual Address of President.
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report

of
of
of
of
of
of
of

Treasurer.
Secretary.

Chairman

of Commercial Section.
Director of P. A. of A. School of Photography.
Woman's Auxiliary.

Advertising Committee.
Constitutional Committee.
Appointment of Committees.
General Business.
Introduction of Richard Speaight.
Address of Richard Speaight.
Tuesday Afternoon Richard Speaight.

—WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28
Wednesday Morning
10:00
11:00 A. M. —
Frary, Cleveland,
Decoration and Arrangement."
to

T.

I.

Ohio,

"Studio

— Open.
James
—
Underwood and Underwood.
New York
"Are You Charging Enough
Your
Work ?"
3:00
4:00
M. — George Harris, Washington, D. C, "NaAdvertising."

11:00 to 12:00 Noon
Wednesday Afternoon
2:00 to 3:00 P. M.

Elliott,

for

city,

to
P.
tional
Millis, Indianapolis, Indiana, "National Advertising."

Fred

THURSDAY, MARCH

Thursday Morning

29

—
—

10:40 A. M.
Dave Merriam, Minneapolis,
"Photo Finishing as a Side Line."
10:40 to 11:20 A. M.
James Thompson, Knoxville,
"Commercial Photography in the Smaller Cities."
11:20 to 12:00 Noon
Art Director.
10:00

to

Minn.,
Tenn.,

—

Thursday Afternoon

— W. Rand, Brockton, Mass., "System
— Importance."
MacDonald, New York, N.
"Photography and
3:00
4:00
M. — Richard Speaight.
FRIDAY, MARCH 30
Friday Morning
9:45 to 10:45 A. M. — Business Session.
10:45
11:15 A. M. — Clarence Stearns, Rochester, Minn.,
"Personality."
11:45
12-00 Noon — Robert Young, San Francisco, California,
"Commercial Demonstration."
2:00 to 2:45 P. M.
the Studio."
2:45 to 3:10 P. M.

L.

in

Pirie

Y.,

Its

to

P.

CARL ZEISS TESSAR
Few commodities dominate

their field for

general excellence and outstanding
superiority to such a marked degree
as the products of Carl Zeiss, Jena.
The heights of joy and the
depths of despair are faithfully portrayed with Zeiss
Tessars, even under
conditions
other lenses fail.

where

to

to

Friday Afternoon
2:00 to 3:00 P. M.
Professors Bussey and Barton, Now York,
New York, "Principals of Salesmanship."
3:00 to 4:00 P. M.
Delegate from American Society of Cinematographers.
Friday Evening
Banquet.

—
—

Advantages of the A.
I.

II.

The Use

CARL

ZEISS, INC.

485 Fifth Avenue,
Pacific Coast

New York

Branch: 728 South Hill Street, Los Angeles,

Calif.

S. C. in the P. A. of A.

Akeley Camera

of Travelling Exhibits.

a.
b.

Five Portrait Exhibits.

d.

Cost lorms for Commercial Photographers.
Cost forms for Portrait Photographers.

Three Commercial Exhibits.
The Use of Standard Forms.
1.
Copyright publication release.
b.
Modrl release for publication and copyright.
c.
Affidavit form for photographers taken for legal pur-

Ray
HOlly 3642

Specialist

B. Olsen

Hotel Dupont

Hollywood

poses.
e.

(The above are
III.

IV.

a.

V.

VI.

all

in

preparation).

The Commercial Photographic Service of the P. A. of A.
a.
A service whereby manufacturers can go to their local
photographer and have work done in different cities
all over the United States and Canada through members of the Commercial Section.
The Winona School.
Portrait Department.

b.
Commercial Department.
The Speakers Bureau.
a.
A service whereby the

80 or 90 clubs throughout
the country can secure the services of 50 or more
of the leading photographers in the country to
address their meetings.
Business Counsellor.
a.
A service whereby the clubs throughout the country
can get the services of an experienced advertising
man who will advise them on the Advertising
Campaign, the tie-up material, and the various services that the Association has to offer.
Services
of this man will be free to all clubs.

(Continued on Next Page)

AKELEY SPECIALIST —
IRA B. HOKE
GRanite 5033

BILLY TUERS
Akeley Specialist
7245 Sycamore Trail

GR

9097
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A Bit of History
How to

A

get
a

a cool light with

Some

As

is

and Graff and Jougla, of France, manufactured
films.
In 1888 Blair furnished Edison with
celluloid films for his experiments and in 1889 the Eastman Kodak Company was manufacturing such material.
In 1894 the Lumiere Brothers of Lyons, France, organized the manufacture of sensitive films and in 1896
their manufacture of negative and positive films had
reached a high degree of perfection.

arcs farther
there's

far lower.

The FIRST showing of PROJECTED motion
which included "The Arrival of a Train in a
Depot," "A Boat Leaving Port," etc., took place at a
private showing March 1st, 1895, followed by other

Cooper Hewitts to give both superior
lighting and economy.
It takes

pictures,

•WL_

private exhibitions to photographic and scientific societies,

COOPER HEWITT ELECTRIC

on June 10, 1895, June 12, July 11, November 10 and
November 16 of the same year.

CO.

The first PUBLIC exhibition took place in the Indian Room in the basement of the "Grand Cafe" in Paris,
the evening of Saturday, December 28, 1895.
The pro-

HOBOKEN, NEW JERSEY
Western Distributing Points

KEESE ENGINEERING

gram was composed

CO.

Santa Monica Blvd.
San Francisco— 77 O'Farrell Street
275

© C. H.

Previous to this exhibition, the only motion pictures
books composed of series of
pictures, viewed by rapidly revolving the pages with the
thumb of the hand that was holding the book) were the
Edison "Kinetoscope," a peep-hole apparatus through
which the cine-photographic film was viewed by one person at a time. The Kinetoscope when exhibited in Paris
in 1894 spurred Mss. Lumiere in their researches on the
taking and projecting of motion pictures.
in existence (besides the little

E. Co., 1928
:

L»

Jan. 1st

of ten pictures of a length of about

45 feet each.

Hollywood— 7380

On

were coated with
Goodwin, of New

photographic

back excessive heat is
no lost time due to make-ups which run, while
current cost

In 1887 Hannibal

Jersey,

beatable.

— hence

far back as 1885 celluloid strips

sensitive emulsion?.

when used in combinaarcs
(to provide red rays),
few
side
tion with a
stock is unpanchromatic
on
the tonal effect
and

in this yarn and in
American Cinematographer

publishes the following bit of history.

actinic value; and,

avoided,

errors of dates appeared

the spirit of impartiality the

COOPER HEWITTS give a cool light of high

in close

staff

ing to light of a French film.

correct tonal effects

Try it!
With the "Coops"

long ago a story by
correspondent concerning the bring-

local periodical published not

United Press

We Moved

The

projected pictures in America using Edi-

first

films, were shown to Mr. Edison in
December, 1895, by Mr. Armat, of Washington, D. C,

son's Kinetoscope

to

the inventor of the projector, in the offices of Raff

Our New and Larger

mon,

in

the Postal Telegraph building,

New York

& Gam-

253 Broadway,

city.

The Lumiere

Building
at

7380 Santa Monica Boulevard
Hollywood, California

Brothers did not exploit their invenmanufacture of medical
and photographic chemicals as well as sensitive plates,
films and papers, one of the most flourishing industries in
the world.
The exploitation of the Cinematographer was conducted by pioneer producers such as Mr. Charles Pathe, whose
establishments led the motion picture world, until the
world war occasioned a complete stop to activities in
Europe.
ticn,

their occupation being the

Keese Engineering Company

The

Agents

P.

A.

of

A.

(Continued from Page 27)
VII.

The Benefit

of

the National

Advertising

in

over

a

dozen

prominent magazines.

Cooper Hewitt Electric Company,

VIII.
IX.

X.

Hoboken, N.

J.

XI.
XII.
XIII.

XIV.

XV.

A

Subscription to the Pathfinder.
The use of Syndicate Form Letters and Direct Mail Literature.
The use of Syndicate Street Car Cards.
Ths use oi Syndicate Newspaper Advertisements.
The use of Syndicate Bill Board Advertisements.
The National Convention.
Decalcomanias and Electrotypes of our Association Emblem.
Fellowship Degree.

E

:
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A Letter from

Cooper

Hewitt
is permitted to refollowing excerpts from an interesting letter
recently received from the Cooper Hewitt Company by

that

>-he

organization's

local

Supplied as

equipment
on DeVry and
other M. P.
Cameras
special

The American Cinematographer

produce

Twenty-nine

representative,

Mr. John T.

6^

Shannon
*

*

*

"It has never been the writer's idea that
fine

any one particular kind of form of light could ever be
developed so that this particular form of light would be
an all-purpose light. In other words, the writer's experience has caused him to believe that the mixture of two
or more different types of lighting varying in quality and
in kind give the cinematographer not only a great leeway in achieving the particular results for which he is
striving, but this mixture of two kinds or qualities of
light allows him to obtain certain artistic values which
could not be obtained by the use of any one kind of light.

*
*
*
"About two years ago the writer, having
knowledge of the qualities and the benefits to be derived
from the use of Panchromatic film, and while at our factory in June, 1926, went into the matter with our engineering and construction departments regarding the possible manufacture cf a tube using a new principle at that
a

Lenses.

1

plete catalogue of fine appa-

Qundlach-Manhattan Optical
900 Clinton

as regards

Our

its

Phone GLadstone 7046

ELMER

we

manner

G.

DYER

Akeley Specialist

The Cooper-Hewitt Electric Company,
of the large General Electric family, has produced in a practical manner this lamp after more than
a

Co.

N. Y.

A. Le Roy Greiner

could vary the light emanations
practically control the light
color emanations.
in this

So., Rochester,

AKELEY SPECIALIST

the yellow green lines.
After the development of this
tube, were it possible, we would try then various methods
of combining these tubes with some form of mechanical

therefrom and

View Cameras and
Write for com-

ratus for the Still Studio.

time, so that we could be able to supply to the cinematographers a combination of tubes each giving light emanations of such character as to obtain the greatest actinic
value at either end of the spectrum and over-lapping at

control of the light so

Since 1884,

manufacturers of

factory,

2 1-2 Years With Universal
THAT'S ENUF SED!

member

a year and a half of experiment and development.
In
other words, we have manufactured and are prepared to

manufacture

in quantities as desired a tube using a prinincandescent neon gas that will supply emanations in the red portion of the spectrum.

ciple of

Keenly anxious ourselves to assisit in any manner
that we can, we have developed at the Hollywood shops
two special Cooper-Hewitt outfits which are particularly
suitable for close-up work.
Each of these outfits consists
of two Cooper-Hewitt U tubes and one Neon red light
tube in the same light frame, said light frame being provded with the necessary devices for raising and lowering
them and tilting the head, and also provided with slots so

FOR.

RENT

HOWELL
BELL - AND
AKELEY CAMERAS
Cameramen
-,

With or Without

SEIDEN

CAMERA EXCHAN G
729 Seventh Ave.

N.Y.C.

Bryant 395

Wire us
for any
New York Scenes
you may need
Prices

Reasonable

1

that various types of diffusing mediums may be used in
conjunction therewith and the outfits are also provided
with a mechanical diaphragm or shutter so the amount
of red rays in the total light emanations
the will of the operator.

With

these lamps effects

may

be varied at

Biurtoini

SteeiK

may

be varied so that an
absolutely noonday sun or afternoon sunlight spectrum
may be obtained at the will of the operator."

Gladstone 6131
Charles J. Davis, A. S. C, has transferred his photographic activities from Warner Brothers' Vitaphone to
Fox Movietone, New York.

:
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MERIT AND EFFICIENCY OF THE
INCANDESCENT LIGHTING EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURED BY MOLERICHARDSON, INC. NOW THOROUGHLY ESTABLISHED-

&
8
8
8

8

8

SUN SPOTS
SIDE LAMPS
UTILITY STRIPS
STUDIO SPOTS

8

OVERHEADS
SPECIALS

8

MOLE-RICHARDSON

INC.

8

STUDIO ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

8
8

6310

PHONE HEMPSTEAD 8191
SANTA MONICA BLVD.
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
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Wouldn't Have Moving Pictures

photographic industry sprang from a mustard
least, the mustard seed plays a most important

"In some way or other these specks increase the efwhich the film is exposed in
the camera and enable the light to change the silver bromide so as to form a trace of metallic silver. The silver
acts during the development as a nucleus on which more
silver can deposit by the chemical process until the whole
Each
of the silver bromide crystal is changed into silver.

Cows

seed.

The
At

Didn't Eat Mustard

part in that industry, for it is tiny traces of mustard oil,
carried into the photographic emulsions through the gelatin,

that

make

the silver salts sensitive to light, according

Dr. C. E. Kenneth Mees, director of the research

lab-

Eastman Kodak Company. In his recent
address before the American Society of Cinematographers,
Dr. Mees explained "The Foundation of a Photographic
oratories of the

Picture."
layer on the film used in a

Kodak

or motion picture camera is composed of billions of tiny
microscopic crystals of silver bromide, of which there are
more on a square inch than there are human beings on the
surface of the globe," said Dr. Mees.
"Recently the
scientists of the

Kodak

research laboratories have studied

these microscopic crystals, and have even studied the behavior of single crystals isolated from their neighbors.
It has been found that the sensitiveness of the films is not

owing

to the grains of silver bromide only, but is in some
ay connected with the presence in those grains of specks

of

some other substance.
Accidental Impurity

"After a long and careful study, the Kodak research
laboratories have found that these specks are produced by
an accidental impurity present in the gelatin. This impurderived from the plants eaten by the animals from
whose skins the gelatin is made. There is only a very
ity is

amount of it in the gelatin, but when the gelatin
used for making the film, the tiny bit of sulphur which
the impurity contains reacts with the silver bromide and
produces specks of silver sulphide on the crystals.
small
is

fectiveness of the light to

of the original crystals of the film, therefore, after ex-

posure to light becomes a grain of silver in the developed

and

film,

"The creamy white

M

W~W^

We

If

to

v w* W W* WW *

it is

of these grains of silver that the

jected on the screen

is

image pro-

composed."

Forms Minute Battery

The speaker explained how Dr. S. E. Sheppard discovered that the sensitizing material in gelatine is mustard
oil, and how in the production of the photographic emulsion it is changed to an alkali sulphide.
He also pointed
out the mechanism devised by A. P. H. Trivelli to explain how this trace of silver sulphide produced as tiny
specks on the silver bromide grain causes enough silver to
be produced to make the grain developable. Of this, Dr.
Mees

said

"If

we

accept Trivelli's hypothesis, the silver bro-

mide was made to conduct electricity by the light which
fell on it, and for one-fiftieth of a second a current flowed
through the little battery made of silver sulphide and a
trace of silver.
The current decomposed some of the
silver bromide and produced a speck of silver. This speck
then acted in development as a nucleus for the deposition
of more silver until the whole exposed crystal was turned
into a speck of black silver."
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Sky Stuff
By Perry Evans, A.

S.

COEPZ
CINE LENSES

C.

In another air production which required desert scenchose Dry Lake, twenty miles from Victorville, as
our location. After a few days out in the heat our pilots
became restless and as an incentive were told that as soon
ery

as

we

we

finished

we would

fly to

Mexicala and take on some-

This
thing cool and soothing and then fly back home.
we did, and not mentioning any names, one little "runt"
aviator flying a ship in keeping with his

own

was capable

of flying his

own

crate,

drunk or
from all

After assuring us that he would refrain
"monkey business" and keep his place in formation, we
tucked him in his crate, strapped him down, turned over
hi? motor and he took off with the rest of us.

sober.

For the first half hour everything went fine when
suddenly friend Midget takes a nose dive out of formation
with motor wide open, and while we held our breath,
expecting to see him hit the ground at 300 miles an hour
he levelled her off and nosed her almost straight into the
air to an altitude of 3000 feet above us where he did
every stunt known to aviation and a few that were never
heard of, ending up by turning his ship upside down and
flying in that position for a mile or more, then came back
and took his place in formation. This performance he
repeated two or three times before we arrived at our
home port, where he came down and made a perfect
three-point landing regardless of the fact he had more
under his belt than when we strapped him in down on
the border.

In reprimanding him for his action his excuse was
little bottle on his hip, and being afraid to

that he had a

hold

it

to his

mouth

the terrific kick

in the customary manner, for fear
from the propeller would blow it out of

hand, he conceived the idea of crouching down behind
wind resistance, holding the bottle between his knees and putting his mouth over the neck of
it
then turned his ship upside down and in that manner
let the contents gurgle down his throat.
When asked why all the "monkey business" before
turning his ship upside down, he replied: "Oh, that was
when I was struggling with the bottle trying to get the
cork out."

his

the cowl to avoid

Roy Davidge
Film Laboratories
Negative Developing and Daily Print
exclusively

6701

SANTA MONICA BLVD.
HOLLY 1944

the

Superior Quality

size insisted

on entering into the Mexican atmosphere by drinking
In going back to our ships the little man had
"tequilla."
to be carried most of the way, so I suggested that some one
else fly his ship and let him ride back with some of the
To this the boys unanimously agreed that
other pilots.
the midget

Goerz Cine Lenses are being used all ove
World because they are of

We

manufacture

in

Kino—Hypar
We

our

New York

F. 2.7

factory the

and

F. 3

in focal lengths from 1-inch to 4-inch
also have an imported, superspeed series

Cinegor F. 2 and F. 2.5
from 1%-inch to 4-inch
and the telephoto series

in focal lengths

Telestar F. 4-5
in focal lengths from 4% -inch to 13% inch
for long distance shots and close-ups
We make all kinds of trick devices, precision
focusing mounts, focusing microscopes and special

camera

fittings.

undertake the development of your own
Write us. A new cataideas along optical lines.
logue, listing the complete line of Goerz Lenses and
accessories, will be mailed on request.

We

CP. Goerz American Optical Co.
317 E. 34th

St.

New

York, N. Y.

—

—
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was never in as healthy a condition as
sure mean it. Pictures has been awful
sick for some time past
awful sick. For a long time
they've been all bloated up out of any reasonable proportion and a lot of saps thought that was good. Well,
said pictures

I

now and

they are

Then

it wasn't.
ho'd of the

get out of
soever to

I

bunch of

again, a

game and was running

what kind

what they could

for

and without any regard what-

for themselves,

it

had got

fast talkers

it

made while they

of pictures they

w^re doing it. That's another thing that was wrong.
Then we had the family system of hiring one studio
was fixed so that all the good jobs was held by one
family. And then again, there was the social system of
hiring and firing
you know; the system where the contracts were talked over on week ends and what not. That
was all rotten yet the patient looked fine. The patient
really awful sick all the time, looked good because
everybody had jobs and money was rollin' in fine.

—

—

—

—

But

mean

jobs don't

A

mean work.

prosperity and

squirrel in a whirligig

activity don't
plenty active but

is

he don't get nowhere. Well, that's just what
like with pictures. We've been awful busy but
done nothing just ridin' on a merry-go-round.

it's

been

we

ain't

—

To

Concerning Panics

my worm's

preciate

but when the hooey
kinda have to let go with some good
fatherly advice. I'm sorry; but you ain't as stuck to read
this as I am to write it.
I

hate like thunder to preach

gets just so thick

The

is

all

closing

plenty.

Wait

have and

you've been fired as often as I
I've been out on my neck so often
wouldn't seem nacheral, somethat it just don't count
how if I wasn't bein' fired for sump'n or other.
lot
But that ain't the point. Here's what's what.
of studios is closed and everybody's scared, and that's
v. hat
the
makes me peevish.
the scare?
panic? If you're due for the gate you're going to get it;
'till

you'll feel different.

Why

Why

you won't and that's that.
pipe cinch weeping and wailing about the
if

you

ce way

ain't

or

It's

—

aters

possibilities

the ether ain't helping matters

The

none,

biggest investment in pictures

biggest bv

many

times.

things,

Up

it.

you can ap-

now

until

open the

lets

everybody's

b^en workin' for the guy right over him, ain't they?

Cameramen have been workin'
rectors has been workin'

but

Our

Big Boss has been workin'

is

this

—

—

—

and su-

;

jjbs

— NOT
Now

A

the the-

But

hurts.

on the

somethin'

is

that

dumb

nobody pleases

public

is

that

the public has a

getting

is

ain't got

it

happens

—new

public started

the

funny way of

and when they does these

quiet,

usually

And when

was

cost

it

things

that

poor

the

Everybody's trying to

result

never holler about nothin', no matter

It don't

sump'n.
that

and the

pictures.

hard

things

Presidents

all.

make

No more

of a holler than that

Lots of them.

lots of pictures.

money. We're so used

—but

They

;

much

But

to us in pictures as six bits does in cash

it's all

money

the guys that's putting

Now when
public

—slacked

as they used to,

somebody

is

it

the public
off

all

it

mean

money.

it has to come from
come from? You're right

just the same,

somewhere. Just where does

— —

it

to shooting a quarter million

or so on a picture that a quarter million doesn't
1

or

pictures

gettin'

a little bit too lousy to go to, they stopped going

was

We

a

is

better pictures!

funny thing about the public

voice.

doin'

else

Meanwhile

some lousy

—

we do know

what happens?

then,

anybody.

hjw

make

to

somebody

please

no

Well, we don't

but what

everybody has been breakin' their necks to hold their

:

—

equipment is just a drop in the bucket compared to what's
tied up in the Temples of the Cinema.
What are they
going to do tear the seats out of the theaters and rent
'em out for garages or sump'n? Or maybe let the kids
ure the pipes out of the organs for blowguns? Hooey
ar d lots of it! Sure the studios is closing down
and maybe some of us is out of jobs, but that don't mean pictures
is going on the rocks by a long way
no sir! Them theaters has got to have good pictures and lots of them
and that's as flat as your foot!

directors; di-

—what?

to

Make money, maybe;

know.

took.

studio buildings and

please

to

to please supervisors

pervisors has been workin' to please the Big Boss and the

a lead

on the contrary, is hurting things a heluva lot
and that's what makes me sore. You'd think everybody
in pictures was a lot of spoiled babies, the way they
bellyache around about sump'n they're afraid maybe
might happen.
The whole blamed truth about the matter is that
pictures was never in as healthy a position as they are
now. Th^re ain't nothin' going to happen to 'em
that
is,
nothin' that shouldn't happen. Stop and think for
a minute.

view of

deal right up and look at

—

A

and

to the ground, so's

eye

;

I

down. Most everybody
is out.
There ain't no jobs. There ain't no jobs in sight.
Boo-Hoo. Razzberry! That kinda talk makes me sick
studios

down

get right

and

up!

— the poor dumb long-suffering

on standing bad movies as tolerantly

somebody wanted

to

know why; and

the guys that's holding the sock

—

that

the guys

—

—

:
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EASTMAN
PANCHR OMA TIC

NEGATIVE
Distributed by

BRULATOUR,

E.

J.

Inc.

Edward O. Blackburn, Vice President

6700 Santa Monica

that's got the

THE MOVIES
The minute
and

sniffing

WHAT'S

in

WRONG WITH

Money Boys

the

around

up

started picking

a lot of False

—and shut down
Are you attached
worry! —
you're shore

their

The American

Alarms ducked

to a False

Alarm?

stuck!

Guys

—up

received this self-explanatory telegram

Carbons Company,

you are

open season for

It's

Fast Talkers, Fakes, and Smart

Bluffers,

If

with

on the deal had an idea they'd get

They

didn't

the job to see that they do.

—and
And

now

on

they're here

they'll see

—don't ever

k'V yourself that they won't!

And

that's

why

I

—and
cameraman, or—

Honest Supervision

—

is

right

now

for they're at last

today

under

the guy that's willing to shoot

square, be he laborer, supervisor, prop-man, director, set-

on

BUT!

Oh, boy! The smart ones

full details

course,

this

camera-punk and

— but

nothing

I

have

all
I

New

vention

in

pictures industry to be benefited by inven-

Light Transformer stop

film has just been
of

The most

recent in-

improving the light source for Panchromatic

announced by the research laboratories

National Carbon Co.

By

a

very simple

combina-

don't

mean

guesses.

This

is

iii

it is

now

the reds and yellows

possible to obtain a light richer

compared with the blues than any

other source of light ever used in the motion pictures in-

This invention which may be termed

former

is

gets,

he's

will enable studios to obtain from their present arc

lamp

equipment

light

that's been living

—what

a thing.

the ordinary glass

dustry.

a sock

remarkable because of

a

know

one of them.

its

a light trans-

very simplicity

its

most complete range of photographic

use

of the highest efficiency for either Orthochromatic or Pan-

chromatic film.

I'm just

don't see nothing or don't

my

tion of

he's

—

AND HOW!

nose they've got coming!

Of
a

what he

pull, family connection, or party ability

in the

published without

In the next issue the subject will be treated

if

well, yes, even stand-in

willing to play square and give for
safe.

is

This message,

tion of a carbon arc light with a special glass in place of

say that pictures

very healthiest condition

dresser,

Cleveland, Ohio.

to

stuck their dough into pictures figur-

a profit

a square break.

in its

from the National

their friends.

The Boys who
make

Inc.,

received at the time of going to press

comment.

Motion
ing to

Society of Cinematographers has just

for

their studios to cover their tracks.

for

"Light Trans -

former"

and how!

cover

and including

New

dough that we make pictures with. They've

suddenly got interested

ears

Hollywood, California

Blvd.

The

color of the light source can be varied

from the intense blue white of the white flame arc
rich red

to the

yellow light obtained with the light transformer.

NATIONAL CARBONS

CO., INC.
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—
FOR RENT— To
Mitchell

FOR RENT

Complete Mitchell outfit with astro lenses, six magaby Al Gilks, HE 1490.

zir.es,

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: Four cents a word. Minimum charge one dollar per insertion. All copy must be prepaid j nd
must reach us before the fifteenth of the month
preceding publication.

reliable party, one Bell & Howell camera with
legs; Astro Lens F. 2.3., Fl. 8. 6 magazines. Fred
Hoefner mat box. In perfect shape and fully equipped. Joe

F. 2.3.

—B Two
& L

6730.

&

Bell
2.7.

Howell cameras, large finders, astro
Frank Cotner, HO 5046.

lenses,

CAMERA—

FOR RENT,

3 Bell & Howells. Fully equipped. Lenses
2.3, 2.5 and 2.7. Large finders; Baby tripod.
No. 6 Lense.
Special side prism. Also Special Hi speed DeBrie. Call B. B.
Ray, A. S. C. Office, GR 4274. Home, OL 2727. 1119 N Edge-

;

mont Ave.

FOR RENT

American Cinematographer,
1222 Guaranty Building,

ORegon

LaShelle.

FOR RENT

—CAMERAS,

ALL KINDS.

Akeley,

Bell

& Howell

170%, also Speed DeVry Graflex, Still (late model Anscos). For
rent by day or week to responsible parties.
Ries Bros., Ries
Bldg., 1152 No. Western Ave.
Phone GRanite 1185; Residence,

Hollywood, California

HO-1055.

WANTED— MOTION
170-DEGREE

MITCHELL

PICTURE CAMERAS

Have 1924 Buick Sport
Touring car, in excellent condition, as down payment.
Remainder to be paid within six months of purchase. Write or
phone Herman Schopp, care of the A. S. C, 1219 Guaranty
Bell

and Bell & Howell cameras. F.1.8 and F.2.3 lens equipment. A'l kinds of lenses and equipment for rent. John S.
Stumar, 3->02 Cardiff Ave., Palms, Los Angeles. Phone: Culver
City 35 M
or call C. Glouner, Camera Dept., Universal City,

and Howell wanted.

Building, Hollywood, California.

GRanite 4274 or GRanite 4704.

WANTED, CAMERA — Will

buy Bell & Howell camera. State price
and equipment. John P. Whalen. Gl. 1101 or A. S. C. GR. 4274.

WANTED, CAMERA— 170

degree Bell & Howell camera. Would
like Mitchell tripod. Harry H. Cooper, 851 No. Fuller Street.

Phone GL 5239.

WANTED — Mitchell,

\

for cash or will trade Bell

Must be completed

outfit.

W.

V. Skall,

& Howell and cash.
6156, 1243% N.

.

HEmps.ead

Motion Picture Camera. Complete
Wyckoff, Phone Care A. S. C, GRanite 4274.

BELL & HOWELL.

— Phone

BELL & HOWELL

Must be

in

description

1358 Mullett Street, Detroit, Michigan.
cash, DeBrie, Pathe,
Bell
& Howell Standard
Send full description. Bass Camera Company, 179
West Madison Street, Chicago.

cameras.

FOR SALE —CAMERAS
—
Akeley Camera. Complete equipment. Akeley
equipped with 180 degree adjustable shutter and

FOR SALE

side

focusing prism, Panoramic Arm, Tilting arm, Telescopic pan
handle, regular pan handle Ball and socket head.
Tripods,
Large tripod with Mitchell legs Baby tripod adjustable legs.
Magazines, Five standard Akeley Magazines, built in scratchproof features. Lens Equipment. 1 pair 35
matched Carl

E.

BURTON STEENE.

Bell & Howell, and Akeley.
Complete Camera equipment.
Latest models.
Address American Society of
Cinematographers, Hollywood. California.

BELL & HOWELL,
Baby

tripod.

GRanite 9845.

170, with 30, 40, 50 and 75 lens equipment.
Also B. & H. Cine motor.
Charles Stumar.
7501 Lexington Ave., Hollywood.

FOR TRADE—CAMERAS

WILL TRADE—Carl
Trade for

late

Zeiss, F. 3.5, 50

MM

pair 50

including the 8 1/ inch lens, equipped for all kinds of mattes
and glass filters both graduated sky and discs, etc. Auxiliary
sun shade; Set of hard mattes and inside filter holders, Test
tank, two foot capacity, changing bag. Special film rewind.
Equipment cases: Lens case, special padding for travelling.
Magazine case, holds five magazines; camera case; Accessory
case, holds Worth matte box, Mitchell finder, six magazines
and all accessories. These four cases are equipped with Yale
locks. Tripod head case; Tripod case for large tripod. Tripod
case for baby tripod. For sale by cash or will take trade-in
on Bel) & Howell camera. Call GR 4274 or GR 4704. Harry
G. Mason. A. S. C.
FOR SALE DeVry Projector, using standard film. Cost $225.
New. (See machine in A. S. C. office, 1220 Guaranty Building).
$100 cash or less. Make and offer. Call GR 4274.
FOR SALE Bell & Howell Camera, 120 degree shutter. John
Thompson. Escondido, Box 183, Route A.
FOR SALE, CAMERA Super-speed Debrie equipment. 2-inch B.
& L. Lens, 2 magazines, 1 tripod, 2 jacks. Price $750.00. Abe
Scholtz. See camera in A. S. C. office. GR 4274.
FOR SALE New Eyemo camera, carrying case, extra magazine.
Price $225. Call Ben White, OX 7335.
FOR SALE— Brand new Wilart, never used, with 50
Carl Zeiss
F-3.5 lens in Micrometer mount. 200 ft. magazine carrying
case.
Cost *175.
Best offer takes it.
Write Art-Craft Jewelry Co., Wollaston, Mass.

—

—

—

—

MM

FOR RENT

—

FOR RENT

—CAMERAS
Degree Cameras, F. 2.3 and
Complete equipment. Eddie
Hollywood, HEmpstead 8333 or

Linden, 6017 Elinor Ave.,
A. S. C. office, GR 4274, GR 4704.
FOR RENT 2 Mitchell cameras complete studio equipment No. 85
regular movement, No. 97 high speed movement 40
and
75
Astro 1.8 lenses. 50
2.3 Astro. Extra magazines
for rent.
Also Eyemo camera with Hoefner Trueball tripod
head. Pliny W. Home, 1318 N. Stanley Ave., Hollywood 7682.
FOR RENT 170 Bell & Howell 2.3 Astro 2". Carl Zeiss 35
2" and 3" Mitchell Finder, Mitchell Tripod and tripod head.
Ira B. Hoke, 1312 N. Detroit St., GR 5033.
FOR RENT Camera equipment: 1 Mitchell Camera, 1 Mitchell
Speed Camera with attachment, new.
1
1
Bell & Howell,
Akeley (Full Equipment). Ted Tettzlaff, Phone GR 9255. 1724
N. Western Ave., Hollywood.

MM

MM

—

—

FOR RENT

MM

MM

& H. mount.
Bert Longenecker, 597-

lens in B.

—STILL CAMERAS

Camera, focal plane shutter, complete,
1 Mitchell Friction Tripod, new, for B. & H.
1 Eyemo Camera
with special lock. 1 4x5 Graflex B. & L. lens. 1 B.-H. Low
Boy to fit new style B.-H. Tripod head. Joe LaShelle, 639 N.
1

8x10

Sierra Bonita,

ONE

8x10

still

Still

ORegon 6730.

camera

—

complete.

Care A.

S.

O, GRanite 4274.

FOR RENT— MISCELLANEOUS

FOR RENT
shape.

— One

Cinemotor with Veeder Counter in first-class
OL-2727, 1119 N. Edgemont Street.

Call B. B. Ray,

FOR SALE—LENSES

—Carl
mount. Looks

FOR SALE, LENSES
B.

&

H.

Zeiss, F. 3.5, 50
like

new.

mm., mounted

in latest

Perry Evans, 413 No. Mar-

iposa Ave., Hollywood, California.

BELL & HOWELL,
Eyemo.

also

E.

ASTRO lenses. Akeley Camera complete,
Burton Steene, 1760 No. Wilcox Ave., GLad-

all

stone 6131.

ONE

two-inch Bausch & Lomb F.2 :7 one Dahlmeyer Pentac 37 mm.
F.2 :9. Georges Benoit, care of American Society of Cinematographers, Hollywood, California.
;

NEW

40 mm. Goerz Hypar f. 3. 5. lens in Bell & Powell mount:
price, $50.00.
Write Charles Clarke, 1222 Guaranty Building,
Hollywood, California.

WANTED— PROJECTOR
USED SIMPLEX

wanted.

State model, price, condition, etc.

Ad-

Box R, American Cinematographer.

dress

WANTED— MISCELLANEOUS
FOR RENT, LENSES

Three Bell & Howell 170
F. 2.5 lenses, Mitchell Tripod legs.

—

FOR RENT

MM

matched Carl Zeiss in
Akeley mount. 1 pair 75 MM matched Carl Zeiss in Akeley
In.
1
8
matched finder Carl Zeiss in Akeley mount.
1
in
matched finder Carl Zeiss in Akeley mount.
5Vi
1
SVi in. matched finder Carl Zeiss in Akeley mount.
1
12 in.
matched finder Dahlmeyer in Akeley mount. Accessories, Erect
Mitchell finder with mounting to go on top of camera; Special
Worth Matte box, matte on all lenses, from 35 MM to and
1

mm.

model Veedor Counter.

724.

;

Zeiss in Akeley mount.

8797 or Hollywood

Friction Tilthead, 3 Mitchell cameras, 2 Bell & Howell.
Astro F. 1.8, F. 2.3 lenses. Extra lenses and magazines. J. R.
Lockwood, 523 N. Orange St.. Glendale. Glen. 3361 W. Hollywood address, 959 Seward, HO 4366.

Camera,

special

OL

Perry Evans,

MITCHELL

Inc.,

WANTED — For

Alvin

A. S. C.

GR

buy 170 degree Bell & Howell camera outfits.
A-No.-l condition and priced right.
Give full
and serial number. Wilding Picture Productions,

outfit.

Observatory Ave., Los

Victor Milner, 2221
Angeles, California. 596-944.

Fairfax, Hollywood, Calif.

WANTED — Will

3131.

ONE DE VRY

—Trick

lenses of

all

descriptions for rent by
GR 3830,

day or week. Call George Meehan, A. S. C. Phone
744 North Curson Ave., Hollywood, California.

WANTED — Will
Call

buy Bell & Howell cinemotor and a 32 M. M. Lense.
Herman Schopp, HOlly 4735 or care A. S. C. office. GR.

4274.

FOR SALE—SPECIAL CAMERA EQUIPMENT
COMPLETE new style Bell & Howell matt box for sale. Joseph
Walker, 1037 N. Sycamore Ave., Hollywood.

B.

Phone GLadstone

3797.

PATHE panorama head for professional camera, with detachable
aluminum tilting head, easily adapted to any standard tripod.
A first-class unit for some one, who is experimenting or enin research work, to add to their equipment.
Guaranty Bldg., Hollywood.
Norton, care A. S.

gaged

C

Stephen

S.

And, History
The

original

workable long

JVM Repeat—

motion picture film

rolls

colored film

base....

duplicating film. ..panchromatic negative...
the history of important developments in

American motion picture materials is a
factful story of this Company's cooperation
with the cinematographic industry.

Obviously an association that has borne
such

fruits in

the past can be expected to

For 1929 Eastman
resources and Eastman cooperation are
pledged anew to the further advancement
of the motion picture art.
repeat in the future.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

There will be no interruption
our production program

in

during the building of

our new plant.

Mitchell Camera Corporation
6011-60x5 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood, California

DEPENDABILITY
one thing to photograph a
motion picture but it is quite anIt is

other to get the full values of
the thing photographed.

The photography

of motion
pictures is so serious a business
that Dependability is almost the
principal consideration in cinema production.

synonym

for dependability
It is, in fact,
in negative film.
film insurance.
Is a

The

(fflSP

trade

mark has never been

placed on an Inferior Product.

Dupont-Pathe Film Mfg. Corp.
35 West 45th

Street,

New York

Smith and Aller,

Inc.

Pacific Coast Distributors

1056 North Cahuenga Ave.
Hollywood,

GRanite 6669
Calif.
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The Spring Convention Will Open

On

in

Hollywood

the Ninth of April

Mr.

L. C. Porter, of the Edison Lamp Works, HarJ., and secretary of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, who is in Hollywood arranging for the
spring convention of that organization, announces that
April 9, has been selected as the opening date and that he
expects a good attendance, considering the long distance
to be traveled by most of the delegates.
rison,

March, 1928

N.

theory and practice of motion picture engineering and the
and sciences; the standardization of mechanisms

allied arts

and practices employed

therein,

a high professional standing

"Ever

since

its

and the maintenance of
its members."

among

organization, the Society has shown
It has become to the motion
the Society of Automotive Engineers

a steady and healthy growth.

picture world

what

Officers of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers:
Left to right, they are: C. Francis Jenkins, founder
of the Society: John A. Summers, secretary pro tern; L. A. Jones, past president; W. C. Hubbard, treasurer;
Kroesen, member board of governors; H. P. Gage, vice-president; Willard B. Cook, president; J. H.
Theiss, member of board of governors J. I. Crabtree, member of board of governors and chairman of papers
committee; F. H. Richardson, member board of governors, and Miss Schmidt, not an officer but the one who
has for years taken the shorthand minutes of every meeting.

J. C.

;

The

local

committees are
;

Mille Studios; J. C. Ball, Technicolor.
Papers -J. C. Ball, Technicolor; L. C. Porter, Secretary S. M. P. E. Dan Clark, President A. S. C. ; A.
G. Volk, John W. Boyle, A. S. C; Fred W. Beetson;
Douglas Sheerer, M.-G.-M.; Joseph Dubray, A. S. C.J

—

;

W.

V. D. Kelley.

The entire local motion picture industry will cooperate in the entertainment of the engineers and their
sojourn here will be made memorable. The program will
be announced in the April
The first introduction of the S. M. P. E. to Hollywood was in 1922 when Harold E. O'Brien, then of
Lasky's, wrote a monograph on the Society for

CINEMATOGRAPHER.

THE

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, excerpts
from which follow
In February, 1916, twenty-five men met in New
city and organized the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers. The objects of this organization, as stated in

York

the constitution and by-laws, are:

to the automobile industry; the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers to the electrical industry, or the Illuminating Engineering Society to any who use light. The
is

—

Arrangements Chairman, Fred W. Beetson Roy
Pomeroy, Paramount; W. V. D. Kelley, Kelley Color;
William Sistrom, Metropolitan Studios; A. G. Voile, De

'Advancement

in

the

entirely self-supporting and its finances
is
healthy shape. All of the officers serve without pay.
society

in

''The society meets semi-annually, in the Spring and
These conventions afford a common ground on
which men in the various branches of motion picture
work meet each other to exchange and discuss ideas, to
standardize methods and equipment. This work will unquestionably result not only in the production of better
pictures, but also in improving their surroundings and
broadening their application for scientific research, education and entertainment.
Fall.

"The transactions of these conventions are issued
stmi-annuallv, and contain very valuable data on all
branches of the industry.
"The present membership of about two hundred is
drawn from many states in the U. S. A., several foreign
countries, Canada and Cuba.
So you can realize that no
matter what your connections with the motion picture
industry

would

may

find

be, whether technical or otherwise, you
something of value and interest in the society.

:

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
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"In October of 1920 I attended the convention' at
Dayton, Ohio, and I assure you it was well worth while.
It was a pleasure to meet member engineers from the various large manufacturers of equipment, like Eastman, Bell
& Howell, General Electric, Westinghouse and many
other representative firms.
"These engineers seemed eager and anxious to meet
others engaged in the industry, particularly those directly
connected with the actual production of pictures, for they
realize that the success of their product

depends upon

meet the demands

at the studio,

present.

would

better

ulate active interest in the greatest production center of
in Hollywood, we be allowed to
organize a local chapter along the same lines as the American Institute of Electrical Engineers and hold local
meetings where papers would be presented and discussed.

the industry, located

that

do likewise?

There
and

who

The

not

are

two

are

active.

member

in

membership, associate
membership is for those
An assoactive engineering work.
classes of

associate

entitled to attend all meetings, discuss
papers and receive all transactions, etc., but is not entitled to vote for officers.
An active member is entitled
ciate

"The

is

meet the needs of the motion picture industry. You will find them quite willing to learn these
needs and to co-operate with you. It is up to us to work
with them so that the entire industry may benefit.
While at Dayton I told the membership committee
that I felt the society needed more members among the
technical men of the studios, and that in order to stim-

A'so

Motion Picture Engineers. Just think of the results
accomplished in other lines by the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers, who have established standards that
Is
are recognized throughout the electrical industry.
there any reason why the motion picture industry cannot

is

to all of these privileges.

particularly true of electrical equipment.
Think of the great improvements that can be accomplished by showing these manufacturers that certain
changes should be made in their product in order that it

"This

directors, are not very well organized, and
that great benefits can be reasonably expected by a large
membership in such an organization as the Society of

eramen and

its

and many of us
know that much of the apparatus we are using in some
lines is more or less of a makeshift that has been handed
to us in about the same form it was used on the stage years
ago, or as it is used in some other commercial lines at
ability to

Five

members from Hollywood
on the various committees of the
to obtain co-operation and best results.
welcomed these suggestions and agreed
upon such a plan.
we will all concede that the technical
industry, with the exception of the cam-

representative

studios be appointed
society in order

The committee
to act favorably

"I believe
branches of the

as

follows

qualifications for an active

An

:

active

member

shall

member
not be

less

than

twenty-five years of age, and shall be:

A

motion picture engineer by profession. He
have been in the practice of his profession for a
period of at least three years, and shall have taken the
(a)

shall

responsibility for the design, installation or operation of
systems or apparatus pertaining to the motion picture in-

dustry.

A

person regularly employed in motion picwho by his inventions or proficiency in motion picture science or as an executive of a
motion picture enterprise of large scope, has attained a
recognized standing in the motion picture art.

"(b)

tures or closely allied work,

"An associate member shall not be less than twentyone years of age, and shall be a person who is interested
in or connected with the study of motion picture technical
problems or tie application of the same.

The Ho'lywood members

of the S.

M.

P. E. are

Joseph A. Ball, Technicolor Corporation, 1006 N.
Cole avenue, Hollywood, Cal. Lester E. Cuffe, Hollywood, Cal.; Max Handschiegel, 1040 McCadden place,
(Continued on Page 20)
;

Left to right: J. C. Kroesen, G. E. Lamp Works, Harrison, N. J.; Lewis M. Townsend, supervisor of projection for Eastman Co., Rochester, N. Y. F. H. Richardson, Chauncey L. Greene, W. T. Yutzy, both from
Minneapolis, Minn.; Ira Gordon, projectionist, Akron, Ohio; Arthur Gray, chief projectionist, Lancaster
Theatre, Boston, Mass.; "Bill" Kunzman, National Carbon Co., Cleveland, Ohio; C. Francis Jenkins, "Founder of the S. M. P. E. ;" (Name Omitted) J. H. Kurlander, of the Brenkert Company; Samuel Burns, vice;

;

president International Projector Corporation;

are listed

(Name Omitted);
Corporation.

P.

A.

McGuire,

International

Projector

R
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EDITORIAL-The Voice of the A. S.
By unanimous vote of the Board of Governors
A. S. C, Mr. Joseph Dubray, technical editor
The American Cinematographer has been

of the
of

chosen to represent the Society at the Forty-sixth

Annual Convention of the Photographers Association of America to be held at Louisville, Kentucky,

March 27th to 30th inclusive.
As a soldier, linguist, orator,

writer, researcher,

photographer and cinematographer, with a
background of thirty years to enrich his store of
knowledge Mr. Dubray is an ideal courier to carry
the message of the A. S. C. to the P. A. of A. and
he will go prepared to show the assembled artists
in the Kentucky metropolis not only how motion
pictures are made, but the equipment with which
they are registered on the film and he will tell the
story of production with both the spoken word
and a motion picture shot by members of the A. S. C.

The A.

C.

indebted to Mr. C. Curtis Fetfirst unit of the stills exhibit
now in process of assembly and installation at the
Society's headquarters in the Guaranty Building,
Hollywood. Mr. Fetter's unit includes 27 stills,
three of them hand colored, and to say they are
very beautiful is but faint praise for a wonderful

A.

ters,

C.

S.

C,

S.

is

for the

artist.

scientist,

f

M^NiA

Robert

M.

Parker, A. S. C.

is

preparing a

unit for ancther panel of our assembly

other

all

members

room and

are not only cordially invited,

but urged to contribute units, numbering no matter
how few or how many stills in order that our walls
may be covered with the finest exhibit of still pictures in America. That's our ambition. Come in
and reserve your panel and send in your works of
art.

I
'

i
I

for the occasion.

The P. A. of A. is one of the most substantial,
prosperous, enterprising and progressive organizaAmerica. With forty-eight years of history
behind it the P. A. of A. has come to be an American institution in the best sense of the term and
it
rank? internationally with the Royal Photographic Society of England.
One year ago last October this peppy organization took the first steps toward a national adtions in

campaign

promote the interests of the
professional photographer and to date they have
raised more than $1,600,000 for a four years' cam-

vertising

It has a membership of over 4000 and has in
two years multiplied its association activities about
400 percent.

The A. S. C. thus officially acknowledges the
honor done it by the P. A. of A. in extending an
invitation to our Society to send a representative to
Louisville and it feels sure that out of this entente
cordiale will arise an enduring spirit of co-operation to the glory of photography not only in America but throughout the world.
The A. S. C. also takes this occasion to congratulate the P. A. of A. upon its phenomenal success and growth and pledges its friendship and best
efforts in assisting the Association to

work out

its

of constructive propaganda.

The Mazda Marathon at Warner Brothers
Studio has been a great get-together affair for the
technicians of the Hollywood production groups and
now thnt we are together let us keep together and,
as one man, work to sell the pictures to the public. This can best be done by every man giving the
best that

is

in

him

to the picture.

These are the

days of "shopping." The picture fan shops for his
picture entertainment as he shops for his necessities at the stores. In other words, we must not only
sell the pictures to the public but we must make

them

stay sold.

a

member

of our society

and the engraver's attrac-

tive reproduction has decided the editor that hence-

forth the front covers of

tographer

be

The American Cinema-

reproduced

exclusively

pictures shot by artists of the

still

in

will

A.

S.

C.

from
Send

your masterpiece.

to

paign.

program

Our front cover this month is a study from
the camera of Robert M. Parker, A. S. C. Its
beauty and perfection of art is entirely worthy of

The

incandescent light tests since January 18,
Warner Brothers Studio will continue into March. Up to time of going to press
upwards of fifty tests had been made by the same

in

progress at

number

of

members

of the

of film had been used.

A.

No

S.

C. and 78,000 feet

report of results can

committee in charge has
which will not be
until all returns are in. It may be said, however,
that the demonstration promises important developments to the great benefit of the photographic
department of the industry.

be

published

summed up

until

the

the tests in detail

Just what is all this propaganda against Westthe eagerness to kill the
ern Pictures about?
goose that laid the golden egg for so many producers. Has somebody an axe to grind or is it just a
case of movie blues?

Why

C. Outposts are being farther and farther
Claude
S. C. is in Siam
Carter, A. S. C. is in Sydney, Australia; John
Dored, A. S. C. is in the Baltic provinces; Rene
Guissart, A. S. C, is in France; Claude McDon-

A.

S.

outflung.

nell

Len Roos, A.

;

A. S. C, is in London, England J. B. ShackelA. S. O, is leaving in the spring for the Gobi
;

ford,

another brother is leaving soon for Central
still another for South Africa. Verily
the A. S. C. is rapidly becoming international in its

Desert

;

America and
activities.

1
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For

Trick

Seven

Work

Mr. Fred A. Barber Announces the Perfection
Wonderful New Optical Printer
The
£1

printing
v
°.

motion picture „ TT
r
By' Herford
from the negative

of

.

,

films by projection

film onto the positive film
as old as the

is

almost

of a

^
c
a b.
c U.,
f m 'dway
Tynes UOWLING,
A.

between perforations but bestandard frame i ine was
adopted there was no uniformity and
and the line might be on the cenfore

p. R, p, §.

motion picture business.

Nearly every inventor who worked
with motion pictures at the inception of the industry
used whatever size film that he fancied suitable for his
purpose. Even after Thomas A. Edison standardized the
size of the film to practically the same as it is today,
other companies continued to operate with odd sized film

ter

the

of

the

or anywhere

perforation,

between

Where more

than
one camera was used on a production the picture jumped
out of frame at every camera change so that the projection machine operator had to keep his hand constantly
on the framing lever. Optical printers were used to a
limited extent for making prints with a uniform frame
line. Some of the news companies like Pathe reperforated
negatives to a uniform line until the adoption of the
standard frame line rendered this unnecessary.
the perforations,

else.

When the law forbidding the inter-state shipping of
prize fight films was passed optical printers were put in
operation with the two heads on opposite sides of the
state line and the picture was projected across the line
onto the film on the other side. Once more genius went

No.

1

—Complete

view of optical printer ready for operation.

until coavinced against their will that they could not go

against the principle of standardization.

In order to

make

use of the negatives which they made, they found it necessary to print their larger sized negatives on the Edison

mm. stock. Most of these odd sized negatives of
any commercial value were larger than 35 mm. in width
and in order to make standard prints they used crude
optical printers constructed on the same principal as the
reduction printers which are used today for the production of 16 mm. prints from 35 mm. negatives. Usually

or 35

printers consisted of two projection mamounted on a board or table with a lens
between them and a lamphouse behind the head carrying
these

optical

chine heads

By means

the negative film.

of this arrangement a small

picture of the negative could be projected
tive film in the

two machines

upon the

posi-

By operating
was made from

standard projection head.
unison a small print

in

the large negative.
No.

2- -Detail

Standardization Essential to Progress

Although Edison standardized the
it

was not

until a

number

between the frame
ardized

Today

line

line

the film

of years later that the relation

and the perforations was stand-

by the Society of
the

size of

view of chanpreable frame line projection head
on Barber Optical Printer.

Motion Picture Engineers.

between the frames or pictures comes

unrewarded

for the judge ruled that although the "ship-

ping" consisted

in

transmitting such intangible things as
was nevertheless guilty under

rays of light the defendant
the law.

(Continued on Page 22)
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Movie Make- Up
Make-Up

Is

to

Be or Not

to

Be

— Panchromatic

Film Causes Misapprehension
The

generalization of the use of

citing particular cases demonstrating
emulsions in motion
the essentiality of this artistic means
By Joseph Dubray, A. S. C
picture productions has brought about
of surmounting difficulties otherwise
a situation which we will call unforimpossible to overcome.
tunate, though wc are prone to use a much stronger adjecNow what are the effects of Panchromatic film?
tive the more emphatically to lay stress upon the argubetter rendering or translation in neutral tone of the
ment.
varied colors; and this, to a certain extent, diminishes

Panchromatic

A

The

use of panchromatic film will release the actors
This is the dangerous conclu-

the necessity of heavy

and unnatural looking make-ups

from the use of make-up.

that have been used in the past, but

not know from what source or why.
Just one of those misunderstood statements which pass
from lip to lip until they take on the proportions of a
dictum and insidiously sap the very existence of an abso-

differences in color

we do

sion arrived at,

lute necessity.

On

more perfect
was announced and the subsequent changes in make-up were heralded: a change in
make-up but not its abolition. The declaration made at
the time that less and more natural coloring in make-up
could be used, was construed by many as the knell anthe advent of Panchromatic film a

rendition of colors and tones

nouncing the death of make-up, and grease-paints and
powders were gaily tossed aside in spite of the protests
of the cinematographer
even in spite of some of the unpleasant results thrown on the screen and blamed upon
everything and everybody instead of being charged upon

—

their real cause

—

the absence of make-up.

Let us analyze

all

causes and effects.

Make-up, beside tricky characterizations, has been
deemed essential in the past because;

The

First:

photographic rendering of skin texture

and colorings could not ring true with the non-panchromatic emulsions.

Second

:

Imperfections of contour and features,

dis-

figuring marks undetectable by the eye in normal conditions,

but emphasized by the camera and by the tense at-

it

does not correct the

and unsightly patches latent in the
smoothest skin and the most pleasing complexion which
the camera unmercifully discloses.
Panchromatic film is an improved material by means
of which the cinematographer can express the photographic qualities of the subject or scene he is photographing, but it has not the supernatural power to correct or
control any of the above mentioned causes that make the
use of make-up imperative.
It would seem ridiculous to expect Panchromatic
film to perform plastic surgery or to perform the duties
ard labors that fall upon the retoucher of portrait photography, but this is, in fact, what it is asked to do when
the make-up is dispensed with.
The skill and artistry implied in the application of
make-up replace the deficiencies or better palliate the
crude verities disclosed by the photographic emulsion, be
This skill
it ordinary, orthochromatic or panchromatic.
and artistry represent the human element of added beauty
to the better rendition of nature's gifts.
H. R. Poore expressed a great axiom when he said:
"Science has to do wholly with truth, Art with truth and
beauty, but in establishing a precedent, puts beauty first."
The role of make-up is to put beauty in truth. It serves
to correct the imperfections of nature and to add that element of Beauty that we call Art.

Now,

the imperfections of nature are not in motion

tention paid by an audience to the greatly enlarged pic-

picture photography confined solely to the physical ap-

ture on the screen, could be corrected and rendered in-

pearance of the subject or to the changes that may happen
to his skin, smoothness and coloring from external causes,
such as a slightly diseased condition provoked by prolonged exposure to the atmosphere, but these imperfections are also provoked by the limitation imposed upon
the cinematographer by the mechanical, chemical and optical elements that are at his command and contribute to
production of motion picture photography.

visible.

Third

:

The

contrast of skin textures or colorings

and greatly emphasized and exaggerated
by the photographic process could be reduced to a more
pleasing uniformity, more true to the visual, natural im-

existing in nature

pression.

Fourth: Changes brought forth in the general coloring of the features of the players by uncontrollable elements such as, for instance, the tanning or sunburning
of the skin through prolonged exposure to the elements
could be controlled and checked so as to keep the true
characterization of the role throughout the picture.

—

—

Fifth
Evident signs of fatigue prominently visible
and occasioned by the strenuous work, to which a player
is subject during the making of a picture, could be kept
under control and again, the continuity of characteriza:

tion kept intact.

These are the main reasons which made the use of
make-up imperative and we could keep on indefinitely

Most important

of all are the limitations and pecuinherent in the light-sensitive material that forms
the image that we call a picture.

liarities

would be out

It

of place to enter here into a tech-

nical discussion of this matter.

Suffice to say that pro-

found study and prolonged experience are necessary to
acquire a thorough knowledge of these limitations and
peculiarities and to become skillful in overcoming them.

Of

prime importance is the rendition of tone values
nothing else but the result of the photo-chemical
action of the light reflected by the subject upon the sensi-

which

is

( Continued on

Page 25)
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Economy

Nine

of Production

Evidences of Earnestness Seen in the Co-operation of the Academy
and the A. S. C. in the Lighting Tests at Warner Brothers
We

were beginning to think that
of economy was the usual
motion picture "fadeout," for want
of a better expedient, and we were
the

just about to echo the old fabulistic
simile "wolf! wolf!" but we were checked in our pessimism by some recent signs of renewed activity. The
co-operation between the Academy of Arts and Sciences
and The American Society of Cinematographers, in their

experiments with incandescent lights at the Warner
Brothers' Studios is an indication of a genuine desire,
on the part of these technicians, to test the possibilities
of economy in this important department.
These evidences of earnestness and sincerity should

encourage the lowliest among the craft to express themselves, without fear of having imputed to them the least
thought of impudence or presumption. Let us, rather,
credit them with a genuine desire to do their bit towards
the solution of the great problem. Everyone should be
anxious and willing to contribute something to a move-

ment

that

must be right

since all

seem

to agree that

it

is

necessary.
First of

making

is

a

all,

us determine whether this picture

let

Each of
claims to patronage. The maghas developed as an industry proves
to be, purely a business proposition.

business,

these definitions has

an art or a plaything.

its

m'tude to which it
that some hold it
The product, itself, demonstrates that civilization has
developed a new and wonderful art. Popular fancy proclaims its value as an entertainment, and the delight of
being associated with the actual production has led certain men of means to sponsor it as a hobby and they have
enjoyed the two-fold pleasure of indulging a crotchet together with financial returns beyond expectations, to say
nothing of the pleasure of public applause that acknowledges good sportsmanship, patronizing the arts and sciences and general benevolence.
Now let us consider the thing as an art.
The masterpieces of all branches of art teach us
one truth that stands out above all other considerations;
it is the fact that all great works of mankind are the
result of some beautiful inspiration, engendered, primarily, in the heart of man, a noble desire to do something
to make his fellows' existence a happier lot; to develop
in them an appreciation of all things beautiful
music,
printing, sculpture, architecture,
astronomy, etc.
the

—

—

development of the spiritual, intellectual and moral nature by works of literature. Whatever it is, the ultimate
idea is to add to man's happiness and welfare.

Now

generous applause of a delighted public
immediately introduces the natural consequence material
reward, which, in turn, establishes comparative values
of great services rendered to mankind, with the ultimate
the

—

and inevitable introduction of business.
ing, then, that there might be aroused

not surprisother passions as natural to the human breast as the nobler sentiments of benevolence cupidity is conceived, love of
praise, an ambition to outstrip the other fellow, all of

—

which are temptations to debase the
motives of art and employ them for
material gain by appealing, indiscri-

By Lewis Physioc

cry

It

in

is

man

minately to the passions. All this
immediately establishes a natural af-

between these two elements, art and business. Men
works and attempted to classify the elements of popular appeal, trying
to discover the public taste, and have humored them fairly
paint certain subjects that have
successfully
artists
proven good sellers picture producers have followed the
lead of great successes, and the result is that all of the
forms of art, through comparison and criticism, are rapidly developing into a set of formulae, and we begin to
fear the responsibility of judging innovations in technique
as well as originality of conception and design. To this
fact, is due the tendency to produce pictures for the

finity

of letters have analyzed the great literary

—

—

who are supposed to reflect the public taste. Maybe
erroneous to suppose that we can direct the public
mind through the assumption that "we know what the
survey of the great works of mankind
people want."
seem to suggest that the people have had very little to
say about what they wanted but, when given something
that has pleased, they have always given generous proof
of their approval. This should be some encouragement for
great minds to proceed bodily, uninfluenced by rule or
formula, honest, first of all, with themselves, in their

critics
it

is

A

effort

do their

to

best,

regardless of labor or cost.

A

painter cannot be stingy with his palette, poor colors will
must also
not endure and good ones are expensive.

We

remember

that by formula or precedent,

we may

never
produce another Shakespeare, da Vinci or Phidias but
civilization will always enjoy beautiful and original works
there will always be great motion
of other great minds

—

pictures.

Now when
set

it

comes

reasonable bounds.

to

We

counting the costs we must
must acknowledge that we

cannot emulate the fastidiousness of Thomas Gray who
devoted seven years to his Elegy or a Macaulay who insisted

on a

sentence,

final edition of his history to correct a single

because

we

are engaged in an art that

closely identified with business as to

demand

that

is

so

we make

every effort to reconcile the two. This we attempt by
acknowledging that, both in art and in business, there is
a curriculum that cannot be denied or evaded. Let us
stndy this by offering a simple, but very relevant similitude: we may give a child a kodak and a generous supply
of films and expect that by the merest chance he may
bring in one or two very pretty pictures and that by
continually comparing failures with successes he may
eventually develop an ability to achieve, directly, what
he designs. This is a costly method but it is the one by
which many of us have obtained our motion picture training. It has been the general process of the business for
the past twenty-five years.
had no other resources.
had no trained exponents to show us short cuts to
results.
suddenly found ourselves in the midst of a
tangled web of beautiful possibilities and left to extricate
;

We

We

We

a
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ourselves as best

we

could, while trained dramatists, tech-

n'rians and business

men watched

the process with ridi-

with envy. But despite the
an expensive one the picture
business has developed, in the very short period of twentybusiness
five years, the most remarkable array of talent
resentment and,

cule,

finally,

fact that this school has been

executives,

probably,

techicians,

the

in

writers

history

of

—

—

artists

have continued

—

all

branches,

some of them
motion pictures might

civilization

geniuses, that but for the advent of

in

in obscurity.

But unfortunately, in this medley of recruits, we have
discovered many who were not endowed with the natural
qualifications to enable them to follow in the march of
progress, many not capable of maintaining the leadership
they had been accorded, and that all new movements need,
and we are now face to face with the necessity of organizing and preserving to the industry those whose inherent
talents justify their positions, and of cutting away the

—

"dead wood" a cruel expression, but as in all cases, the
law of evolution asserts itself and we acknowledge the
survival of the

fittest.

It

is

a difficult proposition

—

—

there

we hesia great deal of sentiment connected with it
tate to thrust out old pioneers because they are foot-sore
and unfit to continue in the march of progress; but coldis

blooded business refuses to recognize sentiment. Who is
the industrial leaders.
to inaugurate this reorganization ?

—

They must

discern the talent

where

it

ii

photographic department will tell you that "the film is
t'ne cheapest item of all," the art director asserts that all
are sacrificed without adequate settings and so on through

is

Many

—

When we

consider the variety in character of the
made and compare the results as

pictures that are

popular reception, this idea of costs should seem a
simple one.
picture can be made for five thousand to five million dollars, which involves several conIs it
siderations; first, what is the popular appeal?
simple beauty and nobility of theme adequately presented ?
it the extravaganza; sensationalism or star exploitaI-.
tion? Secondly, which of these have brought the greatest
returns in proportion to amount of money invested? The
first we may never be able to determine accurately but
it seems logical to presume that the experience of the
producer, the exchange man and the exhibitors should ento

A

them to appraise these values. We assume that these
appeals from the producers respecting economy is the result
of these findings and that we have set a pace for elaboration of production to which we must surrender, and if
this is the fact, it is incumbent upon every one engaged in
t!.e art, to aid in this program of retrenchment.
able

We

a single

pirture that involves such items as a hundred thousand
dollars for the story, an equal

amount

for a star's per-

formance, double that amount for sets we begin to feel
that even forty thousand dollars for film is an item to be
nsidered.

Ct

But all troubles may be corrected at the source;
therefore let us ask ourselves whether the present tendency towards expensive productions is the result of an
honest desire for artistic excellence or merely a competitive policy, both as to magnitude or organization and
extravagant display a desire to out-do the other fellow.

—

1+ this

the case, a solution

is

judgment

what

may

be found in a superior

elements of artistic
production, a true discernment of talent and a judicious
marshaling of these forces, in which event, competition
will assert itself by force of merit rather than by the inas

to

are

the

real

timidation of expensive display.
Primarily, we are engaged in the art of picture makand the elements of a picture should be simple, for

ing,

who have studied painting or the other branches of
cannot be persuaded that there is a great dissimilarity
in the rules of artistic expression, whether in motion pictures or the other forms. The first principle taught us
,

—

cannot deny, however, that this movement will
present many problems to the producer because there may
develop a very natural jealousy among the various departments as to their importance, for it has already been
observed that each one can give commanding arguments

—

of conception, composition, tone values
is simplicty
simple palette, broad brushes and bold strokes. Now those
among the producers who can draw a line between exaggeration of detail, extravagant display, a general complexity of all the elements and an elegant and a convincing simplicity, will produce more artistic and cheaper
pictures.

This

is

not easy;

it

represents the

acme

of artistic

training.
It

This we do know, by the traditions of the ages,
"youth seldom counts the costs," which brings us to the
queston under consideration.

many

But when we consider

the entire organization.

those

appears.

much talk, now-a-days, about the young
account for the present cry for economy
wrth the phrase "youth has had its fling," but if genius
Nor
is exhibited in the young it must be recognized.
must the judgement and years of experience be overlooked
and
as a value in directing youthful pep and enterprise
great ability, both in youth and maturity, is often to be
found in modest retiring natures. It is to be deplored,
but this is a condition that is to be expected in a profession such as ours where publicity and influential representation is the only entree.
There

writers claim the importance of the

the stars' popularity proclaims their position, the

story,

art

man.

The

favor.

its

March, 1928

might appear presumptuous for any one

to try to

consider, generally, items for improvement, rather let us

look to each department for their earnest intention, but
there are certain observations continually recurring to the
earnest student. The great sums of money involved frighten

away

all

thought of innovations.

We

fear to risk a

story that has not been proven by the publisher, and yet
feel that there may be overlooked many fine originals
by people trained to picture writing. Directors take no
thousands of feet of film are exchances of a failure
pended in safety or covering shots, increasing the troubles
of the cutter and endangering simplicity and fluency of
cmtinuity. Cameramen are excited to little extravagances
large rolls of film are thrown into the waste cans because of the fear of running out on an important scene,
in the justifiable explanation that time is cheaper than
film.
have not yet discovered, nor have been willing
to acknowledge the limits or discriminating power of our
dimensional camera, and until the perfection of
stereoscopic photography is a fact, the magnitude and

we

—

—

We

Wo

elaboration of settings will be sacrificed to the flat field
of a mono-lens rendition. And the very nature of this

one-eyed monster makes

by substituting
tures, etc., by camera

spts

flat

it

possible to cheat the cost of

paintings,

photographs,

minia-

tricks.

A

fastidious attention to detail is also reflected in the
choice of furnishings and materials. Priceless tapestries
ar

d antiques are placed where our Cyclops of a camera

:
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A.

S. C.

as Firemen

The following excerpt from the Illustrated Daily
News pays a well deserved tribute to the members of the
A. S. C. who volunteered as firemen at the Warner
Brothers' studio

fire

and kept the blaze under control

until the city fire fighters arrived

Fire which caused about $100,000 loss to

Warner

Bi others' studio at Sunset boulevard and Van Ness avenue, and for a time threatened the entire plant, was
brought under control last night by nine fire companies
answering a second alarm, after the entire block between
Sunset boulevard and Fernwood street on Van Ness avenue had been burned. The loss was covered by insurance.

When

the alarm was turned in a group of cameraattending a lecture in the studio and their
prompt first aid in fighting the fire is credited with saving
$1,000,000 worth of unreleased film stored in a concrete
laboratory building, which turned out also to be the
strategic point of the fire fight, according to Chief En-

men were

gineer

warehouse stage 4 of the studio
ard was discovered first by an unidentified watchman
Cause of
across the street, who turned in the alarm.
the blaze was spontaneous combustion in used sets stored
in

fire

started on

the building, firemen said.

Police said

it

action bv the camera,

and rightly give credit

mount

Lucien Hubbard,

Johnston, of the Baush Lomb Optical
is in Hollywood conducting an investigation on lenses applying to both photographic and projecHis visits to the offices of the A. S. C.
tion purposes.
and to the Warner Brothers' Studio during the incandescnt-lamp tests have already resulted in a more perfect contact between cinematographer and lens manufacturer, and

W.

Co., of Rochester,

good

RESULTS

Cannot reveal their intrinsic value. These are all small
items but when considered in every department and footed
up at the end of every picture amount to considerable.
regards the star, let us not forgt that as long as
hero worshiper,
has existed he has had his idols
calls it.
Nature's endowments in the form of beauty,
personality and talent have always been idolized and

who

on

this

co-operated with him,

"WINGS"

making

fairness to

in all

to the

Wm.

Wellman

Harry Perry

as

men

production and to the

we want

in

Para-

to tell their part in

an unusual and interesting picture.

Mr. Perry was engaged for
months before actual production

this picture

started,

about two

because of his

experience in aerial photography and so that he could

have time to work out the mechanics necessary to get the
effects called for in the script of

Many

of these at

first

"WINGS."
seemed impossible and

sight

he spent days figuring out mounts for cameras to be put

making

in

and impossbile place on an airplane and

and working out

tests

electrical devices so that

they could be operated by the pilot or actor in the air;
also

mounts for cameras

makes to be used on
cameramen themselves.

of different

different types of airplanes by

went to Texas twice
make tests in the air and

also

oi production to

before the start
help select loca-

tions.
While on the picture he personally supervised over
200 motor-driven cameras on airplanes, working out the
exposures and filters used on each shot before it went into

the air and, besides this, the other cinematographers

Mr. Perry had

nearly 300 hours of actual

work

and

in the air

which involved the hardest kind of work, quite a few
escapes from serious accidents, which meant no thought
of personal safety.

Therefore we believe that the cameramen
ally

put the majority of the air scenes

the

film

are

entitled

their

to

share

in

of

who

actu-

"WINGS"
the

credit

on
for

"WINGS'
Steene,

" success, and they are Harry Perry, Burton
Al Williams and Paul Perry.

—

man

So let us not quarrel with the stars,
and have them reason with us. The only
unfortunate feature of the star system is that many good
st <ries may be sacrificed on account of their being unfitted
always will

New,

cast.

chief cinematographer

are expected to follow.

As

organization,

and the

give credit

critics

and spectacular shots of

aerial feats

its

which have never before been caught

different kinds,

Mr. Perry

stage,

E.

success to

its

started in

another set storehouse and the studio
transportation office were destroyed on the studio lot.

Mr.

"WINGS"

In recent reviews of
for

the transportation office.

The

Where Due

Credit

in every possible

Frank Murphy.

The

Eleven

William Rand, A.

be.

r?.ther let us try

to the star.

of Sin,"

is

S.

C, who

This last consideration suggests an element in picmaking that we cannot refrain from mentioning,
and that is the independent producer. Independent seems
to be a happy term, and we may learn a great deal from
them. Independent of all the complications and exactions
of the big organizations, burdensome overheads, long periods of inactivity
that seeming necessity of all starting
and all finished at once. The independents secure the best
story that may be available, as judgment directs, fitting
their cast to the story and calling on other resources as
needed, when and where they wish, independent of all

production also featuring Emil Jannings.

He

tells

us

that

Mr. Jannings

is

fast

When

becoming
he arrived

Hollywood

his vocabulary was limiited to such expres"Good morning" and Thank you." Since most
of his directors speak German with ease the balance of
the staff began to make Mr. Jannings familiar with Engin

sions as

lish.

—

production restrictions.

the

in

familiar with the English language.

ture

photographed

"The Last Command," and "The Street
now busy on "The Patriot," an Ernst Lubitsch

Akeley shots

Rand
phrases as

reports that he

quickly

"O. K.," "One hour

right; 9 o'clock in the morning,"
eral

months

perfect ease.

in this

learned such studio

for lunch,"

and "All

and that now, after sev-

country, he speaks English with almost
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& HOWELL

bring a new, undreamed-of accuracy to
high speeds, double and triple exposures

The

NEW
B&H
Check pawl
Super Speed

movement
$1,000.00
Installed

The motion picture industry is now
offering one of the most beautiful
pieces of precision machinery ever
designed, for installation in all Bell
& Howell Pioneer professional standard cameras (design 2709) in use.
The new B. & H. Check Pawl Superspeed Movement registers the fllm at
the aperture without the slightest
variation in frame line, operating at
speeds up to eight times normal and
better. These great speeds are now
attainable with a remarkable reduction of effort and mechanical fric-

tion.

You can

appreciate the great value
of these features in miniature work

where double and sometimes

triple

exposures are necessary to gain the
desired effects. In such work any inaccuracy, any undue wear on the
film, may nullify production costs
running into many thousands of dollars.

illustration above shows the new
speed movement with film channel
open. Note (A) the four fingers on
each side which engage eight film
perforations simultaneously.
They
are shown at end of stroke where
they disengage, drop and go back for
a new hold. At this instant the checkpawl (B) rises to hold film abso-

The

lutely motionless at aperture, releasing at the instant the film is again
propelled forward.
Imagine this complete co-ordination
of movements occurring 128 times
or more each second and you sense
the scope of this Bell & Howell triumph over another tremendously
difficult engineering problem. We will
install the check-pawl arrangement
in B. & H. high speed movements
now operating, at a cost of $275 per
unit, exclusive of any overhauling
which may be required. The movement complete, installed, is $1000.
Write this office for complete information.

BELL & HOWELL CO.
1805 Larchmont Ave., Chicago,
New

York, 11

111.

Hollywood, 6324 Santa Monica Blvd.
London (B. & H. Co., Ltd.) 320 Regent St.
Established 1907

W. 42nd

St.

.
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Light Filters
Their Characteristics and Applications in Photography
With Explanatory Diagrams In Three Parts

—

In a previous communication the
use of panchromatic film for motion
picture purposes was discussed at

some length.

The fundamental

prin-

This case

By Loyd A. Jones

in Fig.

Of Eastman Research Laboratories.
Abridgement of Paper from S. M. P. E.

purpose.

The

use

light

of

filters

but no attempt was made to deal with this subSince a thorough understanding of the
ject in detail.
nature of light filters and their use for obtaining a desired
effect is essential to the attainment of the best results in
the application of panchromatic film to various problems
confronting the photographic worker, it seems desirable
at this time to present a somewhat more complete and
detailed treatment of the subject. Believing firmly in the
premise that the nearest approach to perfection in the
practice of a science can be attained with greatest facility
and certainty through an adequate knowledge of the
theoretical

the first part of this

aspects of the subject,

paper will be devoted to a discussion of some of the
fundamental principles involved in the use of light filters.
In the latter part the more practical phases of the subject will be dealt with and some data relative to the
use of light filters will be given.

C

I0

CC and BB'
upon the material;
surface CC
the ab-

B

the second surface

The

BB' and

Ix

the transmitted light.

loss of intensity of radiation that results

from

the successive reflections and absorptions has been calcu-

law of

lated following the Fresnell

reflection

and the

re-

prove that the maximum intensity of light of any
wave-length that can be transmitted through a filter having two glass surfaces is only 91.7 per cent of the incident intensity.
sults

This 8 per cent (approximate)

loss resulting

rule serious, but

if

is made
two or more

an attempt

desired result by the use of

from

not as a
to obtain some

the use of a single layer of glass or gelatine

is

layers, the loss

of intensity due to this reflection at the glass-air or gelatine-air surface

may

be of consequence.

Absorption of Radiation. The absorption which
occurs within a non-turbid transmitting material, follow
a logarithmic law in the great majority of cases, including
gases, liquids and solids. Thus if a given layer of material
absorbs a certain fraction of the radiation, the next layer
of the

X

represents the radiation falling

I c the reflection suffered at the
Ia
;
sorption within the material ; I b the reflection suffered at

was mentioned

briefly

illustrated schematically

parallel surfaces

ciples

this

is

where the shaded area G,

represents a cross section through a
transmitting material, bounded by the

Transactions.

involved in the photographic
reproduction of the tonal scale, that is brightness
and brightness differences, in the case of colored objects
were outlined and attention called to some of the advantages arising from the use of panchromatic film for

1,

same thickness will absorb the same

that transmitted by the

fraction of

first.

In dealing with solutions used as transmitting maconcentration of the solute in grams per unit
volume is also to be considered and in the case of dyed
gelatine filters, the calculation is carried including the dye
concentration expressed in grams per unit area.
terials, the

Measurements, Graphic Representation and Computation.

Io

Ix

To

.

H
ll

filter

tometer
is

1.

Diagram

When

illustrating reflection, absorption

used.

An

essential

element of

this

instrument

its

component parts the

radia-

tion

from some

suitable source

of a

narrow

suitably placed, radiation of any desired

(such as the electric arc
or incandescent lamp) which emits many different wavelengths. In this way a spectrum is formed and by means

and transmission.

Fundamental Laws
upon a transmitting

radiation falls

is

a device, such as a prism or diffraction grating, for dis-

persing or separating into

•

Fig.

determine quantitatively the absorption of a light
for radiation of different wave-lengths a spectropho-

material,

such as a piece of glass, a part is reflected at the first surface, some is absorbed within the material, some is reflected at the second surface, and the remainder is transmitted.

slit

wave-length may be isolated. One-half of this monochromatic radiation is then allowed to fall upon the
filter being examined and the intensity of the radiation
transmitted by the filter is measured by comparing it in
a suitable photometer with the other half of the monochromatic beam which has not been subjected to the absorbing action of the filter. In this way values of transmission, that

to say the ratio of the intensity of the
transmitted to that which falls upon the
material, for a series of different wave-lengths are oblight

which

tained.

is

is

c
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These values plotted

as a function of wave-length,
\\

give a curve which shows the absorption characteristics of
the filter in graphic form. This is called a " Spectrophoto-

ij

metry curve." Such a curve is shown in Fig. 2 applying
to a gelatine filter made by the use of Toluidine blue
(Filter No. 38 of the Eastman catalogue of Wratten

—

=
1

1

1

1

1

.

\

B

1

—

V

Light Filters).
iooi

March. 1928

1

z 80

r*^A

A

500

400

300

WAVELENGTH {m
Fig.

600

700

fu)

Spectrophotometric density curves of green filter, illustrating
and concentration and effect of
surface reflection.

3.

relation between density

300

400

300

WAVELENGTH
Fig. 2.

700

580 600
(mfj)

Spectrophotometry transmission curve of green

filter.

In plotting the graph, wave-length values are taken
from wave-length 300 to wave-length 700 as
in the spectrophotometric transmission graph (Fig. 2).
The "density" is expressed by the common logarithm of
1 /Transmission, so that a density of one, corresponds to
a •ransmission of 10%, a density of two to a transmission
1% and a desnity of three, to a transmission of 0.1%.
a> abscissa

In this graph, the abscissa has been divided in as
many parts as wave-lengths are to be found between 300
and 700 millimicrons, that is to say the wave-lengths
ranging from the acitnic ultra violet to the red visible portion of the Spectrum.

The

The

ordinates indicate the ratio of the light intensity after transmission to that before transmission.

For

the

blue

Toluidine

transmission

filter,

we

find

that

incident light.
the

expression

of

absorption

terms of optical densities, is more convenient
than in terms of transmission. If it is desired to compute the spectral distribution of absorption for two
superposed filters, the "transmission" values at each wavein

length for the

two

filters

must be multiplied together,
it is only necessary to add the

if "density" is used,
values at corresponding wave-length.

while

In the case of
is

directly

and gases the "density"

solids, liquids

thickness

proportional to the

Let us consider,

as

an example, the transmission of

the

is

For many purposes,

plotted as ordinate.

is

the Toluidine filter in Fig. 2 at wave-length 580.

approximately at wave-length
the spectrum and is equal to
of
region
460 in the blue
approximately 71 per cent of the intensity of the original

maximum

density

of

the

trans-

mitting material.

In the case of dyed gelatine, "density" is directly proportional to the dye concentration expressed in grams
per unit area.

The spectrophotometric curve of this filter at this
wave-length, indicates its transmission to be 0.316, or 316
per 1000. The corresponding density is then given by the
logarithm of 1/0.316, i. e., by log 3.16. The tables of
logarithm, give us log 3.16, equal 0.4997. In plotting
the density graph, the density of this filter for wavelength 580 is then placed at the junction of the abscissa
580 and ordinate 0.4997 as shown in Fig 3.
Densities for other wave-lengths are similarly plotted
in Fig. 3 is finally obtained.

and the curve

Now,

suppose

it

is

desired to determine the effect

upon the spectral absorption of increased concentration
of the dye used in making the filter. Let the required
concentration be 2 and 4 times that represented by curve
A. Computing the necessary values for various wavelength, taking into account the losses of intensity due to
reflections and absorption of the transmitting medium
a^.d plotting, the curves B and C are obtained.
compare the result obtained by
concentration 4 times (curve C), with
that obtained by using 4 layers of the original film.
It

direct proportionality, of course, applies only
of the "density" after correction for surface
values
to the

This

A

is

interesting to

increasing the

reflection.

Density as

computed from transmission measurethe usual manner, includes the intensity

ments made in
losses due to surface

curve

reflections.

Having determined the densities due to absorption
of any wave-length for one thickness of the transmitting
material or for the concentration of the dye incorporated
in the gelatine filter, the densities due to absorption for
any other thickness of the material or any other concentration of the dye, can be

computed by simple procedure

A

In Fig. 3 curve A, the spectrophotometric curve for
is

shown

case

by

is

D,

represented by curve

the ordinate of

4.

noted that the

It will be

C

is

minimum density of
D, thus the

appreciably less than that of curve

mission of

filter

most freely

is

C

for the wave-length

greater than that of

which

filter

obtained by increasing the concentration
therefore

of multiplication.

the filter illustrated in Fig. 2,

This

which were obtained by multiplying the ordinates of

more

efficient

it

curve
trans-

transmits

D. The

filter

four times

from the standpoint of high

lectivity in absorption characteristics
b} using four layers of film.

is

se-

than that obtained

————————
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Thomas, Wm.
—De
Van Rossem, Walter —James Cruse.
Met. Studio
SECOND CINEMATOGRAPHERS
Bader, Walter
—
M.-G.-M.
Bauder, Steve
—M.-G.-M.
B.

Schoenbaum, Chas.

Scholtz,

March, 1928

E.

Mille.

J.

Studios.

Inc..

S.

L.

—
—
Chaney, George— United
Chewning, Wallace
— M.-G.-M.
Donald — Universal.
Davis, Leland
N. —
Drought, Jas
——
Universal.
Dunn, Linwood
Metropolitan
Dyer, Edwin
Edward — M.-G.-M.
N. —
Greene, Al M.— Technical
Greenhalgh, Jack —
O.
Burnett — De
Haas, Walter
Harten, Charles — New York.
Head, Gordon
Hendriekson, Fred
— Lasky.
Huggins,
Ovens
Baxter, George
De Mille.
Bennett, Monroe
Borradaile, O. H.
Lasky.

Artists.

D.

Cunliffe,

E.

Doolittle, Jas.

First National.

B.

G.

Studios.

L.

Fitzgerald,
Giridlian, Jas.

F. B. O.

Guffy, G.

F. B.
Mille.

Art.

G.

S.

L.

Jenkins,
Julian,

John-

Mac—

Keyes, Donald B.
Landrigan, John S. Lasky.
Lang, Charles Bryant Lasky.
Longet, Gaston
F. B. O.
Lanning, Reggie Lasky.
La Shelle, Joe
Laszlo, Ernest
Lindon, Curly
Martin, Robt. G.
F. B. O.
Marta, Jack A. Fox.
Merland, Harry Lasky.
Mols, Pierre M.
M.-G.-M.
MacLean, Gordon M.-G.-M.
Nogle, Geo. G.

—
—— —

—
—
——
—
Pahle, Ted
Palmer, Robt— M.-G.-M.
Parsons, Harry
R. W. — Lasky.
Planck, Robt. H. —Columbia.
Prince, Al —Universal.
Edwin
Ragin, David — Fox.
Ray, Bernard
Redman, Frank — DeMille.
Reed, Arthur— M.-G.-M.
Rees, Wm. A. — Fine Arts.
Schmitz, John
—
Process
Schopp, Herman — Metropolitan Studios.
Shepek, John,
—
Educational.
John
Smith, Jean
——DeDe
Harold
Tappenbeck, Hatto— Fox.
Trezo, Fred — Universal.
Thompson, John —
O. B.
Unholz, George— Sennett.
Van Dyke, Herbert—M.-G.-M.
Van Enger, Willard— Warner Bros. Vitaphone.
Wagner, Robt— First National.
Walters, Joseph
—
O.
Westerberg, Fred — De
Wilde, Harry
Williams, Alfred E. — Lasky.
Rex, Wimpy— Lasky.
Witzel, E.
—Universal.
Pittack,

Pyle,

L.

B.

Special

J.

Jr.

Silver,

C.
E.

Stine,

Mille.
Mille.

F.

J.

L.

F. B.
Mille.

—

C
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32 per cent of the incident radiation

is

filter

A

A—

—

c —j.

A

similar

low

efficiency

is

usually encountered to a

greater or lesser extent whenever an attempt

P

'

£00

40p

300
4.

r
700

600

Spectrophotometry density curves of "A" red filter, "B"
green filter, and "C" the green filter obtained by
superposing "A" and "B."

The
is

also

is

made

to

some particular spectral region by superposing two
or more separate filters. This is due in part to tbe inisolate

WAVELENGTH (m>i)
Fig.

This

transmitted.

(curve C) is bright green in color and
isolates fairly well the wave-length band from 500 to
filter of much greater efficiency for this pur600m/*.
pose can be made by incorporating properly selected dyes
in a gelatine film. Such a filter is illustrated by the curve
in Fig. 5. This has maximum transmission at approximately the same wave-length as C (Fig. 4) and its density
value is aDproximately 0.25, corresponding to a transmission of 54 per cent, almost twice that of filter C.

compound

creasing loss in surface reflections as the number of separate filters is increased. Furthermore each filter is de-

signed by the manufacturer to give some specific spectral
absorption with maximum efficiency and to this end the
best possible available dyes are selected. If some entirely

expression of the data in the form of density
it is desired to compute the

ao

most convenient where

spectral absorption obtainable by the superposition of

or more

two or more dyes

or the use of
same solution or gelatine film. In the case of the superposition of the two sheets of dyed gelatine or pieces of
glass it is only necessary to add at each wave-length the
filters

density values as determined directly by the spectrophotometer. In case the addition is to be made by incorporating

two dyes
gelatine

S

two

2S

in the

^\

\

\
2.0

—A

\

V-H

\

>
-

1

\
\

Si

ZI.5

\
\

V

\

Id

\

D

same solution or in the same sheet of
apparent that the appropriate correction

\\

1

\

in the
it

is

must be made for any surface

reflection factor

>

10

filter.

Curve

B

.

...

\

\

\

\

05

\

s

-V

shows the same characteristic for

.

\

»

\

which may

a blue-green (red absorbing) gelatine filter. Curve C
is that obtained by adding the ordinates of A and B and
shows the spectral absorption obtained by the superposition of one layer of each filter. Curves A and B intersect
at the point p of which the density value is 0.25 (transmission=56.4% ). The density of the superposed combination, curve C, at the corresponding wave-length is two
times 0.25 or 0.50 (transmission=32% )
This is the

1

\

bt included in the density values for the individual dye
components. In Fig. 4, curve A, is shown the spectrophotometric density curve of a yellow (blue absorbing)
gelatine

N

300

WAVELENGTH
Fig.

6.

600

500

400

(ttl/Li)

Spectrophotometry curves illustrating "sharp cut"
gradual cut "inefficient" filter "B," and gradual cut
efficient filter "B'."

is required it is probable that
dyes can be selected which will function with greater
efficiency than can be obtained by combining two filters
d; signed specifically to meet other requirements.

different spectral absorption

The terms "sharp cut" and "gradual cut" are frequently applied as descriptive of light filters. The significance of these terms may be illustrated by reference to
Fig. 6. Curve A is the spectrophotometric curve of a
brilliant yellow gelatine filter. Its density at all wavelengths greater than 480m/t is 0.1 (transmission— 86% ).
The absorption at wave-lengths less and 480 m/x increases rapidlv so that at 460m/x

mission

=3.1%).

cut" filter. It is
cut" applies to a
steep, that

is

Such a

its

density

is

1.5

(trans-

described as a "sharp
evident therefore that the term "sharp
filter

filter is

of which the absorption curve

is

the rate of change of absorption with varia-

tion in wave-length

is great, or conversely the condition
described as "sharp cut" applies to the case where a relatively small change in wave-length is accompanied by a
large change in absorption.

300

400

500

600

700

WAVELENGTH

Fig. 5.

minimum
which

is

(m/u)
Spectrophotometry density of curve of "sharp cut"
green filter.

density value of C. Hence at the wave-length
transmitted most freely by the combination only

Curve

B

applies to a piece of amber glass and to
the descriptive term "gradual cut" is applied.
It will be noted that the wave-length band over which
the change from its minimum to maximum density oc-

such a

curs

is

filter

very broad, extending from 600 m/x to 300 m/x

(Continued on Page 26)
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Aerial photograph shot by First Lieutenant Willis R. Taylor,
tion,

U.

commanding

officer of the

March, 1928

Fifteenth Photo Sec-

S. A., Crissy Field, California.

—

Standing James, of the General Electric Company;
Peter Mole and J. M. Richardson, of Mole-Richardson; Electrical Engineer F. N. Murphy, of Warner
Brothers... Seated
Farnham, Van Horn and L. C.
Porter, General Electric Company.

—

The Research Club

of

Paramount-Lasky Studu

March, 1928
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Set at Warne<- Brothers' Studio used in the incandescent light tests now making under the direction of the
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences and American Society of Cinematographers.
The ceiling of
this beautiful set is painted on glass and the light is from incandescent sources. The set has been used by all members of the A.. S. C participating in the demonstrations.

Academy

Gaetano Gaudio, A.
tests in the
i>s

ed of employees of the electrical department.

S. C.. directing incandescent light
Roosevelt Hotel lobby, Hollywood ; Donald
Keyes, A. S. C., assisting.

;;

:
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The

S.

( Continued

Los Angeles,

Calif.;

M.

P. E.

National Carbon

from Page 5)

George A. Mitchell, Mitchell Cam-

Monica boulevard, Hollywood,
Otto K. Olesen, 1645 Hudson avenue, Hollywood,
era Co., 6025 Santa

M. W.
Long

Palmer,

Island City,

ers- Lasky Sti'dio,

March, 1928

Cal.

Cal.;
Corporation,

Company

Famous-Players Lasky
N. Y. Roy J. Pomeroy, Famous-Play5451 Marathon, Hollywood, Cal.; W.

announce

;

R. Rothacker, First National Studios, Burbank, Cal.;
Sistrom, Cecil B. De Mille Studio, Culver City,
Cal. A. George Volck, Cecil B. De Mille Studio, Culver City., Cal.; C. A. Willat, 1803^ Gower street, Hollywood, Cal. Alvin A. Wyckoff, American Society of
Cinematographers, 1220 Guaranty building, Hollywood,

Inc.

Wm.

their

new

of

line

;

;

National Panchromatic

Cal.

Following
in the S.

The

M.

is a
P. E.

list

American

of
Cinematographers
Alexander Film Co.,
Rothacker AUer Lab., Province of Ontario Pictures,
Technicolor M. P. Corp., American Photography, Sperry
Gyroscope Co., Rothacker Film Mfg., Co., Kiddle &
Morgeson, Eastman Kodak Co., Brenkert Light Projec-

Motion

Picture

Carbons

of the organizations represented

Society

News,

Inc.,

& Bowen, Inc.,
Company, Edison Lamp Works, Westinghouse
Electric & Mfg. Co., Duplex M. P. Industry, Inc., Carpenter-Goldman Lab., Pathe Exchange, Akeley Camera,
Inc., Eastman Theater, Kodascope Libraries, Inc., National Carbon Co., Pathe-Dupont De Nemours Co., Cummings Laboratory, Government Motion Pictures, Prechistenka Obulkov (Russia), Spencer Lens Co., Pathe-

especially designed for use

with Panchromatic Film

tion Co., Atlantic Belatin Co., Griffin

It

Bristol

gle

scope Co. of Canada, Ltd., Westinghouse Lamp Co.,
Helios Corp., Bay State Film Co., American Projection-

Lamp Works, John O.

Elms, Famous Playe-s, Lasky Corp., Trumbull Amusement Co. of St. Petersburg, Ford Motor Co. of Canada, National Theater Supply Co., Celluloid Co. of Newark, E. E. Fulton Co.,
Corning Glass Work, Gaumont Co. Gundlach Manhattan Optical Co., Orpheum Theater, International Projector Corp., Gregory, Carl Louis, General Electric Co.,
Consolidated Film Lab., Hertner Electric Co., Duplex
ist,

National

U. S. Army M. P. Service,
Kiddle & Morgeson, Bell & Howell Co., Erbograph Co.,
Cooper-Hewitt Electric Co., Herbert & Huesgen, Marcus Loew, Inc., F. E. Ives, Francis C. Jenkins, Daylight
Film Corp
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Fox Film
Corp., Kelley Color Films, Keuffel-Esser Co., Lang Mfg.
Works, Pathescope of Canada, J. E. McAuley Mfg. Co.,
Electrical Testing Lab., Matlack Corp., E. J. Electric
Motion Picture

Industries,

,

Technique de Pathe Cinema, E. Leitz,
Inc., Chicaeo Film Laboratory, Mitchell Camera Co.,
National Cash Register Co., Bray Productions, Associated Screen News, Dept. of Trade & Commerce, Perfection Arc Co., Southern Enterprises, Inc., Warner Research Lab., Caribbean Film Co., M. P. Producers &
Distributors of America, Raven Screen Co., Ilford, Ltd.,
Moving Picture World, Pathe of France, Ltd., Kodak
Co., Cine Dept., Cecil B. De Mille Studio, Akeley Camera Co., Case Research Lab., Colorat Studio, Ansco Co.,
Urban-Ki neto Corporation, Victor Animatograph Co.,
Ward Cine Lab., Inc., Williamson Manufacturing Co.,
Installation Co.,

Ltd.,

Famous Players-Lasky Corp.

is

not necessary for you to

change

in

either

make

a sin-

your arc lamps or

wiring to use National Panchromatic Car-

This remarkable development

bons.

now

bons

in car-

doubles the value of your pres-

ent investment in arc lamp equipment.

National

Panchromatic

have

Carbons

proved their worth by giving a most

effici-

ent photographic light of the right color
values

for

panchromatic

film.

With

the

same arc lamp equipment you can now
produce pictures on either orthochromatic
or panchromatic film at will,
inserting National

National

or

by merely

White Flame Carbons

Panchromatic

Carbons

as

they are required.

From

of economy and
announcement of National
Panchromatic Carbons should be most welcome news to all producers of motion picefficiency

tures.

ings

the

standpoint

this

Let us

tell

which we can

you more about the saveffect for you.

NATIONAL CARBON CO.

Inc.

Carbon Sales Division
Cleveland, Ohio

San Francisco,

Calif.

Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

,

.
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mestions Answers
— How did Panchromatic originate?
— The question
timely and

Question

film

Answer

is

quite

the inter-

will midoubtedly arouse prompts the Answerdevote to its answer all the space allotted to this
department.
In the year 1873 the German scientist and investigator, H. M. Vogel, was conducting a series of experiments in order to find a way to eliminate the halation
caused by rays of light reflected back to the sensitive emulsion by the glass supporting it.
He thought that by incorporating a dye in the sensitive collodion in use in those
days he could reduce such halation without destroying
est that it

man

to

the sensitiveness of the plate.

During

his

experiments he noticed that a change in

the sensitivity of the emulsion was noticeable.
With the
use of
the yellow rays were rendered more
actinic than they were with the ordinary emulsion.

CORALLIN

This led him to investigate the properties of a
ber of dyes and he discovered that the emulsions
rendered

stable

was more suitable than cyanin, being
and consequently avoiding trouble and dete-

rioration of the sensitized plates.

HOMOLKA,

PINACYA-

in
1906, discovered
a red sensitizer, which in conjunction with a green
sensitizer such as Pinachrome or Pinaverdol, would sensi-

NOL,
tize

an emulsion

TO THE WHOLE OF THE

VIS-

IBLE SPECTRUM.
Panchromatic emulsions were thus born.
to the conditions created by the world war the
United States increased their contribution to the question
and POPE prepared dyes identical with the dyes which
were up to this time prepared only by German manufac-

Due

turers.

MEGGERS

and

McCLELLAN

succeeded in pho-

DICYANINE,

tographing the infra red regions with
reaching as far as wave length 10,140.

num-

Corallin, for in-

stance, absorbs the yellow-green rays and the sensitivity
or the emulsion to these rays was increased when the dye

was incorporated

into the emulsion or applied by a soaking of the ordinary plate in a tueak solution of the dye.
was one of the dyes experimented upon
by Vogel.

CYANIN

Plates thus prepared were

MA TIC

from the Greek

CHROMOS

named

ORTHO,

tive to the

meaning "correct,"

"color."

yellows and yellow-greens.

In 1884 Vogel brought the sensitivity of the emulsion into the Orange-yellow region by the use
of QUINOLINE and also preconized the mixture of different

QUINOLINE RED
ALINE

dyes such as
and CYANIN, to
which he gave the name of " AZ
PLATES."
V ogel also discovered that Eosin had the strongest effect
when used in the form of its silver salts dissolved in

A mmonia.

HIGGS orthochromatized plates with ALIZARIN BLUE and COERULIN, which rendered them
In 1881

sensitive to the yellow,

Higgs used

orange the red regions of the specthe plates so prepared in photographing

the solar spectrum.

In 1904 E. KOENIG produced the dyes known under the commercial name of
T

PINAVERDOL

ORTHOCHROM

and

PINACHROME

which,

used

with the silver bromide emulsions, extend the sensitivity
in the reds but more so in the oranges and greens.
In the
same year
and T
BE found that

MIETHE

red region and, in 1925, H. T. CLARKE, of the Eastman Kodak Laboratories, discovered
which gave remarkable results for its sensitiveness in the
infra red regions, reaching as far as wave length 11,290.
Professor Wright, of the Lick Observatory, and Dr.

NEOCYANIN

Mees, of the Eastman Kodak Company, proved the penetration through atmospheric haze of plates sensitized with

ORTHOCHRO- KRIPTOCYANIN

This appellation was quite incorrect because the dyes
known in those days did not correct the color rendition
throughout the spectrum and a new word, PANCHROMATIC, had to be coined when such correction was
found to be possible.
In 1882 the French chemist, Attout Tailfer, introduced the use of EOSIN and ERYTROSIN in conjunction with ammonia which rendered the plates more sensi-

trum.

more

ADAMS and HALLE, in 1919, discovered KRIPwere
MORE SENSITIVE TO THE LIGHT AB- TOCYANIN, producing a strong sensitivity in the infra

SORBED BY THE DYE ITSELF.

and

ETHYL RED

RAH

or

NEOCYANIN.

This brief outline of the history of Panchromatic
emulsions does not give the least idea of the tremendous
amount of work conducted in these investigations and of
the difficulties that have been overcome to bring about
Panchromatic materials presenting the conditions of uniformity and stability required to make such material a

commercial success.
Virgil E. Miller, A. S. C, has signed a long term
contract with the F. B. O. studios, after completing a
picture directed by Dudley Murphy, in which "Skeets"
Gallagher, Ruth Dwyer, Albert Conti and Patricia Avery
were featured. The first picture to be made under the
new contract will also be directed by Mr. Murphy. Its
working title will be "Stocks and Blondes."

WM. RAND
AKELEY SPECIALIST
Akeley work on the following productions:

—

"Barbed Wire"
(Pola Negri).
"Woman on Trial" (Pola Negri).
"Swim, Girl, Swim"
(Bebe Daniels).
"Underworld"
(Geo. Bancroft)

—
—
—

—
—

"Street of Sin"
(Emil Jannings).
"The Last Command" (Emil Jannings).
"The Patriot" Current Emil Jannings production being directed by Ernst Lubitsch.

—

—
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eters

For Trick Work

is

The

cn the screen.

solution of this difficult problem

a precision optical printer

in

move can

By Hereford Tynes Cowling

March, 1928

Not
(Continued from Page 7)

where every mechanical

be controlled with micrometric precision.

There

a Secret

nothing secret about the principles of optical printing.
They are known to every motion picture
technician.
number of optical printers have been conis

A

Invaluable for Animated Cartoons

With the development of the art of cartooning and
of camera trick the optical printer came into use again
as an ideal instrument for selecting from films already
made, the components desired for the construction of composite or "trick" pictures, and for the recombining of
these components into pictures. Most "trick" work and
nearly all animation consists of an assembly or composite
of time and action components. In animation the components are painstakingly drawn by hand and snythesized
by photographing them in the proper sequence with a

motion camera.

structed for exclusive or private use and the details of
their mechanical design have been kept more or less in

Realizing that there are many firms and inuse for the product of such a machine
and that the very few elaborate optical printers in
existence are being kept for exclusive purposes, Mr. Fred
A. Barber has constructed one of these instruments for
the service of the public.
Mr. Barber has put several
years of time and experience into the design and construction of this precision instrument.
He is a cinematographer and technical expert.
His work as a specialist

seclusion.

dividuals

in

who have

known branches

the less

him

in

the laboratories

do only special and

He

now

is

of cinematography have kept
and studios of companies which

scientific

work

of difficult character.

associated with Carl Louis Gregory, in

laboratory this machine

is

whose

being operated.

Precision First Requisite

The base of the machine is a heavy six-foot lathe bed
on a concrete foundation. Sliding on the lathe bed
which acts as an optical bench are three heads. The
operator sits at one end of the machine where all of the
controls ordinarily used are situated. On the head nearest the operator is a Bell & Howell camera with special
magazines which take up automatically either backward
or forward.
set

The

The

mount and
Howell cameras.

second head has an interchangeable

tnkes any

lens

fitted

for

the

Bell

&

head carries a special projection head moveAll the heads may be shifted up
and down or sideways and micrometer indicators reading
in plain figures to one-eight-hundredth of an inch show
the exact position of each member. A motor beneath the
machine permits either head to run independent of the
other and either head may run backward or forward.
Several interchangeable mechanisms may be used on the
different heads for different purposes, including enlarging from and reducing to 16 mm. size film.
third

ment and lamphouse.

Has Many Uses

No. 3 Control end of Barber Optical Printer, showing wheels
and levers which move and operate all parts of the machine
from one controlling position.

New

Life for

Old

So many different things can be done with this machine that it is not possible to list them here. Listed below are some of the principal things which can be done
with it:

—

1
Duplicate negatives which cannot be distinguished from original as no printer marks show on these

negatives.

Subjects

2

The

requisite

components for an

infinite variety of

be

—Changing

combinations exists in every small collection of pho-

frame

tographically produced motion picture film, but to select
these components from hundreds or thousands of film

3

new

pictures, each

no larger than a postage stamp, seems too

staggering to attempt.

This

selection

is

only a half of the

problem, for the components must then be reassembled

with mathematical precision so

fine

that the

new com-

bination shall not reveal the joining lines between the

welded parts even when maganified hundreds of diam-

frame

line.

made from non-standard
line

changed

Duplicate negatives can

negatives or prints and the

to coincide

with any other standard.

—Combining

fi'm so that

by side or a

two or more negatives upon one
normal and ultra-speed may be shown side
vision may be made from one negative and

introduced into any other negative.

4

— Negatives

can be reproduced with the action
or quickened to almost any extent. Normal
action can be made from ultra-speed, thus giving normal
and ultra-speed action from exactly the same view point.

slowed

down

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
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5

— Hold

action at any point.

pended and held

TREMONT

be continued

or

Very valuable

repeated.

Any negative can be reversed to
action.
the action backward, and this action can be slowed
or speeded up if desired.

—

7
Repeat action. Action can be repeated as many
times as is required, and at the same time, reversed or
the speed changed to suit any purpose.

fade-in,

9

print.

All kinds of camera

Invites rigid inspection of the

iris-in,

iris-out,

lap

same

scene.

—
— Super-imposed

10
Double and multiple exposures from any
ber of original negatives in absolute register.
1 1

titles

may

be

made

any porand

in

of

— Borders, frames and masks may
13 — Close-ups can be made from
12

pict-

num-

a negative which has already been taken
developed.
tion

motion

effects,

dissolves

action of the same subject
This can be in synchronism or different phases of the same action may be shown going on
at the same time.

scientific-

plant

effects.

fade,out,

— Duplicate or multiple

the

in

correct processing

—Camera

such
of
any length or any other camera effect can be introduced
onto negatives already taken.

Specializing in negative

available to the

any other

—Reserve

8

ally

or reversed

Action can be susand then

in the film

6

as:

most modern and

any point

at

sport or for showing the action of machinery.

down

LABORATORIES
and first

still

for golf instruction films or for instruction in

show

FILM

March, 1928

be introduced

around any scene.

semi-close-ups.

Any

part of any negative already taken can be enlarged or
reduced.

ure industry.

—Trucking

14

shots.

The

scene for a closer view or of
of the scene can be made

effect of moving up on a
moving back to include more
from any negative already

taken.

—

HARRY
Cinema

D.

BROWN

Studios Supply Corporation
HOlly 0513
1438 Beach wood Drive

HOlly 0514
Carbons and Other
Studio Equipment

Brown-Ashcraf t
Studio

Lamps

15
X-Ray views of machinery or any object in
motion can be made showing both exterior and interior
as if the machine were transparent.

—

16 Explanatory labels, animated lines, pointers,
can be introduced into negatives already made.

The

etc.,

enumerated above do not by any means
which can be done by the various possible manipulations of the machine.
The various combinations possible are limited only by the ingenuity of
the operator and the film material which he has available
tell all

effects

of the things

for reproducing ideas.

With

FOR RENT
1 Mitchell Friction Tilthead and Tripod
2 Bell & Howell Cameras
3 Mitchell Cameras
Equipped with Astro Lenses. F 1.8, F 2.3
8 Mitchell Magazines Extra Lenses Baby Tripods

J.

R.

the ever-increasing

demand

to insure preservation

of old film subjects of historical, scientific

LOCKWOOD

and other

in-

by duplicating processes; as well as to combine
these features of past events within new productions; the
development of this especially designed machine will
meet a long-felt want. Mr. Barber is to be congratulated upon the ingenious labor he has given this subject.
terest

Consolidated Film Industries, 959 Seward Street

HOlIywood 4366
R. G. Martin, A. S. C, formerly with M.-G.-M.,
moved his equipment to the F. B. O. where he has
just finished "Crooks Can't Win," starring Ralph Ince.
has

He

JOE NOVAK, A.

is

now working

Joe Dubray, A.

WH.

star.

S. C.

Free Lance Akeley Specialist

Phone:

on another opus with the same

3920

C,

has just finished making an exPanchromatic emulsions. The
Agfa sponsored these tests and Joe announces that he is
gathering some data which will be very valuable to the
members of the A. S. C.
S.

tensive series of tests on
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Movie Make-Up
By Joseph Dubray

FRANK ZUCKER,

(Continued from Page 8)
under conditions controlled by a lens. This photochemical action is not, even with Panchromatic emulsions,
same
a perfect rendition of the impressions made by the

tive film

human

object on the

ferences of

for anything

upon the

its effects

that

picture, in the

same

scene,

with

tioned in the preceding paragraph.

All the ingenuity, all the artistry of the cinematographer is then called into play to balance his lightings
so as to overcome the differences of actinic value of the

all

two

the

r

Mitchell equipment.

Frank Zucker, A.
220 West 42nd St.
Wisconsin 0610

New

subjects.
if

o

Using fully equipped Mitchell
camera
(including
friction
head). Also Bell & Howell

in a closc-up, for instance, of the two heads, you would
immediately notice that difference of response that is men-

And

mod-

For regular production
matching of exteriors.

Taken individually the photographic results on the
would be as perfect as may be desired, but if you

two

knowl-

ern lighting.

screen

same

expert

sensitive film, the response

Suppose, for instance (that which never exists in real
life), two ideally perfect complexions, say of a young girl
and a young man, which to all appearances would need
no make-up at all for a perfect photographic rendition.

in the

requires

photographic

edge and the matching of

of the film, in other words, to the reflected light.

put them together

S. C.

THE EAST

IN

eye.

If the object be a human face, which is the case that
interests us, the power of the reflected light that concurs
to form the image on the films, varies considerably from
subject to subject and still more considerable are the dif-

A.

336

S.

C.

Washington Ave.
WADsworth 5650
Ft.

York, N. Y.

subjects are not perfect, photographif their complexions are quite

ically perfect, so to speak;

different in reflecting

power

in respect to the film,

and

if

one of the subjects (and this is the condition that too often
well
presents itself) wears make-up and the other none
it is then more than unjust to expect the cinematographer to perform the impossible feat of obtaining a
well-balanced, perfect rendition of values, and the result
then is bitter criticism, poor screen rendition, disillusionment, heart-ache and perhaps ill-feeling.
And if we consider the psychology of photography in
regard to the dramatic values of a picture we may wonder how the beautiful heroine can sacrifice herself, the

—

—

HARRY

MASON
AKELEY SPECIALIST
GRanite 9088 and GRanite 3028

FOR RENT

affections of her family, perhaps the love of her children,

for the love of a hero of fine figure and lineaments but
afflicted with a dirty, greasy looking face?

No

matter

how

fine

the performance

the physical

repellance reacts upon the audience to the detriment of
the success which would be the reward of hard work, of

G.

Two

—

&

Howell Cameras 40, 50, 75 mm.
Iris.
Jeanne Trebaol, 10042
Stilson Ave., corner of Clarington, Palms, Calif.
Phone: Culver City 3243.

lenses.

Bell

Thalhammer

sincere effort.

Make-up

is

the controllable agent that permits the

abolition of these evils.
their free-

Supersensitive Lighting Equipment

Let us be frank and unbiased. Make-up is a vital necessity in
tbe making of motion pictures it is a tool belonging to the trade of
acting, and a very delicate tool requiring a great deal of study and
experience in its use, study and experience which will minimize its
possibly unpleasant features.
A man who has chosen the trade of carpentering has to accept
the noise of the hammer hitting upon a nail no matter how unpleasantly the noise may offend his ears.

CRECO

Some

dom

make-up hampers
and expression.

actors claim that

of action

:

The artist painter accepts the odors of paint and varnishes.
The violinist can express his artistry in spite of the callouses
that grow at the tips of his fingers.

And hammer and nails, paints and varnishes and pressure of
the fingers upon the violin strings are as essential to these arts as
make-up is to the motion picture performer.
IS

MAKE-UP TO BE OR NOT TO BE?

for

Supersensitised and

Pan Stock
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Light Filters
CLUBBING RATES

By LOYD A.
Canada For'n

U.S.

"American Cinematographer" $3.00

"The Camera"

(Continued jrom Page 71)

$3.50

$4.00

4.65

5.40

able adsorption

5.00

5.90

as

4.40

5.40

In club with:

The

3.90

JON'ES

slope of the r-bsorption curve in this region of vari-

is low and hence the filter is described
one having a "gradual cut." The transmission of this
filter for fie wave-length it transmits most freely is very
low, being approximately 50 per cent (density=0.3) in

the region

from 600

yellow color, while

800

Filter

rm*.

A

has a bright

has a hue slightly more orange and

"muddy"

exhibits a dull
is

B

to

"muddy"

appearance. This term

also used frequently as descriptive of light filters

indicates a relatively high general absorption for all

The muddy

lengths in the visible region.

appearance

be considered as due to an admixture of black in the

For instance

the dotted curve B'

let

having an absorption curve similar
but for which the density at

The maximum

than that of B.

wave-length band from 600

and such
the

all

A
Now

is

may

filter.

represent a filter

shape to that of

in

wave-lengths

is

B

.24 less

transmission of B' in the

to

,

690

a filter has a clean brilliant

dominant wave-length

and

wave-

mja,

is

90 per cent

appearance although

somewhat longer than
B'

case of filter

thus giving

orange.

suppose that to this

filter

hue which

a

filter

added a black dye, represented by curve

C

is

in the

more

(curve B')

is

of such concen-

tration as to give a density of 0.24 at all wave-lengths.

C

More than a Thousand

The

TRUEBALL TRIPOD
HEADS

changed thereby from a clear

Have

been

sold

to

and AmaCinematographers

Professional

teur

since their introduction
in 1926 and not a single
complaint from purchaser or dealer. For Pans

dull

addition of

B'

to

"muddy" amber.

gives B,

"Muddiness"

component and

is

Tilts

in a filter

is

an indication of high absorption

wave-length region of

low

maximum

there-

in the

optical efficiency.
in

April)

TRUEBALL
HEADS are

unexcelled.

TRUEBALL TRIPOD
HEADS
Are

unexcelled

for

Speed and
They can be
mounted upon any motion camera and once
Simplicity,

Accuracy.

used will never be discarded.
The Hoefner
4-inch Iris and Sun-

shade

combination

is

also a superior product.

FREDMONICA
HOEFNER
BOULEVARD

5319 SANTA
CLadstone 0243

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

is

transmission and hence

(To Be Continued

and

filter

yellow-orange to a

fore due to something equivalent to the addition of a black

of

TRIPOD

and the B'

brilliant

Wm. R. Howard and his A. S. C. comera crew at De Mille studio
Left to right: Chief
directing "His Country" for Pathe release.
Cinematographer Lucian Andriot, who has shot all of Howard's
pictures.
Back of Andriot is Harold Stine, associate cinematographer.
The weird contraption is the $10,000 electrical
Elmer Fryer, company, still photographer,
camera carriage.
is also an A. S. C.
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A. of A.

P.

Following is the program of the Forty-sixth Annual
Convention of the Photographers' Association of America,
to be held at Louisville, Kentucky, beginning Tuesday,
March 27, 1928:
TUESDAY, MARCH 27

— —
—
Committee.

Opening of Manufacturers' Exhibit.
10:30 A. M.
Community Singing.
1:30 to 2:00 P. M.
Convention called to order by Chairman of Conven2:00 P. M.
tion

Singing of National Anthem.
Singing of British Anthem.

Address of Welcome
Response
Chairman of Convention Committee turns gavel over to President Townsend.
Annual Address of President.
Report of Treasurer.
Report of Secretary.
Report of Chairman of Commercial Section.
Report of Director of P. A. of A. School of Photography.
Report of Woman's Auxiliary.
Report of Advertising Committee.
Report of Constitutional Committee.
Appointment of Committees.
General Business.
Introduction of Richard Speaight.
Address of Richard Speaight.
Tuesday Afternoon Richard Speaight.

—WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28
10:00
11:00 A. M. —
Frary, Cleveland, Ohio, "Studio
Decoration and Arrangement."
11:00
12:00 Noon — Open.
Wednesday Afternoon
2:00
3:00
M. —James
Underwood and Underwood.
New York
"Are You Charging Enough
Your
Work?"
3:00
4:00
M. — George Harris, Washington, D. C, "NaAdvertising."
Wednesday Morning
to

T.

I.

CARL ZEISS TESSAR

to

to

P.

Elliott,

city,

for

to
P.
tional
Millis, Indianapolis, Indiana, "National Advertising."

Fred

THURSDAY, MARCH

Thursday Morning

29

—
—

10:40 A. M. Dave Merriam, Minneapolis, Minn.,
"Photo Finishing as a Side Line."
to 11:20 A. M.
James Thompson, Knoxville, Tenn.,
"Commercial Photography in the Smaller Cities."
11:20 to 12:00 Noon
Art Director.
Thursday Afternoon
2:00 to 2:45 P. M. L. W. Rand, Brockton, Mass., "System in
10:00

to

10:40

—
—
the Studio."
2:45
3:10
M. —
MacDonald, New York, N.
"Photography and
Importance."
3:00
4:00
M. — Richard Speaight.
FRIDAY, MARCH 30
Friday Morning
9:45
10:45 A. M. — Business Session.
11:15 A. M. — Clarence Stearns, Rochester, Minn.,
"Personality."
12-00 Noon — Robert Young, San Francisco,
11:45
"Commercial Demonstration."
Friday Afternoon
2:00
3:00
M. — Professors Bussey and Barton, Now York,
New York, "Principals
Salesmanship."
3:00
4:00
M. — Delegate from American Society of Cinematographers.
to

P.

Pirie

Y.,

Its

to

10:4.">

P.

Few commodities dominate

where

to
to

to

California,

to

P.

to

P.

of

their field for

general excellence and outstanding
superiority to such a marked degree
as the products of Carl Zeiss, Jena.
The heights of joy and the
depths of despair are faithfully portrayed with Zeiss
Tessars, even under
conditions
other lenses fail.

jenaH

I

CARL ZEISS,
485 Fifth Avenue,
Pacific Coast

INC.

New York

Branch: 728 South Hill Street, Los Angeles,

Calif.

Friday Evening
Banquet.

Advantages of the A.
I.

a.
b.
II.

The
a.
b.
c.

d.
e.

of Travelling Exhibits.
Five Portrait Exhibits.
Three Commercial Exhibits.
Use of Standard Forms.
Copyright publication release.
Model release for publication and copyright.
Affidavit form for photographers taken for legal purposes.
Cost forms for Commercial Photographers.
Cost forms for Portrait Photographers.

(The above are
III.

IV.

VI.

all

in

Akeley Camera

Ray
HOlly 3642

Specialist

B. Olsen

Hotel Dupont

Hollywood

preparation).

The Commercial Photographic Service of the P. A. of A.
a.
A service whereby manufacturers can go to their local
photographer and have work done in different cities
all over the United States and Canada through members of the Commercial Section.
The Winona School.
a.
b.

V.

S. C. in the P. A. of A.

The Use

Portrait Department.

Commercial Department.
The Speakers Bureau.
a.
A service whereby the

80 or 90 clubs throughout
the country can secure the services of 50 or more
of the leading photographers in the country to
address their meetings.
Business Counsellor.
a.
A service whereby the clubs throughout the country
can get the services of an experienced advertising
man who will advise them on the Advertising
Campaign, the tie-up material, and the various services that the Association has to offer.
Services
of this man will be free to all clubs.

(Continued on Next Page)

— AKELEY
IRA

SPECIALIST
B.

—

HOKE

GRanite 5033

BILLY TUERS
Akeley Specialist
7245 Sycamore Trail

GR

9097
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A Bit of History
How to

A

get
a

a cool light with

in

Some

back excessive heat
no

lost

in close

As

were coated with
In 1887 Hannibal Goodwin, of New
Jersey, and Graff and Jougla, of France, manufactured
photographic films. In 1888 Blair furnished Edison with
celluloid films for his experiments and in 1889 the Eastman Kodak Company was manufacturing such material.

un-

— hence

there's

their manufacture of negative and
reached a high degree of perfection.

time due to make-ups which run, while

current cost

is

far lower.

on June

10, 1895,

November 16

CO.

The

HOBOKEN, NEW JERSEY

first

Room

dian

June 12, July
same year.

Western Distributing Points

KEESE ENGINEERING

PUBLIC

in the

San Francisco— 77 O'Farrell

exhibition took place in the In-

Street

© C.

H. E. Co., 1928
:

We Moved

Jan. 1st

28, 1895.

in Paris,

The

pro-

of ten pictures of a length of about

Previous to this exhibition, the only motion pictures
books composed of series of
pictures, viewed by rapidly revolving the pages with the
thumb of the hand that was holding the book) were the
Edison "Kinetoscope," a peep-hole apparatus through
which the cine-photographic film was viewed by one person at a time. The Kinetoscope when exhibited in Paris
in 1894 spurred Mss. Lumiere in their researches on the
taking and projecting of motion pictures.
in existence (besides the little

1

On

December

45 feet each.

Blvd.

275

November 10 and

basement of the "Grand Cafe"

gram was composed

CO.

11,

of the

the evening of Saturday,

Hollywood — 7380 Santa Monica

had

private exhibitions to photographic and scientific societies,

y.

~\

COOPER HEWITT ELECTRIC

films

pictures,

and economy.

\/
Tl

positive

The FIRST showing of PROJECTED motion
which included "The Arrival of a Train in a
Depot," "A Boat Leaving Port," etc., took place at a
private showing March 1st, 1895, followed by other

It takes Cooper Hewitts to give both superior

lighting

far back as 1885 celluloid strips

In 1894 the Lumiere Brothers of Lyons, France, organized the manufacture of sensitive films and in 1896

and arcs farther

avoided,

is

is

American Cinematographer

sensitive emulsion?.

combina-

the tonal effect on panchromatic stock

errors of dates appeared in this yarn and in

publishes the following bit of history.

tion with a few side arcs (to provide red rays),

beatable. Try it!
With the "Coops"

ago a story by
correspondent concerning the bring-

the spirit of impartiality the

COOPER HEWITTS give a cool light of high
when used

staff

ing to light of a French film.

correct tonal effects
actinic value; and,

local periodical published not long

United Press

The

first

projected pictures in America using Edi-

were shown to Mr. Edison in
December, 1895, by Mr. Armat, of Washington, D. C,

son's Kinetoscope films,

to

the inventor of the projector, in the offices of Raff

Our New and Larger

mon,

in the Postal

New York

& Gam-

Telegraph building, 253 Broadway,

city.

The Lumiere

Building
at

7380 Santa Monica Boulevard
Hollywood, California

Brothers did not exploit their invenmanufacture of medical
and photographic chemicals as well as sensitive plates,
films and papers, one of the most flourishing industries in
the world.
The exploitation of the Cinematographer was conducted by pioneer producers such as Mr. Charles Pathe, whose
establishments led the motion picture world, until the
world war occasioned a complete stop to activities in
Europe.
tion

,

their occupation being the

Keese Engineering Company

The

Agents

P.

A.

of

A.

(Continued from Page 27)
VII.

The Benefit

of

the

National

Advertising in

over a

dozen

prominent magazines.

Cooper Hewitt Electric Company,

Hoboken, N.

J.

VIII.
IX.

X.
XI.
XII.
XIII.

XIV.

XV.

A

Subscription to the Pathfinder.
The use of Syndicate Form Letters and Direct Mail Literature.
The use of Syndicate Street Car Cards.
Tha use of Syndicate Newspaper Advertisements.
The use of Syndicate Bill Board Advertisements.
The National Convention.
Decalcomanias and Electrotypes of our Association Emblem.
Fellowship Degree.

:
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A Letter from

Cooper

Hewitt
is permitted to refollowing excerpts from an interesting letter

<-he

recently received
that

Supplied as

equipment
on DeVry and
other M. P.
Cameras
special

The American Cinematographer
produce

Twenty-nine

from the Cooper Hewitt Company by
local representative, Mr. John T.

organization's

Since 1884,

Shannon
*

*

*

manufacturers of

"It has never been the writer's idea that

any one particular kind of form of light could ever be
developed so that this particular form of light would be
an all-purpose light. In other words, the writer's experience has caused him to believe that the mixture of two
or more different types of lighting varying in quality and
in kind give the cinematographer not only a great leeway in achieving the particular results for which he is
striving, but this mixture of two kinds or qualities of
light allows him to obtain certain artistic values which
could not be obtained by the use of any one kind of light.

fine

View Cameras and

Lenses.

Write

for

com-

plete catalogue of fine appa-

ratus for the Still Studio.

Qundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.
900 Clinton

*
*
*
"About two years ago the writer, having
knowledge of the qualities and the benefits to be derived
from the use of Panchromatic film, and while at our factory in June, 1926, went into the matter with our engineering and construction departments regarding the possible manufacture of a tube using a new principle at that
a

So., Rochester,

N. Y.

AKELEY SPECIALIST
A. Le Roy Greiner

time, so that we could be able to supply to the cinematographers a combination of tubes each giving light emanations of such character as to obtain the greatest actinic
value at either end of the spectrum and over-lapping at

Phone GLadstone 7046

the yellow green lines.

After the development of this
were it possible, we would try then various methods
of combining these tubes with some form of mechanical
tube,

ELMER

we could vary the light emanations
therefrom and in this manner practically control the light
as regards its color emanations.

control of the light so

Our

factory,

2 1-2 Years With Universal
THAT'S ENUF SED!

member

manufacture

in quantities as desired a

ciple of incandescent

tube using a prin-

neon gas that will supply emana-

FOR-

tions in the red portion of the spectrum.

Keenly anxious ourselves

any manner
that we can, we have developed at the Hollywood shops
two special Cooper-Hewitt outfits which are particularly
suitable for close-up work.
Each of these outfits consists
of two Cooper-Hewitt U tubes and one Neon red light
tube in the same light frame, said light frame being provided with the necessary devices for raising and lowering
them and tilting the head, and also provided with slots so
to

DYER

Akeley Specialist

The Cooper-Hewitt Electric Company,
of the large General Electric family, has produced in a practical manner this lamp after more than
a year and a half of experiment and development.
In
other words, we have manufactured and are prepared to
a

G.

assisit

R.ENT

B ELL -

H OWELL
AKELEY CAMERAS
Cameramen

in

With or Without

,

SEIDEN

CAMERA EXCHANGE

,729 Seventh Ave.

NYC.

Wire us
for any
New York Scenes
you may need
Prices

Reasonable

B ryant 3951

that various types of diffusing

mediums may be used in
conjunction therewith and the outfits are also provided
with a mechanical diaphragm or shutter so the amount
o+ red rays in the total light emanations may be varied at
the will of the operator.

With these lamps effects may be varied so that an
absolutely noonday sun or afternoon sunlight spectrum
may be obtained at the will of the operator."
Charles J. Davis, A. S. C, has transferred his photographic activities from Warner Brothers' Vitaphone to

Fox Movietone,

New

York.

Eo Burtc

m

Steeme

Gladstcme 6131

:
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investigate inkies

8

MERIT AND EFFICIENCY OF THE
INCANDESCENT LIGHTING EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURED BY MOLERICHARDSON, INC. NOW THOROUGHLY ESTABLISHED-

33

8
3
8
8
8
8

8

SUN SPOTS

8

SIDE LAMPS
UTILITY STRIPS

8

STUDIO SPOTS

OVERHEADS
SPECIALS

8

MOLE-RICHARDSON

8

INC.

STUDIO ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

8

PHONE HEMPSTEAD
6310

SANTA MONICA BLVD.

8
8

8191

HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.

"SUN SPOT"
^^r^m W^r^m ^^F^ ^^r^m ^^F^ r^r^ ^^r^ ^^r^ ^^^^m

If

shoot 'em with sun spots SH§HSS®JS®SH3
^^^V ^^^^

^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ W*^^

Cows Didn't Eat Mustard We Wouldn't Have Moving
The
At

seed.

photographic industry sprang from a mustard
least, the mustard seed plays a most important

part in that industry, for it is tiny traces of mustard oil,
carried into the photographic emulsions through the gelatin, that make the silver salts sensitive to light, according
to Dr. C. E. Kenneth Mees, director of the research laboratories of the Eastman Kodak Company.
In his recent
address before the American Society of Cinematographers,
Dr. Mees explained "The Foundation of a Photographic
Picture."

"The creamy white

layer on the film used in a Kodak
or motion picture camera is composed of billions of tiny
microscopic crystals of silver bromide, of which there are
more on a square inch than there are human beings on the
surface of the globe," said Dr. Mees.
"Recently the

Kodak research laboratories have studied
these microscopic crystals, and have even studied the behavior of single crystals isolated from their neighbors.

scientists of the

been found that the sensitiveness of the films is not
to the grains of silver bromide only, but is in some
way connected with the presence in those grains of specks
of some other substance.
Accidental Impurity
"After a long and careful study, the Kodak research
laboratories have found that these specks are produced by
an accidental impurity present in the gelatin. This impurity is derived from the plants eaten by the animals from
whose skins the gelatin is made. There is only a very
small amount of it in the gelatin, but when the gelatin
is used for making the film, the tiny bit of sulphur which
the impurity contains reacts with the silver bromide and
produces specks of silver sulphide on the crystals.
It has

owing

Pictures

"In some way or other these specks increase the efwhich the film is exposed in
the camera and enable the light to change the silver bromide so as to form a trace of metallic silver. The silver
acts during the development as a nucleus on which more
silver can deposit by the chemical process until the whole
Each
of the silver bromide crystal is changed into silver.
fectiveness of the light to

of the original crystals of the film, therefore, after ex-

posure to light becomes a grain of silver in the developed

and

film,

it is

of these grains of silver that the image pro-

jected on the screen

is

composed."

Forms Minute Battery

The speaker explained how Dr. S. E. Sheppard discovered that the sensitizing material in gelatine is mustard
oil, and how in the production of the photographic emulHe also pointed
sion it is changed to an alkali sulphide.
out the mechanism devised by A. P. H. Trivelli to explain how this trace of silver sulphide produced as tiny
specks on the silver bromide grain causes enough silver to
be produced to make the grain developable. Of this, Dr.
Mees

said

"If

we

accept Trivelli's hypothesis, the silver bro-

mide was made to conduct electricity by the light which
fell on it, and for one-fiftieth of a second a current flowed
through the little battery made of silver sulphide and a
trace of silver.
The current decomposed some of the
silver bromide and produced a speck of silver. This speck
then acted in development as a nucleus for the deposition
of more silver until the whole exposed crystal was turned
into a speck of black silver."
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Sky Stuff
By Perry Evans, A.
ery

S.

C.

GOERZ
CINE LENSES

In another air production which required desert scenchose Dry Lake, twenty miles from Victorville, as

we

our location. After a few days out in the heat our pilots
became restless and as an incentive were told that as soon
as we finished we would fly to Mexicala and take on something cool and soothing and then fly back home.
This
we did, and not mentioning any names, one little "runt"
aviator flying a ship in keeping with his own size insisted
on entering into the Mexican atmosphere by drinking
"tequilla."
In going back to our ships the little man had
to be carried most of the way, so I suggested that some one
else fly his ship and let him ride back with some of the
other pilots.
To this the boys unanimously agreed that
the midget was capable of flying his own crate, drunk or
sober.
After assuring us that he would refrain from all

"monkey business" and keep his place in formation, we
tucked him in his crate, strapped him down, turned over
his motor and he took off with the rest of us.
For the first half hour everything went fine when
suddenly friend Midget takes a nose dive out of formation
with motor wide open, and while we held our breath,
expecting to see him hit the ground at 300 miles an hour

Goerz Cine Lenses are being used

all

over the

World because they are of

Superior Quality
We

manufacture

in

Kino—Hypar
in focal lengths

We

also have

our

New York

factory the

and

F. 2.7
from 1-inch

F. 3

to 4-inch

an imported, superspeed

series

Cinegor F. 2 and F. 2.5
in

from 1 % -inch to 4-inch
and the telephoto series

focal lengths

Telestar F. 4-5
from 4% -inch to

in focal lengths

13}£ inch
for long distance shots and close-ups

We make all kinds of trick devices, precision
focusing mounts, focusing microscopes and special
camera

fittings.

We

undertake the development of your own
ideas along optical lines.
Write us. A new catalogue, listing the complete line of Goerz Lenses and
accessories, will be mailed on request.

he levelled her off and nosed her almost straight into the
air to an altitude of 3000 feet above us where
he did
every stunt known to aviation and a few that were never
heard of, ending up by turning his ship upside down and

CP. Goerz American Optical Co.

flying in that position for a mile or more, then

317 E. 34th

and took

his place in

came back

New

St.

formation.

This performance he
repeated two or three times before we arrived at our
home port, where he came down and made a perfect
three-point landing regardless of the fact he had more
under his belt than when we strapped him in down on
the border.

In reprimanding him for his action his excuse was
that he had a little bottle on his hip, and being afraid
to
hold

it

to his

mouth

the terrific kick

in the customary manner, for fear
from the propeller would blow it out of

his hand, he conceived the idea of crouching down
behind
the cowl to avoid wind resistance, holding the bottle
be-

tween
it

let

his knees and putting his mouth over the
neck of
then turned his ship upside down and in that manner
the contents gurgle down his throat.

When asked why all the "monkey business" before
turning his ship upside down, he replied "Oh,
that was
when I was struggling with the bottle trying to get the
cork out."
:

\

Roy Davidge
Film Laboratories
Negative Developing and Daily Print
exclusively

6701

SANTA MONICA BLVD.
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Jimmy

the Assistant

was never

pictures

I said

now and

they are

March, 1928

sure

in as healthy a condition as

mean

it.
Pictures has been awful
awful sick. For a long time
they've been all bloated up out of any reasonable proportion and a lot of saps thought that was good. Well,
it wasn't.
Then again, a bunch of fast talkers had got
ho'd of the game and was running it for what they could
°;et out of it for themselves, and without any regard what-

I

some time past

sick for

what kind of pictures they made while they
doing it. That's another thing that was wrong.
Then we had the family system of hiring one studio
was fixed so that all the good jobs was held by one
family. And then again, there was the social system of
hiring and firing
you know; the system where the contracts were talked over on week ends and what not. That
was all rotten yet the patient looked fine. The patient
really awful sick all the time, looked good because
everybody had jobs and money was rollin' in fine.
soever to

wre

—

—

—

—

But jobs don't mean prosperity and

A

mean work.

squirrel in a whirligig

activity don't
plenty active but

is

he don't get nowhere.

it's

been

like

we

ain't

Well, that's just what
with pictures. We've been awful busy but
done nothing just ridin' on a merry-go-round.

—

To

Concerning Panics

my worm's

preciate

when the hooey
kinda have to let go with some good
fatherly advice. I'm sorry; but you ain't as stuck to read
this as I am to write it.
I

hate like thunder to preach; but

gets just so thick

The

I

down. Most everybody
is out.
There ain't no jobs. There ain't no jobs in sight.
Boo-Hoo. Razzberry! That kinda talk makes me sick
studios

is

all

closing

plenty.

Wait

you've been fired as often as I have and
I've been out on my neck so often
wouldn't seem nacheral, somethat it just don't count
how if I wasn't bein' fired for sump'n or other.
lot
But that ain't the point. Here's what's what.
c|f studios is closed and everybody's scared, and that's
the
\\hat makes me peevish.
the scare?
panic? If you're due for the gate you're going to get it;
and if you ain't you won't and that's that. It's a lead
pipe cinch weeping and wailing about the possibilities
one way or the other ain't helping matters none, but
on the contrary, is hurting things a heluva lot
and that's what makes me sore. You'd think everybody
in pictures was a lot of spoiled babies, the way they
bellyache around about sump'n they're afraid maybe
might happen.
The whole blamed truth about the matter is that
pictures was never in as healthy a position as they are
now. There ain't nothin' going to happen to 'em
that
is,
nothin' that shouldn't happen. Stop and think for
a minute. The biggest investment in pictures is the theaters
biggest by many times. Our studio buildings and
equipment is just a drop in the bucket compared to what's
tied up in the Temples of the Cinema.
What are they
going to do tear the seats out of the theaters and rent
'em out for garages or sump'n? Or maybe let the kids
use the pipes out of the organs for blowguns? Hooey
'till

you'll feel different.

Why

Why

—

—

—

—

—

Up

it.

you can ap-

now

until

open the

lets

everybody's

b^en workin' for the guy right over him, ain't they?

Cameramen have been workin'

to please

directors; di-

rectors has been workin' to please supervisors;

and su-

prrvisors has been workin' to please the Big Boss and the

—what?

Big Boss has been workin'

— NOT

jobs

Now

A

that nobody pleases

is

dumb

the poor

it

But

hurts.

the

somethin'

was a little
was all.

that

is

that

getting

is

ain't got

it

funny way of

the public has a

and when they does these

quiet,

happens

usually

And when

sump'n.

public

never holler about nothin', no matter

It don't

things on

things

Everybody's trying to

result

pictures.

hard

doin'

and the

funny thing about the public

voice.

that

else

Meanwhile

some lousy

better pictures!

what happens?

then,

anybody.

how

make

to

somebody

please

—

but what

everybody has been breakin' their necks to hold their

this:

no

we don't
we do know is

Well,

to

Make money, maybe;

know.

—new

public started

the

go

bit too lousy to

No more

to,

Presidents

or

pictures

gettin'

they stopped going

—but

of a holler than that

it

took.

We
cost

make

Lots of them.

lots of pictures.

They

as

much

But

all

money. We're so used to shooting a quarter million

or so on a picture that a quarter million doesn't
to us in pictures as six bits does in cash

it's all

money

the guys that's putting

Now when
public

—slacked

as they used to,

somebody

is

it

and

up!

—

the public
off

it

mean

money.

it has to come from
come from? You're right

just the same,

somewhere. Just where does

— —

and lots of it! Sure the studios is closing down and maybe some of us is out of jobs, but that don't mean pictures
is going on the rocks by a long way
no sir! Them theaters has got to have good pictures and lots of them
and that's as flat as your foot!

to the ground, so's

eye view of things,

deal right up and look at

—

A

down

get right

the poor

dumb

long-suffering

on standing bad movies as tolerantly

somebody wanted

to

know why; and

—

the guys that's holding the sock

that

the guys

—

—

:
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J.
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that's got the

THE MOVIES
The minute
and

New

dough that we make pictures with. They've

suddenly got interested

ears

Hollywood, California

sniffing

WHAT'S

in

WRONG WITH

former"

and how!

Money Boys

the

around a

—and shut down
worry! —
you're shore
cover

up

started picking

lot of False

their

Alarms ducked

Alarm?

to a False

for

stuck!

Bluffers, Fast Talkers, Fakes,

If

open season for

It's

—up

comment.
with

make

stuck their dough into pictures figur-

a profit on the deal had an idea they'd get

a square break.

They

didn't

the job to see that they do.
kif

5

—and
And

now

on

they're here

they'll see

—

don't ever

yourself that they won't!

And
in its

that's

why

I

dresser,

—and
cameraman,
—

w lling

to play square

Honest Supervision

the

—

is

right

now

today

for they're at last under

guy

that's willing to shoot

square, be he laborer, supervisor, prop-man, director, set-

BUT!

safe.

on

or

well, yes, even stand-in

and give for what he

Oh, boy! The smart ones

course,

this

a camera-punk and

nothing

— but

I

have

all
I

tion of

New

pictures industry to be benefited by inven-

Light Transformer stop

The most

recent in-

vention in improving the light source for Panchromatic
film has just been

of

announced by the research laboratories

By

National Carbon Co.

don't

mean a

guesses.

This

is

in the reds

very simple combina-

a

it is

now

possible to obtain a light richer

and yellows compared with the blues than any

other source of light ever used in the motion pictures industry. This invention which

former

gets,

he's

will enable studios to obtain

—what

thing.

the ordinary glass

he's

a sock

is

I'm just

know

one of them.

may

remarkable because of

be termed a light trans-

its

from

very simplicity

its

use

lamp

their present arc

equipment a most complete range of photographic light
of the highest efficiency for either Orthochromatic or Pan-

chromatic

don't see nothing or don't

my

This message,

published without

In the next issue the subject will be treated

if

AND HOW!

nose they've got coming!

Of

—

that's been living

pull, family connection, or party ability

in the

is

tion of a carbon arc light with a special glass in place of

say that pictures

very healthiest condition

Cleveland, Ohio.

full details

Motion
ing to

Inc.,

received at the time of going to press

to

and including their friends.

The Boys who

Society of Cinematographers has just

received this self-explanatory telegram from the National

Carbons Company,

you are

and Smart Guys

The American

for

their studios to cover their tracks.

Are you attached

"Light Trans-

film.

The

color of the light source can be varied

from the intense blue white of the white flame arc
rich red yellow light obtained

to the

with the light transformer.

NATIONAL CARBONS

CO., INC.
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FOR RENT—To
Mitchell

FOR RENT

Complete Mitchell outfit with astro lenses,
by Al Gilks, HE 1490.
,

zir.es,

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: Four cents a word. Minimum charge one dollar per insertion. All copy must be prepaid i:nd
must reach us before the fifteenth of the month
preceding publication.
American Cinematographer,
1222 Guaranty Building,

six

maga-

reliable party, one Bell & Howell camera with
legs; Astro Lens F. 2.3., Fl. 8. 6 magazines. Fred
Hoefner mat box. In perfect shape and fully equipped. Joe

ORegon

LaShelle.

FOR RENT
F. 2.3.

—B Two
& L

6730.

& Howell

Bell

FOR RENT, CAMERA

cameras, large finders, astro lenses,

Frank Cotner,

2.7.

—Large

HO

5046.

&

Howells. Fully equipped. Lenses
2.3, 2.5 and 2.7.
finders; Baby tripod.
No. 6 Lense.
Special side prism. Also Special Hi speed DeBrie. Call B. B.
Ray, A. S. C. Office, GR 4274. Home, OL 2727. 1119 N EdgeBell

3

mont Ave.

FOR RENT

—CAMERAS,

ALL KINDS.

Akeley,

Bell

& Howell

170%. also Speed DeVry Graflex, Still (late model Anscos). For
rent by day or week to responsible parties.
Ries Bros., Ries
Bldg., 1152 No. Western Ave.
Phone GRanite 1185; Residence,

Hollywood, California

HO-1055.

WANTED— MOTION
170-DEGREE

MITCHELL

PICTURE CAMERAS

Have 1924 Buick Sport
Touring car, in excellent condition, as down payment.
Remainder to be paid within six months of purchase. Write or
phone Herman Schopp, care of the A. S. C, 1219 Guaranty
GRanite 4274 or GRanite 4704.

Building, Hollywood, California.

WANTED, CAMERA — Will

buy Bell & Howell camera. State price
and equipment. John P. Whalen. Gl. 1101 or A. S. C. GR. 4274.

WANTED, CAMERA — 170 degree
like Mitchell tripod. Harry H.
Phone GL 5239.

WANTED — Mitchell,

outfit.
Calif.

Fairfax, Hollywood,

Must be

in

description

Bell

& Howell camera. Would

Cooper, 851 No. Fuller Street.

for cash or will trade Bell

Must be completed

WANTED — Will

and Bell & Howell cameras. F.1.8 and F.2.3 lens equipment. AM kinds of lenses and equipment for rent. John S.
Stumar, 3->02 Cardiff Ave., Palms, Los Angeles. Phone: Culver
City 35 12. or call C. Glouner, Camera Dept., Universal City,

and Howell wanted.

Bell

W.

V. Skall,

& Howell and cash.
6156, 1243% N.

HEmpstead

Motion Picture Camera. Complete
Wyckoff. Phone Care A. S. C, GRanite 4274.

BELL & HOWELL.

Victor Milner, 2221
Angeles. California. 596-944.

BELL & HOWELL

1358 Mullett Street, Detroit, Michigan.
cash. DeBrie,
Pathe, Bell & Howell Standard
Send full description. Bass Camera Company, 179
West Madison Street. Chicago.

cameras.

FOR SALE —CAMERAS
—
Akeley Camera. Complete equipment. Akeley
equipped with 180 degree adjustable shutter and

FOR SALE

side

focusing prism, Panoramic Arm, Tilting arm, Telescopic pan
handle, regular pan handle Ball and socket head.
Tripods,
Large tripod with Mitchell legs Baby tripod adjustable legs.
Magazines, Five standard Akeley Magazines, built in scratchproof features. Lens Equipment. 1 pair 35
matched Carl
Zeiss in Akeley mount. 1 pair 50
matched Carl Zeiss in
Akeley mount. 1 pair 75
matched Carl Zeiss in Akeley
In.
1
8
matched finder Carl Zeiss in Akeley mount.
1
5% in matched finder Carl Zeiss in Akeley mount.
1

Observatory Ave., Los

OL

Perry Evans,

8797 or Hollywood

Friction Tilthead. 3 Mitchell cameras, 2 Bell & Howell.
Astro F. 1.8, F. 2.3 lenses. Extra lenses and magazines. J. R.
Lockwood, 523 N. Orange St., Glendale. Glen. 3361 W. Hollywood address, 959 Sewa rd, HO 4366.

E.

BURTON STEENE.

Bell & Howell, and Akeley.
Complete Camera equipment.
Latest models.
Address American Society of
Cinematographers, Hollywood. California.

BELL & HOWELL,
Baby

tripod.

GRanite 9845.

170, with 30, 40, 60 and 75 lens equipment.
Also B. & H. Cine motor.
Charles Stumar.
7501 Lexington Ave., Hollywood.

FOR TRADE—CAMERAS

Camera,

special

Alvin

MITCHELL

Inc..

WANTED — For

—Phone

outfit.

A. S. C.

GR

buy 170 degree Bell & Howell camera outfits.
A-No.-l condition and priced right. Give full
and serial number. Wilding Picture Productions,

3131.

ONE DE VRY

—Carlmodel
for

WILL TRADE
Trade

Zeiss, F. 3.5, 50

late

mm.

& H. mount.
Bert Longenecker, 697-

lens in B.

Veedor Counter.

724.

;

MM

FOR RENT— STILL CAMERAS

MM

MM

SVi in. matched finder Carl Zeiss in Akeley mount.
1 12 in.
matched finder Dahlmeyer in Akeley mount. Accessories, Erect
Mitchell finder with mounting to go on top of camera; Special
Worth Matte box, matte on all lenses, from 35 MM to and

including the 8 1/ inch lens, equipped for all kinds of mattes
and glass filters both graduated sky and discs, etc. Auxiliary
sun shade; Set of hard mattes and inside filter holders, Test
tank, two foot capacity, changing bag, Special film rewind.
Equipment cases: Lens case, special padding for travelling,
Magazine case, holds five magazines; camera case; Accessory
case, holds Worth matte box, Mitchell finder, six magazines
and all accessories. These four cases are equipped with Yale
locks. Tripod head case
Tripod case for large tripod. Tripod
case for baby tripod. For sale by cash or will take trade-in
on Bell & Howell camera. Call GR 4274 or GR 4704. Harry
G. Mason, A. S. C.

FOR RENT

Still Camera, focal plane shutter, complete,
Mitchell Friction Tripod, new, for B. & H.
1 Eyemo Camera
1 4x5 Graflex B. & L. lens.
1 B.-H. Low
Boy to fit new style B.-H. Tripod head. Joe LaShelle, 639 N.
Sierra Bonita, ORegon 6730.
1

with special lock.

ONE

FOR SALE

— DeVry

Projector, using standard film.
Cost $225.
in A. S. C. office, 1220 Guaranty Building).
$100 cash or less. Make and offer. Call GR 4274.
FOR SALE Bell & Howell Camera, 120 degree shutter. John
Thompson, Escondido, Box 183, Route A.

—

FOR SALE, CAMERA Super-speed Debrie equipment. 2-inch B.
& L. Lens, 2 magazines, 1 tripod, 2 jacks. Price $750.00. Abe
Scholtz. See camera in A. S. C. office GR 4274.
FOR SALE New Eyemo camera, carrying case, extra magazine.
Price $225. Call Ben White, OX 7335.
FOR SALE— Brand new Wilart, never used, with 50 MM Carl Zeiss
.

—

F-3.5

lens

Micrometer mount.

in

case.
Cost $175. Best offer takes
elry Co., Wollaston, Mass.

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

—

200

magazine carrying
Write Art-Craft Jew-

ft.

it.

shape.

6017 Elinor Ave.,
A. S. C. office, GR 4274, GR 4704.
FOR RENT 2 Mitchell cameras complete studio equipment No. 85
75

MM

Astro

1.8

MM

No. 97 high speed movement 40
and
50
2.3 Astro. Extra magazines

lenses.

MM

Eyemo camera with Hoefner Trueball tripod
Home, 1318 N. Stanley Ave., Hollywood 7682.
Bell & Howell 2.3 Astro 2". Carl Zeiss 35 MM

for rent. Also
head. Pliny W.

FOR RENT

— 170 Mitchell

2" and 3"

Finder, Mitchell Tripod and tripod head.
GR 5033.
Camera, 1 Mitchell
1

Ira B. Hoke, 1312 N. Detroit St.,

—Camera equipment: Mitchell
Camera with attachment, new.

FOR RENT

— One

S.

GRanite 4274.

Cinemotor with Veeder Counter in first-class
OL-2727, 1119 N. Edgemont Street.

Call B. B. Ray,

FOR SALE—LENSES

—
mount. Looks

FOR SALE, LENSES
B.

&

H.

Carl Zeiss, F. 3.5, 50
like

new.

mm., mounted

in latest

Perry Evans, 413 No. Mar-

iposa Ave., Hollywood, California.

BELL & HOWELL,

all ASTRO lenses. Akeley Camera complete,
E. Burton Steene, 1760 No. Wilcox Ave., GLad-

Eyemo.

also

stone 6131.

ONE

two-inch Bausch & Lomb F.2 :7 one Dahlmeyer Pentac 37mm.
F.2 :9. Georges Benoit, care of American Society of Cinematographers, Hollywood. California.
;

NEW

40 mm. Goerz Hypar f. 3. 5. lens in Bell & Powell mount:
price, $50.00.
Write Charles Clarke, 1222 Guaranty Building,
Hollywood, California.

WANTED— PROJECTOR
USED SIMPLEX
Box

dress

State model, price, condition, etc.

wanted.

R,

Ad-

American Cinematographer.

FOR RENT, LENSES

Degree Cameras, F. 2.3 and
Complete equipment. Eddie
Hollywood, HEmpstead 8333 or

—
regular movement,

—complete. Care A. C,
—MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED — MISCELLANEOUS

—CAMERAS

Three Bell & Howell 170
F. 2.5 lenses, Mitchell Tripod legs.
Linden,

camera

still

FOR RENT

New. (See machine

—

8x10

FOR RENT

;

•

8x10

1

Speed
1
1
Bell & Howell,
Akeley (Full Equipment). Ted Tettzlaff. Phone GR 9255. 1724
N. Western Ave., Hollywood.

—Trick

lenses of

all

descriptions for rent by
GR 3830,

day or week. Call George Meehan, A. S. C. Phone
7 44 North Curson Ave.. Hollywood, California.

WANTED—Will
Call

buy

Bell

&

Howell cinemotor and a 32 M. M. Lense.
or care A. S. C. office. GR.

Herman Schopp, HOlly 4735

4274.

—

FOR SALE SPECIAL CAMERA EQUIPMENT
COMPLETE new style Bell & Howell matt box for sale. Joseph
Walker, 1037 N. Sycamore Ave., Hollywood.

B.

Phone GLadstone

3797.
,

PATHE panorama head for professional camera, with detachable
aluminum tilting head, easily adapted to any standard tripod.
A first-class unit for some one, who is experimenting or enin research work, to add to their equipment.
Norton, care A. S. O, Guaranty Bldg., Hollywood.

gaged

Stephen

S.

Always

in pace

with the pro-

gress of the times announces
another triumph in raw film
fabrication. This time it is Por-

Film made in both "Par"
and Panchromatic, using in both
cases the same emulsion as that
used in the manufacture of the
trait

famous

And

(ffiPOB)

motion picture

film.

new

portrait stock is
just as dependable, just as uniform, just as superior in all its
qualifications as (ffiffl!) products
have been for more than a
this

century.

The

cQUPflSP

trade

mark has never been

placed on an Inferior Product.

WELCOME S. M. P. E.
Dupont-Pathe Film Mfg. Corp.
35 West 45th

Street,

New York

Smith and Alter,
Pacific

Inc.

Coast Distributors

1056 North Cahuenga Ave.
Hollywood,

GRanite 6669
Calif.
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Welcome
Program

S.

M.

April, 1928

P. E.

for Hollywood Convention April 9 to 14
Interesting Papers Listed

Scene in the neighborhood of the Roosevelt Hotel, Hollywood, headquarters of the S. M. P. E. when the engineers began to arrive for
The cameramen shown in Mr. Hill's cartoon are members of the A. S. C. who extended the official invitheir 1928 Spring Convention.
tation to the S. M. P. E. to visit the World's Film Capital.

PROGRAM

Monday, April 9
10:00 Address of welcome.
Presidential Address by W. B. Cook, Kodascope
Libraries, Inc., New York, N. Y.

Report of Arrangements Committee.
"Report of Progress in the Motion Picture Industry" by F. A. Benford, General Electric Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y.
"Pantomime Picture Stories by Radio for Home
Entertainment" by C. Francis Jenkins, Founder
of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers.

—

12:30 Luncheon.
2:00 Papers:

"A Line Screen Film

Process for Motion Pictures
Color" (with demonstration) by J. H.
Powrie, Warner Research Laboratory, New
York, N. Y.

Research Laboratory, Eastman Kodak Co.,
Rochester, N. Y.
"Some Technical Photographic Problems and their
Solution" (with demonstration) by J. W. Coffman, Carpenter-Goldman Laboratories, Long
Island City, N. Y.
"Some Novel Motion Picture Presentations" (with
demonstration) by L. M. Townsend and W. W.
Hennessy, projection engineers, Eastman Theatre and University of Rochester, Rochester,
N. Y.
6:30 Banquet of Welcome by American Society of
Cinematographers, Daniel B. Clark, President.
Address "The Importance of Research in Industry" by L. A. Hawkins, Research Laboratory,
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

in

"Reproduction of Mobility of Form and Color by
the Motion Picture Kaleidoscope" (with demonstration) by L. A. Jones and C. H. Tuttle,

Tuesday, April 10
9.30 Papers:

"Scenario Writing" by Jeanie McPherson.
"The Operation of a Central Casting Bureau" by
F. Beetson, Association of Motion Picture Producers, Inc. Hollywood, Calif.

J
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"The Motion Picture Actor" by Milton Sills.
"The Motion Picture Director" by Irvin Willat.
"The Motion Picture Art Director" by Cedric
Gibbons and Mitchell Leisen.
12:30 Luncheon.
2:00 Automobile trip

—seeing

Hollywood and Beverly

Hills.

7:30 Paper: "A System of Motion Pictures with Sound"
by H. B. Marvin, General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Demonstration of motion pictures with sound ac-

companiment. Courtesy General Electric Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y.

Wednesday, April

11

9:30 Papers:
"The Technical Status of the Film Laboratory"

by

L.

M.

Griffith,

12:30 Luncheon.
2:00 Visit to motion picture studios.
7:30 Papers:
"Photographic Characteristics of Motion Picture
Studio Light Sources" by L. A. Jones and M. E.
Russell, Research Laboratory, Eastman Kodak
West Coast Theatres, Inc., Los Angeles.
"Lighting and Equipment Requirements for Motion Picture Photography with Mazda Lamps"
by R. E. Farnham, National Lamp Works,
Cleveland, Ohio.
"Characteristics of Flame Arcs for Motion Picture
Photography" by D. B. Joy and A. C. Downes,
National Carbon Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
"Some Sugestions on the Use of Incandescent
Lamps in the Studio" by E. W. Beggs, Westinghouse Lamp Co., Bloomfield, N. J.

Paramount Famous Lasky

Friday, April 13

Corp., Hollywood, Calif.

"Motion Photomicrographs of the Process of Development of a Photographic Image" by C. H.
Tuttle, Research Laboratory, Eastman Kodak
Co., Rochester, N. Y.

"Machine Development of Motion Picture Negative Film" by Roy Hunter and J. Guerin, Universal Studios Laboratories, and Chester Bennett Laboratories, Hollywood, Calif.
the Making of Duplicate Negatives" by J. G. Capstaff, Research Laboratory,
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.

"Some Notes on

Motion Picture Film" by V. B.
Sease, Director Research Laboratory, DuPontPathe Film Mfg. Co., Parlin, N. J.
"Preservation of Motion Picture Film" by J. I.
Crabtree and C. E. Ives, Research Laboratory,
"Moisture

in

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.
12:30 Luncheon.
2:00 Papers:
"Color in the Production of Motion Pictures" by
R. Nauman, chief electrician,
Famous Lasky Corp.
"Aviation Motion Picture Photography" by Harry
Perry, A. S. C.
"Needs of the Trick Cinematographer" Douglas
Shearer, A. S. C.
"Method of Producing the Sound Effects to Accompany the Motion Picture 'Wings' " by Roy
J. Pomeroy, A. S. C.
"Dramatic Cinematography" by Charles Rosher,
A. S. C, and Karl Struss, A. S. C.
7:00 Banquet by Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences, Douglas Fairbanks, President.

Paramount

Thursday, April 12
9:30 Old and New Business.
Reports of Secretary and Treasurer.
Reports of Papers and Publications, Publicity and
Advertising, and Membership Committees.
Reports of Standards and Nomenclature and
Theatre Lighting Committees.
'The Aims and Purposes of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences" by Frank

Woods.
Announcements

of

New Apparatus by

the Fol-

lowing Manufacturers:

Eastman Kodak

Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Film Inspection Co., New York, N. Y.
C.
P. Goerz American Optical Co., New
York, N. Y.
Hertner Electric Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
National Carbon Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Sentry Safety Control, Philadelphia, Pa.
The above and other apparatus will be on exhibition during the convention.
Open forum questions and suggestions are invited regarding the welfare of the Society and
the Motion Picture Industry.

—
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9:30 Papers:

"Theater Management" by Harold B. Franklin,
"Continuous Projectors" by J. F. Leventhal, New
York, N. Y.
"The Effect of Projection Angle upon the Seating Capacity of the Theatre" and
"Application of the Tandem Condenser to the
High Intensity Projection Arc" by Roger M.
Hill,

Consulting Engineer, Atlanta, Ga.

"The Importance of Good Projection

to the Pro-

ducer" by F. H. Richardson, New York, N. Y.
"Hollywood and the 16 mm. Film" by J. B.
Carrigan, Editor, Amateur Movie Makers.
2:00 Automobile trip to Santa Monica and Venice.
7:30 Papers:
"The Incandescent Tungsten Lamp in the Motion
Picture Studio" by F. A. Benford, General
Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
"The Use of Incandescent Equipment in Motion
Picture Photography" by Peter Mole, President,
Mole-Richardson, Inc., Hollywood, Calif.
"Report on Experiments on Mazda Lighting" conducted by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences.
"The Aperture of Motion Picture Lenses" by J.
Dubray, Technical Editor, American Cinematographer.

"Camera Lenses for Motion Picture Photography"
by W. B. Rayton, Director of Research, Bausch

& Lomb

Optical Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Saturday, April 14
9:30 Papers:
"The Acoustical Properties of Rooms" by J. B.
Engl, Technische Hochschule, Berlin.
"Artificial Sunlight for Photographic Sensitometry" by Raymond Davis and K. S. Gibson, Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.
"American Motion Pictures Abroad" by N. D.
Golden, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Washington, D. C.
"An Optical Printing Device for Trick Work" and
"A Short History of Motion Picture Cameras" by
C. L. Gregory, Consulting Engineer, New York,
N. Y.
"The Measurement of Pulsating Currents" by W.
N. Goodwin, Jr., Chief Electrical Engineer,
Weston Electrical Instrument Co., Newark, N. J.
"The Fogging Effect of Metals on Developing
Solutions" by J. F. Ross and J. I. Crabtree, Research Laboratory, Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.
"Suggestions for a Technical Reference Work on
the Motion Picture Industry" by D. L. and M. L.
Mistry,

Bombay,

"Perspective

India.

Considerations

in

(Continued on Page 21

the

Taking and
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On another page of this issue of THE AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER is an outline of
made by Mr. William Darling, chief
of Fox Studios, to his fellow employees.

a speech

nician

It

tech-

ous, irritable, belligerent and, possibly, discourteous.

A

few years ago

and

worker

was

it

like the old

the workers gathered for their daily task like a lot

should be read and digested by every

it

motion pictures, and

in

What

as well as employee.

Mr.

also his courage.

such frank, good-tempered,

is

Everybody worked

recess.

work was like play.
come over us? We are very largely
bunch. Are we losing our sense of

applauds not

only the sentiments of
It

at

has

same old

the
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children

hard, but his

means employer

this

work
home and

a delight to go to

was

lot

well worth the few minutes required to

is

it

The

at the studio.

of school

read
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Darling's remarks but

the steam-roller crushing out our hu-

values or

is

manity?

Too many

groups, maybe, with the old

sense of a big, happy, co-operative family going into

truthful and constructive criticism that eventually
the discard.

will set in order the

Mr. Darling

House
right.

is

of

Motion

The

Pictures.

What

the answer?

is

in a disposition

like

steam engines

production opera-

in their active

now

efforts

and everybody from executive

tions

and what

salary

is

why

a

common

would seem

which

is

save

life

not the big-

bit

to

lie

on the strenuous

being put forth to evolve what might be

over-

enduring things, by any means.

ger, better

Just

out of

little

will buy,

it

to grips

up a

to ease

called the egoism of

worked, peevish and getting

It

studios are driving

group consciousness and to get

the spirit of co-operation of the whole, for surely

what

good for the writer

is

matographer and what

is

good for the cine-

good for these

is

is

good for

sense and orderly system
the electrician, the director, the carpenter, the actor,

of production has not been evolved in our beloved
the

industry

is

not clear as there

certainly no dearth

is

among our executives. Any
men) who has the genius to pro-

man, the make-up man, the technician, the

still

producer, exhibitor and everybody, exalted or

of constructive brains

man

(or group of

duce so wonderful a thing as a great motion
ture

is

pic-

able to put order and system into the fabrica-

concerned

ble,

is

mount welfare

is

This
tion of that production so that
in

it

may

be compelled to

no person engaged

man

(or group of

men)

of his

work

all

work under

which upset the harmonious order

conditions

picture.

the

Cannot we

together to bring about a system of pro-

happy conditions of work

for

will but give the problem

thought equal to that devoted to the production of a

INDUSTRY— and the parawelfare of the WHOLE.

the

the era of re-adjustment.

is

hum-

of motion pictures.

duction that will make, not only for efficiency, but

that

life, if

in the

UNIT

The

making

What

—

producer will be

for us all.

first to

pioneer in this?

Daniel B. Clark, President American Society of

Cinematographers.

Moreover, business men are beginning

to

com-

plain that motion picture people are autocratic, in-

considerate and discourteous.
that there

is

some ground for

the reason for
tion

—

It

it

may

painful to admit

is

this

complaint and

be found in this same condi-

which prompted the comment of Mr. Darling

which becomes a ruthless
thing which takes into consideration

the drive of production

steam-roller, a

no man, nor time, nor treasure.

A

man who

of sleep and

ordered

is

is

interpreted

waste.

But

is

it

in

is

letter
is

to

the editor

on

an evidence that the

seeking to broaden his activities.

No

content to be idle between pictures.

longer

is

When

the producer ceases to produce the camera-

man

-he

turns

Kershner
to

screen.

is

producer

produce
It

is

Mr.
his own account.
many A. S. C. members
own stuff from scenario to
on

only one of
his

a healthy sign.

habits of life are dis-

neither a happy nor an efficient

which,

cameraman

able

harrassed by overwork and lack

whose regular

Mr. Glen Kershner's
another page of this issue

dollars

and

cents,

worker

means

means more even than this for there
more vital than economic waste

There may be some

pictures on

the

shelves,

but there are no pictures on the shelves because of

any A.

S.

C. member's lack of artistry.

a consideration

the loss of our sense of

but

we do

not laugh.

humor.

We

We

make

tain the public, but in the process

make

comedies,

Money

pictures to enter-

be so shy.

we become

matter

nerv-

A

for "independent" production need not

GOOD

who makes

it.

picture has a ready market no
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Amateur Cinematography
A Professional 's Notes for Amateurs — XVII
The

discovery

of

new kinds

of

glasses, the patient research on their
adaptabilities to the making of pho-

By Joseph Dubray, A.

S.

C

back focus of the combination. In
other words, the image plane will be
nearer the back lens of such combination than it would be if a positive combination of equal focal

tographic objectives and the ingeConcluding Article
nuity displayed by inventors, soon
length was used.
of
manufacture
the
were applied to
The introduction of teleobjectives was greatly deobjectives presenting very remarkable qualities in their
layed and limited to very special uses due to the loss of
performances.
speed that was suffered, in comparison with positive obSeveral optical companies have been for years bringjective of same focal length.
ing forth improvements so as to render their product
The possibility of varying the degrees of magnificasuitable to special needs.
tion with one single objective was so appealing that most
It must be readily understood that the perfection of
of the early teleobjectives were constructed to a great
an objective is limited by the
sacrifice of their speed.
The reasons for this drop in
scope that it is called to acillumination were mainly the greater area upon which
complish, and the choice of such
the light flux is spread, and the necessity of correcting
an instrument shall always be
made according to the needs of by the use of small stops the aberrations caused by the
variations of the distance between the two components
the operator.
of the objective.
But the limitations thus imposed upon
In motion pictures, it is desirthis type of objectives were severely felt.
The construcable to use objectives possessing
tion of variable focal length teleobjective was practically
the greatest apai'ture that is posdiscarded and the teleobjective of fixed focus and theresible without sacrificing to any too
fore of fixed magnification, became the quasi-universally
great extent the depth of focus
adopted objective of this kind.
that is so essential in pictures desOpticians began to investigate the possibilities of
tined to be submitted to an eximproving the correction of the several aberrations,
Fortremely great enlargement.
namely the astigmatic correction of the teleobjective and
tunately, the smallness of the imtheir efforts were rewarded by the obtaining of the
age which is necessary to obtain,
A. Dubray
modern objectives of this type presenting great orthocalls for the use of objectives of
scopic qualities, together with great apertures up to
short focal length and in such a
F/3.5.
case the use of objectives of an aperture of F/2 and even
Photographic objectives as known today seem to
somewhat larger, has been possible in the hands of skillhave reached a degree of perfection impossible to surful cinematographers.
Perhaps the next step in the way of progress will
pass.
But is must always be borne in mind that what could
be to render them more and more adaptable to the use
be called the perfect objective, does not exist in reality,
of Panchromatic sensitive materials, and for high speed
the suppression of one imperfection being always to the
color photography, but no one knows what Science and
detriment of one of its qualities.
human intellect keep in store for us.
Tremendous strides have been made nevertheless
Perhaps new material will be discovered which will
during the past few years and the road to progress being
replace the glasses that are in use today.
Perhaps
constantly open to the advance of Science, there is no
mechanical instruments will be perfected so that difend to the possibilities of improvement in photographic
ferent and more suitable curvatures will be imparted
objective as there is no end to the possibilities of imto the different elements that concur to the making of
provement in any other scientific endeavor.
an objective and thus reduce the problems nowadays inIt would be beyond the scope of this series of arvolved in their designing. Perhaps different photographic
ticles to give a description of all types of photographic
sensitive materials will be discovered which will perobjectives available today for photographic and cinematomit the use of objectives of less aperture and therefore
graphic work, and we wish to refer the reader to the numpresenting greater corrections. Perhaps chemical agents
erous and excellent literature that can be had on the subwill play an important part in the future.
Perhaps
ject.
but why continue?
The unknown is in front of us,
Nevertheless mention must be made of one type of
the great unknown, the great future which always tends
objective which has entered the motion picture field and
towards progress which in turn means greater comfort
the application of which is becoming more and more
and greater happiness.
necessary.
We refer to the Teleobjective.
[THE END]
In the manufacture of photographic objective, the
need was soon felt of an instrument possessing a great
length of focus and at the same time necessitating a
9
short draw of bellows so as to reduce the bulk of the
camera equipment. This need was first felt in the photographing of nature subjects, such as animals and birds
in their living surroundings and also in the photographing of architectural motives or places difficult of access.
I've made a trip around the world, and seen it all. you bet.
Hut lemme tell you, it's got nothin' on a movie set.
The general principle upon which the construction
Topaz dawns at Singapore? Pretty fair, but, bo,
of teleobjectives is based, may be expressed as follows:
I've seen how they throw the juice, and that ain't half I know.
The image formed by a positive system of lenses, is
Sure, I seen a hurricane; got soaked by Baltic waves.
enlarged by a negative combination of elements and thus
Hut how about the gusts that blow when Hergesheimer raves?
Sand storms in the Sahara and a blizzard in Quebec
spread over a larger area than the area covered by the
Are good, but we can do a better one when Griffith yells "On deck I"
positive combination alone.

—

The Camera

Man

s

Travelogue

As the negative element is placed at a certain distance from the positive one, the principal points of the
whole combination move away from it in the direction of
the object space.
Now, the focal length of an objective is measured
from the principal point of emergence to the focal point,
and therefore the use of the negative element reduces the

Notre Dame is quite a hut and so is Pisa's Tower,
Hut don't forget we'd throw one up at ninety cents an hour.
Took a slant at royalty and vamped a prince or two.
They may have crowns, but none of 'em's "distingy like Menjew.
Harold's glasses have no glass and Huster really smiles,
And all my public thinks that I'm as smooth as bathroom
So gangway, folks, and leave me room where all the world
Hack to dear old Hollywood, where everything's a fake.

—

— Slim

tiles;
is

jake

Robertson.

—
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Movie Make- Up
A Master of the Art Sets Forth
Is the
[Max
tion

to

Cinematographer' s Best Ally

Factor needs no introducmotion picture industry

to

By

Max

the

matter.

manufacturers of hair goods, cosmetics, perfumes, etc, and until
1918 Mr. Factor had practically a
monopoly on the wig business of
the studios

year

his

grown
and he

and theaters. By that
make-up business had

to international

proportions

has since directed the entire
resources of his large organization
to

this

For many years

activity.

Max

Factor home office has
been at 326 S. Hill Street, but
during the last few years the business has outgrown the Hill Street
the

quarters and the firm recently took over the four-story
building at 1666 Highland Avenue, Hollywood, which is
now being remodeled to house Max Factor and Company
in

what

they intend to

make

the finest

and most complete

institution in the world.

Mr. Factor

will

answer

THE

through
any questions
care to propound.
Editor's

himself

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
on make-up our readers may

Note.]
Considering the psychology of make-up, in regard
photographic values, I want to tell you why it is not
only the best, but the most necessary and essential ally
of cinematography.
No matter how fine the quality of
photography may be and the lighting effects, or even the
finesse of the lenses used for panchromatic filming, without the correct application of make-up there is no method
of covering up the defects of nature, and to bring out
the true characterizations needed, thus enabling the cinematographer to produce a more natural and finished film.
Make-up at the present time is given more thought
and more appreciation by all departments of the Motion
Picture field, than ever before.
The interest now displayed is not an unusual condition, but is really the
climax of tremendous efforts put forth by exponents of
the art, to bring to it the appreciation that it deserves,
and the realization of the important part it plays in
Motion Pictures.
Of course, on the stage the realization and appreciation of the importance, and the scope of make-up is
complete.
Can one imagine an actor or actress on the
stage without make-up!
True, the stage must contend
with the question of lighting as well as motion pictures,
but it must be remembered that on the stage lights tend
to subdue facial colors, but in screen work it is just the
to

1

for the lights are used to
bring more prominence to the face.
Therefore, I can safely repeat that
make-up is far more important to
motion pictures than any other field
of endeavor in which it may be used.
Make-up was originally established by means of a
mask, which was the only method the actor had of portraying character. This was prior to the Shakespearean
era.
At a later period the use of a mixture of lard and
carmine was probably the first make-up that was then
known to the actor.
The lighting system at that period was very crude,
and even then make-up was considered necessary, or the
characterization fell short of the portrayal.
It was the
critical period, for it marked the beginning of the drama,
and the recognition of the stage and the actor.
Later the actor adapted himself to the make-up then
manufactured, and soon became skillful in the art of
applying it. Then the character actor came into prominence, for in blending these different shades he was able
to produce most any character desired, but as it was also
necessary to apply make-up very heavily, the actor would
lose all the natural character lines in his face, leaving
only the use of the mouth and the eyes to portray emotions.
It was hard to register any other movement, as
the facial muscles were tense and rigid, much to the discomfort of the performer.
At a later period the pencil came into general usage
for blending in the character lines.
This sort of makeup was quite satisfactory, just as long as one had an
audience to contend with, also because the actor was
gifted with a voice with which he carried his message to
them, but now, in the period of the silent drama, the
emotions have only one method of portrayal, and that is
by facial expression, through the medium of photography.
This brings the art of make-up to the front, for without
Cerit we would have spotted and uneven complexions.
tain facial features would appear too strong or too light
It is true that the experienced cinematogin contrast.
rapher can, to a certain degree, eliminate faulty and
bring out certain features through the use of lighting,
but as the performers usually keep moving about, it becomes a tremendous task to keep the lights properly
Only
played on moving features to obtain this result.
proper make-up allied with good photography can bring
about the necessary results.
It has always been my ambition to develop make-up
to such an extent, that the aforementioned shortcomings
would be eliminated. I always felt that make-up should
appear as natural to the eye as it would be on the screen
and that the performer should not in the least bit be
conscious of being made up. During my visits on various
sets at the studios I had often heard actors complain
how make-up hampered their freedom of action and
expression.
It was in nineteen twenty-three (1923) that I was
able to present to the profession the first flexible makeup that could be applied on the skin very thin, and yet
retain all the covering and coloring qualities necessary.
I must admit that it was far from perfect but it was
the first and only step ever made to accurately improve
theatrical make-up to that time.
We went into the field and encouraged every kind of
As
test trying flexible make-up, under every condition.
each fault came to our notice we immediately went about
the work repairing it and today, after five years of its
use by 85% of the motion picture profession, I feel that
in this accomplishment we have progressed with the advancement of the motion picture industry itself.
reverse,

the

world at large for that
Born in Russia, he emigrated to America in 1901 and immediately went into business in St. Louis, where he remained
until 1908 when he came to Los Angeles where he located on Central Avenue and worked in conjunction with
his near neighbors, at that time the Western Costume
Company. For generations his family in Russia had been
nor

That Make-Up

Factor

(Concluded on Page 25)
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Monochromatic Light
An Entirely New Field Appears
In

Be Opened for Investigation
Monochromatic Light Group

The Cinema is the child of Cinematography and Cinematography is

Frederick Finc
the direct offspring of Light.
Metaphysically speaking, Light is
a state of consciousness and true
light is also Color; white light being
Physically
the simultaneous consciousness of all colors.
speaking, light corresponds to a single octave of electromagnetic vibrations, but this force does not produce
light,it induces or evokes its manifestations in the consciousness of the man himself.
Whatever we may think of man's true nature it will
be conceded that he is neither
ether-vibration, retina, nerves nor
brain
he uses these. Nor is he
any or all of the states of colorconsciousness which we call light;

—

;

—

he experiences
—
mortal Spectator
the

Cosmic

The Imand Enjoyer of
Cinema this is the
these.

REAL MAN!
The language of

Strong

light

is

seven-

spectral colors of Newton.
But we have to record this
language on the tablets of consciousness by means of an occular
typewriter having but three keys.
fold

vSfc'^I^^^B^
nmL
wf/

—the

—

The generally accepted "Young-

Helmholtz" theory of vision postulates three end-organs or antenna
for each retinal nerve unit. These correspond to Orange,
Green and Violet. Simultaneous excitation of all three
evoke white light in consciousness. Excitation of Orange
and Green give subjective Yellow, Orange and Violet give
Red, and Green and Violet induce the Blue sensation.
Science has reduced all ponderable matter to units
The elecof elecricity
the Proton and the Electron.
tron is a unit of negative charge, groups of moving elec-

—

The
all types of electrical currents.
in the free state only in the form of the

trons constituting

Proton

is

known

Hydrogen Ion. These two are the primitive building
blocks of the material universe. According to the generally accepted "Bohr Theory" the atoms of all the chemical elements are miniature solar-systems, each atom consisting of one or more protons as central suns around
which revolve various numbers of planetary electrons in
definite orbits.
Bombardment of atoms by free electrons (electrical currents) cause some of the planetary
electrons to jump from one orbit to another. The values
of many of these "jumps" have been accurately determined, and the "splashes" they produce in the universal
space-filler, the hypothetical ether, correspond to the
single wave-lengths, the "Bright Lines" of the spectrum
of gases.

What a light-wave really is is still a matter of speculation; about all that we can say is, that while sound
waves are in one dimension, and water-waves in two
dimensions, light energy is a three-dimensional wave.
The phenomena of polarization prove this last statement.
Spectra may be divided into three general classes:
1.

Continuous Spectra:

Emitted by incandescent

solids such as tungsten filament in a "Mazda" lamp. Such
a spectrum begins in the Infra-red and extends through
all wave-lengths in the visible region up to about 3400
A. U. in the Ultra-violet. Light of this type, when the

spectral values are balanced may appropriately be called
artificial daylight and would appear to best be suited to
the requirements of Cinematography.
Band Spectra: Emitted from gases heated to
2.
incandescence or from electrified molecular gases in a
"vacuum tube" (all gases except hydrogen and the other
monatomic gases). The spectrum of the flame of a car-

to

H Strong, M. D.

(The inbon arc is of this class.
candescent ends of the carbons, of
course, giving out a continuous spectrum.)

Emitted
atomic
These spectra are formed of chords, or mathe3.

from

state.

Bright-line

Spectra:

electrified gases in the

About the only
matically related single wave-lengths.
practical sources of monochromatic light (from single
wave lengths) are vacuum tubes containing the monatomic gases Helium, Neon, or Argon at pressures of
about 10 mm., excited by a transformer current of from
ten to fourteen-thousand volts. By adding metallic mercury to such a tube the electrified gas knocks out mercury ions and the tube then emits the familiar bright line
spectrum of mercury similar to that produced by the
Cooper Hewitt Arc, but without the large percentage of
heat and infra-red rays generated by the later.
The writer has devised a series of sixteen niters for
The filters
use in connection with these vacuum tubes.
consist of various standard colored gelatine films, such
as those used in theatrical lighting, in combination, or used
in connection with various commercial colored glasses.
In this manner it is possible to obtain single-wave monochromatic light in any part of the visible spectrum. Light
of the following wave-lengths has been produced:
Red, 7032 A. U. (from Neon).
Orange, 6382-04 A. U. (Neon).
3.
Yellow, 5790-69 (Neon-mercury) or 5876 A. U.
(from Helium).
4.
Green, 5461 A. U. (Neon-mercury).
5.
Blue, 4348-59 A. U. (Neon-mercury).
6.
Violet, 4047-78 (Neon-mercury).
To obtain a sufficiently powerful source of light the
luminous tubing is formed into a close spiral about 15"
long by 3" diam. representing a tube length of about
fifteen feet.
Many uses for this light will doubtless be
1.

2.

found in psychological and biological laboratories and
very important and interesting results may be expected
from future research work.
In order to obtain and investigate the therapeutic
effects of monochromatic light the writer has employed
groups of adjacent lines in different spectral regions.
One filter used with a Neon unit gives a very powerful
orange red free from all other colors. It results from
eighteen bright-lines. No data is available at the present
time as to the physiological and therapeutic properties
of this group, but these are being studied.
These lines
give a dominant hue of about 6300 A. U., corresponding to the first Young-Helmholtz Primary.
A yellow-green group formed from the mercury yellow and the green lines has a dominant hue of about
5600 A. U., corresponding to the Second Primary. This
light has been found to be a powerful stimulant to cell
reproduction, especially in connection with plant growth.
Clinically it has given excellent results in the treatment
of redundant scars, and skin diseases where it is desired
to induce normal cell production.
It promises well.
The third Young-Helmholtz primary is obtained by
the use of the writer's "No. 1" Filter used in connection
with a Neon-mercury generator. Its visible lines are the
Blue 4359-48 A. U. and the Violet double line 4078-47
A. U. Spectrograms made at the Physics Department of
the Univ. of Calif, of L. A. by Dr. Ellis show that in
addition to the last mentioned visible lines, there is transmitted the powerful Ultra-violet triplet, 3663-44 A. U.
The presence of this wave is also demonstrated by the
brilliant yellow fluorescence of Willemite and Uranium
glass.

Mr. Joseph Dubray has made a series of interesting
photographic studies with these three ray-groups which
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Light Radiations and

Photography
this pompous title, which
with the mercury vapor tubes and
presuppose the writing of
the one at the right, in the same row,
1 echnical Editor
many volumes, the writer presents a
was taken with the Neon tubes, both
lights unfiltered.
few of a series of photographs taken
The difference of rendition of the
recently in the cabinet of Dr. Fredcolor values are so evident that no
erick Finch Strong, of Hollywood,
comment is necessary.
under well denned spectral radiations. The illustrations
The illustrations of the bottom row are pictures of
on the opposite page are more eloquent than any written
word and a simple description of the conditions under
the same chart taken with lights of the following radiawhich they were taken will prove undoubtedly more intions:
teresting than a long and dry sequence of words withThe picture at the left: Blue-violet and ultra-violet
end of the spectrum showing the three following lines:
out the accompaniment of the visual interpretation of
their meanings.
Blue 4358 A. U., Violet 4078-47 A. U., Ultra-violet tripDr. Strong is an eminent practitioner and has carlet 3680-50 A. U.
ried on for several years thorough investigations on the
The visual dominant hue of the quality of light used
therapeutic effects of different kinds of light radiations.
in the taking of this picture is at about 4200 A. U. and
His work has led him to the making of some light filters
the photographic energy peak is placed at about 4100
which transmit well defined spectral radiations.
A. U.
The middle picture: Photographed through a yellowThe light units used are either a mercury vapor tube
green filter transmitting radiations corresponding to the
or a Neon gas tube of the type illustrated in the engravtwo lines 5790 and 5461 A. U. with a visual dominant
ings.
The filters are of gelatine dyed with carefully
hue at 5500 A. U.
selected dyes and their transmission is determined by
The picture at the right: Photographed through a
careful spectroscopic inspection.
filter transmitting the red-orange group of the spectrum,
The two pictures at the top of the page show Dr.
corresponding to twenty dominant lines in the Red, OrStrong with his small spectroscope, examining the radiaange and Yellow, from 7063 to 5000 A. U. The domtions emitted by the lights which in these two cases are:
inant visual hue being at about 6350 A. U.
at the left a Blue-violet and at the right a deep red monoNo comment is necessary to emphasize the selective
chromatic radiation.
action of the filters and the response of the photographic
The lights actually shown in the picture were the
material to the radiations transmitted by them.
Panchrosole illuminant used in taking the pictures.
The abridged Transaction of the Society of Motion
matic plates were used.
Picture Engineers by Mr. L. A. Jones on light filters,
Note the difference in value of the draped curtain in
which is being printed in the columns of THE AMERthe background which was of a rather dark blue color.
ICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER at this time, treats the
The other illustrations present pictures of a chart
technical end of orthochromatic reproductions and dismade of colored woolen materials, the colors correspond- tortions so thoroughly and clearly that the writer refers
ing to each segment being readable on the chart itself.
the readers to this transaction for all further information
The picture at the left in the middle row was taken
on the subject that he may desire.

Under

would

Monochromatic Light
By Frederick Finch Strong
(Continued from Page 10)
are reproduced in connection with his article in this number of THE AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
Eight months' experience in the clinical use of the
"Blue Ultra-violet" Light (the ray-group last mentioned), have developed some surprising facts.
It appears to promote all normal vital processes, induce restoration of endocrine balance and adjust abnormal bloodpressure. It does not appear to act biochemically except
indirectly, and is quite different from the shorter ultraviolet rays produced by the Quartz mercury arc. Hospital reports show that it allays pain and nervousness and

induces natural sleep. It has been of especial value as
an adjuvant in post-operative cases.
An entirely new field appears to be opened for the
of monochromatic
method of generation.

investigation
this novel

light

groups

through

The results obtained with the "Blue Ultra-violet"
combination call to mind an epigrammatic statement in
an interesting book written in the early seventies:
*

note)*

"Light

From

is

Life

Both are Electricity." (footby H. P. Blavatsky; 1877.

"Isis Unveiled",

Showmanship for Exhibitors
A complete new section of showmanship ideas will
be found in the 1928 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK
published by THE FILM DAILY and which is now being
distributed. These ideas are grouped so that the exhibitor who has a certain type of production to put over can
quickly turn to that section and find countless ideas on
how to exploit and sell his picture to his patrons. It has
taken months and months to collect and prepare these
many stunts for publication and the exhibitor who does
not get for himself a copy of the 1928 FILM DAILY

YEAR BOOK

will be

doing himself an injustice.

These

money making

stunts are all practical, they are not just
theory as so many stunts submitted to exhibitors are
these days. They are presented briefly and clearly so that
exhibitors may readily grasp the idea and put it into
practice. This is only one of the many interesting features that will be found in THE FILM DAILY
which is given free with each yearly subscription to THE FILM DAILY whose offices are located at

YEAR

BOOK

1650 Broadway,

New York

city.
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The New BELL & HOWELL
Check Pawl Superspeed Movement

NOW..
Registration

ACCURACY
at high-speeds,

Double and
Triple

EXPOSURES!
$1,000
Installed

The film registered at the aperture
at speeds of eight times normal and
without the
minute
better
variation in the frame line!
that is
the achievement of the new B. & H.

—

most

—

and again through insuring necessary
cinematographic precision and protection to film at high speeds.

Check Pawl Superspeed Movement,
one of the most beautiful pieces of

With Cinemotor
Remote Control for Bell
Howell Cameras

precision movement ever designed for
the motion picture industry.

a

&

exposures are necessary to get deeffects.
Pays for itself again

is the original device
of its kind to be attached to any motion picture camera.
It entirely does

away with hand cranking, vibration
and the variability of human operaBy the simple manipulation of
tion.
a control knob speeds ranging from
2 to 20 exposures a second are at
instant command to paint artistry
Allows operation
into the picture.
Write
of camera by remote control.
for particulars.

& HOWELL

1805 Larchmont Ave., Chicago,
New

York,

1 1

hold.

St.

(b)

rises

instant the

&

to

high-speed
at a cost
of $275 per unit (exclusive of necesMovement comsary overhauling).
Write for
plete, installed, $1000.
Installed

in

B.

H.

movements now operating

CO.

111.

Hollywood, 6324 Santa Monica Blvd.
London (B. & H. Co., Ltd.) 320 Regent St.
Established 1907

W. 42nd

At the same

hold film
motionless at aperture, releasing at
the exact fraction of a second when
the film is again shot forward.

details.

sired

BELL

new

check pawl

The cinemotor

equipment can be readily installed in all Bell & Howell Pioneer
professional standard cameras (deInsures absign 2709) now in use.
solute accuracy and completely safeguards film against all undue wear
where double and sometimes triple
This

in the illustration (showing film
channel open) how (a) the four fingers on each side engage eight perforations simultaneously. At the end
of the stroke they drop, go back for

Note
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Light Filters
Their Characteristics and Applications in Photography

With Explanatory Diagrams
When

a filter

which absorbs some
which the photosensative

is

is

Of Eastman Research Laboratories.
Abridgement of Paper from S. M. P. E

placed

over the lens of the camera, it is evident that an increase either in ex-

On a vertical
Fig. 7 is obtained.
plane exposed to sunlight the percentage of skylight is probably only about 10 per cent,
but in the shadows a much greater proportion of the
radiation is due to skylight so that the above ratio (8020) is thought to represent a very probable composition
of the average quality of natural illumination effective in
photography. The curve as plotted shows only relative
energy values, the maximum ordinate being arbitrarily
adjusted to unity (1.0). It is not necessary in this case to
use absolute values since we are interested only in determining the ratio of the filter exposure to the no-filter
exposure.

Transactions.

posure time, in the lens aperture, or in the illumination
incident on the object, must be made in order to obtain
the same exposure on the negative as when no filter
If any two of these factors are constant then the
is used.
ratio of the third factor as required when using the filter,
to the same factor without a filter is called the filter factor
or the multiplying factor of the filter. An "eight times"

one for which the multiplying factor is 8, etc.
of the filter factor depends on the
conditions under which the filter is used and its determinfilter is

The magnitude

knowledge of the spectral

ation involves a

sensitivity of

the photographic material, the spectral distribution of energy in the radiation which illuminates the object, and the

In practical
the lens.

is

pieces of optical

c

as wave-length decreases.
The lens, therean appreciable influence upon the spectral comp<. sition of radiation which reaches the photographic material.
The spectrophotometric transmission curve of a typical motion picture objective is shown in curve C.

a

fore, has

c/

h

T

Now

WAVELENGTH

the relative intensity of radiation of

ticular wave-length

/c
600

any parwhich reaches the photographic mate-

rial is proportional to the product of the ordinates of the
curves B, C, and D. Multiplying through at each wavelength and plotting the result as a function of wave-

700

(m^i)

Spectrophotometric curves showing the relation between photographic
sensitivity, D, energy distribution in daylight, B, and transmission of radiation
by photographic objective, C.
Fig.

and the obThis is usually made of three or more
glass which may or may not be cemented

ccmes large
8

500

the only other absorbing material

together with a thin layer of Canada balsam.
The absorption of energy by this lens in the visible region is relatively small and constant but in the ultraviolet, wavelength less than 400, the absorption is variable and be-

B

400

work

of importance between the photographic plate
ject

z

tribution of energy in radiation from
sun and sky and combining these in
the proportion 80-20 the curve B in

By Loyd A. Jones

of the radiation to

graphic material

— Part Second

7.

04
c

components of the optical system between the object and the photographic material.

02

spectral absorption of all

In Fig. 7 these various characteristics are

shown

in graphic

form.

D

Curve

shows the spectral distribution of sensitivity
for panchromatic motion picture negative film, defined as
directly proportional to the density which is produced for
a fixed development time by the action of a constant
amount of energy (ergs per cm. sq.) of the various wave-

The

spectral

distribution

shown by curve B.
The curve as shown
in

the

previous

energy

of

in

daylight

z
h
Z

O

B [T -fix)]

0.8

A
UI

>

0.6

^
i
1

X

1<f
-j

UJ

04

a

/

/

is

O

!

\

\

>

;

1
1

400

computed from the data given
communication 1
Measurements have
is

.

700

WAVELENGTH
Fia. 8

Curves

(m^i)

illustrating the determination of filter factor

by integration method

that of the radiation incident on a horizontal plane

from the entire sky hemand from the sun, 80 per cent is sunlight and 20
per cent skylight. Using the curves representing the disso placed as to receive radiation

isphere

— Lloyd Jones
Motion Picture."
1:

for

h

cn

0.2

lengths.

shown

>

printed in

and

Crabtree "Panchromatic Negative Film
Trans. Soc. M. P. E., No. 27-131-1927, re"American Cinematographer" March, 1927.
J.

length, curve

A

in Fig.

8

is

obtained.

The

total photo-

graphic effect produced on the sensitive material

is

directly

proportional to the shaded area and can be determined by
[Mechanical integration using a suitable planimeter.
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A shown in Fig. 8 was found
where a is an arbitrary constant of integration depending for its value upon the particular planimeter used in measuring the area. Since the same constant appears in the integration of curve C the two cancel
out and it is unnecessary for our purpose to know the

new

value of

tion.

The

area under curve

to be 0.76

X

a,

a.

Now

suppose that a filter is to be used and let the
transmission of this filter be represented by curve B (Fig.
8).

By multiplying ordinates of curve A by those of
curve B at corresponding wave-length the spectral' distribution of the energy reaching the photographic plate or
Curve C at
film when the filter is used can be obtained.
the top of Fig. 8 was obtained in this manner.
The total photographic effect produced on the sensitive material is directly proportional to the area enclosed
under curve C , this being represented by the shaded area

By

using the planimeter the magnitude of this area
In this case it was found to be
can be determined.
0.23 x a.
Now the filter factor is given by the ratio of the area
inclosed by curve A to the area inclosed by curve C.
By using the values which we have obtained by the
,

u'e of the planimeter

it

the multiplying factor

0.76a

when

used on panchromatic motion

preciably less than under conditions of daylight illumina-

As

method of treatment is parunderstanding of why the filter
factor depends upon the light source and photographic
material.
In practice filter factors are determined in a
very different manner by a direct sensitometric method.
stated previously this

ticularly adapted to an

may

1*

trate

be well to discuss this briefly since

will also illus-

it

one other condition which must be considered

in the

specification of a filter factor.

The

exposure characteristic, frequently
and Driffield (II
D) curve,
obtained by exposing a sample of the photographic matedensity-log

referred to as the Hurt'er
is

sensitometer, developing, measuring the

density of the resulting silver deposits, and plotting these
densities as a function of log exposure.

may

factor of the filter

be obtained by

sensitometric exposures, one with the
the light source and

other with the

filter

E

The

multiplying

making two such

filter

placed between

the photographic material and

removed.

The

curves

in Fig.

manner, curve

9

A

the

illus-

being

characteristic obtained without the

fil-

with light equivalent in spectral composiiton to "noon
sunlight" (white light) and B that obtained through a
deep red filter.

Factor=

=3.3.

The

treatment of this mfthod of computing the filter
involving a consideration of the spectral distribution of energy in the illuminant, spectral sensitivity of the
material, and spectral transmission of the filter, illustrates
f<«ctor

forcibly the dependence of the filter factor

upon existing

obvious from an examination of Fig. 7
if curve B, which represents the distribution of energy
ir daylight, be replaced by the curve representing the distribution of energy in some other source, such as the tungsten incandescent lamp, that curve A would have a very
different form. The maximum will be at a much greater
v ave-length and all of the ordinates in the region between 500 and 700 imx will be appreciably greater than
It is also evident that by multiplying
in case of curve A.
the ordinates of curve B by this new curve, the curve thus
It

than ob-

ter,

0.23«

conditions.

less

picture negative film in tungsten illumination will be ap-

the density-log
Filter

appreciably

trate the results obtained in this

found that

is

be

curves therefore will

i'.izh

tained for the daylight illumination condition. Therefore
for a yellow filter such as is represented by the curve B

rial in a suitable

in the figure.

April,

is

The exposed films from which these two curves were
obtained, were developed together under exactly the same
conditions as regard development time and concentration
of developer.

A considerable portion of the curve is a straight line;
lower portion, as shown, is curved and refers to the
"under-exposed region," while the curve upper part refers to the "over-exposed region."

its

along the straight line, we
density, such as p
and p l whose density equals 2.0 and drop perpendiculars
from them to the exposure axis. These perpendiculars
would fall at their corresponding exposure value and we

Within

may

consider

these limits,

i.

e.,

two points having equal

,

find that:

corresponds to an exposure equal to log 3.16, and
p corresponds to an exposure equal to log 2.6.
/>'

/\

J

Now,

//

/

p

log 3.16
P"

log 2.6

Ay

/

two exposure values will
to

obtain an

equal den«itv in the two negatives, thus

//
20

the ratio between the

represent the multiplying factor necessary

=

1450

=

3.6

398

B

As

these points are near the over-exposure region, the
negative would match the no-filter negative in the
highlight region, but show lower densities in the shadows
fi'ter

/n'

n

m
j.

OS

0

,

y,

,

10

V

//

a

IS

.

Fig.

9.

D-log

i

25

20

i

i

The

much

and

///'

in the

computed

under-exposure region,

in

for the points

which case the

i

30

3.5

40

E

characteristic curves of photographic material
dependence of gamma on wave-length.

established will enclose a

shown (C).

Similarly, the factor can be
//'

,,,v,

.

LOG

E

and half-tones.

a

illustrating

greater area than the curve

ratio of the areas enclosed

under these

filter negative will match the non-filter negative
"extreme shadoiv" region.

The
is

found

ratio

between exposures for the points

to be 6.3.

(Continued on Page 17)
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E.— F.

B.

O.

Studio.

Mohri Hal— Warners.
McClung, Hugh C. Douglas Fairbanks. U. A.
McCord, T. D. First National.
McDonnell, Claude London, England
McGill, Barney.
MacWilliams, Glen Fox.
Meehan, Geo. Fox.
Morgan, Ira H. James Cruse, Metropolitan.
Musuraca, N. F. B. O.
Milner, Victor
Lasky.
Murray, James V. Lasky.
McManigal. E. L.
Newhard, Robt.
Neumann, Harry C. Univer*al.
Norton, Stephen S.
Oswald. H. M.

—
——
— —

———
—
—

—————————————

————
—
————— —
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——Wm.— Fox.
Perry, Harry —Caddo Prod. — Met. Studio.
Palmer, Ernest — Fox.
Sol — First National.
Reeves, Arthur — Metropolitan Studio.
Reynolds, Ben
Irvine G. — M.-G.-M.
Robinson, Geo. H. —Universal.
Hal
Ross
Roos, Len H.— /o Pathe Review, Singapore,
—Universal.
Rose, Jackson,
Rosher, Chas.— Mary Pickford-U. A.

Hickson, John T.
Hoke, Ira B.
Warner Bros.
Larabee. Nelson
Marshall, Chas. A.— M.-G.-M.
M.-G.-M.
Marzorati, Harold J.

O'Connell, L.

Powers, Len Hal Roach.
Alex Christie.
Perry, Paul P.

—

Phillips,

B.

F.

Ries,

J. B.

on,

Ries,

Park

S.

S.

J.

Scheurich, Victor

—Lasky.
—
—
Stengler, Mack —
O.
Stevens, Geo. — Hal Roach.
Stevens, Jack — Richard Talmadgc, Universal.
Karl — United Artists-D. W.
Stumar, John — Universal.
Stumar, Chas. — Universal.
Sharp, Henry — M.-G.-M.
Smith. W.
Schneiderman, Geo. — Fox.
Homer A.
First Nat.
John
—Corrine
Pathe-DeMille. Metropolitan Studios.
—
Snyder, Edward
Productions.
Artclass
— B. O.
Thompson. W.
Tannura, Philip —
Ted —Chadwick.
Tover, Leo — United
Todd, Arthur
—Universal.
Robert — Educational.
Turner,
Tuers,
Tolhurst, Louis H. — Microscopic Pictures, Pathe.
Valentine,
A. — Fox Studio.
Van Enger, Charles — Warner Bros.
—First National.
Van Trees, Jas.
Van Buren. Ned — Eastman Kodak, Hollywood.
Vogel, Paul E. — M.-G.-M.
Wagner, Blake
— Fox.
Wagner, Sidney
Walker, Earle
Walker, Joseph —Columbia.
— Sennett.
Walker, Vernon
Warren, Dwight W.
— Santa Fe Studios (Monrovia).
Whalen, John
Wheeler, Wm. — Christie Studio.
White. Ben — Fox.
Williams, Wm. N. — Sennett.
Widen, Carl — Tiffany.
Wrigley, Dewey — Metropolitan.
Wyckoff, Alvin
Wells, Conrad — Warners Vitaphone Prods.
Wenstrom, Harold
Whitman, Philip H. —Directing Sennett Studio.
Guy
Wilky,
Warrenton, Gilbert — Universal.
Young, Jack R. — M.-G.-M.
—Harold Lloyd Unit. New York.
Zucker, Frank
Schoenbaum, Chas.
Scholtz,

Abe

Shamroy, Leon Fine Arts Studio.
Smith, Ernest F.
Smith, Harold I.
Smith, Leonard Educational.
F. B.

Griffith.

Struss,

S.,

Jr.

Scott,

Griffith,

F.

Seitz,

J.

C.

F.

Tetzlaff.

Artists.

L.

J.

Billy

J.

J.

C.

C.
F.

L.

P.

L.

C.

HONORARY MEMBERS

Edison,

Thomas

A.,

Orange, N.

J.

Eastman, George, Rochester, N. Y.
Webb, Arthur C. Attorney.

—

SPECIAL PROCESS AND TRICK

CINEMATOGRAPHERS

Baker, Friend
M.-G.-M.
Binger, R. O.
Lasky.
Cully. Russell
First National.
Knechtel, Alvin V.
Emlay, Earl E.R.L. Studios.
Universal.
Fulton, J. Phipps
Lasky.
Pollock, Gordon B.

—
—
— ——
—
Mammes, Ray — M.-G.-M.
Cohen, Eddie
Edouart, Farciot — Lasky.
Rolla— Lasky.
Harold — M.-G.-M.
Pomeroy, Roy — Lasky.
Roberts, Oren W. — Lasky.
Shearer, Douglas G. — M.-G.-M.
Prod.
William —
Schlockow, Paul — M.-G.-M.
Smith, Arthur— Lasky.
Smith, Jack — Fox.
Williams, Frank D. — Special Process
Flora,
Lipstein,

Stull,

Stull

AKELEY CINEMATOGRAPHERS

Bennett, Guy M.
Blackstone, Cliff

—
———
Leonard

Lasky.
Fox.
Vol, Norman
Dyer, Elmer G. Universal.
Fox.
Fetters, C. Curtis

De

Galezio,
T.
Greiner, A. Leroy.

—
—
Olsen, R.
Ramsey, Ray Lloyd — Universal.
Rand, William — Lasky.
Roberts, Josiah — M.-G.-M.
Shackelford,
— Lasky.
Sickner, William — First National.
Stout, Archie
—
Lasky.
Steene,
Burton —Caddo Prod. — Met. Studio.
NEWS CINEMATOGRAPHERS
Grimes, William H. — M.-G.-M.
Parrish, Fred — Fox, Colorado Springs.
Staub, Ralph B. —Columbia,
STILL PHOTOGRAPHERS
Alexander, Kenneth — United Artists — D. W.
Archer, Fred R. — De
Fryer, Elmer— De
Kahle, Alexander — De Mille
Mannatt,
— M.-G.-M.
Parker, Robt. M. —
Prod.
Richee, Eugene Robert— Lasky.
Rowley, Les — Lasky.
Stapp. W. B.
Sigurdson, Oliver — Metropolitan Studio.
Thomas, Wm. E. — De
Van RosBem, Walter —James Cruse,
Met. Studio.
SECOND CINEMATOGRAPHERS
Bader, Walter
M.-G.-M.
—
Bauder, Steve
— M.-G.-M.
Mason, Harry G.
Novak, Jos. J. Universal.

Polito,

c
J.

April, 1928

J.

E.

Specialties.

Griffith.

Mille.
Mille.

Clifford

Stull

Mille.

Inc..

J.

S.

L.

—
—
Chaney, George— United
Chewning, Wallace
— M.-G.-M.
Baxter, George
De Mille.
Bennett, Monroe—
Borradaile, O. H.
Lasky.

Artists.

— D.
Jas. N. — First National.
Drought, Jas
Universal.
——
Dunn, Linwood
Metropolitan Studios.
Dyer, Edwin
Fitzgerald, Edward — M.-G.-M.
N. —
O.
Greene, Al M.—Technical Art.
Greenhalgh, Jack —
O.
Guffy, G. Burnett— De
Haas, Walter
Harten, Charles — New York.
Head, Gordon G.
Hendrickson, Fred
— Lasky.
Owens
Huggins,
Donald Universal.
Davis, Leland E.

Cunliffe,

Doolittle,

B.

G.

L.

Giridlian, Jas.

F. B.

F. B.
Mille.

S.

L.

Jenkins, John
Julian,

Mac

——
—— —

Keyes, Donald B. Caddo.
Lasky.
Landrigan, John S.
Lang, Charles Bryant Lasky.
Longet, Gaston
F. B. O.
Lanning, Reggie Lasky.
La Shelle, Joe
Laszlo, Ernest
Lindon, Curly
Martin, Robt. G.
F. B. O. Ralph Ince Prod.
Marta, Jack A. Fox.
Merland, Harry Lasky.
Mols, Pierre M.
M.-G.-M.
Maclean, Gordon M.-G.-M.
Nogle, Geo. G.

—
—
——
—
Ted
Pahle,
Palmer, Robt— M.-G.-M.
Parsons, Harry
Pittack, R. W. — Lasky.
Planck, Robt. H. —Columbia.
Al — Universal.
Prince,
Pyle, Edwin L.

—
———
———
John
Smith, Jean
— De
Harold E. — De
Tappenbeck, Hatto— Fox.
Terzo, Fred — Universal.
Thompson, John —
O. B.
—Sennett.

Fox.
Ragin. David
Ray, Bernard B.
Redman, Frank DeMille.
Reed, Arthur M.-G.-M.
Rees, Wm. A.
Fine Arts.
Special Process
Schmitz, John J.
Metropolitan Studios.
Schopp, Herman
Shepek, John, Jr. Educational.
Silver,

Mille.
Mille.

C.

Stine,

F.

Unholz, George
Van Dyke, Herbert
Van Enger, Willard

——M.-G.-M.
Warner Bros.
National.
—
—
O.
Walters, Joseph
Westerberg, Fred — De
Wilde. Harry
—Lasky.
Williams, Alfred
Rex, Wimpy — Lasky.
Witzel, E.
—Universal.
Wagner, Robt

First
J.

E.

L.

F. B.
Mille.

Vitaphone.
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evident from the foregoing and the differences
factors according to the region in which the
chosen points are located, that the choice of a method for
expressing the "multiplying factor" must depend on the
It

found

is

in

Seventeen

Since the area of the diaphragm opening

numbers
it

,

f,

used in marking and setting the

9) where;
for n' equals log 2.38

for n

equals log

1

.60

= 240, and
= and

directly pro-

iris

Hence

2

S&

f

S0

fo"

number may

the value of the stop

be substituted

in if desired.

40,

In motion picture work, since

240

it

is

necessary to take

at a fixed rate, 16 exposures per second, the

40
satisfactorily meets the requirements of the great
majority of cases in motion pictures work.
This is, in fact, the method usually adopted in the

most

measurement of

The

filter factor.

case illustrated in Fig. 9 probably over-empha-

multiplying factor

sizes the difficulty in the specification of

since the curves

gamma

represent a rather extreme case of

shown

The

differences.

used in this case has a very

filter

sharp cut narrow transmission band which tends to give

maximum gamma

the

difference.

bioad transmission band
obtaining orthochromatic

In using "gradual cut"

such as are employed for

filters

rendering,

gamma

the

differ-

ences encountered in using panchromatic motion picture

negative film are inappreciable from the practical standpoint.

cut

Even with

filters

the tri-color

gamma

in

The

the average case.

(m) and shape
tral

Suppose that with I 0 equal to 4000 foot candles, f0
equal to /:6.3, and t 0 equal to 1/64 sec. (this corresponds
to a shutter opening of 90° at standard taking rate of 16
pictures per second), a normally exposed negative

Suppose further that a

tained.

of the

possibility of

E

D-log

variation in slope

composition of the radiation transmitted by a

2
/a

filter

factor

upon the

2

nized by workers in the photographic field
realize to the fullest extent the possibilities

/a

who wish

it

filter let

of the exposure time, lens aperture

./0=1. 75X4000=7000 foot candles.

If a lens

aperture of /:3.5 can be tolerated,
2

*a

/n

t0

f0

and limitations

h=

the magnitude

and illumination be

=exposure time

3.5

of the lens

X4000=4240

ing an equally exposed negative

when using

Thus by

using the lens operating at /:3.5 and the shutter

It should
filter

filter

may

a

filter

be

always be kept

be used by increasing

to

S0

N =N

a,

N

rial

and upon the quality of the
In using

v:ilue

filter

employed applies

isting conditions.

0

mind

that the value of a

filter is vitally

light used in illuminating

factors for the computation of

worker should be sure that the

to the filter as used

under the ex-

The mere

expression of the value of
filter factor without a definite statement as to the photo-

graphic material and the quality of illumination

F=—
to

,

etc.

depend-

ent upon the spectral sensitivity of a photographic mate-

the exposure required the

S a JVa

in

factor applying to any light

the object.

Then:

U

b

foot candles.

7.57

diaphragm opening

Let the magnitude of these terms as required for obtain-

S 0 =S,, and

2

the illumination on the set by approximately 5 per cent.

2V 0=illumination incident on the object

If

=7.57

2

210° the "eight times"

Nrt, respectively.

6.3 2

— .—=2.34X

to

designated as follows:

to, Sfl,

evident from equation (12) that

8

photographic material without a

=area

2

4.57

In making a photograph of an object on a specific

iS 0

4.5

8

=

of the light sensitive material.

/0

is

=2.34X1.96=4.57

.

90

f0

F=8

Since

re-

;

ob-

6.3 2

210

/a

/„

filter

g on (highlight, half-tone, or shadow) in which equality
of density is required should be understood and recog-

that the lens

— .—=

not large for

is

is

which F=S is to
diaphragm can be opened

filter for

only to /:4.5 without undue loss of focal depth, let it be
required to determine how much the illumination on the
object must be increased or decreased to obtain the same
exposure on the negative.

characteristic due to spec-

ard the resultant dependence of

Assuming

bf used.

obtained with pan-

chromatic motion picture negative film

factor of

intensity factor,
of exposure.
The application of the
equation to a specific case may be of interest.

transmitting wave-length bands approximately

100 mfi wide, the variation

t

exposure can be controlled only by variations in the angular opening of the camera shutter.
In using a filter of
relatively high factor, it may be impossible to increase t
sufficiently.
It will be necessary in some cases to increase
the intensity factor of the exposure.
This can be done
by increasing either S or 2V, both of which control the

which are sharp

filters,

diaphragm,

follows that

requirements of the particular problem.
It is probable that the use of exposure values corresponding to densities of 1.0 (at the points n and n' in Fig.

Log Exposure
Log Exposure

is

numbers or diaphragm

portional to the square of the stop

meaningless.

(To

be

Concluded

in

May)

is

quite
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A. of A.

Cinemato graph ers Send Ambassadors of Good Will
To Photographers' Convention at Louisville

It's

a long, long

road to Louisville but the A.

S.

C.'s

Ambassadors

the

grade with

At time of going to press, telegraphic reports from
the Forty-sixth Annual Convention of the Photographers'
Association of America in session at Louisville, Kentucky, March 27 to 30, set forth that Messrs. Joseph
Dubray, A. S. C, and Charles Rosher, A. S. C, official
good-will ambassadors from the A. S. C. to the P. A. of
A., were stellar attractions at the Convention and won
the enthusiastic plaudits of both the delegates and the
press for their interesting talks and demonstrations. The
editor was compelled to get his information from outside
sources as both our envoys were too modest to send anything direct.
Mr. Dubray, by request, presented a paper to the
Convention covering the history and growth of the
cinema.

After reviewing in detail the evolution of cinematography from the first scientific recognition of the persistence of vision to the present time and discoursing
interestingly upon the duties of the cinematographer and
the problems of active motion picture production, Mr.
Dubray concluded as follows:

"The modern Cinematographer

is

a

Commercial pho-

tographer, a Pictorial photographer and a Portrait photographer all in one.

of Good Will to the
flying colors.

Photographic

Association

of

America made

"The making of a motion picture production involves
a tremendous investment of money which is disbursed
in an extraordinarily limited span of time.
"Upon the Cinematographer's shoulders rests a great
part of the responsibility of wisely disposing of this
amount of money.

"A quick adaptability to weather conditions in outdoor cinematography, a surety of operation in the studio,
a rapid comprehension of the 'story-telling' quality of the
photographic results he must obtain, and almost a genius
of improvisation in order to successfully cope with the
innumerable problems that confront him in the pursuance
of his work, these are the most obvious commercial requisites of the modern cinematographer.
"As a pictorial photographer in either outdoor or indoor work, the cinematographer must have a thorough
scientific knowledge of the materials at his disposal and
adapt them to the varied conditions which present themselves and to the artistic sense which dictates to him his
composition of lines and of lightings.
"The choice of the subject is dictated by the exigencies of the story, and the 'mood' of the story itself
stirs his artistic and psychological self to produce the
most appropriate

results.

April,
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"In cinematography it is not possible, commercially
adapt a title to a subject which has struck
the fancy of the pictorial photographer under certain
conditions of lightings or composition; but these conditions must be created by the cinematographer to suit the
title, be it a one-line title, or be it a whole multiple reel
speaking-, to

picture.

"The very same outdoor location, the very same inby magic transformed so as to give
the impression that is most suitable to keep the dramatic
terior setting are as

continuity of the story.

"True, many mechanical means are at the disposal
of the cinematographer to overcome difficulties, but all
his ingenuity, all his artistic sense, all his knowledge of
photography must be displayed by the cinematographer
even in the shortest and apparently most insignificant
scenes, so as to keep intact the relation between scene
and scene, so as to keep intact the pictorial expression
that he is endeavoring to inculcate into the mind of the
audience, in order to help the telling of all the subtle details which concur to form a motion picture story.

"Hollywood's

"As a Portrait photographer, the cinematographer
confronts some very fascinating problems. In the large
which condense in themselves the essence of
the story that is told, no retouching is possible on the
multiple tiny images of the motion picture film. No retouching and yet the urge, the need of beautifying the
subject and beautifying it not only in consideration of
one chosen angle, but under all conceivable angles which
are presented to the camera by the diversity of motions
and expressions proper to motion picture rendition.

Own"

PORTABLE

close-ups,

"Make-up and lightings are the two magicians at the
service of the cinematographer in this phase of his work.
Make-up judiciously chosen and applied, lightings handled as per the dictates of the cinematographer's artistic
and creative conceptions.
"Truly, the cinematographer is a 'creator,' a creator
of Beauty allied to Truth, a creator of the graphic representation of the sentiments expressed by the story.

"Not that the artistic and dramatic effects of a picture should all be ascribed and credited to the cinematographer, but he is a part and a most important part
of unity of production, a unity composed of several creative entities
the Writer whose genius of invention and
originality has produced the story or adapted it to the
needs of the screen, the Director who models it, shapes
it so to speak into screen form, the actor on whom rests
the great accomplishment of divesting himself of his own
personality and living the life and thoughts of the character he is portraying.
The cinematographer captures
the creative and intellectual efforts of these great entities
and molds them into a permanent visual interpretation
great in its scope, still greater in its effects."

—

Movie Camera
Hollywood's most famous cameramen and direcin

Read What These Cameramen Say
"I

Mr. Rosher, one of the pioneer members of the P. A.
of A. and of the A. S. C, and internationally famous as
a cinematographer, made the demonstrations of actual
camera work before the convention, using the finest
Mitchell camera equipment and photographing subjects,
sets, lighting, make-up, etc., and the film was developed
and later shown to the convention with entire success.
This was probably the big event of the convention.
Mr. Rosher also delivered an address at the banquet giving, at the request of the delegates, a running
fire of comment on the eminent stars he has photographed
with many human interest stories hitherto unpublished.

Both Mr. Dubray and Mr. Rosher were accorded ovaand given unstinted praise for their skillful work
before the convention. It was conceded on all sides that
they not only made a profoundly favorable impression
upon their hosts of the P. A. of A., but that the A. S. C.
is to be congratulated upon the choice of such able, Cleveland representative ambassadors.
tions

find

in

my work

that fre-

quently a particularly difficult
scene can only be caught with
a small camera, such as are
made especially for the use of
amateurs and which do not require a tripod.
"For these scenes I have been
using for some time a DeVry
camera, and the results obtained have been most highly

Mr. Dubray also exhibited to the delegates a film

composed of a medley of shots contributed by A. S. C.
members from the Fox, Lasky, DeMille, United Artists,
Sennett, Hal Roach and Universal Studios.
This film proved to be of tremendous interest to the
Convention which received it with enthusiasm.

—
—

DeVry use it for difficult shots
acclaim it the finest of
feature productions
all portable automatic movie cameras.
The DeVry holds 100 feet of 35mm film. It has
three view-finders, bayonet interchangeable lens
mount and counter balanced spring motor. It
permits direct film focusing and is equipped with
These and many more propositive action lock.
fessional features combined with the amazing
low price of $150.00, make the DeVry the
world's greatest value in motion picture equipment.
See your dealer or write for free book. The
DeVry Corporation, Dept. 4-GA, 1111 Center
Street, Chicago, Illinois.
tors endorse the

satisfactory.

"We

used

it

a great deal in

my

"Having been one of the
cameramen in the motion

last

M.-G.-M.

Sam Wood.

picture."
first

pic-

ture business to use the DeVry
camera for intricate and difficult shots that could not be
made with the larger camera,
it is my pleasure to thoroughly
recommend the DeVry camera
for professional use."
John Arnold.
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an Akeley ?

By Ira Hoke, A.
There
it

is

not a

is

a remarkable

S.

camera

C.
in

Hollywood.

"new gag", but a camera with

No,

a long history

of efficient service to its credit.
It is the most difficult
motion picture camera to operate successfully now in
professional use in the Hollywood studios, but with it
have been photographed some of the most thrilling action
scenes on the screen today.
Its

GTfje

S. &. C.

0m Beparteb

Jfflourn
Jlrotfjer

name

is

"AKELEY".

So named for its inventor, the late Carl E. Akeley,
noted photographer of wild animal life in the African
jungle, the Akeley camera has brought to the silver
screen something of the elementary abandon of impulsive motion heretofore known only to those who have
followed the paths of the great untamed into its secret
hiding places.

The realistic portrayal of any spectacular movement
by the motion picture camera hinges primarily on coordination of speeds.
The photographer must so regulate the speed of the camera that when thrown on the
screen the picture will carry to the spectator an exact reproduction of every thrill he should have experienced
had he actually watched the action.
Because the Akeley
is specially adapted for this purpose is the reason why
this instrument is known through the cinema world as
"the remarkable camera".
It was designed with the
idea of portraying the most elusive and ungovernable
speeds in the world the gaits of wild animals.
It is operated in the commercial studios by men who specialize in
the photography of moving objects.
These men "shoot"
no other motion picture camera professionally. They
are known as Akeley Specialists.
They are specialists
;

in speed, the
ion.

Akeley camera

is

their

medium

of express-

Mechanically the Akeley differs from other motion
picture cameras in two major points.
They are the panoram movement and the degrees of shutter opening
these points being incorporated in its design with the
sole purpose of adapting it to the photography of rapidly

moving objects.
The most radical difference

&ubolpf)

JBergcjutsit

is

its

panoram move-

Instead of the ordinary crank and gear control,
the Akeley is swung and also tilted by a pair of controls,
which are a train of gears terminating in a small fly
wheel which governs the action with a gyroscopic precision.
In other words the action of the camera when
moved from side to side or up and down can never be
jerky.
Its movement can best be described as floating.
If we want the spectator to get the full thrill of a
daring, whirlwind chase on horseback we cannot expect
to get it over by setting our stationary cameras along
the roadside and letting the horseman dash jumpily
through the scene several times at different locations.
But look what we may accomplish with the Akeley camera placed at a strategic point some distance from the
horsemen! With the telephoto lens we are enabled to
procure a greatly magnified image of the distant horsemen; a "close-up" in fact. The increased distance between the camera and the horsemen allows the latter a
wide sweep across the prairie with the camera as a pivot
point.
The camera with its floating gyroscopic swing
can center the moving screen upon the most daring
chase as accurately as you point your finger, or watch
the movement with your eyes.
Suppose we have a cavalry charge to portray. The
best we can accomplish with the stationary camera shows
a distant group of seething horses dashing madly through
the scope of the picture. With the magic of the Akeley
camera and its telephoto lenses we are able to throw our
He stays
spectator right among the charging brigade.
with them, they do not merely dash past.
He can see
the light of conquest in the eyes of the leader, the frothing horses, a swaying dash of fighting men and beasts so
CLOSE that the spectator can imagine himself actually
there struggling among the soldiers.
The spectator lives
that scene because he SEES it.
Now that takes us back to the first mention of speed
portrayal.
The spectator cannot live a scene if that
scene is not photographed as the eye would naturally

ment.
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Take a horseback chase for inevery movement of the horses is recorded
clean and sharp, or in other words stopped in action, on
the cine negative in a manner considered perfect for a
still photograph, it will, when reproduced on the screen,
suggest an unnatural stiffness in the movements of the
Thus, while it may be perfect for a still photoanimals.
graph, critical movement sharpness of each frame of a
The
motion picture film may prove a serious fault.
screen portrayal will in all probability lack the so termed
liquid movement necessary to the reproduction of motion.
In the photography of fast panoram movements encountered in typical Akeley scenes this sharpness is apt
to prove distracting because the eye tries to accustom
itself to its usual sensations upon observing cross motion.
The Akeley camera was designed with a thought toward lessening harsh cross-screen action by the incorporation of a shutter with an unusually wide degree opening.
This is called the plastic movement shutter, and has a
During the passage of this
full opening of 230 degrees.
wide opening before the film quite a noticeable movement
takes place in the object photographed.
Thus the movement in a single frame of the film is not entirely stopped
or "frozen" and when projected rapidly upon the screen
the effect is to smooth out the action.
The use of the
plastic shutter is resorted to by the Akeley cinematographer in cases where extreme speed of cross movements
would reproduce better in his estimation if it were "li-

Twenty-one

record the impressions.
stance.

If

Akeley
Aneley

Specialist,
Bell

and

Ira

B.

Hoke,

operating

& Howell on
"Drums

W.

the D.
of Love."

the

combination

Griffith

picture,

quified".

For the photography of slower moving objects such
as yachts, ocean liners, aeroplanes, etc., the cinematographer usually inserts in the Akeley a shutter adjustable
from 180 degrees down to only 20 degrees. Thus the

"remarkable camera" once more demonstrates its versaby allowing the use of a wide angle shutter to
liquify sharp movements and a narrower angle shutter
to correctly portray movements naturally of a plastic
tility

nature.
in no way replaces ordinary dramatic
cameras, nor is it so intended. It is an auxiliary tool
only; a special apparatus specializing in speed portrayal.
Whether that speed be slow or fast, the efficiency of the

The Akeley

Akeley

unchallenged. It has a

is

Program
( Continued

S.

field

M.

of

its

own, but a

field closely interwoven with the work produced by the
dramatic instrument. The director of modern productions
interperses Akeley scenes into the regular photographic
action for the purpose of "pepping up" sequences which
otherwise would drag. It is not unusual for the theatre
goer to observe a series of scenes just about to verge on
monotony suddenly set out from the story with dramatic
vividness by the incorporation of several well chosen

Akeley "shots".
The greatest directors in the motion picture industry
today recognize in this speed specializing camera one of
their most valuable tools in portraying the true motion
of the photographic subject in

Projecting of Motion Pictures" by A. C. Hardy
and R. W. Conant, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Cambridge, Mass.

12:30 Luncheon.
2:00 Papers:
"Pull Down Mechanisms for Motion Picture Cameras" and "A Spring Driven 35 mm. Camera"
by A. S. Newman, Newman-Sinclair, Ltd., London, England.
"Motion Picture Photography at High Altitudes"
by J. Noel, Cinematographer, Mount Everest
expedition.

"The Magnascope" by H. Rubin, Supervisor of
Projection, Public Theatres Corp.

"The Lateral Swelling of Thin Sheets of Gelatin
and Photographic Emulsions During Photographic Processing" by S. E. Sheppard and J.
McNally, Research Laboratory, Eastman Kodak
Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Gilette,

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.
"The Control of Exposure in Printing" by C. F.
Tuttle, Research Laboratory, Eastman Kodak
Device for the Accurate Timing of Master
Positives in the Printing of Duplicate Nega-

tives"

Mr. Bodine needs no introduction to the photographic industry,
having been actively and prominently connected with this fascinating profession throughout his entire business experience of 25 years.
Dealers and users of Filmo equipment will find Mr. Bodine thoroughly conversant with every factor of the game.
Developing a lively interest in photography in his youth, Mr.
Bodine had landscapes and genres accepted and hung in principal
photographic exhibits and salons of the world.
This successful
amateur work led to his entering commercial photography as a
profession, in which endeavor he gained a broad, practical experience in commercial, portrait and scientific photography.

The development of the American Photographic Salon was maby Mr. Bodine's ability, as was the organization of

terially aided

the Photographic Dealers' Association of New York, and the Photographic Dealers' Association of America.
In the management of
the first international Exposition of the Photographic Arts and Industries at Grand Central Palace, New York City, 1914, and of the
International Photographic Exhibition, Grand Central Palace, 1913,

His business experience has included the following connections:
Sales

Manager

vertising

in

& H.

Mr. Bodine was a prime mover.

Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Cinegraph Production" by

G. Capstaff, Research Laboratory, Eastman
Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.
"Dye Toning with Single Solutions" by J. I. Crabtree and C. E. Ives, Research Laboratory, Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester. N. Y.
J.

to the

The Bell & Howell Company, manufacturers of professional and
amateur (Filmo) moving picture equipment, recently appointed Mr.
H. O. Bodine to take charge of their New York Office and serve as
Eastern Sales Manager. This position was formerly held by F. A.
Cotton, who not long ago met with a very unfortunate accident
which proved fatal.

"A

and
"Reduction Printing

vital relation

Bodine With B.

P. E.

from Page 5)

"Equipping an Animation Studio," by C.

its

story.

Optical

of

Raw Film Supply Company, New York

and Sales

Manager

of

Company, Rochester, N. Y.

the
;

following

:

City; Ad-

Wollensak

& Huesgen, New York
Company of America. New

Herbert

City; Agfa Products, Inc., and Gevaert

York

firms

City.

Through
Mr. Bodine

is

this intensive experience in photographic activities.
exceptionally well Qualified for his new position.
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(Continued from Page 8)

With the advent of panchromatic

film, incandescent
brought with it another opportunity that we welcomed. We were able to test out materials under new
conditions, and were extremely fortunate to be able to
make these tests with the assistance and co-operation of
the American Society of Cinematographers.
Certain conditions due to this new type of lighting
and film were apparent in the photography of this new
make-up, for we found that the least sign of unevenness,
or the slightest variation of color was immediately picked
up by the camera. We also noticed that certain shades
would photograph differently under incandescent lightThis was especially
ing than under the arc equipment.
true of pink, while neutral tones photographed best. But
our brown panchromatic lip rouge, which was placed on
the market some months before, was photographing light
The eye shadows
in some scenes and dark in others.
formerly used were treacherous in estimated color
value, and could not be relied upon for safe standard
Likewise black lines on the eyebrows and under
results.
the eyes seemed to stand out exceptionally strong, thus
making other features appear pale through their contrast.
We started to test all colors in our laboratories, with
the object of determining if it would be possible to bring
out what we might term "fool-proof" make-up. We wanted
make-up that would result in a reasonable amount of standardization, so that the performer could work under panchromatic or orthochromatic film, regardless of its manufacture, or under any type of lighting equipment, and yet
be assured of satisfactory results. If such a thing were
possible, we could foresee elimination of most of the
make-up worries of the cinamatographer, and the actor
and actress, and would create for the make-up exponent
a real feeling of accomplishment.
We tested various pigments, and blended numerous
shades of gray, green, blue, brown and yellow, and after
all found one outstanding and irrefutable condition that
we could not break down in our tests. It may seem a
simple thing to many, but to me it is the all-important
development that proves conclusively that I was always
on the right road, in my experimental work, and was not
working on a tangent.
I always contended that make-up should duplicate
nature, and was happy to find that in all tests that whereever we kept close to neutral tones, we have fairly good
results.
We then attempted to blend and incorporate
pigments into our make-up that would create THE SAME
lighting-

EXACT COLOR OF THE HUMAN SKIN ITSELF.
prepared six different tones

COLORED MAKE-UP,

of

We

NATURE SKIN

and began using them

in the last

two or three weeks of the tests at Warner Brothers.
We had a tone to match every complexion, which we
safely listed as six different shades.

We

found that when we applied

this

make-up,

it

was

not necessary to use as much as we had previously used,
because the make-up would blend in with the natural
color of the skin, and simply become part of the complexion itself.
This was gratifying, for it meant that the
facial muscles would be freer than ever before and that
the slightest movement of the face would be picked up
by the camera, and the natural sheen of the skin would
be reproduced on the screen, giving the most lifelike
appearance.
We found that the same tones of make-up deepened
considerably would work remarkably well as an eyeshadow and a lip rouge. Those who were present in the
final days of the Warner Brothers' test, will remember
the brownish eyeshadow and lip rouge used.
The resulting tests have proven that these photograph very
well.
The eyelid is darkened just enough to form a
pleasing background contrasting the eye itself.
The lip
rouge blends in with the natural color of the lips, and
and prevents any hard or harsh lips that may appear too
black. We also used only brown dermatograph pencils to
outline the eyebrows and to underline the eyes and even
these were carefully smudged to eliminate any strong

prominent

lines.
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More About That Light

Movie Make-Up
By

MAT

In the March issue of The American Cinematographer a short news item appeared announcing the invention of a new light transformer by the Research Laboratories of National Carbon Co., Inc.

Further information released by this company concerning this new transformer states that it is not to be
used as a filter in the same way that ordinary filters are
used over the lens of a camera, but that it will replace
the ordinary glass screens now being used in front of
practically all the studio arc lamps.
This new screen, exactly like all mediums which
transmit light, absorbs a certain amount of energy produced by the light source, but differs from all other
screens in that the light absorbed by this new screen
in a large part is transformed into visible light and not
lost as with other screens.

The advent of panchromatic film in the studios is
calling for a light stronger in the red, orange and yellow-green portion of the spectrum and has light in the
blue, violet and near ultra violet portion.
The first remarkable advance in this direction with the carbon arc
was the production of the new Panchromatic Carbons,
also a recent development by the Research Laboratories
These new carbons are
of National Carbon Co., Inc.
being successfully used in the studios and their use is
increasing. The fact that absolutely no change is necessary in the arc lamp equipment used in the studios to
burn these new carbons is the cause for their immediate
popularity.

With the new transformer now developed, which
absorbs all of the ultra-violet and some of the violet and
blue rays, the light so absorbed is largely re-radiated in
a band from about 490 to 560 with a very considerable
peak of energy at about 525 milli-microns, which is in
a position in the spectrum where an increase in energy
is extremely valuable in photography with panchromatic
film.

new Panchromatic
paper which is to be
presented at the meeting of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers to be held in Los Angeles April 9th to
This

new transformer and

Carbons are

the

to be discussed in a

14th, 1928.

would like to call particular attention to the tests
Donald Keith, in which all of the above mentioned developments were used.
I do not remember
I

made

of

ever seeing a more natural or lifelike reproduction of
a human being on the screen, and the comment that was
passed on the result was most pleasing.

Weigh carefully in your minds how important to
the profession in general are my statements, if actually
true.
What relief it will give the cinematographer from
worrying about the way the make-ups will photograph.
He will be able to determine whether or not the persons
will photograph satisfactorily by just looking at them,
for they will register the same way on the screen as they
appear in natural color.
There are a great many performers and cinematographers who have always relied on my advice, assuring them better results, but I want to convince my
readers that the future holds a new and wonderful era
for make-up.
I will be willing to supply every photographer with sufficient material to make his own tests
for the betterment of pictures.
Through the courtesy
of the A. S. C. we have arrived at a method of being able
to do this, and offer this advantageous opportunity to
any one willing to make these tests, and prove to themselves that the art of make-up is the cinematographer's
closest ally.

Further developments along these lines, and the
nature of the tests already made, will be held over for
another article which will appear in the May issue of

"The American Cinematographer".

"
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Men

Learning to Produce Their

Own

in

Leisure Time
Dear Mr. Editor: Some time ago I heard you talking to a couple of gentlemen about cameramen making
good directors and I agree with you. There is no man
better fitted for that responsible job and I wish all would
read President Dan Clark's good article on this subject.
It will pep you up like Colonel Lindbergh's ocean flight
did for aviation.
The directors who grow from cameramen are all
successful because they
the things and the shortcuts that can only be learned from behind the camera.

KNOW

Many pictures we look at today are sad because of
their terrific costs and the amount of negative shot, for
there are so many times when the angles used mean nothing but wasted negative, time and money.
When we see a beautifully handled picture and then
one that is awful, and knowing the subject could have
been handled better it makes me one hundred per cent
determined to direct, and yours truly will read Dan's good
article again and set my face towards that wonderful goal
by starting with short subjects.
Just last week I built a beautiful set in my front
yard at very little cost, secured some people and made a
pretty little story covering two periods fifty years apart,
shooting the entire story in one day and, in future, whenever I have spare time I will make others.
A few weeks ago two of my friends had a contract
in a nearby city to furnish a picture for showing on a
certain date. On a Tuesday they called on me for help
but soon learned their story was too big and impossible
to make in such a short time with amateurs, even though
I have always found green people easy to work with.
Our first move was to look over the city for every
available idea, beautiful homes, railroads, stores and
what-nots, to give us sets, backgrounds, and so forth. In
the meantime we passed the word around that we wanted
a cast and on returning to the hotel they were there, yes,
by the score, showing that that magic word "Motion Pictures" was greater than the music of the Pied Piper of

Hamelin.

speed -but with depth
The

world
its

PLASMAT

F:1.5, by

true rendering of light and

shade,

its

full

correction

for

color values, brings depth and

form

to the negative.

Despite

extreme speed, its pictures
have a definite perspective, a
stereoscopic, third dimensional
effect

;

that pleasing roundness,

that plasticity, that fine model-

ing and definition of space
characteristic of

entire

—

so

Dr. Rudolph's

PLASMAT

focal length:

Series.

\" to

3%

in Micrometer foscussing mount
with adapter for B. & H. Camera (no fur-

The 2"

ther fitting required but the fine focussing)
is $90.

Hugo Meyer & Company
I

A.

You Wait

105 West 40th

New York

St.

City

works at Goerlitz, Germany

two

Out of these groups the cast was selected except the
and that night we wrote the beginning of our

leads,
story.

The next day we visited manicure parlors, drug
had almost given
stores, offices and the high school.
GIRL in all
up in despair, when lo and behold
her loveliness and long curls came across the campus.
Well, it took only the next hour to secure her own, her

We
THE

mother's and father's consent, and after high-powered
persuasion her mother was kind enough to play the

mother part.
find what the girl could do in front of the campicked the school's star track man and put them
through their paces. His hands were large and I'll bet
never missed a forward pass, for in trying to make love
they persisted in getting in her ears and eyes or unconsciously doing the funniest things you ever saw. But
time stops for no one; we were satisfied and the contract
specified that we were to make pictures with artificial
light in the said theatre as an added attraction. There
was no time for more preparations, we must go and we

To

era

I

did,

and how!

In all our glory with sixty amperes carbon light,
current of forty cycle, we photographed the theatre
and many scenes both on the stage and off, and the crowd
went away happy.

AC

Friday morning I found a most beautiful home with
sunken gardens. After securing permission to use it, we
borrowed fifty couples from the high school and spent
the day in making a lawn party (NIGHT), the love
sequence and ending in a most beautiful setting all the
time writing the story on

my

—

cuff as I went.

On Saturday morning we borrowed hand
bell-hops, chauffeurs,

and even the

fire

bags, taxi,

department, for

April,
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time the whole town had the motion picture fever.
shots around the railroad station, on the
streets and in front of the various stores and by afternoon we were a tired lot for it was necessary to rehearse
many times, but with all our rehearsing we had completed
a grand total of 250 scenes with little cost. We then
brought the negative to Davidge's Laboratory and I
broke it down myself at two o'clock Sunday morning for

by

MA

T O G R APH E R

Fog Holes

this

We made many

printing.
I cut the story and put in the titles Tuesday, previewed and re-cut to 1900 feet, losing 110 feet of negative by extra takes, then delivered it Wednesday two
hours ahead of contract time.

The picture was run three days to packed houses,
the title appearing in front on the electric sign. The
people were all pleased and the newspapers spoke very
highly of it and, in fact, caused more talk than a highpriced picture running at a nearby theater.

This all made me very happy as it had been a lot
of hard work, but was good experience for it was necessary for me to direct and photograph it at the same time,
and it is my intention, Mr. Snyder, when I am not shooting to spend my spare time in making short subjects, for
I feel that cameramen with dramatic ability, coupled with
knowledge of construction, light and camera angles are
well fitted to make directors.
Sincerely yours,

GLENN

Are

R.

KERSHNER,

A.

S. C.

Pictures Written

A New York lawyer asked me this question: "When
read a book," he observed, "I like to know who the
author is and what he wrote before. When I go to the
theatre I am interested in the playwright's name. But
when I go to the movies it's different. Too many names
are flashed on the screen in too many ways that don't
mean anything. And nobody seems to care who wrote a
movie. What causes that?"
I

"Tradition causes that," I told him. "Motion pictures are, or have been, a half-educated craft. But they
are looking up. It is beginning to dawn on the producers
that motion pictures are not made with a camera lens,
nor yet with a director's megaphone. The press hasn't
realized it yet, nor, of course, the public."

own fault?" he countered.
do you expect the press or public to realize who is
responsible for a picture when you slip them such stuff as
Story by so and so
Adaptation by someone else Scenario by someone else again, all on the same screen? If
you writers won't agree whose work is what, and what
to call it, you can't expect anyone else to bother figuring
"Isn't that the writers'

"How

—

it

—

out."

He had me
emy

there.

—Benjamin

Glazer, in the Acad-

Bulletin.

By Perry Evans, A.
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Richard s ons^
7}oWest

nth.

Streets (f||) Los

Kngeles

C.

graphed by yours truly.
After drawing diagrams and entering into a thorough
understanding between Mr. Jackman, the various pilots
and myself, we took off to work above a high fog, my ship
taking the lead in search of a heavy bank of fog which
we located about one-half hour from our starting point.
I had no more than given the signal that I was ready to
shoot when I noticed we were losing altitude and getting
down among the fog banks.

Immediately I poked my pilot in the back and
motioned for him to go up. To this he came back with
an argument in the pantomime language which I found
out later meant that one side of his motor was cut out
and we were limping along on half power. Judging from
the way he banked his ship around quickly he was heading
back to the field and I took it something must have gone
"hay-wire" under the hood.

Our

was turning over slowly and unevenly
might stop at any moment, but having
witnessed dead-stick landings before I could see no reason for becoming unduly nervous. After ten minutes of
feeling our way through a fog so thick we could hardly
see the end of the wing, we went down through a fog-hole
and I caught a glimpse of what was unmistakably the
propeller

and looked as

if it

BIG BLUE PACIFIC.
ting

it

mildly.

I

To say that

I

was

petrified is put-

myself into thinking it was
had seen, but on second thought West-

tried to "kid"

Westlake Park I
lake Park never was as big as what

I

saw.

In order to make minutes out of what seemed hours
we soon crossed another fog-hole. This time my pilot got
his first look at what I had seen a few minutes before and

he turned to me with a worried look and shook his head.
From then on we ran through a series of fog-holes, each
time the ocean coming up nearer and nearer to meet us
until at last that very welcome shore line appeared
through the fog and having only a few feet of altitude to
maneuver on, we came down for a forced landing in a
rough meadow where we cracked our landing gear, but
did not know it at the time. Although somewhat shaken
up from the rough landing we made our repairs and in a
few minutes were on our way back to the field where in
landing we washed out our landing-gear due to forcelanding, but fortunately stayed right side up.

Another day we

the entire line

S.

Sometime ago I was called upon to shoot the airplane
part of "Across the Atlantic" a Warner Brothers production, featuring Monte Blue, directed by Joe Brotherton
and photographed by Barney McGill. The aerial part was
directed by the Old Veteran Fred Jackman and photo-

out for Wilmington to shoot
fog-holes. When within
a few miles of Wilmington the fog became very dense
and we climbed to 5,000 ft. to get above it. A birdman's
view of a fog-bank is a weird but very beautiful sight.
One actually seems to see a boiling and changing formation, at other times it can be compared to a huge river
of broken ice with giant slabs of ice standing on end,
sprinkled with a two inch snowfall. In a back light they
look firm enough to get out and walk on.
However, I
wouldn't advise any one in Hollywood to try it without
a parachute. I have often thought as I looked down on a
fog-bank that it must have been a scene something like
this that Commander Byrd and his crew looked down
upon when they dropped Old Glory on the North Pole.
ships and docks

On
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By H. Lyman Broening, A. S. C.
The American Cinematographer

(Reprinted from

of

November, 1921)
The formation of the first motion picture camera
America, came about under somewhat mysterious and peculiar circumstances. During the summer of
1913, while employed at the Edison studio in the Bronx,
New York city, Messrs. Frank Kugler, Philip E. Rosen
and Lewis Physioc got their heads together. These men
were operating cameras for the Edison Kinetoscope Company, at a salary of $18.00 per week. The Motion Picclub, in

National Carbon

Company

Inc.

announce

ture Patents Company group of producers practically
controlled the industry, making it impossible for an employee to seek safe employment with independent con-

their

new

of

line

cerns.

Anonymous notices were sent out to as many cameramen as it was possible to reach, with a request that they
reply to a certain office in the Tribune Building. A few
straggling replies were received and a meeting was decided upon. The eventful evening finally arrived. Hinebund Hall, at Thirty-fourth street and Eighth avenue,
each a stranger to all the others and with no definite idea
as to why they were there. After a few anxious moments
a waiter came in and distributed a paper to each which
read, "This meeting is yours."
Then things began to
happen.
A temporary chairman and officers were appointed from among the small group and they proceeded
to get together.
Lest there be opposition by the producers the meetings were secretly carried on regularly for six months
and, with the establishing of a friendly interest among
the cameramen, "The Cinema Camera Club" made its
debut into motion picture society. The expected opposition never materialized, and with a rapidly increasing
membership quarters were opened in a building in Colum-

National Panchromatic

Carbons
especially designed for use

with Panchromatic Film
It

change

gle

make

not necessary for you to

is

in

either

a sin-

your arc lamps or

wiring to use National Panchromatic Car-

This remarkable development in cardoubles the value of your pres-

bons.

bus Circle.
The next move,

bons

where spacious

ent investment in arc lamp equipment.

in 1915, was to the Times Building
offices were occupied by the rapidly pro-

gressing organization with a register of over one hundred
and twenty members. The first social event was a ball,
held at the Palm Garden Hall, which proved a huge success and added prestige to the Club.
A second affair
followed a year later an invitation dance at Pabst

—

now

Panchromatic

National

have

Carbons

proved their worth by giving a most

effici-

Colosium in Harlem.
During this course of events a similar body was
formed in California known as "The Static Club." Both
were formed for social reasons, for an exchange of ideas
and for the general advancement of the cameraman and
his work.
Later on, the "Static Club" changed to the "Cinema
Camera Club" and an affiliation was formed with an
exchange of membership. In 1916 a house organ, "The
Cinema News," made its appearance and for a time was

ent photographic light of the right color

"Static Flashes" was also issued as a
lepresentative paper of the western club.
In 1918, at a regular election, Mr. Philip E. Rosen
was voted into office as president for a third term of the
Cinema Camera Club, but was called out of town and
resigned his office. Mr. Rosen arrived in Los Angeles in
time to attend the last few meetings of the Cinema
Camera Club, of California, which was sadly waning.
The membership was badly mixed up and plans to continue were apparently useless.
The assistance of Mr.
Rosen was sought, by reason of his experience in these
matters, which resulted in the appointment of a committee upon re-organization while the Club went through
the dissolving process.

they are required.

fairly successful.

Charles Rosher, A. S. C, was president of the CineClub at this time and it was largely through his
influence that the Club was dissolved and the majority

ma

of the membership influenced to join the new organization then in process of forming, which later became the
A. S. C.

On Saturday

December

21, 1918, a meeting by the members' newly appointed committee of ten,
board of
was held at the home of Mr. Wm. Foster.

evening,

A

( Continued

on Page 35)
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Twenty-nine

uestions ^Answers
name

from an old closet, he noticed that a silver plate, lying
near the fumes of iodine, had become sensitized with sil-

control
the shutter, for the reason the more the lens is closed the more "wiry", unpleasantly sharp, the picture becomes. By using the lens open
and calculating the correct exposure with the shutter,
the same degree of softness is maintained throughout.
However, there are occasions where increased depth of
focus is required, in which case the diaphragm of the

ver iodide which began to change color when removed to
the light. From this discovery he developed the daguerreotype, the first commercial photograph.
QUESTION Should any arc light be mixed with
incandescent light in using panchromatic film?
A true artist should not confine himself too strictly to a set formula.
He should either select
He may
his conditions, wait for them or create them.
photograph with candle light if furnished sufficient volume but he should insist on the conditions his judgment
and experience dictate. The incandescent is a fine general light but a little of the cold light judiciously placed
will give brilliancy where it is needed without destroying
the panchromatic values in the broader areas.

[No

questions answered unless accompanied by

— [Editor's Note.]
regulate my exposure
—How should
shutter?
with
our cameramen
ANSWER— The majority
by manipulating
and address of propounder.

QUESTION

I

the lens stops or the

of

their exposures

lens

is

employed.

QUESTION

—What

ANSWER — "Values"

is

meant by

values, in a picture?

a term originally used by
painters, denoting the relation of the various elements of
a picture, i e., in the composition, certain curved lines,
are arranged to give VALUE to straight ones; certain
forms are so placed to lend value to others. The term is
more generally used as regards determining the juxtaposition of colors or the depth of tones, the relation
between the light, shade and shadow of the various objects, and also the distance as related to the foreground.
In photography, for instance, selecting the background so
that the lighted parts of the head will be relieved by
darker areas in the background and the shadow side
backed up by a lighter part of the background, is purely
a matter of the knowledge of VALUES.
is

—

QUESTION My stuff always seems to be slightly
out of focus, being sharper back of the object; how can
I correct this without closing down the lens?
There are several difficulties connected
with this problem. The modern fast lenses are very difficult to focus, especially in close-ups, the depth being controlled by the speed of the lens; the proportions of the
motion picture are so minute, when focusing by eye, that
it is difficult to distinguish between the natural softness
of the lens and a lack of focus. It is seldom we find a
camera whose ground glass registers absolutely with the
plane of the film, and again the vision of man varies considerably. Set your scale by actual tests and use your
tape; there's no way so satisfactory for balancing the
focus for groups.

ANSWER —

form of
—What the best
—QUESTION
the
gauze or the
focus lens?
ANSWER — The disk generally preferred
maintains

diffusion to

is

use

soft

disk,

is

it

the

same

brilliancy, the
the high lights as

because

same contrast and

does not distort
much as the other
forms. The gauze reduces the exposure, varies the contrast by graying the darks and reducing the brilliance of
the lights, distorts the brighter points of light into numerous little crosses of halation conforming to the mesh of
the gauze. The soft focus lens is pleasing but is limited
to this style

work

— When was photography discovered and
ANSWER — The action
was
on
known
the ancient alchemists
QUESTION

by

whom?

of light

silver salts

to
but it was not until
about 1802 that Wedgwood and Davy thought of reproducing images by interposing the outline of objects
between light and the surface of paper, leather, etc.,
coated, first, with silver nitrate and, later, with silver
chloride.
The camera obscura (pin hole images in a
darkened chamber) was known from time immemorial,
but it was not until about 1829 that the idea was conceived of fixing the image; at which time both Joseph
Niepce and Louis Daguerre were experimenting to this
end.
Both being unsuccessful entered into an agreement to pool their ideas. Daguerre discovered the process by accident.
In removing some of his materials

—
ANSWER —

Faster Camera?
A whirling metal mirror that makes 360,000 revolutions a minute offers a hint that some day photographs
can be taken with exposures of a billionth of a second.
Prof. Ernest 0. Lawrence, Dr. J. W. Beams and
D. Garmon at Sloane physics laboratory, Yale University, are using the mirror in studies of extremely
short flashes of light. The reflector, whirled by a column
of air, cuts a beam of light into pieces so small that the
duration of each is computed in billionths of a second.

W.

Application of the same principle to photography,
the physicists suggest, may eventually make possible a
high-speed shutter that can catch such rapid motions as
those occurring in atomic processes.

The device also makes possible measurements of the
time taken by light to travel only a few feet. Scientists
have usually made their experiments with light speed
over comparatively long distances, but the whirling
mirror permits such tests to be made in the laboratory.
The physicists believe they may be able to increase
the speed of the mirror to a million revolutions a minute,
thus making possible still furthur reductions in the duration of light flashes. The scientists point out, however,
that as the velocity grows the atoms in the mirror are
subjected to such terrific disturbances that they are likely
to fly apart, shattering the metal.
To spin the mirror, the physicists place it over a perforated brass cup. Compressed air, passing through the
holes, lifts the reflector a tiny fraction of an inch and
causes it to whirl. Usual mechanical frictions are eliminated because the mirror does its mad dance suspended
in air.

WM. RAND
AKELEY SPECIALIST
Akeley work on the following productions:
Negri).
— (Pola(Pola
Negri).
—
"Swim,
Swim" — (Bebe Daniels).
"Underworld" — (Geo. Bancroft)
"Street of Sin" — (Emil Jannings).
"The Last Command" — (Emil Jannings).
"The Patriot" — Current Emil Jannings producbeing

"Barbed Wire"

"Woman

nn Trial"

Girl,

tion

directed by Ernst Lubitsch.
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The Mazda Tests
"Grief Committee" Will Have Big Job
Finished by April 7th

Frank B. Good, A. S. C; Victor MilC, Paramount-Famous-Lasky Studios; Joseph
Dubray, Executive Secretary, A. S. C; John F. Seitz, A.
S. C, M.-G.-M.; Frank N. Murphy, Chief Electrician
Warner Brothers Studios; Fred Gage, Superintendent of
Laboratory Warner Brothers; Hal Mohr, A. S. C. Warner
Left to right:

ner, A. S.

Brothers.

These gentlemen constitute the Special Incandescent
Light Research Committee which had charge of details
and operating arrangements in connection with the socalled Mazda Tests conducted recently at Warner Brothbriefly the experts who assumed the "grief"
ers Studios
They superintended all tests
appertaining to the work.
from the time appointments were made by the individual
cinematographers to the finish of the tests on Saturday,

—

It

some job

is

when every

to handle 72,400 feet of film, espe-

it must be examined with the
most meticulous scrutiny, for in these tests nothing was
taken for granted, and judgment had to be absolutely

cially

inch of

impartial.

Ather members of the A. S. C. who assisted the
"Grief" Committee were Bill Thompson, Nic Musuraca,

John Whalen, Roy Klaffki, Ira Morgan, Bob Newhard,
Alvin Wyckoff and Dan Clark.
In making selections of the takes the Committee
divided the whole into seven classifications as follows:
1.

Comparative Tests of Mazda and Carbon Lights.

4.

Highest Efficiency in Mazda Lighting.
Mazda Light Effects.
Color Chart.

check-

5.

Make-up

ing of the takes, the "picking of the takes," the preservation of the records, the breaking down and projection

6.

Deficiency in

7.

Mixed Lighting-Mazda, Carbon Lights, (White

March 3rd.
The work involved the care of the

film, the

well attended.

in

3.

Tests.

Mazda

Lighting.

and Yellow) Neon, Cooper-Hewitt.

of the film, the cutting and editing.

Cinematographers

2.

All night tests were equally
attendance at the Incandescent Lighting Tests held at Warner Brothers Studio.
Frank Murphy
Lee Garms
Victor Milner. A. S. C, Daniel B. Clark, President A. S. C.
left to right:

At camera,

;

chief electrician

Warner Brothers.

;

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

Thirty-one

;
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Thirty-two

TREMONT

The Committee has been performing the work of
assembling the precious film at Paramount-Famous-Lasky
Studios, and the work will be completed in time to exhibit before the S. M. P. E. Convention which opens at
the Roosevelt Hotel, Hollywood, April 9th, after which
the technical facts in connection with the tests can be

made

FILM

April, 1928

public.

making of the tests thirty-six first cinemamembers of the A. S. C, officiated in eightyfive takes, the list complete including the following named
artists:
John Arnold, Andre Barlatier, Chas. P. Boyle,
In the

tographers,

LABORATORIES
Specializing in negative

and first

Welcomes

print.

the Society

Of Motion

Picture

Engineers

to

Hollywood
Gaetano Gaudio, A. S. C. and George A. Blair, Sales Manager
Motion Picture Division, Eastman Kodak Co., at Roosevelt Hotel
Incandescent Light test.

HARRY
Cinema

D.

BROWN

Studios Supply Corporation

HOUy 0513
HOUy 0514

1438 Beach wood Drive

Brown-Ashcraf t
Studio

Dan

Frank M. Cotner, Allen M. Davey, Joseph
Evans, Arthur Edeson,
Edward Gheller, Alfred Gilks, Frank B. Good, Gaetano
Gaudio, Floyd Jackman, H. A. Jackson, Glen Kershner,
Dave Kesson, Eddie Linden, John Mescall, Virgil Miller,
B. Clark,

A. Dubray,

Max Dupont, Perry

Carbons and Other
Studio Equipment

Lamps

FOR RENT
1 Mitchell Friction Tilthead and Tripod
3 Mitchell Cameras
2 Bell & Howell Cameras
Equipped with Astro Lenses. F 1.8, F 2.3
8 Mitchell Magazines Extra Lenses Baby Tripods

J.

R.

LOCKWOOD

Consolidated Film Industries, 959 Seward Street

HOUywood 4366

The

JOE NOVAK, A.

entire motion picture world was interested in the Incandescent Lighting tests recently held at Warner Brothers Studio.
Here are five notables caught with the camera as they were
looking on. Left to right: President Dan B. Clark, A. S. C.
Victor Milner. A. S. C.
Wi!l Hays; Fred Beetson. Executive
Vice-President M. P. P. & D. A.; Frank Murphy, Chief Electrician Warner Brothers Studio.
;

S. C.

Free Lance Akeley Specialist

Phone:

WH.

3920

Hal Mohr, Barney McGill, Victor Milner, Len Powers,
Alex Phillips, Paul Perry, Chas. Schoenbaum, George
Stevens, Karl Struss, Henry Sharp, John Seitz, Ned Van
Buren, Wm. Wheeler, Alvin Wyckoff, Ira B. Hoke.
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Cold Light Efficiency
Compiled from Bureau of Standard Papers

By Fred

FRANK ZUCKER,

McBan

A.

S. C.

Physicist, Creco, Inc.

[Cold
ally

"cold light."
will

not just a figure of speech; it is visuone sense there is no such thing as
Light, as we accept it is a radiant heat that

light

is

cxistant. yet in

warm

any body capable of absorbing

it.

— Editor's

Note.]

for anything photographic

which we are
acquainted are at very high temperatures. A body whose
light emission is due to its temperature must be heated
to over one thousand degrees to give any practically use-

Most

( 1 )

sources

of

light

with

ful intensity of light photographically.

THE EAST

IN

When,

that

expert

knowl-

ern lighting.

therefore,

such as fireflies, or rotten wood,
phosphorus or the radium paint on our watch dials which
a;e cool enough to hold in our hands and yet give light
enough not only to be seen themselves, but to enable us
to see other objects, we say that we have a cold light.
If, on the other hand, we concern ourselves
(2)
only with the character of the radiation itself, we find that
monochromatic green light has a heating power sx times
smaller than daylight, and twenty or more times smaller
than artificial light which appears equally bright to our
eyes.
Such a light is, by contrast, "cold." In this case
we are talking exclusively about the light not about
the substance from which it emanates. Investigations by
the late Professor Langley of the Smithsonian Institute
and Dr. W. W. Coblentz of the U. S. Bureau of Standards have shown that the light of the firefly is cold, not
o;dy in the fi'-st sense, as we all know, but in the second
Is well, the light being limited to a fairly narrow region
in the green part of the spectrum. This has led to a very
general belief that all low-temperature sources of light
a;e free from invisible radiation, and more than that of
ordinary illuminants.

requires

edge and the matching of mod-

\\e find sources of light

For regular production
matching of exteriors.

investigations of the

lamp

efficiency of the

glow

have shown that the efficiency of this parof cold light not only does not exceed that of
illuminants, but falls far below it, being less

of phosphorus,
t-'cular sort

ordinary

than one-thousandth of the lamp efficienty of a
lamp.

The

firefly

is

probably more

efficient

Frank Zucker, A.
220 West 42nd St.
Wisconsin 0610

New

HARRY

in

the case of

we do

not yet

know, but the amount of it could be figured if data like
th-it of Coblentz were available for phosphorus or if
we
knew not merely the heat radiated, but also the total head
production in the case of the

York, N. Y.

G.

than phosphorus

C

constitutes the "overhead"
from phosphorus or the firefly

C.

Mazda

Calculating the efficiency of a source of light from the
character of the radiation alone is like computing the
profits of a business without taking account of the "overhead." In the case of a Mazda
lamp, there are three
k'own terns of overhead; the heat conducting of the gas,
the loss of heat to the supports, and, finally, the heat
radiated by the filament but stopped by the bulb. These
three add up to a quarter of the energy supplied to the
lamp, and would not be taken into account if the efficiency were being computed on the basis of the radiation

What

S.

Washington Ave.
WADsworth 5650
Ft.

GRanite 9088 and GRanite 3028

the production of light, but this does not follow inevitably from the results of the investigations just mentioned.

the light

336

MASON
AKELEY SPECIALIST

in

alone.

r

Using fully equipped Mitchell
(including
friction
camera
head). Also Bell & Howell
with all Mitchell equipment.

—

The

o

firefly.

Professor E. Newton Harvey of Princeton Universkv has found that for both firefly and Cypridina (a Japanese crustacean) three substances are necessary for the
(Continued on Page 38)

FOR RENT
Two

&

Howell Cameras 40, 50, 75 mm.
lenses.
Thalhammer Iris. Jeanne Trebaol, 10042
Stilson Ave., corner of Clarington, Palms. Calif.
Phone: Culver City 3243.
Bell

Supersensitive Lighting Equipment

CRECO
for

Supersensitised and

Pan Stock
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Mr. Darling Speaks Out
CLUBBING RATES
U.S.

"American Cinematographer" $3.00

Canada

For'n

$3.50

$4.00

4.65

5.40

5.00

5.90

4.40

5.40

In club with:

"The Camera"

3.90

[At a recent meeting of the employees of Fox Studios
Darling, Chief Technician, delivered the
folloiving address upon which comment is made in our
editorial columns.
Editor's Note.]

Mr. William

—

As we all understand, the object of these periodical
meetings is to present ideas and suggestions whereby savings can be effected in the different departments of production—also to achieve greater efficiency wherever it
seems to be possible. The minutes of the meetings are
read by all our chief executives.
As I have opportunity to keep in close touch with
conditions it surprises me that, with so many good suggestions already offered, nobody has
mentioned the one thing that, to
me, is the cause of most of our
troubles, and that is the prolonged
irregular working hours.
I will give you an example.
We
have a night crew of about one
hundred men on sets and half of
their time is a total loss because
companies shooting won't let them
work because of the noise they
make, and of course, carpenters
are not yet equipped with rubber
hammers.
We have no plumber, tinner or
blacksmith shop, property room,
drapery room, plaster shop, drafting room and what not open during
the night hours, and of course there will always be something come up that requires the co-operation of those
missing departments.
The delays caused on account of
these crippled working conditions are very costly.
If we approve of doing a large if not the larger part
of our work at night we should run our departments
either twenty-four hours or in two or three shifts with
But and
the number of men necessary to get results.
here we come to the big issue we do not approve of
overtime because we do not get our money's worth for
the performance of our workers after prolonged work-

William Darling

—

More than

a

Thousand

TRUEBALL TRIPOD
HEADS

ing hours.

Have

been sold to
Professional and Ama-

teur

Cinematographers

since their introduction
in 1926 and not a single

complaint from purchaser or dealer. For Pans

and

Tilts

TRIPOD

TRUEBALL
HEADS are

unexcelled.

TRUEBALL TRIPOD
HEADS
Are

unexcelled

for

Speed

and

Simplicity,

They can be
mounted upon any motion camera and once

Accuracy.

used will never be discarded.
The Hoefner
4-inch
Iris
and Sun-

shade

combination

is

also a superior product.

FREDMONICA
HOEFNER
BOULEVARD

5319 SANTA
GLadstone 0243

—

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Now, if the carpenters, laborers, painters and other
workers are not capable of delivering (after regular
working hours) labor worth the extra pay, how can we
expect men who are called on all day to deliver high
speed, specialized brainwork to continue to give it day
after day, night after night, with irregular meal hours,
never knowing just how long they will be called to continue and not to suffer by it?
When we buy an automobile we select the car within our means that will give us true service for our investment, but we are going to give the car oiling, greasing and overhauling at regular intervals in order to keep
up a dependable service from that car or it may fail us
in the most critical moment.
Why can't we treat our
employees with the same consideration as any other of
our investments?
Almost all of our workers have families and when a
man can give nothing else to his family but his pay check
he will be greeted on his return from work with dissatisfaction and discord that will certainly not give him his
needed rest. That man won't be able to keep up his
spirit of loyalty and good judgment under continuous
spiritual depression.
mentally maybe just

He will fail us physically as well
when we depend on him most.

as

do not point my criticism at anybody in particular
has been a common occurrence for sometime, but I
hope to see a change in this system in the near future as
I know the demoralizing effect it has in general on
everybody affected by it and also I know the undercurrent of dissatisfaction and complaints, which are bound
to have a bad effect.
After all we are just ordinary human beings
dare say the best in the industry with a wealth of ambition, loyalty, love of our work and a bunch of good will
that I consider the greatest business asset my concern
I

as

it

—

—
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can hope to have, but please let us keep it, as such, for
the good of all of us and I am convinced that it can be
accomplished as some of our directors have demonstrated.
And by giving our employees the necessary time for rest,
recreation and home life, without which they cannot give
unlimited good service, we shall be able to attend experimental demonstrations for the improvemnet of our working knowledge and keep in line with the others.

Beginning of the A.
By H. Lyman Broening, A.

S. C.
S. C.

(Continued from Page 28)
governors was established, consisting of the ten memThis constituted
bers present and five more selected.
the beginning of the "American Society of Cinematographers," with the motto of "Loyalty, Progress and Art,"
and marked the formation of a society of cameramen,

whose work and names stood for the highest in the art
of motion picture photography, for the purpose of furthering co-operation between cameramen, directors and
producers.
The rule of membership by invitation was
inaugurated.

The second meeting, held the very next evening at
the home of Mr. Fred Granville, resulted in the election
of these officers: Mr. Rosen, president; Charles Rosher,
vice-president; Homer Scott, second vice-president; Wm.
Foster, treasurer; Victor Milner, secretary.
By the time
the fifth meeting was reached the society occupied quarters in the Markham building, Hollywood, its home for
several years.

Critics Please
The attention

of

Take Note

West Coast motion picture news-

critics is respectfully called to the happy way the
York critics have of giving due credit and praise to

paper

New

Hollywood cameramen.

On this
"Drums

occasion our eastern friends rhapsodized
of Love," the D. W. Griffith's opus recently

CARL ZEISS TESSAR
Few commodities dominate

their field for

general excellence and outstanding
superiority to such a marked degree
as the products of Carl Zeiss, Jena.
The heights of joy and the
depths of despair are faithfully portrayed with Zeiss
Tessars, even under
conditions
other lenses fail.

where

over
released by United Artists.
This picture was filmed by Mr. Karl Struss, A. S. C,
as chief cinematographer, assisted by Harry Jackson, A.
S.

C, and
A.

Billy Bitzer.

S. C.

CARL ZEISS,

has stood for the highest excellence in mo-

photography for ten years, but on the principle that
"a prophet is not without honor save in his own country,"
the fact has not always met with recognition.
Quinn Martin, in N. Y. World: "It seemed to me
that I had not seen in all my days before cinema screen
episodes photographed in so altogether exquisite fashion
tion

as these

*

*

*

*."

Harriett Underhill, in the New York Herald-Tri*
* So beautiful were the hero and heroine
bune: "*
to look upon that the spectators again and again broke
into wild applause as they gazed. The photography is
beautiful, needless to say, and the titles are much better
than usual."

Regina Cannon,

so

Akeley Camera

Ray
HOHy 3642

Calif.

Specialist

B. Olsen

Hotel Dupont

Hollywood

New

in the
York American :"There
to be said for the latest Griffith screen product
that one is at a loss to know where to begin passing out
*
*
*
the praise.
With so vivid a background on
which to weave a picture pattern, it is little wonder that
the pictorial beauty alone of this production is worth the
is

Pacific

INC.

485 Fifth Avenue, New York
Coast Branch: 728 South Hill Street, Los Angeles,

much

— AKELEY
IRA

SPECIALIST
B.

—

HOKE

price of admission."

John K. Hutchens, in the New York Evening Post:
"*
*
*
a splendid and plausible handling of masses
of people, a clear and almost three dimensional photog*"
raphy and a certain resounding pageantry. *
*
George Gerhard, in the New York Evening World:
"Drums of Love is an excellent opus, and one of the most
beautifully mounted things ever brought to the screen."
Rose Pelswick, in The New York Evening Journal:
"
*
*
*
A beautiful production. It has some striking settings and exquisite photography."
"*
Film Daily:
*
*
Photography gorgeous."

GRanite 5033

BILLY TUERS
Akeley Specialist
7245 Sycamore Trail

GR

9097
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The Lafograph
By

What's the
[The

best light for

panchromatics 1
PRESENT-DAY

conditions

demand

high

low current and upkeep costs,
minimum heat and a spectrum rich in green and
yellow with some red for panchromatics.
actinic values,

Cooper-Hewitts come closer to

fulfilling

all

They lack
which can be provided by a few

these conditions than any other light.

only red rays,

Mazdas.

side arcs or

Place your chief reliance on Cooper-Hewitts.
give good lighting with high economy.

They

COOPER HEWITT ELECTRIC C ).
HOBOKEN, NEW JERSEY
Western Distributing Points

KEESE ENGINEERING
Hollywood— 7380

CO.

Santa Monica Blvd.

San Francisco— 77 O'Farrell

Street
277

© C.

P.

K.

Thomajan

cuts used to embellish

and explain the interesting article of Mr. Thomajan pull down the detail of the
author's diagram until it is too fine to read without a
strong glass, but the general arrangement will give a fair
idea of the painstaking manner in which he worked out
his "Lafograph."
Mr. Thomajan is affiliated with the
Harold Lloyd Corporation in a special research capacity.
Editor's Note.]

—

This is the "Lafograph," a word coined to describe
invention in the field of comedy. Briefly, it is
a marked-down scale of the track of a laugh tornado.
The idea for it came about in the course of a protracted
study and analysis of comedy and comedy audiences.
It was born from the need for' a device that would scientifically record and classify the laugh reactions occasioned
by a comedy a complex and elusive understanding.
The task of evolving a suitable diagram was a hairsplitting one, and that of catching and recording the
laughs equally brain-racking. It was a job of pinning on
paper a hard-to-define intangibility. At least a dozen
performances were checked and listened in on with pad,
pencil, and stop-watch until an exact evaluation was arrived at for
each separate episode.
Not a
laugh bubble was allowed to vanish without being photographed in
writing. The whole thing required
a perfect eye-and-ear focus on
picture and audience, plus a virtual sixth sense for comedy values in order to quickly distinguish and size up the relative bulk
and volume of the various laughs.
Six audible gradations of laugha

new

—

ter

H. E. Co., 1928

were

settled

upon: The

titter,

chuckle, the laugh, the outburst, the scream, and the screech,
P. K. Thomajan
the six pretty well covered the
range of an audience's degrees of
responsiveness. At the bottom of the graph is a timedivision scale, showing that there was a smooth and even
stream of laughs throughout the entire picture.
the

AKELEY SPECIALIST
A. Le Roy Grejner
Phone GLadstone 7046

A

device of this order applies the acid test to a
It shows in permanent form just how the audience said it with laughs. It exposes the laugh anatomy

comedy.

April,
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comedy in bold relief making every funnybone of
structure stand out. The creation of the "Lafograph"
led to the formulation of a series of interesting deductions. Boiled down into epigrammatic paragraphs, they
are as follows:
The first few big laughs come tne hardest, afterwards the others come with less effort.
There is a sort of audience-mob psychology to
laughter. It is highly contagious and can spread from a
few individuals to an entire house.
Music with a picture keys up an audience to a
higher pitch, and a well-arranged score pre-primes them
for oncoming laugh upheavals.
Every person possesses a funnybone; some want
theirs lightly tickled by a subtlety, while others want
theirs whacked by a broad bit of slapstick.
The public's taste for comedy remains basically the
same, with the exception of minor changes in the ways
and means of presenting effects.
Audiences go to comedies with certain anticipations which they expect to have satisfied. In this highstrung age, people expect a comedy to give a twang or
two to their taut nerves, even to the extent of having
them jerked or yanked in order to get a new sensation.
They revel in stimulation and excitement and enjoy being
thrilled and chilled, as much if not more, than being
amused and tickled. They expect comedies to exercise
their sense of humor, which often gets rusty in the
everyday routine of existence. And every laugh helps
to limber up their lethargic spirit of optimism. So they
must be given speed, snap, fight, in fact anything that
will hit them in the solar plexus with a punch, vibrate
their emotions, and shake them out of themselves.
A lot of comedies expect an audience to laugh for
nc reason at all. Too many pictures are shove-tailed,
rather than dove-tailed together. Some comedies appeal
to the public's sense of stupidity rather than to their
sense of humor. Producers should refrain from indulging in practical joking with the public. There may be
all-day suckers, but there are no every-day suckers. Audiences are crammed with latently potential laughs that
intelligent humor will quickly bring to the surface.
of a
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BRAND NEW
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A KFORE
Equipment:

40
50
75
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SALE

mm
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mm(
mm[
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Matched

Lenses

I

i

Carl

•

i

\

f.2.7

Zeiss

f.2.7 C. Z. Lens
and Finder

j;

12 inJ lf.5.6 Dallmeyer
17 in.)Hi
] Lenses and Finders
Case

to hold all

of

above lenses.

Magazines and Magazine Case.
Newest type $150 Large Mitchell Finder.
Six

Five Masks for Finder.
Goerz Iris and Arm.
Tripod equipped with Mitchell Legs.
Three Filter Holders.
Camera Dust Cover.
Camera Case and Tripod Case.
Adjustable Sunshade.
Circle and Opera-glass Masks.
Camera equipped with 230-Degree Shutter.
Inc., and
Guaranteed that less than 2,000
Cause for selling:
feet of film has run through it.
Owner's father died, and owner has gone East to conduct

Camera No.

Sold
226.
delivered Oct. 1. 1927.

his fath er's business.

Only

all-cash

offers

new by Akeley Camera,

Original cost, $3.600.
considered.

pressage) guaranteed,

if

Full rebate (less
not satisfied.

ex-

MAIL BIDS (GIVING FULL PERSONAL
REFERENCES) TO

GAYLORD

A.

WOOD

124 E. Market Street
Indianapolis, Indiana
For personal references of Gaylord A. Wood, refer to Herbert S. Wood. Asst. Cashier, Indiana National Bank, Indianapolis. Ind.

A

comedy can be closely compared to an automobile
race. It should start off with a bang and maintain a certain speed, with occasional spills and thrills at each bend
in the story. Near the finish, there should occur a certain
acceleration that terminates in an exciting spurt that
puts all spectators on their toes and makes them shout.
The thread of the story should always be held tight by
suspense while the hero and heroine cross from one plotside to the other.
Gags should be as finely fitted as piston rings to

Y

ELMER

G.

DYER

Akeley Specialist
2 1-2 Years With Universal

THAT'S ENUF SED!
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WELCOME
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ANNOUNCING
THE "RIFLE" LAMP

8
8
8
8
8
8

A NEW M-R. PRODUCT FOR
GENERAL LIGHTING AND CLOSE
UP PHOTOGRAPHY, GIVING A
SOFT DIFFUSED ILLUMINATION
TO UNUSUAL DEPTH.

8

MOLE -RICHARDSON/ INC.

8
8

STUDIO ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
6310

HOLLYWOOD,

SANTA MONICA BLVD.

CALIF.

"RIFLE" LAMP

88888888888

investigate inkies

secure the proper laugh compression. An expert comedy
technician can take a sputtering comedy and make it
hit on all six by making certain internal adjustments and
by replacing certain worn-out gag parts. With his finger
on the public's pulse, he can synchronize a comedy to its
tastes so that it will cause its heart to beat faster, and

thereby make

A

it

click.

comedy should be a relay

of gags, without a
single hitch occurring in the progress of the story.
Laughs are put into it, but sometimes laughs come
out in the most unexpected spots. Such things are of the
most part due to an imperfect audience sense.
group of Lafographs form invaluable clues as
to what the public has liked and what it most likely
might enjoy again, in some different manner. They are
peep-sights into the past, assisting one in directing a
laugh missle towards a dollar-and-cents bull's-eye.

A

Roy Davidge
Film Laboratories
Negative Developing and Daily Print
exclusively

SANTA MONICA BLVD.
HOLLY 1944

88888888888

Cold Light Efficiency
(Continued from Page 33)
production of light: the oxygen of the air, an oxidizable
substance called luciferin and another substance, liciferase,
which because it is not used up on the production of
light is called a catalyst, or contact agent. No way has
yet been found of separating luceferin and luciferase in
a state of purity, but a sort of separation can be affected

by extracting the dried and ground-up Cypridina, on the
one hand with cold water and, on the other hand, with
hot water. In the first case, the oxygen of the air "burns
up" all the luciferin; in the second, the hot water "kills"
the luciferase. Neither of these solutions gives light when
exposed to air, but a mixture of the two glows brightly.
Professor Harvey has found that, in general, the luciferin of one species of animal will not give light with
luciferase from another, but in the case of two species of
firefly, "photinus" and "photuris," luciferin from one will
give light with luciferase from the other. The color of the
light emitted by these two is different, and it is an interesting and significant fact that the color of light emitted
when solutions of luciferin and of luciferase are mixed
depends on the source of the luciferase, the color being
the same whether photinus luciferin or photuris luciferin
is

6701

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

used.

The amount

of oxygen required to give a barely
glow is astonishingly small. Professor Harvey
and T. F. Morrison have found that one part of oxygen
in 150,000 parts of hydrogen will give light with certain
luminous bacteria, and in the Nela Research Laboratory,

perceptible
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has found that even smaller proportions
added to purified nitrogen, will give light with
solutions of phosphorus in refined cottonseed oil. Elabor-

Thirty-nine

Mr. Carpentier

of oxygen,

ate apparatus

is

necessary to

make such

COCPZ
CINE LENSES

infinitesimal addi-

oxygen and measure them with any accuracy. In
measurements of this character, it is essential to keep the
Exposure
eyes of the observer as sensitive as possible.
fcr an instant to ordinary daylight, or even artificial
tions of

will destroy the sensitiveness to very faint light,
and it takes from a quarter-hour to several hours spent
Fortunately, red
ir. darkness to recover such sensitiveness.
light has almost no lasting effect on the sensitiveness to
very faint light. For this reason, the observers wear
tightly fitting goggles with deep red glass whenever it is
necessary to leave the dark room or to burn on the lights
there. When a little light is sufficient, a ruby fla sh-light
may be used without wearing the goggles.
light,

Goerz Cine Lenses are being used

World because they are

Edited

of the

By JOSEPH

P.

manufacture

in

our

Kino—Hypar
in focal lengths

We

New York

F. 2.7

factory the

and

from 1-inch

also have an imported, superspeed series

from 1 % -inch to 4-inch
and the telephoto series

focal lengths

Telestar F. 4*5
from 4*8-inch to 13% inch
and close-ups

in focal lengths

for long distance shots

"The Story of the Films" is an interesting new book
Hollywood industry. The book comprises a series

of the

of lectures delivered by the leaders of the motion picture

industry to the students of the Graduate School of Business Administration of Harvard University.

Every phase of the industry is fully covered, and
gives light on the many problems that are incident to the
inception, financing, production, distribution and exhibi-

We make all kinds of trick devices, precision
focusing mounts, focusing microscopes and special
camera

fittings.

We

undertake the development of your own
ideas along optical lines.
Write us. A new catalogue, listing the complete line of Goerz Lenses and
accessories, will be mailed on request.

CP. Goerz American Optical Co.
317 E. 34th

New

St.

York, N. Y.

tion of a photoplay.

Such a frank discussion of pictures as
in

"The Story

is

of the Films" should go far

contained

toward giv-

ing a comprehensive understanding of this popular industry, the motion picture.

/

Reviews
Honest opinions
the exhibitor.

of pictures

mean much

THE FILM DAILY

to

always

expresses an honest opinion on every picture
If it's
If it's good we say so.
it reviews.
Many exhibitors buy and
bad we say so.
book on our opinions. They know they can
FILM
rely on us for the truth.
DAILY is small enough to be intimate but
big enough to be independent. Write us for
one of our issues with reviews and judge for
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Then
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The Death Rate

I

Mortality statistics ain't as a rule considered interThey hide 'em 'way back in the unread part of the
newspapers never on the front page. Yet I think the
movie death rate is a kind of a funny thing to look at if
you get the right slant on it.
Five years is the expectation of life in pictures,
Only five years and I've got a hunch that figure is a lot
too high, small as it seems. How many people do you
know that have lived as long or longer in pictures? Don't
get me wrong I don't mean actually living in the sense
of walking around and eating and breathing, but being
alive as far as the game itself is concerned. Another
way of putting the question is: How many people do you
know that was considered big five years ago that are
considered big today?
The space that would ordinarily be given over to
bright remarks by the highly intellectual and interna-

—

—
—

renowned author of this department
vacant of thought so's you can check up on things.
In other words, this paragraph is a dud, and you don't
have to read it because you're thinking. All set now?
tionally

is

hereby

left

Let's go.

The ones you've picked out that's kept alive five
years or longer don't begin to balance the huge number
of "finds" that whizzed up into immense popularity,
dazzled for a year or so, and then disappeared. The
average life of a popular success is what? Honest, I
ain't got the figures to check up on it, but five years is
'way too high.
Popular success is a thing that is easily explained;
but none of the explanations work.
Some extra dub that's bumming around trying to get
a check to eat on right now is tomorrow's star. Today's
biggest name is right now turning into mud. The guy
that said that when the sun is at its highest it is already
beginning to decline said a mouthful. And it all hinges
on popular success popular success; that goal of everybody in the world.
Right on the face of it; there ain't no reason why a
person who's made the grade once can't keep right on
making it. You'd think that a person who's figured a deal
out can do it again. Yet they can't and don't. The
funniest thing about it all is that it works all the way up
and down the line cameramen included. Who was the
best cameraman five years ago? What is he doing now
if anything?
Odd, isn't it?
On the square, I think if there could be a law passed
that would make it impossible for anyone to read their
own publicity the solution wouldn't be far off. To do anything well calls for a lot; and you can't give that lot if
you're dead sure that you can't go wrong. Some youngster that has to make good or else not eat is bound to beat
the lazy effort of a self-satisfied genius.
that's another way to extend the
Prohibit success
life of a success. Success brings luxury, laxness, softness,
and unfitness
and discard. Too bad, ain't it
for lot's of the discards were darned good if they'd only
kept on the up and up.
I guess it's a good thing. If the big ones didn't drop
there wouldn't be any room for the youngsters that's

—

—

—

—

.

coming

.

do know

Everybody that

Copyright by Jennixg
esting.

—
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much: it ain't the fault of the public.
dies out in pictures is guilty of suicide in

this

—

the first degree. The public don't kill 'em
they kill
themselves.
This stuff about the public being fickle is a lot of
hooey. The public is the same old public
always was
and always will be a bunch of saps if you want to
figure it that way, for they'll take most anything that's
half way decent and like it. There are certain things
that they like and certain things that they don't like and
there ain't an entertainer in the world that don't know
which is which and why. There's no mystery about that.
They know how to please the public or they wouldn't
have succeeded in the first place. Why can't they keep on

—

—

;

doing

it?

My

guess is that they forget that it ain't themselves
that the public likes but what they do. There's a lot of
difference between a person and his product.
Look at
any author.
Success is reached by tearing your heart out in great
bloody hunks and weaving it into your work. It hurts
like hell to do; but it works.
Success is bought not
earned; and the price is suffering. It takes a lot of prodding to goad a normally lazy human being into the
amount of effort necessary for real success. Hunger is
a good prod; 'specially when it is trimmed with despair.
The average highly successful person ain't usually
very hungry or very desperate. I imagine that's one of
the reasons they slip.

—

Then again there's another angle. More is expected
of an over publicized genius than of an untried kid that's
never had a break. One of the worst things that can
happen to a fairly good worker is for him to accidentally
hit upon a great success that he can't never duplicate,
let alone top. More stars and directors have been ruined
by making good pictures than bad ones. It forces them
up out of their class, and they can't deliver what's expected of them.
I guess it's a good thing, all right. It provides plenty
of room at the top for anybody that's willing to pay the
price to get there. But there's this much about it: If you
do make the grade and the money that goes with it
salt away enough dough to keep you the rest of your life.
You've got five years to do it in five years to do a lifetime's savings
no more. Because five years is a well
stretched limit
few stay with it that long.

—

Gee

ONE

!

—but

—

—
—

this

was

a prea chy article.

two-inch Bausch & Lomb F.2 :7 one Dahlmeyer Pentac 37 mm.
F.2 :9. Georges Benoit, care of American Society of Cinematographers, Hollywood, California.
40 mm. Goerz Hypar f. 3. 5. lens in Bell & Powell mount:
price, $50.00.
Write Charles Clarke, 1222 Guaranty Building,
Hollywood. California.
;

NEW

WANTED — MISCELLANEOUS
FOR RENT, LENSES

—

Trick lenses of all descriptions for rent by
day or week. Call George Meehan, A. S. C. Phone GR 3830,
744 North Curson Ave., Hollywood. California.
WANTED Will buy Bell & Howell cinemotor and a 32 M. M. Lense.
Call Herman Schopp, HOlly 4735 or care A. S. C. office. GR.

—

4274.

.

in all the time.

FOR SALE— SPECIAL CAMERA EQUIPMENT
PATHE panorama head for professional camera, with detachable
aluminum tilting head, easily adapted to any standard tripod.
A first-class unit for some one, who is experimenting or engaged

in research work, to add to their equipment.
Norton, care A. S. C, Guaranty Bldg., Hollywood.

Stephen

S.
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Welcome

Fort-

Hollywood

to

SOCIETY of MOTION
PICTURE ENGINEERS
J.

E.

BRULATOUR,

Inc.

Edward O. Blackburn, Vice President

6700 Santa Monica
Distributors of

Eastman Motion Picture Films

Akeley Attachment
By Ray

L.

Ramsey, A.

S. C.

One of the most essential requirements of any motion
picture camera is regularity of speed. To accomplish this
end the manufacturers of the leading motion picture
cameras have developed a so-called cinemotor. I am
thinking of the Bell & Howell and Mitchell cameras
which are now used almost exclusively in the photographing of all our big pictures today. One feature, however,
that neither of these camei'as possesses, is a gyroscopic
pan and

Hollywood, California

Blvd.

tilt.

In making this statement I am not overlooking the fact
that steps have been made by these same manufacturers
to add this feature to their cameras. One other camera
was built for the sole purpose of a pan and tilt which
could be manipulated in as simple a manner as pointing
a gun. This camera is known today as the Akeley camera

and was developed by a famous explorer and scientist,
Mr. Carl Akeley.
This camera found favor in the motion picture industry due mainly to this feature. This was not anticipated by the manufacturers of the Akeley camera and,
although they have tried to keep abreast with the industry in fulfillment of the motion picture requirements,
they have not provided a way to "crank" by motor.
Therefore it has been left up to the Akeley operators
themselves to develop ways and means of accomplishing this.

The Akeley camera man is in a class by himself. He
has a place for himself and his camera and is not to be
outdone because of the fact that he is hindered in giving
his undivided attention to what he is photographing. It
therefore behooved him either to have a motor designed
for the camera or to find some method of adapting an
approved type of motor to the Akeley.
Recently several of the Akeley cameramen got together to consider a so called adapter. A suitable

The

M-R

"Rifle"

Lamp

Mole-Richardson, Inc., pioneer manufacturers of incandescent equipment for motion picture production,
have recently developed a new lamp for general and
close-up lighting.

This piece of equipment, the M-R "Rifle" Lamp, is
efficient.
The mirror has a special curvature and is
spirally corrugated or rifled.
When used in conjunction with the 1000- or 1500Watt Mazda globes this mirror projects a smoothly diffused area of light, to a depth greater than does the regular side lamp.
Cinematographers at the M.-G.-M. and First National Studios, where the lamps are being used on production, are enthusiastic over the results which they are
securing with the Rifle Lamp.
New developments in The "Inkie" line of MoleRichardson, Inc., are a four-globe "Floor Strip" lamp
having adjustable wing reflectors, and a powerful condenser spot for use with the new style monoplane fila-

very

ment 2000-Watt Mazda

globes.

arrangement was decided upon and an adapter made
and used by me on my Akeley. This was only a tryout
but it proved that such a plan was practical. In pursuance
of this idea, I, as a committee of one, went to Mr. W. D.
Pearsall of the Aztec Research Laboratories to invite him
to consider the perfect design and testing of such an
adapter. Mr. Pearsall and his associates gave considerable time to this work and the laboratory shop is now
making such adapters.
The adapter is simple, practical, and easily attached
by removing shutter adjustment plate and inserting
attachment in end of the stop motion crankshaft. This
does not hinder the adjustment of shutter and in no way
interferes with tilting and panning; in fact, it acts as a
balance and gives 100 per cent steady cranking speed.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT CLEARING HOUSE

ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED
RATES:

Four

cents

a word.

Minimum

prepaid and must reach us before the fifteenth

be

WANTED— MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS
WANTED, CAMERA— Will buy Hell & Howell camera.
and equipment. John P. Whaler..

WANTED, CAMERA

—

170 degree bell & Howell camera. Would
Mitchell tripod. Harry H. Cooper, 851 No. Fuller Street.
GL
5239.
Phone
Will buy 170 degree Bell & Howell camera outfits.
Must be in A-No.-l condition and priced right. Give full
Wilding Picture Productions,
description and serial number.
Inc., 1358 Mullett Street. Detroit, Michigan.
For cash, DeBrie, Pathe, Bell & Howell Standard
cameras. Send full description. Bass Camera Company, 179
Wes t Madison Street. Chicago.
Printer, 35 m.m. step printer reasonable. Give description and price in first letter. Chas. F. Enz. Lockport, Illinois.

WANTED —

WANTED —
WANTED —

—New
$225.

FOR SALE

—CAMERAS

camera, carrying case, extra magazine.
Call Ben White, OX 7335.
Price
One 12x20-inch Eastman Banquet Camera with case, two cut film
holders, 12-foot tripod fitted with 15% -inch Ziess Protar lens

Eyemo

(New

in volute shutter.

One press Graflex with
roll holder,

8

l/i>-in.

condition.)
B. & L. lens F4.5 film pack adopter

cut film magazine, and carrying case outfit in

new

condition.

One Eastman 8x10 View camera, "2-case, six cut holders.
One 4x5 Graflex and case (no lens or holders).
One 5x7 Ingento Enlarger with arc and condensing lenses.
One 4x6 kodak auto enlarger.
One 10-inch by 6-foot circuit printing frame with glass.
One 200-foot Erneman M. P., camera case, 6 magazines; good
condition.
One Erneman M. P. step printer motor drive rheostadt light change.
Four 30-gallon developing tanks, capacity 3,125 feet (new).
FRED A. PARRISH, A. S. C,
2526 W. Colorado Ave.,
Colorado Springs. Colorado.
equipped with 180 degree adjustable shutter
AKELEY
and special prism side focusing aperature, making possible at
all times, vision through photographing lens without opening
door of comera or unloading film, very important for extreme
Large
Special metal telescopic pan handle.
precision work.
tripod with Mitchell legs, Baby tripod with adjustable legs.
Five standard Akeley magazines. Six sets of lenses, 35, 50 and
75 millimeter matched focus Carl Zeiss lenses in Akeley twin
focusing mounts, 5V4 and 8% Carl Zeiss lenses with matched
Piano convex lenses in Akeley mount and 12 Dallmeyer Dallon
lens with matched Piano convex lens in Akeley mount. Specially designed Worth matte box, making possible the use of all
and any type or kind of matteing, adjustments for using graduated sky filters and all two inch square glass filters, diffusing
discs, etc., this matte box has been designed for use with all
lenses from the 35 m.m. to and including the 8% inch lens.
Set of four inside hard mattes, two inside filter holders, adjustable pancake type sunshade, slate, large changing bag, chain
tie downs, etc. Equipment cases are: combination magazine and
accessory case, separate compartments for six magazines. Worth
matte box and all accessories, extremely well padded affording
utmost protection to accessories when traveling. Lens case well
padded, separate compartment for each and every lens affording perfect protection when traveling. Camera case affording
Magazine case, holding five magafull protection to camera.
zines with separate padded compartment for each magazine,
these four cases are equipped with Yale trunk locks. Tripod
case for large tripod and tripod case for baby tripod, both
padded for traveling, affording complete protection. Case for
tripod head affords protection when traveling. This equipment
has been carefully assembled for the most exacting professional
work, is nearly new, has had the best of care and has had
specially effectjve scratch proof features built into this instrument. For a quick sale will accept $2,750.00 cash. Harry G.
Mason, ca re of A. S. C.
FOR SALE Latest model DeBrie Tripod, like new, with case,
$100.00: Aluminum DeBrie K, four lenses, eight magazines, two
sets masks, iris and mat box, two cases and above tripod,
$675.00. Outfit practically new. Don Malkames, Hazelton, Pa.
FOR SALE Graflex 4x5. Rev. Bsck-F.4.5. Lens. 2 Cut Film MagaGood condition.
zines.
Carrying Case Film Pack adapter.
Charlie Boyle, Care A. S. C. or GR-1004.

CAMERA —

—

—

FOR RENT

—

FOR RENT

—CAMERAS

Degree Cameras, F. 2.3 and
Complete equipment. Eddie
Hollywood, HEmpstead 8333 or

Three Bell & Howell 170
F. 2.5 lenses, Mitchell Tripod legs.

Linden, 6017 Elinor Ave.,
A. S. C. office, GR 4274, GR 4704.

FOR RENT— Bell &

Howell 6 Mag. Mitchell Tripod 40 f 3.5 50 2.3.
Astro and 3.5 Lens Call Mr. Engelton Still Dept. F. B. O.

Studios, HO-7780.

—

the

of

FOR RENT

State price
Gl. 1101 or A. S. C. GR. 4274.

like

FOR SALE

All copy must

charge one dollar per insertion.

month preceeding publicntion.

—

2 Mitchell cameras complete studio equipment No. 85
regular movement, No. 97 high speed movement 40
and
75
Astro 1.8 lenses. 50
2.3 Astro. Extra magazines
for rent.
Also Eyemo camera with Hoefner Trueball tripod
head. Pliny W. Home, 1318 N. Stanley Ave., Hollywood 7682.
FOR RENT 170 Bell & Howell 2.3 Astro 2". Carl Zeiss 35
2" and 3" Mitchell Finder, Mitchell Tripod and tripod head.
Ira B. Hoke, 1312 N. Detroit St., GR 5033.
FOR RENT Camera equipment: 1 Mitchell Camera, 1 Mitchell
Speed Camera with attachment, new.
1
Bell & Howell, 1
Akeley (Full Equipment). Ted Tettzlaff, Phone GR 9255. 1724
N. Western Ave., Hollywood.
FOR RENT 3 B. & H. Cameras and Cinemotor, 2.3 Astro lenses,
large Prismatic Mitchell finders and Mitchell legs. Special builtin side Prisms, Baby Tripod and extra Tripod and head; 6-in.
lense in Mount. B. B. Ray, A. S. C. GR. 4274. 1119 N. Edgemont. Residence 591-331.
FOR RENT B. & H. Camera, 170 degree shutter, six magazines,
Mitchell tripod. Baby tripod, four lenses 50 m.m., F. 2.3, 40
m.m. F. 3.5, 75 m.m. F. 1.9 and 75 m.m. F. 3.5. Call Wm.
Engleton. F. B. O. Studio, Holly. 7780.
FOR RENT Mitchell Camera No. 97 with latest high speed movement. Astro 40 m.m. F. 1.8. Astro 50 m.m. F. 2.3, Astro 75 m.
m. F. 1.8, 8 magazines and Stumar matte box with filter holders
and sun shade. Mitchell Camera No. 85 with regular movement. Astro 40 m.m. F. 2.3, Astro 75 m.m. F. 2.3. Ruo 50 m.m.
F. 1.25, 8 magazines and Mitchell matte box filter holder and
sun shade. Eyemo Camera with Hoefner tilt and pan. Pliny
W. Home, 1318 Stanley Ave.. Hollywood. Holly 7682.
FOR RENT Complete Mitchell outfit with astro lenses, six magazines, by Al Gilks, HE 1490.

MM

MM

MM

—

MM

—

—
—

—

—
FOR RENT—To
Mitchell legs;

reliable party, one Bell & Howell camera with
Astro Lens F. 2.3., Fl. 8. 6 magazines. Fred
Hoefner mat box. In perfect shape and fully equipped. Joe

LaShelle.

ORegon

6730.

—B Two
& Howell cameras, large
& L
Frank Cotner, HO 5046.
FOR RENT —CAMERAS, ALL KINDS. Akeley,
170%, also Speed DeVry Graflex,

FOR RENT

Bell

F. 2.3.

finders, astro lenses,

2.7.

Still

(late

Bell & Howell
model Anscos). For

rent by day or week to responsible parties.

Western Ave.

Bldg., 1152 No.

Ries

Bros., Ries

Phone GRanite 1185; Residence,

HO-1055.
MITCHELL and

Bell & Howell cameras.
F.1.8 and F.2.3 lens equipment. AM kinds of lenses and equipment for rent. John S.
Stumar, 3'»02 Cardiff Ave., Palms, Los Angeles. Phone: Culver
City 35 12
or call C. Glouner, Camera Dept., Universal City,
.

HEmpstead

3131.

ONE DE VRY

Motion Picture
Wyckoff, Phone Care A. S.

BELL & HOWELL.

Complete
GRanite 4274.
CCamera.

Victor Milner,
Angeles. California.
596-944.

—Phone

BELL & HOWELL

Perry

Alvin

outfit.

2221 Observatory Ave., Los

Evans,

OL

8797

or

Hollywood

A. S. C.

-

MITCHELL

Friction Tilthead, 3 Mitchell cameras, 2 Bell & Howel).
Astro F. 1.8, F. 2.3 lenses. Extra lenses and magazines. J. R.
Lockwood, 523 N. Orange St., Glendale. Glen. 3361 W. Hollywood address, 959 Seward, HO 4366.
BELL & HOWELL, 170, with 30, 40, 50 and 75 lens equipment.
Baby tripod.
Also B. & H. Cine motor.
Charles Stumar.
GRanite 9845. 7501 Lexington Ave.. Hollywood.

WILL TRADE —Carl
Trade for

late

FOR TRADE—CAMERAS
Zeiss, F. 3.5, 50

mm.

model Veedor Counter.

& H. mount.
Bert Longenecker, 597-

lens in B.

724.

FOR RENT—STILL CAMERAS
FOR RENT

8x10 Still Camera, focal plane shutter, complete,
1
Mitchell Friction Tripod, new, for B. & H.
1 Eyemo Camera
with special lock. 1 4x5 Graflex B. & L. lens. 1 B.-H. Low
Tripod
head.
Boy to fit new style B.-H.
Joe LaShelle, 639 N.
Sierra Bonita, ORegon 6730.
ONE 8x10 still camera complete. Care A. S. C- GRanite 4274.
1

—

FOR RENT — One

FOR RENT— MISCELLANEOUS
Cinemotor with Veeder Counter in first-class
OL-2727. 1119 N. Edgemont Street.

Call B. B. Ray.

shape.

FOR SALE— LENSES

—Carl
mount. Looks

FOR SALE, LENSES
B.

&

H.

Zeiss, F. 3.5, 50
like

new.

mm., mounted

in latest

Perry Evans, 413 No. Mar-

iposa Ave., Hollywood, California.

FOR SALE
$25.

—

50 m.m. Goerz Hyper lens F. 3.5 in B. & H. mount,
50 m.m. B. & L. lens F. 2.7 in B. & H. mount, $45. J. N.
Phone TErrace 9152.

Giridlian,

Preordained
"

—

the

final result

of the motion picture

on the screen was preordained from the
day that Edison got

Eastman

is

sample of

film."*

That was
film that

his first

in

1889.

made motion

And

today the

pictures practical

the film that makes the most of th^

anematographer's

art

and carries

4uaiity through to the screen

all

the

— Eastman

Film.
^Page 209, "A Million and One
Nights, the History of the Motion
Picture"

— by Terry Ramsaye.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Gear Box and Extension Shaft
On

the gear box are three places to attach the crank, and

places to attach the driving shaft.
shift lever.

from two,

With
to

this

On

the top of the box

is

two

a gear

arrangement, eleven speed changes are possible,

one hundred twenty-eight pictures per second, the ope-

rator turning the crank 120 per second, or normal at

the bottom of the box

is

a tapped hole to

fit

a

all

standard

times.
still

In

camera

tripod.

The

extension shaft center has a

corresponding grooves
ball race,

in

and instead of keys we use

no end thrust can be transmitted

Mitchell

"V"

the outer casing.

groove on each

balls to drive.

to the

side,

and

These grooves form

By

this

a

method

camera.

Camera Corporation

6011-6025 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood, California

WITH
THE INDUSTRY
IN STEP

For perfection of results under
incandescent and arc light
ing the answer

The

(JGPOjB)

trade

is

mark has never been

placed on an Inferior Product.

Dupont-Pathe Film Mfg. Corp.
35 West 45th

Street,

New York

Smith and Aller,

Inc.

Pacific Coast Distributors

1056 North Cahuenga Ave.
Hollywood,

GRanite 6669
Calif.
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S. M. P. E. convention for 1928,
ended in Hollywood, was an event of great
importance to the entire motion picture industry.
It was a happy meeting in the first place and
the atmosphere of its sessions was fraught with
good will and a spirit of get-together.

The Spring

just

The convention was the cause of the first pilS. M. P. E. to the West Coast and

grimage of the

world production of motion picand the interest in the meeting was keen,
therefore, both on the part of the visitors and of
their hosts
the cinema colony of Hollywood.
The personnel of the S. M. P. E. is made up
of representatives of all the great manufacturers
to the center of
tures,

—

in the world who contribute to the fabrication of
equipment and supplies used in the production of
motion pictures, and they brought with them in the
form of papers the very last word in the achievements of scientific research and invention to date.
To those interested at this end of the line
(and every progressive motion picture worker is
interested) the activities of the S. M. P. E. were
Their transactions brought home to
a revelation.
everyone that tremendous forces are at work back
there in the east, silently but diligently and de-

terminedly researching, inventing, constructing, improving, refining the materials and equipment essential to motion picture production to the end that
the cinema may become bigger and better in every
way, a constantly expanding force for good in the
world, a great industry, a finer art. And on the
part of the Engineers there was manifested a new
enthusiasm at intimate contact with the actual pro-

emy

Five

of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, the

tion Picture Producers' Association,

awake department of motion pictures
lessly

Mo-

and every wide
will

be cease-

working towards perfection.

great to know your fellow workman, for
don't like is the man you don't know,
spirit of co-operation and sympathetic
understanding that has already grown out of this
convention is bound to persist and to work steadily
to draw all elements closer together.
Henceforth
the Engineers and their workshops will be real to
us away out here in Hollywood, and henceforth the
great motion picture studios and the various lots
so familiar to us will be real to the Engineers.
So
shall this great structure be welded into one great
It is

man you
and the new
the

smoothly running machine.

Another result of the convention activities
was the organization of a Hollywood Section of the
S. M. P. E., which began its activities with a roster
of sixty members, forty-two active and eighteen
associate.

its

The organization of this Section, which begins
work with extraordinary enthusiasm born of

the stimulus of the convention, will in turn have
the effect of keeping vividly before the studios the
S. M. P. E. tradition of indefatigable work for progress,

and much that

also originate in this

new and constructive
West Coast Section for

is

will

the
are entirely worthy to uphold
the gonfalon of S. M. P. E.
Particularly will this West Coast Section be of

men composing

it

cesses of motion pictures

and the workers (from executive to artisan) who make them. The net result
of this contact will mean that the Engineer will

value in co-operation with the proposed research
laboratory announced by Mr. Fred Beetson, Executive Vice-President of the Producers' Association,
on the occasion of the banquet tendered the S. M.
P. E. by the Academy at the Roosevelt Hotel April

go back to his workshop, his laboratory with a wider

11th.

horizon, a better understanding of the needs of the

This great innovation will supply the A. S. C,
Section, S. M. P. E., and the technicians in general of this world cinema center, a
medium of expression in terms of scientific achievement and invention, certain to be productive of
many advances.
This West Coast Section working with the parent body and interpreting the needs of the local
production forces will prove of immense value in
bringing about improved conditions and will, therefore, be a tower of strength and inspiration.
On the whole, the entire industry may congratulate iself on the success of the convention and
mark this week as the beginning of a new and
greater epoch in the history of the motion picture.
The A. S. C, while modestly admitting to being
the incubator of the idea of an S. M. P. E. convention in Hollywood, as early as six years ago,
most heartily congratulates Mr. Beetson, of the
Hays organization; Mr. Woods, of the Academy,
and their associates, for their great work in making this event the unqualified success everyone admits it to be.

cinema workers in the studios and a fund of new
information which will enable him the better to
solve his problems.

Who
S.

shall say that

M. P. E. there

from

shall not

this convention of the
be brought forth

Better Films.

More

sensitive emulsions.
Better lamps and improved lighting equipment.

Improvements in talking pictures.
Improvements in television.
Stereoscopic photography or its approximation.
Refinements in lenses.

Improvements in color photography.
Greater camera efficiency.
Better laboratory methods and countless betterments in every department of production.
As the cinema of today is superior to the cine-

ma of fifteen years ago, so shall the cinema of fifteen years hence be a thing more glorious than any
of our prophets have forecast, and for the reason
that the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, The
American Society of Cinematographers, the Acad-

the

West Coast

:
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P. E. Convention

The spring convention of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers, held in the rooms of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts & Sciences at the Hotel Roosevelt,
Hollywood, April 9th to 14th inclusive, was in many
respects the most remarkable in the history of the
organization.
The attendance was the largest in the career of the
society notwithstanding most of the delegates came clear
across the continent to be present at this, the first
convention' to be held in the center of motion picture
production.
The program as published in THE AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER for April, was carried out to the
letter and the number of interesting papers read has
never been exceeded at any previous convention.
Of these several were submitted by members of the
A. S. C, notably that on incandescent lighting by the Research Committee of the Society which is herewith published in full, together with a number of abstracts from

other papers of peculair interest to the A. S. C. and to
readers of THE CINEMATOGRAPHER.
Between sessions the delegates and their wives were
entertained in manifold ways by motion picture people in
all departments of the industry at theatre parties, luncheons, dinners, beach trips, by little journeys to the orange
groves, the mountains, the desert and historic places.
The two great social events of the week were the
Spanish Dinner given by the American Society of Cinematographers and the formal banquet tendered the delegates and their ladies by the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences.
Most of the out of town visitors remained to attend
the first annual convention of the Academy which, judging by the interest manifested in it because of its constructive program, will score an unqualified success.
A complete list of delegates and guests at the session
of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers is herewith
presented

Banquet tendered the S. M. P. E. Convention delegates and their ladies at the Roosevelt Hotel, Hollywood, Wednesday night, April
The speakers of the evening were: Douglas Fairbanks, Cecil B. De11, 1928, by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences.
Mille, Frederick Beetson, Milton Sills, Daniel B. Clark, President of the A. S. C. Louis B. Mayer, Fred Niblo, Willard B. Cook, President S. M. P. E., Dr. C. E. K. Mees, Eastman Kodak Company; L. A. Hawkins, General Electric Company. It was a beautiful
function and the sentiments uttered by the speakers were constructive and progressive, the spirit of get-together being the dominant
note. In his talk Mr. Louis B. Mayer paid a fine tribute of praise to the technical departments of the industry as having taken the
initiative in the cinema's march of progress. President Daniel B. Clark of the A. S. C. spoke on the Society's slogan
Loyalty,
Progress and Art.
;

—

Aerial Cinematography
By Harry Perry, A.

S.

C.

During the past six or seven years, scenes involving the making
of motions pictures in airplanes have been included in a number of
photoplays.

About a year and a half ago, production was started on a war
epic of the air which was to be entitled "Wings" and in making this
many problems in aerial cinematography were solved.

picture

to allow the Army and Air-forces
the assistance which meant the use of
at Brooks Field, San Antonio, the advanced flying field (Kelly Field) and the use of airplanes and help
of their pilots. Also the Government gave permission to build a
replica of the terrian of the St. Mihiel Drive at Camp Stanley reservation near San Antonio, together with the help of the United
States Army Second Division, consisting of over 5,000 men, including all the different branches
tanks, machine guns, artillery, in-

The Government consented

to co-operate

and give

all

Government ground school

—

fantry, etc. This division was the
ing the war in the real drive.

same one that

participated dur-

The

set laid out for the St. Mihiel drive consisted of a piece of
ground about a mile long and one-eighth of a mile wide in the foreground, increasing to about three-fourths of a mile wide in background and was covered with trenches, shell holes, barbed wire and
pill boxes
(machine gun nests) and all kinds of props, such as
broken guns, gun carriages and shells. This set cost approximately
$300,000.00 and was made with the idea of photographing the drive
from airplanes, but when the actual work was started, it was found
that when the action was photographed from an airplane, close
enough to the ground to show detail, the speed of the plane was
so great that it was impossible to hold anything on the screen long
enough to be seen properly, and that when the plane was up high
enough to show any part of the scene for a sufficient length of time,
detail was obliterated so it was necessary to build a tower 100 feet
high with platforms every 20 feet from which the drive was

photographed.

Another experiment which was tried but was not successful on
account of sway and vibration was the towing of a captive balloon
and photographing from a height of about 100 feet.
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Seven

of the new S. M. P. E. West Coast Section, organized in the rooms of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences on the night of Monday, April 16th. The officers are C. H. Dunning, Chairman; John W. Boyle, Secretary and Treasurer:
Board of Managers George Mitchell, Daniel B. Clark, Peter Mole. Meetings will be held on the first Thursday night of each month
in the rooms of the Academy. George Volck was elected chairman of the by-laws committee: Joseph Dubray A. S. C, chairman membership committee. The Section began its career with sixty members, forty-two active and eighteen associates. In this picture the
members of the Board of Governors of the S. M. P. E. are posed with the members of the new Section.

Here are the members

A problem which caused quite a little trouble was the photographing from another airplane of the take-off of a group of airplanes in formation for a dawn patrol scene, which had for a background a road on which were marching troops. It was found that
too much dust was made by the rising planes and a good formation
was almost impossible to get, so that it was necessary to take off
first, then circle the field and go down nearly to the ground to get
a good shot of the squadron with the desired background.
In making airplane shots
either of single airplanes or planes
in formation
unless clouds were used for a background, the appearance of motion was lacking, although quite a few scenes were made
without clouds after waiting weeks for them.
Much trouble and risk was encountered photographing what is
called a "dog fight" above the clouds. There were usually about
ten airplanes taking part in this, five to a side, in addition to two
or three camera ships, which would all take off from the field and
then climb up about five or six thousand feet or more and go
through clouds for fifteen or twenty minutes without being able to
see a thing. Finally the planes would break through and find a
beautiful empty world full of billowy clouds, but no other airplanes.
Then gradually one and then another would appear and at last we
would get all the formations together; the signal would be given,
usually a dip or dive of the camera ship, and the fight would start,
ships flying at each other, some falling down through the clouds in
smoke, which was made by releasing a gate in a box containing
lampblack attached under the plane body, and finally the sky was
again clear of all but camera ships as they had all gone down chasing each other or falling through clouds and so the cinematographer
follows in the hope that he has a successful story in the camera.

—

—

Some Novel Projected Motion
Picture Presentations
Lewis M. Townsend and
Projection Dept.,

Wm. W. Hennessy

Eastman Theatre and School

of

Music

Rochester, N. Y.
arts.

Motion picture projection is taking its place among the dramatic
Thu most recent accomplishments of scientific and engineering
made use of in presenting a more pleasing and com-

progress are

motion picture entertainment. The dramatic effect in a photois heightened by creating a desirable atmosphere in the use
motion picture introduction. Certain scenes are given
emphasis by projection on an enlarged or reduced scale.
In the modern theater the transition from motion pictures to
stage acts and the reverse are made smooth and pleasing by the
use of special projection and lighting effects devised by the projection department. Animate backgrounds and harmonious lighting are
given to stage acts by projection. Elaborate acts are tending to
disappear from the motion picture program as the possibilities of
motion picture and lighting effects are more fully realized.
plete

drama

of a suitable

Hollywood and the

16mm. Film
J. B.

Carrigan, Editor

Amateur Movie Makers

Motion picture amateurs were few in number four or five years
ago because the only apparatus and processes available were cumbersome and expensive professional ones. The appearance of dependable and inexpensive 16 mm. equipment by which pictures can be
made for a small fraction of previous cost has made thousands of
enthusiastic amateurs.
Not satisfied with making portrait and
record films, the amateur has interested himself in dramatic productions.
This tendency was foreseen by a film library organization
which answered the need by supplying dramas and other matter
upon which a well rounded program of entertainment could be
built.

A subsequent development was the outright sales of films of
various types, although at present the tide seems to be turning
toward rental rather than sale of most subjects.
New tendencies are shown in releasing film under various
contracts such as a coupon block booking plan, as news periodicals,
or as a "film of the month." Advertising films are being loaned
upon payment of postage.
One producing company has been formed exclusively for the
preparation of subjects for 16 mm. releases. Other producers and
distributing companies are looking to 16 mm. distribution for in-
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creased return on features which have appeared

in

the professional

field.

Amateur motion picture photography utilizing 16 mm. film is
rapidly taking its position in a new field not in competition with
professional work in co-operation with it. Those interested in the
future of professional photography can give attention to these new
developments with great
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The Reproduction of Mobility of
Form and Color by the Motion
Picture Kaleidoscope

profit.

Report on Experiments on Mazda Lighting Sponsored by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences and Prepared by the Research Committee
of the American Society of Cinematographers.
Motion picture actors, photographers and producing companies
have cooperated with manufacturers of film and of lighting equipment in testing tungsten incandescent lamps for studio lighting.
Especially high power incandescent lamps were used in comparison
with arc lamps, mercury lamps and daylight. It was decided from
the results obtained in the tests that the tungsten incandescent
lamp is superior to all other types of light source now in use in
the following respects: convenience; economy of power and operating labor; ready controllability; freedom from smoke and dirt;
superior color of light permitting correct tone reproduction of colored objects when used with panchromatic color sensitive motion
picture film.
A new technique of make-up is necessary when this lighting
is used.
The usual hideous make-up is no longer used because the
tones in a subject are reproduced exactly as they appear. Actors
are able to work to better advantage in a scene which has a normal
appearance as a result of the use of this quality of light and the
natural use of color in make-up and in painting the set.
The incandescent lamp emits more heat than the other lighting
equipment but it is expected that this can be taken care of by
correct ventilation.

American Motion
Pictures Abroad

By Lloyd A. Jones and Clifton Tuttle
By combining a kaleidoscopic prism with a suitable motion
picture camera it is possible to make motion pictures in color which
show the changing patterns produced when a suitable grouping of
colored elements is moved slowly past the end of the prism. Such
color film may be used in the theater for the embellishment of the
motion picture program. A description is given of an instrument
constructed for making such film by the two-color process. This
consists essentially of a standard Bell & Howell camera to which is
added a suitable holder for the two-color taking filters, a kaleidoscopic prism, a pattern plate of colored gelatin designs on glass, a
lamp for illuminating the pattern plate, and the mechanical means
Diagrams are
for driving the various elements in synchronism.
shown illustrating the various types of symmetrical, quasi-symmetrical and unsymetrical patterns formed by the use of various
types of prisms. The paper is illustrated by a reel of film showing
both the form and the color sequences obtainable.

A

Line Screen Film Process for
Motion Pictures in Color
By John H. Powrie
Warner Research Laboratory, New York, N. Y.

Motion pictures in natural colors can be made by the use of
an ordinary camera in conjunction with a specially made film. Very
fine lines are printed on the film photographically and then colored
by dye mordanting. The colored lines thus produced, being very
fine, analyze each part of the image into the three color components.
When this film is developed a negative in complementary color
results. From the negative any number of positives can be printed
by the use of a similar film. Ordinary projection equipment is used
in

exhibiting these positives.

By N. D. Golden
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
Washington, D. C.

The mainttenance of our foreign business in motion pictures is
of vast importance to American distributors. More than thirty per
cent of the entire revenue from American made pictures comes from
abroad and any marked curtailment of this would be felt strongly
by the industry. During 1927 about 230,000,000 feet of American
motion pictures were sent to foreign markets an increase of about
11,000,000 feet over the year 1926. Latin America was the biggest
importer taking about 80,000.000 feet followed closely by Europe
with 70.000,000 feet. The Far East has also increased her takings
of American pictures. In 1927 60,000,000 feet were sent to this
territory.
While Latin America imported from the United States
10,000,000 feet of film more than Europe during 1927, nearly 65
per cent of our foreign revenues come from European countries.

—

During 1927 it is estimated that about 400 feature films were
produced in Europe. Of this number Germany supplied 241, France
74, England 44 with the balance divided between Poland, Austria,
Hungary and others.
Adverse legislation affecting American made motion pictures
has been established in England, Germany, France, Austria, Hungary
and Italy. This legislation is primarily intended to help establish
and place the motion picture industry in these countries on a
sounder basis and to help the distribution of the home made product.
Theatre expansion is increasing tremendously in Europe. During
1927 about 733 new or converted theatres were added to the already
existing 21,000 theatres in Europe resulting in an increase of about
390,000 seats in European theatres.
Latin America and the Far East offer large potentialities for
American Made pictures in the future. In Latin America production of motion pictures has met with little success, while in the Far
East, Japan and Australia have been increasing their production to
such an extent that these two countries may supply considerable
competition to American pictures at least within their own borders.
With the exception of Japan American motion pictures command
about 90 per cent of the showings in these regions.

Photographic Characteristics of
Picture Studio Light Sources
L. A.

Jones and M. E. Russell

Research Laboratory, Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.

A survey has been made of all types of light sources which are
available commercially for motion picture studio lighting. By means
of a newly devised photographic method of testing, it is possible to
find out directly the efficiencv and correctness as to color of light
given by different kinds "f lighting equipment. The appearance of an
object can be reproduced exactly by photography only when a light
is used whose quality is correct for the color sensitiveness of the
photographic

film.

Continuous Projectors
J. F.

Leventhal,

New

York, N. Y.

In the motion picture projector, one picture after another is
brought into position at a rate of 16 to 25 pictures in one second.
This rapid starting and stopping greatly strains the perforation
holes in the film. As soon as permanent damage is done to these
perforations, the picture appears unsteady on the screen. The intermittent motion of the film is eliminated in the "continuous projector," in which the film moves continuously and certain optical
parts oscillate in such a way as to keep the picture steady on the
screen. This type of machine can be operated smoothly at high
speed and on account of its quietness would be especially desirable
on projectors used in the home.

Pantomime Pictures
Radio for

Home

— Stories by

Entertainment

C. Francis Jenkins
Equipment has been perfected by which

its is

practical to trans-

mit motion pictures by radio so that they can be viewed in the
home with a receiving set which shows an image about 7x8 inches
in size. In the broadcasting station a motion picture film is passed
through the transmitter which analyses each picture into lines by
means of a number of lenses mounted in a disk which rotates rapidly
in front of a light source. The light passing through different parts
of the picture is of different intensity and is received on a light
sensitive cell which sends a correspondingly strong or weak electrical current to the sending station. By the use of a similar disc in
the receiver the image

is

reconstructed for reviewing.

Machine Development of Motion
Picture Negative Film
By

C. R.

Hunter

Universal Pictures Corp., Hollywood, Calif.
The characteristic tendency of this age, to do all kinds of work
by machinery has been shown in the introduction into the field of
motion picture film finishing, of elaborate machines to replace
manual operations. To date, it has always been considered an
unjustified risk to process a valuable original negative by machine,
but a processing machine built especially for the purpose has been
used very successfully for developing negative film. The mechanical
perfection of this device has removed danger of accidents so that it
attainable
is possible to take advantage of the uniform perfection
only by machine methods.
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Incandescent Tungsten
Lightings in Photography
The investigation on the adaptabilof Incandescent Tungsten filament lamps for the purpose of lightity

of

from

the Red to the Green and
registered a trifle too light rendering of the Blue-green and Blue and
the S. M. P. E.
resumed a fine rendition in the Violet
and Purple.
The Wratten No. 8 K2 Filter
gave a good rendition of all colors, except the Red which
showed a trifle too light.
In regard to the artificial lighting, the CooperHewitt Mercury Neon tubes mixed lights in the proportion above mentioned showed a lack of correction in
practically all of the colors and mostly in the Yellow,
Yellow-green and Violet, the first two registering darker
and the last registering lighter than the visual interpretation.
However, as the mixture of Blue and Red
radiation of this type of illuminant can be controlled at
will, a more thorough correction can be obtained.
The Orange carbons showed a marked difference
in the rendition of the Violet, which color registered too
light, other colors giving a fair rendition.
The Incandescent Tungsten Lamps gave the following rendition:

By The Research Committee
"American Society

of the

Cinematographers"

ing motion picture sets is still under
A Transaction of
intensive study and investigation and
therefore this communication can
only deal upon conclusions of general practical order
which have been derived from the extensive series of
tests which have been recently conducted by the American Society of Cinematographers under the auspices of
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences and
the Motion Picture Producers' Association.
The American Society of Cinematographers wishes
at this time to extend its most sincere thanks and appreciation to all corporations and individuals who, besides
the above mentioned organizations, have generously contributed the financial and moral support which have made
possible the conducting of these tests.
The investigation carried by the American Society
of Cinematographers during this period has been divided
into the following main subjects:
First
The Actinic values as to colors of tungsen
filament lamps compared with the white-flame arc.
Red:
Good rendition.
Second The physical effects of tungsten filament
Oransre:
Registered a trifle darker than the visual
lamps.
interpretation.
Third
The pathological effects of these lights upon
Yellow:
Registered a trifle darker than the visual
performers and operators who are called to be exposed
interpretation.
to their radiations for a certain length of time.
Yellow-green:
Registered a trifle darker than the
Photochemical Effects
visual interpretation.
Due to the spectral distribution of energy of the
Green:
Good rendition.
incandescent tungsten lamp, only panchromatic sensitive
Blue-green:
Good rendition.
emulsion have been taken into consideration.
Blue:
Good rendition.
A chart showing a range of eight colors, Purple, VioViolet:
Registered lighter than the visual interprelet,
Blue,
Blue-green,
Green, Yellow-green, Yellow,
tation.
Orange and Red, prepared with organic basic aniline dyes,
Purple:
Good rendition.
was photographed first without any filter, under a skyThe general rendition is verv similar to the one oblight (noon light from a clear sky), then under a series
tained with a Wl Wratten Filter in conjunction with skyof Wratten gelatine filters, and finally under Incandescent
light, and gives a somewhat better rendering of the blue.
Tungsten Lamps, Orange Carbons, White-flame carbons.
To all intents and purposes the Mazda color rendiMercury vapor Cooper-Hewitt tubes and Mercury and
Neon Cooper-Hewitt tubes whose radiations were mixed tion in conjunction with panchromatic materials can be
compared to the color rendition of the Kl filter used in
by means of a diffuser in the proportion of two Mercury
conjunction with day-light, and with the same sensitive
tubes to one Neon.
material.
All artificial lightings were diffused by means of one
Florentine glass, with the exception of the Mercury Neon
The somewhat better correction obtained with the
light, which was transmitted through two white silk difuse of the Aero and the Kl
Filters in davlight, would
fusers, placed approximately three inches apart, and five
not in our estimation make a marked difference when
inches from the tubes.
compared to the rendition of Incandescent Tungsten
Lights, in Interior work, and a sufficient matching of
Corresponding to each colored section of the chart,
a portion of equal area in neutral gray was giving the
color values will be obtained, so that the^e slight differvisual approximately relative value of the hue and saturaences cannot be detected except by highly trained extion of the color.
perts.
The negatives obtained under these lighting condiQuality of Rendition
tions and by as normal an exposure as it was possible to
From
foregoing
the
it is auite evident that the qualcompute, were developed by the time and temperature
ity of photographic color rendition shows a marked imsystem.
provement on the quality obtained with the white-flame
As it was expected, the negatives obtained bv skyarcs.
light, white-flame arc and Mercury vapor tube showed
a distortaion in the rendition of values mostly evident
The improvement is especially noticeable in the phoin the Red and Violet, the former color registering a
tographing of sets of a highly decorative nature, in the
darker hue and the second one a lighter tone than those
photographing of masses of people in multi-colored cosrepresented by the usual gray interpretation of the rentumes, and in the photographing of characters presenting"
dition of these two colors.
delicate shades of colorings, such as a fair-complectioned
subipct with blue eyes and blonde hair, or characters
The Wratten No. 3 Aero No. 1 filter used in conwhich bear a distinct color individuality, such as characjunction with sky-light proved to give a fair rendition,
ters belonging to the different colored races.
the Blue and Blue-Green registering somewhat lighter
than the visual interpretation.
It is quite evident that the better rendition of colors

—
—
—

%

The Wratten No. 6 Kl Filter also in conjunction
with sky-light gave a less true rendition in the Violet,
which color registered noticeably lighter than the visual
interpretation.

The Wratten No.

7

Kl

%

Filter gave a fine rendition

obtained with the use of Incandescent Tungsten lightings will require special attention and thorough study of
the art of make-up.
have found, for instance, that
the rouges heretofore used in the make-up of lips and
the several shades used in the "linings," under arc light-

We
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ings, must be modified so that they will correctly respond
to the exigencies of the Tungsten Filament lighting sys-

tem.

The application of make-up will have to be carried
with a slightly different technique which in general will
prove of greater comfort to the performer.
The most apparent disadvantage found in the use of
Incandescent Tungsten Lamps as compared with the Arc
lighting system was a lack of penetration in the blacks
of the subject which is photographed. It has been found
generally necessary, especially when using a so-called low
key of lighting, to throw additional light on the black
full-dress suit or dress worn by a performer, to avoid a
complete absence of the details which are necessary to
give luster and life to the appearance of the suit or dress.
The flux of light emitted by the Incandescent Tungsten lamps although possessing less candle-power than the
one emitted by the arc lights, under identical conditions
as to amperage and corresponding consumption of electric current, has a better actinic influence on the panchromatic sensitive emulsions and this will result in a
rather sensible economical value.
It is impossible to give any definite data on this
phase of the subject because the lighting of a set or of a
performer or group of performers cannot be mathematicIt entirely depends upon the requireally expressed.
ments that are needed by the Cinematographer for the
photographic rendition of the set or performers in accordance with the interpretation of the subject. These
requirements are mostly regulated by the artistic, dramatic and psychological value of the general scheme of
lighting.

Supposing it possible to conceive an exact parallel
between the two systems of lightings for the obtention of
identical results the actinic value of the Incandescent
Tungsten lights will prove superior to the white-flame arc
system.
Physical Effects

The high temperature emitted by the Incandescent
Tungsten lamps will perhaps prove disturbing, especially
during the summer months.
It has been stated that the amount of heat emitted
by these lamps is not greater than the heat emitted by
the arc lights, taking into consideration the heat radiation emitted by the arc itself and the resistance usually
placed at the foot of this type of lamps.
Admitting this is true, we nevertheless find that the
heat directly emitted by the Incandescent Tungsten bulbs,
with the addition of the heat reflected by the housing of
the bulb, is more disturbing to the performers and opertors as it is concentrated on the one surface closer to
their faces and not distributed throughout a wide area
as in the case of the arc lamps.

This uncomfortable heat has provoked several complaints from performers and should attract the attention
of designers of the bulb housings.
are informed that

We

housings are being designed and constructed provided
with double-barrel arrangements which should greatly increase the ventilation within the housing and thus reduce
the ill effects of the heat radiation on the performers.
In photographing a picture, and especially closeups, it is common practice to diffuse the glare and sharpness of the light, be it Arc or Incandescent filament, so
as to obtain a more pleasing rendition of the skin texture of the subject, and to better "control the intensity of
the general lighting system in regard to the sharper
high lights. This diffusion is obtained by the use of glass
or silk diffusing screens placed between the source of
light and the subject.
It would be advisable to carry an investigation on
materials which can be used as diffusers and which would
have the property of transmitting a sufficient percentage
of the light radiations and absorb or deviate the direct
and reflected heat radiation.
It would perhaps be advisable to construct the housing of the bulbs so that a double wall could be provided
and the space between the walls filled with some heat
absorbing material. A great percentage of heat radiation would thus be absorbed and discharged in a direction
opposite to the performer.
The use of ventilating blowers or fans connected
with the lamp itself cannot possibly be considered on

Eleven

account of the disturbing noise that is inherent to this
type of apparatus.
The proper ventilation of the stages should also be
considered.
One of the greatest inconveniences encountered with
the Arc system of lighting is provided by the smoke produced by the combustion of the carbons. Currents of air
are nowadays carefully avoided on any set because of
increase of the volume of the smoke evil and because of
the constant danger of having smoke blown into the set
and in front of the camera during the taking of the picture. The ventilation of the stages is for this reason reduced to a safe minimum.
The use of smokeless Incandescent Lights will permit a more efficient general ventilation system of the
stages, which in turn will prove very beneficial in minimizing the effects of excessive heat.
The most apparent difficulties encountered in the
making of the tests during the investigation recently conducted were the impossibility of controlling at will the
intensity of the lights used for spotting purposes and the
impossibility of obtaining clean-cut, clear, shadow effects.
It has been announced by manufacturers of lighting
apparatus that improvements in the building of the housings, the reflecting surfaces, and the filaments are under
consideration so that satisfactory results may be expected in a short time in the spotting question.
As per clean-cut shadows, which are very desirable
at times, the improvements in the spotting apparatus
should at least partially solve the trouble.
This question is, however, of secondary importance,
as the impossibility of obtaining clean-cut shadows may
not at the end result as serious as it appears a priori, as
the visual distinctness of the shadow does not seem to be
sufficiently deficient to

become

offensive.

Pathological Effects

Incandescent Tungsten lightings have not been used
as yet to a sufficient extent to make possible a detailed
statement on their pathological effects.
The talking-motion-picture producers have had perhaps the best and longest experience on this phase of the
subject.
It appears that pathological inconvenience due to
the incandescent system of lightings are mostly caused
by a lack of precaution in the passing from the warm interior of a stage into a much cooler out-door temperature.
Medical authorities consulted by the Research Committee of the American Society of Cinematographers declare that no injurious effects can be expected from this
type of lights.
To cite, word by word, the conclusions arrived at
by a prominent physician who has specialized on the therapeutic effects of light radiation:
"Regarding the question as to the effects of Incandescent Tungsten Lights on the eye. I may say
"that I have used the thousand-Watts lamps for
"therapeutic purposes for the past ten years and
"have never noted any injurious effects on the eye.
"I have personally worked in the full glare of the
"above lamp, backed by a reflector, and have never
"noticed any other effect than the natural fatigue
"after several hours' work in the powerful light.
"These lamps transmit some ultra-violet energy of
"the longer wave-length (longer than 3500 A. U.).
"My work with selective rays from the mercury spec"trum has proven that these long ultra-violet waves
"are absolutely harmless to the eyes."
These communications from medical authorities are
quite conclusive on the subject, although careful data
should be collected during a long lapse of time on different subjects and under all possible working conditions.

Practicability

quite obvious that the reduction of the bulk of
the lamps and consequently the reduction of their weight
will prove a distinct advantage in the general operating
process of the illumination of a set.
Lighter weight lamps, lighter cables, and the possibility of keeping close control of the intensity of the
light by measuring instruments installed on the set itself,
It is

(C on tinned on Page 33)
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Thirteen

Light Filters
Their Characteristics and Applications in Photography

With Explanatory Diagrams
In general a collection of objects

shown

graphically in Fig. 10
representing the spectral sensitivity of the photographic material
are

By Loyd A. Jones

which compose a scene to be photographed presents to the eye areas
which differ in color. In fact it is
only by differences in one or more of

curve

Of Eastman Research Laboratories.
Abridgement of Paper from S. M. P. E.

C

D

and curve

Transactions.

for the eye.

the three attributes of color that objects are distinguishfrom each other by the visual process. The three

able

attributes of color are brilliance, hue,

— Part Three

and

saturation.

Since it is impossible with the present photographic
process to reproduce all of the attributes of color, we are
forced to attempt the reproduction by means of the only

the visibility

function

Both of these are plotted

with maximum ordinate equal to unity. In order to
determine the spectrophotometric transmission function
of the required filter it is only necessary to divide the ordinate of the visibility curve at any wave-length by the
corresponding wave-length of the photographic sensitiv-

attribute at our disposal.

The hue and

saturation contrasts are in photographic

reproduction, necessarily zero and in view of this situation, it seems most logical to consider first how closely
the attribute brilliance can be reproduced.

motion picture panwave-lengths
of visible radiation. They still possess, however, a great
in Fig. 7, to
excess of sensitivity, as shown by curve
wave-length shorter than 500 m/x and hence in general
render the blue-greens, blues, and violets much too high
on. the visual tone scale relative to the grays and to the

Panchromatic materials, such

chromatic negative

as

film, are sensitive to all

D

warm

colors.

To

obtain correct rendering of the brightit is necessary therefore in some

ness attribute of color

way

to

such a

modify the

way

that

it

more nearly with the

400

300

effective distribution of sensitivity in

will correspond

500

600

WAVELENGTH
Fig. 10.

700

(m

Spectrophotometric curves showing spectral distribution Of sensitivity
for panchromatic film, C; for visibility function of the eye, D.

A;

visual sensitivity to radiation of different wave-lengths.

The

correct rendering of the brilliance attribute of color
termed or tho chromatic reproduction. As used in this
sense orthochromatic (derived from Greek roots, ortho
correct, and chromatic
color) has a very different meaning than as applied to photographic materials which as a
matter of fact do not give correct color rendering but only
more nearly correct than a blue sensitive plate.
is

—

Orthochromatic reproduction may not

in

all

cases

give the most desirable or even the most correct photo-

graphic rendering of visual contrast which is dependent
upon three factors, brightness contrast, hue contrast, and
saturation contrast.
Orthochromatic reproduction, which
means simply the correct reproduction of brightness distribution in the object, must however, be regarded as the
general case of which the enhancement or depression of
certain definite colors above or below their normal position in the visual brightness scale must be considered as
special cases.
Certainly a thorough understanding of the
principles of orthochromatic reproduction is prerequisite
to an intelligent use of methods for producing distorted
brightness reproduction.

Orthochromatic Reproduction Theory
In order to compute the spectrophotometric absorpwhich when used with panchromatic
film will give perfect orthochromatic reproduction of
brightness it is only necessary to know the distribution of
sensitivity for the photographic material in question and
ticn curve of a filter

the distribution of sensitivity for the eye.

These functions

manner values were obA, Fig. 11, was plotted, the
scale of transmissions being shown at the left of the diaConverting these values to density the spectrogram.
ity

Proceeding in

curve.

this

tained from which the curve

photometric density characteristic of the theotrically perfect filter is shown as curve D.
The absorption characteristic of the light filter which with a given photographic
material will produce perfect orthochromatic reproduction is dependent only on the two functions shown in Fig.
10 and is independent of the spectral distribution of energy in the light source illuminating the object.
In practice it is found that a
orthochromatic rendering

perfect

necessitating
time.
filter

a

prohibitively

filter

great

whicih produces

entirely

is

increase

too
in

dense,

exposure

It is customary therefore to compromise and use a
which produces a satisfactory approach to ortho-

chromatic rendering.
The filters usually used for this
purpose absorb the ultra-violet entirely and a portion of
the visible spectrum in the region between 400 and 480
mfx.

The Wratten

filters of

the

Of

K

series represent typ-

K

2 (Wratten
everything of wave-length
shorter than 460 itu*.
This filter used with panchromatic motion picture negative produces an approximation
to orthochromatic rendering and for most purposes is satical light filters of this type.

these the

No. 8)

absorbs

isfactory

from the practical standpoint.

From
Fig.

11)

practically

the theoretical standpoint the same filter (see
produces perfect orthochromatic rendering re-
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gardless of the spectral composition of

light

illuminat-

customary, however, to use a
much lighter filter when a set is illuminated by radiation
in which the longer waves predominate, such for instance
ing the

In practice

set.

it is
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means of this single variable those visual conwhich depend upon three independent variables.
Hence if two areas in the visual field are equal in bright-

express by
trasts

only by destroying this equality that an existing
due to hue or saturation difference can be
m^.de manifest in the negative. Distortion of the correct
reproduction of brightness values thejefore is a very real
necessity in some cases and by the use of light filters practically any desired distortion of this brightness scale can be
ness

it is

visual contrast

obtained.

The

principles involved in obtaining brightness dis-

tortion are relatively simple
ficulty should
tical

problems.

and once understood no

dif-

be encountered in applying them to prac-

As

a convenient starting point in this dis-

cussion let us assume a light filter and photographic

ma-

(panchromatic) giving perfect orthochromatic rendering. Now it is obvious if it is desired to render by
differences in negative density two areas of different hues
but of equal brightness it is only necessary to use an additional light filter which will absorb to a greater extent
the radiation coming from one of the areas than it does
that from the other. Furthermore, it is evident that
either one of the areas can be rendered as lower or higher
on the brightness scale by a proper choice of the absorbing filter. Light filters for this purpose are usually termed
contrast filters since they are designed to enhance the
photographic contrast existing between colored objects.
The general rules applying to the use of contrast filters
terial

600

400

WAVELENGTH
Fig

11.
retically

(m/u)

Spectrophotometry densitv, D, and transmission, A, curves of a theoperfect orthochromatic filter adjusted to Eastman Panchromatic
Motion Picture negative film.

is the case with the light emitted by tungsten incandesThis can be explained on the basis of our
cent lamps.
subjective evaluation of colors as seen under artificial illuminants.
Under such conditions red and yellow objects actually appear to the eye much brighter in proportion to the gray scale and to the blues and violets than

a?

under conditions of natural illumination.
Subjectively,
however, they are interpreted as having the tonal value
which they would have were they illuminated with white
light.
In using a lighter yellow filter for working with
tungsten we are therefore approaching to the rendition of
colored objects on the brightness scale as it would appear
tc the eye if the colors in question were illuminated by
white light.

for the distortion or

may

To render a color at a point on the brightness scale
higher (enhanced brightness) than its normal position a
light

filter

tv.

d

field

may

be

either to brilliance-contrast, hue-contrast, or saturation-contrast, it is evident that one or two of these fac-

may

Green

may

Blue-green

occurs in

and

Thus

it is

matter of fact this frequently
practice, to have two or more colored areas
as a

Blue

Magenta

precisely equal in brightness (brilliance contrast equal to

zero) but clearly differentiated from each other by virtue
of either hue-contrast or saturation-contrast or a combination of these

two

factors.

Now

it

may

be considered that

Filter to

ijreen

Blue

duce the visual

details

Yellow

It

that the most satisfactory photographic

seems therefore
reproduction is

ore which reproduces as nearly as possible the total visual
contrast existing between the various elements of the object rather than the correct reproduction of a single factor
upon which total visual contrast depends. If brightnesscontrast is absent it is necessary to take advantage of the
existing hue or saturation-contrast to obtain a photographic
reproduction containing the contrast essential for the
rendition of the form and detail in the object. For this
purpose we have available only variations of brightnesscontrast in the negative and hence we must attempt to

Transmits
600 to 700m/x
500 to 600
400 to 500
500 to 700
400 to 600
400 to 500
600 to 700

Red

repro-

of the material within the visual field.

Enhance

Color

the primary object in

making a photograph is to
appearance and to show structural

Wave-length
600 to 700m,x
500 to 600
400 to 500
500 to 700
400 to 600
400 to 500
600 to 700

Color

Red

Yellow

be clearly differentiated from each other.

1

Object

be entirely absent leaving sufficient contrast, due
to the third factor, so that objects in the field of vision

quite possible,

transmits radiation of the

Table

ie

tors

selectively

To render a color at a point on the brightness scale
lower (depressed brightness) than its normal position a
light filter which selectively absorbs the radiation of wavelength corresponding to the color must be used.

that the total visual contrast be-

een the colors which compose the visual

which

wave-length corresponding to the color must be used.

Distortion of Orthochromatic Reproduction

Remembering now

enhancement of brightness-contrast

be stated as follows:

Blue-green

Magenta
Filter to Depress

Color
Blue-green

Magenta
Yellow
B'ue

Red
ureen

-

Absorbs
600 to 700mju.
500 to 600
400 to 500
500 to 700
400 to 600
400 to 500
600 to 700
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In Table 1 the application of these two rules is
shown. In the second column are shown the wave-lengths
of radiation corresponding to the colors as designated in
the first column. In the third column are shown the
filters which must be used with each color in order to
produce an enhancement of its visual brightness value.
filters are described by giving the color name applying to them and the wave-length region in which they
are transmitting radiation. In the last column of the
table are shown the filters which must be used to produce

These

a depression of the brightness value of the color as indicated in the first column. It will be noted that for enhancement, the color of the filter corresponds to the color
w;th which it must be used, while for depression, the color
of the filter

must be

complementary

is

to the color

with which

it

used.

Filters for the depression or

must

ness, contrast filters,

enchancement of bright-

as a rule be fairly "sharp cut"

order to produce effects of sufficient magnitude.
Practically all colored objects met with in practice have
spectrophotometric reflection characteristics of the "gradfilters in

ual cut" broad absorption or reflection band type. The
spectrophotometric curve of two colors which exhibit
marked hue contrast, therefore, usually overlap appreci-

each embraces partially the same spectral
produce appreciable enhancement of depression of one of these with respect to the other a filter of
that

ably,

is,

rather sharp cut

is

therefore usually required.

When

Direction of distortion.

made darker and which

shall be

It has

v. due.

two

areas of equal

which

700m/x have

to

lighter than

its

normal

been found by measurement and observa-

tion that those colors

in

reflect radiation in the region

general higher reflecting powers

than those which
radiation of wave-length shorter than 550. The

(lor the radiation
reflect

which they

reflect)

former include those colors described as red, orange, yellow, and yellow-green and as a group may be referred
to as the warm colors. The latter, violet, blue, and bluegreen, are called cool colors.

The

non-spectral hues, the

700 m/x) and blue
(400 to 500 m/x). Those in which red (600 or
700 m/x) and blue-violet (400 to 500 m/x). Those in
which red predominates, the red-purples, are classed
with the warm colors, and in general are relatively high
in reflecting power. The purples in which blue predominates, the blue-purples, are classed with the cool colors
and tend to have relatively low reflection factor. The
purples,

both

reflect

red

(600

to

violet

best general rule to be followed in deciding the direction
of distortion

is

to

make

the

warm

colors lighter

and the

ctol colors darker than called for by orthochromatic ren-

This rule

dition.
ing.

is

based on sound psychological reason-

Since the brightest colors of our past experience have

been almost invariably those which fall in the warm classification, and the darker less brilliant ones have been
f( und among the cool colors, in the absence of any hue or
saturation factor the subconscious action of memory or
stored sense impression tends toward an interpretation
of the high brightness as representing a warm color rather
than the reverse.
It

is

interesting to note that the use of ordinary blue

or orthochromatic

photographic materials produces a distortion of brightness reproduction which in
sensitive

many

doubt that this is undesirable and that the rendition
obtained with panchromatic film, with properly chosen
contrast filters when necessary, will give more satisfactory
little

results.

The photographic worker who has for many years
been accustomed to using orthochromatic film frequently
feels when he first uses panchromatic materials that it does
not give as much contrast and may criticize the material
as lacking in contrast capacity.

may

tend to the conservation of the contrast
between objects of colors which if rendered on panchrocases

Measurements show that

panchromatic film exposed either in the sensitometer or in
a camera to a neutral gray scale gives a ,D-log E characteristic having a slope, fully as great as the Par-Speed
or Super-Speed orthochromatic film. It is probable that
the worker being accustomed to seeing all reds and yellows rendered as unduly dark has acquired a false conception as to the actual brightness contrast in the original.
Hence the rendition obtained with panchromatic film

appears to him as lacking in contrast, while as a matter
it may be much nearer to the true visual contrast of the object than that obtained by the distorted
rendering given by orthochromatic materials.

of fact

Magnitude

of

must be considered
rendering

brightness but differing in hue or saturation are to be
photographed a decision must be made as to which one

550

matic materials by orthochromatic methods would not
show adequate contrast. This distortion, however, is in the
wrong direction and always renders the warm colors as
much darker than cool ones of equal brightness. There is

To

region.

Seventeen

is

distortion.
in

the

Another problem which

distortion

of orthochromatic

that dealing with the magnitude of brightness

distortion requires to compensate for the absence of

and saturation contrast

in

the reproduction.

tivity of the eye to brightness

hue

sensi-

and brightness differences
and the formulation of

been studied with great care
the requirements for reproducing
relatively simple.
Unfortunately
characteristics of the eye have not
hr.s

The

precisely this factor

the hue

is

and saturation

been so carefully inves-

tigated and these functions for the average

eye are not at present established with

quantitative data are available which

may

normal human
certainty.

No

be used to com-

pute just what proportion of the total visual contrast in the
case of colored objects is due to each of the three components of contrast. It is difficult to estimate therefore just
how great a distortion from correct orthochromatic reproduction is necessary in any case to represent satisfactorily

which may exist in the abHowever, it seems probable
that the subjective contrast between two colors differing
only in hue is directly proportional to the number of least
perceptible hue steps between the wave-lengths of the two
the hue or saturation contrast

sence of brightness-contrast.

hues in question. On the basis of this assumption it is
evident that a blue and red of equal brightness will require a greater separation on the brightness scale to satisfy our requirement of contrast in the reproduction than,
let us say, a red and a green or a red and orange which
lie closer to each other on the hue scale.
The same reas< ning is applicable to the magnitude of brightness distort'on required to compensate for the presence of saturation
contrast in the absence of either hue or brightness contrast.
1
Loyd A. Jones and J. I. Crabtree. "Panchromatic
Negative Film for Motion Pictures." Trans. Soc. M. P.
Eng. No. 27, 131, 1927.
2 M. Bouguer.
"Essai D'Optique sur la Gradation
de la Lumiere." Paris, 1927.
8 M. G. V. Potapenko.
J. Russ. Phys. Chem. Soc. 48

790, 1916.
4

A.

S.,
5

Brit. J. Phot. 68, 507, 1921.
A. Von Hubl.
"Die Phot. Lichtfilter,"
1910.
S. E. Sheppard.
Phot. J. 66, 399, 1926.
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Picture:

A Business
A

banker was speaking of the motion picture industry.
"My bank in California," he said,
"often lends as much as $7,000,000
at one time to motion picture pro-

(

Written for The American Cinematographer)

By

J.

Homer Platten

Treasurer. Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America. Inc.

ducers, and we have never sustained
I believe that is an exceptional
a loss in this business.
record which invites the admiration of everybody. When
I came to New York, eight years ago, it was easy to get
an entree to the executive offices of a motion picture
concern; they were looking for the banker. Today, we
have difficulty in seeing these executives because there
are so many bankers knocking at the door."
I have been quoting Dr. Attillo H. Giannini, president of the Bowery and East River National Bank, as
evidence of the changed attitude of business men toward
Dr. Giannini's experience
the motion picture industry.
is, I believe, typical.
The motion picture has become a
business. Investments today are safe and sound. Banks
want to do business with the industry. They have confidence in it and in the integrity of the men who conduct
its affairs.
More than 63,000 individuals have invested
their money in the stocks listed on the New York Stock

Exchange.
Once upon a time there might have been some justification for believing that the motion picture industry
was operating along haphazard lines. Chaos and a certain confusion did exist.
Men were seeking golden opportunities for great wealth and they did come into the
industry seeking that wealth.
The highest ethical pracprobably did not always actuate them. Waste was
inevitable before the readjustment stages set in.
But such conditions could not continue for long.
Sane and sensible methods of doing business were inaugurated. Executives from other businesses bankers,
business men
were placed in key positions. They were
not long about eliminating the feverish nonsense. They
couldn't afford to take chances. It takes money to make
pictures and to build fine theatres, and producing companies and distributors must be financed. Bankers were
not disposed to put their money into futile schemes carried out by fantastic men.
The bankers didn't, of course, expect the companies
to standardize their product because motion pictures do
not lend themselves to standardization, in the sense that
soap and sealing wax and canned goods can be standardized. The motion picture is the product of the mind, and
brains cannot be cut to pattern. But they did insist, and
rightly, that pictures be made which would yield a just
return on the dollars invested, and that the business be
conducted in such a manner as to insure, in so far as is
tices

—

—

adequate profits.
There isn't anything mysterious about the motion
yes, but
picture's development as a business. Romantic
not mysterious. No wizardry was invoked to place the
industry in the position it occupies today as the fourth
Rather it was due to the
largest American business.
unbroken fulfillment, throughout its existence, of the
same two demands first, of the universal demand for
recreation and amusement; and, second, a demand always
of having that entertainment at a price within the means
possible,

—

—

The industry has consistently offered

consumers a product which has met, and which often is
ahead of, current dramatic taste, and it has done so consistently at a reasonable price.
The set-up of the industry today is orderly. The
machinery of production running smoothly in Hollywood
dovetails in with the machinery of distribution running
in thirty-three key cities where exchange centers are lo
cated.
Film Boards of Trade, operating in these key
cities, provide the medium of contract between the buyof

all.

to

ers and sellers.
Boards of arbitration in these same cities, each composed of three exhibitors and three
distributors, settle disputes that arise.
A Standard Exhibition Contract exists

serving to keep

standing and confusion.

down misunder-

—

The working of arbitration alone and it may interyou to k now that the motion picture industry, one
of the youngest industries, has become pre-eminently the
outstanding example of the use of arbitration the workest

ing of arbitration alone

—

is

conclusive proof of the indus-

try's stability.

In four years, 50,006 contractual disputes, involving
$11,230,298.94 have been disposed of.
Last year, of 15,451 controversies, involving $4,269,752.06, the boards of arbitration disposed of 14,336
cases involving $3,825,636.76.
Four thousand six hundred and seventy-one claims
were settled before submission to arbitration. Two thousand three hundred and sixty-eight claims were withdrawn after submission to arbitration. Six thousand five
hundred and ninety-three claims were considered by the
boards, of which four hundred and twenty-six were dismissed. Thirty-six required a seventh arbitrator. Five
claims were litigated before submission to arbitration.
Sixty-two were litigated after submission to arbitration.
Of these, only nine were court proceedings made to enforce compliance with the awards.
At the end of the year 1927, 1,095 claims remained
undisposed of.
"The motion picture industry is setting an example to
other trade organizations, and to the business world in
general, of the least expensive and the speediest way in
which to keep their business relations on an equitable and
amiable basis," according to Lee J. Eastman, chairman
of the
Trade Board of the American Arbitration
Association.

This is but one example of how business methods
are being employed to keep the keel of the industry level.

Early in 1922, the producers and distributors joined
in organizing the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., which has for its purpose: "The
object for which the association is created is to foster
the common interest of those engaged in the motion
picture industry by establishing and maintaining the
highest possible moral and artistic standards of motion
picture production, by developing the educational as well
as the entertainment value and the general usefulness of
the motion picture, by diffusing accurate and reliable
information with reference to the industry and by reforming abuses relative to the industry."

The association was,

in fact, to function as a clearing

house on policy matters relating to the industry and its
key-note was, and is, confidence and cooperation between
the various branches of the industry and between the
public and the industry.

Shortly after the formation of the association, cerwere put into effect. In the matter of
general studio efficiency, improvements in working schedules were instituted with the result that the personnel
not only functioned more steadily but also more efficiently and, of course, more economically. Excessively competitive bidding between producers for the services of
stars under contract to other producers was given attention as well as a careful dovetailing of production schedules to the end that there might be a more consistent
demand for the services of both actors and "extra" talent.
The previous irregular change from months of production
tain broad policies

—
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months of comparative idleness has been succeeded by a year-round production program which is
subject to budgetary control. Welfare conditions in the
studios have lately been recognized by competent authorities as the equal of those existing in older industries. The
studios themselves, both plants and equipment, represent
an enormous investment and embody the most up-to-date
features of well-managed manufacturing units, in which
America excels. As to the pictures themselves, they are
being made from the best available material, classical and
modern, from the best that the arts of literature and
drama have to offer and supplemented by the original creactivity to

ations

of the

screen's

own

contribution,

the

scenario.

These works are being picturized by directors who not
only have a keen appreciation of commercial values, but
also are alive to the influence of the screen on the manners and customs of their times. It is the awakened
sense of pride in the industry that is in a large measure
responsible for the high average of successful pictures,
commercially and artistically, which have been produced
in the last four years or more.
Steps were taken by the industry also to see to it
that the public was generally informed as to the investment standing of the motion picture business. In cooperation with the American Bankers Association, the
Investment Bankers Association, the National Association
of Credit Men, and the Associated Advertising Clubs of
the World, the industry entered upon a consistent program having for its purpose the placing of the public in
a position to discriminate between the soundly financed,
well-managed motion picture companies and those concerns which were from time to time promoted by individuals who were not actuated by honest purposes and
who sought to obtain the support of the investing public
with no real intention nor ability to see to it that the
investor received adequate returns for his capital
advances.
In conclusion, it is safe to say that the making of a
motion picture today is as much of a business as the
making of an automobile. There is nothing magical about
it; and certainly nothing which resembles a mysterious

game.
the contrary, a definite job performed by a
group of experts in various activities, operating under an
executive head.
It is, to

A

selected because someone who is an expert
desires and wishes in terms of amusement considers that the story will, when well interpreted
on the screen, entertain a great many people. It is turned
over to an expert continuity writer who selects and outlines the dramatic incidents which can be photographed.
Actors, with ability to portray emotions, are chosen for
the roles, and the whole is intrusted to a director who is
constantly in touch with experts in other directions
with builders of sets, with electricians, with cameramen.
in

story

judging

is

human

Throughout all of this work, supervision of costs,
estimates of returns on the investment, and statistical
study of the stars' drawing power all are kept under
strict surveillance. When the picture has been completed,
it must conform as nearly as possible to the restrictions
which sound business methods put upon it.

It Is

Now

Col. Stuber

W. G. Stuber, president of the Eastman Kodak
Company, has been appointed a colonel on the staff of
Governor Flem D. Sampson of Kentucky, in recognition,
according to the announcement, of his achievements in
the worlds of business and photography. Mr. Stuber is a
native Kentuckian and it was as such that he was honored.
Colonel Stuber came to the Eastman Kodak Co. in
1894 after building up a photographic materials business
Louisville. The responsibility for the success of the
Eastman Kodak Company is in no small measure due to
him. From the position of vice-president of the Eastman
Kodak Company in charge of photographic quality Colonel
Stuber succeeded Mr. George Eastman as president in
1925, when Mr. Eastman became chairman of the board
in

of directors.

"Hollywood's

Own"

PORTABLE

Movie Camera
Hollywood's most famous cameramen and directors endorse the

— use
—

DeVry

for difficult shots

it

productions acclaim it the finest of
all portable automatic movie cameras.
The DeVry holds 100 feet of 35mm film. It has
three view-finders, bayonet interchangeable lens
mount and counter balanced spring motor. It
permits direct film focusing and is equipped with
in feature

positive action lock.
These and many more professional features combined with the amazing
low price of $150.00, make the DeVry the
world's greatest value in motion picture equip-

ment.
See your dealer or write for free book. The
DeVry Corporation, Dept. 4-GA, 1111 Center
Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Read What These Cameramen Say
"I find in my work that frequently a particularly difficult

scene can only be caught with
a small camera, such as are
made especially for the use of

amateurs and which do not require a tripod.
"For these scenes I have been
using for some time a DeVry
camera, and the results obtained have been most highly

"We

used

it

satisfactory.
a great deal in

my

"Having been one of the
cameramen in the motion

last

M.-G.-M.

Sam Wood.

picture."
first

pic-

ture business to use the DeVry
camera for intricate and difficult shots that could not be
made with the larger camera,
it is my pleasure to thoroughly
recommend the DeVry camera
for professional use."
John Arnold.
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Pictorial Composition
Short Cuts to Results Through Study of Methods of
Those Who Have Achieved Success
An art student once asked his instructor what was the best way to
Lewis
acquire a knowledge of composition.
The instructor replied that it could
not be learned, but that it was an
inate sense, developed by much experimentation, proper environment and a study of the
best works of art. His answer was an earnest one but
flavored a little too highly with that tendency, on the
part of many artists, to distinguish their high calling by
always encouraging the idea of their super-natural en-

W.

dowment,

special talent, etc. But we cannot be persuaded
to relinquish the belief that even

the most talented students can be
relieved of a great deal of labor
and precious time, if furnished
short cuts to results by studying
the methods of those who have
gained distinction. These hints are
well worth while if they do nothing else than excite the mind and
stimulate the ideas, as suggested
in that instructor's evasive answer.
Now, as a mater-of-fact, some
very well defined rules of composition, in all branches of art, have
been formulated by students, durLewis W. Physioc
ing the various periods of the evolution of art; by dissecting and
analyzing the works of the masters, in search of the motives that directed certain effects
and the reason for the appealing elements of the great
successes. Thus, they have established various schools of
proceedure which have aided them in reaching, more
rapidly, an encouraging degree of proficiency.
It is interesting to allow our imagination to revert
to the time when any ideas of art were first conceived.
In our fancy, we see one of our ancient ancestors, whose
mind was beginning to emerge from that benighted state
of the purely animal existence; when he began to contemplate the marvels and beauties of nature like old
King David, when he exclaimed "when I behold the stars,
Thy handiwork." It seems that their first thought was to
represent these beauties, in some form or another, that
they might inspire their fellows with this same love of the
beautiful. There is a kind of primitive simplicity among
like
artists and dreamers to share these mental delights
a child who rushes to its mother when first it beholds the

—

—

rainbow.
This ancient figuriste begins to realize the grace and
beauty of the human form, and in acknowledgement,
hews an image out of marble. He catches the singing
twang of his bow-string as the wind vibrates it and gives
this gentle tip of Aeolian harp, and he fashions his rude
lyre and strums his tunes, that all the world may know
the ecstasy of sweet sounds. He wanders beside some
babbling brook, hearing all sorts of things in the cheerful
chatter of its rippling waters and that none might miss
its sweet message, writes his lyric poem. Thus our imagination furnishes us a vision of the birth of fine arts.
Now in studying the expressions of the old masters,

we began by

selecting what was most pleasing in the arrangement of their work those portions that seemed to
be more easily and accurately accomplished what we
would like to have seen introduced or what omitted, until

—

we have gradually

—

classified a system of technique to aid
our future efforts. To illustrate this more clearly, let us
imagine our beloved old Bach at one of his improvisations. His fingers wander just a half tone down the scale,
which produces an effect that delights him. He writes it
down before he forgets it a little more boldness and he
finds himself in another key, and this sudden transposition furnishes a new thrill. Other masters record these

—

same

effects, and then come the students who reason, that there must be
Physioc
a law that governs these beautiful
effects and they give them such names
as the tonic chord, the dominant, and
diminished, modulations, etc., and
again employ them with perfect success. In the same
manner, Vignola classified the five orders of architecture,
from the works of the ancient Greeks and Romans.
And, likewise, when we study the great paintings, we
observe in one, certain elements and arrangements that
agree, very generally, with another.
A keen student
points these out so clearly that we accept them as rules
or formulae and give them names. Thus, we hear a great
deal about "Hogarth's line of beauty" or the "sigmoid
curve," the "beam of the balance" and many other such
terms, and depend upon them, to a great extent, in conceiving our designs.
In applying the rules of composition, we should first
define some of these accepted terms.
Composition of Line: That governs the outline of
objects and their arrangement.
Composition of Form: The individual outline and
modeling of the objects of a picture whose arrangement
is controlled by line.
Composition of No tan: A Japanese word signifying
the relation between colors and light and dark tones.
These are, likewise, divided into two sections.
Constructive Composition:
The elements being invented and arranged independently an original conception, or a modification of chosen subjects, the grouping of

—

figures, etc.

Selective Composition: Such as in landscape photography, where the subject is sought or chosen to fit, as
nearly as possible, the requirements of taste or the knowledge of these rules.
The accompanying sketches may seem very simple
and childish, but they are extremely basic in principle
and demonstrate, very clearly, some of the common
errors and how to avoid them. However limited these
suggestions may be, they may aid some one who may be
interested in the subject, but who hasn't the time nor
the opportunity to study it more seriously.
1.
Shows the picture bisected, both divisions being
of equal area and like form, and consequently of no
pictorial suggestion, for neither furnishes any value to
the other. This illustrates a very common error, in locating the horizon of a picture.
1A.
The same frame properly divided, about one
third of the area. Some times the area is placed at the
top, where great height is required
the rule being, that
the horizon rises with the eye of the observer. This frame
immediately excites the imagination. We can almost feel
the effect of sky and water or a great, flat plain.
2.
The frame divided into four sections, and the
interest so scattered that the eye wanders from area to
area without any relief. The pictorial outlines show another mistaken idea, that craze to center everything.
2A.
The same, divided into four parts, but each of
a different area and form, consequently, each having an
individual interest, the effect is a harmonious interdependence between these areas that leads back to the point
of interest and the eye rests, with satisfaction, on the
group of trees that seem properly placed.
3.
Showing a series of lines arranged without any
ideal taste.
It appears too silly to consider, but we can
point out many instances in pictures where the forms are
just as stupidly arranged.
3A. The same number of lines are here displayed
with a little more interest. This is merely an attempt to
illustrate that the simplest ideas are worthy of the best

—
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1

3g

treatment; the placing of articles on a table, the arrange-

ment of furniture, the hanging of pictures, etc.
Another application of the same principle
4.
volved in 3 and 3A.

,

in-

4A. Demonstrates that even the ancient Scots inherently recognized this thing we call composition or
arrangement, by taking the same number of threads, in
weaving their plaids, and designing patterns of great
beauty.
5.
Represents the idea of the balance or the triangular effect so much employed in composition, but
made too conventional by an equal division of space and
distribution of weight. This scheme is only good for

7

B

7A. It is not difficult to choose between this example and No. 7. This beautiful figure is said to have
been invented by the ancient Japanese, who have furnished us beautiful examples of composition. This sinuous
dividing line was later called the sigmoid curve, from its
similarity to the early greek letter Sigma and our S (this
view being reversed). This graceful line leads our fancy
on and on, beside winding streams, country roadways,
folds of draperies, cloud formations. It is the pet line of
the figure painters.

7B.

Showing how

figures

may

be arranged along

this line.

5A. Shows that the idea of perfect balance may be
maintained with the fulcrum well away from the center
of the beam; not only a mathematical fact but pictorial
tradition. This principle is possibly the most universally
used of all the elements of composition. It offers such
pictorial possibilities as to be almost an inviolable i*ule
among landscape painters.
Is an application of No. 5. The elements of the
6.
picture are so placed as to divide the interest. The eye
becomes uneasy and roams around, finding no rest but at
the apex of the triangle and then is annoyed by shifting
back and forth between the two similar areas of sky.
6A. Demonstrates the Droper application of the
balance idea. Here, the sky is an interesting area in itself, and leads the eye very gently from the distance, at
the acute point of the triangle, to the main features of
the picture, where it rests with satisfaction.
Shows the circular form bisected, equally. This
7.
checks the imagination so that it seems hopeless to conceive of a pretty arrangement, except for certain advertising matter with lettering in the lower division.

3B.
Another application of 3A. Very often, the
composition of woodland scenes may be enhanced by
shifting the angle of vision. Seen from one point, they
may present an unbroken, even row across a flat field, but
a different approach may separate them into interesting
groups some furnishing a fine foreground feature and
others leading off into the distance.
In conclusion, we should do well to distinguish between merely copying the successful work of others, and
a general study of all things beautiful, that we may
become more appreciative and keener observers, broadening our conceptions by deep contemplation. When we
reason out the solution of a problem we are furnished
with the key to innumerable combinations by which we
may exercise our individual ingenuity. The greater our
knowledge of the various techniques and formulae the
more rapidly we can develop a personal style.
There is one great advantage to composition of the
camera. We are concerned in representing nature, and
nature has mysterious, beautiful moods, bold and dignified in its subjects, divine in its conception, and we can
disclose to the world the breadth of our own souls in the
manner in which we select what nature offers us.

Bert Glennon, A. S. C, is the newest addition to the
ranks of motion picture directors.
He just recently
signed a contract to direct for F. B. 0. pictures and his
first production will be one of the company's big specials, "The Perfect Crime," a story by William LeBaron
based on Israel Zangwill's "The Big Bow Mystery."

Mr. Glennon has long been one of the leading cinematographers of the industry, having been director of photography on "The Ten Commandments," "Hotel Imperial," "Underworld" and many other outstanding photographic successes. His promotion to a directorship is a
just reward for his excellent work in the field of photography.

repetitional design.
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Panchromatic Make-Up
[This is the second of the three
papers on make-up to be written by

Mr. Max
cation in

Factor for exclusixe publithe

AMERICAN

MA TOGRAPHER. A

By

Max

CINE-

careful read-

ing of Mr. Factor's presentation of the make-up problem
should help greatly to an understanding of the interesting
subject.
Editor's Note.]
In my last article I covered the subject of make-up
in general, touching lightly upon the matter of Panchromatic Make-up but since the last

—

of the AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER we have gone

issue

into the matter very thoroughly
and have been doing an immense

amount

of experimental work with
type of make-up.
I am more than delighted to
state at this time that the results
from these tests moreth an exceeded my fondest expectations. As a

this

result

of

these

successful

tests,

two of the largest studios are now
using the Panchromatic Make-up
exclusively and a large majority

Max

Factor

of the others are beginning to use
it, having come to the realization
that this new type of make-up is

major improvement.
I feel that it would be most advisable for me to go
explain
carefully
and
to
just
this
matter
into
why this new type of make-up is superior to the former
type and to give herein a chart of types and shades which
we have worked out and found to be most suitable. In
a

my

discussion of this phase of the matter, I wish to state
that statements which I will make in this article will be
frank and honest findings of my organization and I wish
to impress upon my readers that they are given with the
thought of making this article a frank and unbiased one.

Make-up can be listed under two distinct headings;
one is the water base and the other is the oil base. We
have been confronted for some time with the problem of
which make-up was the best or most successful under
every condition. We found, after much study and careful
consideration, that the grease paint which has an oil
soluble base was the most consistent. The reason for this
is that a make-up with an oil soluble base will stand up
under almost any condition. The intense heat from the
light which I used in the making of Motion Pictures
has no effect upon the grease paint and the color pigments are not affected by the strong light. The colors
do not fade but keep their natural or" original color.
Furthermore, grease paint has proved in all of our experience that it will carry a higher degree of natural
sheen to the human skin and does not appear flat as that
of the liquid make-up.
Grease paint is much more flexible; in fact, if it is
properly applied, it should be as flexible as the skin itself.
Picture to yourself, just how an actor may feel if there
is the slightest tendency to rigidness around the eyes or
the mouth. The complete freedom and elasticity of the
facial muscles is a necessity and we must at all times
bear in mind that, if the actor or actress is in the least
conscious of wearing a make-up, we have failed in one of
the principle purposes of make-up. We, therefore, state
that we are of the honest opinion that the best results in
make-up, pertaining to motion picture photography, is
only obtained through the use of grease paint together
with the necessary sundry items.
The make-up with a water soluble base has the
tendency to dry upon the face in such a manner that it
does not allow the performer the freedom of muscle
movement to give the face the elasticity which is necessery for true rendition of facial expression essential upon
the screen. The pigments used in this type of make-up

are such that they, unlike the oil soluble make-up, will not stand up unr actor
der the intense lighting systems used
in motion pictures.
Then there is
still
another problem we are confronted with in connection with the
water soluble make-up, and that is perspiration. The pigments contained in this make-up have a tendency to darken
when coming in contact with perspiration. It is a known
fact that certain portions of the human body perspire
more freely than others, and we have found this to be
true of the forehead and around the eyes and nose.
In
such cases, if there is a darkening of pigments, it will
settle in these spots and not be equally distributed.
As
a result, the make-up is spotted and uneven. We cannot,
therefore, under the circumstances whole-heartedly recommend a type of make-up that has a tendency to become darker or lighter, under certain conditions. In
other words, we must have a make-up which can be depended upon under any and all conditions.

Now then, in the development of the Panchromatic
make-up, we have disposed of many obstacles in the question of

make-up for the screen.

In the

first

place,

we

have developed the color pigments to such a point that
the same ones are used in the powder that are used in
the grease paint,

making the

colors identical in

We

both.

have decreased the amount of make-up necessary to
a minimum.
But a very small amount of make-up is
necessary to cover the entire surface of the face, will
blend in with the natural color of the skin and, if properly applied, will appear natural to the naked eye. Heretofore, in the former make-up, it was customary to use
a lighter powder than grease paint and with the constant repowdering, which was necessary during the day,
the actor or actress did not photograph the same later
in the day as they did in the first part of the day.
They
photographed lighter, but this has also been offset in the
fact that powder, the same shade as the grease paint,
may be used. The performer may powder as many times
as he desires during the day without spoiling the photographic value of his original make-up.
Girl Juvenile

Panchro

Panchro

Panchro

Panchro

Type

Gr. Paint

Powder

Lip Rouge

Blonde
Brunette

22
22
23

Lining
21
21
22

22
6
23
6
Dark
23
6
Men Juvenile
Blonde
21
25
25
5
Brunette
25
26
22
5
Dark
22
26
26
5
Elderly Type
Women
22
23
21
5
Men
25
26
21
5
For extreme types the color can be varied to suit
conditions.

As I have stated earlier in this article, we have done
a lot of experimental work and the Panchromatic MakeUp has been given a very thorough testing under a great
number of varied conditions. One of the principal outcomes of such a test was the life-like, natural appearance
of the subjects on the screen.
In order to retain this
appearance, it was necessary to produce different tones
of Panchromatic make-up to suit the different types, such
as blondes and brunettes. I have, therefore, set forth the
combinations that should be used for each type and, if
they are followed carefully, the best results will be obtained.

In my next article, I will give an idea as to the
purity of make-up and cosmetics in general. There seems
to be an opinion among certain people that cosmetics
and make-up are injurious to the skin. Therefore, in
the next article, I will give a detailed report on this
subject.
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"Stills

Move the Movies

AnA.S.
move

How

C. Tells
the Curse

on

By Oliver Sigurdson, A.

to

9 9
JX?n'T

Re-

fftFTER

Stills
S.

Twenty-three

C.

,-J HIGH

pictures seemingly have degenerated into a sort
of a modern curse inside the production end of the motion
picture industry judging by the attitude of cinematographers, stars, directors and executives in general. Practically all of these film workers indicate a pronounced
hatred of the so-called "stills." It is a condition hard to
understand, particularly when the question is analyzed
from all angles.
There is emphatic certainty that stills are the most
highly valued and internationally effective form of publicity, advertising and exploitation. They are the one and
only medium which requires no translation. Stills tell
their own story regardless of all limitations of language.
They are actually a tremendous power, yet the treatment
they receive is what usually is accorded a pest. Everything demonstrates that stills are not known, not appre-
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managed.
no stretch of the imagination which can
rightly locate still pictures as being part of production.
They are distinctly separate and should never be considered as anything but the finest form of publicity and
salesmanship. Still pictures ought to be removed from
all authority connected with production and put in the
publicity department where they truly belong.
ciated, not properly

There

is

Investigation discloses many reasons for the lack
of consideration at present manifested by the production
department.
It is apparent that making still pictures
intrudes into the making of the motion picture film, therefore it can be readily understood that both the motion
picture cameraman, the director and all his players are
more or less distracted from that which they justly consider their own work.
And so long as the making of
the stills is in the keeping of the motion picture makers,
exactly so long will the stills be cussed, hurried, mistreated and generally classed as an everlasting nuisance.
That entire attitude is all wrong for no motion picture is a bit better than what it sells for. The best picture ever made is worthless if it is not seen by the public, and the best successes are those which have attracted
the greatest number of people.
The general public is expecting advertising, demanding publicity, responding to exploitation. Without these
no motion picture has ever developed into a genuine success.
But with the right sort of salesmanship many
pictures have become veritible gold-mines for their owners and the more effective the still pictures have been
the greater the financial returns at the box-offices all over
the world.
Good still pictures constitute a far greater advantage than poor stills a disadvantage.
Good stills help
a good film, or a bad one for that matter.
Poor stills
will not kill a good film and, unfortunately, will not
kill a bad one.
But good stills are a mighty valuable
accessory to a good picture and an exceedingly efficient agency in producing good financial returns.
Good stills being so important it behooves every

—
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This accomplishperson concerned to produce them.
ment will never materialize in the present line-up. There
is only one positive remedy and that is to remove the
making of stills pictures from the production department
and make it part of the publicity department; then there
will be notable improvement throughout.

Once the still pictures become part of the publicity
department and are out of the control of the production
officials and artisians there will ensue a far more friendly
attitude toward stills than that generally exhibited at
present.
The stars and players could ill afford continually to antagonize the publicity department, as they
are indirectly doing nowadays by their intolerance toward
stills made under the direction of the production executives.
There would soon develop a psychology of assistance and participation which is practically non-existant
at this time.

When the still photographer is removed from the
authority of the production men and made an important
adjunct to the publicity department, then his still pictures will be made with pictorial publicity values ever in
mind.
These in turn will provide far more effective
advertising accessories and in short it will be only a short
time until the curse on still pictures is eliminated.
And it would be well to remember that the motion
pictures are about the only manufactured product in all
(Continued on Page 34)
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The Ace
By Walter

of Stunts
E.

Fitchman

Dan Clark, President of the A. S. C, has had many
hazardous assignments in the course of his eventful
career as a motion picture cameraman, during which he
cranked first box for all of Tom Mix's great Western
productions, but it is doubtful whether the intrepid Dan
has ever drawn a more thrilling order than the command
of Fox Films officials to take charge of the entire camera
crew on the commercial aviation story directed by
Howard Hawks and as yet untitled.

We Hate

to

Twenty-five

See

Him Go

The Cinematographer regrets to announce the departure from Hollywood of Mr. Georges Benoit, one of
the veteran members of the A. S. C. and a cinematographer of international reputation. For twenty-one years
Mr. Benoit has been a cinematographer, sixteen years of
this time in studio service in the United States. He is
a master of all branches of his profession and has an

impressive background of production to his credit to

which he may point
with pride. Being a
native
of
France
Mr. Benoit feels
called upon to return
to his mother country to round out his
career in the service
of the cinema and
with his wife and
infant daughter will
sail for England
early in May.
While we greatly
regret the departure
of Mr. Benoit, his
host of friends in
the A. S. C. are
happy to congratulate him on his bright
prospects in France
and wish him much
success and prosperity.

Mr. Benoit

Georges Benoit

tain

his

will reaffiliation

with

the

A.

During the shooting of this picture Dan Clark estimates he has
travelled 30,000 miles.

When Clark left the service of Tom Mix he was told
by the executive heads of the Fox organization that they
had in store for him the most pretentious undertaking ever
suggested for the ace of stunts. Clark smiled. This, to
him, was old stuff. If there could be any more thrills in
the film world than those he had encountered in the past
ten pears he was willing to be convinced that this would
be a hard task.

An

aviation story such as

Hawks

is

making, however,

proved to be literally packed with thrills. In the first
place, fifteen cameras were required for the many intricate shots required by Hawks and Clark, in addition to
cranking first camera, found it necessary to supervise the

C.

S.

and henceforth

will

represent the A. S. C. and THE AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER in Europe with headquarters in Paris.
Hail, Georges, and farewell!

Mazda

Tests Screened

On Tuesday

evening, April 17th in the Auditorium
Hollywood Chamber of Commerce were presented
members of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers and to a number of producers the screen results
of the extensive tests conducted by the A. S. C. in order
of the
to the

to ascertain the photographic qualities of the incandescent filament lamps in connection with motion picture

work.

Nine thousand feet of positive film were selected
from nearly eighty thousand feet actually "shot" so that

some of the finest experts in the business.
In constant use were two Mitchells, two Bell & Howells,

the comprehensive exhibition could be condensed in as
short a time as possible.

four Akeleys, two Eyemos, two DeVrys, two
two Graflex and other camera equipment.

The reels were arranged so that comparison between
arc and mazda lights could be made, also a comparison
of color rendering under both systems of illumination.
This was followed by a reel illustrating the highest efficiency obtained with the present mazda equipment, a

activities of

still

cameras,

Clark has been shooting six weeks and for the
greater part of this time he has been "up in the air." He
estimates that he has traveled thirty thousand miles on
the wing.

Furthermore Clark was called on by Hawks to instruct the respective actors in the proper use of emergency
equipment. Carol and the masculine players were taught
to fly weeks before the picture entered production. Mr.
Hawks wanted them to do their own stunts. In addition
small cameras were attached to their planes.

"At times,"
that
case

"we had some interesting and
found that altitude played some

said Clark,

unusual experiences.
queer pranks on us.

We

At great height it was discovered
the cameras worked too fast or too slowly, as the
might be, and we could never tell in advance what

we were going

to have in the box. Only the developing
trays could unfold this dark secret.

(Continued on Page 34)

reel of "light effects" proving the possibilities inherent to
this system of illumination and finally, some of the imperfections detected in the manufacture of lamps and reflecting surfaces were clearly illustrated. These imperfections

have already been corrected in the newest type of bulbs
and lamps and were presented merely as a historical
document.

The gigantic task of editing these

reels

was con-

ducted by Mr. Frank Good, A. S. C. and his intelligent
work won the plaudits of all present and especially of all
producers who expressed their appreciation of the value
of this climax of the extensive investigation carried
throughout the "Mazda marathon."
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(International

L. A.

Howland

Kinema Research Corporation)

Motion Picture Research as applied

to

what

is

shown

on the screen covers generally:
Buildings, both interior and exterior, and streets.
1.
2.
What happens in the buildings and on the streets.
3.
The type of people to be shown in the buildings
and on the streets, what they wear and how they act.

The producers, after facing the fact that over
3,000,000 Americans have gone into every country of the
world during the last seven years, have concluded that it
would be an insult to the intelligence of any man, woman
or child to depict any country carelessly.
For modern research of Foreign and American subjects, that is, covering a period during the last five to ten
years, photographs taken by specially trained operators
have been the answer for construction details of buildings, lay-out of streets, etc. The studios demand this
special type photograph which is known as a "research
photograph" as it is taken without traffic or people obstructing the buildings and thoroughfares.
Wardrobe is a very special item covered by research
photographs, that is, the various angles and closeups of
costumes, shoes, collars, hats, etc.
The casting departments are depending more and
more on pictures of natives of foreign countries and beginning to learn that there are blondes in some parts of
Spain and Italy that shieks are not always the smart
and clean looking heart-smashers that the PG (PreGriffith) day producers wished us to believe. Also they
are learning that because someone (who most likely was
a "ten-hours-to-see-each-city" tourist) has said or written
that certain types of foreigners are slim or short or fat,
it does not make it so.
The casting departments must
have research photographs of actual people who are

parts of that country.
In fact, about the

time the story is planned, the
Research Department, Art Department, Wardrobe Department and Casting and Location Departments are
busy determining from research photographs the typical
facts of the foreign country and walk of life to be filmed.
When the set is built and dressed and the wardrobe
made for the actors who have been selected, then what
is known as the "technician" starts his work on the set.
He may have been working for the past month with the
director and scenario writer, supplying from his mine of
information concerning his own country, typical bits of
business and atmosphere.
The foreign technician and his American brother
technician are ready and willing on the set to show
typical manners, methods of walking, salutations, tokens
of courtesy actually used in their country and particular
walk of life, especially covering servants and military
people.

Series.

1" to

Motion Picture Research

The property departments also use research photographs of the many items of furniture and set dressing.
Hearsay no longer governs them.
The location managers match up American-California
locations with research photographs of the streets of the
foreign country to be shown in the film or scenes of other

value.

lens,
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typical.

working conditions,

You

E R

—

dio lighting, the fast lens daily
increases in importance.

M A T 0 G R A PH

He checks up to
He watches the set
"Grand

see if the actor is correctly dressed.
to see that there is not too much
Rapids" furniture in the foreign castles or in the

North African tents.
A Foreign or American technician who
is

a

form of insurance against

is

authentic,

irritating errors in the

picture.

Especially is an authentic technician of use during the
filming of war, water or foreign pictures. His knowledge
of procedure may help to get the picture over. Alas,
several excellent stories when put into motion pictures
have had their earning capacity cut down, due to the use
of men who posed as authentic technicians but who did
not have the experience in the foreign country filmed or
who were unable to get along with members of the producing staff. As a result these men have allowed gross
mistakes to creep into the picture which, when it was

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHEE
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shown in the foreign country depicted, so prejudiced the
authorities that they banned the picture at once.
Scenes which reflect on the military, the police, or
the government of a foreign country, naturally handicap
an otherwise excellent story picture.

Of course for laugh-gettings episodes some

license

certain established facts, but that does
not permit of liberties to be taken with traditions and
customs, which, to our foreign friends, are as intimate
and personal as gross mis-representations on the part of
foreigners of our West Point Academy and its traditions.
Why should we expect them to welcome pictures about
their country which are apparently deliberate lies put
Make
into picture form and which antagonize them.
pictures authentic and they will earn more money and
make more friends for America.
It may be that the bans and quotas are the result of
incorrect American made pictures and then again it may
be that our pictures of their countries, when sold and
exhibited abroad, help us to sell too much of our Ameri-

may be taken with

can made merchandise.
Another very interesting branch of motion picture
research is the "Insert Material Division." Everyone in

knows how vital small printed forms and
are. So small an item as a Continental sleeping car ticket, as compared with the ones the Pullman
Company issues in this country, is of great importance.
Sometimes an authentic insert document will save cutting

the industry

documents

"wise-cracking" title.
can hear a number saying: "Who cares if the picture is correct in detail, if it be entertaining?"
The people who care are the producers who will make
more money when their pictures are not barred due to
utterly ridiculous conceptions of foreign life being shown
in the pictures. The natives of the foreign country whose
life and customs are maligned are also among those who
care, and lastly the vast number of Americans who have
been in the foreign country shown in the film.
Incorrect details in pictures are an expensive evil.
It has been proved again and again that correctness costs
less in the long run.
Real life and real things are always more interesting.
Did the best painters, sculptors, etchers and other
artists ignore detail? Most decidedly not, and as we call
motion pictures an art, let us be artistic enough to be
in a

I

correct in detail.

Has Belasco's reputation for accuracy hurt him?
Historical research, for costume pictures, while perhaps appearing very dull to the unthinking, requires the
skill of a Sherlock Holmes or an Arsene Lupin, plus good

common

sense.

Virgil Miller,

who

started Bert Glennon's first direc-

torial effort at F. B. 0. has been taken off the production
to start experiments in connection with the "talking"

movies which they are going to produce in connection
with the Radio Corporation of America and The General
Electric Co. Jimmie Howe takes Virgil's place with
Glennon.

Supreme among pianos in

tone,

incomparably encased

period

models

in

and equipped with a spec-

ial installation

of Welte-Mignon

7

1th.

A
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Academy

Picture Arts
Monday, April

16, at 8 P.

of

Motion

and Sciences

M.

Demonstration, exterior location, Garden Court
Apartments, Hollywood Boulevard, with green foliage background to be photographed exclusively with
Mazda lights, with a general invitation to all interested persons to be present.
Committee in charge:
Fred Pelton, chairman; Dan Clark, co-chairman; W.
T. Strohm, Louis Kolb, Frank Murphy, Peter Mole,
G. Gaudio, Hal Mohr, Victor Milner, Joseph A. Dubray, Percy Hilburn, George Barnes, John Seitz,
George Meehan, Ned Van Buren, Gilbert Warrenton.*

Tuesday, April 17, at 8 P. M.
Screen Exhibition of edited demonstration film and
of Monday night's shots to be projected in a theatre or room to be selected later, to which the entire Academy, the American Society of Cinematographers, visiting engineers, all technicians and interested persons are invited. Committtee in charge:
Karl Struss, chairman; G. Gaudio, Victor Milner, Hal

Mohr and Frank Good.
Wednesday, April 18, at 8 P. M.
Color Values. Papers and discussions on color values
in relation to incandescent illumination, at an open
session of the Academy in the Club Lounge, to be
divided under two headings:
(a) Artists' Make-Up, 8:00 to 9:30 P. M., with
papers by Max Fastor, Lon Chaney and Rod La
Rocque, and an open discussion to follow. Special
invitation to the entire acting profession, together
with motion picture directors and cinematographers.
Committee in charge: Joseph Dubray, chairman;
Wallace Beery, Lois Wilson and Irving Willat.
(b) Sets and Costumes, 9:30 to 11:00 P. M., with
papers by J. C. Okey, art director of First National,
G. Gaudio, and L. A. Jones, past president of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers. Open forum

Art directors, technicians, cinematographers and motion picture directors especially invited.
Committee in charge: Wilfred Buckland, chairman; Vannest Von Polglaze, James M.
Leisen and Charles Rosher.
Thursday, April 19, at 8 P. M.
Technical. Papers and discussion, in Academy Club
Lounge, with special invitation to all cinematographers and other technicians.
Papers by (1) E.
W. Beggs on "The Inside Story of Mazda lights,"
to be read by Bert R. Deleray of the Westinghouse
Lamp Co.; (2) D. B. Joy and A. C. Downs, of the
National Carbon Co., on "Characteristics of Flame
Arcs," and (3) Wm. B. Rayton, Director of Technical Bureau, Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., and Joseph Dubray, A. S. C, on "Lenses and Their Relation to Incandescent Illumination," all to be followed by discussion.
Committee in charge: J. A.
Ball, Chairman; Joseph Dubray and Arthur Miller.
Friday, April 20, at 8 P. M.
General Meeting of the Academy with special invitation to the American Society of Cinematographers,
and all other interested persons. Reports and findings of the demonstration committees, to be followed
by discussion and resolution closing the series of
Academy demonstrations and researches on the subject of incandescent illumination.
Committee in
charge: A. George Volck, Chairman; Fred Beetson,
J. A. Ball, Fred Pelton and Frank Woods.
This test was shot by President Dan Clark, First Vice-President John W. Boyle and Second Vice-President Frank Good of the
American Society of Cinematographers with many of the A. S. C.
members assisting. The editor regrets that the May issue of The
discussion to follow.

convention are available for publication.
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Cinematographer must go to press before the transactions of the
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On To Alaska
Chas. G. Clarke is leaving for Alaska,
April 23rd, to shoot hunting stuff for a big
expects to return about November 1.

on Monday,

Fox

opus.

He
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There 's Always a

By Euclid D. Miller
Cuban Telephone Co., Havana, Cuba

Let True

Last year I tried to make a progressive moving picture of some building operations, but soon found out that
my limited equipment was not sufficient. However a rifle
telescope sight, an old tripod head and a little automatic
camera using standard film gave one hundred per cent
success with little effort.

Economy

For the benefit of
sion to shoot such jobs

Dictate

Your

Requirements
National Panchromatic Carbons

more photographic light per
Watt of power than any light
give

source other than National White

Flame Carbons.
National Panchromatic Carbons

more visible light per Watt of
power than any other light source
give

used in the studios.

you wish

If

correct tonal repro-

ductions of colors and colored objects,

use National Panchromatic

Carbons with Panchromatic Film.
National White Flame Carbons

and National Panchromatic Carbons are interchangeable

in

your

present arc light equipments and
give

you the widest range

of light-

ing for studio requirements.

NATIONAL CARBON CO.

Inc.

Carbon Sales Division
San Francisco,

Calif.

Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

cameramen who may have

occa-

go into detail.
The subject was to be the construction of a small
office building. I found a location on the roof of an old
tenement building that would show the completed building nicely through my two inch lens. I carefully set up
the forty pounds of camera and tripod and marked the
tripod setting after I had framed the picture to my satisfaction, and made a trial exposure. Next day at noon my
assistant and I again climbed up the dark smelly stairs to
the roof and, after about thirty minutes I thought I had
the developed negative of the former shot which I placed
in the gate exactly matched with the conspicuous landmarks within the scene, and shot ten or lfteen feet. When
I ran the assembled negatives of about a week's daily
climb I saw that there was too much of a jump, and that
the negatives were not matched at all.
I robbed a war relic, a sniper's rifle from the Argonne, of its telescope sight and mounted it on an automatic camera which uses standard film and that on an old
I'll

tripod head.

The procedure was to place the tripod head which
was on a block of wood, upon a marked spot on a handy
wall. Of course there were only minor adjustments to be
made. The scope sight was mounted on an angle to the
lense so that when the "picket" of the sight (it didn't use
the cross-hair system) was on a distant church steeple,
the camera was correctly "framed" on the work to be
photographed. I selected this side "site" because the
building would gradually come up and block almost everything in the "frame" and all the sky-line. This church
steeple was out of the picture just as a gunner's "site"
usually is in indirect fire.

However, I had to have a second point to be sure of
everything matching. By throwing out the pan gear I
could swing the sight around to a second "site" and when
I had the camera adjusted for both sides, I swung it back
to the church steeple ball, and let ten feet run through.
All this would only take half a minute. The janitor would
then place the whole outfit in his roof apartment where
it was unmolested until he brought it out for me the next
day. Every ten days I unloaded the 100 feet roll and had
it developed. Needless to say it matched. Later on I tried
to shoot when the shadows were at a certain place, which
varied a little each day, but maybe that's too much
refinement.
I had occasion to make a newsreel longshot. Improvised a ten inch lens in the automatic camera again.
Marked diagonals on my ground film frame and pointed
it at a distant land mark, then adjusted the rifle sight to
that point, and compared the "field" of the lens to that
of the sight and made the shot all right.

Stills

Cleveland, Ohio

Way

for

Noah 's Ark

Elmer Fryer, A. S. C, formerly under contract to
DeMille Studio in the capacity of still photographer, has
been signed by Warner Brothers to shoot stills on "Noah's
Ark," the forthcoming epic of the flood, on which Hal
Mohr, A. S. C. is chief cinematographer.
Fryer has been associated with the Metropolitan
Studios for over two years and previous to that time he
was affiliated with First National.
Besides the usual still photography for "Noah's Ark,'
which Michael Curtiz is directing, Fryer will make all the
special art work which this pretentious production embodies in atmosphere and setting.

)
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—

QUESTION A number of questions have recently
reached this office, concerning the F. values of photographic lenses. This question is apparently of great interest to the amateur and so we devote to it the whole
space allotted to this department.
ANSWER It is quite evident that an optical system must be circumscribed within some physical boundaries which in the case of photographic objectives are
defined by the mounting of the system which is circular
in form.
mounting is dictated by the size of
elements that combine to form an objective,
which in turn are calculated according to the local length
of the objective, its angle of view and its orthoscopic
qualities, i. e., the degree of correction of the different
aberrations necessary to obtain an objective giving the

The

size of the

the lens

best obtainable results under some specified conditions.
In taking a photographic record of an object, by
means of a lens, it is quite evident that of all the light
radiations emitted from the object only those radiations
passing through the lens will actually concur to the formation of the photographic image and therefore, the
larger the area within the boundaries of the lens, the
more of these light radiations will pass through it and
the more brilliant will be the image that concurs to make
an impression on the sensitive material.
photodesigners
of
quite obvious
that
It
is
graphic objectives have been and still are striving to
calculate lenses which admit the greatest possible amount
of light, in other words of the greatest possible aperture,
without destroying the photographic qualities of the objective such as flatness of field, correction of spherical,
chromatic stigmatic aberrations, that is to say without impairing the possibility of obtaining a picture of
the subject which is as near as possible, a true representation of the subject itself.
It was a logical consequence of the attributes and
form of construction of the objective, that it should become imperative to permit the regulating of the quantity
This
of light admitted through it, to form the image.
was accomplished by means of diaphragms or round
openings of different size which control the aperture of
the objective at will of the photographer.

The most used form of diaphragms is nowdays the
IRIS form which, placed within the elements of the lens,
permit a change from the widest aperture to the smallest, passing through all conceivable sizes.
This need of diaphragms recognized and put into
practice from the very beginning of the advent of photographic objectives, brought about the necessity for an
international understanding and accord on a logical principle that all manufacturers could follow in the way of
establishing a standard expression of the measurement
of aperture, applicable to all objectives and readily read
by photographers of all countries.
At the International Convention held in Paris in the
year 1900 it was decide'd that:
First
Each diaphragm be characterized by a fraction of the form F/n in which F. represents the focal
length of the objective and n. the number obtained by
dividing the focal length of the objective by the EFFEC-

—

TIVE APERTURE

of the objective.

Thus an objective of 2 inches focal length is said to
at F '3.5 when the effective aperture of the objec3.5, and the same objective is
tive is equal to inches 2
said to be working at F 8 when its aperture is reduced
by means of the diaphragm so that its effective aperture

work

;

equals 2-^8.
It is to be noted here that in a compound objective
which the diaphragm is placed within its elements,
the effective aperture is always greater than the actual

in

diameter of the diaphragm. This is due to the fact that
the lens element in front of the diaphragm refracts the
rays emitted by the subject and striking its surface, so
that they assume a conical form in their passage from
the front element to the diaphragm.
It results that the
effective aperture of the objective is given by the size of
the original beam, which is evidently rather larger than
the actual diameter of the diaphram. To find the effective
aperture of an objective, focus on the ground glass of
a camera on object at infinity, then replace the ground
glass by an opaque screen in the center of which a small
round opening has been drilled. Strongly illuminate this
opening and place a ground glass against the mount of
the lens in front of it.
A luminous circle will thus be
formed the diameter of which will give the effective aperture of the lens. The ground glass may be replaced by
a sensitive material, plate or paper, and after due exposure and development an image of the aperture will
be obtained, which can readily be measured.
Second It was agreed at the Paris convention that
markings on the mount of the objective should indicate
the size of the diaphragms in a regular progression corresponding for each of its terms, to an exposure double
of the preceeding. The progression decided upon was as

—

follows:

F/l, F/1.4, F/2, F/2.8, F/4, F/5.6 F/8, F/11.3,
F/16, F/23, F/32, F/45.
Thus an effective aperture of F/5.6 will require
double the exposure required by the aperture F/4, and
an aperture of F/8 will require double the exposure of
the aperture F/5.6.
When an objective is so designed that its maximum
effective aperture does not appear in the above progression, this maximum aperture is marked on the mounting
of the objective and is followed by the next effective
aperture of the progression.
Thus many objectives for motion pictures work are
designed to work at a maximum aperture of F 3.5 and
this aperture will be marked on the mount of the objective and will be followed by the marking corresponding
to the aperture of F/4, which in turn will be followed
by the markings F/5.6, F/8, etc.
The illumination, sometimes called the "speed," of
an objective, is thus expressed in terms of the F value.
It results quite evident that to each of these F values
a definite quantity can be calculated, which is called the
coefficient of illumination of the F. value. The coefficients of illumination for the most used F. values are
given in the following table:

Coefficient

F/n
*i
*1.4

*2

of
Illumination
1

2

*4

4
6
8
12
16

5

25

2.5
*2.8

3.5

F/n

Coefficient
of

Coefficient

F/n

Illumination
* 5.6

31

7
* 8
10

49
64

•11.3
14

100
128
196

*16
20

256
400

*23
29
*32

of
Illumination

529

40

841
1024
1600

*45
56
*64

2025
3136
4100

The F/n values marked by (*) represent the regular progression established by the Paris convention, the other being intermediate values frequently used.

The co-efficient of illumination is, as seen in the
table, given by the square of the F value, this being due
to the fact that the admission of light is controlled by the
(Continued on Page 31
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An Erect Image Finder
For the Akeley
By Ira

B.

Hoke, A.

S.

C.

In the operation of the Akeley panoram camera the
lines up his scenes through a direct tube
magnifier.
This magnifier serves not only as a focusing
device, but when operated with a secondary lens matched
in area with the photographing lens serves also as a view
finder.
While this finder is absolutely necessary when
the telephoto lenses of 12, 15 and 17 inches focal length
are in use, an auxiliary finder such as used on the dramatic motion picture cameras is of more practical convenience when lenses of wider angle are used.
Until recently, however, no finder was found which
readily adapted itself to the Akeley camera. The reason
lay in the fact that the Akeley tube finder shows an
erect image, with left and right sides correct. Nearly
Their
all the old type of finders show inverted images.
impracticability was immediately recognized by cinematographers when they attempted to switch quickly from
the erect image of the Akeley to the inverted image of
their finders.
The impulse was always to pan in the

cinematographer

•

wrong

direction.

9, 1920, Mr. Pliny Home, A. S. C, veteran
specialist, recognized the need of a secondary
finder in a letter written to the Akeley Camera Company. In part, his letter is as follows:

On July

Akeley

"Let me suggest one thing, and that is an auxiliary view finder; one that you do not have to put your
eye so close to.
I do not mean to eliminate the tube,
but to add this sort of finder as an extra attachment."
About this time Mr. J. B. Shackelford, A. S. C, then

New York, also began experiments with a supplementary view finder. His first finder was along the lines of
This finder he adapted
the Pathe inverted image type.
to the use of different focal length lenses by a series of
mats, each giving a specified field of view corresponding
But like all into the lens for which it was matched.
verted image finders this was tricky to use, and was not
in

universally successful.
Probably the next type of finder experimented with
was the Lubin direct image finder. This finder, while it
showed an erect, corrected image lacked the accuracy
necessary to successful Akeley panoram scenes.
No further progress seems to have been made until
the advent of the Mitchell erect image finder in 1927.
This finder, while quite large, has the advantage of showing an image of maximum practical size, erect and fully
corrected. The margin limits for the various focal length
lenses is determined by a series of metal mats which are
inserted just in front of the ground glass after the manThe erect image feature is
ner of Waterhouse stops.
accomplished by a series of prisms, compactly arranged
in a turret behind the objective. These two features adapt
the finder perfectly to the Akeley camera as it is quickly
fitted to match different focal length lenses, as well as
showing an image corrected as in the Akeley tube magnifier.

The finder is mounted on the Akeley camera in two
The first being dipositions to suit different occasions.
rectly on top of the camera; the second on the left side
at lens level.
When mounted on the top of the camera the finder
is in the accepted operating position, its objective in a
The finder is
direct line above the photographing lens.
mounted on a sliding clamp which is movable around the
periphery of the camera case, thus making the finder center adjustable to any focal length lens that may be used.
This position places the image directly above the control
bar of the camera and in the most balanced position for
accurate observing.
The adjusting clamp furnished with the finder for
attaching to the Mitchell or Bell & Howell cameras
serves to secure it in position on the Akeley, and furthermore allows its ready removal when it is desirable
to place the finder in the position on the left side of the
camera. When mounted on the side of the camera the
finder serves admirably where the set-up is so low that,

MA
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movement. It
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would interfere with free
adjusted for different distances and
focal lengths precisely as though it were used on either
of the other professional cameras.
It often happens that the director wishes to look
at the line-up or even watch the action as it is being
filmed.
When not in actual use on top of the camera
the cinematographer may properly mat and correctly
center the large finder in the side position so that the
intended scene is instantly available for the director's
inspection without the inconvenience, both to him and
the cinematographer, of peeking through the focusing
tube.
As the finder in this position is several inches
to the left of the magnifying tube the director can easily
watch the scene as it is being photographed without interfering in any way with the operator.
Chief among the advantages of the new finder is
the fact that through its use the Akeley camera becomes
the finest machine available to the profession for the
photography of scenes from moving vehicles. With the
old eyepiece and finder tube a "running shot" was practically impossible with the Akeley because the eye could
not be safely held in position.
Fitted with the erect
image finder the Akeley acknowledges no peer for this
type of scene. The gyroscopic control of both pan and
tilt movements effectually smoothes out the
familiar
"jumpy" action so distracting to such scenes when photographed with other types of cameras.
Every cinematographer who has made running inserts is familiar
with the difficulty encountered centering objects when
rounding turns at high speed with the pan crank or sliphead camera to work with. This type of shot is negotiated so nicely with the Akeley that often an actual sensation of skidding around turns is conveyed to the screen.
if

top, the finder
is

Pliabilitly of the Akeley is also demonstrated in the case
of running inserts where room to set up the more bulky
cameras often hinders efficiency of actual operation. If
necessary, the Akeley is instantly removable from its
tripod, after which it can be quickly placed either on a
baby tripod or flat-base in cramped positions quite inaccessible to the dramatic cameras.
Pi'ior to the advent of the erect image finder running scenes photographed with dramatic cameras were in
most cases limited to moderately wide angle lenses, necessitated in order to keep the photographed subjects in
the picture.
Since the adaptation of this finder to the
Akeley camera cinematographers are able to use the
three, four and even the six inch lenses with extreme
accuracy in photographing close-up action in running

shots.

Several years ago the Akeley camera was considered somewhat of a curiosity, but today the director and
producer recognize it as the most versatile photographic
equipment obtainable, and there are few modern sets that
cannot boast one or two fully equipped Akeley specialists.

Co-operation
The A. S. C. desires to express the sincere gratitude
of the Society to the following named studios and A. S. C.
members who so unselfishly, enthusiastically and efficiently co-operated in shooting, titling, printing, cutting
and otherwise preparing and arranging the special trailers to be exhibited to the Photographers Association of
America Convention at Louisville by Joseph Dubray and
Charles Rosher, A. S. C, ambassadors of good-will.

—

Fox Studios Daniel B, Clark, George Schneiderman, Elmer Dyer.
Edwin J. Snyder, Alvin Wyckoff, Frank B. Good,
H.

Lyman

Broening.
Universal
Roy Hunter.
DeMille M. Presbry.
United Artists Charles Rosher.
Consolidated Laboratory.
The total footage shot was something less than 4000
feet and our reports from Louisville are that the film
made a great hit with the Convention. The film was
assembled under the personal direction of John W. Boyle,
President of the A. S. C.

—
—

—

R
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Questions and Answers
(Continued from Page 29)

AREA

of the

coefficient

of the

is

diaphragm and not by

its

diameter.

Announcement

This

inversely proportional to the illumination

image obtained through

its

corresponding aper-

ture.

For instance, suppose that we know that the correct
exposure on an exterior in a sunny day of a certain city
street will be correct at an aperture of F/8, and we wish
to photograph the interior of a clear room which will
require an exposure five times as great (this exposure
arrived at by actual measurement of the intensity of the
light or by judgment dictated by experience), and we
wish to know which aperture will give us such exposure.

The
fifth

coefficient

of 64

is

12.6.

F/8 is 64, oneThe aperture corresponding to the

of illumination at

12 is F 3.5, which aperture will give an exposure 5 times as great as the F/8.
coefficient

A

very useful application of the table is to be found
light filters whose multiplying factor is

when using
known.

The

many improve-

past year has brought forth

ments

in

Film, Lighting Systems, and Cinema-

tography.

If

Make-up had not

kept in close step with these

improvements, every Cinematographer would be

working under

Max

Factor,

Organization

a serious handicap.

as

Warner

Tests" at

a

work

of his

"Incandescent

Light

result of

during

the

the

Bros. Studios, and of his re-

search and experimental work, wishes to announce

Motion Picture Industry, and particularly
American Society of Cinematographers, a
major improvement in the Art of Make-up.
to the

to the

For instance, we wish to use a Kl \<t wratten filter,
whose filter factor is given by the manufacturer at 2,
meaning that the use of this filter requires twice the exposure required without it.
Supposing again that an
aperture of F/8 would give the correct amount of exposure without filter, we would find the aperture to be
used in connection with the filter by dividing the co-efficient of illumination 64 by 2.
The quotient is 32. The
nearest co-efficient in the table is 31 and the aperture
corresponding to it is F/5.6, which is in the regular progression of the stops agreed upon by the Paris convention as requiring half the exposure of the next stop, F/8.

The filter Kl, whose factor is 1.5, would under the
same conditions require an exposure of 64—^1.5=42.6.
The most approximate square root of 42.6 is 6.5, which

F value desired.
As the value F/6.5 will not be found marked on the
mount of the objective, the photographer will set the diaphragm by close approximation at about 1 /3 the distance
is

PANCHROMATIC

MAKE UP
-

lS[atural Skin Tones

Reliable

%Jalue

Color

T effect ^Balancing

of

Pigments

the

between the markings 5.6 and

Panchromatic,

Grease

Paint,

Poivder,

Lining,

Lip Rouge, Derrnatograph Pencil.

8.

Although originally prepared for Incandescent
Lights and Panchromatic Film, this make-up will

Reggie 's Lucky Escape

photograph remarkably well under

all

types of

lights or film.
S. C, of 7538 Hampton Ave.,
Studios, had an almost miraculous escape

Reginald Lyons, A.

now with Lasky

recently at Clover Field. Lyons, with Jack Ford, Fox
Studio director, was standing by a plane occupied by Vic
Flemming, who was about to go up. As he was ready to
take off Lyons and Ford started to leave the field when
-

Lyons knocking horn down. The
wheels of the plane ran over him and he was dragged
about thirty feet before he broke loose. Except for torn

A.

S.

C.

samples.

Members

No

are invited to ask for testing

charge made.

the propellor blade hit

clothing and minor bruises Reggie

was unhurt.

M. or R. A. Flynn
Camera Insurance

See Frank

AND COMPANY
for
Cosmeticians to the Stage and Screen

326 South

All Lines of Insurance
1446 N. Highland Ave.
Residence HE. 9968

MAX FACTOR

Office

HE. 1390

Hill Street

MEtropolitan 0628

Los Angeles, California
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Louisville Convention

During the period of March 27th to 30th an event of
great significance took place. The American Society of
Cinematographers was represented at the annual convention of the Photographers Association of America in
Louisville, Ky., thus linking together the greatest exponents of the art of photography in America.
Mr. Charles Rosher and Mr. Joseph Dubray were the
A. S. C. members commissioned to carry to the P. A. of
A. the message of fraternity and good cheer from the
A. S. C.
Their report is most enthusiastic both as to the courteous and really fraternal reception accorded to them in
Louisville and the results obtained in solving technical
problems discussed throughout the convention.
The portrait, the commercial and the motion picture

Specializing in negative

and first

print.

Invites rigid inspection of the

most modern and
ally

scientific-

processing

correct

available to the

plant

motion

pict-

ure industry.

HARRY
Cinema

BROWN

D.

Studios Supply Corporation
1438 Beach wood Drive
HOUy 0513

HOUy 0514
Brown-Ashcraft
Studio

branches of photography had never had in the past such
an opportunity of getting together and in a friendly way
discuss their different problems and achievements for the
benefit of all concerned.
The portrait photographers especially displayed a
tremendous interest in the system of lighting used by the
cinematographer and they paid a very high tribute to the
artistry displayed in the photographic quality of modern
motion picture production.
Mr. Rosher and Mr. Dubray were literally besieged
during their stay in Louisville by interested questioners
on the several phases of their work.
Several reels of film made in Hollywood, showing
processes of production of motion pictures, which were
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especially made by the A. S. C. with the co-operation of
the Hollywood producers, were shown to the convention
and were greatly appreciated for both their artistic and
educational values.

Mr. Rosher and Mr. Dubray earned on some very
extensive demonstrations by actually taking motion pictures of chosen subjects and of members of the P. A. of
A. under the conditions that presented themselves in
actual motion picture work.
These demonstrations included the application of
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The Photoplay as a

Civi-

lizing Influence
The English press lately revealed two quite extraordinary instances, setting forth the ameliorative effect
of the motion picture on the sordid side of life, firstly of
London and secondly of Edinburgh J. A. R. Cairns, a
magistrate who presides over the police court in the
meanest part of London lately, in an address in the
wealthy west end of London, said:
"If it is the human story told in the human way of
virtue and goodness triumphing over vice and filth, that
I am certain the cinema is the greatwill make for good.
Childhood is introduced
est civilizing factor among us.
into a world of harmonies and beauty, and adolescence
and middle age have consolations and vistas of a bigger
world than that of work and toil."
Rodney Ross, the chief constable of Edinburgh,
lately reported a remarkable diminution in the number
of street offences, basing the facts on an examination
made by the Street Offences Committee. Mr. Ross said
he "did not hesitate to name the cinema as one of the
chief contributory causes.
Official witnesses stated that
prosecutions had declined in Edinburgh from 419 in 1920
to 129 last year, and in Glasgow from 2,700 in 1902 to
283 last year. Well might Dr. Hensley Henson say, 'the
diminution was very remarkable,' and clamoured for an
explanation.
There cannot be the slightest doubt in the
minds of reasonable people that the cinemas are a purifying influence on the streets of any town."

Incandescent Lightings
(Continued from Page 11)
greatly increase the comfort of the electrical crews
and of the Cinematographer in charge of a set, which
comfort will result in greater efficiency and therefore in
considerable economy.
The reduced size of the different lamp units will
will

make

it

possible

throughout a set

Thirty-three

to conceal several sources of light
in small recesses and will result in an

improvement

in the distribution of the general illumination of the set.

The units used for spotting purposes do not need the
constant attention of an operator as the Arc light spots
do, and the decrease of weight of apparatus will tend to
reduce the cost of construction of the platforms which
are usually built to support them.
The greater portability of the incandescent units
will facilitate the illuminating of the trucking shots so
extensively used in modern production.
The operating cost of this lighting will be greatly
reduced as it will be possible to dispense with costly generating plants and portable generating outfits.
Cleanliness is another important factor to be considered in the use of the Incandescent System of lighting.
The necessity of recarboning the units is dispensed
with at an economy of time and the suppression of the
carbon dust which is stirred by this process particular
to the Arc lights, and again cleanliness will mean greater
efficiency in operation and consequently considerable
economy in expenditure.
To conclude, it is quite apparent that although the
Incandescent Tungsten system of lighting presents innumerable possibilities of improvement, it also presents
some definite advantages on the Arc light system, and
further study and experiments tending to bring this system of lightings to as near as possible a degree of perfection should be encouraged by producers of Motion Pictures and by Cinematographers.
Such studies and experiments systematically carried
will contribute to the evolution of motion picture photography for the greater glory of our art and for its commercial and industrial development.

make-up, and the improvisation of backgrounds suitable to
the subject and to the general scheme of lighting.
Several addresses were delivered to the convention
and on numerous occasions the appreciation of the members of the P. A. of A. was extended to the A. S. C.
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3.90

The announcement made by Mr. Fred W. Beetson,
Executive Vice-President of the Motion Picture Producers' Association, at the banquet tendered to members of
the S. M. P. E., on the night of Wednesday, April 11th,
to the effect that the M. P. P. A. intends to establish a
research laboratory in Hollywood, has been substantiated
by Mr. Beetson.
A Research Bureau will first
be established whose mission will
be to study and investigate production problems in Hollywood
under all conceivable angles as to
their technical and artistic features, and to bring about close
collaboration of all branches of the
industry in order to improve the
quality of their product and increase their efficiency.
The investigation will be extended to all manufacturing concerns throughout this country and
in foreign lands, which are contributing the scientific and technical data necessary to the developFred W. Beetson
ment and evolution of the industry.
These manufacturers and their research laboratories have
pledged their full co-operation.
From the collaboration thus secured will in due time
emerge a laboratory whose mission will be to apply discoveries to actual production practice and to emit ideas
of improvements in the technicalities of production,
which ideas will be finally developed through the cooperation of all the research laboratories in existence in
the country.

This program presents unlimited possibilities of advancement in our industry and the American Society of
Cinematographers is looking forward to the creation of
this laboratory and the establishing of these contacts
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to be

always on the jump and trying, that made

my

this

camera assignments. It was
difficult, but it was gripping, and I think we all enjoyed it
to the utmost. Also the crew deserves the greatest commendation. They worked long and tirelessly and always
without complaint. I think we have some unusual shots
in this picture, made under the most trying circumstances,
and I feel that all are deserving of a full share in the
honors. I found Mr. Hawks ideal to work with, calm and
far sighted, and always considerate of his crew and their
the most unusual of

co-workers."

all
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Research

in

Thirty-five

Industry

Speech of L. A. Hawkins. Executive Engineer, General Electric
Company, at A. S. C. Dinner.

At the Spanish dinner tendered by the A. S. C. to
the S. M. P. E. convention delegates on the evening of
Monday, April 9, Mr. L. A. Hawkins, executive engineer
of the General Electric Company, Schenectady, NewYork, delivered the address of the evening, choosing as
his subject "The Value of Research in Industry."
Mr. Hawkins said in effect:

"Modern manufacturing is mostly engineering, and
engineering is the application of the products of research.
It has been the gradual realization of this truth that has
made the research laboratory a nearly universal adjunct
modern large manufacturing

of the

plant.

"This realization was brought
industries
British

home

by the World War, when, as a

blockade,

the

industries

of

all

to

American

result of the

nations

were

brought to realize the amount of their dependence on

German industrial laboratories. The electrical induswas one of the few in this country which long before
the war could see the potential value of the industrial
research laboratory, and it has been no coincidence that
in all lines of electrical development the United States
has led the world. The research laboratories of the electhe

try

trical

industry have long been recognized as leaders in

their field.

"The Eastman Kodak Company was also among the
pioneers of industrial research in this country.
The
motion picture industry has been fortunate that it has
been so largely served by manufacturing companies which
have maintained extensive research activities.
"Both in organization and in nature of work, research laboratories of different industries vary widely.
Differences in these laboratories are largely due to
differences in the nature and variety of the products of
the manufacturing companies that operate them. Any
research laboratory, however, may perform any, or all

CARL ZEISS TESSAR
Few commodities dominate

where

of the three following functions:

"First:

The

industrial research laboratory

I

primar-

a service department, with the primary duty of assisting other departments of the company in every way to
ily

improve the quality and reduce the cost of the product.
In our own laboratory a large part of our efforts is engaged in this kind of work, and there are few products
of the Company which have not benefited from it.
"Second: A laboratory may help to increase the
business of the company that supports it through the
development of new devices. About one-third of the
total products of the General Electric Company consist
of devices originating in the research laboratory.

"Third: Part of the work of an industrial research
laboratory may consist of investigations in the field of
pure science. It is such investigations that yield the new
knowledge on which the development of new devices may
be based.
"The relative importance of these three kinds of
activities will vary with the nature and variety of the
product. For instance, in the General Electric Company
the great variety of our product justifies our going
further afield in pure science than would probably be
permissible in a company with a much more limited range
of interest.

"What

j E Nl A

I

is

their field for

general excellence and outstanding
superiority to such a marked degree
as the products of Carl Zeiss, Jena.
The heights of joy and the
depths of despair are faithfully portrayed with Zeiss
Tessars, even under
conditions
other lenses fail.

the significance of the recent great extension of industrial research to the motion picture industry?
is

Of course it means that the industry may confidently
expect from the manufacturers that supply its needs,
not only further improvements and refinements in the
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buys, but also new developments applicable
the talking machine picture and teleBut how about research in the motion picture

apparatus
to

its

vision.

art,

it

like

industry itself?

A way to cut

"This aspect of the subject I approach with diffidence, for you know far better than I the needs and
problems of the industry. I can do no more than to
offer a few suggestions and leave it to you to say
whether they are apposite.
"I cannot imagine research in the motion picture
industry profitably paralleling the physical and chemical
researches of manufacturers, like the Eastman Kodak
or General Electric Co. Such investigations require close
contact with production in order to achieve maximum

success and the motion picture studio

a user, not a
producer, of apparatus. It is from the viewpoint of the
user, then, that it would seem research should start.
Research from that viewpoint is needed if your apparatus
Without
is to be best fitted to your special requirements.
it you can only take what the manufacturer, lacking
your special knowledge, has developed and use it as best
you can. But with research on the use of apparatus you
can tell the manufacturer what you need. And with the
advent of new developments, such co-operation between
maker and user is imperative for rapid and efficient progress.
Take, for example, the talking motion picture.
Now I know there are those who can see no future for it.
They may be right, but it would be most dangerous for
the American industry to agree with them until it has
explored every possibility of the new development, for
if the possibilities are there they will surely be developed
to the full abroad, especially in Germany. And I believe
that those who dismiss as negligible the talking motion
picture after having seen and heard the first demonstrations have made the same mistake as those who belittled
the motion picture itself when it first appeared. Those
early pictures were merely crude reproductions on the
screen of the more obvious forms of the so-called legitimate drama. No one then could foresee the great new
art that was to spring from those humble beginnings. The
screen is no longer an imitator of the stage. It has found
itself, developed its own canons of art and its own
technique, and produces its own marvelous effects of a
kind which no other art can approach.
"These effects have been produced through the use
of a single agent
light. Now sound is available as well,
and the same type of genius that developed cinematography into a new art distinct from that of the spoken
drama now has the means of creating still another new
art form. The talking motion picture of the future will
not be merely the picture of the present, with talk added.
It will mean not merely that we may have on the screen
Gilbert and Sullivan operas, or actionless plays like
Bernard Shaw's, or classic drama like Shakespeare. It
will mean not merely that with the news reels we shall
hear the crash of the waves in a storm scene or the roar
of the motors in an automobile race.
Those are the
obvious possibilities. What we cannot foresee are those
possibilities that only artistic genius can evolve, such
genius, as that which, working with light alone, has made
cinematography the wonderful art it is today, and which
in the future, working with light and sound conjoined,
will surely produce new art forms as marvelous as they
are now unpredictable.
is

—

"But
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to hasten that day, to perfect the

new

tools

with which artistic genius must work, a vast amount of
preliminary research work must be done, which can best
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involve.
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be done in a laboratory studio. In making the sound
record the acoustics of the set and the best positions of
the microphone will involve the development of technique as exacting as are the lighting of the set and the
positioning of the camera today. In the theater many
acoustic problems are involved in the reproduction. Not
only the quality but the volume of the sound must be in
keeping with the picture. A big voice coming from a
small face is absurd, and yet the voice must be distinctly
heard all through the theater. Nor can loud speakers be
distributed around the auditorium. The sound must come
from the screen, or illusion is destroyed. These are only
a few of the more obvious problems.
.

"And soon we

shall

probably have television, not

the television of today which can transmit only small

objects such as can be screened by a high intensity beam,
but television which can transmit a prize fight or eventually a foot-ball game by radio. The apparatus for such
a feat will undoubtedly be too expensive at least initially
for home use, so that it should first find practical use
in the motion picture theater as an adjunct to, or as a
partial substitute for the news reel, enabling the motion
picture audiences to see and hear the most interesting
events while they are actually taking place.
"Here again research will be needed, not only in the
development of the apparatus but in its use; research
such as the motion picture industry itself can best supply.
And if research by a manufacturer is imperative today,
if he is to keep pace with the extraordinary developments
in physical science, and,

in

Roy Davidge
Film Laboratories
Negative Developing and Daily Print
exclusively

6701

SANTA MONICA BLVD.
HOLLY 1944

new

by embodying the new knowledge

devices, to keep pace with his competitors at

home

and abroad, so also the user of the new devices must, it
would seem, conduct researches in their use or risk the
danger of being outstript in technical equipment by
foreign competition. The sole purpose of that technical
equipment is to serve the artistic genius which is, and
will ever remain, the dominant factor in the development
of the motion picture. Genius cannot be created by
research, but research can help enormously to improve
the tools with which genius must work. And if any
genius is deserving of the best tools that science and
engineering can produce, it is the genius which has
created that great new art, to which the American
public turns in every increasing numbers for its entertainment, its instruction, and its cultural betterment,
the marvelous art of modern cinematography."
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The Aims and Purposes of the
Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences
By Frank Woods,

Secretary of the

GOERZ
CINE LENSES

Academy

[ABSTRACT]

The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
composed of nearly all important personages of the five
creative branches of motion picture production, is a unique
experiment in organization engineering, being an attempt
to unite the memberships of five creative branches of
motion picture production for the common good. It is
not a "company union," its main purpose being the advancement of the motion picture
as an institution and in all its arts
and sciences. It has been obliged,
however, to become temporarily

interested in employment problems, such as uniform contracts,
for the purpose of promoting harmonious relations within the in-

but only as a necessary
preliminary step toward unified
effort. At the time the Academy
was organized it found each studio
with its own rules, methods and
forms of contracts. Employment
relations were without recognized
standards. Various abuses existed
dustry,

VI

Frank Woods

that

demanded

correction.

In the

interest of the industry as a whole

the

Academy has been
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by the friendly cooperation of its branches. There
are five of these, actors, directors, producers, technicians

ters

and writers, each being equally represented on the Board
of Directors. Douglas Fairbanks is the president.

X
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[Editor's Note. Jimmy the Assistant is absent for
a few weeks and his article for May was evidently delayed
in transit. But in order that Jimmy's audience be not
disappointed, the editor has gone back into the files of
years ago and dug up two of Jimmy's letters which are
just as live today as the day they were written.]

Here

a

is

little

story

I

have written for moving

pic-

when censorship laws become universal. It is
"The Rollo Family's Outing, or Virtue Triumphant

ture use
titled
in the

Absence of Evil."

Mr. and Mrs. Rollo have been married just a year
and are celebrating their anniversary. Mr. Rollo is standing on the lawn with a box of matches in his hand. These
he lights one after the other, at the same time softly
shouting "Whee!" He was much pleased for it was his
idea of having fireworks to celebrate the day. Mrs. Rollo
is standing just as close to him as would be proper, that
Even so, her mother, who is
is, about six feet away.
chaperoning them, frowns slightly at this liberty.
is very happy. Her John is so bold and
fearlessly he strikes the matches!

Mrs. Rollo
daring.

How

Suddenly old man Rollo, Mr. Rollo's father, staggers
from the house. Terror is written upon his face. "Look
at this!" he gasps. Thrusting forth a calendar he points
to a date. Horrors! It is Sunday, and John has not only
smiled but actually shouted. Mrs. Rollo faints. Her
mother goes into hysterics. Father dies, but in such a
way as not to offend the censors. Rollo, aware of the
gravity of this crime, bears up bravely. He takes the
calendar, damning evidence of his guilt, and gazes upon
it.
Suddenly his face lights up. The date of the calendar

year 1984. Father was mistaken. Today
was Monday, after all. He hastily revives his wife and
mother-in-law with a draught from a pocket flask containing wh-whey and they join hands in thanksgiving.
Father comes back to life in the form of a spirit, and as
they are discussing their good fortune, a nurse comes out
of the house. "It's a boy," she says. Mr. and Mrs. Rollo
look at each other in surprise. Suddenly the truth dawns
upon them. While all this excitement was going on a
son had been born to them in the house. They both rush
into the house to see the new arrival. Fade out.
Fade in. Entire cast in a line with joined hands. They

is

1983. This

is

Censored we are,
Senseless we be,
So all that we can do or say
tweedly, tweedle dee.

is

out.

Wages and

Salaries

There's an awful lot of difference in them two terms.
Look at me, f'rinstance. Here I am, an assistant; I lug
the camera junk around and hold a slate and do all the
hard work there is around a camera. It's a hard graft
and I get wages.
The cameraman I work for drifts into the studio two
minutes before the hour on the call, gives orders all day,
takes orders from nobody, does pretty much as he pleases,
and he gets a salary. I do about 10 times as much labor
as he does and he gets about 15 times as much dough as
I

do.

Now, let's figure it out. I do the most work, but he's
worth a lot more than fifty times as much as me to the
company. Fifty of me couldn't get the results that one
of him gets. He gets a big salary but he earns many times
that in not having retakes, doing good work under bum
conditions, and in time saved by fast, efficient work.

He gets a salary; I get a wage. The difference between grey matter and a strong back runs into big dough.
Brains earns the salary and brawn grabs the honest wage,
no matter how low the salary or how high the wage. That
sounds kinda funny, but here's the point. When this wage
reduction thing really hits the studios, the wage earners
will get it in the neck, while the salary earners won't
know there was a cyclone.

Just f'rinstance, lets take a big dough wage getter,
say a director. An egg who stands in with the Big Boss
because he is liked personally, or has a good sellar, or
sumthing else. He's making pictures and kinda half
getting away with it. A good writer and a good assistant
is responsible. The alleged director ain't using his brain
none, so he's a wage getter. When profits get skinny the
Big Boss is going to look over the sheeps and goats,
sharpen up the axe and when we fade in again we see a
painful absence of the wage-getting director. He had to
be let go to make room for a director who could earn
income for the company and a salary for himself. By all
this I don't mean that a wage earner lives on graft or
pull. Far be it from such. That's only an example of how
big dough can be wages, not salary. Any ordinary bird
can earn wages by honest work or by graft, but it takes a
speshulist to get a salary and hang onto it by force of
superior knowledge.

My boss who I spoke of is an example of a man who
earns a salary. I know two other birds who get about the
same dough as he does, only they gets wages, liable to
damage, just
started in the

me. One of them is an old-timer. He
game way back in 1905. He's not old, but

like

hear his line of chatter you't think he was personally
aqwainted with Noah. He likes to bawl out his director
and he wears out about four assistants a year. He knows
so much he don't have to think no more. He learned all
to

there was years ago. He smiles at these young fellows
with their funny ideas about new lightings, soft focus and
special lenses.
office knows he's a has-was and they keep him
well, because he used to be a wiz and they hate to
adjust the can to him But when it comes to a show down,
they're likely to replace him with some comer that did
such a good work in such-and-such a picture.

on

recite in unison:

Fade

gENKf

—The

The other one is the guy that photographs Marvel
Pulchritude. He's got the poor wren kidded into thinking
that he's the only one in the world who can make her
beautiful. He thinks so himself. So he slips her the soft
focus and lets the rest of the picture go to pot. She's
got her own company, so he's pretty safe. But when the
public gets sick of her he's going to have to learn a lot
about motion picture photography before he gets another
job.

A good, efficient cameraman with the rudiments of
business knowledge, can knock enough off the cost of a
perduction to pay himself a darn good year's salary. The
office knows this and when they get hold of such a man
they hang onto him. They are not going to cut his salary;
they might lose him.
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A

mediocre, low priced

man who

flivs a scene occahe pulls a boner on
money for the company than the
saving on his salary would amount to in years and years.
The office is hep to this, too, and they are mighty
careful what kind of perductions they put him on. They
may cut his wages; if he quits they know they can get

sionally is a dangerous
a big day he loses more

economy.

If

more as good as he.
Whether a fellow gets docked or not depends upon

plenty

If he earns a salary he
wage, he's in for it.
his class.

is

safe, but if he gets a

Annual Meeting A.

S. C.

At the annual meeting of the American Society of
Cinematographers Monday night, the newly elected Board
of Governors organized by electing the following officers
for the ensuing year:
John W. Boyle, president; Charles Rosher, first vicepresident; E. Burton Steene, second vice-president; Ira
Morgan, third vice-president; George Schneiderman,
treasurer; Joseph A.
Dubray, secretary;
Frank B. Good, sergeant at arms.
The

retiring pres-

ident,

Daniel B.

Clark, was elected to
to the Board of Governors.
The other
members for the ensuing year are John
W. Boyle, Joseph A.
Dubray, Victor Mil-

ner.Al Gilks, George
Schneiderman, Burton Steene, Frank
Good, John Seitz,
Alvin Wyckoff, Guy
Wilky, Ira Morgan,
Charles Boyle, Fred

Jackman,

Charles

Rosher.

John W. Boyle,
the new president, is
a resident of Holly-

wood and has a long
and honorable record as a cinematog-

many

rapher

with

notable

pictures to

With his
wife and two boys
his credit.

John W. Boyle
Mansfield

Avenue and

is

prominent

he lives at 1207 N.
in the affairs of his

community.

was Mr. Boyle who made Theda Bara famous
cinematographically when she was the headliner of the
It

motion picture world as the star of William Fox. He
photographed the amazing Bara in all her great pictures
and won his spurs forever as an artist of the motion
picture camera.
The new president of the A. S. C. takes his place
with the highest individual vote ever accorded an aspirant to that office. He is personally popular among the
rank and file of the A. S. C. and his administration will
have the solid support of the membership.
The new faces on the Board of Governors are Joseph
Dubray, Alvin Wyckoff, Charles Boyle and Charles Rosher,
all veterans of the Society.
It is interesting to note that all officers were elected
by unanimous choice of the voters, which forecasts a
smoothly running machine for the ensuing year.
The formal installation of the new Officers and
Board of Governors will take place at the HollywoodFranklin Hotel, 6141 Franklin Ave., corner Vista Del

Mar Ave., at 8 o'clock Monday night, April 30th, the
retiring president, Mr. Daniel B. Clark, presiding.
To

this

ceremony

all

good standing are invited.
served.
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THE AMERC A N CINEMATOGRAPHER,
In a recent issue of

I

Mole-Richardson,

Monica

Blvd.,

Inc.,
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Hollywood, manufac-

turers of Incandescent Light Equip-

ment

for

Motion Picture Studios,
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PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT CLEARING HOUSE

ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED
RATES:

Four

be prepaid

and must

WANTED— MOTION

Minimum

a word.

cents

Standard Automatic Camera. Must be in perfect
operating condition. Give description and price wanted. Leslie
Young, 320 Connecticult Aven ue, New London, Connecticut.

buy Bell
and equipment. John P. Whalen.

WANTED — For

DeBrie,

cash,

& Howell

camera. State price
1101 or A. S. C. GR. 4274.

G1.

Bell & Howell Standard
Bass Camera Company, 179

Pathe,

Send full description.
West Madison Street, Chicago.

cameras.

FOR SALE

$150.00 one 8x10 Eastman
Goerz Dagor, 12-inch focus lens,
and
tilt head.
All in excellent
Flex Shutter; one Tripod, pan
condition. Shirley Vance Martin, 4766 Elmwood Ave. Holly 1264.

FOR SALE

;

2

—Two

Bell & Howell Cameras, 1.8-2.3-2.7 Lenses, large
Complete outfits. J. R.
finders, Mitchell tripods.
Loc kwood, 861 Seward Street. GLadstone 6115.

SALE:

Mitchell

—New
$225.

FOR SALE
Price

—
FOR RENT —To
Mitchell

FOR RENT

Eyemo camera,

Call Ben White.

carrying
7335.

case,

reliable party, one Bell & Howell camera with
legs; Astro Lens F. 2.3., Fl. 8. 6 magazines. Fred
Hoefner mat box. In perfect shape and fully equipped. Joe

case,

F. 2.3.

film

cut film magazine, and carrying case outfit in

new

HO-1055.

MITCHELL

and Bell & Howell cameras. F.1.8 and F.2.3 lens equipment. A'l kinds of lenses and equipment for rent. John S.
Stumar, 3'>02 Cardiff Ave., Palms. Los Angeles. Phone: Culver
City 35 12
or call C. Glouner, Camera Dept., Universal City,
.

HEmpstead

condition.

One Erneman M.

Motion Picture Camera. Complete
Wyckoff. Phone Care A. S.
GRanite 4274.

P. step printer

motor drive rheostadt light change.

FRED

A.

BELL & HOWELL

—Phone

BELL & HOWELL,
Baby

outfit.

Alvin

2221 Observatory Ave., Los

Perry Evans,

OL

8797 or Hollywood

1

FOR RENT—CAMERAS

ONE

—Mitchell Camera No. 97
high speed gear box and

with latest high speed movecable, complete, for high speed
ment,
work, with or without operator. Equipped with Astro 40 m.m.
F.1.8 Astro 50 m.m. F.2.3 Astro 75 m.m. F.1.8. Eight magazines and Stumar matte box with filter holders and sun shade.
Mitchell Camera No. 85 with regular movement. Astro 40 m.m.
F 2.3 Astro 75 m.m. F 2.3 Ruo 50 m.m. F 1.25. Eight magazines and Stumar matte box with filter holders and sun shade.
Eyemo Camera with Hoefner tilt and pan. Pliny W. Home,
1318 N. Stanley Ave., Holly 7682 or Mitchell Camera Co., Holly
.

lenses, magnified finder,
upright eyepiece.

4312 Ambrose Ave., Hollywood.
motor, 3 Mitchell
finders. Astro lenses.
and 2 Bell
Lockwood,
861 Seward
Extra magazines and equipment. J. R.
Hollywood. GLadstone 6115. Res. 523 N. Orange St.,
St.,
DeGrasse, 595-533.

Friction Tilthead, Mitchell
— Mitchell
& Howell Cameras with large

camera

shape.

— One

170 Degree Cameras, F. 2.3 and
F. 2.5 lenses, Mitchell Tripod legs. Complete equipment. Eddie
HEmpstead 8333 or
Hollywood,
Ave.,
Linden, 6017 Elinor
A. S. C. office, GR 4274, GR 4704.
Bell

& Howell

!

& Howell
— 170
and 3" Mitchell Finder,
Bell

MM

Astro 2". Carl Zeiss 35
Mitchell Triped and tripod head.

2.3

Ira B. Hoke, 1312 N. Detroit St.,

GR

5033.

—Camera equipment: Mitchell
Camera with attachment, new.

FOR RENT

1

Camera,

Bell &
1
Speed
Akeley (Full Equipment). Ted Tettzlaff, Phone GR
N. Western Ave., Hollywood.

—

Mitchell
Howell, 1
9255. 1724
1

3 B. & H. Cameras and Cinemotor, 2.3 Astro lenses,
large Prismatic Mitchell finders and Mitchell legs. Special builtin side Prisms, Baby Tripod and extra Tripod and head; 6-in.
lense in Mount. B. B. Ray, A. S. C. GR. 4274. 1119 N. Edge-

mont. Residence 691-331.

—complete.

Care A.

S.

C, GRanite 4274.

Cinemotor with Veeder Counter in first-class
OL-2727. 1119 N. Edgemont Street.

Call B. B. Ray.

FOR SALE—LENSES

—Carl
mount. Looks

FOR SALE. LENSES

Zeiss, F. 3.5, 50

B. & H.
like new.
iposa Ave., Hollywood, California.

FOR SALE — 50 m.m.
$25.

50 m.m. B.

Giridlian.

ONE

Goerz Hyper lens F.

&

mm., mounted

in latest

Perry Evans, 413 No. Mar-

L. lens F. 2.7 in B.

3.5 in B. & H. mount,
& H. mount, $45. J. N.

Phone TErrace 9152.

two-inch Bausch & Lomb F.2 :7 one Dahlmeyer Pentac 37 mm.
F.2 :9. Georges Benoit, care of American Society of Cinematographers, Hollywood, California.
;

NEW

40 mm. Goerz Hypar f. 3. 5. lens in Bell & Powell mount:
$50.00.
Write Charles Clarke, 1222 Guaranty Building,
Hollywood. California.
price,

WANTED— MISCELLANEOUS

Glend. 3361-W.

FOR RENT —Three

FOR RENT

still

FOR RENT— MISCELLANEOUS

FOR RENT

Glendale.

8x10

FOR RENT

— & Howell, complete. Fast
Mitchell tripod and Tilthead prism or Goerz

8x10

Still Camera, focal plane shutter, complete,
Mitchell Friction Tripod, new, for B. & H.
1 Eyemo Camera
1 4x5 Graflex B. & L. lens.
1 B.-H. Low
Boy to fit new style B.-H. Tripod head. Joe LaShelle, 639 N.
Sierra Bonita, ORegon 6730.
1

with special lock.

Graflex 4x5. Rev. Bsck-F.4.5. Lens. 2 Cut Film MagaGood condition.
zines.
Case Film Pack adapter.
Charlie Boyle, Care A. S. C. or GR-1004.

3946.

170, with 30, 40, 50 and 75 lens equipment.
Also B. & H. Cine motor.
Charles Stumar.
7501 Lexington Ave.. Hollywood.

FOR RENT— STILL CAMERAS
FOR RENT

PARRISH, A. S. C,
2526 W. Colorado Ave.,

Bell

tripod.

GRanite 9845.

Colorado Springs, Colorado.

—Carrying

FOR RENT

C

Victor Milner.
Angeles. California. 596-944.

Four 30-gallon developing tanks, capacity 3,125 feet (new).

2"

3131.

A. S. C.

One Eastman 8x10 View camera, "2-case, six cut holders.
One 4x5 Graflex and case (no lens or holders).
One 5x7 Ingento Enlarger with arc and condensing lenses.
One 4x6 kodak auto enlarger.
One 10-inch by 6-foot circuit printing frame with glass.
One 200-foot Erneman M. P., camera case, 6 magazines; good

R.

Western Ave.

Bldg., 1152 No.

Ries Bros., Ries
Phone GRanite 1185; Residence,

BELL & HOWELL.

pack adopter

lenses,

Bell

condition.

FOR RENT

finders,

2.7.

also
Graflex, Still (late
rent by day or week to responsible parties.

two cut film

holders, 12-foot tripod fitted with lS'/i-ineh Ziess Protar lens

FOR RENT

6730.

Bell

ONE DE VRY

(New condition.)
in volute shutter.
One press Graflex with 8y2 -in. B. & L. lens F4.5

FOR SALE

ORegon

—B Two
& Howell cameras, large
astro
Frank Cotner. HO 6046.
& L
FOR RENT—CAMERAS, ALL KINDS. Akeley,
& Howell
170%,
Speed DeVry
model Anscos). For

extra magazine.

OX

One 12x20-inch Eastman Banquet Camera with

roll holder,

Complete Mitchell outfit with astro lenses, six magaby Al Gilks, HE 1490.

zir.es.

—

I Graff Variable Focus Lens, Mitchell Mount, 40-50-75
m.m. Finder and photographing lenses. 18 x 10 Ansco printer.
GLadstone 6115.
J. R. Lockwood, 861 Seward St.

FOR

H. Camera, 170 degree shutter, six magazines,
Mitchell tripod, Baby tripod, four lenses 50 m.m., F. 2.3, 40
F. 3.5, 75 m.m. F. 1.9 and 75 m.m. F. 3.5. Call Wm.
Engleton. F. B. O. Studio. Holly. 7780.

m.m.

FOR RENT

outfit,

View No.

of

LaShelle.

—CAMERAS

complete 8x10
—OneCamera;
one 8x10

FOR SALE

month preceeding pubUcntion.

the

FOR RENT — B. &

PICTURE CAMERAS

WANTED — DeVry

WANTED, CAMERA — Will

All copy must

charge one dollar per insertion.

reach us before the fifteenth

FOR RENT, LENSES

— Trick

lenses of

all

descriptions for rent by
GR 3830,

day or week. Call George Meehan, A. S. C. Phone
744 North Curson Ave., Hollywood, California.

WANTED — Will
Call

buy Bell & Howell cinemotor and a 32 M. M. Lense.
Herman Schopp, HOlly 4735 or care A. S. C. office, GR.

4274.

FOR SALE— SPECIAL CAMERA EQUIPMENT
PATHE panorama head for professional camera, with detachable
aluminum tilting head, easily adapted to any standard tripod.
A first-class unit for some one, who is experimenting or engaged in research work, to add to their equipment.
Norton, care A. S. C, Guaranty Bldg., Hollywood.

FOR EXCHANGE

—Want

Typewriter.

8x10 Ansco printer or
GLadstone 6115.

lenses.

S.

Will exchange
Lockwood, 861 Seward St.

Prefer Royal.

J. R.

Stephen

Only Eastman
Only panchromatic
true

color

values

chrome. Only

film gives
in

mono-

panchromatic

minimizes make-up. Only
Eastman "Pan" Negative does
these things with the day-in and
day-out regularity essential to

economical use.
dependable
and it costs no

satisfactory

?

It's

—

more than ordinary

negative.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Baby Tripod
This tripod
except that

it

is

made

similar to our standard tripod,

has a simple clamp, with a

The top casting

is

machined exactly

of the standard tripod, so that
unit,

and making

it

it

will

thumb

like the
fit

screw.

top casting

the quick release

adaptable for either our regular

tilt-

head, or the Friction Tilthead.

Mitchell

Camera Corporation

6011-6025 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood, California

"As the eye

sees so does

DUPONT photograph"!

BRILLIANCY
without extreme contrast;

full detail in

the shad-

ows; smooth skin texture and correct color separation—these have always been the aims of the
cinematographer.

Such achievement

is

possible

only through use of

Panchromatic-topping the market,

as

it

has always

done, in point of fineness of grain, high speed and
color sensitivity.

"The

(gUPlP

trade

mark has never been

placed on an inferior product."

Dupont-Pathe Film Mfg. Corp.
35 West 45th

Street,

New York

Smith and Alter,

Inc.

Pacific Coast Distributors

GRanite 6669

1056 North Cahuenga Ave.
Hollywood,

Calif.
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OUT OF THE PAST— WHAT OF THE FUTURE?
The sound

pictures have the entire industry by

the ears.

And

a

lot

of

incompetent

opinion

is

floating

about.

Sheiks and ingenues are talking learnedly of
sound pictures.
Producers are up in the air, while technical men
are working as never before to solve present problems or to produce something new or better.
It is

the chemicalization before precipitation.

Nobody

wise enough to foretell just what will
so, while waiting, it may not be time
lost to recall the pioneer days of sound pictures
days forgotten by all, but a very few men who were
of the inner councils of the giants of those times.
How many recall the General Patents Company?
Will the sound pictures bring about a situation similar to that developed by the Patents Company,
which found a compromise among the many claimants by pooling their interests in one great company in an effort to exclude the independents?
What is the present position of independent producers in face of the fact that the modern patents
are controlled by the big producers: Vitaphone by
Warner Brothers; Movietone by Fox-Case; R. C. S.
system pretty well controlled, etc.?
Can the independents subscribe to the heavy licenses these patentees demand?
is

happen, and

DO THE INDEPENDENTS KNOW THAT
THEY HAVE AVAILABLE A SYSTEM FREE
FROM ENCUMBRANCES—WHITSON'S PATENTS?
What will the early pioneers reap
est of sound pictures after years of
sition ?
What
number

from

this harv-

work and oppo-

is Mr. Edison's attitude, considering
of patents he has controlled?

the

Will history ever reveal the true facts concerning the manner in which he prosecuted his Kineto-

phone ?

Why did he spend nearly a million dollars in perfecting the system and then suddenly withdraw it?
The answers are found

the following suggestions: Opposition to the talkies was illustrated in
the manner in which the Cameraphone was harassed
by the Patents Company. Doubly opposed first by
reason of its being an independent concern, supposedly infringing the motion picture patents; secondly, because the idea of talking pictures was held
to be inimical to the regular pictures which even
the producers looked upon as a novelty that would
soon pass, and they thought to reserve the talkies
for a revival of interest when the popularity of the
straight pictures began to wane.
in

In the face of this opposition, Mr. Edison devoted
over four years and nearly a million dollars in developing the Kinetophone. When it was ready for
the market there resulted a series of moves which
startled everyone connected with the business.

The wonderful Kinetophone studio, equipped for
the purpose with accoustical provisions, lights and
all other accessories, was dismantled and sold, and
it may be stated here and now that THE AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER is informed by a
technician who worked in the Kinetophone studio
with the Edison staff during all the four years of
the Kinetophone's formative period, that the Kinetophone was a perfected system and easily equal to

any sound picture system existing today. In some
in one or two not quite so
points it was superior
good that of efficient motors, for instance, but
even here the operation of the system was satis-

—

factory.

This

information

is

broadcast simply

in

order

the historical record of the development of
sound pictures may be kept straight.
that

The Kinetophone was removed from its own
in New York to Orange and housed

oratory

lab-

a
circus tent, the entire system modified and a new
series of pictures made under such primitive conThese new picditions (even for those times).
tures were all short, silly subjects of no value, while
many of the perfected pictures already demonstrated and approved, were shelved.
The new pictures were so bad that they were not exhibited and
the old ones, which previously had been shown,
were called out and demonstrated again.
Now, the reasonable question is: Why was it
that the Edison Company, being at the head of
the Patents Company, had to resort to the vaudeville houses to get back some of the money invested
Why was the system modified
in the Kinetophone?
after the first sound pictures produced under it had
been considered a great feat of engineering?
The answer is in the supposition that the Patents
Company probably considered that the Kinetophone
would be injurious to the general interests of the
Patents Company.
If this conclusion be true it
left the Edison Company in the unsatisfactory position of having on its hands an expensive experiment.
The Edison Company's only move, therefore, would be to exploit the Kinetophone in some
manner agreeable to the Patents Company, and
this was probably through the medium of the
vaudeville.
in

This was suggested by the fact that at one time
Percy Williams, an important vaudeville manager
of those days, was enthusiastic about the Kinetophone, but he never became associated with it,
probably owing to the fact that he had just sold
out to the United Booking Company with the understanding that he would relinquish all interest
in vaudeville.
If there was ever any controversy as to the nature of the Kinetophone as a form of entertainment
this point was eventually cleared by Kinetophone
being exploited in vaudeville, for a very short period, it is true, but long enough nevertheless to
prove that the Kinetophone was a legitimate and
popular vaudeville feature.

The Edison Company, however, must have

re-

ceived considerable revenue from foreign countries
where the Kinetophone operated for some time
after the apparent collapse of the American issue.

From

manner

which the enterprise was
that the public never
saw the best efforts of the Edison Kinetophone.
Is there, really, anything new, or do we continhandled

the

it

in

may be assumed

work over the old diggings?
Will the shadow of the Kinetophone
question the giants of these latter days?
ually

arise

to

This being the heated term The A.S.C. Magazine
for August has cut out much of its heavy technical
matter to make room for a lighter vein of text, but
our heavy guns will come into action again in Separe sure our readers will welcome the
tember.

We

change.

4
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Enlargements from Single
Frame Motion Pictures
approximately parallel rays a window
Each
of completely diffused light.
point on the negative is supplied by
Company,
of the Eastman Kodak
rays from an indefinite number of
Rochester, New York
directions; hence, though the pencils
b and d do not reach the lens, b' and
d' and also m and n which, if the film were not scratched,
becomes much less obtrusive and sharply defined;
it
would pass through in straight lines to be absorbed in the
immersed in glycerine, it is practically invisible. Changbellows, become bent to pass through the lens. It is
ing the rod's environment from air having a refractive
index widely different from glass to glycerine with the
<5
same index as glass has prevented surface reflection and
9
destroyed the power to deflect a light beam and form

A

glass rod in spite of its transThe reflecis quite visible.
tions from its surface and interior
and the imaging of other objects by
refraction make it easy to see. If the
rod is lowered into a glass of water,

parency

A

Transaction of the

M.

S.

P.

E

By K. C. D. Hickman

images.

'

essential portion of a finished motion picture film,
the picture, cannot be supported in space but must rest
The
in a stratum of gelatin upon a transparent base.
gelatin and base, surrounded as they are by air of a different refractive index, have a visibility and an individuality of their own. However perfect the base, there must
always develop minute irregularities and scratches which
scatter or deflect the light beam and destroy "quality."
In theatre projection, where a number of pictures are

d

The

l'

"'•bi

W,X>

1

Mid

uz

M|

.

superimposed each second, the defects being largely irregular tend to cancel themselves in their effect on the
is subsidiary to "interest" of the
hand, display enlargements from
single frames suffer with every minute defect in the
small negative. Particularly unpleasant is the grain pattern found in the half tones of the deposit. Irrespective
of care in manufacture, there is a natural and inherent
tendency for individual emulsion grains to gather together in clumps, and another possibility is that light
exposure may select certain grains in the clump for
preferential action.
It is still a moot point whether
further segregation takes place during processing, but it
seems probable that a re-arrangement of grains occur
while the gelatin is plastic. The result, however, is that
there is a minute but quite definite pattern to the body
material of the image. Nothing can be done to kill the
pattern, but its effect can be minimized. If one regards
a piece of film having a contrasty image or one treated
with ferricyanide-hypo reducer, it will be seen that the
emulsion side reflects light as perfectly as the base on
the parts where there is no deposit. In the region of the
image only a diffuse reflection can be obtained, not a
scatter due to the silver grains superimposed on the regular reflection of a smooth surface but a complete absence
of shininess. This means that the grain clumps, whether
by tanning or by the room they occupy, have roughened
the surface. The effect of each clump is exaggerated by
the slight deflection of the beam on its journey from light
source or condenser to lens at this point.

retina.

film.

Also, "quality"

On

the

other

The exaggeration and the defects of the film base can
be reduced almost to zero by immersing the film in a
liquid of the same refractive index or rather the mean
index of base and gelatin.
Further improvement is
effected by using a wide aperture projection lens which
concentrates on one layer, the image, and by using a
diffused light source. We will deal first with the question
of light source. Consider the perfect negative and condenser system suggested in Fig. 1. Pencils of light proceed from the source S in straight lines a, b, c, and d to
the condenser, where they are uniformly bent to new
straight paths w, x, y, z to the lens L. If, however, the
negative is not perfect but is irregular or scratched on
the surface some of the light pencils will be deflected
from their paths, as in Fig. 2. Because the pencils b and
d do not reach the lens, the points on the negative where
their deflection occurs will be projected as dark places.
Suppose, now, we substitute for the condenser supplying

f 16Figures

which

1,

is

2

&

fig-

a

3 indicate the path of light pencils through "perfect" film, and film

irregular or scratched, demonstrating the

denser

is

improvement when the con-

replaced or reinforced by a diffusing screen.

obvious, therefore, that the

more the

light

is

diffused

and the larger the area of the window the better chance
there

is

of rendering the surface inequalities invisible.

Diffusing screens vary in efficiency. To break up the
light from a single lamp completely requires such a dense
piece of opal glass that the projection of a single frame
to give a 12x10 image on bromide paper necessitates a
very long exposure. Fig. 4 suggests a method of obtainVENTILLATING COWL

B

SCREENED VENTILLATING HOLES
GROUND GLASS
FINE GROUND GLASS
MOTION PICTURE FILM

MASK

of projector designed to minimize imperNote the large area of
image and base.
diffusing screen and mask isolating a single frame.

Fig-

4.

fections

Diagram
in

ing fairly good illumination. A ventilated lamp-house A
accommodates a 200-watt gas filled lamp B. Two inches
from the bottom of the tipless bulb a 7x5 sheet of coarse
ground glass is secured, and one and a half inch below

7
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a piece of finer and smaller glass. The latter should
bring the film to be enlarged as close to the diffuser as
practicable. To prevent lens flare from the relatively
enormous background degrading the shadows of the picture, a close fitting mask should be placed in or below
the carrier, confining the light to the one frame under
treatment.
Probably a great many liquids would serve to render
the film invisible, but those having a refractive index
round about 1.4 to 1.5 with no solvent action on the film
are best. A sufficient choice would be:
this

M A TO G R A

P

H ER
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glass and a couple of springs, Fig. 6. After use the film
is merely wiped and hung up to dry, a matter of a few

seconds over

all.

COILSPRJMG
SIDE OC CELL
GROUND GLASS

GLASS PLATE

\j

NEGATIVE FILM

/"Carbon tetrachloride
Benzene
for use in cell only
(.Chloroform

For dry

film<

For dry
J

film

(Xylol

For wet

?
Turpentine

for use in cell or
between glass plates

luo1

I

'

Glycerine

(

Glycerine and water

CARBON
TETRACHLORIDE

FIG

film

(.Water
In the simplest application, the film is sandwiched between two pieces of glass and placed in the enlarging
lantern, preferably a vertical projection printer, in which
the film may remain horizontal. The sandwiching requires considerable skill. A bottle of pure medicinal
glycerine is fitted with a rubber cork and glass tube,
Fig. 5A, and kept when not in use covered with a beaker.
It is important that the bottle should never be shaken.

FIG-

5b

-

FI6 6
Figure 6 suggests conventional enlarger adapted to take. trough
of Xylol in place of negative carrier. In Figs. 7 and 8 the same
idea is applied to the vertical projection printer, using a glass
block to eliminate the top surface of liquid.

A simple method for really rapid work employs a
shallow glass trough and a thick glass block, Fig. 7. The
trough is filled with a mobile liquid, the film immersed,
and the block lowered at an angle till it squeezes the
film flat without the intrusion of air bubbles. The trough
should be mounted in a wooden drawer which in turn
may slide into a square frame located between the lamp
house and bellows of an "autofocus" enlarger or projection printer (Fig. 8). The only danger with such
condenserless operation lies in overheating, a danger
which can be avoided by having the lamp lit merely for
arranging the picture and during exposure.
A useful variation if used with caution is the enlargement from wet film. The refractive index of wet gelatin
is so near that of water that merely sandwiching the film
between glasses under water, wiping the outside of the
glass dry, and placing in the lantern will give excellent
results. The water should contain at least 1
of formalin and should be in contact with the film for some
minutes before subjecting to the heat of the lantern.
The wet immersion does not take care so well of the base
side of the film, but if the procedure is reserved for
samples direct from processing machinery (i. e., before
drying), there should be no trouble from scratches or
handling marks.
Besides varying the optical arrangements there are
additional schemes for improving quality. In scenes
where there is little movement the images in one or two
chosen succeeding frames may happen to be identical,
though the purely haphazard scratches and grain patterns
differ. If a number of frames are focused in turn for a
fractional time over the bromide paper, a composite picture is built up which develops with improved appearance.
The method is tedious and demands the use of a special
projector and pull down mechanism.
Another device consists in throwing the image very
slightly out of focus. At the great magnifications employed the outlines of the picture are already a little
diffuse, and the addition of a further trifle is hardly
noticeable. The grain pattern, however, is reduced from
obtrusive sharpness to a less objectionable mottling. A
similar effect may be secured in quite a different way.
A layer of bolting silk or a photo mechanical half-tone
screen may be interposed between lens and paper at a
distance from the latter varying from actual contact to
two inches away. This imposes a regular mosaic, reminiscent of coarse canvas, on the picture which while destroying little of the detail renders defects in quality less

%

FIG-

FJ65a
Tigs. 6a, 5b,

A

and 5c

illustrate

method

5c

of producing a Glycerine

"Sandwich "

clean piece of glass is roughly leveled with a spirit
and a pool of glycerine (perhaps a teaspoonful)
poured in the center. There must be not a single air
bubble. Onto this pool a strip of three or four selected
frames must be lowered slowly and in a convex arc
emulsion down-wards, Fig. 5B, until all are in contact
with the liquid and glass. A second pool is then poured
on top of the film and the cover glass lowered into position. This is best done by placing it in contact with one
edge and allowing the other end to fall very gradually.
The glasses should be considerably bigger than the picture strip, so that plenty of glycerine may be used without it reaching the edges and making a mess of the slide
or lantern. Glycerine is chosen as the cementing liquid
because it is sufficiently viscous to stay on the glass while
mounting and later in the lantern. After use the glasses
should be pulled apart, the film wiped, and then put to
wash in running water for a quarter of an hour. This
washing is the chief drawback to the use of glycerine,
which otherwise gives excellent results.
Where many enlargements have to be made, a cell for
holding a volatile liquid may be mounted vertically in
the carrier slide of the older type of horizonal enlarger.
Xylol or carbon tetrachloride make excellent fillings. The
film is immersed, moved about to detach adherent airbells, and squeezed against one wall by a piece of loose
level

objectionable.

Yet another variation consists in moving the film relatively to the paper during enlargement. This can be done
by snaking the enlarger or attaching an electric bell to
the lens panel. The advantages, however, are doubtful.
(Continued on Page 39)
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Clean Scoop

John Dored, A. S. C. Outpost in Northern Europe, Breaks All
Records in Reporting Arrival of Wilkins at Spitzbergen
By John Dored, A. S. C.
Paramount News Reporter in Northern Europe
[John Dored, A S. C, located at Riga, Latvia,
away up on the Baltic Sea, is another cinematog.

rapher of our Society's far-flung outposts of whom
the A. S. C. is proud. Mr. Dored is a camera news

Paramount News Reel ServNorthern Europe several years.

-iporter attached to the
ice

and has been

An

assignment

in

to travel

is

work on
bergen and

vicinity.

at

one

to five

thousand miles on

a part of his every-day life.
the Nobile story in Spitz-

short notice

— Editor's

On the 12th of April
structions by cable from

I

He

is

now

Note.]

received in-

New York

to

proceed to Spitzbergen and cover the
General Nobile North Pole Expedition.
The destination I had to reach was
Kings Bay. The same evening I took a
train from Riga, crossed the Finnish
Gulf between Reval and Helsin^fors by
Abosteamer, thence to Abo by rail,
Stockholm-Oslo by steamer.
Spending twenty-four hours in Oslo
necessary information
for collecting
about possibilities of my transportation
to Spitzbergen, I proceeded northwards

Radio Station in Green Harbour.
Extreme right house where Dored met
Captain Wilkins and shot the first pictures of the Wilkins flight to Spitzbergen.

two

—

sails

and, being a seal-hunting

had no place for passenger
accommodation whatsoever. I got
a place with the crew, in one of
the holds, dark, dirty and noisome
beyond description.
Before continuing my story further I must say that April is an
vessel,

rail to Trondhjem and from there
via mail-boat to the Norwegian northern
port, Tromso.
While in Oslo I kept the

by

early season for crossing over to
Spitzbergen, due to storms and
ice.
The first steamers of the
Spitzbergen Coal Company are
leaving Norway before the end of
May and, therefore, a passage to
Spitzbergen before that time is
possible only through a special arrangement with some of the seal
hunting vessels usually going to
the White Sea at this time. So it was
Camera
in my case; there was no other or
Reporter
better chance for me to get across
John Dored,
except to charter "Mina," which,
A. S. C, on
however, was by no means an apthe Wilkins
story at
propriate vessel for such trip.
Spitzbergen.
We left Tromso on April 21st,
He writes
but after being out in the ocean
"Do not
advise
for twelve hours we came into
anybody to
such a storm that one of our sails
tackle the
was blown to pieces, the big seas
Spitzbergen
snows
rolled
over the deck and the
without
skipper decided to return to the
the skis."
nearest Norwegian port for safeTwenty-four hours later we
ty.
View of an pack-ice, stretching for a thousand miles and extremely difficult
reached the port Towsvang and
to cross.
This is the kind of ice Camera Reporter of Paramount News,
while there I learned the first news about CapJohn Dored, A. S. C, had to cross in a blinding snowstorm for a distance
tain Wilkins' flight to Spitzbergen and his safe
of about twelve miles in order to reach Captain Wilkins at Green Harbour.
This walk was started at 3 o'clock in the afternoon and was finished at 8
arrival in Green Harbor. I immediately realized
o'clock next morning.
the value of this story and made arrangements
with the skipper to go first to Green Harbor
instead of Kings Bay.
After the storm had
wires busy and thus secured my transportation to Kings
quieted down a bit we took our course to Green Harbor,
Bay with a seal hunting vessel of sixty tons capacity
reaching it in ten days, or May 1st. These ten days
which was willing to take me across the Arctic Ocean to
will stay in my memory as long as I live, during which
Spitzbergen.
we had some days of nice weather, but the rest of the
time we had continual snow and hail storms. The motor of
The name of my vessel was "Mina." Upon my arrival
"Mina" gave out and we were depending upon the one
in Tromso, there was the "Mina" waiting for me, ready
to start.
She was an old, small motorship equipped with
(Continued on Next Page)
:
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remaining

sail

most

of

the

time.

There were

many

moments when nobody thought we would ever reach our
destination.

Quite frequently our vessel had to pass through floating ice-fields stretching for miles. This ice is carried by
the current from east to west and up north, coming
from Sibera, Franz Joseph Land and other easterly
islands of the Arctic.
In many instances we saw seals
reposing on the ice blocks and we shot 35 of them underway. On two occasions when the shot seal was cut open
a baby seal crawled out of its dead mother's body.
As a rule I am a pretty good sailor; do not suffer from
sea-sickness, but this time it was too much for me.
The
first two days at sea I stood firmly the heavy rolling,
but on the third day I had to give up. Fresh air outside
could not be taken due to the seas rolling overboard.
One of the big seas hit the "Mina" so hard that it produced the effect that she had run against a rock. She
sprang a leak afterwards and I was hard put to it to
keep my outfit out of the water.
,
During that time, by the rolling of "Mina" I was
thrown all over the place, hurt my back and arm badly
and skinned my knee, producing a four-inch square
wound. Such was the passage to Green Harbor. Upon
arrival in Green Harbor there was raging a blinding snow
storm, making it impossible to see but a few feet ahead.
"Mina" anchored at ice edge. There was no time to
lose.
I had to find Wilkins and start my journey to the
nearest habitation regardless of the storm. The skipper
pointed out the direction where the habitation was supposed to be and, taking along the DeVry, I started on my
difficult journey.
Every step I took my foot sunk in to
the snow above the knee, and the drifting snow, carried
by a headway wind of great velocity, struck my face
painfully.

The habitation proved to be two and a half miles distant and it took me three and a half hours to make it,
arriving there absolutely exhausted.
Wilkins was there
and aware of my coming to Spitzbergen. Green Harbor
has the only government radio station. Another two and
a half miles further inland from the first habitation I
met Captain Wilkins. A heap of cables from New York
was waiting me there, giving instructions to cover the
story of Captain Wilkins and to return to Norway on first
available vessel.

As "Mina" was supposed to await my return but seven
hours, after a hurried talk with Captain Wilkins I had to
make my way back to "Mina" under the same trying conditions, but I was forced to do it to make new arrangements with the skipper. When this was done I returned
again to the radio station and when the journey was over
I had made in all ten miles in eighteen hours' constant
walking through the deep snow and raging storm. The
new arrangement with "Mina" called her to wait for me
in Green Harbor three days, bring me up to Kings Bay
where I wanted to cover also the arrival of General
Nobile's dirigible, "Italia," and to return to Norway
afterwards.
However, while I was busy photographing Wilkins,
"Mina" got caught by ice and had been carried with it
out of sight of Green Harbor and she did not reappear
until five days later.
In the meantime, the "Italia" had
reached Kings Bay. Nevertheless I proceeded on "Mina"
to Kings Bay, a trip of 24 hours, took there the first
pictures of Nobile, in Spitzbergen, boarded there the
M/S "Hobby," which had been in the service of General
Nobile since March and was returning now to Norway.
A day later the "Hobby" reached Green Harbor and early
in the morning, May 10th, we could see in the distance a
man walking on snow shoes over the rough packice to-

ward the "Hobby."
It was Wilkins coming

to see the captain and to make
arrangements for taking him, his flying machine, "Lockheed," and pilot, Mr. Eielson, on board to Norway. The
agreement was soon reached and the "Hobby" with Wilkins on board went along the ice edge to look for a suitable landing place on the ice for "Lockheed." Such a
place was found near Advent Bay and on May 10th at
10:30 P. M. we noticed the "Lockheed" flying above the
beautiful snow and ice-covered Advent Bay mountains.
Making three circles in the air around the ship the
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"Lockheed" made a graceful landing along side of
"Hobby." Sharp at midnight they were lifted up on the
"Hobby's" deck and at 2 P. M. on May 11th we started
our journey back to Norway, Captain Wilkins with a
record of his wonderful heroic and historic flight from
Point Barrow to Spitzbergen and I with fine and exclusive pictures.
The last good-bye of Wilkins to Spitzbergen

was imThree Advent Bay inpressive and in a way dramatic.
habitants had come to the "Hobby" on a dog-sled of ten
husky Greenland dogs to shake hands with Wilkins and
him farewell. When "Hobby" was leaving the ice
edge heading towards the south, the Advent Bay-ers, wav-

to bid

ing their last good-bye, disappeared gradually into the
blending, endless ice fjord, brilliantly lighted by the
Midnight Sun.
The trip back to Norway on the "Hobby" was agreeable, the weather was fine and we reached Tromso in
four days. Such is the life of a cameraman.
To the story I forwarded you from Riga, I want to
add the data about the shipping of the Wilkins story to
America, as I believe it was unique in the matter of
speed in news reel work. The story runs like this: On
May 12th, at 2 A. M., the "Hobby" left Advent Bay,
Spitzbergen bound for Tromso, Norway, with Captain
It goes without saying
Wilkins and myself on board.
that I had competition on the Wilkins story and, therefore, I had to make all IMPOSSIBLE speed to get my
pictures to Paris to catch the Aquitania, leaving Cherbourg on the 19th of May. I did it. Myself and the
The film
stuff was in Paris on May 18th at 6 P. M.
reached New York May 25th early in the morning, thus
having traveled the enormous distance from Spitzbergen
To
to New York in but thirteen days and five hours.
make this speed I used for transportation all kinds of
means and ruses the fast Norwegian mail boat, ordinary row boats, autos, fast motorboats, railroads and airplane, making short but straight cross-country cuts wherIt was a mad race.
ever possible.
Later on came the hoped-for news from New York:
"Heartiest congratulations; Wilkins story clean scoop."
This is the greatest reward a camera-reporter can expect to get, and after that all worries, hardships and
physical sufferings are soon forgotten.

—

Fox 's

New Laboratory

June 29th, 1928, was a great day for Mike Leshing,
superintendent of laboratories for the Fox Film Corporation.
It

was the occasion of the laying of the corner stone
new Fox laboratory and the event marked the

of the

attainment of one of the ambitions of Mr. Leshing's
career the construction of a laboratory which should be

—

word in the scientific evolution of the photographic art.
Such a laboratory is this new Fox improvement, according to this description broadcast by the studio.
"In this new laboratory all of the obsolete methods are
to be abandoned. There will be no hand manipulation.
The various operations will be automatic and continuous
from the time the reel leaves the cameraman's magazine
until the finished and dried reel is delivered at the end
of the machines to be installed. Time and temperature
controls will be automatic.
"Refrigeration and air conditioning plants together
with every other device science has designed to maintain
perfect conditions for the manufacture of films will be
the last

new laboratory.
learns that last year Fox Films handled
more than enough film, if placed in one continuous strip,
to girdle the globe at the equator, the task which faces
the laboratory equipment and personnel grips the imagination. Two thousand miles of film per month; 25,000
miles per year!
"Under this roof also will be carried forward a large
amount of experimental development and productive
efforts of that comparatively young child of the cinema
installed in his

"When one

Tremendous
—Movietone.
and even greater

family

to date,

future."

strides have been made
strides are to be made in the
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Saved from the Arctic
Ex-Secretary Charles G. Clarke, of the A. S. C, Returns Home
After Being Lost in Alaskan Wastes Three Weeks
chance was to start out on foot.
After Merrill nosed over he
carefully drained the oil, covered his engine and with one cup of
Robertson and Clarke had half
cooked rice began the long walk.
a package of raisins and two emergency cans of chocolate rations.
Robertson's stomach rebelled against the chocolate, however, and
raisitis formed his only article of diet.
As a matter of fact, all
three men soon reached such a point of exhaustion that despite
the fact they lived on almost nothing they were not hungry.
Merrill carried a pistol with
which he shot nine lemmings, a
large species of rodent.
These
he ate raw and they and the
rice made up his larder for ten
days. When found he had only
half a lemming in his provision
can.
Merrill Found
John Hegness had joined the
search for the lost flyers.
One
day he found the tracks of two
men in the snow and followed
them from Smith Bay. Merrill
had also found the tracks and

Captain Robertson (right)
and Clarke, A. S. C. (left),
just after being found by

The

Nieninen.

latter's

plane

Eighteen

background.

in

days' growth of beard and
swollen and cracked
lips
from eating snow.

was following them. Hegness
drove his dogteam over 100

In
May,
1928,
the Fox Film Corporatoin sent an expedition into Alaska
to get local color

miles this day.

When he was about 50 miles
from Barrow he saw something
which resembled a polar bear.

and to film whaling

Coming

closer he saw it was a
to learn soon it
was Merrill. Hegness was about
200 feet away when Merrill lay
down in the snow, and by the

scenes. In the party
were L. Virgil Hart,

business

manager;

Captain

Jack Rob-

Alaskan

ertson,

guide

man and was

and

time he came up the flyer was

camera-

man; Ewing

sound asleep. He had done this
walking until he was

—

Scott,

for days

costumes and properties;

Ray

Wise

(Eskimo), interpreter

and camera asand Charles

sistant,

C,

G. Clarke, A. S.

until recently secre-

tary of the organization.

On May 13th the
party departed for
Point Barrow in two
planes, and late the

same day were
forced down by fog
on a frozen lake.
On May 14th the
plane
piloted
by

Noel Wein got
away with Mr. Hart,

Plane carrying part of the
Fox Film party crossing
the Endicott range, Alaska.
This gives a fair idea of
the country in which Clarke
and Robertson were lost. A
forced landing in the moun-

tains usually means fatal
but Russell Merrill,
disaster.
the
pilot
of
the
other plane, found
it impossible to get off and was marooned
with Robertson and Clarke.

Clarke and Robertson started to hike back
Barrow, a distance of 100 miles, on May
22nd, but Merrill had stayed by the ship in
hopes of getting it off.
to

From

NEWS MINER"

we quote from the "DAILY
of Fairbanks, Alaska:

"Merrill used

a funnel to dig a 30-foot

this point

Both planes forced down on a frozen lake one hundred and fifty miles from Point
Barrow. Wein's plane in the foreground was able to get away with Virgil Hart,
but Merrill's plane in background was forced to remain here a month. Robertson
and Clarke remained here rine days before starting to walk, Merrill following two
days later. Note barrenness of the country.

runway, but when he opened up the motor the plane
nosed over, bending the propellor. The three men believed Wien had never reached Barrow and their only

exhausted, falling asleep almost in his tracks and then,
cold, trudging forward once more.
{Continued on Next Page)

awakened by
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When Hegness awakened him, Merrill said, "Hello,
where are you going?"
"To Barrow," Hegness replied.
"What's the chance of bumming a ride?" asked the
flyer.

When, just to see what would happen, Hegness told
Merrill he had too big a load to take him in, the flyer
seemed discouraged
not

but

surprised,

and made ready to
his
hike.
resume
Then Hegness quickly explained he was
out

to
especially
the flyers, and

find

after

making some

Merrill
for
soup
bundled him in the
sled. He soon heard
the flyer groaning

and realized he was
becoming snowMerrill had
blind.

snow glasses but
when walking in fog
took them off in order to keep to the
trail and this soon
affected

Hegness

Barrow

eyes.

his

to
raced
as quickly

as possible and Mer-

was placed in
He is
the hospital.
rill

CHARLES

G.

CLARKE

still

weak but

will
fly his

be able to
plane out in a few days. While Clarke's and Robertson's
faces were made raw and bleeding Merrill escaped this
by rubbing over his face and hands some seal oil which
he found in a cache on the coast.
Clarke and Robertson were found before Merrill. On
May 29 Wien and Nieminen had flown to Merrill's plane
again and when Nieminen was returning he saw two
men on the trail. Private Richard Heyser, U. S. Signal
The
Corps, was with him and he landed on a beach.
two men were placed in the hospital, after which Nieminen returned to the beach for Heyser.
The two men had been walking nine days and were
The
so exhausted they were ready to give up hope.
tendons in Clarke's feet had given out and for days
Both
they had supported each other as they walked.
they and Merrill had seen the searching planes several
times previously, but despite their frantic signals they
were not sighted. Clarke and Robertson were overjoyed
when they saw Nieminen swoop down to land.
Bring Plane Out
Two more trips were made to the lake one to bring
Wien,
out equipment and the other for the plane.
Nieminen and Hart flew to the lake in the Stinson. A
propeller left at Barrow by Wilkins was placed on the
Anchorage plane and fifty minutes from the time of
By this time all snow
arrival the plane was in the air.
was gone and the clear ice made the take-off easy. The
plane is now in Barrow and Merrill will fly it home.
Scott and Robertson will go with him to Wainwright
'

—

and Wien believes that Heyser

will also

come

out.

Their hardships left visible effects on Merrill, Clarke
and Robertson. Merrill lost 25 pounds, Robertson 30
and Clarke 40.
Wien, Nieminen, Wise, Hart and Clarke left Earrow
Thursday. They stopped at Wainwright overnight, flying the next day to Kotzebue, where they landed in a
heavy fog. The flight to Fairbanks was continued with

one stop at Ruby.
From the time the flyers reached the Arctic, there
were 24 hours of daylight, with the sun far above the
horizon at midnight.
The Editor further quotes from Mr. Clarke's own
personal diary of the trip, which document is so interesting it is regretted that it cannot be printed in full:
"May 28th: Monday.
"We followed the shore all morning and twice saw
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stakes set up in a row that seemed to indicate the way
across the bay. As we did not know where we were, and
ignorant of the method of picking up signs from the
posts, we thought it best to follow the coast and avoid
a possibility of being lost in the Arctic sea. About noon
we saw ahead the signs of a camp with a cache, frames of
We cut the snow
boats, and several underground igloos.
away from the door of one of these and entered. In the
last compartment we found a stove, kindling and wood,

we made a fire. There were cooking utensils and
some dehydrated onions and potatoes, so I started to stew
up a mulligan. Also found some tea, and by washing out
a can that had once contained sugar we rescued enough
This shelter was like heaven.
to sweeten our tea a bit.
The Captain had a good sleep his stomach was sapping
him considerably. I had trouble keeping the fire going
as the wood was damp and the stove didn't draw well,
aided by some
so I had to stay awake and keep it going
We washed up and dried
coal oil, found in a lantern.
out our socks and finally the mulligan was done and it
surely tasted great. We stayed here until midnight, and
after putting the place in order, as we found it, started
It was snowing and cold but we were rested
out again.
and didn't feel we should linger or delay on the trail
when we needed to get help back to Merrill as soon as
possible,
so we went on, following the coast, which became less distinct as we progressed.
"May 30th: Wednesday.
"Kept the North coast all day. About 6 A. M. sun came
out and was clear and warm most all day. The sun was
a great help in keeping the course as there was little else
to guide us and the warmth was mighty tempting to lie
down and sleep. I had not had a wink of sleep since
so

—

—

—

leaving the place, but I thought it extremely dangerous
for either of us to fall asleep, for the other might doze off
and we would freeze to death or at least lose some toes
and fingers. Captain was dragging way behind now because the food didn't help him any and he was suffering

from

his

stomach.

when

My

legs didn't bother

me much

ex-

would rest, which I had to do while Captain
was catching up and resting. Then they would stiffen
up and I would have to hobble around until under way
again.
I felt encouraged to know that I had the spirit
I felt
to fight it out and not lay down and die out there.
that this was a great turning point in my life.
cept

"May

I

31st:

Thursday.

"The sun was with us most all night and at midnight it
was well above the horizon, due North. Captain seemed
to stop longer and more often and I talked to him like
he did to me that night when I thought for a while I was

—

We simply had to keep fighting,- we had nothing left to eat but the crumbs of the Rye Crysp. I thought
that perhaps some warm water might relieve him, so
using the rolled-up bits of the cardboard carton that had
contained the Rye-Crysp for fuel, I was able to heat up
enough snow to make a small can of water. Stirring up
some crumbs in this made a palatable gruel which seemed
Once he frightened the life out of me, beto help him.
cause after a rest it took me a few moments to get under
way, get a compass bearing, wipe out my goggles, etc.,
so I would generally start a head, and Captain would
doze until the last moment. When, at about what I figured, was the edge of hearing distance, I would call him
and he would acknowledge by waving his hand. I would
then walk on for quite a distance, feeling that he was
walking and catching up with me, as he walked faster.
One of these times I saw him acknowledge the call so I
walked on. After a mile or so I didn't see him, so I
slowed up, but kept going. Still he didn't appear. Could
I would have to retrack those hard-earned,
he be asleep?
I plugged on praying to see
painful steps to wake him.
him show up. It seemed it must be miles back, and I
couldn't go on without him, so I started back and finally
God! how I was relieved!
I heard a distant "Yoo-Hoo"
It seemed he had delayed until the last minute, and I was
not in sight. He saw some posts that I had seen, but as
they were too much off the course to the West, I had
I saw him head for them, so I went
passed them by.
back in that direction. I doubled back about a mile and
He stopped at the posts,
a half, but it was worth it.
out.

—

—

{Concluded on Page 27)
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Use of Tachometers
Their Use Becoming General in All Technical Departments of the
Motion Picture Industry Transaction S. M. P. E., Sept., 1927

—

Speed indicators, when first used
on projectors in motion picture theBy Nicholas
aters, were considered a luxury, and
were only found in a few of the best
The advantages to
first-run houses.
be gained by the use of accurate
speed indicators, or tachometers, soon became apparent,
however, and today the projectors in nearly every firstrun house are equipped with them.
It is only by the use of tachometers that the modern
theater is able to maintain an exact schedule, that the
projectionist is able to run his projector at a definite,
constant speed which will give the best results on the
screen, and that the orchestra leader is able to correctly time his score; but it is not only on projectors that
tachometers have made possible improvements in technique which would otherwise have been impossible.

general use, or are coming
into general use, in other phases of motion picture production and exploitation, such as on cameras, where the
importance of a standardized constant taking speed has
long been recognized and insisted upon by this body; on
film developing and printing machine and where this time
must be varied with changes in the strength of the solutions; and more recently, in the two systems of "talking
motion pictures," the Vitaphone and Movitone, where
the sound recording device must be perfectly synchronized with the camera.

Tachometers are now

in

There are probably other phases of the motion picture
industry where tachometers are now considered a luxury
but where they will soon become a necessity, also there
are probably phases where tachometers are not used at
present, but where much could be gained by using them.
My object in coming to this meeting is two-fold, to discuss present uses of tachometers and to get suggestions
and information on new applications of the tachometer
in the motion picture field.
There are certain general conditions which must be
met by the tachometer manufacturer in nearly all applications of tachometers to motion picture work, and they

may

be briefly described as follows:

The tachometer must be

light and compact.
This is
portable equipment, such as
cameras, where any increase in weight or bulk is unde-

especially important on

all

sirable.

must require only a very small amount of power
because on most motion picture equipment
there is very little surplus power available for driving
the tachometer. This is true on motor driven as well as
hand-driven equipment, since the size of the motors is
usually kept to a minimum.
It

to drive it;

The accuracy must remain constant and must not be
wear of the mechanical parts. A tachometer
whose accuracy decreases with increased wear of its
parts is worse than useless after a short time in service.
affected by

It must be reliable and require practically no attention; because most projectionists and cameramen have
not had special training necessary to enable them to

make

repairs on tachometer equipment,

if

they had the

time.

The tachometer readings must often be transmitted to
a point remote from the machine whose speed is being
measured, as on projectors or remotely controlled cameras, and it is often necessary to have more than one
indicator connected to the same machine, as on projectors in theatres where one indicator is mounted in the
projection-room, one in the orchestra pit and sometimes

The
a third in the manager's office.
tachometer equipment should be so
M. Trapnell
designed that this can be done easily
and cheaply.
We now come to a consideration
of the different types, or classes of
tachometer equipment available, and the degree to which
they meet the above-mentioned conditions; which is a
measure of their suitability for motion picture work.
Tachometers may be divided into four general types
or classes, according to the principles on which they operate.
First

—

The mechanical type, which usually consists of
a centrifugal device having a rotating mass whose position is dependent on the speed at which it is rotated and
which is mechanically connected to a pointer moving over
a scale calibrated in revolutions per minute, or other
suitable units.

Second

—The

type, consisting of a small
circulates liquid, usually an oil or
glycerine, through a closed circuit in which is an orifice
of definite diameter.
The pressure of the liquid in the
circuit between the pump discharge and the orifice is
directly proportional to the speed at which the pump is
driven and the speed is measured by means of a pressure
gauge calibrated in revolutions per minute.
Third
The magnetic drag type, in which a rotating
permanent magnet tends to deflect an armature hung on
pivots.
The deflection of the armature is resisted by a
spiral spring and the amount of deflection is proportional
to the speed at which the magnet is rotated.
The armature carries a scale which indicates the speed of rotation.
Fourth The electric type, which consists of a small
direct-current generator or magneto, driven from the
device whose speed is to be measured, generating a voltage directly proportional to its speed, and connected by
means of wires to a voltmeter calibrated to read in revolutions per minute, feet per minute, or other suitable

rotary

hydraulic

pump which

—

—

units.

The mechanical type of tachometer, although it can be
very light and compact form, is usually far
from being accurate in its reading, due to wear of its
parts; and it is impossible to transmit its readings to a
point remote from the machine whose speed is being
built in a

measured.

In spite of these defects, however,

it

is

used

some extent in motion picture work.
The hydraulic type, on account of its large size and
weight, and the large amount of power necessary to drive
to

never used

motion picture work.
is very little used in this work
because it is usually necessary to drive it by means of a
flexible shaft which consumes considerable power, is subject to wear, and adds materially to the weight and inconvenience of portable equipment.
The electric type is by far the most suitable tachometer for most motion picture work. It can be made
very light and compact, its accuracy is not affected by
wear of its mechanical parts, it requires an extremely
small amount of power to drive it; and when properly
designed and constructed requires no attention of any
kind after installation. Its readings can be easily transmitted to any distance by extending the connecting wires
between the magneto and indicator; and as many indicators as desired can be run from the same magneto.
There are now two classes of electric tachometers
available for motion picture work. In the older class the
magneto generates a very low potential, about eighttenths of a volt per 1000 revolutions per minute, has a
high internal resistance, about 70 ohms, a low output,
and a low resistance in the external circuit, which includes the indicator and connecting leads.
This class
it, is

in

The magnetic drag type
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has several disadvantages. It is subject to error due to
changes in resistance of the external circuit which may
be caused by faulty electrical contacts or connections, or
Because of the likeliextreme temperature changes.
hood of error due to resistance changes, the brushes
which bear on the commutator of the magneto are made
of a soft con-corrosive alloy to prevent corrosion at this
contact point, and since this is a poor bearing metal, the
brushes soon wear out.
The magneto, indicator and
connecting leads must all be adjusted and calibrated together and are not interchangeable. The indicators, because of the low output of the magneto, must be very
sensitive which makes them delicate and subject to damage due to vibration, etc. This condition is aggravated
when more than one indicator is operated from one

magneto.
In the newer class of tachometers, the magneto generates a comparatively high potential, 3 to 6 volts per
1000 revolutions per minute; has a low internal resistance, about 20 ohms, high output, and a high resistance
in the external circuit, nearly all of this resistance beThis class of tachometer, because
ing in the indicator.
of its high potential and high external circuit resistance
is not so much subject to error due to poor electrical
contacts or connections.
The connecting wires may be
made any length or diameter within reason, because their
resistance is a very small percentage of the total resistance of the circuit.
The magnetos and indicators require no special adjustment together with the connectThe indicators
ing wires and are all interchangeable.
are more rugged, and as many indicators as desired can
be connected to one magneto because of the higher current capacity of the magneto.

now

describe a good example of the latter class.
is part of the tachometer, is a directcurrent generator having a permanent magnet field and
a revolving armature provided with a commutator on
which bear the brushes for collecting the current generated in the armature.
I will

The magneto, which

The distribution and uniformity of the magnetic flux
across the air-gap is governed by pole pieces of proper
shape and the permanency of the magnetic circuit is
obtained by an exceptionally small air-gap and a magnet
made of special steel, specially treated and aged.
The brushes and commutator segments are constructed
of special hard, non-corrosive alloy, having an exceptionally long life.
The brushes are definitely adjusted
for proper position when the magneto is assembled. These
and the commutator do not require any attention, except
cleaning at yearly intervals, and the brushes are so arranged that they can be easily removed and replaced.

The armature is constructed so as to have unusual
mechanical strength and is mounted in self-aligning ball
bearings which permit extremely free rotation and which
require no lubrication or attention of any kind.
These
are the only moving parts in the magneto.
The magneto is adjusted to generate an E. M. F. of
6 volts per 1000 R. P. M. and to have an internal resistance of exactly 20 ohms. The voltage generated is directly proportional to the speed that is the speed-voltage
curve is a perfectly straight line. The terminal voltage
may be adjusted to an exact value under different conditions of indicator load by means of a magnetic shunt
which can be operated from the outside of the magneto
case. After making final adjustments the shunt is sealed.
The magneto should be so driven that its normal speed
is between 1000 and 2000 R. P. M., giving a normal voltage of between 6 and 12 volts. This can be done by the
proper size and arrangement of driving pulleys, gears,
;

etc.

in

The magneto
any position.

is

It

compact and

light, and can be mounted
can be driven from the machine whose

speed is to be measured by means of belt and pulleys,
spur gears, or direct connection to some shaft or rotating part running at a suitable speed.
The power necessary to drive it is slightly more than 1/746 horse power
(one watt) which is less than the power required to drive
any other tachometer at present on the market. Its accuracy is guaranteed to be within one per cent, although
the accuracy will be greater than this under ordinary
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conditions. That this accuracy remains constant has been
proven by severe laboratory tests.
The voltmeter indicators used as part of the tachometer are of various forms and sizes to suit different conditions.
The form commonly used with motion picture
projectors is a fan-shaped instrument having a long and
easily read scale and at the same time occupying but
It is designed to be mounted on a panel by
little space.
means of two studs on the back of the instrument case;
these studs also act as binding posts for the connecting
wires to the magneto on the projector. The indicator has
a double scale. The upper scale shows the film speed in
feet per minute, while the lower scale shows the time
necessary to project a thousand feet of film when running at the speed indicated on the upper scale.
All indicators are adjusted to have a resistance of 500
ohms per volt; thus, an indicator designed to be used
with a magneto whose normal speed is 1500 R. P. M.
would be adjusted to 9 volts and would have a total resistance of 4500 ohms. This is the large resistance which
eliminates the possibility of errors due to poor connections and long connecting wires.
For instance, suppose the connecting wires were No.
14 B. & S. gauge copper, having a resistance of 3.1
ohms per 1000 feet, and that the indicator is at a distance of 250 feet from the magneto. The total length
of the connecting leads would then be 500 feet and their
This .3 per cent of
total resistance would be 1.55 ohms.
the total indicator resistance of 4500 ohms and would
cause an error of only .3 of one per cent in the indicator
reading, which would not be noticeable.
The guaranteed accuracy of the indicators is one per
cent.
This, combined with the magneto accuracy of one
per cent gives a guaranteed overall accuracy of two per
cent for the tachometer, although the probable error is
much less than two per cent.
In conclusion, I might say that there are probably
many new appliances in motion picture work where
tachometers could be used to advantage, such as in airplane photography, where several motor-driven cameras
could be mounted in different locations on the plane
and each camera equipped with a magento. The magnetos could be all connected, through a selective switch,
The speed of
to one indicator mounted in the cockpit.
all the cameras could then be read and controlled from
Another new and advantageous tachomthis one point.
eter application would be on ultra-speed cameras used in
scientific work by research laboratories, where the exact
time of duration of the various motions or events photographed could be easily calculated if the speed of the film
was accurately known.

Our Front Covers
The series of front covers reproduced from stills by
members of the American Society of Cinematographers is
augmented this month, August, 1928, by a beautiful and
very unusual photograph caught by the camera of Mr.
Curtis Fetters, A. S. C, on the sand-dunes near Yuma,
California.

Mr. Fetters is classified as an Akeley camera specialist
on the roster of the A. S. C, but, while a skilled operator
with the Akeley, he is first of all at heart a pictorialist
and nothing so delights him as to discover an unusual
picture in nature's art gallery and trap it with his camera.
If THE AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER had thirty times twelve front covers in a year instead of only
one a month it could not begin to exhaust the wealth of
art pictures produced by the talented artists of the
A.S.C., but the policy of our magazine will be to continue
presenting these A.S.C. gems on our front covers and
the cover for September will be reproduced from a beautiful study by our President, Mr. John W. Boyle, caught
by his camera at Venice, Italy.

Jack R. Young, A. S. C, writes from the Yosemite that
he is enjoying his vacation immensely. He says the fish
up there are about so long.

—
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In a recent address on the subject of better projection,
A. McGuire, advertising manager International Projector Cohporation, said in part:
P.

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES
of the New Model "L"

PARVO-DEBR1E
are the

NEW IDEA

PILOT REGISTER PIN

and the

AUTOMATIC PRESSURE PLATE

RELEASING

PRESSURE
/y PLATE

With an extremely limited demand for projectors, we
are compelled to manufacture practically one type of
mechanism that can be used in the so-called motion
picture palace and in the smaller theatres throughout the
country. We must design and manufacture projectors
that give a clear, steady picture and are dependable
under all conditions. The industry demands first equipment which permits owners to operate their th^tres
365 days in the year from early morning until late at
night and give a perfect performance under all conditions.

—

Perhaps the greatest advance that has been made in
motion picture projectors in recent years, has been the
development of labor saving devices which give the projectionist more time and more- opportunity to control the
presentation of the picture, and to that extent are a
definite step in the direction of better projection. These
are the practical problems we must meet and we cannot
give too much consideration to ideas which may be of
extreme interest from a theoretical standpoint but which
cannot be profitably marketed for many years because
the industry is not ready to adopt them.
In spite of the fact that we are the oldest and largest
manufacturers of motion picture projectors in the world,
we are not a large company as compared with many of
the picture producing and exhibiting enterprises of this
country. Although the motion picture industry, as a
whole, has grown to tremendous proportions, the manufacture of projectors is still conducted unon a very
limited scale. There is a demand for considerably less
than 2,500 machines a year and it will easily be seen that
such a low production b o s
do^s not nermit lar<je scale
operation as compared with any other manufacturing
;<:

!

lines.

Manufactures

of projectors are severely handicapped
basis, and this is lareely due to the
fact that many theatre owners are unwilling to purchase
new equipment until absolutely forced to do so. Even
in the repairs and replacements, many large theatre owners who are liberal in other ways are extremely economical when it comes to the projection department

by low production

PILOT REGISTER

PINS

The Pilot Register
Pins
working in and
out of the film slot asPOSITIVE and
sure
ABSOLUTE steadiness
of the traveling film.
They are an extremely
valuable feature for
super-imposition or
double exposure work
with masks.

—

The Automatic Pressure Plate releases the
film for a fraction of
a second after each exposure, serving to keep
it taut and flat during
exposure, and obviating friction marks,
scratches, etc., no matter at what speed film
is

driven.

Additionally, there is the distinctive feature of direct focusing on ground glass,
full size of frame, without prism.
The
New Model "L" stands alone on this
feature. A careful examination of this
apparatus will reveal many other unique,
valuable and unusual features for the
professional camera man.

One of the greatest mistakes this industry has made is
to believe that projection is purely mechanical and to fail
to realize that the projectionist must be a highly skilled
specialist.
No matter how skPKul or con«"i°nti r»ns +he
projectionist may be, he cannot be expected to givp the
There
best possible results with defective equipment.
are many thines responsible for poor projection, but I
think you should thoroughly realize that there is seldom
any good excuse for inferior screen presentation.

—
— —

—
—
—

Poor focus, an unsteady picture, a flickering image
travel ghost,
on the screen,
poor illumination,
film
breakage,
improper projection speed, all these things
spoil the illusion.
The very smallest defect in projection
can be responsible for spoiling the effect we have all
tried so hard to secure. For instance: A litt'e dust or
warped film, the vibration of
oil on the objective lens,
film shrinkage,
the projector,
a bent sprocket shaft,
unsteady arc, dirty
imperfect perforations in the film,

—

—
——
—
—
—
current, — punch-marked
condensers, —
contributory forces which may
insufficient

of these are
poor projection and a destroyed illusion.
all

film,

result in

All these defects are preventable if the theatre owner
willing to take a reasonable interest in the work of the
projectionist.
is

WILLOUGHBYS
0 West 32nd St., New York, N. Y.
and Canada Sales Agents for Debrie

1 1

U.

S.

Norman DeVol, A. S. C, assumed the post recently
vacated by Ex-President Dan Clark of the A. S. C, with
Tom Mix on the latter's new production program with
Curtis Fetters will do the Akeley and Still
F. B. O.
"The Pony
work, and Cliff Thomas will shoot second.
Express," directed by James Horn, will be Mr. Mix's first
vehicle.

————
—————
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— ——
Home, Pliny
Ernest — Robt. Kane Productions, Hollywood.
June, Ray — Gotham Prod.
Jackman, Floyd — Warner Bros.
Jackman, Fred W. — Technical Director, Warner Bros.
Jackson, H. A. — Metropolitan.
Jennings,
D. — First National.
Kershner, Glen
Kirkpatrick, H.
— Universal.
Kornmann, Anthony
Koenekamp, H. F.— Warner Bros.
Kurrle, Robt.
—Tec-Art.
Percy M.-G.-M.
Hunt, Roy Lasky.
Hyer, William C. Educational.
Hilburn,

Haller,

—
—
—

Boyle,
Boyle,

GR. 4704

—

Dean, Faxon M.

— —
——
—

Eddie Universal.
Longenecker, Bert Artclass Prod.
Lyons, Chester Fox
Lyons, Edgar Stern Bros.
Lundin, Walter Harold Lloyd, Metropolitan.
Lockwood, J. R.
Linden,

—
—
— —
—
Arthur — De
Ernest W. — Tiffany-Stahl.
—
Mohr, Hal — Universal.
McDonnell, Claude— London, England
MacWilliams, Glen — Fox.
Meehan, Geo.
Morgan,
H. —James Cruze, Metropolitan.
Musuraca, N. —
Milner, Victor — Lasky.
Neumann, Harry
— Universal.
Norton, Stephen
DeMille.
Marley, J. Peverel
Mackenzie, Jack Douglas McLean, Lasky.
Marsh, Oliver M.-G.-M.
Marshall, Wm. C.
Lasky.
Martin, H. Kinley
Lasky.
Miller,
Miller,
Miller, Virgil E.

Mille.

F. B. O.

Ira

F. B. O.

C.

S.

Evans, Perry
Edeson, Arthur Fox Studio.
Fabian, Max
M.-G.-M.

—
—
Forbes, Harry W. — Stern Bros.
Folsey, George
Fischbeck, H. A. — Lasky.
Fisher, Ross
—Universal.
Gerrard, Henry William — Lasky.
Gheller, Edward
—-M.-G.-M.
Gerstad, Merritt
Alfred — Lasky.
Gray, King D.
Guissart, Rene — Fox. Elstree Studio, England.
Good, Frank
— KenMetropolitan.
Maynard — First National.
Walter
—
Gaudio, Gaetano — Caddo Productions — Met. Studio
Hallenberger, Harry — Lasky.
Jr.

G.

B.

Gilks,

Griffin,

B.
L.

Oswald, H. M.
O'Connell, L. Wm.

—Fox.

—

Powers, Len
Hal Roach.
Perry, Paul P.
Sennett.

Caddo Prod. Met.
——
— — Fox.
National.
Irving
—
M.-G.-M.
Rosson, Hal — Paramount.
Roos, Len H. — /o Pathe Review, Sidney,
Rose, Jackson
— Universal.
Rosher, Chas. — Mary Pickford — U. A.
Perry, Harry

Studio.

Palmer, Ernest
Polito, Sol

Ries,

First
G.

c
J.

Park J.
Schoenbaum, Chas.
Scholtz. Abe
Ries,

Smith, Harold

I.

— Lasky.

Australia.

———————————

— —————
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——
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Leonard

Smith,

Educational.
Mack F. B. O.
Geo.
Hal Roach.
Struss, Karl
First National.
Stumar, John Universal.
Stumar, Chas. Universal.
Sharp, Henry
M.-G.-M.
Schneiderman, Geo. Fox Movietone.
Scott, Homer A.
Stengler,

Stevens,

Seitz,

Griffith, First

F.

J.

Philip

F.

B.

Tetzlaff.

Artists.

J.

—

Alexander, Kenneth
United Artists
Archer, Fred R.
Fryer, Elmer
Warner Bros.
Kahle, Alexander

Studio.

J.

J.

Jas. C.

C.

L.-

Studio.

Philip

Studio.

L.

Gilbert
R.

C.

HONORARY MEMBERS
Thomas

Orange. N. J.
Eastman, George, Rochester, N. Y.
Webb, Arthur C. Attorney.
A.,

SPECIAL PROCESS AND TRICK

CINEMATOGRAPHERS

—
—
—

Baker, Friend Fox Studio.
Binger, R. O.
M.-G.-M.
Cully, Russell
Lasky.
Knechtel, Alvin V.
First National.
Pollock, Gordon B.
Lasky.

—

—
—

Stapp, W. B.
Sigurdson, Oliver

Van Rossem, Walter

J.

—James

Cruze, Inc., Met. Studio.

SECOND CINEMATOGRAPHERS

—
——
—
Chaney, George— United
Chewning, Wallace
—M.-G.-M.
Bader, Walter S.
M.-G.-M.
Bauder, Steve L.
M.-G.-M.
Baxter, George
De Mille.
Bennett, Monroe
Borradaile, O. H.
Lasky.

Artists.

D.

Donald

Cunliffe,

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
— Tom Mix —

Dyer, Elmer G.
Fetters. C. Curtis

G.

— Lasky.

Mac

— First National.
Landrigan, John
— Lasky.
Lang, Charles Bryant — Lasky.
Longet, Gaston —
O.
Lanning, Reggie— Lasky.
La
Joe
Laszlo, Ernest — Tec-Art.
Lindon, Curly
Martin, Robt.
—
Ralph Ince
Marta, Jack A. — Fox.
Merland, Harry — Lasky.
Mols, Pierre M. — M.-G.-M.
MacLean, Gordon — M.-G.-M.
Keyes, Donald B.
Kealey, Joseph

S.

F.

Pyle,

B.

F. B. O.-

Prod.

— M.-G.-M.
—Lasky.
Robt. H. —Columbia.
W.

Edwin

L.

— Fox.
Rand, Wm. — Lasky.
Ray, Bernard
Redman, Frank — DeMille.
Rees, Wm. A. — Fine Arts.
Ragin, David

B.

Schmitz, John J.
Schopp, Herman
Shepek, John, Jr.
Silver,

F. B. O.

Smith,
Stine,

— Educational.
——De
De
Hatto— Fox.

John
Jean C.
Harold E.

Mille

Mille.

Tappenbeck,
Terzo, Fred
Thompson, John
Unholz, George

Novak, Jos. J.
Ramsey, Ray Lloyd

—

Sennett.

——
Bros.
Wagner, Robt. —
National.
Walters, Joseph
—
0.
Westerberg, Fred — De
Williams. Alfred E. — Lasky
Rex, Wimpy — Lasky.
Witzel,
— Universal.
Van Dyke, Herbert M.-G.-M.
Van Enger, Willard Warner

— Met.

Studio.

NEWS CINEMATOGRAPHERS

— Fox,

F.

Hendrickson, Fred S.
Huggins, L. Owens

Planck.

——

Fred

— B. O.
——
Haas, Walter
Harten, Charles — New York.
Head, Gordon

Greene, Al M.
Greenhalgh, Jack
F. B. O.
Guffy, G. Burnett
De Mille.

Pittack, R.

Hickson, John T.
Hoke, Ira B.
Marshall, Chas. A.
M.-G.-M.
Marzorati, Harold J.
M.-G.-M.

—

Fitzgerald,

Giridlian, Jas. N.

Parsons, Harry

F. B. O.

Shackelford, J. B.
Lasky.
Stout, Archie J.
Lasky.
Steene, E. Burton
Caddo Prod.

First

Pahle, Ted
Palmer, Robt.

Galezio, Leonard T.

—
—

—
National.
—
—
—
Edward — M.-G.-M.
N.

Jas.

Nogle, Geo. G.

AKELEY CINEMATOGRAPHERS
Guy M.
Norman Tom Mix

Doolittle,

Drought, Jas. B. Universal.
Dunn, Linwood G. Metropolitan Studios.
Dyer, Edwin L
M. P. A. Studio, New Orleans.

G.

M.-G.-M.
Edouart, Farciot
Lasky.
Flora, Rolla
Lasky.
Lipstein, Harold
M.-G.-M.
Pomeroy, Roy Lasky.
Roberts, Oren W.
Lasky.
Shearer, Douglas G.
M.-G.-M.
Stull, William
Stull Prod.
Smith, Arthur Lasky.
Bangkok, Siam.
Smith, Jack
Williams, Frank D.
Special Process.

Parrish,

—

—

Shelle.

Mammes, Ray

Vol,

Griffith.

Mannatt, Clifford M.-G.-M.
Parker, Robt. M.
Richee, Eugene Robert
Lasky.
Rowley, Les Lasky.

Julian,

—

De

W.

—

Studio.

Tiffany.

Bennett,

— D.

First

Billy

Edison,

PHOTOGRAPHERS

STILL

——
—— —
John
—Corinne
National.
Snyder, Edward
Tannura,
—
Q.
Ted —Chadwick.
Tover, Leo— United
Turner,
Robert — Educational.
Tuers,
—
National.
Tolhurst, Louis H. — Microscopic Pictures.
Valentine,
A. — Fox
— Fox.
Van Enger, Charles
Columbia.
Van Trees,
—
Buren,
—
Eastman
Kodak, Hollywood.
Van
Ned
Vogel, Paul E. — M.-G.-M.
Wagner, Sidney
— Fox.
Walker, Joseph —Columbia.
Walker, Vernon
— Warner Bros.
Warren, Dwight W. — Educational Studio.
Wheeler, Wm. —Christie
Williams. Wm. N.
Widen, Carl —
Wrigley, Dewey — Metropolitan.
Wyckoff, Alvin — Caddo Productions, Metro
Wells, Conrad — Fox.
Wenstrom, Harold
Whitman,
H. — Directing Sennett
Wilky,
Guy
Warrenton,
— Fox Studio.
Young, Jack
—M.-G.-M.
Zucker, Frank
—New York. Movietone.
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Outposts

The Pageant of the Far East As Caught by the Camera
Of a News Cinematographer—Reel III
of

When I looked
my cabin, at

out of the porthole
daybreak, I found

we were tied up at TANDJOENG
PRIOK, JAVA. I was dressing, pre-

By Len H.

paring to go up to Weltevreden, the
residential section of Batavia, when

was handed a cablegram instructing me to stop in Java.
I hastily packed my baggage and after getting my tickets
validated by the purser, disembarked and registered at
I

in Weltevreden, seven miles
This hotel is situated in Rijswijk and,
facing one of the main canals, is a very comfortable
The food is excellent and the hotel is
place to stop.
spread out in one-story rooms and lounging verandas
which give the impression of coolness. My room is about
one block from the dining room along a palm avenue,
and when I first walked from the room to the main part
of the hotel it seemed so far I thought at first it must be
a sleeper jump.

the

Nederlanden,

Hotel

from the dock.

At any time you can find natives washing clothes in
They beat the clothes on a rough board and

the canals.

spread them in the sun until they are clean. After seeing them do this for the first time you rush back and
look over your things to see if they have left any buttons
on anything.
Anyone visiting Batavia should call on
Mr. Van Varda, the director of the Government Tourist
Bureau.
Mr. Van Varda is a great believer in motion
pictures as a means of attracting tourists to his country and will go out of his way to arrange things for the
visiting cinematographer.
Storing film in the tropics and being so far from a
laboratory, it is necessary to make daily tests.
I have
tried several test tanks but I find the handiest are two
Premo No. 2 film pack tanks. I have two tin cylinders
about 1 V2 inch smaller in diameter than the tanks. One
Eastman Premo No. 2 tank powder to a tank of water
(temperature 65 degrees) gives average results, developing for twenty minutes. By this I mean that if test negative comes out of the tank in twenty minutes and after
fixing looks O. K., then your exposure is pretty right.
Over and under exposure can be detected by this time
and temperature method. It is a simple matter to shut
yourself up in a wardrobe or dark closet and fasten
about two feet of test up and down the cylinder by means
of paper clips, you will be able to get about seven of
these two-foot tests on each cylinder. After twenty minutes of developing you again enter the dark wardrobe
and transfer the cylinder to the fixing bath in the other
tank.
Developing powders for these tanks are easy to
carry, and I have found them quite accurate for testing.
During the heat of the day a haze arises and it is
best to photograph before 10 o'clock and after 3 o'clock.

From two to four in the afternoon nearly every business house closes and everyone goes home and takes a
nap.
I couldn't see the necessity of this at first as in
Singapore they keep regular hours, but after seeing a
Java Dutchman eat his lunch the two-hour nap is obvious.
He gorges for about one hour on Ryz Tafel and then
goes to sleep it off for two hours. A smattering of the
Malay language is a necessity if you go about alone as
natives speak only Malay and most of the whites speak
Dutch.
After attempting to read a few of the Dutch
signs on the buildings and streets you purchase an English-Malay pronouncing dictionary and keep away from
the Dutchmen.

When
the

I

cleared my camera at the customs they took
of every piece and made me leave a deposit

number

of a considerable number of GuildAll I have to show for four
ers.
Roos, A. S. C.
hours' work and a large amount of
money is a long paper written in
Dutch.
They said I would get my
money back when I leave we'll see.
A favored Christian name for a Malay boy is Jesus.
I have a Malay assistant whose front name is Jesus and
whose ability as an assistant is nil minus 2. After he
persists in making the same mistake several times during the day, he thinks I am calling him when I speak his
name and add "what an assistant!"

—

Picture theatres in Weltevreden have two performances a night. The first show starts at seven (for those
who want their pictures before dinner) and the second
I went to see "Subway Sadie" at the Oost Java
at ten.
Bioscoop, an open-air theatre with a marble floor, wicker
chairs and tables and very good projection, with the exception that they have only one machine and the screen
"Chee-chucks" chase mosquitos and
is set at an angle.
other insects across the screen and birds and bats fly
about. If it starts to rain you retire to the rear which
is under cover.
When the lights went out they ran a
slide "Welkom" (everyone is, who pays the one Guilder
and eighty cents admission fee). An English news reel
followed by a Christie comedy and five reels of the feature made up the first half of the show when they ran
another slide saying "Pauz."
No one did. The audience kept right on ordering drinks from the boys the
same as they do every two reels when the projectionist
stops his machine to change.
The orchestra, consisting
of one piano, is in the rear of the theatre near the entrance.
The titles are in both Dutch and English and
the audience is made up of Halfcasts and Dutch.
The
performance finishes about midnight.
I had some shots to do from a car and had to have the
wind-shield off. I forgot to mention before that I have
the champion horn-blowing driver in all of Java.
He
can get more notes out of single-reed horn than anyone
I have ever heard.
There is no stopping him, and when
the wind-shield came off I noticed the horn was clamped
to the frame of the glass.
I figured I would have a little
quiet or at least a change as he would have to use the
electric horn.
Not that boy No, sir he took the horn
off the wind-shield and put it on the seat beside him and
honked it all the way down the road. Its no use; there
is no stopping him.
Some day I'll try putting water in

—

—

the bulb.

had to go to Bandoeng by rail and found the trains
All railway property is marked "S.
S.," which means "Stasts Spoor-en Tramwegen" (you
pronounce it I'll stand here). I understand all rolling
stock is hauled by American Baldwin locomotives. They
have some heavy grades from Weltevreden to Bandoeng
and also a very high bridge with a curve in it which I
understand is very interesting to engineers throughout
I

quite comfortable.

—

the world.

The Homann Hotel, in Bandoeng, is as good as anyone could ask for. I don't think I have ever been in a
hotel room with more lights.
There are several lights
on the gallery (veranda) several in the bedroom and
more in the bathroom. All of them were controlled by
three double and triple switches and it must have taken
five minutes to get all the lights turned off when I decided to retire.
I would get one set turned off and start
on the next and then turn the switch once too often or
something because more would come on. I finally got
them all out and went to bed thinking that the hotel
office should either supply an electrical engineer with
each room or give the guests a short course in electrical
;

—
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engineering, awarding diplomas or licenses to the applicant after he has shown his efficiency by a test.
As Bandoeng is in the mountains it is cool at night
and the water in the bath too cool for comfort. They
have what they call a "hot bath." This is a nickled glass
appliance, "By Professor Junkers," so it says on the
name plate and requires quite as much figuring out as
the light switches.
When I did get it going a luke warm
stream of water dribbled out of its spout. An appropriate name for the appliance would be the first syllable
of the professor's name.
visited the native theatre, which was very interestThe admission was fifteen Guilders cents (about
Inside it was a huge place
6 cents in American money).
I

ing.

Natives walked about and patronwith an earth floor.
On
ized the dozens of eating and native drink stands.
one side a picture was being screened, "Charlie Chaplin's
'The Gold Rush'," and the natives got just as many
laughs out of it as any other audience in any part of
the world. Farther down the theatre a native opera was
being staged and, on the right-hand stage as I went in,
I saw native dancers swaying to the peculiar music of
the country.
The place was jammed and was as interesting a theatre as I have ever seen.
The scenery enroute to Bandoeng is extremely interesting.
Rice fields rise in terraces on the hills and the
landscape looks like a huge checker-board. It appears as
though every square inch of land in Java is under cultiEvery time they rang the bell of the train
vation.
(which was quite frequent as they have native engineers
and firemen) I expected to hear: "All aboard for Natchez,
Cairo and St. Louis!"
The bell has exactly the same
Their
tone as the one used by the "Two Black Crows."
record is just as popular in this part of the world as I
imagine it is at home.
At all hours during the day native peddlers call at the
hotels and attempt to sell a standard line of curios to
the guests.
They do not bother the male guests much,
but concentrate on the "weaker sex."
(The bird that
coined that phrase never saw a Dutch lady.)
The lady
in the room across the road from me has frequent set-tos
with them, and if a sport writer was asked to cover
the affair he would probably turn in copy reading something like this:

"OUT IN THE NINTH ROUND"
"The crowd was on its feet as the boxers sparred for
an opening in the center of the ring. For eight hard
rounds the battle had raged, points first to one gladiator
and then the other. It was anyone's fight when suddenly
"In the jargon
the White Hope stepped back and
of the motion picture studios," the scene will now slowly
." An European lady seated in a comdissolve to
fortable chair on the veranda of her hotel room in the
The scene is
Hotel Nederlanden, Weltevreden, Java.
the same as the one described above, except there is no
crowd and the sparring is between the "Mem" (Lady,
Mistress, etc.,) and a native peddler of silks, lace and
cross-stitch linen.
The "Mem" has her mind set on a
certain bit of lace.
The argument, over the reduction
of one guilder from the price, has been going on for some
rounds. The peddler has handed out some snappy lefthooks (adjectives), counter blows of fractions, of a
Guilder and is attempting a clinch of the sale.
The
"Mem" has stood her ground and retaliated with short,
straight lefts and rights (Tidas) "No." Time is almost
If he can hold out for the odd
up for the peddler.
He
Guilder, he is sure of a decision in this round.
changes his tactics and assumes a bored expression at the
same time making a movement to repack the display on
The "Mem" counters this lead by
the verandah floor.
The
picking up a book and leaning back in her chair.
peddler lands a quick chop of ten cents off the disputed
Guilder but "Mem" counters this by hooking over a
The peddler
wicked "Pigi" (go be off get away).
takes the count and accepts the two Guilders for the lace.
The "Mem" smiles as she pays him thinking of the pleasure she will have telling her friends at home of her
smartness in bargaining with the native of Java. The
native smiles to himself as he pockets the two Guilders.
He has had a very pleasant argument and the purse of
two Guilders was his original price anyway. I reached
.

—

—
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Talkie Talk
By Phil Gersdorf
"Unless motion picture producers show more wisdom
than they have in the past, the movie will go through the
same phase of imitation of the speaking stage with the
introduction of talking devices, that it passed through in
its

early history."

That is the warning sounded by Ralph Block, who is
producing twelve of the twenty-eight pictures of the new
Pathe program. Block is one of the few producers in
Hollywood who came to motion pictures with a mature
knowledge of the stage behind him. Before he entered
motion pictures nine years ago, he was dramatic critic
of the New York Tribune, and was also associated with
the New York Theatre Guild in its early history.
"The motion picture is an entirely different form of
entertainment from the stage," Block explains. "It has
its own laws, its own capacities and limitations and it
Nevertheless, stage technicians
to do with the camera are
already being imported to Hollywood to produce talking
pictures. The result undoubtedly will be, for a while, a
long series of movies photographed directly for .'tageaction, with the introduction of close-ups to provide for
mechanical speech.
"Sound and mechanical devices which make dialogue
a possible substitute for written titles in a motion picture, only extend the possibilities of the camera. But a
lot of bad pictures will be made with dialogue before
producers wake up to the fact that they are sti'l de _,1 i no'
with film and camera because the microphone is as
much a camera for sound as the motion picture camera
is necessary for vision.
"The idea of talking pictures may be basically sound,
but to think of giving up all the advances that have been
made by the movies in the past few years in the use of
pantomime which without a doubt early sound pictures
will surrender
is to throw away everything of value
that has been built by the best minds of the industry.
The easiest way, of course, will be to reproduce the
scenes, story development and business of stage plavs
with dialogue inserted in close-ups where it is necessary,
but the public will soon tire of this kind of bastard art.
"The use of spoken dialogue certainlv wi'l int^n^fv
and add to the forcef ulness and vitality of motion picture
entertainment. This will be especially tru" vhe^ + is
used to develop the ideas that the camera itself has
established. But it would be unthinkable to give up the
fine pantomimic humor and drama that the motion picture
The use of
camera had developed to such a hi cr h de^e
dialogue will also decrease the difficulties that motion
picture scenario writers now have in building exposition,
if it is used with imaginative insight.
"Motion picture technique is no great secret, nevertheless it demands experience in its use. Where the movie
will benefit greatly, however, is in the fact that these
increased facilities will attract imaginations and creative
intellects from among the world of writers who have
hitherto refused to become interested in the screen
aside from the money they were able to get from it
because of the fact that the use of spoken language, with
all its intonations, inflections and implications was denied

differs in its vital aspects.

who have never had anything

,

—

—

—

i

-1

.

to

them."

I mean the veranda, at this stage, and might
have saved the peddler punishment, if I had reached the
scene of battle earlier, by throwing in the towel in the
first round as I have watched the "Mem' for several days
and know her ability in an argument. The peddler was
arguing out of his class, but it must have been a great
bout. Tomorrow, the "Mem" will have a six-round, no
It should
decision argument with a seller of brass ware.
be an interesting and exciting "go" for followers of this

the ring,

sport.

my

I

2500 words for this month,
As this about completes
will strike the arc and display the slide that says:

"PAUZ"

—Until Next Month.
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Dr. Hoxie has developed three different pieces of apparatus to meet the different conditions encountered in
These
making- and projecting talking motion pictures.
are the pallophotophone, the pallotrope and the photoBoth pallophotophone and pallotrope record
phone.
sound photographically on film. The photophone is simply
an attachment to an ordinary projection machine, it reconverts the photographed bands on the film into sound.
In the pallophotophone the mirror, vibrated by the
speaking or singing voice picked up by a microphone,
records sound directly on a film without the aid of a
In the pallotrope the light from the
photo-electric cell.
mirror, actuated by a sound collector, falls first on a
The fluctuations in current produced
photo-electric cell.
in the cell cause a second distant mirror system to oscillate and record light reflections as bands on a film.
Whether the pallophotophone or the pallotrope shall
be used is dictated by the conditions that prevail. When
it is advisable to record sound at some distance from
Here it
"location" the pallotrope is the apparatus used.
may be mentioned that "pallo" is of Greek origin and
means moving or dancing. It is in truth a dancing light
that makes the record and reconverts it into sound.
The photophone, which is attached to the projector and
which is the sound translator, is small enough to be carHere a slot similar in size and
ried in an ordinary valise.
shape to that of the recording machine is to be found.
Light from a lamp
The film passes across the slot.
passes through the film and falls on the photo-electric
cell, after which the loud-speaker does the rest.
Vacuum tube amplifiers, with which millions of radio
listeners are now familiar, are used both in recording
and reproducing sound. Feeble telephone currents are
Amplification is particuthus magnified tremendously.
larly important in reproduction.
The loud-speaker must
fill the auditorium or theatre with music of full, natural
volume, and only by amplification and a correctly designed loud-speaker can that be attained.
The sound record, as we have seen, appears at one
side of the film, and this film is moved intermittently
across the projecting lens.
Sixteen pictures are jerked
in a second past this lens.
But music on the film must
flow continuously: there must be no jerks. To overcome
this difficulty sound is produced from a part of the film
which is in continuous movement.
Hence the sound
record does not appear actually adjacent to the appropriate pictures, but a foot or two away from them.

The secret of Dr. Hoxie's success lies largely in the
extraordinary lightness of his mirrors and the parts that
rock them and make them reflect beams of light on a
film or on a photo-electric cell. So sensitive are the sound
collectors and mirrors of the Hoxie machine that whispers can be picked up from a distance of 75 feet and
translated into sound bands on the films.
Clearly the direction of a talking motion picture reThe actors
quires a new and very exacting technique.
must be perfect before the director shouts "Camera"
perfect in action, perfect in elocution.
As the film is
unreeled during the making of the picture the director
must exercise

the fortitude and self-restraint of which
he is possessed. There may be no bellowed instructions.
Even the rustling of a piece of paper or the soughing
of the wind in the trees is recorded.
Yet despite the
delicacy of response, the mirror of the Hoxie sound collector is not shaken out of place or deranged by the
blaring of a brass band.
It must not be supposed that the apparatus for photographing
all

sounds according to Hoxie's principles froms part and parcel of the
camera on "location." The machine for taking the picture and the
machine for recording collected music or speech are separate. Both
are driven by electric motors, but the motors are acurately synchronized. Two separate negatives are obtained, the one a tenth of an
inch wide, constituting the sound record, the other seven-eighths of
an inch wide, constituting the action of the scene. The two are
printed side by side on a single strip of film. Since sound and action
are on one film there can be no mistake either in synchronization or
tempo. A reel is projected at the regular speed, the time of the
music necessarily be correct.

. .* .. .

. . . . . •...*.. .

G. E. Talking System
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Truly Professional
in Results"
George Archainbaud
First National

\/[

EN who know

directors, cameramen, act.... men who make movies
actually "live" for you
must have the best equipment
.... DeVry.

ors

.

.

.

.

Every convenience that one
could demand.
Operation so
easy and vibrationless that amateurs get excellent pictures. A powerful counterbalanced
spring that never fails .... never jams. Always uniform
speed. No tripod is needed, except for hand-cranking,

which the DeVry permits. With a loading capacity of
100 feet, fifty-five feet of standard 35 mm. theatre-size
film can be made at one winding. Daylight loading is
possible with the DeVry. Various lenses can easily be
used. Numberless features.

Many famous men

use the

DeVry on Hollywood movie

lots to take difficult shots in feature productions. Cecil B.

"The DeVry has always given satisfacAnd George Archainbaud of First
National: "While I was directing the First National Production of 'Men of Steel,' I found it impossible in many
DeMille writes:

tion in our studio."

shots to use the standard camera. In each case
the shots with a DeVry Camera and
I want to tell you that you are to be
congratulated on the manner in
which you have made a camera which
is
truly professional in
results, but so simple in

we took

construction that an
amateur cannot fail to
produce excellent moving
pictures."

Write today for further
information about this re-

markable Motion Picture

Camera that is priced at
only $150. DeVry Corporation, Dept. 8-GA, 111
Center Street, Chicago,
Illinois.

Price Complete
$150.00

"Hollywood's

. . v ..> . ... .
•
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.« •. •.
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New 125

Ampere Kligel Spotlight
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Finer adjustments of the arc afford a greater
of light projection for a given current consumption, and a shield in front of the arc prevents light from
the flame entering the optical system
eliminating ghosts
value.

amount

and false

—

light.

Centralized Control
controls, including arc, focusing, shutters, color
screens and directional controls, are centralized at the
rear of the spotlight, in full view of the operator, and
within arm's length of the operating position
affording
the greatest convenience, speed and ease of operation.

All

—

Arc Lamp Stationary
The arc lamp remains in a fixed position all focusing
is done by moving the lens, causing no disturbance in the
adjustment of the arc. Arc control handles are fixed
in position and do not protrude more than a few inches
beyond the lamp housing.
Arc carbons may be adjusted in every conceivable way
angularly, vertically and horizontally, and the lower
carbon holder may be moved independently of the upper
carbon, in any lateral direction. Six different controls
are provided so that the arc can be quickly and easily
centered, irrespective of any condition that may arise,
and the arc length and crater adjusted to obtain the max-

—

—

imum

effective light.
Fibre grips insulate the arc conhandles from the heat of the arc and protect the
operator against burnt fingers.
Focusing Control
Condenser lens travels on a movable carriage and
focuses the light without disturbing the arc lamp. The
lens is made to move by simply turning a handle on the
side of the spotlight.
It travels quickly, smoothly and
freely
stays put in any set position without being
clamped, and is always ready for instantaneous change
trol

—

of focus.
One lens takes care of the full range from a 4-foot
spot to a 50-foot flood.
The simple movement of the
lens, backward or forward, along the optical axis by
means of the control handle, is all that is required. A
pointer on the focusing control handle travels over a
numbered dial on either side of the spotlight and in plain
view of the operator. It indicates the position of the
lens and permits setting the lens quickly to any desired
focus.
The lens carriage slides on two parallel rods, and is
attached to a chain, which passes over two sprocket
wheels one at the front and the other at the rear. The
shaft of the rear spocket extends outside the housing and
to it is attached the control handle.
To the underside of the chain a counterweight is at-

—

The new Kliegl 125-ampere, long range. Spotlight floodlight,
effect projector, completely equipped for white and color
lighting, framing, fading, standard effects and spotlight attachments providing in a single unit everything that may be
needed in the operation of the projector; and having all controls
centralized, to facilitate speedy, convenient, and easy operation.

and

—

A new spotlight, floodlight and effect projector of
greatly improved design
with more convenient controls,
greater flexibility of operation, and higher lighting efficiency
embodying an entirely new departure in spotwherein the arc lamp remains stationary
flood control
and the lens is made to travel for focusing the light beam
has recently been announced by Kliegl Bros.

—

—

—

—

a 125-ampere, long-distance projector, complete
every respect, providing in a single unit everything
required of a projector spot, flood and color-lighting,
It is

in

framing shutters,

—

effects, etc.

The design is compact, can be accommodated in a comparatively small space, and the hood is lower at the front
than at the rear so that the operator's line of vision is
unobstructed.
Higher Lighting Efficiency

—

and
It projects the light any distance up to 150 feet
gives anything required from a 4-foot, perfectly round
spot to a 50-foot spread
with uniform intensity; providing an intense white light having all the qualities of
strong sunlight, bringing out brilliant colors in their true

—

tached which also slides on two parallel rods, but always
moves in a direction opposite to that of the lens and
thereby maintains the center of gravity and keeps the
spotlight in perfect balance at all times.
The frame in which the lens is mounted, is hinged so
that the lens can easily be removed for cleaning or replacement, and is also so designed as to allow unrestricted expansion.
Color Lighting
A color box or boomerang on the front of the spotlight provides means for changing the color of the light
beam. It contains four color frames for gelatin mediums, controlled by levers at the rear of the spotlight
and ready for operation at all times. There is a separate
lever for each color frame and each lever is keyed to
correspond with the color it controls.
The position of
the handle indicates the position of the color screen and
a quarter turn throws the screen in or out of position.
The color screen is free of all mechanical connections and
may be readily removed by simply raising the cover of
the color box and lifting the screen out of its slide
grooves; or, if it is to be inserted, simply dropping it into
its proper place.
Gradual or quick changes of color can
be produced and one color blended with another as may
be desired.

Framing and Fading

A

curtain shutter and iris shutter set in the lamp
housing, and independently controlled from the rear, permit light to be framed to flood the stage or orchestra pit,
and to fade the light on or off at will. They are quick
acting in operation and a quarter turn of the handle is
sufficient to operate the shutters from full-opening to

—
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True Ball Tripod Head
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A South Sea Masterpiece
When "White Shadows of the South Seas" is shown
upon the screen as a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer special the
observer will note the names of three cinematographers
to whom credit is given for the photographic beauty of
the film.
This unusual credit procedure was decided upon because the great camera artistry that went into the filming of this remarkable production demanded that full
recognition to be given the men responsible for the effort.
Clyde De Vinna, George Nogle and Bob Roberts, all
members of the A. S. C, are the trio whom M-G-M has
credited with the exceptional photography to be witnessed in this feature.
Under the direction of W. S. Van Dyke the cameramen and their assistants spent three months in the South
Sea islands, battling fevers, climate, jungles and all manner of attending technical difficulties.

And when they emerged they had perhaps the most
perfect camera record of any film expedition that ever
set forth upon a distant location, far from a "home base"
laboratory and where their only resources were their
very own.
Edward Snyder, A. S. C, demonstrating Fred Hoefner's True
The head
Ball Tripod Head to his director, Spencer Bennett.
is shown mounted with a Bell & Howell Camera.

Guide marks on the back of
black-out, or vice versa.
the housing indicate the position of the shutters and
facilitate speedy operation.
All Parts Accessible

—

large,
All parts and adjustments are easy of access
self-closing doors, on either side of the lamp housing,
permit access to the arc lamp for changing carbons and
making adjustments. Hinged cover over lens compartment gives free and easy access to lens for cleaning or
Hinged cover over color box permits access
replacing.
to color frames, and all external adjustments, clamp
screws, etc., are within easy reach.

Well Ventilated and Light Tight
baffles, ducts and numerous
vents insure a free circulation of air, ample ventilation,
and comparatively cool operation. Exceptionally large
peep-holes in the door, fitted with ruby glass, and provided with a self-closing shutter, permit inspection of the
arc in operation, and every precaution has been taken to
eliminate light leakage that may be disconcerting to the
operator.
Perfectly Balanced

Double wall construction,

—

Spotlight is perfectly balanced in every way
it moves
freely and easily in any direction and remains set in any
wellposition.
It "follows" with remarkable ease.
designed base and heavy pedestal upright provide a rigid
and substantial support for the spotlight prevent vibration and insure steadiness in the operation.
The weight
of the spotlight rests on ball bearings and in effect all
friction between heavy moving parts is eliminated. Practically no effort is required on the part of the operator
directing the light beam.

A

—

Spotlight can be set to any desired angle within pracrequirements quickly and easily fixed in position
by the turn of a hand screw. It swings through a vertical
45° below the horizontal and 22° above,
angle of 67°
and turns completely around in the horizontal plane about
its central axis.
The base is telescopic and permits adjustments in height.

—

tical

—

Extra Colors and Effects
The customary slide grooves are provided on the front
of the color box and permit the use of all standard effects, color wheels, extra color frames, and special spotlight apparatus.

The new Spotlights are on display in the showroom of
the manufacturers, Kliegl Bros., 321 West 50th Street,

New York

City.

The camera crew had to carry a complete stock of
spare parts for their equipment and to make whatever
repairs were necessary when and where they chanced to
be needed. They carried with them a generator truck
that broke down all the bridges in the swamp lands and
had to be motored through the waters of uneven lagoons
at the peril of being overturned or being wrecked entirely by the salt water inundation.
The film frequently melted and ruined an entire day's
shooting before the cameramen got back to the makeshift "lab" set up under thatched roofs.
Ice was almost
as scarce as fresh film, but whatever could be obtained
was used to pack the film to prevent additional loses.
Over the tortuous mountain trails that cut through the
jungle undergrowth the cameramen had to pack in their
equipment to shoot the inland scenes that form so great
a part of the production. And before they could make
a single shot several acres of jungle brush had to be cut
away overhead so that sufficient light could get through
the heavy foliage.

The most remarkable part of the expedition is that
despite the handicaps and almost unsurmountable difficulties that beset their every turn the cameramen succeeded in obtaining something more than just good film.
Without a doubt and critics thus far have agreed
"White Shadows of the South Seas" is one of the most
photographically perfect productions ever to be presented
on the silver sheet.

—

New Filmo Motion
Picture Cabinets
There has been a very definite need for a long time
for a cabinet that would hold a FILMO Camera, Projector, Film Editor and all the other accessories provided
for the serious amateur movie enthusiast. To completely
fill this need, Bell & Howell have just announced
the new
FILMO Console Cabinets.
These cabinets come in two styles. First, the Desk
Model "G," complete FILMO Cabinet that has the capacity of FILMO Projector, both the FILMO 70 and 75
Cameras and all accessories in general use. The other
console, the Model "E" is a slightly smaller cabinet that
is especially adaptable to the smaller home or where
space is limited.
Both of these cabinets are well designed, sturdily constructed, finely finished and being made of solid walnut
veneer, are beautiful pieces of furniture, comparable to
the finer radio and phonograph consoles. These cabinets
take their fitting place among the finer furnishings of the
well planned and beautifully arranged home.
The Desk
Model "G" is priced at $135.00, the Model "E" at $105 00.
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Technique of the Talkies
The Success of Sound Pictures Depends Upon the Proper
Assemblage of Their Seven Technical Forces
They say that the talking pictures,
of today, have no school of technique.
By Lewis
This is not surprising, nor is it alarming. The technique of the silent pictures represents a development of less
than thirty years, and although that
may seem a considerable time, it is very little, compared
to many of the other arts that represent the development of centuries. Another consideration is found in
the fact that motion pictures, unlike many of the other
arts, is a combination of many branches; each is burdened with the responsibility of its own technical problems, and the completed picture demonstrates, not only
the individual excellence of each department, but a successful co-ordination of all the departments.
The introduction of the talking pictures brings with
them the additional art of the spoken drama which in
itself, embodies an entirely different technique from the
silent pictures. It may not appear so, on first consideration, but there is a great difference between playing a
scene in pantomime and enacting the same with related
spoken lines, for the latter involves the reading of the
lines in character and expression as well as the physical
portrayal. Even trained actors, of the stage, must recognize the difference in performing before a large audience
and playing to the microphone. It is not surprising, then,
that we anticipate a modification of picture technique
for the talkies.
The development of technique, in any form of art, is
the result of persistent and fearless criticism of our work;
we learn by an unreserved acknowledgment of our errors,
and the acceptance of the criticism of others absolute
sincerity on the part of the student and the unquestioned
authority of the critic.
The talking pictures occupy a peculiar position in the
picture business. They have re-entered the field after
an interval of many years, and have not, like the silent
pictures, enjoyed the same process of development
during that period. And further the supplementing of
modern scientific equipment probably encourages the idea
that there can be very little benefit derived from a study
of those earlier experiments. It is unfortunate that the
merit of the present achievements cannot be signalized
by a comparison with the previous efforts. There is still
a mystery suggested in the absolute suppression of the
first "talkies," especially the Edison Kinetophone.
We, therefore, depend upon contemporaneous criticism
to develop the technique of the talkies. This criticism
points out several things worthy of consideration.
1st.
mention the extreme closeup. This feature
has been abused and overworked even in the silent pictures and, in the talkies, it becomes an even more important matter, due to the relation between the volume
of sound and the size of the picture.
2nd.
The amplification of sound is being unduly exaggerated.
see this in all applications of the radio
in the home, etc. They sometimes fairly drive us out of
the house, in some instances, even, out of the neighborhood. There is a law that governs this, which should be
observed, and may be likened to an enlargement made
from the motion picture film; there is a point where
smoothness and quality leaves off and coarseness begins.
The amplification craze reminds us of a child with a
beautiful toy balloon; he keeps on blowing it up to see
how far it will extend. It finally loses its symetrical
shape, bulges out here and there, purity of color is demay
stroyed by attenuation and it finally bursts.
further on point out that proper control of amplification
bears an important part in talky technique.
3rd.
A review of the present talkies suggests an exaggeration of lip gymnastics. This is unnecessary, because of the intimate detail characteristic of motion

—

We

We

We

picture photography, as compared to
the legitimate stage declamation. It
Physioc
tends to confuse the most perfect
synchronism, by the action of the
lips anticipating the emission of the
sound.
This fact has probably led
some critics to assume that the experts have not yet
adopted the correct starting point, and which impairs
the illusion.

W.

4th.
There is a suggestion of the limitations in the
recording area, in lengthy dialogues, by players confined
to fixed positions.
This limits the possibilities of effects,
and will soon become monotonous. We cannot be persuaded that the modern developments will not permit
of a more flexible application.
It is needless to mention the reading of lines,
5th.
for we all know the importance of this element. It is an
art acquired only after much study.
So rare an ability
is this that we cite the fact that there are few people
.who can read the simplest thing gracefully, correctly and
in character.
It involves many features, chief among them, one of
nature's parodoxes: a fine voice is a rare gift, but we
sometimes find it where we least expect it; it is often
missing where we expect to find it or where we would
wish it. It frequently repudiates what we call "screen
personality." It always enhances any personality. There
may be also an habitual tendency among legitimate actors to try to reach the audience, rather than merely playing to the microphone.
A fine voice, combined with
artistic declamation, dramatic ability and physical charms
is what produce our few idols of the stage.

6th.
The above section introduces a serious item: that
of good tone reproduction. This involves microphonic
construction and proper recording, the proper loud
speaker and judicious amplification. It is by no means
a simple combination, and, in the application of talking
pictures, must be studied as a combination rather than
the individual application of each department. This consideration is suggested by a tendency towards a similarity of all masculine voices.
Let us not forget that it is
his or her voice that we like to hear.

Directing and editing will also be modified; which
obviate any startling jump from the spoken dialogue
to the printed title, or close-up of lips moving in silence.
Cutting will be simplified because of the added possibility of story by means of the dialogue.
The co-ordination of these different departments represents the general technique of talking pictures, and
they must be studied and developed, not only individually
but collectively. It is the proper assembly of these forces
upon which depends the success of talking pictures. This
process is far more important in the talkies than the
silent pictures and may be likened to the assembly of a
great machine; we may assemble the various parts any
old way, but unless each part has been carefully fitted
and co-ordinated it will not work. This perfect harmony
of elements establishes the one vital feature, without
which they are worthless, and that feature we call illu7th.

may

sion.

This is one thing, at least, that the early efforts may
contribute to our study of the subject; for no matter
whether the system is founded on the phonographic (as
was all the early methods) or the sound photography system, the matter of illusion is paramount.

Seven years' experience taught the early students that
perfect illusion depends upon a proper relation between
the picture area and volume of sound, and much study
was given to working out these proportions. The eye
and ear of man form an unique combination which gath-
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ers from experience, beginning from the rational period
of babyhood, in building up in the brain a system of
comparative values, in estimating the results of the comhear a sound, and this
bination of sight and sound.
reference system in the brain immediately sets a value
recognize its source, its character and estiupon it:
see an object, and our experience
mate its distance.
reference estimates its nearness or remoteness. In both
cases it is merely an estimate and considered individually, this estimate is satisfactory, but the moment we
try to associate unrelated values of sight and sound it
immediately violates this reference system and the reTo illustrate this further we cite
sults are unconvincing.
the long practice by ventriloquists, in trying to furnish
a voice that will fit their manikins. The success of their
efforts lies in trying to furnish the combination that
agrees with the experience of the auditors, and this experience refuses the possibility of a deep, gruff voice
issuing from the diminutive figure of the manikin.
may also cite the shock to this experience of ours when
we hear, for the first time, a man of great stature speak
in a delicate, high-pitched voice, or a Lilliputian address
us in the deep basso of a giant.

We

We

We

We

To illustrate the idea of illusion by an extreme example, and one that peculiarly fits the subject, we may
recall having attended some vast gathering, listening to
a speaker, who stands at such a great distance as to be
unable to recognize him, and over our heads is a loud
speaker flooding us with a tremendous volume of sound.
Do what we may, we cannot associate the sound with
the far-distant speaker.
But cut off the microphone,
and we immediately become conscious of the real effect,
although we see of hear very little of the speaker. We
stood close beside a director, who was directing a great
scene through the microphone and it was impossible to
associate the sound, coming from the various loud speakers, with the man at our side.

—

This introduces a serious point of criticism,
this matter of illusion.
hear on all sides discussions which indicate that the auditors are satisfied that synchronism is
accomplished but that there is a feeling that only at rare

We

;

times does the sound seem to come from the proper
source.
They view a medium close-up that appears to
fit the sound, there is a gasp of delight audible over the
entire audience, the illusion is perfect; then comes a
large head, covering the entire screen, the lips move in
perfect synchronism with the sound, but there is a sense
of disappointment in the audience; then a cut to a long
shot, and we begin to get the effect of that speaker in
the stadium. We hear the remark, "why can't it all be
like that one scene?"
It is because that one scene embodies a perfect relation between the picture area and
th sound volume,
a perfect co-ordination between the
elements of sound and sight that agrees with that reference system furnished by our experience.

—

This situation is not alarming, for we see sufficient to
satisfy ourselves that the scientist has done his part;

he has furnished the artist with the means, and it merely
remains for the artist to employ these agencies in ultimately developing a refined and perfect product.
To
accomplish this, both the scientist and the artist are
dependent upon sincere and honest criticism rather than
prejudice and antagonism.

The only danger we see

to the success of the talking

pictures lies in the multiplicity of systems now engaging
Standardization is largely
the attention of producers.
responsible for the success of pictures in general. Standardization in the talkies is what now concerns, not only
the producer, but more particularly the exhibitor, who
has to pay for the expensive equipment. It will resolve
itself into the survival of the fittest as regards the various systems. Whether it shall be the phonographic system, the variable area (photographic), the variable density (photographic), or the stylus engraving on the celluloid of the film (phonographic).

But no matter what developments may furnish in the
matter of standardization, there will never be any question as to the importance of the technique of the talkies.
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Were he to have achieved no more in the transitory
period that constitutes man's life upon this planet than
to invent the photographic lens that bears his name,
Karl Struss would have been entitled to the plaudits of
the multitude.
In the design of this lens Struss made,
perhaps, the greatest single contribution to the advancement of pictorial photography since Stieglitz initiated
his noted revolt against the smug, self-sufficiency of his
fellow-craftsmen twenty years and more ago.
The Struss lens brought shockingly different concepts
of the photographic art, and its maker promptly was
characterized as an anarch and viewed distrustfully by
But his device, intelligently utilized,
the conservatives.
revealed the lyricism latent in even the most prosaic obStruss photographs thus became the vogue of capjects.

New York.
When moving

tious

pictures began to draft competent artists
for service behind the camera as well as in front, Struss
became a cameraman. I'm told that he's one of the
I
highest paid and most sought-after in the business.
His moving-picture photography evidences
believe it.
the same intimate knowledge of pleasing composition
and the value of light and shade that won for his photography such widespread acclaim.

But though his vocation is with the films, his avocaSeldom
tion continues to center about pictorial work.
does he resort to the conventional, in subjects, and if he
does, he deviates so far from the conventional practices
of photography that the ultimate result becomes very
His knowledge of the potency of light is little
different.
By the use of appropriate filters
short of phenomenal.
he photographs with the red, the yellow or the blue rays
of the sun's light, in accordance with the demands of the
subject.
When Touring .Topics inaugurated its pictorial section, Struss was one of the first among pictorial photogFew issues have appeared in
raphers to contribute.
which he has not been represented. He ventures afield
on every occasion, and when he returns he brings to us
a group of engaging prints, a friendly gesture of co-operation to the Automobile Club of Southern California,
which he so much admires. Touring Topics.

—

George Meehan, A. S. C, is doing a series of children's pictures for Smitty Productions at Tec-Art. George
Marshall is the producer.
Charles Schoenbaum, A. S. C, holds the A. S. C. record for continuous employment with one production organization in motion pictures. He started with Lasky in
1916, his first picture being "The Girl Who Came Back,"
His
starring Ethel Clayton, directed by Bob Vignola.
On his last
last was "The Water Hole" by Zane Gray.
two pictures Mr. Schoenbaum used Mazda lights excluHe did his first work in pictures
sively for interiors.
Mr.
with D. W. Griffith in the lab. September 5, 1914.
Schoenbaum has made an intensive study of sound pictures and is now at liberty to undertake contracts for
this kind of production.

Elmer Fryer, A. S. C, is the luckiest still photographer
Hollywood! Having recently affiliated himself with
Warner Brothers Studio, Fryer shot the stills and special
in

art studies for Warner's million-dollar production, "Noah's
Ark," starring Dolores Costello with George O'Brien in

His second assignment was Al
the leading male role.
For
Jolson's Vitaphone special, "The Singing Fool."
twelve weeks Elmer Fryer listened to the peerless voice
It is hard to imagine
of Jolson and was paid for it!
anything more pleasant than receiving one's weekly
wages and at the same time having the opportunity to
hear Al Jolson's repertoire as only he can sing it. Fryer
will have to get along without listening to Al Jolson's
"Mammy" singing for a while as he has started work as
still man for "The Redeeming Sin," Howard Bretherton's
next directorial assignment for Warner Brothers, starring Dolores Costello.
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Equipment

by

Motion Picture Studios
More than a year has elapsed since the introduction of
incandescent lighting equipment units, designed especially for use in motion picture photography.
Since that
time there has been considerable discussion, many tests
and large quantities of film made with this form of light.
All, who have followed the development of this method
of lighting, feel that the incandescents have established
a place for themselves. The
profession in general will
probably be interested in
seeing to what extent the
new apparatus is being acquired by the studios.
The past year has been

rental stock; available

at

KW

approximately 1000
constant use.

this time and amounting to
in lamp capacities in almost

PRODUCTION' CURVE FOR INCAHDESCEST LIGHTING ESJ-'lniEBI
l:ole

-Richardson Ino.

Kollyvooa. calif.

what we might

call a more
or less dull period in picture making at some studios.
Others have not had the time
to make shifts in lighting
methods, due to interruption
of schedules, however, you
will note that a steady and
accumulation
of
healthy

Mazda equipment

is

taking

place.

PETER MOLE

We have gathered our
information from reliable
sources and feel that the data and figures given herein
should be a fairly accurate summary of the situation at
this time.

A

Mole-Richardson production curve covering equipsold and delivered monthly during the year ending
June 31st, 1928, shows a gradually increasing demand
for" incandescent lighting.

ment

KW

We

lamp capacities of the various
have used the
units as a basis for tabulating our information. In addition to their own equipment, the studios have kept a

Producer

Star

The following
or being
lighting:

is

an incomplete list of pictures made
at least 90 per cent incandescent

made with

Cameraman

Director

Title

FIRST NATIONAL
Ned Marin
John Mccormick
Ned Marin

Billie

Dove

Colleen Moore
Mulhall-Mackaill

Alex. Korda
Mervyn Le Roy

Karl Struss
Sid Hickox

Night Watch
Oh, Kay!

William Seiter

Lee Garmes

Waterfront

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Harry Rapf

Dane-Arthur
Greta Garbo

John Gilbert

Harry Franklyn
Fred Niblo
Victor Seastrom

John Arnold

Detectives
in the Dark

Daniels
Oliver Marsh

War

Gaudio-Perry
Joe Morgan
Tony Gaudio

Hell's

The Mating
The Racket

Roland Lee

Al Gilkes

First Kiss

Marshall Neilan
Schertzinger

Roy Hunt
Roy Hunt

Frank Tuttle
Clarence Badger

Vic. Milner

Forgotten Faces
Sins of Our Fathers

Roy Hunt

Fifty-Fifty Girl

Geo. Barnes
Geo. Barnes

Two Lovers

Bill

The

Devil's

Mask

METROPOLITAN
Howard Hughes
Howard Hughes
Howard Hughes

All-Star

Thomas Meighan
Thomas Meighan

James Cruze
Reed-Hughes
L. Milestone

Angels
Call

PARAMOUNT
B. P.
B. P.
J.

G.

Fineman
Fineman

Fay Wray-Cooper
Bebe Daniels

Bachman

Baclanova-Brooks
Emil Jannings
Bebe Daniels

Take Me Home

UNITED ARTISTS
Samuel
Samuel
Samuel
Samuel

Goldwyn
Goldwyn
Goldwyn
Goldwyn

Joseph Schenck

Banky-Colman
Gilda Gray

Ronald Colman
Vilma Banky

Norma Talmadge

Fred Niblo
Fred Niblo
Herbert Brennon
Victor Fleming
Henry King

James Howe
Geo. Barnes
Oliver Marsh

Devil Dancer
The Rescue
The Awakening

Woman

Disputed

UNIVERSAL
Hersholt-Joyce
All-Star
All-Star
J. Schildkraut

Melville

Brown

John Stumar

13 Washington Square
Shake Down

William Wyler
Ernst Laemmle

Charles Stumar

George Robertson

Phyllis of the Follies

Harry Pollard

Gilbert Warrington

Paul Leni

Harry Mohr

Show Boat
Last Warning
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"TALKIES"
NEED
"INKIES"

SI

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING EQUIPMENT FURNISHES
THE ONLY ABSOLUTELY SILENT LIGHT SOURCE
ESSENTIAL TO THE NEW ART.

MOLE RICHARDSON

INC.
STUDIO ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

8

HOLLYWOOD
SANTA MONICA BLVD.
8
ALL PRODUCERS OF "TALKIES" USE "INKIES"
8

6310

8

The Vitaphone

films of

Warner

Bros, and the Moviemade with incan-

Saved from the Arctic

tone Features of the Fox studios are
descent equipment.

The advent of voice and sound reproduction in motion
pictures makes it absolutely essential that every foreign
noise be eliminated during the shooting of a set. Arc
equipment, due to its noise, except when used at considerable distance from the microphone, had to be abandoned. Incandescent lighting has quietly appropriated
this field of service and can be found in the "talkie"
studios effectively meeting their requirements for a
noiseless and all sufficient light medium.
There has been a constant and ever increasing demand
for incandescent equipment and many requests for information covering the line manufactured by MoleRichardson, Inc. The requests have come not only from
the United States and Canada, but from many points in
Europe, Asia and Australia.

We
felt

it

have shipped some equipment to Europe and have
expedient to establish a representative in London.

hardly seems necessary to go further into the subWe in Hollywood, engaged in motion picture work,
know that incandescent lighting is an accepted fact as
far as the studios are concerned.
It

ject.

Those engaged

work have but to give this
test and we feel sure that they
will find it exceedingly interesting, more profitable and
a most decided advance over old methods.
in

similar

new method an honest

By Charles G. Clarke
{Continued from Page 10)

incandescent light-

In addition to the pictures
ing has been used for 90% of the close-up and foreground work in virtually every recent production. Its
natural effectiveness in color value reproduction, its pronounced economy and other good qualities recommends
its use wherever possible.
listed,

which proved to be the corner posts of four

On

three of

oil

claims.

them hung cans with the claim papers

in-

They were filed in 1921 and the only thing we
could gain from them was that the district in which the
claims were located was known as "Tangent Bay" or
"Tangent Point." But we were together again. You can
bet that thereafter I saw that Captain was on his feet
before I got away very far.
Plodded along the rest of
side.

day and night on the North course."

On Friday, June 1, Clarke and Robertson heard the
whirr of a plane and succeeded in attracting the attention of the pilot, Matt Nieninen, of Anchorage. He made
an excellent landing on a sand bar and the two lost men
were overjoyed to learn that he had come to find them
and that he had room for both in his cabin. By 5 P. M.
they were in the hospital at Point Barrow, where they
received every possible attention.
Clarke arrived in Hollywood July 1, almost completely
recovered and within three days was back on the Fox lot,
where he is chief cinematographer for John Ford.
While Clarke and Robertson were lost the A. S. C,
through President John W. Boyle, started the machinery
of the U. S. Government to search for them, but they
were brought in before any definite arrangements could
be made.
Mr. Clarke says he and Robertson would have made
Point Barrow all right, but their rescue by Nieninen
saved them two to three days of terrible agony, weariness
and pain.
Through the entire terrible experience Clarke conducted himself like the true man he is and in accordance
with the best traditions of the A. S. C. The Society is
proud of Clarke and hails him as an ornament to the
p rofession.
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Panchromatic light
from your present arc lamps
NO NEW equipment will be needed when
you decide to use panchromatic film in
your cameras. Just insert National Panchromatic Carbons in your present arc
lamps and shoot. These carbons provide
light that is accurately matched to the
film, and the result is the correct tone
for every color in the scene.

In addition, National Panchromatic
Carbons are unusually economical. They
provide more photographic light per
watt of power than any other light

except only National White
Flame Photographic Carbons, and more

visible light per watt cf
other light source.

power than any

Your present arc lamps, plus a supply
of White Flame and Panchromatic Carbons, offer you the widest possible range
of studio lighting.

NATIONAL CARBON

CO., INC.

Carbon Sales Division
Cleveland, Ohio
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

Branch Sales

source,

Jersey City, N.

Offices

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Chicago,
Birmingham, Ala.
San Francisco, Calif.
J.

111.

National
Photographic Carbons
White Flame and Panchromatic
Mr. Harry Perry, A. S. C, flew from Los Angeles to
San Francisco and return the other day, leaving Los
Angeles at 10:30 in the morning, arriving at Oakland
1:30 P. M.; he left Oakland at 1:35 P. M., arriving back
in Los Angeles at 5:30 P. M.
He went up in a Western Air Express, 3-motor Fokker
plane, and returned in a Pacific Air Transport Co. Boeing
plane; 6Y2 hours was the total flying time.
Rolla Flora, A. S.

C, has joined the

Wm. Fox

forces.

Gilbert Warrenton, A. S. C, has gone back to UniThe story is from
versal to make "The Show Boat."
Edna Ferber's "Mother Knows Best." Harry Pollard
will direct.

Frank C. Zucker, A. S. C,
connected with the R. C. A.
New York.
Chas.

J.

Davis, A. S.

C,

New York City, is now
PHOTOPHONE, Inc., of

of Brooklyn, N. Y.,

is

now

London, England, for an indefinite period, working
with the Fox Film Corporation.

Samuel Goldwyn views with particular pride the fact
that while producing two or at the most three pictures a
year of the ten directors named as the "Best of 1927,"
his organization has three, i. e., Fred Niblo, director of
"Two Lovers;" Herbert Brenon, director of Ronald Colman's "The Rescue," and Victor Fleming, graduate of
the A. S. C, director of Vilma Banky's "The Awakening."

—

Marking the entrance of filmdom's greatest musical
"ace" with active service for pictures using VITAPHONE
and MOVIETONE effects, Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld leaves
Los Angeles within the next few days for New York to
conduct an orchestra of one hundred and fifty in the
making of complete music scores for Samuel Goldwyn's
production, "TWO LOVERS," and for John Barrymore's
"THE TEMPEST." It is announced that these will be
the first, last and only sound device musical scores for
United Artists pictures to be made in New York. Dr.
Riesenfeld goes there at this time pending the erection
of special sound device stages at the United Artists
studio.

in

Paul Perry, A.

S.

C,

is

with Director George Melford

at F. B. 0.

Alfred Gilks, member of the Board of Governors of
the A. S. C, but recently finished for Paramount-Famous
Lasky a picture entitled "The First Kiss," from the Saturday Evening Post story, "Four Brothers," and directed
by Roland Lee. The picture was shot with Mazda lighting away down on the eastern shore of Chesapeake Bay.
Mr. Gilks is now back at Long Island City, where he is
making tests for sound pictures on the new stages recently finished for the purpose by Paramount.

Peverel Marley, A. S. C, photographer of many of the
most noted Cecil B. DeMille productions, insists that the
greatest "lens hound" he has ever encountered is Bozo,
a dancing duck which figures in "Show Folks," a Pathe
production on which he is now in charge of camera work
and which Ralph Block is producing and Paul L. Stein
directing.
A lens hound is studio parlance for a player
addicted to doing any and everything which will bring
him in the best range of the camera, preferably when a
close-up

is

in progress.

E. Burton Steene, A. S. C, is reported to have done
some wonderful Akeley work on "Hell's Angels," some-

time to be released by Caddo.
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Cost $30,000,000
have a gigantic Merchandise Mart housed
building, which will be twice the size of the
This mammoth
largest business building in the world.
structure, two city blocks in length, 18 to 23 stories high,
is planned for the service and convenience of merchandize buyers of the United States and to achieve for Chicago a still greater prestige as a Great Central Market,
ConIt will cost $30,000,000.
it was declared today.
struction will begin immediately.
Chicago

in its

is to

own

The building will extend 724 feet on Kinzie street, 577
feet on the river front and 324 feet on Wells street, with
a diagonal frontage facing Orleans

and Franklin

TREMONT
FILM

LABORATORIES

streets.

Specializing in negative

and first

print.

Invites rigid inspection of the

most modern and
ally

correct processing

available to the
be set back from the river about 80 feet to accommodate a broad upper level drive extending from
It will

scientific-

plant

motion

pict-

ure industry.

Wells to Franklin.

On

all floors of the Mart will be great corridors, with
the appearance of boulevards, more than 650 feet in
length, on either side of which will be the shops displaying their varied lines
veritable "business streets." These
great corridors will be impressively treated architecturally and with the large space available it will be possible
to house the selling activities and warehousing of many
allied concerns on one floor, thus attaining the advantages of concentrated groupings.
all

—

Connection will be made with the Illinois Tunnel Company's system of freight transportation, which has more
than sixty miles of tracks beneath the streets and buildings of the city, reaching all other railroad terminals. A
river dock for vessels will connect with the south freight
elevators of the building.

One

of the interesting features planned for the Mart
will be a Merchants' Club in the tower of the building,

AKELEY SPECIALIST
A. Le Roy Greiner
Phone GLadstone 7046

HARRY
Cinema

BROWN

D.

Studios Supply Corporation

HOUy 0513

1438 Beach wood Drive

HOlly 0514
Carbons and Otber
Studio Equipment

Brown-Ashcraf t
Studio

with lounging rooms, reading and smoking rooms, where
the retailer may relax and meet his friends.
The Mart
will provide the retailer with everything but a place to
sleep.
He can go direct from the train to the Mart with
his baggage.
Here his hotel reservations will be taken
care of, his baggage transported to his hotel and placed
in his room.
Restaurants, lunch rooms and grills in the
Mart will further economize his time.

Lamps

CAMERA RENTALS
New Hollywood

Address

86i Seward Street

Phone GLadstone 6115

—

Rochester, N. Y.
Because a little amateur movie reel
showing Rochester's trolley busses in operation was made
on short notice and traveled across the country in record
time, Salt Lake City, Utah, is going to begin a similar
transportation service about August 15, according to information received here recently.
The Salt Lake City
Commission was hesitant to permit "trackless trolleys"
without an opportunity to see them in operation in some
other city. With five days left before the franchise hearing, the Utah Light and Traction Company telegraphed
to Rochester, where a film was made of the trolley bus
operation here. The picture reached Salt Lake City by
air mail in time for the hearing and the franchise was
granted.

J.

R.

LOCKWOOD
RESIDENCE

Phone
Glendale 3361-W

513

North Orange

Glendale, Calif.

JOE NOVAK, A.

S. C.

Free Lance Akeley Specialist

Phone:

WH.

3920

Street.

.
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Film Capital's Industry
Output Runs $25,000,000 Exclusive

An

industrial survey being made by the Hollywood
of Commerce and the Hollywood branch of the
Los Angeles Realty Board reveals that there are more
than 300 wholesale and industrial firms operating in the
Hollywood area.

Chamber

The Manufacturers'

Directory of the Los Angeles
for 1927 lists 182 industrial firms
In the additional list of 125
in the Hollywood district.
names, there are numerous branch stores and a number
of new industries located here since the compilation of
the directory.
These are being checked in order that

Chamber

of

Commerce

incomparably encased
models

in

tone.

number

of employees

may

An estimate of $25,000,000 yearly output (excluding
the motion picture industry) seems conservative in view
of the fact that the Hollywood realtors on a recent visit
to this industrial district found the combined output of
three firms
the Hollywood Paper Box Corporation, the
Hollywood Casket Company and the Good Humor Ice
Cream plant totaled $3,000,000 for the year 1927.

—
—

There are thirty-two firms handling products necessary
It is said $115,000,for the making of motion pictures.
000 will be spent on the making of pictures during 1928,
and it is to be expected that a large part of this will be
in

Hollywood.

Building materials are handled by forty-two firms;
twelve manufacture or handle wrought iron and metal;
there are seven large wholesale plumbing houses; eight
manufacturers of ice cream and five of candy; six firms
manufacture furniture. The printing industry is reprer
sented by thirty-one concerns.

.

period

More than 100

and equipped with a spec-

ial installation

Films

the total output, pay roll and
be obtained.

expended

Supreme among pianos in

of

plants manufacture pianos, radios, mat-

tresses, caskets, lamps, pencils, art statuary, trunks, vio-

of IVelte-Mignon

lins

and other necessities and luxuries of modern

life.

Reproducing Action

Richardsons*
7ioWest

LOS

1th.

Streets

A N O

E L E

S

Chas. Boyle, A. S. C, has just finished the camera
work on "The Candy Kid," directed by David Kirkland.
It was crook stuff with lighting in keeping with the story.
Rex Lease, Pauline Garon and an all-star cast were featured.
Mr. Boyle recently made some important shots

on "Hell's Angels."
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l\[atural Skin Tories

A large plot of ground in Hollywood, Cal., situated
a short distance from the studios of several important
motion picture companies, has been purchased by the
Victor Talking Machine Company as a site for a plant in
which it will carry on its work of sound synchronization
for films, it was announced today by E. R. Fenimore
Johnson, executive vice-president of the company. Work
will start immediately on a record-pressing plant and in
the near future a studio will be erected in which actual
scenes from photoplays may be "shot" at the same time
voices of players or other sound accompaniments are being recorded.
The purchase of this ground is a step in the development of sound synchronization which Victor inaugurated
a few months ago. It is not the intention of the Victor
Company in any way to compete with the film producing companies.
It will be strictly a service company,
providing picture producers with sound accompaniments
for their photoplays, either in the form of complete synchronized scores arranged and recorded by Victor's expert staff and made after the feature films have been
cut and edited, or in sound effects recorded during the
It will also make
actual photographing of the films.
records for any company which does its own recording.
This latter work it has done for some time for the Vita-

phone Company.

Hollywood

maintain
trucks equipped with recording apparatus which can be
quickly moved to any studio or location where sound is
Recent experiments with a portable apto be recorded.
paratus to record the sounds of an airplane motor in
flight have proven the practicability of the scheme.
In addition to its plant in

Thirty-one

it

will

Two

feature films have already been given synchronized scores by Victor.
They are "Wings" and "Warming Up," both Paramount productions.

The Elimination of Useless
Qaudy Colors
Thinner zMake-Ups
Reliable Colors

Will

TS[pt

Add

We

Professional Atmosphere to

are

all

Amateur Films.

familiar with the "shots"

where the subject

shown

in profes-

photographed through
mattes (sometimes known as masks) cut in the shape of
You can get the same
a heart, keyhole, binoculars, etc.
effect with the FILMO 70 Camera by using the newly
developed FILMO Vignetting Mattes just announced by
the Bell & Howell Company.
sional films

MAKE UP
-

Four months of extensive testing has proven
to be an improvement long needed in the
Motion Picture Industry.
this

—

There

FILMO

Vignetting Mattes in the
generally used on close-ups,
especially for the finale of love scenes.
Then there is a
set for keyhole view which fits in wonderfully well with
detective stories, mystery plays and the like.
Sometimes
mattes of this sort can be used effectively in comedies.
The cloverleaf mattes are good ones to use in Irish plays
or where one wishes to convey the feeling of verdant
fields and lawns.
It helps to put over these impressions
to an audience easily.
And then there are mattes in the
shape of a triangle that can be used in triangle plays or
for cutting out unwanted overhead back-ground in any
scene.
Sometimes there is a place for mattes of this
is

a set of

sort in

The

is

mystery plays.

FILMO

work done
the A.
ment.

S.

at the

Warner

is

the

result

of

test

Brothers Studios, by

C. with Incandescent Lighting Equip-

Results count more than words.

Try

it.

is

These mattes come in sets of twelve six objective
mattes and six corresponding units for the viewfinder.
The objective mattes are designed to fit into the groove
on the front of the FILMO Iris Vignetter, where the Vignetter Color Filter is ordinarily used. The matched viewfinder mattes slip over the viewfinder objective, making
it possible to center the object properly and accurately
on the film.
shape of a heart which

Fade

PANCHROMATIC

Panchromatic Make-up

Filmo Vignetting Mattes

That

Vignetting Mattes has certainly enlarged
the field of amateur work, placing still more professional
effects at the beck and call of the amateur.

MAX FACTOR
AND COMPANY
Cosmeticians to the Stage and Screen

326 South

Hill St.

MEtropolitan 0628

HOLLYWOOD

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
Chicago Office: 444 W. Grand Ave.
Cable Address: "FACTO"

FOREIGN AGENCIES
MAX FACTOR,
22 Soho Square,
79 MacQuarrie St.,
67 Foochow Road,
399 West St.,
Benson-Smith & Co.

LTD.

London, W. I., England
Sydney, Australia
Shanghai, China
Durban, So. Africa
Honolulu, T. H.
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Significance of Jewels
The Influence
Emma

Cecilia

Fleming

expert, with offices in the

Rock Crystals and Other Stones on Mankind
Said to Be Anything But a Dream
of

is a gem
Broadway

monds.

^

In

one sense

this

The diamond brings no

ill

is

well.

conse-

quences to its wearer. Neither does
Mrs Emma Cecilia Fleming
Central Building, Los Angeles, who
(unless your temperament is atit
made a profound study of jewels
tuned to the diamond) bring much
and rock crystals not only from the
It does give a sort
that is good.
of a "moreness," and for those who care for that
material and commercial point of view, but from the hidTo a very highly evolved
sort of thing, social position.
den or occult angle, and whose findings will, I feel sure,
person, on what Theosophists speak of as the Power Ray,
prove of interest to all classes of intelligent readers. This
the diamond would act as a focusing point to bring more
story which, under ordinary circumstances, would be out
power to the person wearing it. I personally have a
theory that the real Power Ray person should wear a
of place in a technical periodical like
diamond almost bluish white a sort of a very, very light
peculiar interest just
is
-

has

THE AMERICAN

CINEMATOGRAPHER,

of
now because of information that has reached the editor
regarding researches with the camera now making in the

violet in

proper.
real

color

This

—
diamond,

as this

—

is

the color of the First Ray
is as rare as the

by the way,

Power Ray person.

realm of precious stones and which promise amazing results.
It may be the camera after all that will reveal the
unseen, paradoxical as this may seem.
Editor's Note.]

Before very long the vibrations of jewels and their
power will be so well understood that people will no more
wear the wrong jewel than they now will have loud,
Some of
clashing and garish colors in their homes.

We stand at the beginning of a new age. Much knowledge of a material nature has been gathered in the age
that is past. Much knowledge that has been occult, that
is to say, hidden, will be brought to light for man's use
in this age that is dawning.
This knowledge will come to
us in various ways by research, by intuition, by the revival of the mysteries and it will be knowledge that can
be used here and now, since the coming age will be the
physical age in its best and truest sense.
The knowledge gained will not be, as used to be said of our religious teachings, exclusively for use in the worlds to come,
but for our use now. Everything that has grown, that
has evolved is for use. For a time we stressed the transitory nature of things physical to a marked degree.
It is true that the Physical life is transitory but so is

you may remember the atrocious red dining rooms of
an earlier day. We do not see these now. We are fast
approaching the time when
"Color is heard like music
And music like color is seen."

—

—

the astral that follows upon the physical. So, in point of
fact, are all succeeding lives.
So might we not make
use of what knowledge we have to make our lives now
more livable that our wisdom may not be like the
charm, the cantrap of the hero in one of our forbidden
books; this charm that was given to him by a very wise
man was only good to get out of hell with.

—

What
From

is

the

power of precious stones?

the earliest times jewels have held a fascination
for mankind. Among the ancients (as we speak of the
races that preceded ours) this was more than mere
fascination.
Many of the earlier races understood even
better than we how to take full advantage of all the
hidden, the occult forces in nature, and our remote ancestors understood the peculiar quality of jewels to act
as a focusing point to attract to them whatever power

they wished to use.
The age just drawing to a close
the age of the concrete mind

age of Mercury
—thetheage
of the man
imagination.

—

is

who scorns intuition, sensitiveness,
Even in this age there has been a

as mere
sort of desultory interest in jewels apart from their commercial value, but
this interest was considered to be only seemly in romantic
young ladies or classed with the children's fairy tales.

—

The Jewelers' Circular of May, 1927, in complaining of
our American list of birth-stones, which does not coincide with the European or that of the Orient, naively remarks: "Of course, Mr. Steele F. Roberts, late president
of the Jewelers' Association, when he compiled the list
of birth-stones had in mind solely their sales value and
gave no thought whatever to ancient or astrological lore."
I shall agree with the writer at once
in fact, there is no

—

argument.

When the average man or woman who scorns all things
not of the concrete mind begins to look about for stones
with a view to purchasing, the first thought is of dia-

SAPPHIRE:

Chastening, cooling, emblem of chastity

and wisdom. Warriors in olden times when they had to
go and leave their young wives behind would present
them with a rope of genuine sapphires. This was thought
to keep the wives true to their husbands in their absence.

Whether this was effective or not, it was certainly not
The sapphire was the stone of
to be despised as a gift.
Joseph, the dreamer, Joseph, the wise and efficient one
resisted temptation, but got in wrong anyway. It is sacred to all teachers.
EMERALD: The stone of intelligent activity and action for the benefit of humanity, service. This stone has
been highly prized in all ages as far back as can be
traced; it is one of the sacred stones of the Atlantean
races.
It is said to be effective as a stone of healing,
especially if worn around the neck. It was sacred to the
The name Levi
tribe of Levi in the time of Israel.
means attached or joined. In this case to the altar.
The Christians cherished the emerald as an emblem of
It has a tendency to make its wearer
the resurrection.
charitable and benevolent.
RUBY: The stone of royalty in various periods in
It has also been called the emblem of devotion.
history.
It is, however, the devotion that makes the devotee one
with his deity devotion which permits him to approach
It has been
his Creator with his head up, not cringing.
the stone of the priest-kings in earlier times, showing its
devotional properties.
PEARL: From observation and study, I personally
believe the pearl to have the highest spiritual vibration
It is said that one must be cultured to love pearls
of all.
at all, so even in the material world it stands for highest
When people of coarse temperament come
refinement.
into possession of a pearl for its monetary value purely,
trouble to this wearer nearly always follows. The vibration of the pearl is not for the coarse, the gross, the
materialistic. In cases of this kind the pearl avenges herHence the belief
self by making the wearer miserable.
that pearl brings tears.
OPAL: This stone has also caused much controversy,
something like the pearl. There is, in fact, something
akin
some sort of affinity between the two stones.
Both are non-mineral, the opal a vegetable substance and
the pearl an animal, so both are in advance of their minIt would be difficult to imagine anything
eral brethren.
more beautiful than a fine opal. It has in its depths all

who manfully

—

—

—
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that we can conceive of beauty, the sunset and moonrise,
the green-blue of the sea and the sea's foam; the exIn fact, a
quisite coloring of the most beautiful flowers.
beautiful opal is a poem, "Shining like a sunbeam-smitten
This
tear, fugitive flame and water of secret springs."
stone should never be given by a lover to his sweetheart.
The opal is primarily the stone
It will make her fickle.
for the artist, the unconventional one, also for one who
has attained to love for all that lives, as present from a
relative, from father to daughter, or from husband to
wife, if they have been married long enough to become
acquainted. It brings good fortune.
AQUAMARINE: Stimulates the intuition as well as
makes the wearer quick-witted. Is one of
the intellect
the gems that can be worn by nearly everyone with
profit, the other two universal gems being beryl (a cousin
to the aquamarine) and the tourmaline.
TOURMALINE: Comes in several colors, some say
seven.
I have seen five of these.
This is the universal
It has very
stone and has been called the peace stone.
strong vibrations which can be noticed by anyone who
is even slightly sensitive, when the stone is held in the
hand. The green tourmaline is especially good for people engaged in business, it attracts success.
The pink
attracts love and liking from the people around you.
If
you ever find yourself in a place where you are unpopular get yourself a pink tourmaline.
TOPAZ: Attracts friendship, not love. Topaz is also
an aid in solving abstruse scientific problems.
CORAL: Is considered sacred among many people.
In the middle ages every child born was given a chain
of corals to wear around his neck, if his parents and
relatives could afford it.
This stone is said to make
women beautiful and to prevent one from growing old.
Not many years a^o the Dalai Lama, of Thibet, had a
beautiful ceremonial vase made of coral in Paris, France,
which he placed in the temple at Lhasa.
BERYL: It seems to assist clairvoyance. In almost
prehistoric times this stone was used as a globe for crystal gazing.
Is said to give the wearer dominion and
authority.
It brings dissension and misfortune when
given by a man to his sweetheart or wife, or by a wife
to her husband.
It is splendid for single women, especially those who are engaged in business and particularly

—

they want to remain single.
PERIDOT: If there is a stone at all in the category
of gems that brings ill luck, it is the peridot.
LAPIS LAZULI: Brings wealth and good fortune
especially to those born in November or December.
HYACINTH: Is also one of the gems highly prized
by the ancients that we hear very little of nowadays.
It is a sacred stone among the ancient Assyrians
also in
the early middle ages.
JADE: There is so much to be said about the jade
that it would take a whole lecture to cover it.
This
stone of powerful benevolent vibrations
was sacred in
Atlantis, as will be seen by the remnants of jade found
near the temples of Yucatan. It is believed among the
Chinese that this gem has very high occult properties.
In China the first wife wears jade while the second wife
must content herself with diamonds.
AMBER: Prolongs youth. In olden times when a
warrior grew too old to fight, instead of investing in goatglands he took to wearing amber. We are told that it
was effective, perhaps as effective as our modern methods.
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to the A. S. C.

TO

serve its rapidly growing family of customers, The Bank of Hollywood has, during
the past month, occupied commodius quarters both for its MAIN OFFICE and for its
BRANCH, and is now equipped to handle an
unlimited volume of business with every possible
convenience at the service of its clientele. This
expansion is due to a healthy, natural growth
through efficient management, courteous service
and constructive co-operation with THE BANK'S
customers. Ours is an Independent Bank, which
is a distinctly Hollywood community institution,
and the only Bank in the central shopping district of Hollywood under State Supervision.

The Friendly Bank in the Center
Can Help You
Main

Office

— New

Herman Building, 1640 North Vine
Phone HO-6990

—

Branch New Gilbert Beesemyer Building
Southeast Corner Santa Monica Boulevard at Vine

Phone HO-4192

The Bank ofHollywood
Collections

-

Escrows - Foreign Exchange - Investments
Checking and Savings Accounts

if

—

METEOR FLARES

—

—

AMETHYST: The gem of the coming age. Has the
highest vibration of all the gems, vibrating at the rate of
42 trillions per second. Gives judgment and discrimination, protects from violence and theft; worn by a man
it will attract to him the love of beautiful and high-born
as well as famous women.
SARDONYX: At

England, this stone
was used to give relief to women during child-birth.
The true value of birth stones from the viewpoint of
the occult with their correct assignments as to the birth
date

is

St. Alban's, in

min. Flare with Demountable Handle

2

Meteor Flares are made under the same system of
control as our photo chemical products and for this
and other reasons not one has ever exploded.

They give a steady brilliant light and burn "full
time." The handle is detachable so they can either be
conveniently held in the hand or supported mechanically.
Flares are waterproofed and can be stored indefinitely.

Five sizes: y2

,

1,

2,

3

and

4

minutes.

match ignited. Electric igniters can
be supplied working on a flashlight battery. Also speRegular

cial

flares

electrically

flares for instantaneous starting
Multiple ignition and remote control

fired

of bright light.
possible.

Three main distributing points: Edward H. Kemp
San Francisco, Bell & Howell of Chicago, John G.
Marshall (Meteor Photo Chemicals) of Brooklyn, N. Y.

of

Manufactured by

as follows:

January 20th to February 20th: Onyx and Crystal.
February 20th to March 19th: Coral and Amber.
March 19th to April 21st: Amethyst and Almandine.
April 21st to May 22nd: Emerald and Carnelian.
May 22nd to June 23rd: Aquamarine.
June 23rd to July 21st: Pearl and Moonstone.

JOHN

G.

MARSHALL

1752 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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CLUBBING RATES
U.S.

VtllldQd

For'n

$3.50

$4.00

4.65

5.40

5.50

6.40

4.40

5.40

"i\mcrican Cinematographcr" $3.00
In club with:

"Photo-Era"

4.75
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July 21st to August 22nd: Ruby and Jade.
August 22nd to September 21st: Tourmaline.
September 21st to October 23: Sapphire and Hyacinth.
October 23rd to November 22nd: Agate and Malachite.
November 22nd to December 21st: Lapis Lazuli and
Chrysoprase.
December 21st to January 20th: Beryl.

People whose 25th, 34th, 43d, 52nd and 61st birthdays
1928 will find the Amethyst unusuly helpful this

fall in

year.

Talkies for Christie
Al and Charles Christie's deal with Western Electric
for talkies is going ahead with immediate realization in
"The
their first feature this season for Paramount
Charles
Carnation Kid," starring Douglas MacLean.
Christie just returned from New York, sent word ahead
that all arrangements were completed and that in addition to the thirty-two two-reel Christie short features
which will have sound effects and in some cases actual
talking, "The Carnation Kid" will be synchronized from

opening to fade out.

Although Los Angeles theatre-goers remember MacLean as the leading man at the famous star-incubator,
the Morosco Theatre, fans the world over will discover
for the first time that he has an exceptionally good speak.ing voice, and one that is to be put to good use in "The
Carnation Kid."

The spoken

lines and the detailed description of the
have just doubled the size of the script for
"The Carnation Kid." Al Cohn's story has already been
scenarized by Henry McCarty, with fully as mu"h attention to that which will be heard as to that which will be
seen. From the atmospheri" marine scenes i-^Tieatr'd
by the low moans of tueboat whistles, through the dialogue of raucous voices checking off cases of illicit cargo,

sound

TRUEBALL TRIPOD HEADS
For

follow-up

known

are

smoothness
equal

shots

for
their
of operation,

tension

on

effects

to the heart of the story whe^e the roar of election r> io- ht
will mingle with the sputtering of machine guns, "The
Carnation Kid" will make a bid for a definite place as
the first storv ideally planned and fitted for sound. Jack
MacKenzie, A. S. C, will photograph the production.

all

movements and being unaffected by temperature.

The Cine-Kodak Scores
Moving picture

Cine-Kodak among
Mexico have been bought with-

films taken with a

Aztec and Mayan ruins

in

out solicitation by the visual education division of the
Board of Education of San Diego, California.

They are the records of Mexican and Indian life among
ancient ruins taken by Emma-Lindsay Squier while gathering legends for her recently published book, "The Bride
Miss Squier took the pictures for
of the Sacred Well."
non-commercial purposes and was not aware of the market for them until she was approached by school authorities after a showing at the San Diego museum of natural

Model B
The Model B is

for Bell
Mitchell
their respective tripods.

& Howell and
Cameras and

The handle is telescopic and adjustable to
any angle.

history.

The Model A is made
for Amateur motion picture
fits

cameras and
the Standard

also

The

were specially edited into four

1.

2.

Trueball tripod heads
are unexcelled for sim-

3.

accuracy and

4.

speed of operation.

A

bination is also a superior product.

FREDMONICA
HOEFNER
BOULEVARD

5319 SANTA
GLadstone 0243

each

Mexican Children and Pets.
Mexican and Indian Customs.
Mexico, Ancient and Modern.
Ruins of Ancient Mexico.

Miss Squier
The Hoefner four-inch
Iris and Sunshade comModel

reels,

Still

tripods.

plicity,

films

double standard length and entitled:

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

is

now

in

the very primitive panhandle
neigh-

among Mayan caves in the
Lake Peten, tracking down legends

section of Guatemala,

for a
sequel to "The Bride of the Sacred Well" and taking
moving pictures of modern Mexican and Indian life in
their ancient settings with special consideration of their

borhood of

use as educational films.
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Questions and Answers
Q. What are the photographic qualities of gold, brass,
copper, gold leaf, bronze, etc., on regular stock? On
panchromatic stock?
A. It is impossible to answer the question as the photographic condition of these metals depends not only on the
quality of film used, but also on the quality of the light
under which they are photographed, on their degree of
polish, on the angle under which they are presented to
the light, etc.
Q. Is it possible to take first class titles with sunlight
and no artificial lights? If so, will you describe and
diagram the apparatus and method?
A. Yes, it is possible to take titles under either sunNo special apparatus is relight or diffused daylight.
quired, the only requirement being that the title card be
evenly illuminated and the camera so set that the axis of
the lens is perpendicular to the title card surface at its
center.
Q. At the beginning of the first reel of a film, is a
certain number of blank film allowed for threading the
projector?
A. Yes. Some three to five feet of blank film is
always left at the beginning of each reel for the purpose
of threading the projector. An equal length of blank
film is usually spliced at the end of the reels, also.
Q. How many feet is allowed from the last title ("The
End"), to the actual end of the film?
A. The title ("The End") is always faded out. A
good length of the title would be 2 feet in full and 4
feet for the fade, making a total of 6 feet.
Q. Is there a blank footage, or footage of any sort,
allowed at the beginning and end of reels between the
first and last reels?
A. A blank footage is spliced at the beginning and
end of every separate reel. The customary length of
every reel is 1,000 feet. At times, 2 reels are spliced
together so as to make one of 2,000 feet. If such is the
case a piece of blank film is spliced at the beginning and
another piece at the end of the 2,000 feet roll.
Q. Is this extra footage referred to in the last three
questions included in making a "reel" 1000 feet, or is
this miscellaneous footage included besides the 1,000
feet of "picture?"
A. Reels of film are not necessarily exactly 1000 feet
in length, in fact, they always are either somewhat shorter or somewhat longer. If this question is prompted in
reference to cost of laboratory work, the leader, as the
pieces of blank are called, are, of course, charged at a
much different and much lower price per foot than the
actual pictures.
Q. What was the general decision reached by you professional gentlemen about the use of incandescent lighting in the experiments held, I believe, at Warner

Brothers?
A. The economic advantages and the photographic
results obtained by the use of Mazda lights have been
proven worthy of serious consideration through the experiments referred to. The American Cinematographer
has published in its May issue, a report on this subject
which has been presented to the Society of Motion Piclure Engineers by the Research and Educational Committee of the American Society of Cinematographers.
Q. Will you give a list of books, or trade journals from
which one can pick up professional knowledge of the
mechanics and workings of the industry?
A. Books and Trade Journals treating on Cinematography are so numerous that it is impossible for this
department to give a list of them. If you happen to be
in Hollywood, drop in our office and we will be very glad
to help you out in this matter.
Q. Why are reflectors with gold paper used instead of
the silver kind? Is this because panchromatic stock is
being used?
A. Yes. Gold leaf reflectors are very effectively used
in connection with panchromatic film.
These reflectors
absorb a great deal of the blue and violet radiation of the
sunlight and thus the reflected light is more appropriate
for good chromatic condition.

CARL ZEISS TESSAR
Few commodities dominate

their field for

general excellence and outstanding
superiority to such a marked degree
as the products of Carl Zeiss, Jena.
The heights of joy and the
depths of despair are faithfully portrayed with Zeiss
Tessars, even under
conditions
other lenses fail.

where

rcARLZEH s]
I

jenaJ

CARL ZEISS,
485 Fifth Avenue,
Pacific Coast

INC.

New York

Branch: 728 South Hill Street, Los Angeles,

Calif.

COOPER HEWITT LIGHTS
Keese Engineering Co.

Hollywood— 7380
San Francisco

— 77

Santa Monica Blvd.
O'Farrell Street

— AKEXJEY SPECIALIST
IRA B. HOKE
GRanite 5033

BILLY TUERS
Akeley Specialist
7245 Sycamore Trail

GR

9097
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MOVIETONE
EQUIPPED

MEANS
SIMPLEX
EQUIPPED
in America's

Leading
Theatres
INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR CORPORATION
>>
GOLD STREET
NEW YORK
90

New Simplex Stand
The

New

Simplex Stand, which

is

amply covered by

patents, represents a radical advance in motion picture
projector design and unquestionably meets many of the
requirements created by the present demand for better
projection. At one time, progress in the Technical Departments of the motion picture industry was greatly
hampered by ignorance and indifference, but with a
greater realization of the importance of projection has
come a willingness to take an interest in this subject and
to pay for worth while improvements.

The introduction of the High Intensity Lamp some
years ago gave a great impetus to the movement for better projection and there has been a noticeable improvement of projection illuminants. The development of the
High Intensity Lamp, however, brought new problems
to the projectionist and one of the most serious of these
was the unsteadiness caused by the weight of the lamp
and its manipulation. The elaboration of projection presentation through the use of Movietone, Vitaphone and
other notable projection novelties with special equipment
now being placed on projectors are subjecting them to
demands and strains which could not very well have been
anticipated in the original design.
Attempts to overcome unsteadiness resulting from this
additional equipment were at best mere makeshifts and
weight and bulk were largely depended upon to maintain
balance.
The Simplex Pedestal as originally designed
and the five-point pedestal which was later used served
for a period, but even these proved inadequate. Various
braces were manufactured and used but such devices have
their limitations.
While it is true that the defects of
the earlier designs were partially overcome by these substitutes they were unsatisfactory because they failed to
supply true balance and rigidity. Modern requirements
demand that the Projector shall have rigidity and bal-

ance and these have been fully secured in the New Simplex Stand solely through design, based upon mechanical
principles and without the aid of supplementary devices.
While there is some slight resemblance between the
front of the new Simplex Stand and the former Simplex
Pedestal in all other particulars they are different. The
Base, as with other assemblies of the New Model M
Stand, should not be considered as a mere modifying improvement, but one of a series of revolutionary changes
making a harmoniously designed unit, totally unlike any
other Pedestal or Stand, and overcoming many of the
difficulties heretofore encountered by users of Motion
Picture Projectors.

S.

M.

P. E. Pacific

Coast Section
On the evening of Thursday, June 14th, the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers, Pacific Coast Section, held its
monthly meeting in the rooms of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences.
A dinner preceded the meeting and was followed by
an interesting discussion on the properties of the water
of Los Angeles and adjacent communities in reference
to motion picture laboratory work. Mr. A. R. Maas, of
the Maas Chemical company, lectured on the subject.
Two pictures of very unusual interest were shown, one
presenting the evolution of aviation in re U. S. Navy,
and the other illustrating the first lap of the flight of
the "Southern Cross." This picture created great enthusiasm because of the perfection wdth which all preparations for the historic flight were shown and for the
extremely interesting shots taken during the flight to
Hawaii by Mr. Ulm, co-pilot of the plane.
The meetings of this S.M.P.E. section are always well
attended and prove a source of real interest to all
members.

—
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Talking Pictures
Deer Mr. Editor:
had anything upset me like the
sudden epidemic of talking picture fear that's sweeping
the whole industry. Here I go away on location for four
months leaving everything running as smooth as it ever
does; and no sooner is my back turned when they break
out into a regular rash about Talkies. And what do I
just downright
see when I get back? Everybody scared
scared. Don't let anybody kid you
that's what's under
Perducers let
all this excitement about the talkies.
alone actors
ain't sleeping good because they're scared
some other perducer will get an edge on 'em on something or other in equipment; and all down the line you
get the same uneasy feeling of having all the underpinning swept away and everybody wondering where
I

don't

know when

I've

— —

—

—

they're goin' to light.
Actors are worried about their voices; directors wish
they'd had stage training; cameramen are reading up on
everything radio from crystal sets up. Every blessed
soul in this business is just scared green for fear they
ain't going to fit into the talkies; and it makes me so
(deleted) mad about the whole (deleted) business and
the (deleted) sap-headed attitude of everybody connected with the (deleted) affair that I could just darn near
cuss!
In the first place the panicky rush into talkies is just
going to set our dear little picture business back about
two years. That's one thing to be mad about. In the
second place the helluva rush to beat the other fellow in
getting talking pictures out is going to mean lousy
pictures
no two ways about that. And the total result
is that we'll get punk regular pictures and punk talkies
and the first thing you know the public'll start staying
home. Lord knows they're hard enough to get out as it

—

without discouraging them any more.
I mean it, too.
Let 'em holler all they want to;
the real situation is that talking pictures is a long way
from being a satisfactory proposition. There's a lot
left to be done. Tecknickelly they're all right; but tecknickel correctness never yet meant anything to the box
is,

And

office.
I ain't doubting that perducers try hard enough; but
the fact remains that they're first class saps sometimes.
They always do the obvious never seen 'em miss yet.
And what's the obvious in talkies? Reversion to stage
tecknick, of course. And what a fool thing that is. It
tears the very heart and soul out of a beautiful art.

—

It took 'em fifteen years to learn that naturalism is
the secret of success in pictures. It took 'em three centuries before that to learn that artifishality is the secret
of success on the stage. One is truth, the other illusion.
One is like a oyster on the half shell raw, naked, and
real. The other is like a fancy ice cream, the skilled
blending of a dozen ingreedients. Each is good in its
proper use. But mix 'em and you get an oyster sundae
which is a good parallel for what we're in for in talkies
if somebody doesn't pull an unexpected miracle.

—

Go to any talking picture, shut your eyes, and if you
don't get exactly the same effect as in a theater there's
something wrong that somebody's gonna get heck for.
For the ideal they're working for in speech from the

screen is to duplicate as far as possible the stage voice
quality, the stage spacing of words, the stage delivery of
speech, and the stage construction of sentences. All of
which is the rankest kind of hooey for pictures. Now
reverse yourself and stop your ears, and see if you
don't see the punkest kind of movie action you've seen
in all this world. Now, just to cinch the argument, take
a look at any talkie news weekly, and if it don't top
anything else on the program both as for sound and
sight, it's just a sign that you ain't no judge of enter-

—

tainment.
Naturalism is IT so far as pictures are concerned.
Talkie news weeklies are nothing if not natural. Natural
in their unrehearsed action and their unplotted speech.
And they're the high spot of any bill. Weeklies have
been audience getters ever since they started; but it's
only recently that perducers have woke up to why.
The simpler a thing is the harder it seems to be to understand. Take the simple frase "moving pictures." There,
in two words, is the whole essence of the business. The
name carries with it the formula for success. Moving
moving meaning just
pictures that are moving pictures
what the word means pictures meaning just what the
word says click with the public. Anything else flops.
Lots of good money has been wasted trying to make
acting, names, mobs, sets, size, stories, authorship, trademark, and I don't know what else, take the place of
MOVING pictures. And just as sure as you're alive
there's going to be just the same old story over again,
only told in a sadder strain, of exhausting every other
possibility before coming down to the bed-rock fact that
talking moving pictures are talking moving pictures.
And what a weary old road it's going to be! And all
to reach so clear an end. First we got to put up with
voices instead of actors. It'll take 'em a long time to
learn that a well trained, beautifully modulated voice
ain't all there is to waking up emotions. The voice of
the elocutionist will be heard in the land and will remain
until the public starves 'em out. Tecknishians will take
the place of artists at the camera. The stage will be
raided for its actors, its plays, its directors, and its
necessarily following tecknick. That's all got to be gone
through with. The poor (deleted, deleted, deleted) saps!
Then, after a combination of starvation and bankruptcy drives them to it, they'll wake up to the fact that
what is really the thing to do is to make talking pictures,
not vocalized still pictures, not photographically recorded
plays, not anything else but good moving pictures made
better by the addition of words and music.
Don't ever kid yourself into thinking that the talkie
will be one thing and the movie another. Not a chance.
In the first place, talkies are moving pictures
or should
be; only they're moving pictures with about a thousand
times the outlet for expression that the old movie had.
And in the second, and overwhelming last reason, they
make it possible to give a better show for less money.
Less money from everyone
the perducer, the exhibitor,
the public. And that's all you have to know to decide
whether they're going to be IT or not. They ARE and
how! Regular movies won't disappear, of course. I understand many of the older families still have stereoscopic
views for the guests on the what-not.

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Cheap, good entertainment rakes in the berries every
time. Always has and always will. Ever since the game
started the perducers been climbing up the ladder on
little pictures that could be made, sold, and exhibited
cheaply and going broke on big artistic successes. Cheap,
good entertainment is IT, I tell you, and that's exactly
what the talkie is and that's why it's going to cop everything.
The talkie's so much cheaper than the movie that there

no comparison.

ain't

Maybe you think

it ain't,

but

it is.

to look at any business as a whole and not as
a part, and in the picture business the cost of making
the picture is just a starter. It don't amount to one-twothe real total cost of the picture.
three with the total cost
Say a picture costs a hundred thousand. That's your
your finish. Onto that tack your exploitation
start
cost, slip a little something to the exchange boys, pay
a slice of the operators salary in the thousands of
theaters it will be shown in, together with ushers, organist, orchestra, prolog, theatre cost or rent, taxes, interest

You got

—

—NOT

—

—

and
multiplied by the number of theatres used
the first thing you know you won't be able
to find that measly hundred thousand under the mess of
really good sized figures that's piled up on top of it.
You'll never see these figures because they ain't put
out
at least, not that way. You just get results. You
hear that a picture only grossed $25,000 a week at a
certain theater and lost money. Or made money. Anyway,
that picture cost somewhere around $25,000 to put on at
that theater, didn't it? And what's that but picture cost?
All right, multiply that by your cities and see if it means
anything.
The heavy jack is juggled by the
It means just this:
exhibitor, not the perducer. All the money invested in
the producing end, from the home office building, the
studio building, all equipment and salaries and stories
and everything is piffling compared to the money laid
out in theatres, exchanges, and salaries for the hundreds
of thousands of employees to run them. Why, there's
single theatres that have got more dough tied up in them
and cost more to run than lots and lots of entire producing companies I could name.
Now what I'm getting at is this: If you whack off a
few hundred thousand or add a few hundred thousand on
to your studio costs it don't mean such a heluva lot; but
not thousands
if you trim off a few hundred dollars
from your exhibition costs that saving multiplies and
pyramids itself into a tremendous saving, because it
works not in one place but in thousands of places.
All right now. Let your sound equipment and slower
production set the studios back a little if it will. What
it will save when it gets out is nobody's business.
all

gee whiz!

—

—

—

you that a regular movie is usually shown
with a two hundred thousand piece orchestra and fifteen
thousand organs accompanying it you wouldn't believe
me; but it's not only true collectively but I'm underestimating the number considerably. Just take that one
item and lift it out of the red and see what a boost it
gives to the black. Now, as another nice exercise in
single picture cost and profit computation let's be modest
and only lift a measly million over onto the black side
through dropping prologs just for one picture. Think
If

I

told

—

—

that's too high?

All right. Figure it out yourself. Multiply number of people used in the prolog by the number
of theatres showing prologs; then get their salary cost
per performance and multiply
by the number of
times the picture is shown and see what you get.
Maybe you think they won't drop prologs. That entitles
you to another think. Who's going to bother with third
rate talent when they can get the best? And what sane
manager is going to pay thousands for an inferior article
when he can get the best for hundreds? Don't be silly!

THAT

Sound pictures offers the same glorious advantage
that pictures do
-that one, grand peculiarity that belongs
to pictures alone and which five or six people in the
industry are beginning to realize; which is: Get it good
once and you've got it forever. No matter how much it
costs or how much time it takes, if you get it good just

—

—

—

once!
only once!
then you can go die if you want to,
but that once will live always. Talking pictures can give
the world's greatest of everything in entertainment.

P
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No two audiences ever see exactly the same stage play.
Stage performances vary always. But a screen play never
varies; and there lies its strength. Two Forks sees the
same show that New York got. And Two Forks will see
and hear the same show that New York got. There lies
the strength of sound pictures. They can and eventually
will offer the best entertainment in the world caught at
the moment of its best performance.
There's nothing on the horizon of the world that offers
a rival for such a combination as that. And even if there
were, it couldn't compete; for the sound picture can
undercut any comparable entertainment by a matter of
dollars.

Don't kid yourself about the solidity of the talkie.
got everything.
BUT as I was saying the poor, helpless movie
industry is in for two years of tooth-cutting, measles,
house-maid's knee, growing pains, green apples, poison
ivy, whooping cough and all sorts of childish woes. For
they WON'T be sensible. They've got talkies, and they're
going to make 'em talk or die; and it won't be until
they've talked a few million customers out of the theaIt's

—

—

commence to figure that maybe they'd
down on the dialog and stick in some action.
It's going to take a lot of staying away from the
theatre on the part of the public to show the perducer

tres that they'll

better ease

that stage diction and stage delivery belongs on the stage
but not on the screen. Pictures are natural; the stage is
artificial. Natural pictures require speech; but it's going
to be a long weary time before Our Little Nell stops
talking with tone-color, voice-placing, inflection and

emphasis.

And

—

plays
Oh, Lord, the plays! We've got all
go through with. Plays written for the stage,
with all its limitations, are just about inevitable. The
perducers will do their usual stunt of following the obvious; and now that the screen has got a voice they'll grab
all the stage perducers and stage directors and uplift
the art of the speakies. We'll get Belasco and Shaw and
Shakespeare and O'Neill and Ziegfeld and all the rest
until Two Forks puts a stop to it by refusing to pay for
something they can't understand.
In short, we're in for a new deal, and the game is dated
right back to the rules of nineteen-fifteen. Thirteen unlucky years of penalization just because we went forward a step. We got 'em all to live over again, only
we'll do it faster since we know the road.
In 'fifteen we had a scourge of stage directors. They
flopped; because the better a stage director is for the
stage, the worse he is for movies. Then we got a lot of
names from the stage and had a company Famous Play-

THAT

the

to

—who did the

—

stunt of exploiting 'em. They flopped,
in favor of nobodies who were great picture actors.
Perducers dropped both these liabilities to keep from
going under financially; but they made a desperate effort
to keep wrong just the same, so we had a spasm of
eminent authors. They flopped; and the game was kept
alive by unknown picture writers. Then we had master
mind directors; and they passed out. Then the star system struggled along to a hard dying. Eventually, after
having been bumped hard and often by trying to avoid
making moving pictures the perducers just had to stop
fooling and go to work making good moving pictures in
order to keep alive. And now, just as they're going good,
this (deleted) (deleted) thing has to happen.
ers

It's good or bad according to how you look at it. I've
often wished I could start all over in pictures with what
I've learned about them; and now here's the chance.
There's no doubt about what they are going to be
in
a few years. They're going to be our regular moving
picture with the added advantage of words and music,
and they're not going to be anything else. Anybody
that can cash in on that ought to do so. But it's going
to be hard to do. The perducers are going to have to
be absolutely forced to accept the inevitable just like
they were forced to before; and a lot of them will go
down with the wrong colors flying, just like they did
before.
Guess I'd better not go away any more.
Yours for louder and better pictures,

—

JIMMY.
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OLIVER MARSH

The Dark Angel
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Victor Milner
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This publication has long been in sympathy with this
im.
It is hoped that through the medium of the ten
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George Barnes
Oliver Marsh
Karl Struss
Charles Rosher
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Leading directors in Hollywood were asked to submit
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list and from these ballots the results presented
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Rock. Joe
Rogell. Al
Saunders, Richard
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Taylor, Sam
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focusing mounts, focusing microscopes and special
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Tuttle. Frank

Waters. John
Wellman, William A.
While. Jules J.

Wood. Sam
Yaconelli. Frank

camera

fittings.

We

undertake the development of your own
ideas along optical lines.
Write us. A new catalogue, listing the complete line of Goerz Lenses and
accessories, will be mailed on request.

C. P. Goerz

Enlargements from Single
Frame Motion Pictures

317 E. 34th

American Optical Co.
New

St.

By Dr. K. C. D. Hickman
(Continued from Page 6)
In conclusion, it may be stated that contrary to general
opinion the most pleasing result for display purposes can
be secured by using a contrasty glossy paper. This gives
the picture such snap and brilliance that the lack of
quality becomes subsidiary. The heavy surface matte
papers, while burying many defects, do not throw the
subject into sufficient relief.
There may be those who doubt the utility of such
elaborate precautions for securing single frame enlargements. Most of the advertising material in the motion
picture business is admittedly artist drawn or made from
"still" negatives. The necessity for the latter, however,
lies in the appalling quality of the single frame enlargement. There is no doubt that for subject matter and
action the picked single frame must be superior to the
posed still. It is hoped that this short paper will induce
at least some of those whose business lies this way to try
the experiment of making two enlargements from motion
picture film, one "straight" and the other using the
"glycerine
sandwich" in conjunction with diffused
lighting.

Al Gilks, A. S. C, writes from Long Island City that
he will remain there indefinitely at work on sound pictures for Paramount.

Frank B. Good,

Billy Tuers and Bill Sickner, all A. S.
are on location at Cheyenne, Wyoming, shooting a
series of pictures with Ken Maynard, from the famous
C's,

"American Boy"

stories.

X

^-

jAcHAR,
ASTRO

played opposite Mr. Jones.

1

ON SALt BY

MITCHELL

V

'
•

Elmer Dyer, A. S. C, has just completed the Akeley
shots on Buck Jones' latest starring vehicle, "The Big
Hop," an aerial picture produced by the Buck Jones
Corporation. James Home directed.
Jobyna Ralston

^^^^ I
CAMERA

jU

W'f".

LOS ANGELES
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York, N. Y.
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An Experiment in
Screen

—A

August, 1928

Films

Their Development From Scenario to
Plan to Test Their Value Part II

—

pupils in classes instructed with the
pictures should deal with situations,
r
...
[Abridgement of an address delivered by Dr.
,.
_
operations, processes, etc. Thog E Finegan> Education Director of the use of films and 1,000 in classes withWith these restrictions in their Use Teaching Film Department, Eastman Kodak Co., out the use of films. In each of these
there is an inexhaustible field of SerV- before the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, six centers 2,000 pupils will be inLake Placid, N. Y., September 28, 1927.cluded in the experiment. It is beice for the motion picture. The sub- Editor's Note.]
lieved that an experiment of this
for
filming
should
fall
selected
ject
within these limitations. Certain subjects may be reprecharacter, with approximately 14,000 pupils in twelve
sented as well and even better by still pictures than by
leading cities in the various parts of the country will be
motion pictures. A program of motion pictures should
adequate to obtain reliable and convincing evidence on
not invade the still picture field. In the activities and
the problems involved in this experiment.
processes of every avenue of human effort and interest
Three subjects in the school curriculum have been
are subjects of vital relation to society which can be
chosen and films are being produced on topics outlined
accurately represented by the motion picture only. In
in the curriculum for classroom consideration. These subdeveloping films to be used in the Eastman experiment
jects are geography, general science, and health.
the limitations herein prescribed for motion pictures have
In geography thirty films will be produced. They will
been respected.
be limited to the United States and will, of course, be
This experiment is designated as one in the developcorrelated with the subjects as treated in the curriculum.
ment of classroom films. What are classroom films and
They will be adapted to children of the fifth and six
how do they differ from other films?
grades. In general science fifteen films, and in health
The name itself denotes a special and definite use, and
five films are being produced. These films will be adapted
therefore a distinct type of film. The name implies a
to the pupils of the first and second year of the junior
film used in the classroom by a teacher giving instruction
high school and will be correlated with the selected subto his pupils. This type of film is therefore simply a
jects treated in the curriculum.
classroom agency in the hands of a teacher. It is to be
It has already been stated that the scenes in motion
used by him when needed, similarly to the use of other
pictures should denote action and that the films in this
classroom aids or apparatus. It is not a substitute for
experiment are of such type. The following names of
the teacher nor for the text book. It is just a tool to
some of the geography films are given as evidence on
clarify his work and make it more impressive. It should
this point:
Panama Canal, Bituminous Coal, Anthracite Coal, Iron
be adapted to specific lessons and to definite grades.
The classroom film should be distinguished from the
Ore to Pig Iron, Pig Iron to Steel, Deep Sea Fishing,
general assembly or auditorium film. The auditorium film
Wood Pulp, Wheat, Flour to Bread, Corn, Cattle, Wisis one intended to be used for a general audience of
consin Dairies, Hydro-Electric Power in the Appalachians,
varying ages, grades, and interests. It is used to provide
The Overland Route, The Oregon Trail, and The Mohawk
entertainment or to give mass instruction. There is no
Valley.
competition between these two types of film; one does
In general science these are some of the films:
not serve the legitimate functions of the other. A film
The Water Cycle, Water Power, A Municipal Water
<

activities

which is developed on pedagogical lines to illustrate a
fundamental principle or to clinch some central truth
which the teacher is endeavoring to develop in the minds,
for instance, of a class of sixth grade pupils is seldom
adapted to the use of the general assembly. On the other
hand, a film which will provide instruction or entertainment for the auditorium is not generally adapted to the
more limited and specific purposes of the classroom.
Briefly, the plan of the experiment is as follows: The
school authorities in twelve cities of the country were
invited to cooperate in the experiment. To give the experiment the benefit of varied interests and viewpoints
in education and to make it expressive of national interests and conditions, cities were selected from various sections of the country. The following cities were chosen:
1.

Newton, Mass.

7.

2.

Rochester, N. Y.
Detroit, Mich.
Chicago, 111.
Lincoln, Neb.

8.

3.
4.

9.

10.
11.
12.

Oakland, Calif.
San Diego, Calif.

Kansas
Atlanta,

City,

Mo.

Ga.

Winston-Salem, N.C.
New York, N. Y.
Denver, Colo.
Four schools have been designated in each city for
experimental work. Three of these are elementary schools
and one is a junior high school. Two groups of children
the control group or those
will be under instruction
given instruction without the use of films; and the experimental group or those given instruction with the use
of films. Each of these groups will represent children
coming from similar home environments and social conditions in life. They will be given tests to determine that
they are on the same intellectual level. In each city there
will be at least 320 pupils receiving instruction in the
same area of the subjects included in the experiment.
There will be 160 receiving instruction with the use of
the films and 160 without the films.
In six of the cities it has been planned to use 1,000
5.
6.

—

Supply, and Purifying City Water.
This group of films on water affords sequences upon
a common subject which is a necessity of life. There is
no agency through which the interrelated interests and
processes of these subjects could be so accurately and
effectively presented to a class of pupils as through the
motion picture. One of the problems of the class-room
is to coordinate subjects in the curriculum in such a way
that pupils may get a broader knowledge of these interrelations. For instance, A Municipal Water Supply is
primarily a general science film. It has direct relation,
however, to the subject of health and is a fine example of
a film in the field of civics. Through no agency either
still picture or text, could this correlation of interests be
so explicity shown as through the motion picture.
We now come to the technical aspects of the development of a film program. The first step is, of course, the
preparation of a scenario. A scenario for a class-room
film, as already stated, should be correlated with the curriculum. It should deal specifically with the subject
matter presented through printed text and oral instruction in the classroom which is intended to illuminate and
clarify. It should call for material which will be within
the intellectual grasp of children of the age and grade for
whose instruction it is intended. It should deal strictly
with its main thesis and should seldom go into digressions or upon excursions into other aspects of the subject.
These collateral aspects should be treated in scenarios
pertaining to their peculiar interests. It is not possible
nor is it necessary, to present in a film all the material
bearing upon the subject to which it is related. Mere
information or tabulated material should not be included.
A scenario should never be padded. The basic features
only, which are picturable and essential to a fundamental
knowledge of the subject should be presented.
The scenes called for in the scenario should be limited
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of course to subjects, situations and processes which it is
proper and suitable to present to a class of children.
The scenario should be based upon sound principles of
the psychology of childhood which scientific research has
made available. The approach to a subject and its development in the scenario should conform to the practices of
the classroom which are generally accepted in the teaching profession. The scenario should call for a film which
should always be regarded simply as an aid to the teacher
in his regular daily class-room instruction.

The continuity of a scenario should be clear and without a break. The wide gaps which may be allowable in
a film for mature minds are not permissible in a classroom film for the instruction of children. The continuity
may sometimes be strengthened through the judicious use
of titles. On the other hand, too many titles often interrupt the continuity of thought. They should not be used
when the continuity may be expressed and the scenes
properly interpreted without them. Titles should be short,
clear and expressive. Each title should generally contain not more than a single idea. This policy of using
titles should be in keeping with the sound teaching principle that a child should not be told that which he may
be able to see or discover for himself. Furthermore, there
Titles run
is an economic aspect to this feature of a film.
rapidly into footage and the more titles are used the
less footage will, of couse, be available for scenes.
It follows from these specifications that the writer of
a scenario should be a teacher of broad and deep knowledge in the field which it covers. He should be experienced in the science of education and the art of teaching.
He should be a scholar and teacher of creative power.
He should be endowed with imagination and the genius
of an artist. He should be a master in the organization
of material and should be skillful in presenting it in
logical order and by effective methods.

The Eastman Kodak Company, in the selection of
scenario writers, chose teachers of known interest in the
field of visual education, who have had large experience
in teaching the subjects on which films are to be prepared. For instance, teachers of university training who
had taught geography in public schools for 10 to 20 years
and are recognized by their profession as leading teachers in that subject, were chosen to aid in the preparation
of the geography scenarios. Two of these are teachers in
large city school systems and one is a teacher of geography in the training department of a State Normal
School. This group of experienced teachers sat in conference with the staff of the Eastman Kodak Company
for several days discussing the place and purpose of the
film and the underlying principles of scenario construction. Each member of the group then prepared a general
outline of a film. Each of these outlines was considered
in conference by the staff and these teachers. After such
conference each teacher revised his scenario and the
revised product was the subject of another general conference. These processes were repeated until the Eastman staff and the scenario writers were in unanimous
agreement on the scenario. These scenarios have generally passed through seven to ten revisions.
The scenarios were then edited by the Editor-in Chief
of the Eastman Staff. They were then submitted for
criticism to two of the leading psychologists and specialists in education in this country, Dr. Frank N. Freeman,
of the University of Chicago, and Dr. Ben D. Wood, of
Columbia University. These men have the esteem and
confidence of the educational workers of the nation. Each
of them suggested modifications which, in his judgment,
would remedy defects discovered, or would otherwise
improve the scenario. The scenario was then given final
editorial approval and was ready for the photographic
division. The same detail of procedure has been followed
in preparing the general science and the health films.
In obtaining some of the scenarios for this experiment

We

of much interest.
suggested to the superintendent of each city in which
the experiments are to be operated, that the teachers
would have a greater appreciation of the value of the
film in classroom instruction and a clearer understanding
of its application to the subject to which it relates if
they were to write a scenario for one of the selected

we followed a plan which has been
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The teachers in each of ten cities prepared a
scenario under direction of the Editor-in-Chief of the
Eastman Kodak Company. In several of the cities some
of these teachers showed unusual ability in writing scenarios. They expressed themselves as being delighted with
their experience and were eager to try a hand in writing
another scenario.
topics.

(To
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WANTED— MOTION

>
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PICTURE CAMERAS

WANTED — DeVry

Will exchange lenses, Mitchell
Camera.
cutter, Ansco printer or other equipment, or might add
cash.
J. R. Lockwood, 8G1 Seward St., GLadstone 6115.

WANTED — For

DeBrie,

cash,

cameras.

Pathe,

Send full description.
West Madison Street. Chicago.

Bell

&

Howell

Matte

some

Bass Camera Company,

179

Universal 200 ft. Camera in excellent mechanical
condition, used slightly, with new 50 m. m. B. &. L. F. 3.5
lens. Price, $200.
One 400 ft. Willart Professional Camera, nearly new, with
B. & H. tripod.
Has two extra magazines, automatic dissolve,
magnifying focusing tube direct to film; film punch; footage
indicator; also special footage indicator for scenes; trick crank,
1700 degree shutter, 50 mm. B. & L. Tessar F. 3.5 lens, level
Has excellently smooth cranking qualities. Price, $395. Address
Has Excellently smooth cranking qualities. Price, $395. Address
G. Russell Carrier, Gen. D elivery, Akron, Ohio.

—

Debrie Slow Motion Camera, 15 feet per second; two
magazines; two lenses; two leather cases; tripod, almost new.
Cost $2300.00. Want $1500.00 in cash or will trade; what
have you? Prefer vacant lot or trust deed. PHONE GLendale

7969W.

—

New Bell & Howell outfit with all latest equipment
and lenses. A very unusual bargain for cash only. Also
Akeley outfit like new. Don Malkames, 458 West Broad Street,
Hazleton, Penna.
FOR SALE Bell & Howell Camera No. 536. Inside Prizm and
matt box; six magazines; Camera and Magazine case; also miscellaneous case with filters, gauze, etc.
Thalhammer Iris. Outfit cost
$3200.00.
Will sell complete for $1500.00.
Terms.
Chas. E. Schoenbaum. OX-2771.
FOR SALE 8x10 Corona Camera, Wollensack 8x10 12-inch F.4.5
lens, 6 plate holders and tripod, $90.00. Also 2 14x3% Grafles,
Bausch & Lamb F.4.5 lens, $40.00. $125.00 if sold together.
To be inspected at A. S. C. office. GRanite 4274.
FOR SALE Bell & Howell, excellent mechanical condition six
magazines three cases. Brand new Astro F 2.3-50 mm Goerz
75 and 40 mm B. & H. tripod with Mitchell legs. Large single
arm iris with B. & H. shade box, 4-way matt box, Gauze matt
holder and two inch glass filter holder. $1,375 cash. Vernon
Walker, 601 W. Fairmount St., Glendale, Cal., or A.S.C. offices.
FOR SALE Cash only. $1,250.00 Bell & Howell Camera, No.
490.00 Astro lenses, fully equipped. Perfect mechanical condition and late model B. &. H. tripod. Edgar Lyons, 593-160
4377 Camera Ave.. Hollywood.

Bell & Howell 170 Degree Cameras, F. 2.3 and
Mitchell Tripod legs. Complete equipment. Eddie
Linden, 6017 Elinor Ave., Hollywood, HEmpstead 8333 or
A. S. C. office. GR 4274. GR 4704.
F. 2.5 lenses,

FOR RENT

—Complete
Mitchell Camera

A.

FOR SALE— MISCELLANEOUS

FOR SALE

Four slightly used Mitchell Matt boxes at $40.00 per
Call Chas. Glouner at Universal Studios. HEmpstead 3131.

& Howell, excellent mechanical condition six
three cases. Brand new Astro F 2.3-50 mm. Goerz
75 and 40 mm. B. & H. tripod with Mitchell legs. Large single
arm iris with B. & H. shade box 4-way matt box. Gauze matt
holder and two inch glass filter holder. $1,375.00 cash. Vernon
Walker, 601 W. Fairmount St.. Glendale. Calif., or A.S.C. offices.

—

for

Bell & Howell Camera, 170 degree. Whole outfit new.
serial number, 794. Equipped with fastest Taylor HobCooke
lenses. Write for complete list of equipment and
son
price. James Matthews, S.M.P.E., 225 West Seventh St., Long

Beach, Calif.

648-166.

Three Mitchell and two Bell & Howell Cameras, Astro
equipment and large finders. Mitchell tripods. Complete
equipment in perfect condition. Also Mitchell Motor, Friction
Tilthead, extra magazines and lenses.
J. R. Lockwood. 861
Seward St.. Hollywood. GLadstone 6115. Res. 523 N. Orange
St.,

Gleml. 3361

Glendale.

—CAMERAS

— Two
F/2.3

finders, all

Akeley work.

FOR RENT— 170

Bell & Howell cameras, Mitchell tripods, large
lenses.
Also Cinemotor and friction head for

Frank Cotner, 6273 Selma Ave., HOlly 5046.

&

Howell, 3" F 1.9 Dallmeyer, 3" F 3.5
Goerz, 2" F 2.3 Astro: 40 m.m. F 3.5 Goerz, Mitchell tripod
with Bell & Howell head, baby tripod, six magazines and prism.
Call TErrace 9152.
deg. Bell

FOR RENT— Mitchell Camera

No. 97 with latest high speed movement, high speed gear box and cable, complete, for high speed
work, with or without operator. Equipped with Astro 40 m.m.
F.1.8 Astro 50 m.m. F.2.3 Astro 75 m.m. F.1.8. Eight magazines and Stumar matte box with filter holders and sun shade.
Mitchell Camera No. 85 with regular movement. Astro 40 m.m.
F 2.3 Astro 75 m.m. F 2.3 Ruo 50 m.m. F 1.25. Eight maga-

W.

FOR RENT — Complete

Mitchell outfit with astro lenses, six
by Al Gilks, HE 1490.

zir.es.

FOR RENT

maga-

—To

reliable party, one Bell & Howell camera with
legs; Astro Lens F. 2.3., FI. 8. 6 magazines. Fred
mat box. In perfect shape and fully equipped. Joe

Mitchell

Hoefner

ORegon

LaShelle.

6730.

—CAMERAS. ALL KINDS.
170%, also Speed DeVry Graflex,

FOR RENT

Bell & Howell
model Anscos). For

Akeley,
(late

Still

rent by day or week to responsible parties.

Western Ave.

Bldg., 1152 No.

Ries

Bros., Ries

Phone GRanite 1185; Residence,

HO-1055.
and Bell & Howell cameras. F.1.8 and F.2.3 lens equipment. AM kinds of lenses and equipment for rent. John S.
Stumar, 3>>02 Cardiff Ave., Palms, Los Angeles. Phone: Culver
City 35)2. or call C. Glouner, Camera Dept., Universal City,

HEmpstead

3131.

Motion Picture Camera. Complete
Wyckoff. Phone Care A. S. C, GRanite 4274.

BELL & HOWELL.

Victor Milner,
Angeles. California.
596-944.

—Phone

BELL & HOWELL

Perry

Observatory Ave., Los

2221

Evans,

Alvln

outfit.

OL

8797

or

Hollywood

A. S. C.

BELL & HOWELL,
Baby

tripod.

GRanite 9845.

170. with 30. 40. 50 and 75 lens equipment.
Charles Stumar.
Also B. & H. Cine motor.
7501 Lexington Ave.. Hollywood.

FOR RENT — MISCELLANEOUS
FOR RENT

One
—Baby

Cinemotor with Veeder counter in first class contripod; extra tripod. Mitchell friction heads for
Howell camera. Six inch lens in mount. Richter Photo
Service, 7764 Santa Monica Blvd.. GL-7804; at night. HE-1780.

dition.
Bell &

FOR RENT, LENSES

— Trick

lenses of

all

descriptions for rent by
GR 3830.

day or week. Call George Meehan, A. S. C. Phone
744 North Curson Ave.. Hollywood, California.

FOR RENT

FOR RENT
1

— STILL CAMERAS

Camera, focal plane shutter, complete,
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Sierra
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1
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The Voice of the A.
"TO HELL WITH PHOTOGRAPHY!
ABOUT SOUND?"

WHAT

In the October bulletin of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, mention is made of
a discussion on "The matter of standardizing equip,
ment and methods." During the discussion, Mr.

Fred Pelton asked:
"Who is the King Pin

man

in production, the

camera-

or the director?"
that talks loudest,"

"The one

mund Hansen, sound

replied Mr. Edengineer with the Fox-Case

organization.
This was generous of Mr. Hansen, for he might
have said: "The sound engineer."
This brings up in a friendly way a matter that
sooner or later must seriously occupy the attention
of the production chiefs of the studios, for upon
may depend the evolution
its proper settlement
of the pictures along the line of beauty, which
essential element has been painstakingly built into
production through many years of research, devotion to ideals and the expenditure of treasure in
time and money so vast that it would build a fleet
of battle cruisers for the United States navy.
The question is: Shall the beauty of the film be
sacrificed to the exigencies of sound as they exist
according to present-day sound picture technique?
This technique, in so far as it affects the cinematographer's work, was outlined briefly in an artic'e
by Mr. Fred Westerberg, A.S.C., published in THE
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER for November.
Mr. Westerberg does not attempt to go into all
the phases of the subject, but upon the points he
touches he makes his case conclusive.
Now as to beauty in films, which is absolutely
dependent upon the cinematographic art, both the
producers and the public will attest that it is, along
with the entertainment value of the story, the sine
qua non of motion picture production. If you don't
believe this just recall the films of twenty years
ago and ask yourself if you could endure this kind
of art (or beauty) in your pictures of today.
The good, the true and the beautiful are still the
and the
three graces
the three ideals of art
last is not the least of this triad. Beauty, it may
be said, is the enchantment of the picture and to

—

—

permit anything to impair it would seem to be
throwing away treasure beyond price.

Sound is in the pictures to stay. Beauty in cinematography is essential to the popularity of the
films and upon them both depends the success of
the cinema.

The motion picture industry has grown to its
present importance by means of the silent picture
embellished with the beauty placed in the film by
the artistry of the cinematographer, and is this
great artist to be treated like an intruder in his
own house because zealots of the more mechanical
department of sound technique assume a superiority which exists only in their own minds.
Cooperation! In that sign shall the sound pictures triumph and that means that both cinematographer and sound engineer shall be put and
maintained

And
graph.

in his proper place.
this brings us to the heading of this para-

In a certain large

Hollywood

studio, a

few

days ago, the cinematographer in charge of the
set was discussing the problems of getting better
photography in the sound sequences, when the arbiter of sound gave voice to this expression. The
cinematographer might have come right back with
a reversal of this phrase, but he did not.

S. C.

The A.S.C. magazine does not believe the producer feels that way about it and it is equally certain that the "cash customers" out in front of the
screen are not going to share in such a sentiment.

TEN YEARS OLD
At 8

o'clock on the night of Saturday, December
21, 1918, at a meeting of cameramen held at the
home of the late William C. Foster, in Hollywood,
The American Society of Cinematographers was
born, its motto being "Loyalty, Progress and Art."

For ten years

this Society has persisted through
periods of storm and stress, some of which
slowed up its progress, while others threatened to
destroy it, but out of all difficulties it has arisen
triumphant, the while strictly adhering to its ideals
of loyalty, progress and art.

many

It had been hoped to celebrate this tenth anniversary in the midst of revelry and with all the
trappings of victory and magnificence, but the unsettled conditions in the industry have counseled
delay and the Board of Governors of the A.S.C.
will defer the observance of this event until such
time as it can be staged in a manner consonant with
its importance.

meantime the A.S.C.

starts upon the sechistory in the faith that it will
not only continue as one of the essential units of
the motion picture industry, but also that it will

In the

ond decade of
achieve

its

new honors

in

research and pioneering in

the field of cinematography.

OUT OF THE CHAOS
Out of

great chaos brought about by the
advent of the sound pictures there will come order
and it is likely to come more speedily than many
this

people expect. The cameramen are rapidly equipping themselves for eventualities and the writers,
for the first time in motion picture history, appear
to be entering into their own. THE AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER rejoices to see this as the
writers certainly have not hoofed the rosy road.
In regard to the new conditions, the Screen Writer's Bulletin says in part:

"And

yet the mechanical problems presented con-

stitute only a small part of the producers' troubles.

The ramifications reach every branch of the industry and affect every worker in it. The actor, the director and writer must possess novel qualifications
and develop a new technique or retire from the industry. The writer will be least affected, for his art
has never been appreciated or even understood.
Essentially the mechanics and the technique are
separate problems. The mechanical is swiftly revolutionary; the artistic is deliberately evolutionary.

"The public demands novelty

in

its

amusement

and responds instantly to the blatant and bizarre,
while the development of artistic appreciation is
so slow as to be almost imperceptible.

In the flurry

excitement over sound devices high priced
dramatists and novelists, with little or no knowledge of picture-making, will be employed with the
usual results. As between high salaried dramatists
and novelists who know little of pictures and experienced scenarists who know less of higher literary
art, the producers will eventually choose the latter.
Hollywood writers have nothing to fear."

and

—
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A Nicht Hefore Christmas

in

Southern California

— from

the Camera of Mr. Fred Archer, A.S.C.
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Sound Film Recording
With the Light Valve
when the magnet is energized from a
The sound records I am about to
By Donald MacKenzie
12-volt battery. A tapered slot in the
describe are of the variable density
magnet core begins 8 mils wide by
type, and the method of making them
Ui'Il Telephone Laboratories
Inc.,
256 mils long and opens with the
is that developed by Bell Telephone
New York, N. Y.
Laboratories.
same taper as the slot in the armature. When the assembly of magnet
It is not difficult to specify the reand armature is complete, the valve constitutes a slit 2
quirements of this type of sound film. So far as possible
mils by 256 mils, its sides lying in a plane at right angles
the exposure of the negative must be kept within the
to the lines of force and approximately centered in the
straight line portion of the Hurter and Driffield curve
air gap.
for the emulsion chosen, and the print must be timed with
The windlasses A and A
one of which is
the same restriction. The development of the negative
grounded, are connected to the output terminals of the
and of the print must result in a positive where the transrecording amplifier. If the magnet is energized and the
amplifier supplies a sine wave current from an oscillator,
mission of each element of length is proportional to the
exposure of the corresponding element of the negative.
the duralumin loop opens and closes in accordance with
The light modulator must be supplied with undistorted the current alternations.
power from the recording microphone and amplifier.
When one side of the wave opens the valve to 4 mils
When the positive is projected, the striations of the sound and the other side closes it completely, full modulation of
track must be enabled to modulate the illumination of a
the aperture is accomplished. The natural frequency of
photo-sensitive cell to retranslate the photographic effect
the valve is set by adjusting the tension applied by the
pulley B; for reasons which involve many considerations
into electrical current which shall be fair copy of the
microphone current generated by the original sound.
the valve is tuned to 7000 cycles per second. Under these
From this point on the problem is the familiar one of circumstances about 10 milliwatts of A.C. power are
sound re-enforcement, the film and cell having taken the
required for full modulation at a frequency remote from
resonance; about one one-hundredth of this power at the
places of the sound source and microphone.
resonant frequency. The impedance of the valve with
protecting fuse is about 12 ohms.
1

,

PLANE OF
RIBBON OF

PLANE OF
VALVE
RIBBONS
-

LIGHT

PLANE Of
IMAGE ON
FILM
fO.OOl'X O.I28"\

(0.002 X 0.2S6"\
'
^
SLIT

^

IMAGE

'

OBJECTIVE

LENS SYSTEM

FIG.

interposed between a light source
we have a camera shutter of unconventional design. Figure 2 shows a diagram of the
optical system for studio recording. At the left is a light
source, a ribbon filament 18 ampere projection lamp,
which is focussed on the plane of the valve. The light
passed by the valve is then focussed with a 2 to 1 reduction on the photographic film at the right. A simple
achromat is used to form the image of the filament at
the valve plane, but a more complicated lens, designed to
exacting specifications by Bausch and Lomb, is required
for focussing the valve on the film. The undisturbed
valve opening appears on the film as a line 1 mil by 128
mils, its length at right angles to the direction of film
travel. The width of this line varies with the sound currents supplied to the valve, so that the film receives a
varying exposure: light of fixed specific intensity through
If this

appliance

and a photographic

FIG.

1.

Figure 1 shows a photograph of the light valve, invented in 1922 by Dr. E. C. Wente of the Bell Tele-

phone Laboratories. Essentially, it consists of a loop of
duralumin tape suspended in a plane at right angles to a
magnetic field. The tape, 6 mils wide and 0.3 mil thick,
and stretched tight
is secured to windlasses A and A
by the spring-held pulley B. At points C and C insulated
pincers confine the central portions of the tape between
Supwindlasses and pulley to form a slit 2 mils wide.
porting this loop and adjusting devices is a slab of metal
with central elevation D, which constitutes the armature
of an electromagnet. The central portions of the loop are
supported on insulating bridges to lie 3 mils above the
face of D; here the sides of the loop are centered over
a tapered slot, 8 mils wide by 256 mils long in this plane,
opening to 204 mils by 256 mils at the outside face of
the armature. Viewed against the light, the valve appears as a slit 2 mils by 256 mils.
The electromagnet core has a similar elevation opposing D across on air gap of 8 mils which closes to 7 mils
1

1

This article was originally presented at the Fall convention of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers held at Lake Placid, N. Y.,
September 24-28, 1928.

2.

is

film

a varying slit.
Figure 3 shows a studio recording machine with the
door of the exposure chamber open. In this machine the
film travels at 90 feet per minute, and the sound track is
made at the edge away from the observer. The line of
light, the image of the valve, overruns the perforations
by 6 mils, extending toward the center of th° film 122
mils inside the perforation line. The right-hand sprocket
serves to draw film from the feed magazine above and to
feed it to the take-up magazine below; this sprocket is
driven from the motor shaft through a worm and worm
wheel. The left-hand sprocket engages 20 perforations
and is driven through a mechanical filter from a worm
and worm wheel similar to that driving the feed sprocket.
The mechanical filter enforces uniform angular velocity
of the left-hand sprocket which carries the film past the
line of exposure; the focussed image of the valve; balancing of the flywheel which forms part of this mechan-
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zation of these motors are described in Mr. Stoller's
paper. At the beginning of the day's work a check is
made of the operation of the driving motors, and the
tuning and spacing of the valves is verified.
Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of the studio equipment for sound recording. Provision is made for combining, if desired, the contributions of several microphones on the set. This combination is under the control
of the mixer operator in the monitoring room, viewing
the set through a double window in the studio wall. The
mixer controls also the gain of the amplifiers for the

recording machines.

FIG.

The diagram shows relays which permit the mixer to
connect the horn circuit either directly to the recording
amplifier or to one or the other of the monitoring photoelectric cells in the film recorders. The direct connection
is used in preparing the sound pick-up in the studio: the
program is rehearsed until satisfactory arrangement of
microphones and of amplifier gain is effected. The electrical characteristic of this direct monitoring circuit is so
designed that the sound quality heard in the horns shall
be the same as the quality to be expected in the reproduction of the positive print in the theater. Acoustic treatment of the walls of the monitoring room secures the
reberberation characteristic of the theatre, and the monitoring level is so adjusted that the mixer operater hears
the same loudness that he would wish to hear from the
theater horns. It is capitally important that the operator
judge his pick-up on the basis of sound closely identical
in loudness and quality with that to be heard later in

3.

holds the angular velocity constant to onetenth of one per cent, despite the imperfections of the
driving gears.
So far we have provided a means for driving the film
and a means for modulating the light thereon, but we
have not chosen the average illumination about which the
modulation is to take place. The maximum exposure
corresponds to the maximum opening of the valve and
is therefore double the average. Choose now the contrast
to which the negative sound record is to be developed and
draw the Hurter and Driffield curve for this contrast for
the emulsion chosen for the negative sound record. The
maximum exposure should correspond to the beginning
of over-exposure, the average should be half this. The
Hurter and Driffield curve will give the density of the
over-exposure point for the chosen contrast and the density for half this exposure. Let the machine run to expose film to light through the unmodulated valve for
several values of the lamp current. Develop the film and
measure the densities due to the various values of lamp
current. Select, by interpolation if necessary, the lamp
current which corresponds to half over-exposure. With
this current in the lamp the machine is ready to make
a sound record, since the focussing of the valve has already been done and manufacturing specifications insure
that the line of illumination shall lie, within 3 minutes of
arc, at right angles to the direction of film travel.
Consider at this point the procedure in the recording
studio. Adding sound to the picture introduces no complication of technique other than to requrre sufficient rehearsing to make sure of satisfactory pick-up of the
sound: microphone placement must be established and
amplifiers adjusted to feed the light valve currents which
just drive it to the edge of overload in the fortissimo
passages of music or the loudest utterances of sneakers.
In Figure 3 the photograph shows a photo-electric cell
mounted inside the left-hand sprocket, which carries the
film past the line of exposure. Fresh film transmits some
4 per cent of the light falling on it. and modulation of th s
light during the record is appreciated by the cell inside
the sprocket. This cell is connected to a pi-eliminary
amplifier mounted below the exposure chamber, and with
suitable further amplification the operator may hear from
the loud speaker the record as it is actually bping shot
on the film. Full modulation of the valve implies complete closing of the slit by one side of the wave of current; this modulation should not be exceeded or photographic overload will abound.
One or more cameras and one or more sound recording
machines are driven by motors electrically synchronized
from a common distributor. Speed control and synchroniical

filter

theatre reproduction.
After the pick-up has been established on the direct
monitoring circuit, the output of the recording amplifier
is applied to the light valves and the monitoring horns
are connected to the photo-cell amplifiers on the recording machines. With no film in the machine and at a convenient lamp current a complete rehearsal is made to
verify the operation of the valves at the proper level.
Film is then loaded, cameras and sound recorders are
interlocked and starting marks made on all films by
punches or light flashes.
A light signal from the recording room warns the
studio, which after lighting up signals back its readiness

The machine operator starts the cameras and
sound recorders, brings up the lamp current to the proper value, and when the machines are up to speed, signals
the studio to start. During the recording the mixer
operator monitors the record through the light valves,
thereby assuring himself that no. record is lost.

to start.

STAGE
|

AMPLIFIER ROOM

'eQUAUZER "8- PRE-

RECORDING ROOM
I

;

FIG.

4.

In the choice of emulsion for the sound negative, the
usual designation of speed may be disregarded, because
it is desired to make the exposure of the unmodulated
track many times the under-exposure of the emulsion
used. The advantages of positive emulsion for the sound
negative have come to be generally recognized; positive
has been used by Bell Telephone Laboratories since 1924.

The

scale of

Eastman

positive film

is

about 20 to

1

;

we
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adjust the recording lamp current to give an illumination on the film for the unmodulated track of 10 times
the under-exposure. After one lamp has been calibrated
as described before, it may be replaced when necessary
by another in which the wattage in the ribbon filament is
the same; the light emission is very closely correlated
with the wattage. Where the unmodulated or average
exposure is ten times the under-exposure minimum, 90%
modulation of the light can be permitted without running
into under-exposure on the faint side of the wave. For
sound currents reaching 100% modulation of the light,
90% of the wave is free from distortion; if the average
light were halved, still 80% would be free from distortion.
There is, therefore, considerable latitude in the
average exposure, and the negative is satisfactory if the
transmission of the unmodulated track lies between fairly

wide

limits.

of the negative sound gamma is determined
by the practice of the laboratory in regard to picture
development. It is usual to see on the screen pictures
whose overall gamma considerably exceeds unity. On the
sound track the overall gamma should equal unity, and
the development of sound negatives should be uniform,
though that of picture negatives is left to the judgment

The choice

of the finisher.
Theoretically, it should be immaterial what combination of reciprocal values is chosen for the negative and
positive sound gammas. Practically, we have to recognize the existence of ground noise in all records and take
precaution to minimize it. No matter how excellently
we reproduce the fortissimo passages, our record is unsatisfactory unless the ground noise is low enough for
a wide volume range, that is, a wide range in level between fortissimo and pianissimo. Whether our negative
sound record is made on negative or positive emulsion,
there is always the danger that in reproduction we shall
encounter variations in transmission from point to point
due to local variations in the celluloid base, to local
action of the developing agent, or to a developer excessively granular in action. The photo-electric cell is able
to recognize variations of 1/10 of 1 per cent, whereas
the eye ignores contrasts under 2 per cent. These local
variations in transmission, continued to the positive
print, constitute the ground noise.

The remedy is, in part, to chose a developer which
produces a minimum graininess. In part, to insist on
machine development of the sound film with thoroughly
agitated developer. Further, to carry the sound development to a high gamma; this obviates, to a large extent,
flow marks of the developer, and goes a long way to
escape local variations in the base by developing the
negative striations to be conspicuous in comparison.
In 1924 we concluded that the optimum choice was
positive emulsion developed to unit gamma for both
sound negative and sound print. This is feasible for
sound records separate from pictures, but a compromise
must be made for the combination of sound and picture
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varies directly with the average transmission and the
per cent modulation of this average. This average density should be on the straight line portion of the positive
Hurter and Driffield curve, far enough to keep the
denser negative portions from reaching the under-exposure region. For Eastman positive film a suitable transmission of the unmodulated portion of the sound print
is 35%, referred to air, for the usual values of positive
gamma: 1.4 to 1.8. At this average transmission only
the peaks of the recorded sound will encroach on the
region of under-exposure. For the reciprocally developed
negative track the region of under-exposure will have
been reached by occasional peaks on the other side of
the wave, and such photographic distortion as exists will
be balanced between positive and negative.
Here we appropriately consider the photographic distortion as it occurs in variable density records. If the
entire negative exposure has been confined to the underexposure region of the emulsion chosen, a huskiness will
result in the reproduction which cannot be corrected by
any known technique. But if the unmodulated negative
transmission, for a gamma of 0.55, is about 16% referred to air, 90% of the wave will be clear of underexposure, and experience shows that the ear detects no
distortion. In telephonic terms, everything at a level 1
TU below full modulation will be free from distortion,
and the peaks will be substantially perfect. The
same may be said of the positive printed to an average
transmission of 35%, provided the overall gamma ap-

proximates unity.
It has been calculated that

if the overall gamma departs from unity by 0.2 in either direction, a harmonic
of 5% amplitude of the fundamental will be introduced.
Experimentation has shown that a 5% harmonic is the
least detectible.
state then the tolerance on the overVariation
all gamma for the sound track as 0.8 to 1.2.
of corresponding amount in the contrast of a picture
print is intolerable; therefore greater latitude in contrast
is permissible in the sound record than could be tolerated
in the accompanying picture.
In printing these sound negatives in combination with
pictures for projection in the theatre, it is customary at
the present time to print one negative, masking the space
needed for the other, then run the positive again through
the printer with the other negative, masking now the
space already printed. In printing the picture negative,
light changes are made as usual; for the sound negative

We

PICTURE AND SOUND TRACK OIMENSIONS OF" SYNCHRONIZED
SOUND FILM FOR STANDARD 35"** POSITIVE STOCK

a single positive print. Here the positive developsatisfactory picture is always to a
gamma far above unity.
in

ment required for a

It is customary to develop picture negatives by inspection, having in mind the uniform positive development to be undergone by the prints from these negatives.
The gamma of these positives need never exceed 1.8; the
sound negative then should be developed to 0.55. In
order not to disturb the practice of the film laboratory,
we ask that the positive development be standardized and
its gamma ascertained, the reciprocal of this gamma then
arranged for in the standardized negative development.

A

negative

gamma

above

0.5,

together with the precau-

tions of careful handling, permits the realization of an

adequate volume range.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss the
details of manipulation and of choice of developer, but
I wish to acknowledge the cooperation of Mr. J. W. Coffman in the solution of such problems. The problem is the
reduction of ground noise, and its seriousness is not to
be diminished by choosing a different recording method.
In printing the sound negative, a uniform density for
the print of the unmodulated track is desired. The volume
of reproduced sound for a given reproducing light source,

Of the pictumC

the light is regulated to result in 35% transmission of
the unmodulated track after positive development. Provision of suitable masks in the camera has been made to
show in the finder and expose on the film only the portion which will be available for picture projection.
In the theatre projector, the sound gate is located 14.5

I
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inches below the picture gate, in order to project the
sound record at a point where the film is in continuous
motion. Therefore, in the printing, it is arranged to
print the sound negative displaced along the length of the
positive enough to bring the sound 14.5 inches ahead of
the corresponding frame. The printer apertures are
chosen to give a dark no man's land 17 mils wide between
picture and sound track; the latter at the outside is
separated 4 mils from the inner perforation edge.

Nine

Motion Picture Studios
In France
£

a

U
sm
a

Figure 5 exhibits the present practice for the finished
positive. It will be seen that the sound track covers 100
mils clear, and is illuminated in the projector by a line
of light 80 mils long, 1 mil wide, centered on the striations. This gives a margin of 10 mils at each end of the
reproducing line, an allowance for lateral shifting of the
film on the sprocket teeth.
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In conclusion, let me estimate the quality of the sound
record to be expected. Assume that the recording lamp
current has been set to within 5% of the theoretical
optimum, the overall gamma held between 0.8 and 1.2,
and the final average positive transmission is between
32% and 38%. Then the distortion of wave form due
to photographic handling is so small that the ear cannot
distinguish the record from a theoretically perfect one.
The frequency-amplitude characteristic of the reproduced
sound remains to be stated.
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Due

to the fact that the element of illumination, both
recording and in reproducing, is 1 mil wide instead
of infinitely narrow, the final print will not reproduce the
higher frequencies as efficiently as the lower. For example, at the standard speed of 90 feet per minute, the line
of illumination covers on the film an entire cycle length
of the frequency of 18,000 cycles. This frequency is
therefore extinguished completely. The drooping charin

from this effect, called the film transfer loss, may be largely offset by judicious choice of electrical characteristics and by taking advantage of the
mechanical tuning of the light valve.
acteristic resulting

In Figure 6 I show in curve A the light modulation
by the valve in recording for constant sound pressure of
various frequencies at the transmitter; in curve B the
overall characteristic of the reproduction in terms of
electrical power delivered to the loud speaker for constant sound pressure at the transmitter in the studio.
The difference of curves A and B is the uncompensated part of the film transfer loss. Experience shows
that curve B is close enough to flat; the success of the
recorl, as of the picture, depends on the director.
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Filming

A National

Political

Convention

[This interesting little sketch by Mr. Nichol
was lost in transmission. It was scheduled to
appear in the August Cincmatographer.
Ed-

1

!i2X

Note the crows' nests jor the camera crews
n the columns up near the roof.]

—

itors

December,

obscure portion of the
Get men from the firse station next door and with lon S P oles
they get flags out of the way. In
so doing knock over still man's big bertha which has
a 25-inch lens. Only damage is to still man's disposition. One of our boys from New York is sore because
he has to work in the same crow's nest with Movietone.
Claims they take up all the room. His fears, though,
were for naught when he learned that Movietone is
not working on the opening session inside the hall. Our
crew consists of the boss and two camera men from
New York, our own political man from Washington, three
find

Note]

Just received a wire with a Muncie, Western

Ind., date line from the boss, assigning me to assist in covering the Democratic

By Raleigh B Nichol
Editor> Pathe N ews, Los Angeles. Calif.

National Convention at Houston, Texas, on June 25th. Wonder what
he is doing in Muncie? Understand he has a farm in the
Hoosier state and probably wants to know what the crop
outlook is.
We clamber aboard the "Sunset" on the morning of
the 23rd and arrive in Houston early the second morning. Hear bands playing as we pull in, but for arriving
delegations
not yours truly. No one there to meet me.
Don't know where the Pathe News headquarters is. There
maybe
are some still men shooting arriving delegates
they know; yes, the Auditorium Hotel. Bellhop grabs the
Akeley and my bags and ushers me into the lobby. Boss
has room reserved and everything ready. Rooms practi-

—

—

all taken by photographers and newspapermen.
Guess they are all in the lobby when I arrive. Some I
remember when I worked in the East years ago. Glad

cally

to see the boss again.

Everything pretty well set for the opening session on
the morrow.
have our own laboratory here, moved
a portable plant down from Chicago. Film laboratories
cannot give
in places such as Houston are not .so good
speed or service. Maintained merely for local theatre
trailers, etc.
Boss has rented a house, installed telephone, telegraph, a radio and all modern film conveniences. Most compact plant I ever saw. Can all be packed
in four large trunks. We go over to the convention hall
to get the lay-out.
About half way up the supporting
columns are platforms which resemble crows nests on a
ship. This is where the cameramen will be. Must climb
ladders and haul the cameras up with ropes. The lights
are being installed, six sun arcs on the floor and two
spots in the crows nests. Understand the light men have
their first check from the party, so they are rarin' to go!
Up early the next morning and ready for the big show.
I am assigned to pillar No. 3 on the left with a competitive newsreel man and a still man. Haul cameras up and

We

—

flags

view.

men from

Chicago, five other men from the state of
Texas and the writer, from Los Angeles. Our political
man is on the speaker's platform and works the bell for
the lights. The hall is rapidly filling with delegates and
visitors. The Governor of Texas arrives bearing the flag
of his state and receives tremendous ovation. The temporary chairman mounts the platform with gavel in hand.
"Mac" pushes the button, one of the lights flashes up
and the others follow suit. The chairman pounds with his
gavel and calls the convention to order. Slides are pulled,
shutters click and cranks are turned. But the convention
does not seem to want to come to order. Those on the
floor are all talking and milling around. So the chairman
must continue to pound. Glad he is pounding as we need
the additional footage. Finally they come to order and
we get the shots we want of the delegates and visitors,
numbering about 25,000.

A beautiful creature in pink sings "The Star Spangled
Banner" and a local minister reads the invocation. Someone makes a motion to adjourn. The motion is carried
and we are to meet again at 7 :30 that night. We clamber
down from the crow's nest with magazines in hand and
run around the corner to the lab. One of the other
cameramen is already there with his stuff. Said he found
an unused door. Everything is ready in our house-laboratory. The titles were made up in advance and the boys
were on their toes ready to go. The developer takes our
film and starts putting it through. The third man comes
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with his and that is also soon in the soup. About twothirds of the first release is already made up. Which consists of close-ups of those prominent in the party, arrival
of delegates, etc. Ah! The negative is coming off the
drum the boss goes into the cutting run and selects the
scenes he wants. The titles are dropped in and splices

Eleven

100 Percent A.

in

S. C.

—

made.
the timing is done and the printers start to work.
session was over at 12 o'clock and at 3:30 we
are on our way to the postoffice and express office with
the back of our car filled with prints. In addition to this,
had negatives to ship to New York, Chicago, Pacific Coast
and other important centers where our laboratories printed for their particular localities. The air mail left at
4 o'clock and we learned years ago that your Uncle Sam
does not hold his mail planes for newsreels or anyone
else, so we had to step on it.

Now

The

first

Back at the convention hall for the evening session.
The boss has assigned me to cover the floor of the convention hall tonight. So up in the crow's nest to get the
outfit. One of my competitoi-s helps me down with it. The
hall is being filled quickly and we are looking for a good
location. Difficult to find a suitable spot. Can't set up
Would mean a bawling out and a
in front of people.
possibility of being thrown out by some one of the many
assistant sergeants-at-arms. Finally select what seems to
be a good place alongside one of the lights. Stand on box
with tripod legs fully extended to shoot over the heads
of the crowd. A speaker mentions a prominent candidate. The crowd goes wild and stands up on the chairs
which absolutely blocks my view. And that means that
this location is the bunk. See some empty seats in one
these seats
of the band stands. No, can't set up there
are for late-arriving bandmen.

—

At last find room in rear of press box. Set up and
get some good close-ups of keynote speaker, using 12-inch
lens

—

also

more crowd

stuff.

Keynoter mentions name

of candidate who later receives nomination. Wild demonstration begins. Delegates grab flags and banners and
Dignity is cast aside.
start parade around the hall.
Seemingly everyone is yelling as hard as possible, and
waving flags and banners. All of this lasts about twenty
minutes, despite efforts of the chair to maintain order.
It sure made good film.

Convention

adjourns

until

tomorrow

morning.

Here is a shot from the Oakland Airport, where Harry
Perry, A.S.C., and his able lieutenants, E. Burton Steene,
A.S.C., and Elmer G. Dyer, A.S.C., have been busy for
several weeks doing aerial work for Caddo's epic of the
air, "Hell's Angels." The picture shows Mr. Dyer at his
battery of cameras ready to go aloft, while Chief Perryis giving final orders. Gaetano Gaudio, A.S.C., was chief
cinematographer on the dramatic sequences of this neverending masterpiece. The picture is therefore 100 per
cent A.S.C.
-

We

rush our film into the lab. and the boys develop it that
night. Our man who was crabbing about Movietone finds
there is plenty of room in the crow's nest with them. _ ^_

Sound Hits Hades

<

The next day's session finds us set up near the broadcast boys. Their work is very interesting to me; but I
can't stay there long as one of the ushers tells me I am
blocking the view of some of the dignitaries who are
seated back of the speaker's stand. I have already made
a couple of shots, so do not mind moving. I go to the
opposite end of the hall and set up in one of the band
stands.

This band seems to have its own concessionaire and
invited to participate in the cold drinks, which are
more than welcome. Another demonstration takes place
and I get some good long shots. Adjournment seems to
be in order so we strike the outfit and back to the lab.
The heat is awful and the boys are working in their
B. V. D's and we follow suit. We have so many prints
to ship each day we keep the boss broke in buying air
mail stamps. We are short of cans. The boss telephones
to New Orleans. Yes, they will send us 200 right away.
Shipping boxes are running low, also. We hotfoot it to
a local box factory and in about two hours return with
the back of the car filled. One of our boys had bad luck.
He was leaving the hall with his magazine when someone
knocked the magazine from his hand and it fell open on
the ground, ruining the film. He had some good stuff
in it, too. I always keep my magazines taped.

I

am

Each session is about a repetition of the one preceding it. Speeches and demonstrations. Shooting and making prints. A photographer cannot take as much interest
in the proceedings as he
would like to he must
take his pictures and get them into the laboratory as
soon as possible. Speed is the essential thing.

—

The Hollywood

"Where can

I

citizen had just arrived in H^des.
find a picture show?" he demanded of a

native.

"The Brimstone Theatre is just over there behind the
Asbestos Works," grinned the native.
The H. C. bought a ticket and sat down to enjoy himself. There was an orchestra, an organ, a jazz band and
a lot of canned vaudeville. The film entitled, "Pandemonium," was full of spoken subtitles and sound effects
but there were no pictures on it. The H. C. grew restive.
After a while he called an usher.
"Are you tryin' to kid us," he asked with acerbity.
"Whaddyamean kid you?" countered the usher.
''They ain't no pictures on this here film," sobbed the
H.

C.

"Pictures?

Whaddye expect

for

$1.65,"

yelped the

usher.

"Ya mean to say ya got nothin' but sound here,"
wailed the H. C.
"Sure. AVe strive to be up to date," smiled the usher
with great complacency.
And as the H. C. stumbled out the little devil in the
box office thought she heard him mumble: "This IS Hell."
Oliver Sigurdson, A.S.C, has moved his still outfit
from the Pathe Studio to Metropolitan. Oliver is one of
the great artists of the still camera in the cinema world.
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BELL & HOWELL
Silent

PROFESSIONAL STANDARD

CAMERA

THE INDUSTRY'S CHOICE
for

FOR
advanced

Sound Recording Purposes

over thirty years "silent" movies have
irresistibly

toward

perfection.

Great minds have given their best, with reworld. Standardization
of film and film machinery, so largely sponsored
and made practical by Bell & Howell engineers,
played an indispensable part in moviedom's
sults that surprised the

reaching the great heights which it holds today.
The vista still looks upward. Greater heights
Movies synchronized with
are just beyond.
sound first amused the world as a passing experiment then astounded the world with their
mechanical perfection. The "Talkies" have

—

arrived.
In the same pioneering spirit of twenty-one years
ago Bell & Howell were first to make cameras for
sound recording purposes. For more than five
years Bell & Howell engineers have been experimenting, refining, perfecting, and collaborating.
Bell & Howell Standard Professional Cameras
for sound recording purposes have been made so
silent that some studios dispense with soundproof booths in operating them.

BELL &

have been the results that
the following leaders in development and production of talking pictures use Bell & Howell
Cameras almost exclusively:
In short, so successful

Bell

York, 11

W. 42nd

Company

DeForest Phonofilms, London and U.S.A.
Fox-Case Corporation Producers of

—

Movietone
General Electric

Company

Hal Roach Studios
Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer
Paramount-Famous-Lasky
Powers Cinephone Equipment Corporation
R. C. A. Phototone, Inc.
Universal Pictures Corporation
Western Electric Company
Westinghouse Electric
Mfg. Co.

&

Write us for detailed descriptions,
information or prices.

HOWELL

1805 Larchmont Ave., Chicago,
New

Telephone Company

Bristol

CO.

111.

Hollywood, 6324 Santa Monica Blvd.
H. Co.. Ltd.~> 320 Regent St.
London (B.
Ettabli.hed 1907
St.
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Motion Photomicrographs of
The Progress of Development
Of a Photographic Image
By Clifton Tuttle and A.

H. Trivelli*

P.

An account was recently published by E. P. Wightman
and one of us 1 concerning the development of silver
bromide grains. Motion photomicrographs of the progress of development were made at that time by E. P.
Wightman, using a four mm. water immersion objective
immersed in a drop of dilute developer placed on a

light of shorter wave-lengths (No. 49
resolving power.

Thirteen
filter)

to increase

It was found necessary in this work to have the image
under constant inspection throughout the course of development. The plane of sharpest focus is constantly
shifting because of the change in thickness of the silver
bromide grains as they are converted to spongy metallic
silver. The means which is used for observation is illus-

trated in Fig.

A beam

1.

A composed of two prisms whose interfaces have been silvered by cathode sputtering is placed
splitter

single-grain layer plate. The optical resolution obtainable by this method leaves much to be desired, and the
presence of so much liquid between the objective and
object slide gives rise to difficulties resulting from vibra-

and striation. Recently a method has been devised
which permits the use of a 1.8 mm. oil immersion objective. The consequent resolution is considerably enhanced
and the difficulties of the former method are minimized.
For the purpose of this study, single-grain layer coatings of a pure silver bromide emulsion are made on
microscope cover glasses 0.18 mm. in thickness. A 15
mm. hole is drilled through the center of a microscope
object slide and over this hole is cemented a coated cover
glass. The slide is placed on the microscope stage with
the emulsion layer downward toward the substage condenser. The objective is oiled to the upper surface of the
cover glass and the grain images are brought to an approximate focus on the film aperture of a motion picture
camera. A drop of very dilute developer* is placed on the
substage condenser which is racked up until the liquid
comes in contact with the emulsion surface.
Developer Formula
*Elon
0.5 grams
tion

<3S|

.1

grams
grams
0.15 grams

Sodium sulfite
Sodium carbonate

7.5
2.5

Potassium bromide

to make
150 cc.
Although a slight adjustment is necessary after contact is made between developer and emulsion, it is found
that the image can be brought to a sharp focus before
any appreciable action has taken place. The motion picture record thus shows almost the entire progress of
development. The preliminary focusing is accomplished
by red light (No. 25 filter) to prevent excessive photodecomposition of the grains. The exposures are made by

Water

B

FIG.

2

Silver

bromide crystals before
after development.

(left)

and

over the ocular of the microscope. Optical contact between prism and eyepiece is made with a drop of cedar
oil.
About 10 per cent of the image light is transmitted
to the eye at B while approximately 85 per cent is re-

FIG.
FIG.

1

View

I.

finder and focusing device for use
motion photomicrography.

flected to the motion picture film at D. The light which
enters the eye is approximately parallel and the observer
focuses on a virtual image at about 25 cm. distance. The
reflected parallel light is brought to a focus in the plane
of the film by a simple lens (C) of the correct power.
In this case, a 4.5 diopter lens is used at C and the distance from C to D is adjusted so that the real image focus
is identical with the virtual image focus.
A 10X hyperplane eyepiece was used and the magnification on the

was about 900X.
was found that light of sufficient intensity could be
obtained from the 6-8 volt, 108-watt ribbon filament
lamp overvolted to operate at 20 amperes. Pictures were
made at the rate of four per second (one-fourth normal
film

It

•Communication No. 341 from the Kodak Research Laboratories.
1 Photography
through the Microscope, by E. P. Wightman
and A. P. H. Trivelli. American Annual of Photography. 1928,
page

11.

Concluded on Page 27
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Sound Film Processing
The West winds bring us tidings
of an art that is newly born
sound
pictures have made their advent, and
Hollywood is telling the world in its

—

By

J.

W. COFFMAN

a denser negative than that

ing

now

be-

obtained.
This would tend to
Vice-President Carpenter-Goldman Laboratories, reduce the level of negative ground
noise by reducing the ratio of base
Inc., Long Island City, N. Y.
usual hearty way. Apparently not
density to overall density. In a suffiall the celebrants wholly enjoy the
ciently dense sound track negative,
festivities, since we hear of players' frantic efforts to be
variations in base density become insignificant as comvocal and of directors who find pantomime rather cramppared with variations due to modulation of the track.
ing to their style.
Cameramen vary widely in the lighting of sets, dependBut notwithstanding the present lusty cries from the
ing upon the laboratory to modify the original contrast
cradle, the art need not long remain in swaddling clothes,
to that value which produces the most pleasing pictorial
as all the elements for rapid growth are at hand.
result.
This makes it difficult to standardize on the
The stage will teach the players how to talk, and regammas to be used unless the cameraman's technique is
vengeful players teach directors the fine art of pantowell known. It is frequently advisable to develop the
mime. The telephone industry offers thorough knowledge
picture negative first, securing what would be considered
of speech and its reproduction, while radio can solve the
a good negative according to straight pictorial standards.
problems of studio technique and design. And forty years
Test prints are then made to determine the most satisago the basis for solution of the photographic problems
factory time of development for the print, pictorially
involved was laid by Hurter and Driffield, whose methods
considered. Sensitometer strips are printed on each of
a number of our own members have helped perfect.
these tests and the gamma of the most satisfactory print
Up to the present, sensitometry, as outlined by Hurter is determined by measurement of the sensitometer strip
and Driffield, had not received the attention it deserved
densities.
The reciprocal of this print gamma is the
from the industry, and for enforcing that attention now,
gamma to which the sound negative should be developed.
the sound film will probably earn the eventual gratitude
For example, a certain cameraman is inclined toward
of the laboratories.
rather fiat lighting of his sets. His negatives, developed
to a gamma of .80, require prints of a gamma of 2.00
Today, sensitometric tests to determine developer
in order to give what he considers satisfactory results.
characteristics are an important part of routine sound film
Unity divided by 2.00 gives .50 as the indicated gamma
processing, particularly in the case of records made by
to which the sound negative should be developed.
variable density systems.
The same technique can be applied to the determinaUnit overall contrast, or gamma, of the sound print is
tion of the most satisfactory gammas for the various
the goal at which are aimed all efforts at control of the
negative and positive emulsions which may be used. The
processing of variable density sound tracks. Needless to
sound track can be given its theoretically perfect photosay, the accompanying picture must be conformable to
graphic characteristics without causing picture quality to
accepted standards for regular motion picture prints.
suffer in the slightest if these relatively simple precauOverall contrast considerably greater than unity is usutions are observed.
ally desired in the picture so the picture negative is ordinarily developed to a higher gamma than is the sound
These observations apply only to variable density
negative. Normal development of silent picture negatives
sound-films in which the sound and picture impressions
is to a gamma of approximately .80 and normal develophave been recorded on separate films and combined to
ment of the prints is to the vicinity of 1.80 so that the
make a single print. If separate prints of the two records
overall gamma of the usual silent picture seen on our
are to be made, or if a print of the sound record is
screens today is approximately 1.4.
desired, then the simplest and most satisfactory technique
is to develop both the sound negative and the print thereIf the picture negative and print are to be developed
from to a gamma of unity. The picture is treated as any
according to these silent picture standards, then the
silent film would be, except that care must be exercised
accompanying sound negative should be developed to a
gamma of approximately .56. Overall gamma being equal to prevent breaks and splices. Where sound and picture
impressions are recorded on the same negative, it is
to the product of negative gamma by positive gamma,
necessary to develop them together, both as negative
development according to these specifications would give
and print. Some compromise with quality is apparently
an overall sound track gamma of unity and an overall
unavoidable under these circumstances.
picture gamma of 1.4.
The variable width system of sound recording is not
Negative gammas as low as that indicated for the
so dependent for quality upon accurate sensitometric
sound track have not been frequent in silent picture
control of development processes, but even here it would
practice, and the "old timer" is inclined to consider a
seem desirable to have sensitometric data always at hand.
sound negative of these characteristics very "weak" or
The positive sound track should have the maximum posunder developed. But quite satisfactory variable density
sible overall gamma, while the picture quality should
sound prints have been produced when these factors
remain unaffected. While definite values for gamma need
were used. It is probable, however, that the trend of
not be prescribed, the requirements indicate the advisalaboratory technique will be in the direction of higher
gamma for picture negatives, particularly if there be- bility of developing the sound negative to approximately
come available negative emulsions permitting of higher samma infinity, and the combined print to a relatively
gammas without the high density now associated there- high gamma. The picture negative should then be developed to a rather low gamma to prevent the overall picture
with. Such emulsions should, of course, retain the wide
contrast from going too high.
latitude and fine grain structure of the present negative
emulsions. They should possess low exposure inertia,
Methods and equipment for sensitometry are not withsince most sound pictures are photographed with relativein the scope of this discussion
suffice it to say that
ly low intensity incandescent lighting, and should preferneither in point of time nor money are sensitometric
ably be panchromatic. An emulsion with these charactermethods costly to the film laboratory. Actuallv. the savistics is admittedly much easier to define than to produce.
ing in cost of reprints and the improved duality of the
But if obtainable, it would make practicable the developproduct should amply compensate for all the necessary
ment of picture negatives to a gamma considerably
expenditures.
negative
higher than that previously stated. The sound
Machine processing is rapidly coming to the fore, and
could then be developed to a higher gamma, producing
with its ally, sensitometry is forcing a rather hasty retreat by the "old timer" with his racks and tanks, his
This article was originally presented at the Fall convention of the
secret formulas, and his undisputed good judgment.
Society of Motion Picture Engineers held at Lake Placid, N. Y..
Machine processing is almost essential to the controllSeptember 24-28. 1928.
:

—
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ing of development and the securing of uniformly satisfactory results.
It is true that the exercise of extraordinary care, fair
negatives and prints of any type of sound film can be
produced by rack-and-tank methods, but the extreme
painstaking requirements and the difficulty of controlling the results give rack-and-tank methods a poor efficiency rating as compared with machine methods. At
best, rack-and-tank prints will hardly equal the quality
of routine machine prints, because some imperfections,
splices, rack marks, and developer variations,
inevitably appear on the rack-and-tank product.
The disc system of sound synchronization make fewer
demands for modification of laboratory technique than do
the film systems, but even here the machine has great
advantages, for the entire reel can be processed as a unit,
eliminating splices with their attendant dangers to synchronization. Bearing in mind that scratches, dust spots,
finger prints, etc., cannot be cut out of these negatives
and prints without replacing the sections removed, the
superiority of the developing machine becomes even more
evident.
Developing machine design should provide for complete control over all factors affecting quality of product. Reserve developer tanks should be of the largest
practicable capacity in order to keep to a minimum those
variations due to developer exhaustion. Continuous circulation from these tanks into the developer tanks of the
machine is, of course, to be provided for. Thermostatic
control of developer temperature, within limits of one
degree is highly desirable. A thermostat in the machine
developer tank may be arranged to control a two-way
valve in the developer feed line so that a rise or fall in
temperature will cause the valve to bypass some of the
developer through cooling or heating coils as may be
required.
At least three developer circulation systems are needed:
one each for sound negative, picture negative, and
prints.
Print developers generally used in developing
machines are too contrasty and contain too much Potassium Bromide to be of use in developing sound negative
on positive stock, hence the necessity for the separate
developer for this purpose. Sound negatives recorded on
the same film as the picture are necessarily developed
in the picture negative bath.
High concentration developers are desirable for soundfilm work in all its phases, for they produce more nearly
uniform results and require strengthening or renewal less
frequently. Potassium Bromide, since it tends to alter the
contrast relationships of the various intensities of exposure, should not be used in negative developer formulas, and should be held to a minimum in print developers.
The less-basic alkalies should be used in most developer
formulas, and the concentration kept relatively low, thus
permitting higher concentration of the developing agent
and longer time of development. Both the«e factors t^nd
toward greater uniformity of result. Modifications of the

due to

—

Eastman Borax developer formulas have proven very
satisfactory for negative
and picture negatives.

development, for both sound

The borax developers tend to produce a fine-grained
negative which is especially desirable on the sound tracks,
since the high-freauency limit is established by the limit
of resolution of the film, and this, in turn, is largely
dependent upon grain-size.
It has been found desirable to use a stop-bath in the
rinse-tank, through which the film passes immediately
after development. Otherwise the developer is not entirely removed from the film, and tends to drain down
from the sprocket holes upon the sound track, making
stains scarcely visible to the eye, but picked up by the
photo-electric cell in the reproducer as a distinct ninetysix cycle hum. No trouble from this source is experienced

when the stop-bath

is

used.

one of the greatest problems now
confronting the sound film laboratory. The sound track
must be printed on a continuous printer while the picture
may be printed on either continuous or step machines.
Present practice usually involves separate printing of the
two impressions whether or not they were recorded on
the same film. The apertures are complementary to each
other, the one making the section through which the other
Efficient printing is

Fifteen

This necessitates two runnings through the printarranged. To secure the maximum sharpness
in the very fine lines representing the higher frequencies,
it is necessary to reduce the aperture slot to very narrow
dimensions, and this, in turn, produces a marked fluctuation in lighting of the sound track due to gear and belt
back-lash, etc. This could be overcome by installing a
mechanical filter on the printer sprocket drive, thus
smoothing out the small irregularities of speed. A filter
of this nature should be connected to the printing sprocket by a positively acting clutch, thus permitting the starting and stopping of the film without the handicap of
overcoming the inertia of the filter flywheel. Addition
of a mechanical filter would tend to eliminate also the
flicker now frequently noticed in pictures printed on
continuous printers.
Mislights are very troublesome in sound prints, usually
meaning the reprinting of the entire scenes. Since
scenes are usually much longer than in the silent pictures this is a rather costly operation. Light-shifts now
in use are not wholly satisfactory from this standpoint,
having varying degrees of propensity for mislighting, and
being hardly rapid enough to shift the lighting of the
sound track without a density change which will be reproduced as noise.
Light-shifts which depend upon a change in the resistance of the lamp circuit tend to cause a slight change in
the gamma of the prints, the lower wave-lengths tending
to produce higher gamma due to their deeper penetration
of the emulsion. This variation is not large enough to be
of serious moment; but it is probably better to look toward a light shift in which the actinic qualities of the
light remain unchanged. These defects in existing sound
track printers may be fairly easily overcome; but it would
seem expedient to redesign the entire printing machinery
now while the industry is new. Practically all the requirements are known and the laboratories cry for
prints.
er, as

now

—

assistance.
In adapting existing continuous printers for sound
track printing, care should be taken that the aperture
masks make contact with the film along the side as well
as at top and bottom; otherwise light may leak from the
picture aperture to the sound track, and cause many
strange noises. Identification marks should be eliminated
from the sound track side of the print for the same reason. These light leakages are seldom apparent to the
eye, but they are very distinctly apparent to the ear.
It seems best to mask off the sound printing aoerture
one or two mils from the line of sprocket holes; otherwise
refracted lio-ht from the edsres of the perforation sometimes affects the sound track, producing the characteristic ninetv-six cycle note, or "sprocket hole hum."
In printing, it is necessary to displace the sound track
on the print to compensate for the separation of the
sound and picture apertures. There seems to be a tendency to agree on a fourteen-and-a-half inch advance of
the sound track as the standard displacement. A convenient laboratory device holds the original svnchromV.ation mark bv sprocket pins at this distance from a film
punch, which is operated to make the new start mark.
This is only one of a series of minor laboratory apnliances
which the new art is bringing in. The list includes svnchronous rewinds, butt-joint splicers, negative splice
punches, positive snlice blackers, film hooks, and various
other strange-sounding devices.

Inspection of first prints should be under conditions
anproaching those of the theatre as nearly as possible.
This requires a completely-equipped sound film projection room with a screen room of adequate si7.e and
correct acoustic characteristics. The inspector needs have
an ear for tone quality as well as an eye for visual
qualitv. Routine inspection of subsequent prints may be
carried on with a simplified equipment consisting of projector with sound pick-up, a small amplifier, and headphones. This inspection is not primarily for tone qualitv,
but for defects such as volume variations, "sprocket hole

hum," dust or splice noise, etc.
It comes as something of a shock to the laboratory man
to discover that he can no longer depend unnn his eves
to judge the quality of laboratory work upon a sound
film.
Sound tracks frequently appear to be perfect to
Concluded on Page 16
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Putting

It

Over

Minnea polis ,1 / in n es ota,
November 22. 1928.
,

John If. Boyle, President.
American Society of Cinematographers,
Suite 1222 Guaranty Bldg., Hollywood.
Delivered two lectures here today and tonight one before the student body of the Uni-

Minnesota and one before the
advanced students and various scienbodies stop If as extended most enthusireception and given many assurances of

versity

of

faculty,
tific

astic

The special film so kindly
contributed by A.S.C. members in the Hollywood studios was huge success and we held
the floor over five hours during the two sessions stop President Coffman of the Univerappreciation stop

and

sity

J.

C.

Laurence

his

assistant

were

most gracious and afforded me every possible
I am sure this contact will prove
facility stop

in the Antarctic

the greatest

of

industry

Regards

and

benefit to

to

the

A.S.C,

cinematography

in

to

the

general.

to all.

Joseph Dubray.

THREE De Vry Standard Automatic Movie
Cameras were purchased by ParamountFamous-Lasky Corporation, for use on the Byrd
expedition, now on its way to the Antarctic.

What

a

world of significance

in that

simple

Board

statement!

Consider the exceedingly unfavorable conditionsunderwhich pictures will necessarily be
made. The sub-zero temperatures of 30 to 60
degrees prove the confidence of professionals
in themechanical superiority of theDe Vry. The
selection of DeVry cameras is a striking tribute
to the excellence of their photographic results.

DeVry is

the personal movie camera of those
professional in its results, but amateurinsimplicityofoperation. Holds ioofeetof
standard 35mm. film, which may be used on
any standard projector, or reduced for 16mm.

who know,

projectors.
Send

now

for

free

literature

and details of DeVry

No

obligation, of course.

Motion Picture equipment.

DeVry Corporation,

iiii Center St. Dept. izx

Chicago, U.

S.

A.

World's Largest Manufacturer of Standard
Motion Picture Cameras and Portable Projectors

of Editors

Revived
At a recent meeting of the Board of Governors of the
American Society of Cinematographers, the Board of
Editors, an advisory body to work in connection with the
Editor-in-Chief of the American Cinematographer, was
revived with Victor Milnor, Chairman, John Seitz, Hal
Mohr and Alvin Wyckoff associates.

To

the South Seas

George Schneiderman and Daniel B. Clark, respectiveand member of the Board of Governors of
the A.S.C, will depart soon for the South Seas under
sealed orders to film a special opus for Fox. As they
ly treasurer

expect to be away indefinitely their official places will
be filled during their absence by Hal Mohr and Al Gilks.
Mr. Mohr is new to the Board, but Mr. Gilks is a former
member. Mr. Schneiderman has long been treasurer of
the Society and Mr. Clark preceded John W. Boyle as
president.

the eye, but to the ear are horrible examples, full of distortion and extraneous noises, all of which can be remedied by correct laboratory procedure. On the other hand,
a sound track may be very discouraging to the eye, full
of seeming scratches, rack marks, printer flicker, etc.,
and yet it is reproduced as a nearly perfect auditory
record, clear and undistorted, with an almost imperceptible noise background. These reversals of customary
standards of judgment are sometimes discouraging, but
they add to the thrill of the laboratory man's existence
and carry to him forcibly the conviction that "To measure is to know."
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The Conference Habit
The Great Bunk Institution

of the

Motion Picture

Industry

By James H. Collins
Author of "Human Nature in Selling Goods," "The Art of
Handling Men"
[This applied to the motion picture industry, so long a sufferer from
way of efficiency, while

conferencitis, would accomplish wonders in the
saving endless irritation and unfriendly feeling.

— Editor's

a reprint from the Lion's Magazine

Mr.

Collins' article is

Note.)

At 10:00 A. M. they told him Smith had not arrived,
so he said he would look in again later. At 11:15 they
said Smith had come in and gone out again. At noon they
told him that Smith could not be seen
he was in

—

conference.
visitor said that he thought Smith would be glad
he was in the office. Would they telephone
But subordinates were firm. The idea of
interrupting a conference! So the visitor said he must
try to see Mr. Smith some other time, and left his card

The

to know that
his name in?

and departed.
When Smith came out of the conference and saw that
card, he went through the ceiling. For the visitor was
purchasing agent for a large western company and had
dropped in to see Smith on his way home from a buying
trip, because he liked the kind of fellow Smith was and
which were very different
the cordial letters he wrote
from the stereotyped "Mr. Smith can not be interrupted
he is in conference."
Do you suffer from the great American conference

—

—

habit?
This habit has been growing amazingly the past ten
years. Originally it started with the very good idea that
because business organizations were spreading out and
personal contact difficult to maintain, teamwork could
be promoted by bringing the men together every so often

from departments and branches.
But nowadays, wherever two or three are gathered
together in everyday routine talk, that is sanctified by
the term "conference." And a man in conference is supposed to wear a cloak of inaccessibility. Nothing else on
earth counts.
In most cases, this is pure camouflage!
Nine conferences out of ten are debating societies and
rest cures. They are debating societies because, when
more than two or three men undertake to discuss business matters without the strong control that ought to
mark a real conference, they simply talk around the bush,
and destroy concentration. And, because not one conference in ten is held to a strict program by an executive
who knows where to start and when to leave off, the net
result usually is a letting down of mental efficiency that
makes the conference restful, but nothing more.
The most efficient business nation in the world, undoubtedly, is England.
The American lands in London, anticipating a series
of world-beating conferences, and is told that at 2:10
P. M. Wednesday afternoon Sir Charles Smith will see
him for fifteen minutes. The appointment is sacred. Sir
Charles is waiting, and promptly turns out the previous
visitor, and finishes with the American on schedule. All
the facts must be summarized so that Sir Charles may
give his decision. It may be a matter of millions involving concentrated affairs on the other side of the world.
It is decided with a clearness and definiteness that makes
the American head go round
and thus Sir Charles is
able to spend Friday noon to Tuesday morning at his

—

country home.
Not long ago a new manager took charge of a business
so hypnotized with the conference idea that it was falling
to pieces. Able men were quickly lost because they could
get nothing done. No matter what project was proposed,
the conference crowd held an autopsy on it. The bigger
it happened to be, the greater the necessity for careful
consideration, they said. A preliminary conference debated the matter, and clearly brought out all the objections against it, and reduced initiative and energy to
doubts and delays. Then all the misgivings were handed
over to sub-committees, who held other conferences upon

Seventeen

them, until finally the project was set aside altogether,
to wait until times got better or the weather changed.
That business had degenerated into an organization of
debating clubs.
What the new manager did was very simple. Going
back to first principles for debating societies, he applied
ordinary parliamentary rules to hold discussions on the
track and run

on schedule, and wielded the gavel on
wreck the train or lead it off on a
ramble through the woods. He cut down the number of
conferences, and made those that were necessary thoroughly unrestful by humorous and caustic comment for
the fellows who doubted and dissembled.
When a subordinate attended one of this manager's
conferences, he got enough things to do to keep him busy
a week, with full authority to carry them out and the
obligation to come into the next conference bringing

anybody who

it

tried to

results.

Best of all, he utterly destroyed the myth about the
sanctity of a conference. No western buyer ever showed
up in that office to see their Mr. Smith and found Smith
inaccessible. Five minutes before a conference started,
the manager's secretary took her station in the general
reception-room. She was there to represent the manager
and nobody who ever had business with that concern
slipped out of her memory. She knew faces and names,
and would recognize a voice over the telephone a year
after she had last heard it. She was even more solicitous
about a stranger than in taking care of some visitor she

—

knew.

Had that Westerner turned up to see Smith, she would
have called Smith out. Better than that, she often sent
the visitor into the conference room, and there he saw
his man and met other men of importance in the company, and perhaps brought live information and a fresh
outside point of view upon the matter they were conferring about.

Two Boy Adventures Make
Trip

Around World

Two

youthful nomads, sons of wealthy parents, on a
around the world in a fifty-foot sailboat, on which
they start this month, will make complete motion pic-

trip

ture studies of the entire cruise, using only the portable
type DeVry cameras. The boys, both about 25 years of age,
are Daniel C. Blum, of Chicago, and Stephens Miranda,
of Los Angeles, California. They will sail to every principal seaport in the world and in and out of every navigable stream in a voyage that they plan will take them
from three to five years to complete.
The young adventurers are now in Seattle, fitting up
the boat for this thrilling trip. They have purchased a
Norwegian double-ender sailing yacht, The Valkyrie,
from Count Holstein-Rathlou, a Danish nobleman, of
Victoria, B. C. The craft has been re-christened "The
Nomad" and is being altered to suit the youthful globe
circlers. They will sail from San Francisco as soon as the
craft is revamped to suit their specifications, making the
cruise under the sponsorship of the St. Francis Yacht
Club of San Francisco.

Fox's First 100 Percent
Talkie
just been
A.S.C., was

discovered that modest George
Meehan,
the cinematographer who photographed Fox's first one hundred per cent sound picture,
"The Ghost Talks." This is the first Movietone feature
production. It was directed by Lou Seiler and featured
Helen Twelltrees, Charles Eaton, Earl Fox and Carmcl
Myers. This picture will be up for unusual inspection
and critic ism and Mr. Meehan's work will do much to
put it over. He was also the cinematographer on the Fox
Movietone short that has been stopping the show whereever it has been shown
Chic Sale, in "Marchin' On."
This picture, though a short, has received the most
favorable comment of any talkie to date and is ballyhooed by the exhibitor like a feature.
It

has

—
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A Photographic Paradise
There Are Still Places on the North American Continent Where
Wild Things Are Unafraid and the Camera Is Only Weapon Used
Columbia and Alberta, westprovinces of the Dominion of
Canada, are vast territories, conceded by many photographers to be the
photographic paradise of the North
British

and honors offered. Products and
handiwork of the western Dominion
are on exhibition, proving the riches
ident International Photographers of the
and opportunities of an empire waitMotion Picture Industry
ing to be developed in greater abunAmerican continent.
dance, under the guidance of a handy
In this wonderful area of the Dominion there are vast
and prosperous people. Here is throbbing life and vivid
level plains and mountains as yet unsurveyed, waiting to
color, not to be found at any other time or place in all
be introduced to man and his ways, which will remain
the world. Indians in wonderful gala attire, ranchmen,
in their present state for several generations.
soldiers, stockmen, cowboys and the Royalty of the
Realm; wild cattle and wild horses; bands of music;
The plains of Alberta are impressive, teeming with the
wonderful entertainments, and peoples of all the world
life they have always known and nourished, while the
renewing acquaintances of past meetings at this same
mountains of both provinces are sublime in their grancelebration.
deur, affording "Gardens of Eden" for the native animal
and bird life that have reared their kind undisturbed
It was the writer's good fortune to be selected to fill
for ages past, without fear or want save that which is
the position of chief cinematographer in charge of all
generated among their kind. Man a strange animal, is
photography by the British-Canadian Pictures, Limited,
met with amazement and curiosity, and in some instances
a company formed for the purpose of making a feature
(as with the Grizzly bear) with i-esentment.
production for British release. With the unlimited reOn the plains roam thousands of wild horses that have sources placed at the disposal of Mr. Guy Wedick, of
Calgary, appointed general manager, he was able to
never experienced the touch of a hand, and many that
deliver one of the most interesting and artistic photohave never viewed other than their kind; antelope, swift,
graphic productions which has come out of Canada in
graceful and curious; badger, wolf, and coyote mingle
ern

By Alvix Wyckoff, A.S.C.

—

together undisturbed.

some years.

Here, also, is found the native man of this continent,
holding forth his religious ceremonials in the appointed
festive seasons
the Indian
in all the majesty of his
past romance
gathering from distant reservations, reviving and performing the rites of old, erecting council
lodges, conducting inspiringly his ancient rituals of
homage to the Supreme Spirit of his creed.

The cast of the acting company was made up of carefully chosen artists, among them, as leading ladv, was
Miss Barbara Kent, a little lady of wide popularity and
a most pleasing personality. The company was organized
in Hollywood with an entire cast of British born subjects,
there being a stipulation in the arrangements that seventy-five per cent of the people employed must be British

—

—
—

Wild flowers of gorgeous beauty and simplicity, with
here and there a riot of color that seems to awaken with
the early dawn of each new day, heralded by the glorious
sunrise, and again to go to rest with sunset of golden

The company left Los Angeles May 14th and
returned the last week of July following. During the
making of the production the company travelled over
the greater part of the southern territory of Alberta and
British Columbia, transportation being furnished by the
born.

glow.

Canadian Pacific Railway whenever

Rivers, born high up in the mountains at the base of
glaciers that have given them life for centuries, sending
them roaring and tumbling down over precipices and
through dark gorges, spending their power against
mighty granite cliffs till they come to rest in the vast
plains below, winding on till they are lost in the big
inland lakes to the east or mingling their waters with
the Pacific on the west.

use rail connections. Most of the traveling was carried
on by automobile and pack horses.

Famous Alpine and native guides will conduct you
safely to the heights above the famous resorts of Lake
Louise and Banff Springs, where you can behold the
wonders of the work of the Almighty, touched here
and there by His Mind through the agency of man's
handiwork.
Beautiful, idyllic mountain lakes, fed by springs of
sweet water, reflecting on their surfaces high snowcapped peaks that keep them within bounds, in turn
giving a home to the gamest fish to be found anywhere
in fresh water.

Canadians, Englishmen and Americans,

all

mingling

together, extending a hospitality that cannot be experienced in greater sincerity anywhere else in the world.

At Calgary, in the province of Alberta, a holiday season is declared each year in the month of June, known
far and wide as "The Stampede." Throughout the year
this festive season is planned and talked of by good
British subjects and other nationalities all over the
world, and drawn to this focal point each year are the
champions of the earth, representing present and past
days of frontier life to compete and carry off rich prizes

—

it

was

possible to

The influential people of these provinces vied with
each other in their endeavors to contribute whatever assistance they could command that would add to the success of the enterprise and it was due to this action on
their part that the management was enabled to overcome
obstacles that would otherwise have minimized the splendid results achieved. The command of the Royal Northwest Mounted extended courtesies that were most pleasing, as did also the great Hudson Bay Company and the
Government agencies in charge of Indian affairs aided
in giving us contact with the Blackfoot tribe of Indians.
Delightful days afforded us excellent opportunities to
include beautiful scenes on the immense ranch owned and
controlled by H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, and we were
permitted to use specimens of his blooded stock. From
an eminence commanding a view of the ranch buildings
in the foreground backed by mountains thirty miles distant and ever changing cloud formations, we were able
to record scenes seldom surpassed for artistic beauty.

The equipment used in photographing this production
was the latest improved Mitchell Camera complete with
accessories including a full line of filters for correction in use with panchromatic emulsions of the Eastman
laboratories; Astro lenses ranging from 25mm to 12 inch
all

were mounted for the camera; one 8x10 view camera,
one 5x7 Graphic, one DeVry automatic and one late
model Debrie.
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to bottom, left: Breaking a wild horse; Alvin Wyrkoir filming a stampede of wild horses, there are 8,000 to 10.000 in this
A good idea of the country; Packing Camera equipment. Top to bottom, right: One of the gorgeous bits of scenery; The
Prince of Wales' own ranch; Chief Wyckoff and his gang: Throwing a wild horse.
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MOLE-RICHARDSON, INC
STUDIO ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
941 N. Sycamore

Hollywood, California

Shooting Sound
By Charles

Many

J.

on sound pictures have appeared in print
of late, written by acoustic and sound engineers on the
subject of recording. As the eye of the public has been
trained to artistic photography, companies must not
make the mistake that sound is everything. Both works
of art must be united to make talking pictures a success.
In this new field, we add to the technical staff the very
important sound man, who by working hand in hand with
the cinematographer, can place before the public an interesting entertainment. Since incandescent lighting is being installed in sound studios, many worries of the expert who balances the voice of the artist have been eliminated and the improvement made in silencing the camera
is another achievement.
In the Warner Bros, studios, Brooklyn, New York,
three years ago where I was first engaged in experimental
work on sound pictures, our cameras were set up in what
we called a "padded cell." This was a sound-proof booth
and, after making a ten-minute number, we would stagger out into the open as if coming from the hot room of
a turkish bath. Then to our dismay the sound man would
cry: "Too much camera noise, and lights 15 and 18 were
articles

noisy."

For the past eight months I have been assigned to
London, England by the Fox-Case Movietone Corporation and can safely say that my sound man, Mr. Ralph
Bitner, and myself, have made history in England by
being the first to photograph and record on the same
strip of film for the world at large to see and hear such
notabilities as His Majesty King George V and His Royal
Highness the Prince of Wales; Mr. Lloyd George, one
of England's most prominent statesmen and Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle, the noted spiritualist.
Of course, sitting in a luxurious theatre seeing and
hearing His Majesty King George of England talk to the

in

Davis, A.

England
S. C.

people of Newcastle-on-Tyne at the opening of the new
cantilever bridge, no one could realize the difficulties of
taking this subject. We arrived on location on Tuesday
morning and commenced preparing our recording apparatus.

to

In the
stand

first picture, the place where the King was
was too far back under a canopy for good

photography and it is difficult to imagine how many
officials had to be interviewed before consent could be
given to make any changes in the location from where
the address was to be delivered. Then the microphone
question had to be decided upon. It was found necessary
to run 500 feet of cable from where the recording equipment was located, to the microphone. This sounds easy,
but it was impossible to put the wiring overhead owing
to two high tension tram-car wires, therefore, the microphone line had to be strung under the bridge from one
side to the other.
I
It was just one hundred feet to the river below.
hated to see my buddie, Bitner, go over the side and
crawl along the girders under the bridge. One slip and
it would have been the end of a perfectly good sound
man. In due course of time things were hooked up, but
to make things worse it began to pour rain and wet everything. However, on the first test the apparatus worked
to perfection. The following morning when the event
took place the weather had cleared and for the first time
the voice and picture of the King of England were
recorded simultaneously.
Our interview with Mr. Bernard Shaw at his estate was
very pleasant. He was quite inquisitive about our equipment and its workings. We were more than pleased when
he decided to talk for us. Being a great wit his speech
was very amusing. Before returning to London Mr. Shaw
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Byrd's Farewell

TREMONT
FILM

LABORATORIES
Specializing in negative

and

first print.

Invites rigid inspection of the

most modern and
ally

scientific-

correct processing

available to the

motion

plant
pict-

ure industry.
Al Gilks. A. S. C. and Com. Richard Byrd, at Paramount's
Long Island studio, at the finsh of a sound film of Byrd's
career, on the day of his departure for the Antarctic.

requested that we join him at tea, which is a good old
English custom.
On arriving at Mr. Lloyd George's estate our equipment was loaded into a trailer and a good old horse was
used to pull it through some very soft ground to a location where Mr. Lloyd George talked on the cultivation of
area lands on his estate which are now fine orchards. On
returning to his home we were introduced to Dame Margaret and Miss Megan Lloyd George, all of whom spoke
before the Movietone camera. On completion of these
numbers a delightful luncheon was served. Mr. Lloyd
George remarked that in case of a siege he would be able
to supply the table with everything from his own farm.
On the following day a very noted character was to
talk for Movietone and on arriving at the palatial home
of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, we secured a very interesting
talk on "Spiritualism," which I am sure will be of great
interest to everyone.
These are just a few of the interesting people we have
photographed in sight and sound while in England.
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Shoot color
with panchromatic

light

WHEN

the scene is colorful, shoot it
with the light from National Panchro-

Carbons, and more visible light per watt
than any other light source.

matic Carbons, using panchromatic
film. These carbons produce light that
is matched accurately to the film, and

Both National White Flame and Panchromatic Carbons are interchangeable
in your present arc lamp equipment

the result

is

correct tonal reproduction

of the various colors.

National Panchromatic Carbons offer
the additional important advantage of
economy. They provide more photographic light per watt of electrical power
than any other light source, except only

National White Flame Photographic

NATIONAL CARBON

CO., INC.

Carbon Sales Division
Cleveland, Ohio
Unit of Union Carbide

and Carbon Corporation

Branch Sales

Offices

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Chicago.
San Francisco, Calif.
Birmingham, Ala.

Jersey City, N.

J.

111.

National
Photographic Carbons
White Flame and Panchromatic

The Filmoscope
This is the name given by Mr. Andre Bartlatier, r>n
A. S. C. member, to a clever little contrivance of his
creation which, although not a motion picture appartus,
seems to be destined to interest motion picture folk.
It is a stereoscope designed to view pairs of stereoscopic pictures printed upon motion picture film. Mr.
Barlatier has adapted to the Filmoscope, which is so compact that when fold-

ed one can carry

scopic pairs of views in about three feet of film, the
number of pictures being limited only by the length of
the film used.
It has always been claimed, and all fans well know,
that stereoscopy affords the most fascinating and, perhaps, logical, mode of photographic reproduction, which
is not more popular because of the somewhat cumbersome apparatus essential to this method.

it

in his vest pocket, a
very ingenious sys-

tem of carrying pins
which, engaging in
the film perforation,
permit the change

from one view to
another by the simple pressure of one
finger, thus avoiding
inconvenience
the
and loss of time and
bother involved in
changing the views
as in other similar
apparatus.

The series of pictures are so distributed over the film
that, although keep-

ing the proper distance between each
pair of stereoscopic pictures, the views are alternately
printed in close succession so that all of the film surface
is made use of.
This permits the printing of 24 stereo-

A

Mr. Andre Barlatier, A.S.C.

Universal Star with the

first

Note what a handy

model of the Filmoscope
little affair it is.

Mr. Barlatier has eliminated all cumbersomeness and
lightness and ease of operation of the apparatus
makes one appreciate still more the realization of depth

the
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The Captain of the Crew
a meeting of the Technical Division of The Acaof Motion Picture Arts and Sciences recently, J. A.
Ball, Director Technical Bureau M.P.P.A., in an informal
talk made the following statements which are of interest to every cameraman. The quotation is verbatim and
is published with the permission of Mr. Ball:
"A motion picture director in lining up a scene has
a dramatic effect to get over. He must rely on his technical crew to handle the scene technically so that the
dramatic effect does 'get over,' not only to the director's
eye, but to the camera as well.
"In the past, photographic requirements have been the
controlling factor so that the cameraman may be said
to have been the captain of the technical crew.
"Now with the arrival of sound, the effect must get
over not only to the camera but to the microphone ns
well. In this new set-up, who is to be captain of the

At
demy

PANCHROMATIC

MAKE-UP
By

MAX FACTOR
Months

of exhaustive testing has prov-

Panchromatic

crew?

ed

"At present there seems to be a tendency to stress the
problems of the microphone and ignore those of the
camera. If this is so it is only because the microphone
I believe eventually the two must
is the new arrival.
receive equal consideration and then the captain of the
crew will be the man who knows both instruments. In

great success.

the endeavors to attain this position I believe the cinematographer has a hotter chance than the radio broadcast man who enters the industry as a microphone expert.
The latter will have to overcome a desire to have the
he will know nothactors "broadcast from the screen"
ing about the dramatic effects nor the pvschology of
actors and directors, nor is very much yet known about
the 'art' of placing and handling the microphone.
"So I say the cinematographer will find himself in a
favorable position to advance himself provided only that
he is progressive, adaptable and a student."

of make-ups.

—

Our Cover for December
The beautiful picture which adorns the front cover
page of THE AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER for
December, is a reproduction from the work of an unknown camera artist whose name we regret cannot be
blazoned upon his handiwork. The locale of this picture
is evidently in the great Northwest, probably in Washington, where brown bears are still very much at home.
The picture has a delightful atmosphere of Yuletide
about it and if any other magazine in the industry can
show a cover as thoroughly charmins: and appropriate,

THE AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
Until that time

we claim

will

bow

to

series will include series of stereoscopic pic-

tures of motion picture stars.
Can you imagine the delight of the fan, getting for
practically the same cost, twenty-four pictures instead of
one of his favorite star, and to see that star with the
added attraction of the third dimension with all the
vividness of almost real life.
Mr. Barlatier is busily arranging series of these film
strips, which he calLs "Filmograms," covering subjects
of interest to all
scenic, industrial and scientific pictures
which illustrate fields of action in every walk of life,
and will have their particular educational or commercial
purpose. The compactness of the apoaratus, which, when
folded, measures 5x2 VzxY2 inches, its attractiveness and

—

—

extremely low cost, will undoubtedly make it very
popular and we feel in duty bound to congratulate our
member for having found time in addition to his numerous motion picture activities, to produce a refreshing
novelty which will amuse, instruct and be useful in many
ways.
its

impor-

an

is

a

tant step towards the standardization

Cine-

It will relieve the

matographer of

a great burden.

Studios and Cinematographers are re-

questing

subjects to

all

Make-Up.

matic

Panchro-

use

They have

thoroughly and have found

and sure way of insuring
Panchromatic

Make-Up

tor development.
to the

It

tested

it

a

safe

Max

Fac-

it

results.

is

owes

a

its

Incandescent Tests at

inception

Warner

Bros. Studios.

Panchromatic

Make-Up

the

of

ber.

attention

We

is

worthy of

every A.S.C.

urge you to use

Mem-

it.

it.

dimension which is so lacking in usual still
photography.
Mr. Barlatier has organized the Filmoscope Company
of America, which will not only distribute the Filmoscope
but also prepare and edit series of films, which, sold at
a nominal price, will undoubtedly soon find room in every
home, office, laboratory and what not.
first

Make-Up

be

to

the championship of the world.

or third

The

Panchromatic

Make-Up

MAX FACTOR
AND COMPANY
326 South
— Metro. 0628
Hill Street

HOLLYWOOD

LOS ANGELES

Chicago Office, 444 West Grand Ave.
Cable Address, "Facto"

FOREIGN AGENCIES
MAX FACTOR,

LTD.

(Wardour Street)
London W. 1.

10 D'Arblay Street

79 MacQuarrie St.
67 Foochow Road

399 West Street
Benson, Smith & Co.
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General Principles of
Sound Recording
into two general classes. In one of
That sound as perceived by the
By E. C. Wente
ear is the result of a disturbance in
these classes the record is a trace of
constant photographic density but of
the air was known to the ancient
Hell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.,
variable width, while in the other it
Greeks, and that objects are set in
New York, N. Y.
vibration by intense sounds must
is a trace of constant width but of
have been observed by primitive man,
variable density. An illustration of
each of these is shown in Fig. 2. In one or two proposed
but it was not until 1857, or less than a century ago that
methods the record is a combination of both types.
the first instrument was constructed for making a graphIn that year Leon Scott
ical record of sound waves.
patented in France an instrument which he called the
phonautograph. In Fig. 1 is shown a picture of this instrument. A piece of smoked paper was attached to the
cylindrical surface of a drum, which could be rotated by

FIG.

1

Scott's

Phonautograph

hand and moved forward by a screw. The center of a
diaphragm was attached to a stylus through a system of
levers in such a manner that the stylus was moved laterally along the surface of the cylinder when the diaphragm
vibrated. Over the diaphragm was placed a barrel-shaped
mouthpiece. When the drum was rotated, words spoken
into the mouthpiece caused the stylus to trace a wavy line
upon the smoked paper. This wavy line was the first
known record of sound vibrations.
It was twenty years later in 1877, that Edison brought
out an epoch-making invention. Edison constructed a
machine very similar to the phonautograph but differing
in two important details. The smoked paper was replaced
by a sheet of tinfoil and stylus was attached directly to
the diaphragm, so that it traced an impression of variable
depth when the diaphragm vibrated, instead of a wavy
line as in the case of the phonautograph. After such a
record had been made the drum was set to the starting
point and with the stylus in place was again rotated at
the same speed as before. The recorded sound was then
intelligibly reproduced.
Thus Edison gave us the first
phonograph.
In subsequent models the tinfoil was replaced by a
wax cylinder. For many years the wax record, either
in cylinder or disc form, was used almost exclusively
for the recording and reproducing of sound. Although
many other methods of recording have been suggested,
it is only in the last few years that records made photographically have come into the commercial field as competitors. Both the wax and the photographic records are
now being used in conjunction with motion pictures.
Photographic records are now being made by many
different types of apparatus. But they may be divided
This article was originally presented at the Fall convention of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers held at Lake Placid, N. Y.,
September 24-28, 1928.

Types of Photographic Sound Records.

FIG.

systems experimented with today there is
common with the phonautograph,
viz.: a diaphragm which is set in vibration by the sound
to be recorded. As in the phonautograph, the diaphragm
may be mechanically connected to the engraving mechanism or recorded; or, again, it may be connected elecIn almost

all

at least one element in

most modern systems. But in practically all
diaphragm forms an essential element.
Unfortunately a diaphragm does not in general have
the same response at all frequencies. A favorite experiment in lectures on elementary physics is to sound a
tuning fork and with it, through the air, set in vibration
a second tuning fork. In this experiment it is important
that the pitch, or the resonant frequency, of the two
forks be very nearly the same, otherwise the motion set
up in the second fork will be too small to be observable.
Diaphragms, and in fact almost any other type of mechanical system, will have at least one resonant frequency, which means that, under the action of sound waves,
trically as in

of

them

the

the response will in general be much greater in this
region than at other frequencies.
In the older methods of recording resonance was purposely introduced in order to obtain records of sufficient
amplitude. The frequencies lying in the resonance region

were then much overemphasized. The sound reproduced
from such records and a blasting and metallic quality,
and well deserved the title "canned music."
Because of the complex nature of speech and music
and of the great amount of distortion introduced into the
early recorders and reproducers, it is not surprising that
the quality of reproduction was poor, but it is really
astonishing that the reproduced sounds were at all intel-
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In fact, it has been suggested that, had the complex nature of speech sounds been generally known at
the time, the invention of the telephone, which preceded
the phonograph, might have been delayed for many years
since its inventor probably would have dismissed his ideas
as altogether impracticable.
Although considerable distortion may permissibly be
introduced by the recording and reproducing systems before the character of the sounds is so changed that they
can no longer be recognized, it is equally true that, if
all classes of sounds are to be reproduced to a degree of
fidelity where the ear cannot distinguish them from the
original, the amount of distortion must be kept extremely small. It is therefore necessary to diminish the distortion by the diaphragm to a negligible value.
Primarily that a diaphragm giving a uniform response
may be used and that a record of sufficient amplitude may
still be obtained, the electrical method of recording has
been developed which is today widely used in the production of commercial sound records. In this method the
pick-up diaphragm is made a component part of the recording microphone. Here we can content ourselves with
a small amplitude of motion and amplify the voltage
generated to an amount sufficient for operating a rugged
and distortionless recorder. It may be of interest here
to compare the amplitude of motion of the diaphragm
in the Edison recorder with that of the microphone used
in the majority of present recording systems. In the former the maximum amplitude required for the loudest
sounds is about 0.001 inch, whereas in the latter under
ordinary recording conditions it is only about one-tenth
as great and the weight is only one-twentieth as great.
It can thus be seen how the problem of design of a
pick-up diaphragm is greatly simplified in the electrical

Twenty-five

ligible.

For Panchromatic film
still rely on "Coops"
"COR many

years Cooper Hewitt
mercury vapor lamps have been

used to obtain soft lighting effects
with ordinary film. You can still obtain these

shown

Physically, distortion of the
equivalent to the introduction of extraneous frequencies. If the magnitude of these
extraneous frequencies is too great, the tone quality will
be very disagreeable. However, a small amount of distortion of this kind is not noticeable, for the reason that
the primary will mask the extraneous tone. It is a well
known fact that a tone must be much more intense to
be heard if another tone is sounded simultaneously.
similar to that

wave form

in this

in b.

manner

is

Another type of distortion peculiar to recording is
by a non-uniform speed of the medium

that introduced

using

COOPER HEWITT ELECTRIC

CO.

HOBOKEN, NEW JERSEY
Western Distributing Point?

KEESE ENGINEERING
Hollywood— 7380

CO.

Santa Monica Blvd.

San Francisco— 77 O'Farrell

Street
7-m 0» C. H.

F Co., 1028

METEOR

is in

be some frequency beyond which all tones will become
more and more attenuated. While the loss of the higher
frequencies does not in general impair the tone quality
to the same extent as does the presence of sharp resonance regions, yet it reduces the intelligibility of speech
and the richness and brilliancy of musical sounds.
There is another type of distortion commonly present
in reproduced sound, which is frequently designated as
non-linear distortion. This type of distortion is introduced when the excursion of any element of the system
is not proportional to the stimulus.
For example, a pure
tone, which is of sine wave form, such as is shown in
Fig. 3, a, may be reproduced so as to have a wave form

— by

with other forms of lighting. The
"Coops" continue to offer the unique
advantage of light without heat.

of course, important that the rest of the recordIt
ing system shall also be free from distortion. However,
if a microphone of uniform response is available, the
design of a distortionless recorder is made comparatively
easy, for its sensitivity may to a large extent be disregarded, inasmuch as the required power can in general
be obtained by the use of vacuum tube amplifiers.
In the electrical method, extraordinary improvements
have been made over the older systems in the elimination
of distortion.

respects identical with that of developing a high
quality radio transmitter. In the former, however, there
is the additional problem of distortion introduced by the
record itself. If, for instance, a record is run at a speed
of ten inches per second, and a tone having a frequency
of 5000 cycles per second is recorded, the length of one
cycle on the record will cover a distance of only 0.002
inch. In the case of wax records the needle must have
a very fine point; and in the photographic record the
width of the light beam as measured along the direction
of motion of the film must be extremely small. At whatever speed the record may be driven, there will always

soft lighting effects

Cooper Hewitt lamps in combination

is,

The problem of developing recording apparatus

same

with Panchromatic film

method.

many
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ELECTRIC FLARES

2

min. Flare with Demountable Handle

With Meteor

electrically fired flares the ignition or
centralized and under the hand of the
cinematographer.
Full illumination the instant the
circuit is closed
no waiting for the fuse and "first

fire

control

is

—

fire."

Whole batteries of flares may be started simultaneously the instant desired. A single cell flashlight
battery will light a flare a small sized 22% volt radio
battery will ignite 15 and the battery may be used repeatedly. Series connection allows galvanometer test*
of connections.
Also regular match ignited flares.
Three main distributing points
Edward H. Kemp
of San Francisco; Bell & Howell of Chicago; John
G. Marshall of Brooklyn. N. Y.

—

:

Manufactured by

JOHN

G.

MARSHALL

1752 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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is engraved.
This may not always
be serious, but, in certain cases of sustained tones, speed
variations cause a disagreeable flutter and in some types
of music a decided harshness of tone.

on which the record

IT?

IS

Read on Page 22 of

this issue of

THE AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

One

about Andre Barlatier's (A.S.C.) marvellous new

of the most serious problems with which the radio
is static interference.
This also

engineer has to contend

stereoscopic invention, the

FILMOSCOPE
your vest pocket! An Ideal Christmas Gift!!
Costs Only $2.50!
24 Stereoscope Views on Motion Picture Film
Every Film Person Will Want One.
Only 1,000 Available Before Christmas

Fits in

FILMOSCOPE COMPANY OF AMERICA
Phone OXford 1733
416 San Vicente Blvd. West Hollywood, Calif.
GL-4274
1222 Guaranty Bldg., Hollywood.

FIG-3

NON -LINEAR DISTORTION OF SINE WAVE

its counterpart in sound reproduction from records.
As the ether through which the radio waves are sent is
non-homogeneous because of extraneous electrical disturbances, so the sound record is non-homogeneous on

has

CAMERA RENTALS
H

Mitchell Cameras
B &
Cameras
Lenses
Mitchell High Speed Movements
Mitchell Motor
Magazines
Mitchell Friction Tilthead
J.

LOCKWOOD

R.

Hollywood Address

108 N. Lillian Way
GRanite 3177
The Fowler Studio, Corner Santa Monica Blvd.
Residence 523 N. Orange St., Glendale
Phone Douglas 3361-W
1

account of the non-uniformity of the material on which
it is engraved.
The noise resulting from these irregularities is often designated as surface noise. In the case
of the wax record, an appreciable part of this noise has
its origin in the minute irregularities of the material
and, in the case of the photographic record, in the finite
size of the grains forming the photographic image. The
difficulties of eliminating this noise arise from the fact
that the physical intensity of audible sounds covers an
exceedingly wide range. Fig. 4 shows curves published
by Wegel * on the sensitivity of the ear. The lower
curve gives the threshold of audibility and the upper
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level, i.e. the level of intensity of
of volume were to be recorded the amplitude of the loudsound which becomes painfully loud. The ratio of presIf a record of this extreme range
is about ten million.
sures of the maximum to the minimum of these curves
est tone would have to be ten million times as great as
for the faintest tone. There is, in general, a maximum
amplitude that a record can accommodate, which, for
instance, in the case of the wax record is about 0.002
inch.
If a tone having an intensity near the feeling
level is recorded at this amplitude, then the amplitude
of a tone just audible would be only 0.000,000,000,2
inch. It is difficult to get a material having a degree of
homogensity corresponding to this value. A similar condition obtains in the case of photographic records, where
the pattern is formed by grains in the emulsion which
have a magnitude somewhat less than .001 mm., depending upon the type of emulsion used. The range of volume
considered here is extreme. Practically it is not necessary to record a range of this extent, but it serves to
illustrate the extraordinary requirements placed upon
the recording medium. When the range of frequencies
that are to be reproduced is increased, the surface noise
effect becomes greater. As in the case of the different
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Welcome Film Editors
On Wednesday evening, November 21, at the Hollywood Chamber of Commerce, approximately one hundred
motion picture film editors assembled for the first regular
meeting of an organization to be officially known as
"Film Editors." It is intended that the association shall
be a non-profit, mutual benefit group, and strenuous endeavors are outlined whereby every film editor in the
industry will soon be enrolled.
For several months less than a dozen men have been
working toward the formation of Film Editors. Their
efforts were so surprisingly successful that the first
regular meeting was about twice as large as originally
expected. And it is a boast which will long be remembered in the annals of Film Editors that their first meeting was graced with the presence of almost every firstThere is certainty
class film editor in the profession.
that the general idea has found wide response, all of
which indicates that the new unit will be exceptionally
strong in membership.
The first regular meeting was devoted mostly to election of fifteen governors, this body, in turn electing from
their own number a chairman, three vice chairmen, secretary and treasurer.
The complete Board of Governors is composed of
Edgar Adams, George Arthur, Hugh Bennett, Edward
M. McDermott, Stuart Heisler, Hal Kern, Frank Lawrence, Irene Morra, George McGuire, Llovd Nosier,
Desmond O'Brien, Edward Schroeder, LeRoy Stone,
Grant Whvtock and James Wilkinson. The body immediately held an election whereby Stuart Heisler was made

chairman, Frank Lawrence, Lloyd Nosier and George
Arthur, vice chairmen; Edward McDermott, secretary;
and LeRoy Stone, treasurer.
Regular meetings are planned the first Wednesday in
each month, at 8 p. m. sharp, in the Hollywood Chamber
of

Commerce.

Motion Photomicrographs
Continued from Page 13

speed).
minute.

CARL ZEISS TESSAR
Few commodities dominate

their field for

general excellence and outstanding
superiority to such a marked degree
as the products of Carl Zeiss, Jena.
The heights of joy and the
depths of despair are faithfully portrayed with Zeiss
Tessars, even under
conditions
other lenses fail.

where

The usual time of development was about one

When projected at normal speed, the scenes
about fifteen seconds.
In Fig. 2 are reproduced two sets of pictures showing
the grains at the beginning and end of development. In
these reproductions, the blackening of the grains and
chansre in general appearance are pronounced. In the
motion picture projected on the screen a number of other
interesting phenomena can be seen. The development
with Elon in most cases starts distinctly from centers
on the prrain. Durine: develonment, the grain is in constant vibration as a whole. This movement, though it is
very small (of the order of 0.00001 inch) is plainly visible
in the magnified image on the screen. During development, the grain throws out thread-like protuberances
which likewise are in rapid movement. It is the snnearance of these streamers which has given rise to the idea
that some grains explode upon development. Different developing agents show marked difference in the tvpe of action. In general those of high reduction potential such as
Elon show rather violent action and almost complete
change in the exterior conformat'on of the grain. Developers of low potential such as hvdroquinone, however,
result in less change of the grain outline.
Further work usin°- the same method to picture the

fcARLZEISst

MEN A j

last

,

deposition of silver sulfide sensitizing specks is in progress.
The writers wish to acknowledge the help of C. A.
Morrison, of this laboratory, who assisted materially in
developing the technique which has been described.

types of distortion discussed above, the difficulties to be
met are increased as the quality of reproduction is

improved.
Bell Telephone Laboratories,
New York, N. Y.

CARL

ZEISS, INC.

485 Fifth Avenue,
Pacific Coast

Branch: 728 South

New York

Hill Street,

Los Angeles,

Calif.
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Keese Engineering Co.
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What Is Success?
Hmv One Man Won
He Did With It.

John F. Sinclair Tells

(Copyright,

1928, in All Countries by North

It

and What

American Newspaper

Alliance.)

Terry Ramsaye, brilliant biographer, once said that if
"the whole of George Eastman's life were to be run
through a white filter paper, there probably would not be
a tint or trace of abandon or recklessness."
In an age of supreme adventure, with many of the
greatest fortunes made by wild speculation, George Eastman of Rochester pursued the even tenor of his way,
said little, held fast to his own rules, experimented within
limits, worked hard and landed on top with one of the
largest private fortunes in history.
"Let's see.
Just how much, Mr. Eastman, are your
benefactions to date?" asked an indiscreet but ambitious
reporter recently of the kodak manufacturer.

No

no answer.

Recently I read a private letter disclosing an Eastman
contribution unknown to the public at large of $50,000
a year, for ten years. It was given toward a public endeavor of great merit, but not one that the public is accustomed to think of.

Some say George Eastman is the greatest anonymous
philanthropist in America. And his known gifts by now
must total close to $60,000,000.
George Eastman was born at Waterville, N. Y., on
So he is now past 73 years of age. When
George was six years old his parents moved to Rochester,
where a year after his father died, comparatively poor.
His mother was forced to work, opened a boarding house
and kept George in school until he was 14.

July 12, 1854.

By

that time his mother could do no more.
George
work at $3.00 a week. He moved ahead, kept
his eyes open, and in seven years he had saved $3000.00.

went

to

Often one's whole
ing.

Three years ago Mr. Eastman turned over to his employees his vast enterprises worth hundreds of millions.
He has given away many millions to the Rochester University, and a great school of music to the city of Rochester and has endowed it liberally.
He has also given a
fine theatre to Rochester.
Excellent productions may be
seen there at prices within the reach of all.
But the
half has never been told.
Mr. Eastman is again big-game hunting in Africa. I
asked him before he left about his life and some of his
thoughts about success. It was the day before he sailed.
"We all look at life out of the depths of our own experiences," he said. "Our lives are vastly influenced by
our surroundings, our environment, but I think, much
more by our ancestors.

"The picking of good

ancestors, especially parents, has
favor," continued the mild-mannered
philanthropist, with a smile. "It seems to be one of the
prime requisites for a successful life in this highly competitive age.
Other things are important, of course, but
one must have the real thing within before results begin
to show without."

something

It

was

life is

changed by a small happenGeorge Eastman. When

so in the case of

he was 24 he decided to take his first vacation, a trip to
San Domingo. A friend suggested that he take a camera
along.
He purchased one, and gave one of the two
camera photographers in Rochester $5.00 to teach him
how to handle it.

Eastman found the camera was awkward, unsatisfactory and complex.
He decided immediately to simplify
it.
That's the way his mind worked.
He cancelled his
trip to San Domingo, took a shorter one and gave all his
time to his new interest.

He read everything he could find on the subject. That
wasn't much. He fixed up a room in his mother's house
and built his own ideas into camera equipment.

in

its

The telephone rang, Mr. Eastman asked

answer.

Discreetly silent, pleasant, courteous, but
And there will be no answer, for George
Eastman is not given to personal "tooting." Not, at
least in the direct, positive, cards-all-on-the-table way.
Most of his donations are anonymous.

still
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answer

if

I

would

for him, as he had no secretary with him.
It
had to do with passports. Mr. Eastman wanted the telephone caller to come and arrange the passports with him
personally.
it

"This is an age of speed and machinery, an automatic
age," he observed to me. "People have more idle time
now than when I was a boy. That is why I am interested in music. People must have something to fill the
time and fill it emotionally," declared this big-business
bachelor.
"Personally, I know very little about music.
But I
like to hear good music.
So does the public, music that
cannot be abused."
In his own home, George Eastman, living alone in
quiet elegance and luxury, has his meals served to the
accompaniment of the sweet strains of a richly toned
pipe-organ.
Again he was asked his ideas of success. He is reluctant to speak his ideas on lines of a personal nature.
"I really don't know what success is, unless it is just
attempting to do well, one thing after another," he replied.
"That has been my experience in life. I have
tried with what ability I have plus the experience gained
I
to master each problem that presented itself to me.
But that's
don't know whether that is success or not.
all I have ever done."
Simple, unaffected, no frills or fuss, orderly, thoughtdiligent, far-seeing, successful, George Eastman
comes of a stock which performs brilliantly, but which is
accustomed to speak softly of its personal achievements.
Three years ago a luncheon was given in New York
ful,

Mr. Eastto celebrate the birthday of Thomas Edison.
man arrived early. So did Mr. Edison. Strange to say,
they had never met. Someone introduced them.
"I've heard a lot about you," said Mr. Edison, as he
extended his hand. Mr. Eastman was ready.
"I bought a

dynamo from you

in 1885,"

he answered

$3000.00 Mr. Eastman started business. He made a great supply of dry
plates during the winter and then found them all spoiled.
He saw his savings melt away. But he held out for dear
life while he was finding out why the plates spoiled.
Go
now to the gigantic Eastman plant in Rochester and one
finds experimental work there on a vast scale.
In 1880
it was a different story.

with a broad grin.

In 1889 came the film for kodaks, eliminating the
breakable glass plate.
Thomas Edison heard about it
and sent William Kennedy Dickson to Rochester for a
sample. Within two weeks the motion picture was born
in the Edison laboratories at West Orange,

Born at Waterville, N. Y., July 12, 1854, the son of
George W. and Marie Kilbourne Eastman. Educated in
Became an ampublic schools of Rochester, New York.
ateur photographer and perfected a process for making
dry plates, manufacturing them on a small scale in 1880.
Invented the kodak. Chairman of the Board, Eastman
Kodak Company. Leader in business and philanthropic
Has given away a fortune estimated as
movements.

The dry plate came

first.

With

his

The market for films used for motion pictures grew by
and bounds. Eastman, cool, practical, careful, experienced Yankee that he is, saw his big opportunity and
leaps

he never let go.
man in a business

From that time on the story
way has been well known.

of East-

"Was

it

good?" asked Mr. Edison, beaming.
"Pretty good machine," Mr. Eastman replied,
yet, and it will still work."
it

"That's fine," Mr. Edison said.
pretty good, too."

"And

say,

"I've got

your

film is

GEORGE EASTMAN

high as $50,00,000 to institutions of higher education,
art

and music.

Is a bachelor.

)
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Twenty-nine

and the
Fourth Dimension

Einstein Theory

(Continued from November). Once
what. While moving at a Bpeed of
liy H. Gernsback
about 175,000 miles per second in
we admit the Lorentz-Fitzgerald conMember
American
Physical
Society
other words, almost as fast aa light
traction theory, we must also accept
Editor Science and Invention
itself
another equally astonishing one, and
we find that our brick has
(Reprinted by permission from Science and
Invention
contracted sufficiently to almost form
that is what we call the theory of
a cube. Thus our rectangular brick,
local time. Take two clocks running
while at rest, shortens or contracts in the direction of its
together in perfect accord. If one of them is placed
axis when speeding at a tremendous speed. Inasmuch as
upon a moving platform, or if both of them are placed
this contraction or shortening only takes places while the
upon such a moving platform, their times will not be the
brick speeds on, and because you cannot have speed withsame any longer, but will vary, in order to vindicate the
Michelson-Morley experiment. Thus while the clock which
out time, the fourth dimension of this brick is now termed
time-speed. This is an astonishing result, but it probably
moves keeps perfect time, yet the seconds it ticks off are
comes nearer the truth of what the fourth dimension
longer than those of the clock at rest. We have thus two
really is than any of the older theories in vogue heretodifferent sorts of time So far the Lorentz-Fitzgerald confore. It is rather difficult for us to comprehend just what
traction theory has not been confirmed. It is doubtful
this fourth of the four dimensions, viz., length, width,
whether either will ever be actually proven by experiment.
depth, time-speed, really means because on earth, as far
How Are the Airplanes Moving:
as we ourselves are concerned, there are no such speeds
We now come to another aspect of relativity. Con- as 186,000 miles per second, or even 100,000 miles. We
sider two airplanes passing one another, each moving at
simply cannot comprehend such speeds.
the rate of 200 miles per hour. This gives us a relative
Yet every time we have ourselves X-Rayed, the parWe also ticles that are shot off from the anode of the X-Ray tube
of 400 miles per hour considering both of them.
Einstein,
down
first
laid
by
result
astonishing
find the
travel precisely at such tremendous speeds and, due to
viz., that it is impossible for an observer on a moving
their speeds, produce such extraordinary results.
body to ascertain the speed of the other moving body by
Light Is Four Dimensional:
any means or by any instruments known to science.
Take a ray of light traveling 186,000 miles per second.
Interpose a cube of glass that may be a yard thick beFor the two airplanes, moving at a relative motion of
tween yourself and the ray of light. Although glass is
400 miles per hour, are moving in many other directions
one of the hardest and densest substances known, the
as far as the earth, or rather the universe, is concerned.
light ray passes rieht through it as if the wall of glass
For while the airplanes are moving at a certain speed,
were not there. Yet we have reasons to believe that
the earth's surface, which carries the planes, is moving
lieht really has substance.
In other words, the particles
Again the earth moves itself. We
at a different speed.
which make up light are just as solid and real as the brick
first have the axial rotation of the earth from west to
mentioned before, but in moving at such a tremendous
But, while the
east at a speed of 1,039 miles an hour.
speed, these particles undergo certain physical changes,
earth is spinning like a top, it also moves forward in its
of which as yet we are ignorant because these particles
orbit around the sun at a speed of 65,533 miles an hour;
truly move in the fourth dimension and, as such, are
but this is not all. We still have the cosmic drift whereby
subject to entirely different laws from those which we
the earth as well as all the other planets and the sun
know now.
itself are carried forward in space in a sort of huge
The same is the case of radium. We know that radium
spiral.
In other words, the earth is moving in three direcshoots off highly charged alpha particles at a speed aptions all at once: first, axial rotation; second, orbital moproaching that of lieht. These particles, which are just
tion; third, cosmic drift.
as real as those which make up a brick, are hurled right
But let us revert to the airplanes. It now seems hopethrousrh glass, metals, a human hand, and most other
less to figure out not only at what speed they are really
substances as if these substances did not exist.
These
You see, alpha particles, moving as they do, have a real fourth
flying, but in which direction they are going.
everything is relative in this world.
When you take a dimension; otherwise they could not and would not do
train from New York to San Francisco, you have every
what we know them to do.
reason to believe that you are moving from east to west
The Pressure of light:
at the speed of the train, which let us say is sixty miles
Once upon a time it was thought that light was simply
an hour.
You are quite certain you are going west.
You do nothing of the sort. You are going due east, be- a wave motion of the ether without havinsr any substance.
We are, however, slowly reverting to Newton, who steadcause the earth revolves from west to east, and, while
fastly asserted that light is corpuscular, in other words,
you move west at the rate of 60 miles an hour, you are
made up of small particles, and recent investigations tend
really going east due to the rotation of the earth at a
to show that Newton was not altogether incorrect.
We
speed far exceeding many times 60 miles an hour.
In
know, for instance, that the sun exerts a certain amount of
other words, while you think you are going west at the
pressure on the earth, amounting to over a hundred tons.
rate of 60 miles an hour, you are really going east at
This pressure is just as real as if fine streams of water
nearly ten times as great a speed.
This is another inshot from the sun were pressing upon the surface of
stance of relativity.
the earth.
This pressure of the lieht is proven most
This brings us to the fourth dimension. As we have
effectively by the comet's tail.
The tail of a comet, as
just seen, everything is moving. Nothing really stands
we know, is always turned away from the sun, no matter
still. Anything that we can imagine really moves, whether
where the head is located in its orbit around the sun.
it is stationary on earth or anywhere in the universe.
As is well known, the tail of the comet, which is made
Heretofore we said that an object, let us say a cube, had
up of thin gases, is moving in a vacuum. As the tail is
length, width and depth. This is our classical three disprayed with the ravs of the sun, a certain amount of
mensional body, but in Einstein's world, we must now
pressure is brought to bear upon the gas particles, and

—

—

!

<

add another dimension, the fourth dimension,

SPEED.

we move

viz.,

TIME-

a so-called stationary body, this
body, which let us say is a brick, at a speed of about
100,000 miles per second, we find that it contracts someIf

they thus move away until they encounter the least resistance, which is rieht behind the comet's head.
The
comet's tail in this case behaves exactly in the same manConcluded on Page 31
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Akeley

Has Wide Range
By Ira

B.

Hoke, A.

In the early days of specialized Akeley cinematography when the gyro camera was first brought from its
intended field of operations, the African veldt, to the
studios of Hollywood, leading directors and producers
immediately recognized in it an instrument admirably
adapted to photograph difficult scenes from hitherto inaccessible places.
From those days, through years of
efficient service, the Akeley camera has proven the justification of their expectations.

With the advent of the so-called "German Influence"
several years ago the first camera to be called into service in the production of creative angles was the Akeley.
Because of its light weight, facile leveling device and

Figure 1. Illustrating lowest position possible
to successful operation of the Akelev camera.
The base of 6-ply laminated hardwood is capable of supporting the camera rigidly
in any position.

gyroscopic control, directors found chimerical ideas efficiently screened by this remarkable camera. The Akeley
specialists were called upon to lash their instruments high
on the masts of ships, on the arms of derricks, or to be
still different, in deep holes looking up.
Now they said of old that necessity is the mother of
invention and certainly that adage applies to the Akeley
specialists in their design of the two appliances illusNo matter how carefully the
trated with this article.
cinematographer may make a temporary set-up in a difficult position the camera often proves unsteady, and,
Now
of course, the scene cannot be so photographed.
in view of the unusual set-ups required of Akeley specialists all of them recognized the necessity of being able
to dispense with the time honored tripod occasionally
and still secure the camera in position so firmly that the
controls worked freely while the machine retained its
required steadiness.
The first tripod substitute consists of a triangular base
having a three-point contact with both the camera and
whatever object it is desired to attach the camera upon.
This device blossomed out simultaneously among a number of specialists, so no credit can be given its inventor.
The base is constructed of laminated pine, nine thicknesses in all, with crossed grains. This makes a strong,
light base which is capable of supporting the Akeley camera safely in normal or in vertical positions as well as
affording an extremely low position if the camera is to
be placed on the ground or in a camera pit. The base
is quickly secured to the camera by three knurlled-head
machine screws, and to the supporting object by lag
screws or long-shank stage screws.
This triangular base is also used successfully in photographing running inserts wherever iron railings are provided on the insert car.
A plank is secured across the
railings in such a manner that it makes a flat table-like
surface.
To this the camera is secured by lag screws.
A set-up of this kind obviates the danger to the cinematographer from slipping tripod points, as it makes the
camera an integral part of the car.
By far the most complete and adaptable device of this
kind is the combination baby tripod designed and built
in the machine shop of John S. Stumar, A. S. C.
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of Adaptability

S. C.

At the request of Akeley specialists of the Universal
Studios, Mr. Stumar designed this tripod to allow the
Akeley camera to be placed at any height from the stage
desirable.
The tripod at its fullest extension comes just
below the regular Akeley tripod height when closed.
From this extension any height is obtainable down to an
This latter set-up
actual set-up on the floor or ground.
is accomplished in a celver manner by attaching the tripod base, by means of a standard tripod thread, to the
cone-shaped adapter used by the Bell & Howell and
Mitchell cameras in low set-ups.
When the tripod is used standing on its legs, at any
stage of extension, a stout hook takes the place of the
cone base so that the tripod may be securely fastened to
the stage with a chain and turnbuckle.
The tripod being only 20 inches in height when closed allows the
Akeley to be placed in numberless places where, with
more bulky tripods, cameras could not be operated.
About the time the Akeley specialists found means of
fitting the condensed camera into difficult positions two
other problems presented themselves. First, thev found
the eyepiece, or focusing tube, was often in an inaccessible position for observation of the action to be photographed.
This was a knotty problem, and it was not
until the introduction of the Mitchell correct vision viewfinder that the solution was presented. This finder mounts
either on top or on the left side of the camera, thereby
giving two positions to suit conditions of various set-ups.
Secondly, the specialists often found ideal locations
for their cameras that were unusable because, by no
amount of gymnastics were they able to wrap themselves
Mr.
around the camera into a position for cranking.
Ray Ramsey, veteran Akeley specialist, solved th's problem by a clever adaptation of the Bell & Howell Cinemotor to the Akeley camera. The motor is quickly attached and affords even shutter speeds under the most
trying circumstances.
With the aid of the devices outlined, the field of the
Akeley has increased until it has become an outstanding
instrument for the photography of difficult angles, running inserts and most important of all aeroplane photography.
With its wide range of long, focal-length lenses
and the steady motor-driven shutter, close-ups from one
aeroplane to another while in flight become possible, and
their immense value to a production is illustrated by the
thrilling scenes so photographed in two of the current
feature flight releases.

Figure

2.

to allow use of hollow
extremely low positions.

Showing baby tripod extended
cone base

in

Thus it is that once again the Akeley specialists have
given to the progressive directors and producers of today
a photographic instrument with such a wide range of
adaptability that every type of picture of the future will
benefit materially by the inclusion of special scenes made
with this remarkable camera.
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No

Strike of

C

I

N E M A TO G R A P H E R

Cameramen

GOERZ
CINE LENSES

In a recent issue of a Hollywood film periodical
a story was published which seemed to infer that a
strike of cinematographers might be impending.

The

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

is

in a

position to state on supreme authority that no such
thing as a strike is considered by the cameramen
and they have no thought except to cooperate with
the producers in every possible way.

Mohr Shoots 'Broadway

Goerz Cine Lenses are being used

We

manufacture

in

Kino—Hypar
in focal lengths

We

our

New York

factory the

and

F. 2.7
from 1-inch

also have an imported, superspeed series

in

focal lengths from 1 9s -inch to 4-inch
and the telephoto series

Telestar F. 4-5

W.

from 4 'A -inch to 13 \% inch
for leng distance shots and close-ups
make all kinds of trick devices, precision
focusing mounts, focusing microscopes and special
in focal lengths

The Studio Electricians Local 40 I.B.E.W. will hold
and Ball at the Biltmore Hotel Ball
Room, Los Angeles, December 28th, 1928.
Both women's and men's fashion show, vaudeville entertainment, and the Stars of Filmdom will be there.
Entrants are being received for the Queen contest to
decide who will be Goddess of Electricity. Local 40 is
offering an Essex Coach as a prize to the Queen.
Many beautiful awards will be made to those present
Cont°st office has been opened at 6250
at the ball.
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood.

We

camera

fittings.

We

undertake the development of your own
Write us. A new cataideas along optical lines.
logue, listing the complete line of Goerz Lenses and
accessories, will be mailed on request.

CP. Goerz American Optical Co.
317 E. 34th

New

St.

York, N. Y.

Angels"

Alvin Wyckoff, A.S.C., and Victor Milner, A.S.C., have
been making special shots for Howard Hughes, director
of "Hell's Angels" at Caddo. Among these was a series
of the interior of a Zeppelin, showing the mechanism for
bombing. Caddo has forty men on this picture at Oak-

1

land airport.

Acknowledgement
It

being the custom to wish everybody a Merry Christ-

mas and a Hapoy

MATOGRAPHER

F. 3

to 4-inch

Cinegor F. 2 and F. 2.5

their Benefit Frolic

"Hell's

over the

Superior Quality

9

A. H. Boradaille, A.S.C., ha.s been assigned to the
sound picture department at Lasky studios.

B. E.

all

World because they are of

Hal Mohr, A.S.C., is preparing to shoot "Broadway,"
Universal's next big sound special. It will be all talkie
and directed by Paul Fejos. Glen Tryon will be featured
with the original stage cast.

J.

Thirty-one

New Year THE AMERICAN CINE-

hereby cheerfully does its duty and
heartily conforms to custom, but it makes a gesture of
especial cordiality toward those advertisers who have so
heartily supported our little journal through the eight
years of its existence and thereby enabled it to errow into
the full stature of an internationally recognized technical
magazine. For this encouragement THE AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER is enduringly grateful.

and the
Fourth Dimension

Einstein Theory

Continued from Page 29

ner as a weather vane, which always places itself in the
line of least resistance, pointing with the arrow to the
direction whence the wind is blowing strongest.
The
pressure of light has been verified by many experiments
on earth as well. In one of them a light ray coming from
a distant star is deviated by the gravitational field of the
sun.
This experiment has actually been proven on a
photographic plate. (See "Electrical Experimenter," January issue, page 887.) If the ray of light in this experiment was merely a wave motion of the ether, it is inconceivable how it could possibly be deflected by the sun's
gravitational field.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT CLEARING HOUSE

ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED
RATES:

Four cents a word.

be prepaid

and must

WANTED— MOTION
DeBrie,

cash,

Send

reach us before the fifteenth

PICTURE CAMERAS
Pathe.

full description.
Street, Chicago.

West Madison

Bell

Bass

&

FOR RENT

Howell

Standard
Camera Company, 179

FOR SALE

—CAMERAS

Howell 35 mm. camera No. 795, equipped with
Astro F 2.3. lenses and Zeiss 7 inch lens, complete with the
best B. & H. and Mitchell accessories. Also DeVry 35 mm.
portable, with Astro lens and Mitchell tripod and tilting head
complete with carrying cases. Also 8x10 Eastman view camera,
complete with Acme shutter and Goerz Dagor lens and Mitchell
tripod, with case. Communicate with Robert S. Furst, 1606 N.
Highland. Hollywood. GRanite 3151.
FOR QUICK SALE Eyemo, condition O. K. Taylor Cooke lenses.
47 mm. F 2.5' and 3% in. F 3.3. carrying case, $225. Speed
Graphic 6 in. Zeiss Tessar F 4.5 specially mounted in Ilex
shutter, speeds 1 /100 to 1 sec. distar 3 /IV 5 double plate holders, carrying case, outfit good as new, $65.
R. M. Garland.
5711 Thirteenth St. N. W.. Washington. D. C.

—

—

FOR SALE

&

Bell

steel cases.

Howell Camera, 170 degree; four lenses F 3.5.
Iris, Light Tripod, four magazines,
W. 1st Street. MEtropolitan 8205.

adapters 4 inch
B. Smith, 700

—

Eyemo Camera. F 2.5 Cook lens, 6 spools and carrying case; in fine mechanical condition; cost new $275. For
quick sale, $150.00. Frank Cotner, HOllywood 5046.

FOR SALE

—

Bell & Howell, excellent mechanical condition; six
magazines; three cases. Brand new Astro F 2.3-50 mm Goerz
75 and 40 mm B. & H. tripod with Mitchell legs. Large single
arm iris with B. & H. shade box, 4-way matt box. Gauze matt
holder and two inch glass filter holder. $1,375 cash. Vernon
Walker. 601 W. Fairmount St.. Glendale. Cal.. or A.S.C. offices.

FOR SALE

—

Bell & Howell Camera, latest serial. 794. With TayHobson Cooke Lenses, world's finest. Write for complete
equinment list. Whole outfit brand new. James Matthews.
S.M.P.E., 225 W. Seventh St., Long Beach, Calif. 648-166.
lor

FOR SALE — MISCELLANEOUS
— Two
used Mitchell Matt boxes at $40.00 per
Chas. Glouner
Universal Studios. HEmostead 3131.
FOR SALE— Akeley Camera No. 230, with 180 degree adjustable
shutter and also 230 degree shutter.

FOR SALE
set.

slightly

Call

at

Akeley Tripod with Mitchell
magazines.
2-2 in. F.2.7. Carl Zeiss matched lens.
4 in. F.2.5 Astro lens with matched finder.
6% in. F.2.7.
Carl Z iss with matched finder. 12 in. F.5.6. Dallmeyer "Dallon" telephoto lens with matched finder.
1 Roller aperature
plate scratch proof.
1 Standard Bell & Howell motor attachment.
1 set of service masks.
1
camera rain cover. 1 camera head case.
1 magazine and lens case comb.
1 tripod head
case.
1 tripod cover. 6 filter holders. 1 changing bag.
Equipment ten months old. Excellent mechanical condition. Will
consider only cash offers. See camera at 1765 Vista Del Mar.
legs.

Ray

6

Ramsey. A.

L.

S.

C. GL-3618

or

HE-4197.

—

FOR SALE

B. & H. Tilthead with Mitche'l thread to fit a Mitchell
tripod, in excellent mechanical condition. It has been re-enameled and looks good. Also one B. & H. Spider base with prison
lock to fit B. & H. tripod legs. Phone Chas. Glouner at Universal Studios. Universal City. HEmpstead 3131.

—

FOR SALE
steady

preceding

publication.

—

3 Mitchell Cameras.
High Speed and Regular MoveJ. R. Lockwood, 1108 N. Lillian Way.
GRanite 3177;
DOuglas 3361-W.

FOR RENT

Bell

head,

& Howell
for

Bell

—

& Howell Cameras, Astro Lenses.

Large FindJ. R. Lockwood, 1108 N. Lillian Way.
Douglas 3361-W.
FOR RENT Two Mitchell Speed Cameras, No. 85, 7 No. 97, with
Astro Lenses; extra Mitchell magazines. Mitchell high speed
gear box and cable, Mitchell motors.
Call Pliny Home, 1318
N. Stanley Ave., HOllywood 7682 or A.S.C. GRanite 4274.
FOR RENT Two Bell & Howell cameras, Mitchell tripods, large
finders, all F/2.3 lenses.
Also Cinemotor and friction head for
Akelev work. Frank Cotner, 6273 Selma Ave.. HOlly 5046.
FOR RENT 170 deg. Bell & Howell, 3" F 1.9 Dallmeyer, 3" F 3.5
Goerz, 2" F 2.3 Astro; 40 m.m. F 3.5 Goerz, Mitchell tripod
with B"ll & Howell head, baby tripod, six magazines and prism.
Cnll TErrace 9152.
FOR RENT Camera equipment: 1 Mitchell Camera, 1 Mitchell
Howell, 1
Bell &
Speed Camera with attachment, new.
1
Akeley (Full Equipment). Ted Tettzlaff, Phone GR 9255. 1724
Western
N.
Ave.. Hollywood.
2 Bell

Mitchell Tripods.

GRanite 3177.

FOR SALE— Bell &

New matt

month

the

of

ers.

FOR SALE

All copy must

charge one dollar per insertion.

ments.

WANTED — For
cameras.

Minimum

quick release Tripod with

L.

A. rock

—

—

—

—

FOR RENT

—Complete

FOR RENT — Four

Bell

for

—

Phone
equipment of

with Astro Lenses

HO-3490 and GL-0124

& Howell Cameras, one cinemotor and

fric-

tion head for Bell & Howell; 2.3 Astro lens, large Prismatic
Mitchell finders and Mitchell legs. Special built-in side Prisms.
Baby tripod, extra trinod six inch lens in mount. Richter Photo
Service, 7764 Santa Monica Blvd., GL-7804 at night HE-1780,
or B. P. Rav, 591-331.
;

;

FOR RENT

—legs;
To

one

party,

reliable

& Howell camera

Bell

with

Fred
In perfect shape and fully equipped. Joe

Astro Lens

Mitchell

Hoefner mat box.

F.

2.3.,

Fl.

magazines.

6

8.

ORecrnn 6730.

LaShel'e.

FOR RENT — CAMERAS, ALL KINDS.

Akeley,

Bell

& Howell

170%, also Speed DeVry Graflex, Still (late model Anscos). For
Ries Bros., Ries
rent by day or week to responsible parties.
Phone GRanite 1185; Residence,
BIdg., 1152 No. Western Ave.
HO-1055.

— Phone

BELL & HOWELL

Perry Evans,

OL

8797

or

Hollywood

A. S. C.

BELL & HOWELL.
Baby

tripod.

GRanite 984 5.

170, with 30, 40, 50 and 75 lens equipment.
Charles Stumar.
Also B. & H. Cine motor.
7501 Lexington Ave.. Hollywood.

FOR RENT

FOR RENT — One

— MISCELLANEOUS

Cinemotor with Veeder counter

in first class

con-

Baby tripod; extra tripod. Mitchell friction heads for
Howell camera. Six inch lens in mount. Richter Photo
Service 7764 Santa M"r,i^-a B'vd.. GL-7804 at night. HE-1780.

dition.
Bell &

:

.

Gear Box
— Mitchellmounted
Dallmeyer

FOR RENT

12-inch
and shaft.
for Mitchell or Bell & Howell with
lens
Donald B. Keyes, HOllywood
snecial Long focus view finder.

with

crank

1931.

—
FOR RENT— Mitchell
GRanite 3177.

Latest Type. J. R. Lockwood, 1108
Mitchell Motor.
GRanite 3177. R?s., DOuglas 3361-W.
N. Lillian Way.

FOR RENT

Friction Tilthead.

Res..

And one regular
Bosch & Lomb lens

both good shape.
Also six-inch
mounted. Call B. B. Rav. Richter Photo Service, 7764 Santa
Monica Blvd., Telephone GLadstone 7804.

Mitchell outfit,

Camera Co.,
Silver, A.S.C.

Mitchell

John

& Howell Camera.

tripod,

Res..

FOR

J.

R. Lockwood,

1108 N.

DOuglas 3361-W.

RENT— STILL CAMERAS

Camera, focal p'ane shutter, complete.
1
1 Eyemo Camera
Mitchell Friction Tripod, new, for B. & H.
with special lock. 1 4x5 Graflex B. & L. lens. 1 B.-H. Low
Boy to fit new style B.-H. Tripod head. Joe LaShelle, 639 N.
Sierra Bnnita ORegon 6730.

FOR RENT

8x10

Still

1

KOR

—
lenses;

FOR RENT — SALE

RENT— CAMERAS
& Howell camera complete

with all new
Astro
Mitchell legs; large erect new Mitchell
Finder; built-in side prisms, baby tripod, matt box, etc. Cash,
or will rent applying fifty per cent for payment on camera.
Bernard B. Ray, Richter Photo Service, GL-7804. 7764 Santa
2.3.

Bell

—

Graff Variab'e Focus Lens. 35 mm. 2.7 Carl Zeiss.
& L. and 40- 50- 75 3.5 Carl Zeiss Lenses. J.
GRanite 3177.
R. Lockwood, 1108 N. Lillian Way.

FOR SALE
50

mm.

1

2.

7 B.

Monica Blvd.

FOR RENT

—

FOR SALE

—

Sound and Speed Work Only One Mitchell outfit
complete with Speed Movement and silenced for sound work
2 Bell & Howells complete with speed movements and special
silence gears. All outfits equipped with 40, 50 and 75mm. 2.7
or 2.3. lenses and large finders. Cases. Magazines, Tripnd and
complete Accessories. Alvin V. Knechtel, residence 1179 N.
Kenmore Ave. OLvmpia 9950. First National Studio, GLadstone
4111, Extension 321 or 250.

FOR SALE. LENSES
B. &. H.

mount.

Carl
—Perry

— LENSES

mm., mounted in latest
Evans, 413 No. Mariposa Ave., Holly-

Zeiss, F. 3.5, 50

wood. C alifornia.

—

50 m.m. Goerz Hyper lens F. 3.5 in B. & H. mount.
$25. 50 m.m. B. & L. lens F. 2.7 in B. & H. mount, $45. J. N.
Giridlian, Phone TErrace 9152.

FOR SALE
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